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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

THE Hebrew Grammar of William Gesenius originally

published in 1813 has long been regarded as a standard

work in Germany, and has been repeatedly re-edited, first

by Rodiger and afterwards by Professor Kautzsch. with

a view to keeping it abreast of the progress of scholarship.

Various English translations of it have also appeared ; but

the original work has gained so considerably in value in the

latest editions, thanks to the scholarly revision of Professor

Kautzsch, that the time seemed to have come for a new

translation of what is practically a new book. Moreover,

no Hebrew Grammar exists in English combining in one

volume a thorough treatment both of the accidence and

of the syntax. The Delegates of the Clarendon Press

accordingly arranged with the German publisher. Herr Vogel,

of Leipzig, to issue such a translation, and entrusted the work

to the late Rev. G. W. Collins (of Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge, and Keble College, Oxford), with whom I was

afterwards associated. His translation of the twenty-fifth

edition (i 889) was already approaching completion when a new

edition of the German was announced as being in preparation,

and the Delegates decided to await its publication in order

that Professor Kautzsch's latest improvements might be

incorporated in -the English translation. The new German

edition, however, did not appear so soon as was expected,

and in the meantime Mr. Collins died. The task of revising

the translation, and of seeing it through the press, thus

devolved upon me. Its accomplishment has been somewhat
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delayed, partly by the intervention of other work, and partly

owing to the numerous additions and improvements intro-

duced by Professor Kautzsch into the twenty-sixth edition

(1896), which of course had to be incorporated. With regard

to the method pursued, the plan and arrangement of the

original have been strictly followed, so that the references for

sections and paragraphs correspond exactly in German and

English. At the same time, every effort has been made

to state the principles of the grammar in a form that would

be clearly and readily apprehended by English students.

The sheets have been submitted while in proof to the

Regius Professor of Hebrew, Dr. Driver, who has made

numerous valuable suggestions as to translation. Some

slight additions have occasionally been made in no case,

however, affecting the substance of Professor Kautzsch's

work chiefly consisting of supplementary references to

English works, or now and then completing a list of

citations. These have been enclosed within brackets []

wherever it was possible to do so without too much com-

plication. A few notes added by Mr. Collins have been

marked with his initials, G. W. C. Some evident printer's

errors in the German have been tacitly corrected. It would

be too much to hope that in so large a mass of details

mistakes have been entirely avoided, but my endeavours

to secure accuracy and uniformity have been very materially

aided by the skill and experience of Mr. J. C. Pembrey, the

oriental reader to the Clarendon Press. In conclusion, I wish

to express my gratitude to Dr. Driver for his ever-ready help

in all matters of difficulty, and for the encouragement I have

received from him throughout a rather toilsome piece

of work.

A. E. COWLEY.
WADHAM COLLEGE, OXFORD.



FROM THE PREFACE TO THE
GERMAN EDITION.

BETWEEN the appearance of the twenty-fifth and twenty-
sixth editions of this Grammar l more than six years elapsed.

During that period so many important works appeared on

the textual criticism and exegesis of the Old Testament,
as well as on the grammar of the Hebrew and other Semitic

languages, that the editor again found abundant materials

for amplifying and re-casting the work. . . .

For the Biblical text, constant use has been made of the

critical editions of Dr. S. Baer : Jeremia, Lipsiae, 1890 ; Josua
et Jtidices, 1891; Samuel, 1892; Reges, 1895. Warm praise

is also due to the admirable edition of the Old Testament

text by David Ginsburg (London, 1894, 2 vols.), based

primarily on the earliest printed editions, seven of the

entire Bible, dated between 1488 and 1525, and thirteen

of various parts, 1477-1525, and containing a selection of

readings from the LXX, Peshitta, Targums, and Vulgate.
In the course of his work, the present writer has learnt to

value this edition more and more. The critically revised

text in the handsome series of ' Sacred Books of the Old

Testament V published under the editorship of Prof. P. Haupt

(Leipzig and Baltimore, 1893, &c.), has also been consulted

1 The first edition appeared at Halle in 1813 (pp. 202, small 8vo); the next

thirteen editions were issued by Gesenius himself; the fifteenth to the twenty-first

(1845-1872) by E. Rodiger; the twenty-second to the twenty-fifth (1878-1889)

by the present editor.
*

3
Distinguishing the various documents of the Pentateuch and historical books

by colours, and hence also called the 'Polychrome Bible.' The following parts

have appeared : Job by Siegfried, 1893 ;
I and II Samuel by Budde, Leviticus by

Driver and White, 1894; Jeremiah by Coraill, Joshua by Bennett, the Psalms

by Wellhausen, Chronicles by Kittel, 1895 > Genesis by Ball, Daniel by

Kamphausen, 1896.
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as occasion required. But this twenty-sixth edition has

especially benefited by the systematic study of the Old

Testament, undertaken with a view to the new translation

of it, published by the editor in I894
1

. Independently of

the criticism of the text, this afforded opportunity for a much
fuller notice of all striking forms, as well as for considerable

additions to the examples in the Syntax.

Among the works consulted on special grammatical

questions, the first place must be assigned to those of

De Lagarde, Barth, and Ed. Konig, cited on p. 231. Konig's

Lchrgebdude, starting with Hebrew, includes a comprehensive

comparison of the other Semitic dialects, and is distinguished

by an almost exhaustive presentation of the facts, as well as

by the regard paid systematically to phonetic and philological

principles. De Lagarde and Barth, embracing in their survey
the entire system of Semitic noun-formation, suggest, inde-

pendently of each other, such an abundance of new and

important points of view, that the editor felt no little

embarrassment in deciding on the extent of the changes

required in 81-86, 93 and 94. However, the consideration

that, in spite of very remarkable agreement on fundamental

questions, the two scholars often differ widely in details,

and that the controversy on the subject (see the literature

on p. 231) has led to no definite conclusions, finally left no

doubt as to the course to be pursued. I have endeavoured

in an excursus
( 83. d] to give, as far as possible, an unbiassed

statement of the principles followed by both scholars, and

in 84 sqq. have altered or omitted whatever has so far been

proved to be certainly untenable. Though starting with

grave doubts, I must admit that Barth 's fundamental prin-

ciple that all nouns may be referred to either perfect or

imperfect stems appears to me more and more to be correct

and fruitful, although at the same time it is true that all

nouns cannot now be traced to one or the other stem with

the certainty claimed by the author in his Nominalbildung.

1 Die heilige Srhrift des Allen Testaments, Freiburg and Leipzig, 1 894. Of the

readings discussed in pp. i to 88 of the appendix to this translation, a considerable

number have also been noticed in the Grammar.
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Among smaller monographs the studies of Knudtzon,
mentioned on p. 320, note, as also V. Baumann's Hebraische

Relativsdtze (see p. 466), Herner's Syntax der Zahlworter

(see p. 454), and Diehl's Pronomen personate suffixum 2. und

3. plur. des Hebraischen, deserve special mention. The last-

named Dissertation was available only from 91 onwards.

Besides these, abundant material is contained in the numerous

discussions of grammatical and syntactical questions in

Driver's Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel

(Oxford, 1890), and in the lists of the linguistic features of

particular books in Driver's Introduction to the Literature of
the Old Testament (sixth edition, Edinburgh, 1897), in Siegfried

and Stade's Hebrdisches Wb'rterbuch zum A. T. (Leipzig, 1893),

and last but not least in the greatly improved twelfth edition

of Gesenius' Handworterbuch, edited by Frants Buhl, with the

assistance of A. Socin and H. Zimmern, in 1895. The sparing

use of such valuable works as Friedrich Delitzsch's Assyrische
Grammatik (Berlin, 1889*), P. Haupt's Semitische Sprachlaute

(see p. 37), &c., was due to the limitations necessarily imposed

by a Grammar intended primarily for theological students

in the widest sense of the term. At the same time, the

greatest possible care has been taken to give a full account

of the literature which has appeared since 1889.

For notes and corrections relating to particular points,

I have to thank Professors Budde (Strassburg), Dalman

(Leipzig), Haupt (Baltimore), Kamphausen (Bonn), Ley

(Kreuznach), G. Moore (Andover), Nestle (Ulm), Philippi

(Rostock, in a review of the twenty-fifth edition in the

Theologische Litteraturzeitung^ 1890, no. 17), Praetorius (Halle),

Stade (Giessen), and Messrs. S. Preiswerk, junior (Bale), and

Ziegert (Breslau) ;
also for notes on a more considerable scale,

Dr. Mayer-Lambert (Paris), Prof. Socin (Leipzig), and

Prof. Strack (Berlin). The two last-mentioned scholars

placed at my disposal their own copies of the twenty-fifth

edition, containing numerous marginal annotations. Lastly,

I must pay a tribute of gratitude to the cherished memory
of my friend Prof. August Miiller (Halle). The criticisms,

1

English translation, Berlin and London (Williams and Norgate), 1889.
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which, according to the close of his review of the twenty-fifth

edition, Prof. Miiller intended for me, were found indicated

in his private copy by lines and crosses of various colours.

These led me in numerous cases to re-consider, and, I hope,

also sometimes to improve the text.

In the correction of the proofs of the twenty-sixth edition,

my young colleague Mr. Steuernagel deserves my thanks

for his unwearying and skilful help.

The old complaint that reference to the Grammar was

rendered difficult by the numerous subdivisions of the

sections, has now been met by the addition of marginal
letters. By this means the number of the section and one

letter suffice for reference in nearly all cases. In very long
sections

( 67, 72, 75, 93, 112, 113, 117, 119, 126, 159) double

letters had to be used (aa, bb, &c.) after the single alphabet
was exhausted. At the same time, the old subdivisions had

to be retained on account of the numerous references in

existing commentaries, and in the four editions of the

Exercise Book.

Finally, the Paradigms (p. 536 sqq.) have been subjected to

a very thorough revision for this edition. From Paradigm G
onward forms not actually occurring have been enclosed

within brackets.

The principal abbreviations used are ZDMG-=ZeitscJirift
der deutschen morgcnldndischen Gescllschaft : ZA W= Zeit-

schrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft (edited, since

its commencement in 1881, by Prof. B. Stade, Giessen) :

ZDP V= Zeitschrift des deutschen Paldstinavercins (edited,

since 1878, by Prof. H. Guthe, Leipzig).

E. KAUTZSCH.
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HEBREW GRAMMAR.

INTRODUCTION.

1. The Semitic Languages in General.

SEE Gesenius, Introduction to his Hebr. Handworterb., 2nd to 'loth editions;

E. Kenan, Histoire generate et systeme compart des langues semitiques, 3rd ed.,

Paris. 1863; B. Stade, Lehrb. der hebr. Gramm., Lpz. 1879, 2 sqq. ;
E. Kb'nig,

Hist.-krit. Lehrgeb. der hebr. Spr., Lpz. 1881, 3 ; H. Strack,
' Einl. in das A. T.,'

,in Zockler's Handb. der theol. Wissenschaften, Nordl. 1883, * I 9 sq^-! 4tn e<J-

I

Munich, 1895 ;
F. Hommel, Die semit. Volker u. Sprachen, I,pz. 1883, i. I

; Th.

Nbldeke, article 'Semitic Languages,' in the gth ed. of the Encyclopaedia Britannica,

in German with corrections and additions, Dzesemif.SprafAen,Lpz.i88'j ; W.Wright,
\Lectures on the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages, Cambr. 1890.
Much relating to the subject may also be found in Diestel's Gesch. des A. T, in der

\christl. Kirche, Jena, 1869. The material contained in inscriptions has been in

process of collection since 1881 in the Paris Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum.

1. The Hebrew language is one branch of a great family of Ian- a

jguages in Western Asia which was indigenous in Palestine, Phoenicia,

Syria, Mesopotamia, Babylonia, Assyria, and Arabia, that is to say, in

Ithe countries extending from the Mediterranean to the other side of

[the Euphrates and Tigris, and from the Mountains of Armenia to the

[southern
coast of Arabia. In early times, however, it spread from

Arabia over Abyssinia, and by means of Phoenician colonies over many
tislands and sea boards of the Mediterranean, as for instance to the

[Carthaginian coast. No comprehensive designation is found in early

[times
for the languages and nations of this family ;

the name Semites

lor Semitic languages (based upon the fact that according to Gen. 10,

12 1 sqq. almost all nations speaking these languages are descended

Ifrom Shem) is however now generally accepted and has accordingly

[been retained here '.

1 From Shem are derived (Gen. 10, 21 sqq.) the Aramaean and Arab families

is well as the Hebrews, but not the Canaanites (Phoenicians), who are traced

back to Ham (w. 6. 15 sqq.), although their language belongs decidedly to what

B
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b 2. The better known Semitic languages may be subdivided as

follows :

I. The South Semitic or Arabic branch. To this belong, besides

the classical literary language of the Arabs and the modern vulgar

Arabic, the older southern Arabic preserved in the Sabaean inscriptions

(less correctly called Himyaritic), and its offshoot, the Ge'ez or

Ethiopic, in Abyssinia.

II. The Middle Semitic or Canaanitish branch. To this belongs

the Hebrew of the Old Testament with its descendants, the New

Hebrew, as found especially in the Mishna (see below, 3. i) and

Rabbinic
;

also Phoenician with Punic (in Carthage and its colonies)

and the various remains of Canaanitish dialects preserved in names of

places and persons, and in the inscription of Mesa', king of Moab.

c III. The North Semitic or Aramaic branch. The subdivisions

of this are (i) The Eastern Aramaic or Syriac, the literary language

of the Christian Syrians. The religious books of the Mandaeans

(Nasoraeans, Sabians, also called the disciples of St. John) represent

a very debased offshoot of this. A Jewish modification of Syriac is

to be seen in the language of the Babylonian Talmud. (2) The

Western or Palestinian Aramaic, incorrectly called also ' Chaldee.'

This latter dialect is represented in the Old Testament by two words

in Gen. 31, 47, by the verse Jer. 10, u, and the sections Dan. 2, 4 7,

28; Ezr. 4, 8 6, 18, and 7, 12-26, as well as by a considerable portion

of Jewish literature (Targums, Palestinian Gemara, &c.). To the same

branch belongs also the Samaritan, with its admixture of Hebrew forms,

and, except for the rather Arabic colouring of the proper names, the

idiom of the so-called Nabataean inscriptions in the Sinaitic peninsula,

in the East of Palestine, &c.

For further particulars about the remains of Western Aramaic (including those in

the New Test., in the Palmyrene and Egyptian Aramaic inscriptions) see Kautzsch,

Cramm. des Biblisch-Aramaischen, Lpz. 1884, P 6 sqq.

d IV. The East Semitic branch 1

,
the language of the Assyrio-

is now called Semitic. The language of the Babylonians and Assyrians, about I

which uncertainty long prevailed, has proved to be Semitic, just as A&ur (Gen. I

lo, 22) is included among the sons of Shem.
1 Cf. especially Hommel, 'On the philological position of the Ass.-Habylonian flfl

compared with Western Semitic,' in Aufsdtze u. Abhandlungcn arabistisch semito- I

logiichtn Inhalts, Munich, 1892, p. 92 sqq.
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Babylonian inscriptions, the third line of the Achaemenian inscrip-

tions.

On the importance of Assyrian for Hebrew philology especially from a lexico-

graphical point of view comp. Friedr. Delitzsch, The Hebrew Language viewed in

the light of Assyrian research, Lond. 1883, and Prolegomena eines neuen hebr.-

aratn. Worterbuchs zum A. T., Lpz. 1886
; P. Haupt,

'

Assyrian Phonology, &c.,*

in Hebraica, Chicago, Jan. 1885, vol. i. 3; Delitzsch, Assyrische Grammatik,

Berlin, 1889.

If the above division into four branches be reduced to two principal

groups, No. I, as South Semitic, will be contrasted with the three

North Semitic branches.

All these languages stand to one another in much the same relation as those

of the Germanic family (Gothic, Old Norse, Danish, Swedish ; High and Low
German in their earlier and later dialects), or as the Slavonic languages (Lithu-

anian, Lettish ;
Old Slavonic, Serbian, Russian ; Polish, Bohemian). They are

now either wholly extinct, as the Phoenician and Assyrian, or preserved only in a

debased form, as Neo-Syriac among Syrian Christians and Jews in Mesopotamia
and Kurdistan, Ethiopic (Ge'ez) in the later Abyssinian dialects (Tigre, Amharic),

and Hebrew among some modern Jews (except in so far as they attempt a literary

reproduction of the language of the Old Testament). Arabic alone has not only

occupied to this day its original abode in Arabia proper, but has also forced its

way in all directions into the domain of other languages.

The Semitic family of languages is bounded on the East and North by another

of still wider extent, which reaches from India to the western limits of Europe, and

is called Indo-Germanic, since it comprises, in the most varied ramifications, the

Indian (Sanskrit), Old and New Persian, Greek, Latin, Slavonic as well as Gothic,

along with the other Germanic languages. With the Old Egyptian language, of

which Coptic is a descendant, as well as with the languages of north-western

Africa, the Semitic had from the earliest times much in common, especially in

grammatical structure; but on the other hand there are fundamental differences

between them, especially from a lexicographical point of view ; see C. Abel,

Einlcitung in ein agyptisch-semitisch-indo-europaisches IVurzelworterbuch, Lpz.

1887; and Ueber Wechselbeziehungen der dgyptlschen, indo-europdischen u. semit-

ischen Etymologie, Lpz. 1889, pt. i; Hommel, 'On the extent of the relation between

ancient Egyptian and Semitic,' in the Beitrage zur Assyriologie, ii. 342 sqq. ;

Erman, Das Verhaltnis des Aegyptischen zu den semitischen Sprachen, in the

ZDMG. xlvi, 1892, p. 93 sqq.

3. The grammatical structure of the Semitic family of languages, f
as compared with that of other languages, especially the Indo-Germanic,

exhibits numerous peculiarities which collectively constitute its dis-

tinctive character, although many of them are found singly in other

languages. These are (a) among the consonants, which in fact form

the substance of these languages, occur peculiar gutturals of different

grades ;
the vowels proceeding from the three primary sounds (a, i, u)

B 2
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are subject, within the same consonantal frame-work, to great changes

in order to express various modifications in the signification of the

same stem
; (<5)

the word-stems are almost invariably triliteral, i. e.

composed of three consonants
; (c) the verb is restricted to two tense-

forms, with a peculiarly regulated use; and (d) the noun has only two

genders (masc. and fern.) ;
and peculiar expedients are adopted for

the purpose of indicating the case-relations ; (e) the oblique cases of

the personal pronoun, as well as of all the possessive pronouns and the

pronominal object of the verb, are denoted by forms immediately

attached (suffixes) ; (_/") the almost complete absence of compounds

. both in the noun (with the exception of many proper names) and in

the verb
; (g) great simplicity in the expression of syntactical relations,

e. g. the small number of particles, and the prevalence of simple co-

ordination of clauses without periodic structure. Classical Arabic,

however, forms a not unimportant exception as regards the last men-

tioned point.

4. From a lexicographical point of view also the vocabulary of the

Semites differs essentially from that of the Indo-Germanic languages,

although there is here apparently more agreement than in the grammar.

A considerable number of Semitic roots and stems l

agree in sound

with synonyms in the Indo-Germanic family. But apart from ex-

pressions directly borrowed (see below), the actual similarity might

be restricted to imitative words (onomatopoetica), and to those in

which one and the same idea is represented by similar sounds in con-

sequence of a formative instinct common to the most varied families

of language. Neither of these proves any historic or generic relation,

to establish which an agreement in grammatical structure would also

be necessary.

Comp. Friedr. Delitzsch, Studicn iiber indogermanisch-seniitische ll'urzel-ver-

wandtschaft, Lpz. 1873; Noldechen, Semit. Classen zu Fick und Curtius,

Magdeb. 1876 sq. ; McCurdy, Aryo-Semitic Speech, Andover, U. S. A., 1881.

As onomatopoetic words, or as stem-sounds of a similar character, we may

compare, e.g. PP?, ^H? Xci'x<u, ^nSt Sans, lih, Eng. to lick, Fr. lecher, Germ.

lecken ; ??3 (kindr. ?;^, '5^) ict\\<o, Kf\\oi, KV\I<U, volvo, Germ, quellen, wal/en,

Eng. to well; "113, &"!$, rnn xaparroi, Pers. khMJan, Ital. grattare, Fr. gratter,

Eng. to grate, to scratch, Germ, kratzen ; V^frango, Germ, brechen, &c. ; Reuss,

Cesch. der hi. Schriften A. T.'s, Uraunschw. 1881, p. 38, draws attention moreover

to the Semitic equivalents for earth, six, seven, horn, to sound, to measure, to mix,

[
l On the distinction between stems and roots, see 30, Kern, i and 2. G.W.C.]
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to smell, to place, clear, to kneel, raven, goat, ox, &c. An example of a somewhat
different kind is am, ham (sam~), gam, kam, in the sense of the German sarnt,

zusammen ; in Hebrew DDK i^from which HBN people, properly assembly), DJ7

(7t'tV/0 samf, 03 also, moreover, Arab. J7D3 to collect; Pers. ham, hamah (at the

same time ; Sans. am& (with], Gk. a/xo (a/*</><v), <5//oy, o/^oC (opi\os, onaooi'), and

harder KCH-OS, Lat. cum, cumulus, cunctus; with the corresponding sibilant Sans.

sam, Gk. avv, vv, wfa = KOIVOS, Goth, sama, Germ. ja/w/, sammeln ; but many of

these instances are doubtful.

Essentially different from this internal connexion, is the occur- i

rence of the same words in different languages, where one language
has borrowed directly from the other. Such loan-words are

(a) In Hebr. : some names of objects which were originally indigenous in Egypt,
Persia or India, e. g. "IN?, Egyptian properly aur da, the great river, Coptic yaro

or yero ', nearly always of the Nile ;
V1N (Egyptian) Nile-reed ;

DTI3 (in Zend

pairidaza, circumvallation = irapaSfiaos) pleasure-garden, park; f'lDS'n daric,

Persian gold coin
; S^ft peacocks, perhaps from the Malabar iogai or tdghai.

Some of these words are also found in Greek, as *PP (Sans, kapi} ape, icfjnos,

rij/3os ; D3~)2 (Pers. kirbds, Sans, karpdsa} cotton, dpira<ros, carbasus.

(b\ In Greek, &c. : some originally Semitic names of Asiatic products and

articles of commerce, e.g. p3 /SiWos, byssus ; Hii!) \i0avos, \I&CU>WTOS, incense;

njji? Kavrj, Kawa, canna, cane ; (S3 KVHIVOV, cuminum, cumin ; '"IJTifp *acr<r<d,

cassia; 7O3 Kantj\os, camelus ; ^"JJ? a^pa^wv, arrhabo, arrha, pledge. Such

transitions have probably been brought about chiefly by Phoenician trade. (Comp.
A. Miiller,

' Semitische Lehnwdrter im alteren Griechisch,' in Bezzenberger's.5Vrd^
zur Kunde der Indo-germ. Sprachen, Gottingen, 1877, v l- ^ P- 2 73 S<

1- ? ^- Ries>

Quae res et vocabula a gentibus semiticis in Graeciam pervenerint, Breslau, 1890 ;

Muss-Arnolt,
' Semitic words in Greek and Latin,' in the Transactions of the

American Philological Association, xxiii. p. 35 sqq. ; H. Lewy, Die semitischen

^remdworter im Griech., Berlin, 1895 ; J. H. Bondi, Dem hebr.-phoniz. Sprach-

veige angehor. Lehnwdrter in hieroglyph, u. hieratischen Texten, Lpz. 1886.)

5. No system of writing is ever so perfect as to be able to reproduce k

ic sounds of a language in all their various shades, and the writing

of ike Semites has essentially one remarkable defect, viz. that only

ic consonants (which indeed form the substance of the language)

re arranged in line as real letters 2
,
whilst of the vowels only the

)nger are indicated by representative consonants (comp. below, 7).

It was only later that special small marks (points or strokes below

1

According to Delitzsch, however (Prolegg. 145, v. sup. p. 2), IN? is a genuine

emitic word.
2 So also originally the Ethiopic writing, which afterwards represented the

rowels by small appendages to the consonants, or by some other change in their

Drm. On the Assyrio-Babylonian cuneiform writing, which likewise indicates the

powels, see p. 6, note i, ad fin.
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or above the consonants) were invented to represent to the eye all the

vowels (see 8). These are, however, superfluous for the practised

reader, and are therefore often wholly omitted in Semitic manuscripts

and printed texts, Semitic writing, moreover, almost invariably pro-

ceeds from right to left
l

.

With the exception of the Assyrio-Babylonian (cuneiform), all

varieties of Semitic writing, although differing widely in some respects,

are derived from one and the same original alphabet, now represented

most faithfully by the characters used on the stele of Meac

, king of

Moab (see below, 2. 2), and in the old Phoenician inscriptions. The

old Hebrew writing, as it appears on the oldest monument, the Siloam

inscription (see below, 2. 2), exhibits essentially the same character.

The old Greek, and indirectly all European alphabets, are descended

from the old Phoenician wrfting.

/ See the Table of Alphabets at the beginning of the Grammar, which shows

the relations of the older varieties of Semitic writing to one another and especially

the origin of the present Hebrew characters from their primitive forms. For a more

complete view, see Gesenius' Scripturae linguaeqne Phoeniciae monumenta, Lips.

1837, 410, pt. i. p. 15 sqq., and pt. iii. tab. 1-5, also his article
'

Palaographie
'

in

Ersch and Gruber's Encykl. Sect. iii. Bd. 9. From numerous monuments since

discovered, our knowledge of the Semitic characters, especially the Phoenician, has

become considerably enlarged and more accurate. Comp. especially the Tables

of De Vogue in vol. xi. of the Revue arcfcol., Paris, 1 865, and in the Melanges
d"archeologie oruntale, Paris, 1868, after p. 141 ;

further Paul Schroder, Die phiiniz.

Sprache, Halle, 1869, p. 75 sqq.; Lenormant, Essai sur la propagation de

rAlphabet Phinicien dans Vancien monde, Paris, 1875, torn. i. 2 rae e'd. (to be used

with some caution) ; Schlottmann, article
' Schrift u. Schriftzeichen

'

in Riehm's

Handworterb. des bibl. Altert., p. 1434 sqq. ; Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, &c., Lond.

1883, 2 vols. ; Phil. Berger, Histoire de I'ecrititre dans I'antiquite, Paris, 1891.

For the development of the Hebrew characters and the best Tables of Alphabets,

comp. 5. a, note 2.

in 6. As regards the relative age of the Semitic languages, the

oldest writings are to be met with in the Assyrio-Babylonian (cunei-

form) inscriptions
2

;
with which are to be classed the earliest Hebrew

fragments occurring in the Old Testament (see 2).

1 The Sabaean (Himyaritic) writing runs occasionally from left to right, and even

alternately in both directions (boustrophcdon), but as a rule from right to left. In

Ethiopia writing the direction from left to right has become the prevailing one ;

some few old inscriptions exhibit, however, the opposite direction. The cuneiform

writing also runs from left to right, but this is undoubtedly borrowed from a non-

Semitic people.
*
Comp. Friedr. Delitzsch, Prolegomena, p. 57,

' We possess written monuments of
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The Jewish-Aramaic writings begin about the time of Cyrus (comp.

Ezr. 6, 3 sqq.), those of the Arabic branch first appear in the earliest

centuries A.D. (Sabaean inscriptions, Ethiopic translation of the Bible

in the fourth to fifth century, North-Arabic literature from the sixth

century A.D.) It is, however, another question which of these languages

has adhered longest and most faithfully to the original character of the

Semitic, and which consequently represents to us the earliest phase of

its development. For the more or less rapid transformation of the

sounds and forms of a language, as spoken by nations and races, is

dependent on causes quite distinct from the growth of a literature, and

oftentimes the organic structure of a language is even considerably

impaired before it has developed a literature, especially by early

contact with people of a strange tongue. Thus in the Semitic depart-

ment, the Aramaic dialects exhibit the earliest and greatest decay,

next to them the Hebrew -Canaanitish, and in its own way the

Assyrian. Arabic, owing to the seclusion of the desert tribes, was

the longest to retain the original fullness and purity of the sounds

and forms of words '. Even here, however, there appeared, through

the revolutionary influence of Islam, an ever-increasing decay, until

Arabic at length reached nearly the stage at which we find Hebrew as

early as the Old Testament.

the Assyrian kings Isme-Dagan and Samsi-Ramman I, who reigned about 1830 or

1816 B. c. : but Babylonian antiquities and Babylonian literature precede the

Assyrian by a development of more than a thousand years.' According to

Hilprecht, The Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania, i.

p. II sqq., the inscriptions found at Nippur embrace the period from 3800 to

450 B.C.

1 Even now the language of some of the Bedawi is much purer and more

archaic than that of the town-Arabs. It must, however, here be admitted that the

former exalted estimate of the primitiveness of Arabic has been moderated in

many respects by the most recent school of Semitic philology. Much apparently

original is to be regarded with Noldeke (Die semit. Spr., p. 5 \_

= Encycl. Brit.,

ed. 9, art. SEMITIC LANGUAGES, p. 642]) only as a modification of the original.

The assertion that the Arabs exhibit the Semitic character in its purest form, should,

according to Noldeke, be rather that '

the inhabitants of the desert lands of Arabia,

tinder the influence of the extraordinarily monotonous scenery and of a life con-

tinually the same amid continual change, have emphasized some of the most

important Semitic characteristics in a most one-sided manner.'

[In modern conversational Arabic, the Tenwin and the endings of inflectional

forms are almost always neglected. Mr. E. T. Rogers, late British Consul at Cairo,

told me that they are slill pronounced in the neighbourhood of Timbuctoo.

G. W. C.]
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// Hence the phenomenon, that in its grammatical structure the ancient Hebrew

agrees more with the modern than with the ancient Arabic, and that the latter,

although it only appears as a written language at a later period, has yet in many

respects preserved a more complete structure and a more original vowel system

than the other Semitic languages. Thus it occupies amongst these a position

similar to that which Sanskrit holds among the Indo-Germanic languages, or

Gothic in the narrower circle of the Germanic. But even the toughest organism
of a language often deteriorates, at least in single forms and derivatives, while

on the contrary, in the midst of what is otherwise universal decay, there still

remains here and there something original and archaic, and this is the case

with the Semitic languages.

Fuller proof of the above statements belongs to the comparative grammar
of the Semitic languages. It follows, however, from what has been said : (i) that

the Hebrew language, as found in the sacred literature of the Jews, has, in respect

to its organic structure, already suffered more considerable losses than the Arabic,

which appears much later on the historical horizon ; (2) that, notwithstanding this

fact, we cannot at once and in all points concede the priority to the latter; (3) that

it is a mistake to consider with some that the Aramaic, on account of its simplicity

(which was only caused by the decay of its organic structure), is the oldest form of

Semitic speech.

2. Sketch of the History of the Hebrew Language.

See Gesenius, Gesch. der hebr. Sprachc u. Schrift, Lpz. 1815, 5-18; Th.

Noldeke's article, 'Sprache, hebraische,' in Schenkel's Bibel-Lexikon, Lpz. 1875,

Bd. v; Bertheau, 'Hebraische Sprache,' in Herzog's Realencyklopadie, 2. Aufl. Bd. 5;

\V. Robertson Smith,
' Hebrew Language and Literature,' in the Encyclopaedia

Britannica, 9th ed., Edinb. 1880, vol. xi. p. 594 sqq.

(i 1. The name Hebrew Language usually denotes the language of

the sacred writings of the Israelites which form the canon of the

Old Testament. It is also called Ancient Hebrew in contradistinction

to the Neo-Hebrew in Jewish writings of the post-biblical period

(3. i). The name Hebrew language (J"P"uy pj6 yXwo-o-a TU>V 'E&paiuv,

f'patcm) does not occur in the Old Testament itself. Instead of it

we find in Is. 19, 1 8 the term language of Canaan
1

,
and JVttrp in the

Jews language 2 Ki. 18, 26. 28 (comp. Is. 36, n. 13), Neh. 13, 24.

In the last-cited passage it already agrees with the later (post-exilic)

usage, which gradually extended the name Jews, Jewish to the whole

nation, as in Haggai, Nehemiah, and the book of Esther.

O The distinction between the names Hebrews f DH3y 'E0pa?ot\ and Israelites

.?) 's tnat the latter was rather a national name of honour, with also

1 That Hebrew in its present form was actually developed in Canaan appears
from such facts as the use of yam (sea) for the west, nfgeb (properly dryness,

afterwards as a proper name for the south of Palestine) for the south, comp.

Keuss, 1. c., p. 53 sq.
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a religious significance, employed by the people themselves, while the former

appears as the less significant name by which the nation was known amongst

foreigners. Hence in the Old Testament Hebrews are only spoken of either when

the name is employed by themselves as contrasted with foreigners (Gen. 40, 1 5.

Ex. 2, 7. 3, 18 and elsewhere; Jon. i, 9) or when it is put in the mouth of those

who are not Israelites (Gen. 39, 14. 17. 41, 12 and elsewhere) or, finally, when it is

used in opposition to other nations (Gen. 14, 13. 43, 32. Ex. 2, n. 13. 21/2).

Its use in i Sam. 13, 3- 7 and 14, 21 is exceptional. In the Greek and Latin

authors, as well as in Josephus, the name 'EPpatot, Hebraei 1

, &c., alone occurs.

Of the many explanations of the gentilic ^")?V, the derivation from ~QJ? a country

on the other side with the derivative suffix
l|

_^ ( 86. 2, 5) appears to be the

only one philologically possible. The name accordingly denoted the Israelites

as being those who inhabited the 'eber, i. e. the district on the other side of

the Euphrates (or perhaps more correctly the Jordan?), and would therefore

originally be only appropriate when used by the nations on this side of the

Euphrates or Jordan. \Ve must, then, suppose that after the crossing of either

river it had been retained (by the Abrahamidae) as an old-established name,

and within certain limits (see above) had become naturalized among them. In

referring this name to the patronymic 'Eber, the Hebrew genealogists have assigned

to it a much more comprehensive signification. For since in Gen. 10, 21 (Num.

24, 24 does not apply) Shem is called the ancestor of all the children of 'Eber, and

to the latter there also belonged according to Gen. 22, 20 sqq. and 10, 25 sqq.

Aramean and Arab races, the name, aftenvards restricted in the form of the gentilic

'ibri, exclusively to the Israelites, must have originally included a decidedly larger

variety of countries and nations. The etymological significance of the name must

in that case not be insisted upon.
The term 'Eppcuari is first used, to denote the old Hebrew, in the prologue C

to Jesus the son of Sirach (about 130 B.C.), and in the New Testament, Rev. 9, 1 1.

On the other hand it serves in John 5, 2. 19, 13. 17 perhaps also 19, 20 and

Rev. 1 6, 1 6 to denote what was then the vernacular (Aramaic) of Palestine as

opposed to the Greek. The meaning of the expression 'E&pais SIO.\(KTOS in Acts

21, 40. 22, 2 and 26, 14 is doubtful (comp. Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl.-Aram. t

p. 19 sq.). Josephus also uses the term Hebrew both of the old Hebrew and the

Aramaic vernacular of his time.

The Hebrew language is first called the sacred language in the Jewish-Aramaic
versions of the Old Testament for the language of the sacred books in opposition

to the lingua profana, i.e. the Aramaic vulgar tongue.

2. With the exception of the Old Testament (and apart from d
the Phoenician inscriptions; see below, 2. 3), only very few remains

of old Hebrew or old Canaanitish literature have been preserved. Of

the latter (i) an inscription, unfortunately much injured, of thirty-

four lines, which was found in the ancient territory of the tribe of

Reuben, about twelve miles to the east of the Dead Sea, among the

1 The Graeco-Roman form of the name is not directly derived from the Hebrew

*")2y, but from the Palestinian Aramaic 'ebrdyd,
' the Hebrew.'
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ruins of the city of Dibon (now Dhiban), inhabited in earlier times by

the Gadites, afterwards by the Moabites. In it, the Moabite king

Mesa' (at the beginning of the ninth century B.C.) recounts his battles

with Israel (comp. 2 Ki. 3, 4 sqq.), his buildings, and other matters
1

;

of old Hebrew (2) an inscription of six lines (probably of the eighth

century B.C.
2

)
discovered in June, 1880, in the tunnel between the

Virgin's Spring and the Pool of Siloam at Jerusalem ; (3) twenty

engraved seal-stones, some of them pre-exilic but bearing little except

proper names 3
; (4) coins of the Maccabaean prince John Hyrkanus

(from 135 B.C.) and his successors 4
,
and the coinage of the revolts in

the times of Vespasian and Hadrian.

1 This monument, unique of its kind, was first seen in August, 1868, on the

spot, by the German missionary F. A. Klein. It was afterwards broken into

pieces by the Arabs, so that only an incomplete copy of the inscription could be

made. Most of the fragments are now in the Louvre in Paris. Comp. Ch.

Clermont-Ganneau (at that time head of the French consulate in Jerusalem),

La stele de Mesa rot de Moab, Paris, 1870, and 'La stele de Dhiban,' in the

Revue Archtol., March, 1870, p. 184 sqq. (with an improved copy), also the

Journal Asiat., 1887, p. 72 sqq. Comp. for the history of the discovery and for

the earlier literature relating to the stone, especially the article in A usland,

1874, No. 48, p. 951 sqq. A photograph of the two largest fragments was prepared

by the Palestine Exploration Fund from drawings by Sir C. Warren. All preceding

facsimiles are now, however, antiquated, owing to the excellent reproduction and

translation of the inscription by Smend and Socin, who from the fragments of

the stone, and -the squeeze taken in 1869 before its destruction, have established

about eighty new characters (Freiburg im Baden, 1886). Cf. also Driver, Azotes

on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel, Oxford, 1890, p. Ixxxv sqq.
1
Comp. for this inscription unfortunately not dated, but linguistically and

palaeographically very important which refers to the boring of the tunnel, Kautzsch

in the Zeitschrift des deutschen Palestina-Vereins, 1881, pp. 102 sqq. and 260 sqq.

(with a copy from a plaster-cast of the inscription), also 1882, p. 205 sqq. ; Guthe,

ibid. 1881, p. 250 sqq. and ZDMG. 1882, p. 725 sqq.; \V. Wright in the

Proceedings of Soc. of Bibl. Archaeol., Feb. 7, 1882 ; J. Derenbourg in the Comptes
rendus de I'Acad. des inscriptions, 1881, torn, iv, and in the Revue des etudes

Juives, 1881, Parts 3 and 4; in the Oriental Series of the London Palaeographical

Soc., Plate 87 ; Beswick in the Quarterly Statements of the Palestine Explor. Fund,
Oct. 1884. The inscription was removed in 1890, and broken into six or seven

pieces in the process: v. Guthe in ZDPV. xiii. 286 sqq. If, as can hardly be

doubted, the name U^S? (i.e. emissio'} Is. 8, 6 refers to the discharge of water

from the Virgin's Spring, through the tunnel (so Stade, Gesch. Isr. p. 594", then

the latter, and consequently the inscription, was already in existence about 736 B.C.
3 See Rodiger in ZDMG. iii, 1849, PP- 243 an^ 347: de Vogiie, Melanges

d'archcologie orientate, Par. 1868, pp. 131-140; M. A. Levy, Siegelu. Gemmen, &(.,

Bresl. 1869, p. 33 sqq.
' De Saulcy, Recherches sur la numismatique juda'ique, Paris, 1^54, and his
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3. In the whole series of the ancient Hebrew writings, as found e

in the Old Testament and also in non-biblical monuments (see above,

2. 2), the language (to judge from its consonantal formation) remains,

as regards its general character, and apart from slight changes in

form and differences in style (see letters b to w), at about the same

stage of development. In this form, it may at an early time have been

fixed as a literary language, and the fact that the books contained in

the Old Testament were handed down as sacred writings, must have

contributed to this constant uniformity.

To this old Hebrew, the language of the Canaanitish or Phoenician ' stocks f
came the nearest of all the Semitic languages, as is evident partly from the many
Canaanitish names of persons and places with a Hebrew form and signification

which occur in the Old Testament (e.g. plJTwlD, ISO
JV~lj?, &c. ;

on 'Canaanite

glosses
'

to Assyrian words in the cuneiform tablets of Tell-el-Amarna [fourteenth

century B.C.] cf. Zimmern, Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie, 1891, p. 154 sqq.
2
), and

partly from the extant remains of the Phoenician and Punic languages.

The latter we find in their peculiar writing ( i. 5) in a great number of

inscriptions and on coins, copies of which have been collected by Gesenius,

Momimm. Phoenicia, Judas, Bourgade, Davis, de Vogue, Levy, P. Schroder,

v. Maltzan, Euting, but especially in Part I of the Corpus Inscriptiomtm Semiti-

carum, Paris, 1881 sqq., edited by the Paris Academy of Inscriptions. Among the

inscriptions but few public documents are found, e.g. two lists of fees for

sacrifices ; by far the most are epitaphs or votive tablets. Of special importance
is the inscription on the Sarcophagus of King Esmunazar of Sidon, found in 1855,

now in the Louvre ; first accurately reproduced in Memoire sur le sarcophage et

rinscriptionfuneraire ifEsmunazar, roid$ Sidpn, Paris, iSjj6, by the Due de Luynes;

fully explained by Schlottmann, Halle, 1868, and by Kaempf, Prague, 1874 ; comp.
also the reproduction in the Corpus Inscr. Semit., torn, i, fasc. I. To these

may be added isolated words in Greek and Latin authors, and the Punic texts

in Plautus, Poenulus 5, 1-3 (best treated by Gildemeister in Ritschl's edition

of Plautus, Lips. 1884, torn, ii, fasc. 5). From those monuments we learn the

native orthography, from the Greek and Latin transcriptions the pronunciation

and vocalization ;
the two together give a tolerabiy distinct idea of this language

and its relation to Hebrew.

Kumismalique de la terre sainte, Par. 1874 ; M. A. Levy, Gesch. derjild. Mtinzen,

Breslau, 1862 ; Madden, History ofJewish Coinage, Lond. 1864, and The Coins

of the Jews, Lond. 1881 (vol. ii. of the International Numismat. Orient?) ;

Reinach, Les monnaies juives, Paris, 1888. Comp. the literature in Schiirer's

Geschichte des Jiidischen Volkes im ZeitalterJ. C., Lpz. 1 890, i. p. 17 sqq.
1

IJ?5?, ^5?5? is the native name, common both to the Canaanitish tribes in

Palestine and to those which dwelt at the foot of the Lebanon and on the Syrian

coast, whom we call Phoenicians, while they called themselves |J?33
on their coins.

The people of Carthage also called themselves so.

1 Cf. inter alia: zw-rw-'tt = yi"lT, abada=
""'']?'$>

Xa'ari or sa'ri ="ty&, batmt=*

|t?3, kilubi = 3^3, saduuq = p'li? (pTO) &c,

'
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g Phoenician (Punic) words occurring in inscriptions are, e.g. ?N God, DIN man,

J3 son, n3 daughter, *pD '?i 13y servant, fro priest, PI3T sacrifice, py3 lord,

%

J' J//, ]"1S /</, ^ wo, J3X j/0*, *)D3 7zw, br>3 ?>0, JOB' <wV, ny time,

monument, DpO place, 33KD <W, ^3 a//, nriN 0<r, D'JS? ftw,

, pon/zvr, B>B> *, y3B> **, -iB>y /, p (
= Hebr. ryn)

/0 fc, yet? to hear, (IDS to open, "Hi /<? z;<7w/, 113 to bless, E>p3 /tf J>6, &c.

Proper names : jnjf .Swfow, IX 7>r<r, N3H Hanno, ^y3JH Hannibal, &c. Comp.
A. Bloch, Phoenic. Glossar., Berl. 1890.

/! Variations from Hebrew in Phoenician orthography and inflection, are, e. g.

the almost invariable omission of the vowel letters ( 7. 2), as f!3 for JV3

house, bp for bip , pX for JH^', D3H3 for D^n.3 /r^j/j, D3^>K in Plaut.

alonini} gods ; the fern., even in the absolute state, ending in D (atA") ( 80. 2)

. beside R
(^), the relative B'N (Hebr. IS'X) &c. The differences in pronunciation

are more remarkable, especially in Punic, where the i was regularly pronounced

as u, e.g. DBB jrf/?/ (judge), B^B> ja//}j (three), BH r J = B'NI /arf; z and e often

as the obscure dull sound y, e.g. ^33H ynnynnu ^ecce eum), DN (H^N) yth;

the y as o, e.g. Ipyo Mocar (comp. ^3^0 LXX, Gen. 22, 24 Mxa). See the

collection of the grammatical peculiarities in Gesenius, Momimenta Phoenicia,

p. 430 sqq. ;
in Movers' article,

'

Phonizien,' in Ersch and Gruber's Encyklopadit,

Sect, iii, Bd. 24, p. 434 sqq.; Paul Schroder, Die phb'niz. Sprache, Halle, 1869 ;

B. Stade,
' Erneute Priifung des zwischen dem Phouiz. und Hebr. bestehenden

Verwondtschaftsgrades,' in the Morgenldnd. Forschungen, Lpz. 1875.

i 4. As the Hebrew writing on monuments and coins mentioned

in 2. 2, consists only of consonants, so also the writers of the Old

Testament books used merely the consonant-signs ( i. 5), and even

now the written scrolls of the Law used in the synagogues must not,

according to ancient custom, contain anything more. The present

pronunciation of this consonantal text, its vocalization and accentua-

tion, rest on the tradition of the Jewish schools, as it was finally fixed

by the system of punctuation ( 7 sqq.) introduced by Jewish scholars

about the seventh century A. D.; comp. 3. 2.

k An earlier stage of the development of the Canaanitish-Hebrew

language, i.e. a form of it anterior to the written documents in our

possession, and when it must have stood nearer to the original

language of the united Semitic family, can still be discerned in its

principal features: (i) from many archaisms preserved in the tradi-

tional texts, especially in the names of persons and places dating from

earlier times, as well as in isolated forms chiefly occurring in poetic

style ; (2) in general by an a posteriori conclusion from traditional

forms, so far as according to the laws and analogies of phonetic

change they obviously point back to an older phase of the language ;
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and (3) by comparison with the kindred languages, especially Arabic,

in which this earlier stage of the language has been frequently pre-

served even down to later times
(

i. 6). In numerous instances in

examining linguistic phenomena the same and consequently so much

the more certain result is attained by each of these three methods.

Although the systematic investigation of the linguistic development indicated

above belongs to comparative Semitic philology, it is nevertheless indispensable

for the scientific treatment of Hebrew to refer to the primitive Semitic ground-

forms and to compare the corresponding forms in Arabic. Even elementary

grammar which treats of the forms of the language occurring in the Old Testament

frequently requires, for their explanation, a reference to these ground-forms.

5. Even in the language of the Old Testament, notwithstanding /

its general uniformity, there is noticeable an undoubted progress from

an earlier to a later character. Two periods, though with some

reservations, may be distinguished : the first, down to the end of the

Babylonian exile
;
and the second, after the exile.

To the former belongs, apart from isolated traces of" a later m
revision, the larger half of the Old Testament books, viz. (a) of the

prose and historical writings, most of the Pentateuch and Joshua,

Judges, Samuel, and Kings ; (<5)
of the poetical, a part of the Psalms

and Proverbs : (c] the wriiings of the earlier prophets in the following

chronological order : Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah, Nahum, Zephaniah,

Habakkuk, Obadiah (?), Jeremiah, Ezekiel. The last two continued

to flourish during the exile, to the close of which also some portions

of Isaiah (especially chapters 40-66) belong.

The beginning of this period, and consequently of Hebrew literature generally, //

is undoubtedly to be placed as early as the time of Moses, although the Pentateuch

in its present form, in which very different hands may be still clearly recognized, is

to be regarded as a gradual production of the centuries after Moses. Certain

linguistic peculiarities of the Pentateuch, which it was once customary to regard as

archaisms, such as the epicene use of ~W3 boy, youtk, for i"^J?3 girl, and K1H for

N^H, are merely to be attributed to a later redactor; cf. 17 ad fin. The linguistic

character of the various strata of the Pentateuch has been examined by Ryssel,

De Elohistae Pentateuchici sermone, Lpz. 1878 ; Konig, De criticae sacrae argu-
ments e linguae legibus repetito, Lpz. 1879 (Analysis of Gen. i-i i) ; F. Giesebrecht,

'Der Sprachgebr. deshexateuchischenElohisten,' in Ztschr.f. d. Alttest. Wissensch.

1881, p. 177 sqq., partly modified by Driver in the Journal of Philology, vol. xi.

p. 201 sqq. Abundant matter is afforded also by Holzinger, Einleitung in den

Pentateuch, Freib. 1 893 ; Driver, Introduction to the Literature of the Old

Testament, 5th ed., Edinburgh, 1894; Strack, Einleitung ins A. T.*, Munich,

1895 ; and with regard to the linguistic character of the Old Testament writings
in general, Konig, Einleitung in das A. T., Bonn, 1893. On the linguistic
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character of Deutero-Isaiah, comp. Kb'nig, Der Offenbarungsbegriff des A. T.,

Lpz. 1882, i. 211 sq. ; Cheyne, Introd. to the Book of Isaiah, p. 255 sqq.

Moreover, there occur even in Jeremiah, and still more so in Ezekiel, decided

approximations to the Aramaizing language of the second period (see 2. 7) ;

comp. Zimmer, Aramaismi Jeremiani, Halle, 1880, pt. i.

P 6. Even in the writings of this first period, which embraces

nearly a thousand years, we meet, as might be expected, with some

considerable differences in linguistic form and style, which are due

partly to differences in the time and place of their composition, and

partly to the individuality and power of the authors. Thus Isaiah, for

example, writes quite differently from the later Jeremiah, but also

differently from his contemporary Micah. Amongst the historical

books of this period, the texts borrowed from earlier sources have

a linguistic colouring perceptibly different from those derived from

later sources, or passages which belong to the latest redactor himself.

Yef the structure of the language, and, apart from isolated cases, even

the vocabulary and phraseology, are on the whole the same, especially

in the prose books.

9. But the poetic language is in many ways distinguished from

prose, not only by a rhythm consisting of more strictlv balanced

(parallel) members, but also by peculiar words and meanings,

inflexions and syntactical constructions which it uses in addition to

those usual in prose. This distinction, however, does not go far as,

for example, in Greek. Many of these poetic peculiarities occur

in the kindred languages, especially in Aramaic, as the ordinary

modes of expression, and probably are to be regarded largely as

archaisms which poetry retained. Some perhaps, also, are embellish-

ments which the Hebrew poets who knew Aramaic adopted into their

language
J
.

The prophets, at least the earlier, in language and rhythm are to

be regarded almost entirely as poets, except that with them the

sentences are often more extended, and the parallelism is less regular

and balanced than is the case with the poets properly so-called. The

language of the later prophets, on the contrary, approaches nearer

to prose.

1 That already in Isaiah's time (second half of the eighth century B.C.) educated

Hebrews, or at least officers of state, understood Aramaic, while the common

people in Jerusalem did not, is evident from 2 Ki. 18, 26 (Is. 36, n).
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On the rhythm of Hebrew poetry, see besides the Commentaries on the f

Psalms by De Wette, Delitzsch, Hupfeld, and others, especially H. Ewald,
' All-

gemeines iiber die hebr. Dichtung und iiber das Psalmenbuch,' in Dichter des

Altcn Bundes, Gott. 1839, 2nd ed., 1866, Th. i. I Halfte; J. Ley. Grundziige des

Rhythmus, &>c., Halle, 1875 ; Leitfaden der Metrik der hebr. Poesie, Halle, 1887 ;

Reuss, Gesch. der hi. Schriften A. T.'s, Braunschw. 1881, p. 141 sqq.

Of all views of this matter, the only sound one so far is Budde's discovery of the

Qina- or Lamentation-Verse (ZAW. 1882, 6 sqq. ; 1891, 234 sqq.; 1892, 31 sqq.),

consisting of two members, the second at least one full word shorter than the other.

The probability that a regular repetition of an equal number of syllables in arsis

and thesis was observed by other poets, has been established by Duhm, Gunkel,

and others, especially Zimmern, who adduces a Babylonian hymn in which the

members are definitely marked (Ztschr.fur Assyriologie, x. I sqq.). All the details,

however, are as yet uncertain.

The ancient practice of writing certain poetical passages in verse-form (Ex. 15,

1-19. Deut. 32, 1-43. Jud. 5. i Sam. 2, i-io. 2 Sam. 22. 23, 1-7. Ps. 18. 136.

Prov. 31, 10-31. i Chron. 16, 8-36; cf. also Josh. 12, 9-24. Eccles. 3, 2-8. Est.

9, 7-10) has nothing to do with any question of metre.

Words are used in poetry, for which others are customary in prose, e.g. KH3K s

come = N13.

To the poetic significations of -words belongs the use of certain poetic epithets

for the substantive ; thus, for example, "^3K the strong one for God ; "V3X the

strong one for ox, horse; '"l^-
a^a ^or ^una -

Of word-forms, we may note, e. g. the longer forms of prepositions of place

( i3- 3) ty = ?y, V|f=7K,
<l

!$='iy; the endings
<I_

J
^ to the noun ( 90);

the pronominal suffixes ID, to-1, IDJL for D, D_, D
( 58); the plural

ending f for 0^
( 87. I, a). To the syntax belongs the far more sparing use

of the article, of the relative pronoun, of the accusative particle HNj the construct

state even before prepositions ; the shortened imperfect with the same meaning
as the ordinary form ( 109. 2, b, Rem.\ and in general a forcible brevity of

expression.

7. The second period of the Hebrew language and literature, /

after the return from the exile until the Maccabees (about 160 B.C.),

is chiefly distinguished by a constantly closer approximation of the

language to the kindred western Aramaic dialect. This is due to the

influence of the Aramaeans, who lived in close contact with the recent

and thinly-populated colony in Jerusalem, and whose dialect was

already of importance as being the official language of the western

half of the Persian empire. Nevertheless the supplanting of Hebrew

by Aramaic proceeded only very gradually. Writings intended for

popular use, such as the Hebrew original of Jesus the son of Sirach

and the book of Daniel, not only show that Hebrew about 170 B.C.

was still in use as a literary language, but also that it was still at least
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understood by the people *. When it had finally ceased to exist as a

living language, it was still preserved as the language of the Schools

not to mention the numerous Hebraisms introduced into the Aramaic

spoken by the Jews.

For particulars, see Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl. Aram., pp. 1-6. We may
conveniently regard the relation of the languages which co-existed in this later

period as similar to thnt of the High and Low German in North Germany, or to

that of the High German and the common dialects in the south and in Switzerland.

Even amongst the more educated, the common dialect prevails orally, whilst the

High German serves essentially as the literary and cultured language, and is at

least understood by all classes of the people. Wholly untenable is the notion,

based on an erroneous interpretation of Neh. 8, 8, that the Jews immediately after

the exile had completely forgotten the Hebrew language, and therefore needed

a translation of the Holy Scriptures.

u The Old Testament writings belonging to this second period,

in all of which the Aramaic colouring appears in various degrees,

are
1

: certain parts of the Pentateuch and of Joshua, Ruth, the books of

Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles, Esther
;
the prophetical books of Haggai,

Zechariah, Malachi, Joel, Jonah, Daniel
;

of the poetical books, part

of Proverbs, Job, Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, and a large part of the

Psalms. As literary compositions, these books are sometimes far

inferior to those of the first period, although there are parts which in

purity of language and aesthetic value fall little short of the writings

of the golden age; such, e.g. as the later Psalms, 120 sqq., 137, 139.

V Later -words (Aramaisms) are, e. g. ?Et ^J? time / ^?i? = ^2? to take ;

e)iD = f*(? end ; B^t? = TpD ( govern ; ^^ = ^CN to fc strong Later meanings

are, e. g. 1OX (to say) to command; H3V (to answer) to begin a conversation.

Orthographical and grammatical peculiarities are, the frequent scriptio plena of

i and V, e.g. TH (elsewhere ),
even BHip for EHp, 3V1 for 3*1

; the inter-

change of H__ and N final ; the more frequent use of substantives in fi, J , J"W,

&c. (Comp. for the Psalms, especially, Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, p. 461 sqq.1

But all the peculiarities of these later writers are not Aramaisms. Several do

not occur in Aramaic and must have belonged at an earlier period to the Hebrew

vernacular, especially it would seem in northern Palestine. There certain parts

of Judges, amongst others, may have originated, as is indicated, e.g. 1

the common form in Phoenician (as well as t?N), for ^B>X ( 36), which afterwards

recurs in Lamentations, the Song of Songs, the later Psalms, and Ecclesiastes.

1 The very frequent employment of Hebrew in popular religious literature,

which is partly preserved to us in the Midiasim, indicates, moreover, that Hebrew

was widely understood much later than this.

2 "Vn in the Minor Prophets throughout (Hos. 3, 5, &c.) is due merely to

a caprice of the Masoretes.
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Rem. i. Regarding dialectical varieties in the old Hebrew language, only

one express statement occurs in the Old Test, namely in Jud. 12, 6, according to

which the Ephraimites in certain cases pronounced the Vf as D . (Comp. Marquart
in ZAW. 1888, p. 151 sqq.) Whether in Neh. 13, 24 by the speech of Ashdod

a Hebrew, or a (wholly different) Philistine dialect, should be understood cannot

be determined. On the other hand, many of the peculiarities in the above-

mentioned North Palestine books (Judges and Hosea) are to be regarded as

differences in dialect, and so also some exceptional forms in the Moabite inscription

of MeSa' (see above, 2. 2).

2. It is evident, that in the extant remains of old Hebrew literature
1
,
the entire

store of the ancient language is not preserved. The canonical literature of the

Old Testament formed certainly only a fraction of the once extant national

literature of the ancient Hebrews.

3. Grammatical Treatment of the Hebrew Language.

Gesenius, Gesch. der hebr. Sprache, 19-39; Oehler's article, 'Hebr. Sprache,'

in Schmid's Encykl. des ges. Erziehungs- u. Unterrichtswesens, vol. iii. p. 346 sqq.

(in the 2nd ed. revised by Nestle, p. 314 sqq.). Comp. also the literature cited

above in the headings of i and 2
; also Bottcher, Ausfiihrl. Lehrb. der hebr.

Spr., Lpz. 1866, i. p. 30 sqq. ;
L. Geiger, Das Studium der Hebr. Spr. in Deutschl.

vom Ende des 15. bis zur Mitte des 16. Jahrh., Breslau, 1870; B. Pick, 'The

Study of the Hebrew Language among Jews and Christians,' in Bibliotheca Sacra,

1884, p. 450 sqq., and 1885, p. 470 sqq.

1. At the time when the old Hebrew language was gradually

becoming extinct and the formation of the Old Test, canon was

approaching conclusion, the Jews began to explain and critically

revise the sacred text, and sometimes to translate it into the

vernacular languages which in various countries had come into use

among them. The oldest translation is the Greek of the seventy

(more correctly seventy-two] Interpreters (LXX), which was begun

with the Pentateuch at Alexandria under Ptolemy Philadelphus, but

not completed until a later date. It was drawn up by various

authors, some of whom had a living knowledge of the original,

and was intended for the use of Greek-speaking Jews, especially in

Alexandria. Somewhat later the Aramaic translations, or Targums

(D^a-in i.e. interpretations] were gradually formed from recensions

made in Palestine and Babylonia. The explanations, derived in part

from alleged tradition, refer almost exclusively to civil and ritual

1

According to the calculation of the Dutch scholar Leusden, the Old Test,

contains 5,642 different Hebrew and Aramaic words. [Including proper names,

9,285. G. W. C.]

c-
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law and dogmatic theology, and are no more scientific in character

than much of the textual tradition of that period. Both kinds of

traditions are preserved in the Talmud, the first part of which, the

Mima, was finally brought to its present form towards the end of

the second century; of the remainder, the Gemara, one part (the Jeru-

salem or Palestinian Gem.} about the middle of the fourth century, the

other (the Babylonian Gem.} about the middle of the sixth century A.D.

The Misna forms the beginning of the New-Hebrew literature; while

the language of the Gemaras is for the most part Aramaic.

b 2. To the interval between the completion of the Talmud and

the earliest grammatical writers, belong mainly the vocalization and

accentuation of the hitherto unpointed text of the Old Testament,

according to the pronunciation traditional in the Synagogues and

Schools ( 7. 3), as well as the greater part of the collection of

critical remarks which bears the name of Masora
(
n
"^

DJ? traditio
?)
\

From this the text which has since been transmitted with rigid

uniformity by the MSS., and is still the received text of the Old

Testament, has obtained the name of the Masoretic Text.

C E. F. K. Rosenmiiller already (Handbnch fur d. Liter, der bibl. Krilik u.

Exegese, 1797, i. 247 ; Vorrede zur Stereotyp-Ausg. des A. T., Lpz. 1834) main-

tained that our Old Test, text was derived from Codices belonging to a single

recension. J. G. Sommer (cf. Comill, ZAW. 1892, p. 309), Olshausen (since

i8j3\ and especially De Lagarde (Proverbien, 1863, p. i sqq.) have even made it

probable that the original Masoretic text was derived from a single standard

manuscript. Com p., however, E. Konig in Ztschr.f. kirchl. Wiss., 1887, p. 279 sq.

On the history of the Masora and the fixing of the Masoretic tradition, work has been

done recently by Geiger, Jiidische Ztschr. iii. 78 sqq., and after him by Harris in

the Jewish Quarterly Review, i. 1 28 sqq., 243 sqq. ; S. Frensdorff, by his edition of

the Of/i/a Wochla, Hanover, 1864; and his Alassor. Wijrterb., Hanover and Lpz.

1876, part i; and Ch. D. Ginsburg, The Massora compiled from Manuscripts,

&-'c., Lond. 1880 sqq., 3 vols.
a

;
on the use of the Masora for the critical

1 On the name Masora (or Massora, as Strack in the Prot. Real-Enc., 2nd ed.,

ix. 388 sqq., who compares
'

Kapporeth,' &c., E. Konig, Einleitung in das A. T.,

p. 38 sqq. ; Lehrgeb. d. hebr. Sprache, ii. 358 sqq.), and the great difficulty of satis-

factorily explaining it, comp. De Lagarde, MitteiltiHgcn, i. 91 sqq.; W. liacher's

derivation of the expression (in Jewish Quarterly Review, 1891, p. 785 sqq.) from

Ezek. 20, 37 (rn'DD ;
("POD, i.e. rnDIO, being an equally legitimate form")

is rightly rejected by Konig, 1. c. The correctness of the form rnDD (by the side

of the equally well-attested form rPDD) does not seem to us to be invalidated by

his arguments.
3 See Baer's criticism of this work in ZDMG. 1886, p. 743 sqq.
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construction of the Text, especially by S. Baer, in his excellent editions of the several

books (only Exod.-Deut. have still to appear), edited since 1869 conjointly with

Fr. Delitzsch and G. Dalman, and recently by Baer alone. Comp. also 7. 3, Rem.

The various readings of the Qere (see 17) form one of the oldest and most

important parts of the Masora. The punctuation of the Text, however, is not to

be confounded with the compiling of the Masora. The former was settled at an

earlier period, and is the result of a much more exhaustive labour than the Masora,

which was not completed till a considerably later time.

3. It was not until about the beginning of the tenth century d

that the Jews, following the example of the Arabs, began their gram-

matical compilations. Of the numerous grammatical and lexico-

graphical works of R. Sa'adya *, beyond fragments in the Commentary
on the Sepher Yesira (ed. Mayer-Lambert, pp. 42, 47, 75, &c.),

only the explanation in Arabic of the seventy (more correctly

ninety) hapax legomena in the Old Testament has been preserved.

Written likewise in Arabic, but frequently translated into Hebrew,

were the still extant works of the grammarians R. Yehuda Hayyug

(also called Abu Zakaria Yahya, about the year 1000) and R. Yona

(Abu '1-Walid Merwan ibn Ganah, about 1030). By the aid of these

earlier labours, Abraham ben Ezra (commonly called Aben Ezra,

ob. 1167) and R. David Qimhi (ob. 1235) especially gained a classical

reputation by their Hebrew grammatical writings.

From these earliest grammarians are derived many principles of arrangement and

technical terms, some of which are still retained, e.g. the naming of the conjuga-

tions and weak verbs according to the paradigm of ?J?D ,
certain voces memoriales,

as nE3"i:)3 and the like
2
.

1 On his independent attitude towards the Masoretic punctuation, see Delitzsch,

Comm. zu den Psalmen, 4th ed., p. 39.
2 On the oldest Hebrew grammarians, see Strack and Siegfried, Lehrb. d.

neuhebr. Spr. u. Liter., Carlsr. 1884, p. 107 sqq., and the prefaces to the Hebrew

Lexicons of Gesenius and Fiirst ; Berliner, Beitrdge zur hebr. Gramm. im Talmud
u. Midrasch, Berlin. 1879; Baer and Strack, Die Dikduke ha-famim des Akron

ben Moscheh ben Ascher u. andere alte grammatisch-massorethische Lehrstiicke,

Lpz. 1879; Ewald and Dukes, Beitrdge z. Gesch. der dltesten Auslegung u.

Spracherkldrung des A. T., Stuttg. 1844, 3 vols. ; Hupfeld, De rei grammaticae

apudJudaeos initiis antiquissimisque scriptoribus, Hal. 1846, 4; W. Bacher, 'Die

Anfange der hebr. Gr.,' in ZDMG. 1895, i sqq. ; and Die hebr. Sprach-wissenschaft

vom 10. bis zum id.Jahrh., Trier, 1892. On Abu Zakaria, Jastrow in ZAW. 1885,

p. 193 sqq., and B. Drachmann, Breslau. 1885. A fragment of his Arabic work

on the weak verbs is given by Peritz in ZA W. 1893, p. 193 sqq. Munk,
' Notice

sur Abou '1-Walid et sur quelques autres grammairiens hebreux du xe et du xie

C -2
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e 4. The father of Hebrew philology among Christians was John

Reuchlin (ob. 1522), to whom Greek literature also is so much

indebted. Like the grammarians who succeeded him, till the time

of John Buxtorf the elder (ob. 1629), he still adhered almost entirely

to Jewish tradition. From the middle of the seventeenth century the

field of investigation gradually widened, and the study of the kindred

languages, chiefly through the leaders of the Dutch school, Albert

Schultens (ob. 1750) and N. W. Schroder (ob. 1798), became of fruitful

service to Hebrew grammar.

f 5. In the nineteenth century
1
the advances in Hebrew philology

are especially connected with the names of W. Gesenius (born at

Nordhausen, Feb. 3, 1786; from the year 1810 Professor at Halle,

where he died Oct. 23, 1842), who above all things aimed at the

comprehensive observation and lucid -presentation of the actually

occurring linguistic phenomena; H. Ewald (ob. 1875, at Gottingen;

Krit. Gramm. der hebr. Spr., Lpz. 1827; Ausfiihrl. Lehrb. d. heir.

Spr., 8th ed., Gb'tt. 1870), who chiefly endeavoured to refer linguistic

formations to general laws and rationally to explain the latter ;

J. Olshausen (ob. 1882, at Berlin; Lehrb. der hebr. Sprache,

Brunswick, 1861), who attempted a consistent explanation of the

existing condition of the language, from the presupposed primitive

Semitic forms, preserved according to him notably in old Arabic.

F. Bb'ttcher (see the bibliography at the head of 3) endeavoured

to present an exhaustive synopsis of the linguistic phenomena, as well

as to give an explanation of them from the sphere of Hebrew

alone. B. Stade, on the other hand (Lehrb. der hebr. Gr., pt. i. Lpz.

1879), adopted the strictly scientific method of endeavouring to reduce

the systems of Ewald and Olshausen to a more fundamental unity.

siecle,' in the Journ. Asiaiique, 1850. The grammatical Opuscules tt traitts of

Abu 'l-\Valid have been edited by J. and H. Derenbourg, Paris, 1880; comp. also

W. Bacher,
'

Jos. Kimchi et Abulw. Mer.' &c. in vol. vi. of the Revue ties etudes

Juives ; and Die hebr.-arab. Sprachvergleichung des Abuliv. Mir., Vienna, 1884;
Leben und Werke des Abulw. Aler., &c., Lpz. 1885 ; also by the same author,

Abr. ibn Esra als Grammatiker, Strassb. 1882 ; and Die grarnm. Terminologie
des Jchuda ben David Hajjug, Vienna, 1882.

1 Of the literature of the subject down to the year 1850, see a tolerably full

account in Steinschneider's Bibliograph. Handbuch fiir hebr. Sprcuhkunde,

Lpz. 1859.
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E. Konig
1

in his very thorough researches into phonology and

etymology starts generally from the position reached by the early

Jewish grammarians (in his second part
' with comparative reference

to the Semitic languages in general') and instead of adopting the

usual dogmatic method, takes pains to re-open the discussion of dis-

puted grammatical questions. Among the works of Jewish scholars,

special attention is to be called to the grammar by S. D. Luzzatto

written in Italian (Padua, 1853-69).

The chief requirements for one who is treating the grammar of

an ancient language are '(i) that he should observe* as fully and

accurately as possible the existing linguistic phenomena and describe

them, after showing their organic connexion (the empirical and

historico-critical element); (2) that he should try to explain these

facts, partly by comparing them with one another and by the analogy

of the sister languages, partly from the general laws of philology (the

logical element).

4. Division and Arrangement of the Grammar.

The division and arrangement of Hebrew grammar follow the three

constituent parts of every language, viz. (i) articulate sounds represented

by letters, and united to form syllables, (2) words, and (3) sentences.

The first part (the elements) comprises accordingly the treatment

of sounds and their representation in writing. It describes the nature

1 Historisch-krit. Lehrgeb. der hebr. Sprache mit steter Beziehung auf Qimchi
und die andtren Autoritdten. ist part, 'Lehre von der Schrift, der Aussprache,

dem Pron. u. dem Verbum,' Lpz. 1881; 2nd part, vol. i. 'Abschluss der speciellen

Formenlehre u. generelle Formenl.,' Lpz. 1895.
2 Such observation has more and more led to the belief that the original text of

the O. T. is corrupted to a greater degree than was formerly supposed. Advance

in grammar is therefore closely dependent on the progress of textual criticism.

The systematic pursuit of the latter has only begun in recent years. Cf. especially

T)rmrnipilr nn Tnfj. i-i6, Lcyden, 1879; Wellhausen, Text der Bb. Sam., Gott.

1871 ; Klostermann, Bb. Sam. u. d. Kon., Nb'rdl. 1887; Driver, Notes on the Hebrew

Text of the Books of Samuel, Oxf. 1890; Cornill, Ezechiel, Lpz. 1886
; Klostermann,

Sammlung kebr.-deufscher Bibeltexte mit krit. Anmerkk. (pt. i. Deutero-Isaiah),

Munich, 1893. A critical edition of the O. T. with full textual notes, and with

the various documents distinguished by colours, is being published in a handsome

form by P. Haupt in The Sacred Books of the 0. T. (Lpz. and Baltimore). Parts

already published : Job, by Siegfried, 1893; Leviticus, by Driver and White, and

Samuel, by Budde, 1894 ; Joshua, by Bennett
; Jeremiah, by Cornill ;

The Psalms,

by Wellhausen
; Chronicles, by Kittel.
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and relations of the sounds of a language, teaches the pronunciation

of the written signs (orthoepy), and gives information concerning

the established mode of writing (orthography). It then treats of

the sounds as combined in syllables and words, and specifies the

laws and conditions under which this combination takes place.

The second part (etymology) treats of words in their character

as parts of speech, and comprises: (i) the principles of theformation

of words, or of the derivation of the different parts of speech from

the roots or from one another; (2) the principles of inflexion, i.e.

of the various focms which the words assume according to their

relation to other words and to the sentence.

The third part (syntax, the principles of the arrangement of words) :

(i) shows how the word-formations and inflexions which are met

with in the language are used to express different shades of ideas, and

how other ideas, for which the language has not coined any forms,

are expressed by periphrasis; (2) states the laws according to

which the parts of speech are combined in sentences (the principles

of the sentence, or syntax in the strict sense of the term).



FIRST PART.

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OR THE SOUNDS AND
CHARACTERS.

CHAPTER I.

THE INDIVIDUAL SOUNDS AND CHARACTERS.

5. The Consonants: their Form and Names.

(Comp. the Table of Alphabets.)

1. The Hebrew letters now in use, in which both the manu- a

scripts of the Old Testament are written and our editions of the

Bible are printed, commonly called the square character (Vfl
1? ^f ),

also the Assyrian character (^$X '3)
1

,
are not those originally

employed.

Old Hebrew (or Old CanaanitisK] writing, as it was used on public

monuments in the beginning of the ninth -and towards the end of the

eighth century B. c., is to be seen in the inscription of Mesa', as well

as in that of Siloam. The characters on the Maccabaean coins of the

second century B.C., and also on ancient gems, bear much resemblance

to those found in these inscriptions (comp. 2.
2).

With this Old

Hebrew writing the Phoenician is nearly identical (see i. 5, 2. 3 and

the Table of Alphabets). According to the analogy of the history

1 The name "rt$S (Assyria) is here used in the widest sense, to include the

countries on the Mediterranean inhabited by Aramaeans ; comp. Stade in ZA IV.

1882, p. 292 sq. On some other names for Old Hebrew writing, comp. G. Hoff-

mann, ibid., 1881, p. 334 sqq. ; Buhl, Kanon u. Text des A. T., Lpz. 1891,

p. 202.
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of other kinds of writing, it may be assumed that out of and along

with the writing on stone, a less antique and somewhat more con-

veniently rounded style was early developed, owing to the use of

softer materials, skins, bark and the like. This the Samaritans

retained after their separation from the Jews, while the Jews gradually

(between the sixth and the fourth century) exchanged it for an Aramaic

character. From this gradually arose (from about the fourth to the

middle of the third century) what is called the square character, which

consequently bears great resemblance to the extant forms of Aramaic

writing, such as the Egyptian-Aramaean, the Nabatean and especially

the Palmyrene. Of Hebrew inscriptions in the older square character,

one belongs to the year 176 B. c.
*

2. The Alphabet consists, like all Semitic alphabets, solely of

consonants, 22 in number, some of which, however, have also a kind

of vocalic power ( 7. 2). The following Table shows their form,

names, pronunciation and numerical value (Rem. 3) :

1 De Vogiie, in Revue archeol., nouvelle serie, ix. 1864, p. 205 sq., and Table

vii. No. 2 ; comp. Noldeke, in ZDMG. xix. p. 640; for the development of Hebrew

writing in general, Merx, art.
'

Schreiben,' in Schenkel's Bibellexicon, vol. v
;
Phil.

Berger, art.
'

Ecriture,' in Lichtenberger's Encyclop. des sciences relig., Par. 1878,

torn. iv. p. 227 sqq. (also published separately); H. Strack,
' Schreibkunst u.

Schrift bei den Hebraern,' in Herzog's Realencyklopddie, 2nd ed., xiii. p. 689 sqq. ;

Driver, Notes on the Books of Samuel, Oxford, 1890, p. ix. sqq. ;
L. Blau, Zur

Einlcitung in d. hi. Schrift, Budapest, 1 894, p. 49 sqq. ; Benzinger, Hebr. Archdo-

logie, Freib. 1894, p. 278 sqq.; Nowack, Lehrb. der hebr. Archdologie, i. 279 sqq.

On the palaeography of the Hebrew square character, Harkavy, Altjiid. Denkmdler

aus der Krim, Petersb. and Lpz. 1876, p. 108 sqq. The best Tables of Alphabets
are those by J. Euting, in G. Bickell's Outlines of Hebrew Grammar (trans, into

English by S. J. Curtiss, Lpz. 1877); the Hebrew Alphabet, in pt. vii. of the

Oriental Series of the Paleogr. Society, London, 1882; and lastly (the most

complete of all) in Chwolson's Corpus Inscriptionum Hebraicarum, Petersb.

1882.
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FORM.
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Of these
*], f, f|, f

are distinguished from the common form by the

shaft being drawn straight down, while in the usual form it is bent

round towards the left
1

. In the case of D the letter is completely

closed.

d 4. Hebrew is read and written from right to left. Words must

not be divided at the end of the lines
; but, in order that no empty

space may be left, in MSS. and printed texts, certain letters suitable

for the purpose are dilated at the end or in the middle of the line.

In our printed texts these literae dilatabihs are the five following:

D n *-? Pi K (mnemonic word D^nS). In MSS. other letters

suitable for the purpose are also employed in this way, as 1, 3. i
;

comp. Strack in the Theol. Lehrb. 1882, No. 22.

6 Rem. I. The forms of the letters originally represent the rude outlines of

perceptible objects, the names of which, respectively, begin with the consonant

represented (akrophony). Thus Y6d, in the earlier alphabets the rude picture

of a hand, properly denotes hand (Heb. T), but as a letter simply the sound
'

with which this word begins; 'Ayin, originally a circle, properly an eye (PP),

stands for the consonant J?. In the Phoenician alphabet, especially, the resemblance

of the forms to the objects denoted by the name is still for the most part recog-

nizable (see the Table). In some letters l}
}

1
} T, C, t?)

the similarity is still

preserved in the square character.

f The most probable meaning of the names of the letters of the alphabet
2

is :

5]pN ox, JV3 house, ?C3 camel, J1,n door, KH air-hole (?), lattice-window (?),

V\ hook, nail, pf weapon (unless, with Nestle, we are to infer from the Greek ^ijra,

that the original name was JV1 olive-tree), JVn fence, barrier, JVC a -winding (?),

perhaps leather bottle, according to others snake, 11* hand, f|3 bent hand, ID?
* ox-goad^ Q'D water, } fish, 1]BD prop (I), py eye, NS (also *B) mouth^JL
fish-hook (?), fpp eye of a needle, according to others back of the head, w^~l head,

pg> tooth, W sign, cross.

g There is no doubt that this alphabet was first drawn up by Semites. It may
be questioned, however, whether the Egyptian Hieroglyphics, and the Hieratic

writing derived from it, did not serve as the model, perhaps less as regards the

forms than the (akrophonic) principle. For the hieroglyphic pictures likewise

1 Chwolson, Corpus Inscr. Hebr. col. 68, rightly observes that the original forms

of these letters are practically preserved in the literaefinales.
a Cf. Conder,

' The Alphabet (the Semitic Names),' in the Quarterly State-mints

of the Palestine Exploration Fund, 1889, p. 17 sqq. The LXX give transcriptions

of the Hebrew names in Lam. 1-4, as do also many Codices of the Vulgate

the Cod. Amiatinus) in 1'ss. in. 112. 119, but with many variations from the

customary forms, which rest on the traditional Jewish pronunciation. The forms

Deleth, Zai, Sen (the LXX also \otv, comp. Hebr.
[B> tooth} are to be noticed,

amongst others, for Daleth, Zain, Sfn.
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indicate mostly the initial sound of the name of the pictured object ; e. g. tot, the

hand, the letter t ; laboi, the lion, the /'.

2. As to the order of the letters, we possess an ancient testimony in the

alphabetic poems of the Old Test. : Pss. 9 (X D, comp. Ps. 10, \ ?, and vv. 12-17

p-J"l) ', 25 and 34 (both without a separate 1-verse and with & repeated at the

end); 37. in. 112. 119. 145; Lam. 1-4; Prov. 31, 10-31 (in the LXX with

B before y) ; also in Nah. T, 2-10, Frohnmeyer detected traces of an alphabetic

arrangement; so Bickell, Ztschr.f. kath. Theol., 1882, p. 319 sqq., in the assumed

Hebrew original of Jesus the son of Sirach, chap. 51, 18-38 (without 1 and with D

repeated at the end). The sequence of the three softest labial, palatal, and lingual

sounds 2, 3, 1, and of the three liquids b, D, 3, indicates an attempt at classifi-

cation. At the same time other considerations also appear to have had influence.

Thus it is certainly not accidental, that two letters, representing a hand {Y6d,

Kaph\ as also two (if ()<?//&
= back of the head) which represent the head, and in

general several forms denoting objects naturally connected (Mttm and N&n,
'

Ayin
and Pe], stand next to one another.

Both the order and the names of the letters, together with their numerical

values, have passed over from the Phoenicians to the Greeks, in whose alphabet

the letters A-T are borrowed from the Old Semitic. So also the Old Italic alphabets

as well as the Roman, and consequently all alphabets derived either from this or

from the Greek, are directly or indirectly dependent on the Phoenician.

3. a. In default of special arithmetical figures, the consonants were used also

as numerical signs. The earliest traces of this usage are, however, first found

on the Maccabean coins (see above, 2. 2, 4). These numerical letters were

afterwards employed principally for marking the numbers of chapters and verses in

the editions of the Bible. The units are denoted by N 3, the tens by
"

V, 100-

400 by p J"l, the numbers from 500-900 by H (
= 400), with the addition of the

remaining hundreds, e.g. pn 500. In compound numbers the greater precedes (on

the right), thus &P n, K2p 121. But 15 is expressed by 113 9 + 6, not i"P (which

is a form of the divine name, being the first two consonants of niH^)
2
. For

1
Comp. above, i. 5, /; also Hitzig, Die Erfindung des Alphabets, Zurich,

1840; J. Olshausen, Uber den Urspr. des Alphabets, Kiel, 1841; F. Bottcher,

Unseres Alphabetes Ursprunge, Dresd. 1860; Ed. Bohmer, 'Das Alphabet in organ-

ischer Ordnung,' in ZDMG. xvi. 579 sqq.; E. de Rouge, M&noire sur torigine

egyptienne de ralphabet ph&nicien, Paris, 1874; E. van Drival, De Forigine de

Ttcrittire, 3rd ed., Paris, 1879. The attempt of Wuttke, in the 2nd ed. of his

Gesch. der Schrift, and W. Deecke, ZDMG. xxxi. 102 sqq., to derive the Old

Semitic alphabet from the later Assyrian cuneiform characters, fails even on

chronological grounds. According to Peters, Proceedings Am. Orient. Soc., 1880,

p. xi sq., and Hommel, 'Gesch. Babyloniens u. Assyriens,' p. 50 sqq., in Oncken's

Series, 1885, it is derived from the old Babylonian writing. According to Ball,

Proceedings of the Society of Bibl. Archaeol., xv. 392 sqq., from the archaic

Assyrian cuneiform.
9
Compare for the rise of this custom (after H*1 had been originally written, and

afterwards Tl), Nestle in ZAW. 1884, p. 250, where a trace of this method of

writing occurring as early as Origen is referred to.
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a similar reason ttD is also mostly written for 16, instead of V, which in compound

proper names, like ?XV, also represents the name of God, nin\
The thousands are sometimes denoted by the units with two dots placed above,

e.g. & looo.

b. The reckoning of the years in Jewish writings (generally rn^Xv after

the creation) follows either the full chronology ,?V13 tOISp or '3 'B7), with the

addition of the thousands, or the abridged chronology (fitOp 'B,5), in which they are

omitted. In the dates of the first thousand years after Christ, the Christian era

is obtained by the addition of 240, in the second thousand years by the addition of

1 240, the thousands of the Creation era being omitted.

4. Abbreviations of words are not found in the text of the Old Testament, but

they occur on coins, and their use is extremely frequent amongst the later Jews
1
.

A point, or later an oblique stroke, serves as the sign of abridgement in old MSS.

and editions, e.g. fy* for /K^t?^ 'B for '023 aliquis, '*! for "\^ aliquid, "131 for

"TO131 et complens, i.e. and so on. Also in the middle of what is apparently a word,

such strokes indicate that it is an abbreviation or a i>ox metnorialis (comp. e.g. 15. 3

D"XJ1). Two such strokes are employed, from 41, c Rem., onward, to mark the

different classes of weak verbs
; comp. moreover ^ or ^ (also 'n) for fliiT.

5. Peculiarities in the tradition of the Old Testament text, which are already

mentioned in the Talmud, are (i) The puncta extraordinarid over single con-

sonants (e.g. Gen. 16, 5. 19, 33), or whole words (e.g. Gen. 33,4. Deut. 29, 28.

Is. 44, 9. Ezek. 41, 20 and elsewhere), and both over and under Ps. 27, 13,

all no doubt originally critical marks
; cf. Strack, Prolegomena Critica, p. 88 sqq. ;

L. Blau, Masoretische Untersuchungen, Strassburg, 1891, p. 6 sqq., and Einleitung

in die hi. Schrift, Budapest, 1894; Konigsberger, Jiid. Lit.-Blatt, 1891, nos. 29-31,
and Aus Masorah u. Talmtidkritik, Berlin, 1892, p. 6 sqq. (2) The literae

majusculae (e.g. 2 Gen. I, I, 1 Lev. II, 42 as the middle consonant of the Penta-

teuch,
* Num. 14, 17, &c.), and minusculae (e.g. fl Gen. 2,4). (3) The literae

suspensae 3 Jud. 18, 30 (which points to the reading HK^D for !"I$3D\ J? Ps. So, 14

(the middle of the Psalms)
2 and Job 38, 1 3. 1 5. (4) The

' mntilated' Waw in Dl^t?

Num. 25, 12, and p Ex. 32, 25 (DnV2p3), and Num. 7, 2 (DHlpBil). (5) Mem
clatisum in i"Q~)D7 Is. 9, 6, and Mem afertum in D*2f1~lB DH Neh. 2, 1 3. (6~ Niin in-

versum before Num. 10, 35, and after ver. 36, as also before Ps. 107, 23-28 and 40.

6. Pronunciation and Division of Consonants.

P. Haupt,
' Die Semit. Sprachlaute u. ihre Umschrift,' in Beitrdge zur Assyri-

ologie u. vergleich. semit. Sprachwisscnschaft, by Delitzsch and Haupt, Lpz. 1889,

i. 249 sqq.

1. An accurate knowledge of the original phonetic value of

each consonant is of the greatest importance, since very many

grammatical peculiarities and changes (
18 sqq.) only become in-

telligible from the nature and pronunciation of the sounds. This

1 Cf. Jo. Buxtorf, De abln-eviaturis Hebr., Basel, 1613, &c. ;
Ph. Lederer, Hebr.

u. Chald. Abbreviaturen, Frankfurt, 1893.

[' See Qiddmin, chap. i. fol. 39. G. W. C.]
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knowledge is obtained partly from the pronunciation of the kindred

dialects, especially the still living Arabic, partly by observing the

affinity and interchange of sounds in Hebrew itself
( 19), and partly

from the tradition of the Jews
l

.

The pronunciation of Hebrew by the modern Polish and German Jews, which

partly resembles the Syriac, differs considerably from that of the Spanish and

Portuguese Jews, which approaches nearer to the Arabic. The pronunciation of

Hebrew by Christians, follows the latter (after the example of Reuchlin), in

almost all cases.

The oldest tradition is presented in the transcription of Hebrew names in b

Assyrian cuneiform ;
a later, but yet in its way very important system is seen

in the manner in which the LXX transcribe Hebrew names with Greek letters
2
.

As however corresponding signs for several sounds (t3, ]}, V, p, C*) are wanting in

the Greek alphabet, only an approximate representation was possible in these cases.

The same applies to the Latin transcription of Hebrew words by Jerome, according

to the Jewish pronunciation of his time 3
.

On the pronunciation of the modern Jews in North Africa, see Barges in the

Journ. Asiat., Nov. 1848; on that of the South Arabian Jews, J. Derenbourg,
Manuel du lecteur, &c. (from a Yemen MS. of the year 1390), Paris, 1871,

Extrait 6 du Journ. Asiat. 1870.

2. With regard to the pronunciation of the several gutturals and c

sibilants, and of LD and p, it may be remarked :

i. Among the gutturals, X is the lightest, corresponding to the sfiritus lenis of

the Greeks, the use of which results from the correct .observance of the fact, that

a soft aspiration precedes every initial vowel in virtue of its nature. It may stand

1

Comp. C. Meinhof, 'Die Aussprache des Hebr.,' in Neue Jahrb.f. Philol. u.

Pddag., 1885, Bd. 132, p. 146 sqq. ; M. Schreiner,
' Zur Gesch. der Ausspr. des

Hebr.,' in ZAW. 1886, p. 213 sqq. More exact physiological observations of the

whole phonetic system and its formation by the organs of speech, are also impor-
tant for this purpose ; comp. E. Briicke, Grundzuge der Physiologic u. Systematik
der Sprachlaute, Vienna, 1856, 2nd ed. 1876 ; C. L. Merkel, Physiologic der menschl.

Sprache, Lpz. 1 866 ; F. Delitzsch, Physiologie u. Musik in ihrer Bedeutungfur die

Gramm., bes. die Hebrdische, Lpz. 1868 ; E. Sievers, Grundzuge der Lautphysio-

logie, Lpz. 1876 (2nd-4th ed. entitled Grundzuge der Phonetik, 1881, 1885, 1893);
H. Sweet, Handbook of Phonetics, Oxford, 1877, 2nd ed. 1889, and A Primer of
Phonetics, Oxford, 1890; F. Techmer, Phonetik, Lpz. 1880, pt. i; Trautmann,
Die Sprachlaute, &c., Lpz. 1884-86, 2 pts. ; P. Tassy, tudes sur les changements

phonetiques et leurs caracteres generaux, Paris, 1891; Bremer, Detttsche Phonetik,

Lpz. 1893.
2
Comp. on this, Frankel, Vorstudien zu der Septuag., Lpz. 1841, p. 90 sqq.;

C. Konneke,
'

Gymn.-Progr.,' Stargard, 1885.
3 Numerous examples occur in Hieronymi qtiaestiones hebraicae in libra geneseos,

edited by P. de Lagarde, Lpz. 1868 ; comp. the exhaustive and systematic
discussion by Siegfried,

< Die Aussprache des Hebr. bei Hieronymus,' in ZA W.

1884, pp. 34-83.
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either at the beginning or end of a syllable, e.g. ION 'dinar, OB'S* yaMm. Even

before a vowel N is almost lost to our ear, like the h in hour and in the French

habit, homme. After a vowel N generally (and at the end of a word, always)

coalesces with it, e. g. N"}p qara for an original qar<?, Arab. qar<fd; see further,

23. i, 27. 2 <:.

rt? n before a vowel, corresponds exactly to our h (spiritus asper) ; after a

vowel it is either a guttural (so always at the end of a syllable which is not final,

e.g. 7J9H3 niihpakh; at the end of a word the consonantal H has a point

Mappiq in it, according to 14), or it stands inaudible at the end of a word,

generally as a mere orthographical indication of a preceding vowel, e.g. i"lp3 gala;

cf. 7. 2 and 75. i.

e y is related to N, but is a much stronger guttural. Its strongest sound is

a rattled g formed at the back of the palate, comp. e.g. il^y, LXX Tda, iTjby

rjto/5/5a ; elsewhere, a weaker sound of the same kind, which the LXX reproduce

by a spiritus (lenis or asper), e.g. vJJ "HAi, p.pDy 'A/xaA'/r. In the mouth of the

Arabs one hears in the former case a sort of guttural r, in the latter a sound peculiar

to themselves formed in the back of the throat. It is as incorrect to omit the y

entirely, in reading and transcribing words (yj? Eli, p/DJ? AmaleK], as to

pronounce it exactly like g or like a nasal ng. The stronger sound might be

approximately transcribed by gh or
T
g; but since in Hebrew the softer sound

was the more common, it is sufficient to represent it by the sign '. as y2~X

'arba', ly 'ad.

f n is the strongest guttural sound, like the deep guttural ch, as sounded gene-

rally in Swiss German, somewhat as in the German Achat, Macht, Sache, Docht,

Zucht (not as in Licht, A'ncchf, similar to the Spanish j. Like y it was however

pronounced in many words feebly, in others strongly.

g As regards "I, its pronunciation as a palatal (with a vibrating uvula) seems

to have been the prevailing one. Hence it is not merely classed with the

liquids (/, m, n}, but in some respects also with the gutturals ( 22. 5 . On the

lingual ~\, comp. 6. 4.

Jl 2. The Hebrew language is unusually rich in sibilants. These have, at any
rate in some cases, arisen from linguals which are retained as such in Aramaic

and Arabic (see in the Lexicon the letters T, If and ?)

i V? and \y were originally represented (as is still the case in the unpointed

texts) by only one form E>; but that the use of this one form to express two

different sounds (at least in Hebrew) was due only to the poverty of the alphabet,

is clear from the fact that they are differentiated in Arabic and Ethiopic

(comp. Noldeke in Ztschr. f. wissensch. Theol., 1873, p. 121). In the Masoretic

punctuation they were distinguished by means of the diacritical point as B> \sh

and fe> (/)
l
.

K The original difference between the sounds \y and D Q sometimes occasions

1 The modern Samaritans, however, in reading their Hebrew Pentateuch pro-

nounce fe> invariably as $.
2 The original value of D, and its relation to the original value of \y and

is still undetermined, despite the valuable investigations of D. H. Muller,
' Zur
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a distinction in meaning, e.g. 13D to close, "131? to hire, P3D to befoolish, ?35J> to be

prudent, to be wise. The Syrians always represent both sounds by Q, and in

Hebrew also they are sometimes interchanged ; as "OD for "13tS> to hire, Ezr. 4, 5 ;

n&>fe> for TibyQfotty, Eccles. 1,17.

T (transcribed by the LXX) is a soft whizzing s, the French and English z, /

altogether different from the German z.

3- D , p , and 3? are pronounced with a strong articulation and with a com- 7

pression of the larynx. The first two are thus essentially different from H and 3,
which correspond to ourV and k and are often aspirated (see below, no. 3).

3? is distinguished from every other s by its peculiar articulation, and in no way
corresponds to the German z or is; we transcribe it by ;.

3. Six consonants, the weak and middle hard mulae n

n a 3 T a a-(rW|3?)
have a twofold pronunciation, (i) a harder sound as &#<?,r like

, ^, /, or as mediae like
, g hard, <// and (2) a softer sound as

spiranles^. The harder sound is the original. It is retained at

the beginning of syllables, when there is no vowel immediately

preceding to influence the pronunciation, and is denoted by a point

Dages lene
( 13), placed in the consonants, viz. 3

b, 3 g, Id, 3
k,

9 p, n /. The weaker pronunciation appears as soon as a vowel

sound immediately precedes. It is occasionally denoted, esp. in MSS.,

by Raphe ( 14. 2), but in printed texts usually by the mere absence

of the Dages. In the case of 3, 3, and *7, the distinction is less

noticeable to our ear. Yet the German dialects mostly distinguish,

e. g. in beben, the second b, influenced by the preceding
2
vowel, from

the first, and in the same way the two ^-sounds in gegen. In the case

of 3, 3, n, the two sounds are clearly distinguishable even to our ear

as k and German (weak) ch, p and ph, I and English Ih. The

Greeks too express this twofold pronunciation by special characters :

3 K, 3 x ;
a

,
a

;
n r, n 0.

Geschichte der semit. Zischlaute,' in the Verhandlungen des Wiener Orient.

Congresses, Vienna, 1888, Semitic section, p. 229 sqq. ; De Lagarde, 'Samech,' in

the Nachrichten der Gbtt. Gesellschaft d. Wiss., 1891, no. 5, esp. p. 173; Aug.

Miiller, ZAIV. 1891, p. 267 sqq. ; Nb'ldeke, ZDMG. 1893, p. 100 sq.
1 So at any rate at the time when the present punctuation arose, replacing an

earlier pronunciation as asfiratae. However, it cannot be determined whether the

transition from aspiralae to spirantes took place in all these sounds and in

every case.

2 And also by the following vowel ;
for at the end of a word the b after

a vowel is pronounced as a tennis, comp. gieb, bleib, and on the other hand

Sieg, schweig.
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For more precise information on the cases in which the one or the other

pronunciation takes place, see 21. The modern Jews pronounce the aspirated

3 as v, the aspirated T\ as s, e.g. 3T rav, JV3 bais.

o 4. According to the organ of speech with which the consonants

are pronounced, they are divided into

(a) Gutturals n fl y K

(b) Palatals p 3 3

(c) Linguals B n T with 3 and 7

(<f) Dentals or Sibilants X B> (e> and \y) D T

(e) Labials B 3 D 1

In the case of 1 its hardest pronunciation as a palatal (see above,

letter g at the end) is to be distinguished from its more unusual sound

as a lingual, in the front of the mouth.

Comp. on the twofold pronunciation of r in Tiberias, Delitzsch, Physiol. und

Afusik, Lpz. 1868, p. icsqq. ; Baer and Strack, Dikdukt ha-famim, Lpz. 1879,

p. 5, note a, and %

7 of the Hebrew text, as well as p. 82.

Independently of the organs of speech the liquids (7, D, 3, ~>)
are

also grouped together as a distinct class.

p The Hebrew phonetic system may be more precisely represented

in the following: table :
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medial does not always prove the possibility of its change when initial. That in

certain cases the character of the consonantal sound also influences the preceding or

following vowel will be noticed in the accidence as the instances occur.

Rem. 2. Very probably as the pronunciation was handed down, in course of r
time certain nicer distinctions became more and more neglected and finally were

lost. Thus e.g. the stronger J?
r
g, which was known to the LXX (see above

letter e), became in many cases altogether lost to the later Jews ; by the Samaritans

and Galileans JJ, as well as n ,
was pronounced only like X (as in Ethiopic y like X,

n like h, V like j).

Rem. 3. The consonants which it is usual to designate, especially as weak, are S

those which readily coalesce with a preceding vowel to form a long vowel, viz.

S, 1,
*

; as to n , comp. 23. 4; or those which are most frequently affected by the

changes described in 19. 2, 3, as again K, 1, S and 3, and in certain cases

n and ,) ; finally 1 for the reason assigned in 22. 5 .

7. The Voivels in General, Vowel Letiers and Vowel Signs.

1. The original vowels in Hebrew, as in the other Semitic a

tongues, are a, i, u. E and o always arise from an obscuring or

contraction of these three pure sounds, viz. e by a modification from

/ or a; short o from u; e from a contraction of at (properly ay);

and 6 sometimes from a modification (obscuring) of a, sometimes

from a contraction of au (properly aw).

In Arabic writing there are vowel signs only for a, i, u; the combined sounds .ay

and aw are therefore retained uncontracted and pronounced as diphthongs (at, and

aii], e.g. Dit^ Arab, saut, and D^V Arab, 'ainain. It was only in later Arabic

that they became in pronunciation / and d, at least after weaker or softer consonants ;

comp. p3 Arab, bain, ben, DV1 Krab.yaum, ydm. The same contraction appears

also in other languages, e.g. in Greek and Latin (Kaiaap, Caesar; 6av/M, Ionic

0a)/ia; plaitstrum*=plostrum), in the French pronunciation of at and au, and like-

wise in the German popular dialects ( Oge for Auge, Steen for Stein, &c.). Similarly,

the obscuring of the vowels plays a part in various languages (cf. e.g. the a in

modern Persian, Swedish, English, &c.) *.

2. The partial expression of the vowels by certain consonants b

(n, 1,
*

; K), which sufficed during the lifetime of the language, and

for a still longer period afterwards (comp. i. 5), must in the main

have passed through the following stages
2

:

(a) The need of a written indication of the vowel to be read first

made itself felt in cases where, after the rejection of a consonant,

1 In Sanskrit, in the Old Persian cuneiform, and in Ethiopic, short a alone of

all the vowels is not represented, but the consonant by itself is pronounced with

short a.

3
Comp. especially, Stade, Lehrb. der hebr. Gr., p. 34 sqq.

b
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or of an entire syllable, a long vowel formed the final sound of

the word. The first step in such a case was to retain the

original final consonant, at least as a vowel letter, i. e. merely

as an indication of a final vowel. In point of fact we find even

in the Old Testament, as already on the MeSa' stone, a n employed

in this way (see below) as an indication of a final o. From this

it was only a step to the employment of the same consonant to

indicate also other vowels when final (thus, e. g. in the inflection of

the verbs r\"b, the vowels d\ e, e). After the employment of 1 as

a vowel letter for 6 and {I, and of * for e and t, had been established

(see below, letter
e),

these consonants were also employed although

hot consistently for the same vowels at the end of a word.

According to 91. i and Rem. i. b, the suffix of the 3rd sing. masc. in the

noun (as in the verb) was originally pronounced }H . But in the places where this

}H with a preceding ct is contracted into 6 (after the rejection of the H , we find

the ?i still frequently retained as a vowel letter, e.g. iTV^ i"lj"flD Gen. 49, n,

comp. 91. i, Rem. 2; so throughout, on the Mesa' stone HiPX, nrP3 (also

nriB),
ribs

}
n3

? PP, ntonripn; on the other hand already in the Siloam inscrip-

tion iy~l . n?0^ Mesa', 1.8 VID 11 his days is unusual, as also HE'"! 1. 20 if it =

Vti'XI his chiefs. The verbal forms with H suffixed are to be read HDpn*! (1. 6),

roriDKI (1. 12 sq.) and n&~\W (1. 19).
." T : YT .. :T;-

x

As an example of the original consonant being retained, we might also include

the * of the constr. state plur. masc. if its (according to 89. 2 c, Rem.) has

arisen from an original ay. Against this assumption it may however be urged
that the Phoenician inscriptions do not usually express this ^, nor any other

final vowel 2
.

1

According to Stade, L c. p. 35, the employment of fl for d perhaps first took

place in the case of the locative accusatives which originally ended in H__ as

2 Thus there occurs, e.g. in Melit. i, 1. 3 323E' = '
I33 'OK' the two sons ; elsewhere

3 for ^3 (the inscriptions of Mesa' and Siloam exhibit the latter), T for nt (the

latter in the Siloam inscription), D32 = ^ri33 (so Mesa') or "'JTiB, &c. Comp. on

the other hand in Mesa', 33N ^3X (unless it was actually pronounced 'anffkh

by the Moabitcs !). As final d is represented by n and K and final / by V so final is

almost everywhere expressed by } in Mesa', and always in the Siloam inscription.

It is indeed not impossible that Hebrew orthography also once passed through
a period in which the final vowels were left always or sometimes undenoted, and

that not a few strange forms in the present text of the Bible are to be explained

from the fact that subsequently the vowel letters (especially ^ and *) were not added

in all cases. So Chwolson, in ' Die Quiescentia *in in dcr althebr. Orthogr.,'

in Travaux dit Congrts international des Orientalistes, Petersb. 1876, with many
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(l>)
The employment of "\ to denote d, it, and of * to denote /, f,

f

may have resulted from those cases in which a 1 with a preceding

a was contracted into au and further to 6, or with a preceding u

coalesced into u, and where * with a has been contracted into at and

further to e, or with a preceding i into / (comp. 24). In this case

also the previously existing consonants were retained as vowel letters

and were further applied at the end of the word to denote the

respective long vowels. Finally N also will in the first instance

have established itself as a vowel letter only where a consonantal

N with a preceding a had coalesced into a.

The orthography of the Siloam inscription corresponds almost exactly with the f
above assumptions. Here (as on the Mesa' stone) we find all the long vowels,

which have not arisen from original diphthongs, -without vowel letters, thus {?{<
?

Wit!, fO'O (or ?); nfeN, b'p , Vh$, IX. On the other hand NS1D (from

mausa'~), "lij? (from 'and) ; [D^O also, if it is to be read fftVp, is an instance of the

retention of a * which has coalesced with i into /. Instances of the retention of an

originally consonantal X as a vowel letter are DVIND, NSiO, and
fcOi^,

as also $Nh.

Otherwise final a is always represented by n : i"TC3K rtTl mt i"Qp3. To this
T ~ " T T '

D* alone would form an exception (comp. however the note on DV> 96), instead of

Di"1

(Arab, yaum] day, which one would expect. If the reading be correct, this is

to be regarded as an argument that a consciousness of the origin of many long

vowels was lost at an early period, so that (at least in the middle of the word)

the vowel letters were omitted in places where they should stand, according to

what has been stated above, and added where there was no case of contraction.

This view is in a great measure confirmed by the orthography of the Mesa'

inscription. There we find, as might be expected, }^1 (
= Daibon, as the Action/

of the LXX proves', piin (d from au}, and nJV2 (e from a/), but also even

^JJ^n
1 instead of 'iJJKnn (from hauS-}, 3BW =3^W ,

ffl four times, nhfl once,

for TV? and nJV3 (from bait}; n^ =rW, ]#=?$ or fK.

(c) In the present state of Old Testament orthography as it g
appears in the Masoretic text, the striving after a certain uniformity

cannot be mistaken, in spite of the inconsistencies which have

crept in. Thus the final long vowel is, with very few exceptions

(comp. 9. i at the end, and the very doubtful cases in 8. 4),

indicated by a vowel letter and almost always by the same letter

proofs. It cannot be proved (as L. Bardowicz, Studien zur Geschichte der Ortho-

graphie im Althebrciischen, Frankfurt, 1894, seeks to show) that in Bible MSS. of

the time of the Talmud and Midrash, the letters NHI 11 were not so frequently

used as in the Masoretic text.

1
"OVCri is the more strange since the name of king yKHH is represented as

A-u-sf in cuneiform as late as 728 !

D 2
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in certain nominal and verbal endings. In many cases the use of

1 to mark an 6 or
, arising from contraction, and of * for e or is by

far the more common, while we seldom find an originally consonantal

X rejected, and the simple phonetic principle taking the place of the

historical orthography. On the other hand the number of exceptions

is very great. In many cases (as e. g. in the plural endings D"

and ni) the vowel letters are habitually employed to express long

vowels which do not arise through contraction, and we even find

short vowels indicated. The conclusion is, that if there ever was

a period of Hebrew writing when the application of fixed laws to

all cases was considered, either these laws were not consistently

carried out in the further transmission of the text, or errors and

confusion afterwards crept into it. Moreover much remained un-

certain even in texts which were plentifully provided with vowel

letters. For, although in most cases the context was a guide to the

correct reading, yet there were also cases where, of the many possible

ways of pronouncing a word, more than one appeared admissible 1
.

3. When the language had died out, and the ambiguity of such

a writing must have been found continually more troublesome, and

there was a danger that the correct pronunciation might be finally

lost, the vowel signs or vowel points were invented in order to fix it.

By means of these points everything hitherto left uncertain was most

accurately settled. It is true that there is no historical account of the

date of this vocalization of the Old Testament text, yet we may at

least infer, from a comparison of other historical facts, that it was

gradually developed by Jewish grammarians under the influence of

different Schools in the sixth and seventh centuries A. D., traces of which

have been preserved to the present time in various differences of

reading
2

. They mainly followed, though with independent regard

1 Thus e. g. PDp can be read qatal, qatal, qatSl, q
e
lol, qtitel, qittel, qattel, qut(al,

qtyel, and several of these forms have also different significations.
- The most important of these differences are, (a) those between the Orientals,

i. e. the scholars of the Babylonian Schools (comp. for their peculiar vowel system,

p. 40, note, below), and the Occidentals, i.e. the scholars of Palestine (Tiberias,

&c.) ; (3) amongst the Occidentals, between Ben-Naphtali and Ben-Asher, who
flourished in the first half of the tenth century at Tiberias. Both sets of variants

are given by Baer in the appendices to his critical editions. Our printed editions

present uniformly the text of Ben-Asher, with the exception of a few isolated

readings of Ben-Naphtali, and numerous later corruptions.
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to the peculiar nature of the Hebrew, the example and pattern of the

older Syrian punctuation '.

See Gesenius, Gesch. d. hebr. Spr. p. 182 sqq. ; Hupfeld, in Theol. Studien u.

Kritiken, 1830, pt. iii. (where it is shown that neither Jerome nor the Talmud

mentions vowel signs
2

. Comp. also Berliner, Beitrdge zur hebr. Gramm. im Talm.

u. Midrasch, p. 26 sqq. ; and B. Pick, in Hebraica, i. 3, p. 153 sqq.) ; Abr. Geiger,
' Zur Nakdanim-[Punctuators-]Literatur,' in Jiid. Ztschr.fiir Wisseiisch. u. Leben,

Breslau, 1872, x. p. 10 sqq.; H. Strack, Prolegomena critica in Vet. Test, ffebr.,

Lips. 1873; 'Beitrag zur Gesch. des hebr. Bibel-textes,' in Theol. Stud. u. Krit.,

1 875, p. 736 sqq., as also in the Ztschr.f. die ges. luth. Theol. u. K., \ 875, p. 619 sqq.;
'

Massorah,' in the Protest. Real-Enc. ed. 2, ix. p. 388 sqq. ; M. Schwab, Des points-

voyelles dans les langues stmitiques, Paris, 1879 ;
A. Merx, in the Verhandlungen

des Orientalistencongresses zu Berlin, Berlin, 1881, i. p. 164 sqq. and p. 188 sqq.;

H. Graetz,
' Die Anfange der Vokalzeichen im Hebr.,' in Monatsschr . f. Gesch. u.

Wissensch. d. Judenth., 1881, pp. 348 sqq. and 395 sqq.; Hersmann, Zur Gesch. des

Streites iiber die Entstehung der hebr. Pttnktation, Ruhrort, 1885, 4; Harris, 'The

Rise ... of the Massorah, '_/. Q. A". 1889, i. 128 sqq. and 223 sqq. ; Mayer-Lambert,
Revue des dtudesjuives, 1893, xxvi. p. 274 sqq. On the hypothesis of the origin

of punctuation in the Jewish schools for children, comp. J. Derenbourg in the Rev.

Crit., 1879, xiii. no. 25.

4. This vowel system is really based on the pronunciation i

of the Jews of Palestine, as it was then in use (about the sixth

century A. D.). This again is based on a much older tradition,

followed in the solemn public reading of the sacred writings in the

Synagogues and Schools. The consistency of the system, as well

as the analogy of the kindred languages, testifies to a high degree

of faithfulness in the tradition. This was represented with such

exactness, that special signs were invented even for the more minute

gradations of the vowels and vowel trills ( 10), as well as for the

involuntary helping vowels which in other languages are but seldom

indicated by the writing. At the same recension of the text also the

various other signs for reading ( 11-14, l(
>) were added, and the

accents ( 15).

1

Comp. for this, Geiger, 'Massorah bei d. Syrern,' in ZDMG. 1873, p. 148 sqq. ;

J. P. Martin, Hist, de la ponctuation ou de la Massore chez les Syriens, Par. 1875 ;

E. Nestle, in ZDMG. 1876, p. 525 sqq.; Weingarten, Die syr. Massora nach Bar

Hebraeus, Halle, 1887.

[
2
Jerome expressly states that punctuation was not found in the texts of his

time. He refers however to the vowel signs, see his Commentary on Is. 26, 14.

Jer. 9, 21, &c. ;
also Bleek's Einleitung, 3rd ed. 330. G. W. C.j
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8. The Vou'el Signs in particular.

a 1. The full vowels (in contrast to the half-vowels or vowel trills,

10. i, 2), classified according to the three principal vowel sounds

( 7. i, 2), are as follows :

I-'irst C/tiss. A-sound.

1.
*

Qames, a, d*, T_jw/(hand) ; D'&TN"} rdsim (chiefs).

2. Pdthah, a, H3 bath (daughter).

Also 3. Sf

gh6l, an open e, e (a), as a modification of a 3
,
either in

an untoned syllable and consequently as a short *
vowel, as in the

first syllable of D3T yed'khem (your hand) from yad'khem or in

a tone-syllable as a half lengthening of a, (the full lengthening would

require Qames,) as in HpS pesdh (mio-xti). Also with a following ,

as nyy* g'lend (cf. 75. 2); "ygyddekhd (cf. 91. 2, end).

Second Class. /- and E-sounds.

/, [
i. *_ or _ (defectively written, see No. 4) Hireq longum

(magnum), t, e. g. 0^?? saddiqim (righteous).

2. _ Hireq breve (parvum) , i, step.yiqtdl.

3.
'__ Serf or Sere with yod, and Sere without yod, the

former /, the latter mostly e, e.g.
JV3 ## (house),

DI? JMW (name). Less frequently (defective, see

No. 4) for e.

4. _ S'ghol, e, a modification of ;, e.g.
'SfSH (ground-form

h'iphs) ; ~\y (ground-form Sin).

1 In early MSS. the sign for Qames is a stroke with a point underneath, i.e.

according to Nestle's discover}' \ZDMG. 1892, p. 4iisq.), Pathah with Holem,

the latter suggesting the obscure pronunciation of Qames as a or o.

'

J The notation d, f, S expresses here the vowels essentially long, either naturally

or by contraction ; the notation a, e, o those lengthened only by the tone, and

therefore changeable ; d, e, J the short vowels. ^On <? comp. the remaik at the

end of the A-class.) As regards the others, the distinction into / and f, d and i? is

sufficient ; see 9. The mark
*

stands in the following pages over the tone-

syllable, especially if this is not the last, as is usual, but the penultimate syllable

of the word, e.g. HD9. Comp. 15, Rein. 2.

3 These $ e
ghdls, modified from d, are very frequent in the language. The

I SabyIonian punctuation (see below, p. 40, note) has for it and tone-bearing
I'athah only one sign ; sec also Gaster in ZAll'. 1^94. p. 60 sqq.

4
It must be mentioned thai the Masoretes are not concerned with any distinc-

tion between long and short vowels, or in general with any question of quantity.

Their efforts are directed to fixing the received pronunciation as faithfully as

.
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Third Class. U- and -sounds.

I i. 1 StirOq, u, TttD mfith (to die), rarely also for u.

7
]

2. Qibbus, both for
, e.g. Dpp sullam (ladder), and u,

<

e. g. V3P (rise up) instead of the usual ftttp.

. i and Hbttm, 3 and
<?, $>ip $r<?/ (voice), 2T rbbh (multitude).

Often also a defective for 6 ; rarely i for 5.

4. __ Qames-haluph, o, e. g. "pn ^ (statute).

5. The tone-bearing e in DPW W/<?/ (you), and a few other

cases (comp. 27, Rem. 4 ^), is perhaps to be

considered as a weakening of an original u.

The names of the vowels are nearly all taken from the form and action of the d
< <

mouth in producing the various sounds, as flDS opening ; 'Hi* division, parting
<. <

(of the month), also "13B> breaking (comp. the Arab, kasr) ; (TlTl (also p"|rl)

gnashing; D^IPI closing, according to others fullness, i.e. of the mouth (also

0^3 K?O fullness of the mouth} ; p"}^ whistle (avpifffios) ; f^3p contraction
<

(of the mouth), ppp
l has also the same signification.

That the long a and the short o (^tJH J*D[? Qamfs correptuni) have the same

sign and name, arises from the fact that the inventors of the vowel signs pronounced
the a rather obscurely and similarly to o, just as it afterwards passed into a full o

among modern German and Polish Jews (comp. the Syriac a in the West-Syrian

pronunciation =3, the Swedish &, and the early weakening of A to &, even in

Hebrew, 9. 10, 2)
2

. On the rules for distinguishing d and 8, see 9. 12, Rem.

tfghol (7120 bunch of grapes) takes its name from its form. So Di^p} Vfy&

{three points) is another name for Qibbfis.

Moreover the names were mostly so formed, that the sound of each vowel e
is heard in the first syllable ;

in order to carry out this consistently some even

write Sagdl, Qomes-hatiif, Qiibbfts.

possible, by means of writing. For a long time only D I|3;>D njJDB' seven kings

were reckoned (vox mentor, in Elias Levita, ^HvN ~!CNS
1), Sureq and Qibbus

being counted as one vowel. The division of the vowels in respect of quantity is

a later attempt at a scientific conception of the phonetic system, which was not

invented but only represented by the Masoretes (Qimchi, Mikhlol, ed. Rittenb.

136 a, distinguishes the five long, as mothers from their five daughters).
1 The usual spelling ^*Dp takes the word (as also flflS) as a Hebrew substantive;

according to De Lagarde (Gijtt. gel. Anz. 1886, p. 873, and so previously Luzzatto),

J*Op and nj"lQ are rathe'r Aram, participles, like Dages, &c., and consequently

to be transliterated by Qdmes and Pdthah.
2 In the Babylonian punctuation (see the following note; d and 8 are carefully

distinguished, as well as in many manuscripts with the common punctuation,

and so in Baer's editions since 1880 (by addition of a Sewd to indicate even the

full vowel 8). It is however probable that the two signs were identical in the

original system.
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f 2. As the above examples show, the vowel sign stands regularly

under the consonant, after which it is to be pronounced, "J rd, 1 ra,

"I re, "} ru, &c. The Pathah called furtivum (
22. 2 3) alone forms

an exception to this rule, being pronounced before the consonant,

rrc~i ruah (wind, spirit^. The Hblem (without wow] stands on the

left above the consonant, ^ rd (but "i?= lo). If X, as a vowel letter,

follows a consonant which is to be pronounced with o, the point

is placed over its right arm, thus N3, #"!. On the other hand,

e.g. DK3, since N is here at the same time the initial sound of

a syllable.

g No dot is placed for the Holem when o (of course without ivaw) is pro-

nounced after # or before J/. Hence &yy tine (hating), KE>3
e^ (to bear),

niJ'O m6Se (not fHS>fo) ;
but "IDt? sdmer (a watchman). When precedes the /*',

the dot is placed over its right arm, e.g. t?3"V yirpo's (he treads with the feet),

D'NB'Sn hanndftm (those who carry).

In the sign 1i

,
the 1 may be also a consonant. The 1 is then either to be read

ow (necessarily so when a consonant otherwise without a vowel precedes, e.g. !Tp

Ifrwe, lending) or wo, when a vowel already precedes the 1, e.g. py 'HivSn ^iniquity)

for fiiy In more exact printing, a distinction is at least made between i (wo)

and H' (i. e. either $ or, when another vowel follows the waw, tnv 1

}.

1 Since 1846 we have become acquainted with a system of vocalization different

in many respects from the common method. The vowel signs, all except }, are there

placed above the consonants, and differ almost throughout in form, and some even

as regards the sound which they denote :
=

,
-^ = tone-bearing a and

<?,

-^ =
e,

=t, = d. In an nnsharpened syllable
-J1- = toneless and <?, and also Hateph

Pathah ;
JL = toneless / and Hateph Se

ghol ; _^ = f, -A. = u, _=. = 8, and Hateph

Qames. Lastly before Dages, ^ =a, _=- = /, -Z- = *, _l_=!f, _5_ = ^. S^va is -=-.

The accents differ less and stand in many cases under the line of the consonants.

For the older literature on this Babylonian punctuation (yZ13 "NJ33),
as it is called,

see A. Harkavy and H. L. Strack's Katalog der hebr. Bibelhatulschr. dcr Kaiserl.

offentl. Bibliothek zu St. Petersb., S. Petersb. and Leipz. 1875, parts i. and ii. p. 223

sqq. A more thorough study of the system was made possible by H. Strack's

facsimile edition of the Prophetanim posteriorum codex Babylonicus Petropolitanus

(S. Petersb., 1876, gr. fol.) of the year 916, which Firkowitsch discovered in 1839,
in the Synagogue at Tschufutkale in the Crimea (comp. Strack's Prolegomena
on the history of the Codex, the entire literature on the Babylonian punctuation,
and other MSS. with that system). Strack edited a fragment of this Codex in

Hosea et Joel prophetae ad fidcm cod. Babylon. Petrop., S. Petersb. 1875. Comp.
also the publication by A. Merx, quoted above at the end of 7. 3, and his Chresto-

mathia Targumica, Berlin, 1888; and G. Margoliouth, in the Proceedings of the

Society of Bibl. Archaeology, xv. 4. According to the opinion formerly pre-

vailing, this Babylonian punctuation exhibits the system which was developed
in the Eastern schools, corresponding to and contemporaneous with the Western
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3. The vowels of the first class are, with the exception of *_ h

in the middle and n_, K__, n_ at the end of the word ( 9. i, 3),

represented only by vowel signs ( 7. 2), but the long vowels of the

I- and U-class largely by vowel letters. The vowel sound to which

the letter points, is determined more precisely by the vowel sign

standing before, above, or within them. Thus

11 may be combined with Hireq, Sere, Se

gho
t
l (?,

**

,

**

)

1 with Sureq and Holem (1 and i) '.

In Arabic the long a is also regularly expressed by a vowel letter, viz. ''Aleph

/S_
)

so that in that language three vowel letters correspond to the three vowel

classes. In Hebrew K is rarely used as a vowel letter; see 9. i and 23. 3, Rem. i.

4. The omission of the vowel letters with the long vowels of the i

I- and U-class, is called scriptio defectiva in contrast to scriplio plena,

?ip, Wp are written plene, nVp, DP defective.

So far as the choice of the full or defective mode of writing k

is concerned, there are certainly some cases in which only the one

or the other is admissible. Thus the full form is necessary at the

end of the word, for *2, 6, 5, i, e, e, as well as for e in nih &c.
( 9. 3),

also generally with <f, a (comp. however 9. d), e. g. v%, l|J

?r'9i?> *1J,

'Op!? (but the Masora requires in Jer. 26, 6. 44, 8; Ezr. 6, 21;

2 Chr. 32, 13 .113 which is for V.IS; Zeph. 2, 9 ^3 for ^13; Is. 40, 31

.".ipl
for V.ip]; Jer. 38, n ^3 for V.^2). On the other hand the

defective writing is common when the letter, which would have to be

employed as a vowel letter, immediately precedes as a strong consonant,

e. g. DMa
(nations) for D"1

^, niifO (commandments) for

or Tiberian system. Of these a higher degree of originality, or approximation
to the original of both systems of punctuation, was generally conceded to the

latter. Recently, however, Wickes, Accents of the Twenty-one Books, Oxford,

-1887, p. 142 sqq., has proved, from the accents, that the '

Babylonian
'

punctua-

tion may certainly be an Oriental, but is by no means the Oriental system. It is

rather to be regarded, according to him, as a later and not altogether successful

attempt to modify, and thus to simplify, the system common to all the Schools in

the East and West. G. Moore, Proceedings of the American Or. Society, Oct.

1888, established the probability that the vowels of the superlinear punctuation

arose under Arab influence from the vowel letters NT1

(so previously Pinsker and

Graetz), while the Tiberian system shows Syrian influence.

1 After the example of the Jewish grammarians the expression,
'
the vowel letter

rests (quiesces) in the vowel-sign,' lias become customary. On the other hand, the

vowel letters are also called by the grammarians, matres lectionis or supports

(fulcra}.
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/ That much is here arbitrary (see 7. 2 c\ follows from the fact that now

and then the same word is written very differently, e.g. *niC 1<

ipn Ez. 16, 60:

'Tlbpn or even VliCpri Jer. 23, 4; comp. 25. i. Only it may be observed,

(a) That the defective mode of writing was chosen in preference, when the word

included also other vowel letters, so that the accumulation of them was avoided ;

comp. e.g. p^X, but D'p/TC ; Hp, Jl^'p ; y^.T, V1NXD.

i^) That in the later Books of the Old Test, the full form, in the earlier the

defective, is more usuaL

11 5. In the cognate dialects, when a vowel precedes a vowel letter

which is not kindred (heterogeneous), e.g. 1, V__, V., "__, V_,

a diphthong (au, ai) is formed if the heterogeneous vowel be a. This

is also to be regarded as the Old Hebrew pronunciation, as the

transcription of Hebrew names in the LXX further testifies. Thus

such words as N, *Q, ^, "^V, \3, rP3 are not to be pronounced

according to the usual Jewish custom 1 as won*, hay, goy, 'dsuy,

geiv, baytih, (or even as wav, &c.
; comp. modern Greek av, ev for

01.
fi>,)

but with the Italian Jews more like wau, hai, &c. The

sound of V__ is the same as 1
,

i.e. almost like au, so that 1

is often written defectively for 1* .

9. Character of the several Vowels.

a Numerous as are the vowel signs in Hebrew writing, they are yet

inadequate to express completely the various modifications of the

vowel sounds, especially with respect to length and shortness. To

understand this better a short explanation of the character and value

of the several vowels is required, especially in regard to their length

and shortness as well as to their changeableness ( 25, 27).

I. First Class. A-souttd.

1. Qanifs ( )
is everywhere long a, but according to its nature and

origin is of two kinds :

(i) the essentially long a (in Arabic regularly written N
),

which

is not readily shortened and never wholly chopped ( 25. 2), e. g.

2ri3 Ifthdbh (writing),
333 ganndbh (thief); very seldom with a follow-

ing K, as *K") 2 Sam. 12, i. 4 (see the examples in 72, Rem. i)
2
.

1

In MSS. \ and \ in such combinations as
13,

TI are occasionally even

marked with Mapptq ( 14. i .

1 Of a different kind are the cases in which X has lost its consonantal sound by

Coalescing with a preceding a, 23. i, 2.
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The writing of DNp Hos. 10, 14 for DP would only be justifiable, if the a of J}

this form were to be explained as a contraction of act; comp. however the note

on 72. 2
; W3 Neh. 13, 1 6 for }1 (dag) is certainly incorrect. The rarity of the

naturally long A in Hebrew arises from the fact that it has for the most part

become an obtuse d ; see below, No. 10. 2.

(2) d, lengthened only by prosody (i.e. tone-long or at all events c

lengthened under the 'influence of the tone, according to the laws

for the formation of syllables, 27. 2), as well in the tone-syllable

itself, (or in the secondary tone-syllable indicated byMetheg, see below,)

as before or after it. This sound is invariably lengthened
1 from an

original a, and is found in open syllables, i.e. syllables ending in

a vowel (
26. 3), e.g. v, P^iJ, Dip},

"VDK (Arab, Idka, qatala, yaqiim,

'dsir), as well as in closed syllables, i.e. those ending in a consonant, as

T, 3313 (Arab, yad, kaukab}. In a closed syllable however it can

only stand when this has the tone, "Ol, D?iy; whereas in an open
<t

syllable it is especially frequent before the tone, e.g. "9^, fpj, 03*.

Where the tone is moved forward or weakened (as happens most

commonly in what is called the construct state of nouns, comp. 89. i)

the short a (Palkali) is apt to re-appear in a closed syllable ; while

in an open syllable Qames becomes S'zvd ( 27. 3); D3H, constr. state

D?n (Wham) ; W,W (fbhar) ; fej5, D^p . For examples of the

retention, in the secondary tone-syllable, of d lengthened from a, see

1 6. 2 a and b, a
;

also 93. 4, Rem. 3.

In some terminations of the verb
(fl

in the 2nd sing. masc. d

perf., TJ
in the 2nd pi. fern, of the imperat., as well as in the 2nd

and 3rd pi. fern, of the imperf), in ^K thou (masc.) and in the suffixes

1 and n, the final d can stand even without a vowel letter. A n is

however in these cases (except with n) frequently added as a vowel

letter.

2. Paihah, or short a, stands in Hebrew almost exclusively in e
i < <>

a closed syllable with or without the tone (/\>, EFWP.). In places

where it now appears to stand in an open syllable the syllable

was originally closed, 'and became half open only by the insertion
i <

of a helping vowel (d, i, e) in the second syllable, e. g.
?n3 (ground-

<

form nahl), n/? (Arab, bait), see 28. 4, and with regard to two

cases of a different kind, 26. 3 b and c. Otherwise Pathah in an

1 In Arabic this a is everywhere- retained in an open syllable.
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open syllable has almost without exception passed into a (^-), see

above, No. i. 2.

On the very frequent attenuation of a to t, comp. below, No. 5. On the rare,

and only apparent union of Pathah with X (X \, see 23. 2. Onrfas a helping-

vowel, 22. 2 b (Pathah furtivunf), and 28. 4.

f 3. Se
ghol (e, <?) by origin belongs sometimes to the second, more

rarely to the third, and most frequently to the first vowel class

( 27, Rem. i, 2, 4). It belongs to the first class when it is a modified

form of a, (as the Germ. Bad, pi. Biider ; Land, pi. Lander,} either

in a toneless syllable, e. g. D3"].} (for yacfkheni), or with the tone, e. g.

Y~}$ from 'ars, p.p. Arab, qarn, npp Arab, qatnh. This S'ghSl is often

retained even in the strongest tone-syllable, at the end of a sentence

or of a prominent division of a sentence, (in pause,} as ^g, P7..

As a rule however in such cases the Pathah which underlies the

e is lengthened into Qames, e.g.
nP, HR- A S*ghtil apparently

lengthened from S'zvd', but in reality traceable to an original a, stands

in pausal forms, as ^B (ground-form pdry), ^.. (yahy), &c. On the

cases where a *
(originally consonantal) follows this Seghol, see 75. 2,

and 91. 2, Rem. i.

II. Second Class. I- and E-sotinds.

g 4. The long i is frequently even in the consonantal writing

indicated by the letter *
(a fully written Hireq

*

); but a naturally

long i can, by an orthographic license, be also written defectively

(
8. 4), e.g. P^Jf (righteous), plur. DTO* saddiqwi ; N^ (he fears),

plur.
W"V . Whether a defectively written Hireq is long, may be best

known from the origin of the form
;
often also from the nature of the

syllable ( 26), or as in W from the Metheg attached to it
( 16. 2).

h 5. The short Hireq (always
1 written defectively) is especially

frequent in sharpened syllables (^p, ^N), and in toneless closec

syllables ptonp psalm); comp. however 2&*\ in a closed tone-syllable, i

and even fB?l in a loosely closed tone-syllable. It has arisen ver

frequently by attenuation from a, as in 'i.^ from "O^, *p"]i? (grounc

form sady)*, or else it is the original /, which in the tone-syllabi

1 At least according to the Masoretic orthography ; cf. Wcllhausen's Text de\

Bb. Sam. p. 18, Rem.
*
Jerome (cf. Siegfried, ZAIV. 1884, p. 77} in these cases often gives <? for /.
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had become e, as in ^X (thy enemy] from 3*k (ground-form
'

It is sometimes a simple helping vowel, as in JV2, 28. 4.

The earlier grammarians call every Hireq written fully, Hireq magnum; every

one written defectively, Hireq parvum, an inaccurate distinction, so far as

quantity is concerned.

6. The longest / <l

(more rarely defective , e. g. V.J? for TV i

Is. 3, 8
;

at the end of a word also n__) is as a rule contracted from

*
ay (at), 7. i, e.g. ?3*n

(palace), Arab, and Syriac haikal.

7. The 6Vr^ without Y6dh mostly represents the tone-long e, k

which, like the tone-long a (No. i. 2), is very rarely retained except

in and before the tone-syllable, and is always lengthened from an

original z. It stands in an open syllable with or before the tone,

e.g.
ISO (ground-form siphr] book, rot? (Arab, smdt) sleep, or with

Metheg (see 16. z a and b, a) in the secondary tone-syllable,

e.g. WNB' my request, nsjtt /?/ us go. On the other hand in a closed

syllable it is almost always with the tone, as f2 son, Q.?N </zw3.

Exceptions: (a) J is sometimes retained in a toneless closed syllable, in /

monosyllabic words before Maqqeph, e.g. ~f]}
Num. 35, iS, as well as in the

examples of nasdg 'ah$r mentioned in 29. 3 b ; () in a toneless open final

syllable, Sere likewise occurs in examples of the nasdg 'aMr, as KiP Ex. 16, 29 ;

comp. Jnd. 9, 39.

8. The Se
ghol of the I(E)-class is most frequently an obtuse e,

i

a modification of an original t, either replacing (on loss of the

tone) a tone-long e, e.g. ~!$ from ffl (give), T]2^ (thy creator)

from ">X\ or in the case discussed in 93. i, Rem. 2, *$?%, '"}$ from

the ground-forms hilq, 'izr ; comp. also 64, Rem. i. S'ghol
<

appears as a simple helping-vowel in cases such as "^P for siphr,

8. 4).

III. Third Class. U- and 0-sounds.

9. In the U-sound there is to be distinguished n

(i) the long u, either (a) written fully,
1 Sureq (corresponding to

the
*

of the second class), e.g. ^33 (boundary), or (b} defectively

written ^ Qibbus (analogous to the long - of the second class),

(2) the short u, Qibbus proper (corresponding to the short Hireq],

in a toneless closed syllable and especially in a sharpened syllable,

in e. g. }n>^ (table),
H3D

(booth).
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O Sometimes also /? in a sharpened syllable is written flene, e. g.

Ps. 102, 5, D;>13 Jer. 31, 34 for PISH, D;>3.

For this w the LXX put o, e.g. D?"iy 'O5o\A.a/i, from which however it only

follows, that this // was pronounced somewhat indistinctly. The LXX also

express the sharp Hireq by , e.g. IQN^'E/^p. The pronunciation of the

Qibbus like the German it, which was formerly common, is incorrect, although

the occasional pronunciation of the U-sounds as it in the time of the functators
must be admitted, at least as regards Palestine 1

; comp. the Turkish biilbiil for the

Persian biilbul, and the pronunciation of the Arabic dunya in Syria as diinya.

<> 10. The O-sound bears the same relation to U, as the E does to I

in the second class. It has four gradations :

(i) The 6 which is contracted from aw (=au), 7. i, and accord-

ingly is mostly written fully ;
i (Ho/em plenum], e. g.

BiB> (a whip}

Arab, saut, I"6iy
(^r/7) from n?iy. More rarely defectively as T^'

(thine ox) from "HK5 Arab. taur.

7 (2) The long 6 which arose in Hebrew at an early period,

through an extensive obscuring, out of an original d"1
,
while the

latter has been retained in Arabic and Aramaic. It is usually written

fully in the tone-syllable, defectively in the toneless, e.g. '^p Arab.

qdfil, Aram, qdtel, Fj^K Arab, 'ildh, Aram. '%fc, plur. D'n> : pit?

Arab, sdq; "^33 (htro\ Arab, galbdr; Dnin
(seal),

Arab, hdtam. "-"

(pomegranate}, Arab, rummdn; p^pB' (dominion), Aram. J^rr' anc^ '^"'J<

Arab, su/fan; DVB/ (peace), Aram. D^, Arab, saldm. Sometimes

the form in d also occurs side by side with that in 6, as ""-"

and JV'B' (coat of mail; see however 29 at the end). Comp.

also 68. i.

r (3) The tone-long o which is lengthened from an original u, or

from an o arising from , by the tone, or in general according to the

laws for the formation of syllables. Besides the tone-syllable it also

occurs in an open syllable before the tone, e.g. BHp (ground- form

guds) sanctuary ; ^13 for burrakh. pCpp? Ps. 104, 28, as well as (with

Mciheg) in the secondary tone-syllable ; DV^, ^3 - As soon as the

tone is lost, or the other reasons for the lengthening are no longer

operative, either the original o (u), in a closed syllable, returns, or, in

an open syllable, a weakening to Swa" takes place. Comp. 73
(a//),

^>3
(kol], D^3 (kullamY, ^, l^i?? and B, where it is weakened

1

Comp. Delitzsch, Physiologic u. Musik, Lpz. 1868, p. 15 sq.

a Cf. 8. i end. On Jerome's transliteiation of o for d, see Z.I 11'. 1884. p. 75.
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to S'wd; yiqt'lu, Arab, yaqlu/u. This tone-long o is only as an

exception written fully.

(4)
__ Qames-hatuph, always short o, stands in the same relation s

to the Hokm, as the S'ghdl of the second class to the Sere, "?3 kol,

Di^_ wayydqom. On the distinction between this and Qames, see the

Rem. after No. 12.

11. On the S'ghSl as an obtuse sound of an original u, comp.

27, Rem. 4 b.

12. The following table gives a summary of the gradation of the t

three vowel-classes according to the quantity of the vowels :

First Class: A.
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question, (which is of course the surest guide,) may depend meanwhile on the

following principal rules :

I. The sign (T)
is o in a closed syllable which has not the tone, since

such a syllable can have only a short vowel
(

26. 5). The above

case occurs

(a) When S'wd follows as a syllable-divider, as in i""??? hokh-md

(wisdom), npDN 'okh-ld (food). With Metheg on the other hand
(T) is a

and stands in an open syllable. The following S'wd is then a half-

vowel (S
ewd mobile}, e.g. "V??* 'a-kh'ld (she ate), according to 16. 2.

(<5)
Wr

hen a closed syllable is formed by Dages forte, e. g. ^S.n

honneni (have mercy upon me); but DVI3 (with Melheg, 16. 2, i b)

.bdttim.

(c) When the syllable in question loses the tone on account of

a following Maqqeph (
16. i), e.g. DHKn'^ kol-ha- adam (all men).

In Ps. 35, 10 and Prov. 19, 7 Maqqeph with ?3 is replaced by a con-

jun'ctive accent (Mefkha); so by Darga, Jud. 19, 5 with "WD, and

Ez. 37, 8 with ffji*! (so Baer after Qimhi ;
ed. Mant. DIP"

1

!).

(d} In a closed final syllable without the tone, e. g. D'l wayyaqom

(and he stood up). In the cases where a or a has in the final syllable

become toneless through Maqqeph ( 16. i) and yet must remain,

e.g. rvnrrnri) Esth. 4, 8, yTW? Gen. 4, 25, it has in correct manuscripts

and printed texts a Metheg beside it.

In cases like HN'pn } nap lamma, the tone shows that
( )

is to be

read as d.

2. The places in which ( ) appears to stand in an open syllable and yet

is to be read as require special consideration. This is the case, (a) when

Hateph-Qames follows (e.g. 1.5^9 kis work], or simple vocal Hfwa e.g. p"n ox

goad; i"X3V'3 Jos. 4, 7 ; fllDS' preserve Ps. 86, 2, comp. 16, i
; other examples are

Obad. ii.'jud. 14, 15) ; Hateph-Pathah follows in ^tV&cb i Sam. 15, I, ^nnfj

24, II, and
'JB'JS' (so Baer, Gen. 32, 18, others

?Jli'32
s

; (b} before another
-:i* :i < .

Qames-hatuph, e. g. ^JpyB thy -work (but DyiTV Yarob'am, because from imperf.

^ ',

<l

?
rn

l?*
and ^~"1

?'i;

)

T
Num - 2 3' 7 see 67 Rem - 2 ) 5 W in ^ two Plural

forms D^E'TP sanctuaries and D^BHt? r^/j (also written "ij? and /
*18>). In all

these cases the Masora puts a Metheg beside the ( ), which according to the

statement of the Jewish grammarians, is intended to indicate that the Masora reads

the as a l
; thus pd-l6, da-r^ban, pd-8l

e
kha, qd-tfdstm. This tradition is in point

of fact expressly confirmed by the Babylonian punctuation (see above, 8. 2,

note\ which carefully distinguishes between & and d. Nevertheless, neither the

origin of these form?, nor the analogous formations in Hebrew and in the cognate

languages, nor lastly the transcribing of the proper names in the LXX. admits

of this tradition being regarded as correct, whether the Metheg originally had

1
Comp. Baer-Delitzsch, LiberJobi, Lpz. 1875, Preface, p. vi.
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another meaning or is due to an error 1
. It is better to divide and read/*? -/^ (for

p8'-l$), ptiti-l'kha, qtidd-sim (strictly orthographic for fddStni). Quite as incon-

ceivable is it for Metheg to be a sign of the lengthening into a in ?)X~Hn3 (Ex.

n, 8), although it is so in "OXZl ba-nt (in the navy), since here the a of the article

appears under the 3 .

10. The Half Vowels and the Syllable Divider

1. Besides the full vowels, Hebrew has also a series of vowel a

sounds which may be called half vowels. The punctuation makes

use of these to represent extremely slight sounds which are to be

regarded as remains of fuller and more distinct vowels from an earlier

period of the language. They generally take the place of vowels

originally short standing in open syllables. Such short vowels, though

preserved in the kindred languages, are not tolerated by the present

system of pointing in Hebrew, but either undergo a lengthening

or are weakened to Sewa. Under some circumstances however the

original short vowel may re-appear.

To these belongs first of all the sign _, which indicates an ex- b

tremely short, slight, and (as regards pronunciation) indeterminate

vowel sound, something like an obscure half e
(").

It is called

&wd* or simple S'wd (S'wd simplex) to distinguish it from the

compound (see No. 2), and vocal S'wd (S'wd mobile) to distinguish

it from S'wd quiescens, which is silent and stands as a mere syllable

divider (see No. 3) under the consonant which closes the syllable.

Of the vocal S'wd the following kinds are further to be distinguished :

i. The real S'wd mobile under a consonant which is closely united, c

as a kind of grace-note, with the following syllable, whether it be

(a) at the beginning of the word, as i>bp <ftol (to kill),
NTOO

nfmatte (filling), or (6) in the middle of the word, as
'"vfpip qd-t'la,

2. What is called S'wd medium or wavering S'wd under a consonant d
which stands at the end of a syllable containing a short vowel, and

thus causes at least a partial closing of it, while serving at the same

1
It is just conceivable that vJJ9 &c. ( 93. I, A. 3) were really intended, and

that 5 was inaccurately represented by the similarly sounding d.

* Instead of KIE' it would be more correct to write JOS', since the name is very

probably to be referred to Aram. J"QS5> rest, and hence originally, like the Arab.

sukiin (rest}, indicated only the S ewd quiescens. Cf. C. Levias, American Journ.

of Philology, xvi. i, who considers i"Q''l!5> or fOE? (a translation of sukuri) to be

the original form.

E
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time as a grace-note to the following syllable (
26. 2 b, Rem.). The

S'wd medium accordingly stands half-way between the S'wd quiescens

and the real S'wd mobile. In regard to pronunciation and other charac-

teristics it is however to be reckoned with the latter; comp. e.g. D?7
la-m'nasse

ah (for '$), >?b ma-fkhe, &?3 bitfphol, &?? /hVpAo/.

^ The sound Z may be regarded as normally representing simple S'wd mobile,

although it is certain that it often became assimilated in sound to other

vowels. The LXX express it by , even by 77, D H3V13 TLtpovftip, JT vpn
d\\r)\ovia, more frequently by a, ?X}Dfc? SajtovqX, but very frequently in such a way
that this slight sound accords with the following principal vowel, e. g. DTD

2o8o/ia, nfoPB' 2o\o}iuv (as well as SaAw/icbc), rriXHi? 2a/3aw0, ?N3ri3 Naflafa^A. .

A similar account of the pronunciation of .S*a><f is given by Jewish grammarians
of the middle ages

2
.

How the S^iuS sound has arisen through the vanishing of a full vowel is seen,

e. g. in n3"13 from bdraka, as the word is still pronounced in Arabic. The latter

language still regularly employs the full short vowel for the Hebrew S'wd mobile.

f 2. With the simple S'wd mobile is connected the compound

S'wd or Hdteph (correptum), i.e. a S'wd the pronunciation of which

is more accurately fixed by the addition of a short vowel. There

are three compound S'wds formed in this way, corresponding to the

three vowel classes
( 7. i) :

(_) Hdteph-Pdthah, e. g.
lien ham6r, ass.

( ) Hdteph-S'gol, e. g.
ib ''mor, to say.

( ) Hdteph-Qames, e.g. vQ, hli, sickness.

These Hdtephs, or at least the first two, stand chiefly under the

four guttural letters (22. 3), instead of a simple S'wd mobile, since

these letters by their nature require a more precise utterance of the

otherwise indeterminate simple S'wd mobile. Accordingly a guttural

at the beginning of a syllable, where the S'wd is necessarily vocal,

can never have a mere S'wd simplex.

g Rem. A. Only ( ) and ( ) occur under letters which are not gutturals.

Hateph-Pathah is found instead of simple S'wd (especially S'wd mobile), chiefly

1 The same occurs frequently also in the Greek and Latin transcriptions of

Phoenician words, e. g. ND?D Malaga, DyW3 gubulim (Schroder, Die fhdnit.

Spr., p. 139 sqq.). Comp. the Latin augment in moinorJi, pupugi, with the Greek

in rtTv<f>a, rtTvpfjitvos, and the old form memorJi.
3 See especially Yehuda Hayyug, pp. 4 sq. and 130 sq. of the edition by Nutt

(1. 1870), corresponding to p. 200 of the edition by Dukes (Stnttg. 1844) ;
Ibn

Ezra's Sahoth, p. 3; Gesenius, Lehrgebiiude der hebr. Sprache, p. 68. The

Manuel du lecteur, mentioned above, 6. I, also contains express rules for the

various ways of pronouncing S'wa mobile: so too the Dikduke ha-famim, cd.

by Baer and Strack, Lpz. 18.79, P- I3 **Vk Cf. also Schreiner, ZA W. vi. 236 sqq.
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(a) under doubled consonants, since this doubling causes a more distinct pronuncia-

tion of the 5*7^ mobile, VSB' branches, Zach. 4, 12. According to the rule given

by Ben-Asher, the Hateph is necessary
1

when, in a doubled medial consonant with

&w& (consequently not in cases like TJW, &c.), preceded by a Pathah, the sign

of the doubling (Dagcl forte} has fallen away, e.g. wP] praise ye! }PIJPNrn

Jud. 1 6, 1 6
;
no less universally, where after a consonant with Sfwd the same con-

sonant follows (for a sharper separation of the two, and hence with a metheg always

preceding", e.g. D'H'tfD Ps: 68, 7; ^JH^p Gen. 27, 13 (but not without exceptions,

comp. e.g. ~^ppPl Jud. 5, 15. Is. io, I
; vp Jer. 6, 5, and so always '3311 behold me,

133PJ
behold us ; on 3 before the suffix

*J , comp. 20. I c, Rem.) ;
also in certain

?<

forms under Kapk and Rll after a long vowel and before the tone, e.g. PlSprXn

Gen. 3, 17; ""ITO Ps. 103, I (but 13"13r^ Ps. 72, 17, cf. Jer. 4, 2. i Chr. 29, 20,

because the tone is thrown back on to the a. After e Sewd remains even

before the tone, as tt"13, &c.)
2

; (b~) under initial sibilants after 1 copulative,

e.g. 2Plfl Gen. 2, 12 ; cf. Jer. 48, 20; "IPICrt Is. 45, 14; PHKfl Lev. 25, 34; P1J3K^

Gen. 27, 26; yiDB^I Num. 23, 18. Is. 37, 17. Dan. 9, 18, cf. Jud. 5, 12. i Ki. 14, 21.

2 Ki. 9, 17. Job 14, i. Eccl. 9, 7 to emphasize the vocal character of the

SFwd. For the same reason under the emphatic D in vt^PI Jer. 22, 28;

cf- Job 33, 25 ; after Qdph in
~3~Jpj!

Ps. 55, 22
; cf. Jer. 32, 9 ;

under R?s in DJTU

Ps. 28, 9; even under T\ Ez. 26, 21; under 2 Esth. 2, 8; (<r) under liquids,

sibilants or Q6ph after e.g. pHV
11 Gen. 21, 6, comp. 30, 38 and Ez. 21, 28

(under p) ; HilCN Ps. 12, 7; T]Vnn Jer. 22, 15; rtiT33 Josh, n, 2; 'TJIlDa

Ps. 74, 5, for the same reason as the cases under (b)
3

; according to Baer also in

nilDSt^ i Sam. 30, 28 ; ^WS"
1

.

Gen. 32, 18 after & (comp. 9. 12, Rem. 2), as well

as after a in rO^H Dan.'9, 19; nrnnq Gen. 27, 38 ; D^SDjl 2 Ki. 7, 8.

B. The Hateph-Qames is less restricted to the gutturals than the first two, and h
stands frequently for a simple Sfwd mobile when an O-sound was originally in the

syllable, and requires to be partly preserved, e. g. at the beginning, in
'ftjn (ground-

form roy~) vision (comp. 93. I, Rem. 6); ^H^333
2 Chr. 31, 12, &c., t^re (K

e
tk.

"313) ; ni s
3fiy Amnionitish women, i Kings n,i(sing. JT3iDy); 13V|? for the usual

^JD'HT Ez. 35, 6, from
f\"H~f\ ; wj5n Num. 23, 25. Jer. 31, 33, and elsewhere

before suffixes, comp. 60; VlpTp his pate (from "Tp"]p) Ps. 7, 17 and elsewhere;

nt3p'S Is. 1 8, 4 Q
e
re. Further, like -rr, it stands under consonants, which oughtT T;: v . .

to have Daget forte, as in nnp7 (for nnjp?) Gen. 2, 23. In this example, as in

rnyDI I Ki. 13, 7; PINCH 2 Ki. 7, 18; and ^pyVS Jer. 22, 20, the Hateph-Qames

is due to the influence of the following guttural as well as of the preceding

1 See Delitzsch,
'

Bemerkungen iiber masoretisch treue Darstellung des alttestam.

Textes,' in the Ztschr.f. lulh. Theol. u. Kirche, 1863, vol. xxiv. p. 409 sqq.
3 On the uncertainty of the MSS. in some cases which come under (a), see

Minhat shay on Gen. 12, 3 and Jud. 7 6.

5 Ben-Asher requires ^- for r (even for S?wd quiescens} generally before

a guttural or 1; therefore Baer reads in Ps. 18, 7 N^i^X ; 49, 15 ?1NB6 ; 65, 5

Iran; 68, 24 JTIpri; Prov. 30, 17 3y^Fl; Job 29, 25 "n:iX; comp. Delitzsch,

Psalms, 4th ed. p. 149, note.

2
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U-sound. (Elsewhere indeed in similar cases after } Hateph-Pathah is pre-

ferred, see above letter b ; but with nnjp? compare also V3D Is. 9, 3, where the

U-sound must, necessarily be admitted to have an influence on the tfwd immedi-

ately following.) In ~"inp^ (A-fhtir) Job 17, 10 it is also due to the influence of

the following O-sound. In *DDp I Sam. 28, 8 Qf
rf, the original form is DDp,

where again the 5 represents an 8. It is only through the influence of a following

guttural that we can explain the forms ntOjM Esth. 2, 14; PHuJ Prov. 28, 22;

nrnw Jer. 49, 7; n$?sK is. 27, 4; nyewr
Dan. 8, 13; nyci? PS. 39, 13;

niyD3 2 Ki. 2, i (Baer's ed. also in ver. n) ; D"Tinj3n 2 Chr. 34, 12 (the Mantua

edition and Opitius have D^nnj3!"!). Finally in most of the examples which have

been adduced, the influence of an emphatic sound (p, B, comp. also nCp^K Ruth

->, 2. 7), or of a sibilant is at the same time to be taken into consideration.

* 3. The sign of the simple S'wd serves also as a mere

syllable divider. In this case it is disregarded in pronunciation and

is called S'wd quiescent. In the middle of a word it stands under

every consonant which closes a syllable ;
at the end of words on

the other hand it is omitted except in final "\ (to distinguish it better

from final
}),

e. g. t]? king, and in the less frequent case, where a word

ends with a mute after another vowelless consonant as in T!?. nard,

JjiN thou fern., Ijip^i? ihou fern, hast killed, p
:
&?!l and he watered, 2^1 and

he took captive, riB'Pr7K drink thou not ; comp. on the other hand

N
~!?l, WO", &C. 1

k However, in the examples where a mute closes the syllable, the final S'wd

comes somewhat nearer to a vocal S e
wd, especially as in almost all the cases

a weakening of a final vowel has taken place, viz. riS 'atf from ""fitf 'a///, fipDp

from <i

ril?Dp (comp. in this form, the 2nd sing. fern. perf. Qal, even J1X3 , after

a vowel, Gen. 16, 8. Mic. 4, 10 and elsewhere according to the readings of Baer),

3KP yi'sb
9 from i"!3B^ , &c. The Arabic actually has a short vowel in analogous

forms. In ^"13 borrowed from the Indian, as also in CB'p (qoSf) Prov. 22, 21 ; and

in Cjpin~,'X
fiu addas) Prov. 30, 6 the final mute of itself attracts a vowel sound,

although a very slight one.

/ Rem. The proper distinction between simple S'wd mobile and quiescens depends
on a correct understanding of the formation of syllables ( 26). The beginner may
observe for the present, that (i) S'wd is always mobile (a) at the beginning of a

word (except in D^riC', ^017 97- i> n te i':; (b) under a consonant with Dagel

forte, e. g. te'ia gid-d'phti ; (c) after another 5*o><f, e.g. vtJP.? yiqfM (except at

the end of the word, see above No. 3). (2) S'wd is quiescens [a) at the end of a

word (even in the
7]); ~(6) before another S'wd.

1 On JV as an ending of the 2nd sing. fern. perf. Qal of verbs D'v, see

75, Rem. i.
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11. Other Signs which affect the Reading.

In very close connexion with the vowel points stand the reading-

signs, which were probably adopted at the same time. Besides the

diacritic point over fe> and B>, a point is placed within a consonant

to show that it has a stronger sound, or is even doubled. On the

other hand a horizontal stroke (Rapti?) over a consonant is a sign

that it has not the stronger or double sound. According to the

different purposes for which it is used the point is either (i) Dages

forte, a sign of doubling ( 12); or (2) Dagel lene, a sign of the

hard (not aspirated) pronunciation of certain consonants
( 13); or

(3) Mappiq, a sign to bring out the full consonantal value of letters

which may otherwise serve as vowel letters
( 7. 2) especially in the

case of n at the end of the word
( 14. i). The Raphe, which excludes

the insertion of any of these points, has almost entirely gone out

of use in our printed texts ( 14. 2).

12. Dages in general'
1

,
and Dages forte in particular.

1. Dagel, a point standing in the middle of a consonant 2
,

denotes, according to n, (a) the doubling* of a consonant (Dages

forte\ e. g. ^i? qittel; or (d) the harder pronunciation of the letters

n??"]?? (Dages lene}. For a variety of the latter, now rarely used in

our printed texts, see 13. 2, Rem.

The root C^JT signifies in Syriac to pierce through, to bore through (with

sharp iron) ;
hence the name Dages is commonly explained, solely with reference

to its form, by puncture, point. But the names of all similar signs are derived

rather from their grammatical significance. Accordingly K'JT might have the

meaning which the Masora assigns to it : acuere (literani), i. e. to sharpen a letter

(by doubling it), as well as to harden it, i. e. to pronounce it as hard and without

aspiration. Consequently lyyi acuens (literam) is a sign of sharpening and hardening

1

Comp. Graetz,
' Die mannigfache Anwendung u. Bedeut. des Dagesch,' in

Monatsschr.fiir Gesch. u. Wiss. d.Judent., 1887, pp. 425 sqq. and 473 sqq.
2 Waw with Dages (}) cannot in our printed texts be distinguished from a waw

pointed as Sureq (\) ; in the latter case the point should stand higher up. The } A

is however easily to be recognized since it cannot take a vowel before or under it.

3
Stade, Lehrb. der hebr. Gr., Lpz. 1879, pp. 44, 103, requires, instead of the

term doubling, that of strengthened pronunciation, since the consonant in question

is only once represented. No doubt this is correct, but the common expression is

in some degree justifiable, since the transcription of one of these strengthened

consonants can only be effected by writing it as double.
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(like Mapptq p^SQ proferens &s signum prolatiottis}, for both of which purposes the

same/r*V>6 of the/tf, or puncture, was selected. The opposite of Daget is HST

soft, 14. 2 (comp. for this 22. 4, Rem. i\

c 2. Its use in the Grammar as Dages forte or a sign of doubling

is especially important, corresponding to the sicilicus of the Latins

(Luculus for JLucuIlus) or to the stroke over the German m and .

In the unpointed text it is omitted, like the vowels and other reading

signs.

For the different kinds of Dagelforte, comp. 20.

13. Dages lene.

a 1. Dages lene, the sign of hardening, is in ordinary printed texts

placed only within the nB2n33 letters
(

6. 3) as a sign that they should

be pronounced with their original hard sound (without aspiration),

e.g- 1^0 melekh, but isi^P mal-kd ; ^ taphdr, but "few yith-por ;

nnB> Utha, but n$ yjf-#.

b 2. The cases in which a Dages lene is to be inserted may be

learned from 21. It occurs almost exclusively at the beginning

of words and syllables. In the middle of the word it can easily

be distinguished from Dages forte, since the latter always has a vowel

before it, whereas Dages lene never has; accordingly the Dages in

%3K
'appi, D'?! rabbim must be/orte, but in ?"W yigdal it is lene.

C A variety of the Daget lene is the point which in many manuscripts, as well

as in Baer's editions, is employed in consonants other than the Efgadk'phath
to call attention expressly to the beginning of a new syllable : (a) when the same

consonant precedes in close connexion, e.g. ^3?"v33 Ps. 9, 2, where, owing to the

Dagel, the coalescing of the two Lameds is avoided ; () in cases like ''DTO

Ps. 62, 8 = mah-si (not mdh"-st) ; (c) according to some (including Baer ; not in

ed. Mant.) in fcO in the combination N-) iS Deut. 32, 5, or 17 N;) Gen. 38, 9.

Hab. i, 6. 2, 6 and elsewhere. For other cases see below, 20. e and g. Delitzsch

appropriately gives the name of Dagel orthophonicum to this variety of Dage$

(Bibl. Kommentar, 1874, on Ps. 64, 1 2) ; comp. moreover Delitzsch, Luth. Ztsehr.,

1863, p. 413; also his Complutensische Varianten zu dem Alttest. Texte, Lpz.

1878, p. 12.

(I 3. When Dagel forte is placed in a Rgadfrphath, the doubling

excludes its aspiration, since the latter of the two consonants would

necessarily have Dages lene, e. g. ^ (from '??**) properly 'ap-pi.
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14. Mappiq and Raphe.

1. Mappiq, like Dages, also a point within the consonant, serves in a

the letters ^ n N as a sign that they are to be regarded as full

consonants and not as vowel letters. In most editions of the text

it is confined solely to the consonantal n at the end of words (since

n can never be a vowel letter in the middle of a word), e. g. fi?3 gabhdh

(to be high), fi5f~!
'arsah (her land) which has a consonantal ending

(shortened from -ha), different from nJHK 'drsd (to the earth) which

has a vowel ending.

Rem. I. Without doubt such a He was distinctly aspirated like the Arabic Hd b

at the end of a syllable. There are however examples where the consonantal

character of this H is lost (the Mappiq of course disappearing too), so that it has

only the significance of a vowel letter; comp. 91. i, Rem. 2 on the 3rd

fern. sing.

The name p^Sp signifies proferens, i. e. a sign which distinctly brings out c

the sound of the vowel letter as a consonant. The same sign was selected for

this and for DageS, since both are intended to indicate a hard, i. e. a strong, sound.

Hence Raphe (see No. 2) is the opposite of both.

2. In MSS. Mappiq is also found with N, 1, \ to mark them as consonants, d
e-g- *13 (gfy\ -1p (qdw}. Comp. for the various statements of the Masora (where

these points are treated as DageT), Ginsburg, The Massorah, letter K, 5, and

'The Dageshed Alephs in the Karlsruhe MS.' (where these points are extremely

frequent), in Die Verhandlungen des Berliner Orientalisten-Kongresses, Berlin,

1882, i. p. 136 sqq. The great differences in the statements found in the Masora

point to a difference of the schools on this subject ; one school appears to have

intended that every audible X should be pointed. In the printed editions the

point occurs only four times with K (X or
N),

Gen. 43, 26. Lev. 23, 17. Ezr. 8, 18

and Job 33, 21 0$O; where the point can be taken only as an orthophonetic sign,

not with Konig as Dagelforte) *.

Comp. Delitzsch, Hiob., 2nd ed. p. 439 sqq.

2. Raphe (na"J i. e. soft), a horizontal stroke over the letter, is the e

opposite of both Dages and Mappiq, but especially of Dages lene.

In exact manuscripts every nMIJl letter has either Dages lene or

Raphe, e. g. ^? melekh, ~>i*;l , nn5?. In the more modern editions

of the text, Raphe is used only when the absence of a Dages or

Mappiq is to be expressly pointed out.

[
l The Masora takes the point to be Dages in these four cases. G. W. C.]
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15. The Accents.

Cf. generally: A. Biichler, Untersuchungen zur Entstehung u. Entwickelung
d. hebr. Accente, L 'Die Urspriinge der vertikalen Bestandteile,' &c., Vienna,

1891 ; (cf. also Theolog, Lit. Zeitung, 1893, no. 17). Of later works on the

ordinary accents (see below, 3 a), W. Heidenheim, D^DVlSn ''BBEip [The

Laws of the Accents], Rodelheim, 1808 (A compilation from older Jewish

writing on the accents, with a commentary); W. Wickes (see also below),

D"nBD N"3 'DyD {The Accents of the Twenty-one Books'], Oxford, 1887,

an exhaustive investigation in English; A. Davis, London, 1892 ; S. P. Nathan,

Hamb. 1893. The enumeration given below, follows Delitzsch's summary in

Curtiss' English translation of Bickell's Grundriss, Lpz. 1877, pp. 1821, with some

'modifications suggested by Wickes. On the accents of the Books D"Kri (see

below, 3 H), S. Baer, flEX mif! {Accentual Laws of the Books n"CX], Rodelheim,

1852, and his addendum to Delitzsch's Psalniencommentar, Lpz. 1860, vol. ii,

and in the 5th ed., 1894 (an epitome of this is to be found in Baer-Delitzsch's

Liber Psalmorum hebr., Lpz. 1861, 1874, 1880); comp. also Delitzsch's most

instructive
'

Accentuologischer Commentar' to Psalms 1-3, in his Psalmen-

commentar of 1874, as well as the numerous contributions to the critical accentu-

ology of the text, &c., in the editions of the text by Baer and Delitzsch, and in

the commentaries of the latter; W. Wickes, JY'DK ''CyD, Oxford, 1881
; Mitchell,

in the Journal of Bibl. Lit., 1891, p. 144 sqq. ; Baer and Strack, Dikdukt

ha-famim, p. 17 sqq.

1. The design of the accents is primarily to regulate most minutely

the musical enunciation (chanting) of the Sacred Text, and thus they

are first of all a kind of musical notes 1
. Their value as such has,

however, with the exception of a few traces, become lost in trans-

mission. On the other hand, according to their original design they

have also a twofold use which is still of the greatest importance for

the grammar (and syntax), viz. their value (a) as marking the tone,

(d) as marks of punctuation to point out the logical (syntactical)

relation of single words to their immediate surroundings, and thus

to the whole sentence 2
.

2. As a mark of the tone the accent stands almost invariably

with that syllable which has the principal tone in the word. This

1 On the attempts of- Christian scholars of the sixteenth century to express the

Hebrew accents by musical notes, cf. Ortenberg, ZDMG. 1889, p. 534.
3 At the same time however it must not be forgotten that the value of the

accent as a mark of punctuation is always relative ; thus, e. g.
'

AthnAh as regards

the logical structure of the sentence may at one time indicate a very strong

caesura (thus Gen. i, 4) ; at another, one which is almost imperceptible (thus

Gen. i, i).
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is mostly the ultima, less frequently the penultima. Amongst the

Jewish grammarians a word which has the tone on the ultima is

called Milrd (Aram. JHpl? i.e. accented below], e.g. ^i? qatdl; a word

which has the tone on the penultima, Mitel (Aram. ^VpP, accented
i <

above\ e.g. ^B melekh. Moreover, in many cases a secondary tone

is indicated in the w.ord by Metheg (comp. 16). Examples such

as nn
T rncyj Is. 50, 8 (comp. 40, 18. Ex. 15, 8. Lam. 2, 16) are

regarded by the Jewish grammarians as evenflroparoxytone
1

.

3. As marks of interpunctuation the accents are subdivided into d
those which separate (Distinctim or Domini) and those which connect

(Conjunctive or Servi). There is further to be distinguished a twofold

system of accentuation : (a) that which is common in twenty-one

Books (the N"3 i.e. twenty-one), and () the system of accents in the

first three Books of the Hagiographa, Psalms, Proverbs and Job (vox

memor. J"IDX
,
from the initial consonants of the names, J"li?nn Psalms,

"95W Proverbs, 3iK Job, or more correctly, according to their

sequence, D"xn ;
thus D"sn ''Oyo signifies the accents [sing. D^B] of

the three mentioned Books). The latter system is not only richer

and more complicated in itself, but also musically more significant

than the ordinary accentuation.

I. The Common Accents.

Preliminary remark. The accents which are marked as prepositive stand e

to the right over or under the initial consonant of the word ; those marked as

postpositive, to the left over or under the last consonant. Consequently in both

cases the tone-syllable must be ascertained independently of the accent (comp.
however below, Rem. 2).

A. DISJUNCTIVE ACCENTS (Distinctivi or Domini)*. f
i. (__) Silluq (end} always with the tone-syllable of the last word

before (j) soph pasuq or verse-divider, e.g.

1

Comp. Delitzsch on Is. 40, 18.

2 The earlier Jewish accentuologists already distinguish between D^IPID Reges

and Q^rntJID Servi. The division of the disjunctive accents into Imperatores,

Reges, Duces, Comites, which has become common amongst Christian gram-

marians, originated from the Scrutinitim S. S. ex accentibus of Sam. Bohlius, Rost.

1636, and, as the source of manifold confusion, had better be given up. The order

in which the accents are arranged in respect to their power as disjunctives, follows

in general from the above classification revised according to Wickes. In respect

to the height of tone (in chanting) I, 2, 5, 4, 8, which were low and long sustained
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2. (_) 'Athnah or 'Athnahta (rest), the principal divider in the

middle of the verse.

3<7. ( ) Segolta, postpositive, marks the fourth or fifth subordinate

division, counting backwards from the 'Athnah (e.g.

Gen. i, 7. 28).

^b. (| )
Salgeleth (i.e. chain], as disjunctive, as Great Salseleth,

distinguished by the following Paseq ^stroke from the

conjunctive in the poetic accentuation, is used for Segolta

(seven times altogether) when this would stand at the

head of the sentence
; comp. Gen. 19, 1 6 and elsewhere.

4 a.
( ) Zaqeph gadol, and

4 b.
( ) Zaqeph qaton. The names refer to their musical character.

As a disjunctive, Little Zaqeph is stronger than Great

Zaqeph ;
but if they stand together, the one which comes

first is always the stronger.

5. ( ) Tiphha or Tarha, a subordinate disjunctive before Silluq

and 'Athnah, but very often the principal disjunctive of

the whole verse instead of 'Athnah
; always so when the

verse consists of only two or three words (e.g. Is. 2, 18) ;

also however in longer verses (Gen. 3, 21).

6.
( )

Rebhia'.

t 7. ( ) Zarqa, postpositive.

8 a. ( ) Pasta, postpositive*, and

notes, are to be distinguished from the high notes (7, 3", 6, 13, 9), and the highest

(3
b

, II, 12, lo) ; comp. Wickes, N"3 'O p. 12 sqq.
1

Paseq (i. e. the '

restrainer,' also incorrectly called Pe
siq) nowhere appears as

an independent but only as a constituent part of certain accents (comp. below,

No. 13 and II. n a, b}. Moreover Paseq is very frequently used as a mark for

various purposes (see the Masoretic lists at the end of Baer's editions, and Wickes,

Accents of the Twenty-one Books, p. 120 sqq., where Paseq is divided into

distinctivum, emphaticum, homonymicum, and euphonicum). The conjecture of

Olshausen (Lehrb., p. 86 sq.% that Paseq and other accents also served to point

out marginal glosses subsequently interpolated, has been further developed by
E. v. Ortenberg,

' Die Bedeutung des Paseq fiir Quellenscheidung in den BB. d.

A. T.,' in Progr. des Domgymn. zu Verden, 1887, as well as in the article,
'

Paseq u.

Legarmeh,' in the ZAW. 1887, p. 301 sqq. (on the other hand, Wickes, ibid. 1888,

p. 149 sqq.). See also E. Konig, in the Ztschr.f. kirchl. Wiss. u. kirchl. Lelen,

1889, parts 5 and 6
; Maas, in Hebraica, v. 121 sqq., viii. 89 sqq.

2 If the word in question has the tone on the penultima, Pasta is placed also

over it, e.g. ^n'n Gen. i, 2 ; comp. here Rem. 2 below.
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83.
( )

Yethibh, prepositive, and thus different from Me
huppakh.

Yethibh is used in place of Pasta when the latter would

stand on a monosyllable or on a foretoned word, not

preceded by a conjunctive accent.

9 . (__) Tebhir.

i oa. ( ) Geres or Tereg, in conjunction with Qadma (see below) also

called 'Azla, and

io<5.
( ) G^asayim

1
or Double Geres, used for Geres, when the tone

rests on the ultima, and 'Azla does not precede.

1 1 a.
( ) Pazer, and

1 1 b.
( )

Pazer gadol (Great Pazer) or QarnS phara (cow-horns) only

used in sixteen places, always to express special emphasis.

12.
( )

Telisa gedola or Great Te
lisa, prepositive.

13. (| )
Legarmeh, i.e. Munah (see below) with a following Paseq.

B. CONJUNCTIVE ACCENTS (Conjunctivi or Servi). g
14. (__) Munah.

! 5- (-T-) Me
huppakh or Mahpakh.

1 6 a. (__) M6re
kha, and

1 6 b. (_) Merekha kephula or Double Merekha.

17- ( ) Darga.

1 8. () 'Azla, when associated with Geres (see above) also called

Qadma.

19. ( )
Telisa qetanna or Little Te

lisa, postpositive.

20. (-^-) Galgal or Yerah.

[21. () Maye
la, a variety of Tiphha, serves to mark the secondary

tone in words which have Silluq or 'Athnah, or which

are united by Maqqeph with a word so accentuated,

n'r

II. The Accents of the Books D"Nn.

A. DISTINCTIVE

1. (__) Silluq (see a^ove).

2. (^r
1
) 'Ole we

y6red
2

,
a stronger divider than

1 Wickes requires Gersayim (D'
1

{J'"13).
a
Wrongly called also Merekha mhuppakh {Me^kha mahpakhatuni], although

the accent underneath is in no way connected with Mei^kha ; comp. Wickes as

above, p. 14.
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3. ( ) 'Athn&h (see above). In shorter verses 'Athnah suffices as

principal distinctive; in longer verses 'OK -ufydred serves

as such, and is then mostly followed by 'Athnah as the

principal disjunctive of the second half of the verse.

4. ( ) Rebhia' gadol (Great RebhK).

5. ( )
Rebhia

'

mugra, i.e. Rebhia
'

with Geres on the same word.

6.
( ) Great Salseleth (see above, I. 3 b\

7. ( )
Sinnor (Zarqa), as postpositive, is easily distinguished from

Sinnorith similarly placed, which is not an independent

accent, but stands only over an open syllable before

a consonant which has Merekha or Mahpakh.

8.
( )

Rebhi*' qaton (Little Rebhia
') immediately before '6le

we
yored.

9. (_) Dehi or Tiphha, prepositive, to the right underneath the

initial consonant, e.g.
^an

(consequently it does not mark

the tone-syllable).

10. ( ) Pazer (see above).

1 1 a. (I) Me
huppakh l

e
garmeh, i.e. Mahpakh with Paseq.

1 1 b. (| ) 'Azla l
e
garmeh, i.e. 'Azla with Paseq.

B. CONJUNCTIVI.

12. (__) Mer^kha (see above).

13. ( )
Munah (see above).

14. () 'Illuy or Munah superior.

1 5. (__) Tarha (under the tone-syllable, and thus easily distinguished

from No. 9).

1 6. ( ) Galgal or Yerah (see above).

1 7. ( )
Me

huppakh or Mahpakh (see above).

1 8. ( )
'Azla (see above).

19. (-) SalSeleth qetanna (Little SalSeleth).

The last three are distinguished from the disjunctives of

the same name by the absence of the Paseq.

[20. ( ) Sinnorith, see above under No. 7.]

REMARKS ON THE ACCENTS.

I. As Signs of the Tone.

i. As in Greek and English (comp. //' and tlfu, compact and cSmpacf) so also

in Hebrew, words which are written with the same consonants are occasionally
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distinguished by the position of the tone, e.g. U3 banti (they built), ^H bdnn

(in us) ; HlOp qdma (she stood up), HJOp yawa (standing up,yfcz.).

a. As a rule the accent stands on the tone-syllable, and properly on its /

initial consonant. In the case of prepositives and postpositives alone the tone-

syllable must be ascertained independently of the accent. In many MSS. as well as in

Baer's editions of the text, the postpositive sign in foretoned words stands also

over the tone-syllable after the analogy of Pasta (see above, I. 8 0, note) ; e. g.
.-. .-. , BO
^22C^ D^.tD Gen. 19, 4; so the prepositive sign in cases like Wl Gen. 8, 13.

II. As Signs ofPunctuation.

3. In respect to this use of the accents, every verse is regarded as a period tft

which closes with Silluq, or in the figurative language of the grammarians, as

a province (dido} which is governed by the great distinctive at the end. According
as the verse is long or short, i. e. the province great or small, there are several

subordinate Domini of different grades, as governors of greater and smaller

divisions. When possible, the subdivisions themselves are also split up into parts

according to the law of dichotomy (see Wickes, The Accents of the Twenty-one

Books, p. 29 sqq.). When two or more equivalent accents (Zaqeph, Re
bhla') occur

consecutively, the accent which precedes causes a greater division than the one

which follows ; comp. e.g. the Zaqeph, Gen. I, 20 a.

4. In general a conjunctive (Servus) unites only such words as are closely n
connected in sense, e.g. a noun with a following genitive or a noun with an

adjective. For the closest connexion between two or more words Maqqeph is

added ( 16. i).

5. The consecution of the several accents (especially the correspondence of dis-

junctives with their proper conjunctives) conforms in the most minute details to strict

rules, for a further investigation of which we must refer to the above-mentioned

works. Here, to avoid misunderstanding, we shall only notice further the rule

that in the accentuation of Books D"Nfl , the He
bhia

'

mugras before Silltiq, and

the Lfhi before 'Athndh, must be changed into conjunctives, unless at least two

toneless syllables precede the principal disjunctive. For this purpose Sewa

mobile after Qames, Sere, or Holem (with Metheg) is to be regarded as forming

a syllable. After '6le we
yored the 'Athnah does not necessarily act as pausal

(comp. Delitzsch on Ps. 45, 6). In the corrupt condition of our common texts,

the system of accents can only be studied with the help of such correct editions

as those of Baer.

6. A double accentuation occurs in Gen. 35, 22, from 335^1 onward (where p
the later accentuation aims at uniting verses 22 and 23 into one) ; and in

the Decalogue, Ex. 20, 2 sqq. ;
Deut. 5, 6 sqq. The later accentuation which

closes the first verse with D'HSV (instead of S
JB) is adopted here also simply for

the purposes of public reading, in order to reduce the original twelve verses to ten,

the number of the Commandments; Geiger, Urschrift u. Ubersetzungen der

Bibel, p. 373.
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16. Of Maqqeph and Metheg.

a These are both closely connected with the accents.

1. Maqqeph (^iHP i.e. binder) is a small horizontal stroke between

the upper part of two words which so connects them that in respect

of tone and pointing they are to be regarded as one, and therefore

have only one accent. Two, three, or even four words may be

connected in this way, e.g. D'lXvS every man, 2b'}r;>3~nK every herb,

Gen. i, 29, i^Bfc'^fTlK all that he had, Gen. 25, 5.

b Certain monosyllabic prepositions and conjunctions, such as "vK to, ~"iy

until, ~?y upon, ~DJ? with, ~^S ne, ~DN if, whether, ~fO from, ~|B lest, are

almost always found with a following Maqqeph, provided they have not

become independent forms by being combined with prefixes, e. g. ?VD Oy
in which case Maqqeph as a rule does not follow. Occasionally Maqqeph is

replaced by a conjunctive accent (see above, 9. 12, Rem. i. c), as, according to

the Masora, in Deut. 27, 9. 2 Sam. 20, 23. Jer. 25, 30. 29, 25. Eccl. 9, 4 in tin-

case of ~?3 pS; Ps. 47, 5. 60, 2. Prov. 3, 12 in the case of "HK, the objective

particle. Longer words are however connected by Maqqeph with a following

monosyllable, e.g. nj~7|?nrin Gen. 6, 9. p~VP1_ Gen. i, 7, also two words of

more than one syllable, e.g. "IB'SrnjntJ' seventeen, Gen. 7, n. Comp. the Greek

proclitics tv, tie, tls, tl, is, ov, which as arova lean on the following word.

c 2. Metheg (3D i.e. a bridle], a small perpendicular stroke under

the consonant to the left of the vowel, indicates most frequently the

secondary stress or counter-tone, as opposed to the principal tone

marked by the accents. It serves however in other cases to point

out that the vowel should not be hastily passed over in pronunciation,

but should be allowed its full sound. Hence the other names

of Metheg, Ma a
rikh, i.e. lengthener, or Gayd, i.e. raising of the

voice
;

and even Great Gdyd with long vowels, elsewhere Little

Ga'yd \

d Further it is to be distinguished into: i. The light Mctheg. This is divided

again into (a) the ordinary Metheg of the counter-tone, as a rule on the second
< . T

(open) syllable before the tone, e.g. DIKH (comp. also such cases asIJTTpO) ; but

also in the third when the second is closed, e. g. D^JQ~]Kn (also in such cases as

1

Comp. as the source of this article on Meth?g, the exhaustive statement by

S. Baer upon the '

Metheg-Setzung nach ihren iiberlieferten Gesetzen,' in A. Merx's

Archiv fitr die wissenschaftl. Erfonchung des A. Test., Halle, 1867, Heft i.

p. 56 sqq., and 1868, Heft ii. p. 194 sqq. ; Baer and Strack, Dikduke ha-fami?n,

p. 30 sqq.
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Tpt3i"T"13y), and when the third is not suitable for it, even on the fourth (open)
ly .. - v f

syllable before the tone. This Metheg may be repeated in the fourth syllable

before the tone, when it already stands in the second, e. g. DD^/liDt^. Finally it is

always added to the vowel of an open ultima, which is joined by Maqqeph to

a word beginning with a toneless syllable and so without Metheg (e.g. ?tp'B>
v
"*j!2 J

on the other hand HK'p"lEK'"l
, n^nK'N?), or to a word beginning with an initial

$*wd before the tone-syUable, e.g. ty~*V, 33"nb$E?, &c. ; the object is to

prevent the S'wd becoming quiescent.

The ordinary light Methtg never stands with a moveable \ copulative, con- 6

sequently we do not find D^Q^, &c. (nor even
^jlfl, &c., contrary to b, a; but

3i"l_M &c., according to b, S, comp. 10. i, Rem.).

() The firm or indispensable Methtg. (a) With all long vowels (except in f
certain cases, } copulative, see above), which are followed by a SFwd mobile

preceding the tone-syllable, e.g. H,)0p }
}KT

; ^B^, &c. (0) To emphasize a long

vowel immediately before Maqqeph, e. g. y~fl!? Gen. 4, 25 (not s#t-tf}; hence

also with -^3 Ps. 138, 2, and TIN Job 41, 26 '(for ~i>3 and -JIN ; cf. also 'nXO

Jos. 15, 1 8 al.). (7) With Sere, which has become toneless through retraction of

the tone, in order to prevent its being pronounced as S e

gh6l, e. g. nj!1 2HK
Prov. 12, i (not'A4$A). (8) With all vowels before composite SFwd, e.g. "ibS?"

1

,

D^pyjfj &c., except when the following consonant is doubled, e.g. ^HDp
11

Is. 62, 2,

because the sharpening by Dagel excludes the retarding of the vowel by Metheg;
so in the cases discussed in 28. 3, where instead of a Hateph a short vowel has

arisen, as VlDJP &c. (e) In the initial syllable of all forms of iTH to be. and iTH
I -|-' \,

TT ' TT

to live, to emphasize more sharply the $?wd qtricscens when it stands under the

H or PI, e.g. nVP n^nn (yih-ye, tih-ye\ &c., comp. 63, Rem. 5. (f) With the
v : i v : 1 < <

Qames of the plural forms of JV3 house (thus D^fO b&ttim, comp. 96 Under

JV2), and with n3X T
prithee ! to guard against the pronunciation bottim, dnnd.

Every kind of light Metheg may in certain circumstances be changed into a con-

junctive accent, e.g. ^^21 2 Chr. 34, n, and elsewhere.

2. The grave Metkeg (Ga'yd in the more limited sense) is especially g
employed in the following cases in order more distinctly to emphasize a short

vowel or an initial Sewa : (a) with the Pathah of the article or of the prefixes

3, 3, b, when followed by Se
iva under a consonant without Dagel, e.g. n^DDn,

n?D?p? &c., but not before *
(before which 1 also remains without Metheg, with

the exception of iiVI and <in l|

1_ >
when they are followed by Maqqeph, or accented

with Pds(ct), nor before the tone-syllable of a word, and neither before nor after

the common Metheg; likewise not in words which are connected by a conjunctive

accent with the following word ; (b~]
with the interrogative rl with Pathah

(except when it precedes ">, Daget forte or the tone-syllable of the word), e.g.

1 The common form is WX^ or even with an accent on both syllables, in which

case, according to Qimhi, the tone is always to be placed on the former. For the

above mode of writing and position of the tone comp. Is. 38, 3. Jon. i, 14. 4, 2.

Ps. 1 1 6, 4.
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When a &wd follows the H and after the Sfwd there is an untoned

syllable, the MWifg stands to the right of the Pathah, e.g. HDllT Gen. 27, 38.

The S?wd-Ga'yd (,.)
is especially important in the accentuation of the Poetical

Books, for purposes of musical recitation ; it stands chiefly in words whose

principal tone is marked by a disjunctive without a preceding conjunctive, e.g.

nvn PS. i, 3.

ll 3. The euphonic Ga'yd, for the distinct pronunciation of those consonants which

in consequence of the loss of the tone might easily be neglected, e.g. v
Gen. 24, 9 ; D"1K TO?.? (here to avoid an hiatus) 28, 2, or in such cases as

Job 33, 4, &c.

i Metheg (especially in the cases mentioned in I . b, a) gives an indication of the

correct pronunciation, since it distinguishes d from 8, and t from f; e.g. n^SX
Lf

T : '
T

"d-kh
e
ld (she has eaten), but n?3N t

Skkld (food), since the ( ) stands here in a tone-

less closed syllable, and must therefore be a short vowel
;
thus also SK"V yt-r^u (they

fear), but siVv yir'A (they see), UK>' (they slept), but ^* (they repeat). The

Jewish grammarians however do not consider the syllables lengthened by Metheg
as open. They regard the Sewa as quiescent in cases like i"D3X

,
and belonging to

the preceding syllable (comp. Baer, Thorat ''Enieth, p. 9, and in Merx's Archiv, i.

p. 60, Rem. i, and especially Dikduke ha-famim, p. 13); although, as Konig

rightly maintains, the absence of Dages in the consonant which follows Sewa

(as e. g. i"DT13) is opposed to this.

17. Of the Qre and K'thibh.

a 1. The margin of Biblical MSS. and editions exhibits various

readings of an early date ( 3. 2), called ni?
1

to be read, since,

according to the opinion of the Jewish critics, they are to be preferred

to the 3T13, i.e. what is written in the text, and are to be read

instead of it.

On this account the vowels of the marginal reading (the Q're) are

placed under the consonants of the text, and in order to understand

both readings properly, the vowels in the text must be attached to

the marginal reading, while for the reading of the text (the K'thibK)

its own vowels are to be used. Thus in Jer. 42, 6 ^S occurs in the

text, in the margin np i:rON. Read ^$ we (or according to Jewish

tradition UN) in the text, in the margin ^?N. A small circle or

asterisk over a word in the text always refers to the marginal

reading.

1 On the necessity of the punctuation ^"1J3 (instead of '"1(3 Q'rf, formerly common,

and used in earlier editions of this Grammar), comp. Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl.~

Aram., p. 81, note.
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2. Words or consonants which are to be passed over in reading, b

and are therefore left unpointed, are called "TIP *<\
3VD

(scrip/a

et non legenda], e.g. HN Jer. 38, 16; DN 39, 12; "pi
11

51, 3. Con-

versely, words not preserved in the text, but required by the

Masora (as indicated by the insertion of their vowels), are called

3V13
l6) np, e.g. 2- Sam. 8, 3. Jer. 31, 38. See further Strack,

Prolegomena Critica, p. 85 ; Diqduqe ha-t'amim, 62, 64 ; Blau,

Masoretische Untersuchungen, p. 49 sqq.

3. In the case of some very common words, which are always to c

be read otherwise than according to the K'ihibh, it has not been

considered necessary to place the Qfr$ in the margin, but its vowels

are simply attached to the word in the text. The instances in which

this Q're perpeluum occurs, are Kin (Q. K"1

?) in the Pentateuch wherever

Kin stands for the feminine ( 32, Rem. 6); "JS (K^thibh ij?j, QerS

'"n^;?-) always in the Hebrew (not in the Samaritan) Pentateuch, except

Deut. 22, 19. The ordinary explanation, on the analogy of Greek

6 mus and ^ nms, our child, is inadequate, since there is no trace

elsewhere of this epicene use
;

cf. 2. 5, Rem. Other instances

are: 'WB'B* (Q. 13^) Gen. 30, 18 &c., comp. Ges. Lexicon, and

Baer and Delitzsch, Genesis, p. 84, and below, note to 47. 2;

Di^ (Q- ^V*"!:), properly D.ter* ;
rrtfP (Q. tfl /& Zorrf), or

(after tfNj) m^ (Q. Dri*)K), properly mrc J'a^a;^ (comp. 102. 2,

Rem.); perhaps also DVJp, Q^B> for ^.K>,
<i

riip) comp. 97. 2.
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CHAPTER II.

PECULIARITIES AND CHANGES OF LETTERS: THE

SYLLABLE AND THE TONE.

18.

The changes which take place in the forms of the various parts

of speech, depend partly on the peculiar nature of certain classes

of letters and the manner in which they affect the formation of

syllables, partly on certain laws of the language in regard to

syllables and the tone.

19. Changes of Consonants.

a The changes which take place among consonants, owing to the

formation of words, inflexion, euphony, or to influences connected

with the progress of the language, are commutation, assimilation,

rejection, addition, transposition, softening.

1. Commutation^ may take place between consonants which are

either homorganic or homogeneous (comp. 6.g), e.g. )vV> -V> ^*V to

exult, nb, nr6, Aram. *$ to labour, pr6 and pro to press, "UD

and ">?D t dose, B7D and B?B to escape. In process of time,

and partly under the influence of Aramaic, the harder and

rougher sounds were changed into the softer, e.g. pHi* into PD^

to laugh, <>y3 into /K3 to reject, and the sibilants into the corre-

sponding mutes : T~ into 1, B> into n, V into B. In many cases

these mutes may be regarded as a return to an earlier stage of the

pronunciation.

1
Cf. Barth, Etymologischc Forschungen, Lpr. 1893, p. 15 sqq. ('Lautver-

ochiebungen ').
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The interchange of consonants, however, belongs rather to the

lexicographical treatment of roots
1 than to grammatical inflexion.

To the latter belong (a) the interchange of n and B in Hithpdel

( 54- 2
) J (^) f 1 ancl "" in verbs primae Y6d ( 69), *fy for TzJ, &c.

2. Assimilation usually takes place when one consonant which b

closes a syllable passes over into another beginning the next syllable,

and forms with it a double sound, as illustris for inlustris, affero for

adfero, o-uXXa/i/Sai/w for o-wXn^/Sdi/w. In Hebrew this occurs,

(a) most frequently with 3, e. g.
DBfa

(for min-sdm) from there, Htt? ^

(for min-ze] from this, ^ (for yinteri) he gives. 3 is 0/ assimilated

after the prefix 7, e.g. ^p, nor as a rule before gutturals (except

sometimes before n), nor when it is the third consonant of the stem,

e.g.
twy& (comp. however WTO for nalhdnta), except when another Nun

follows, comp. 44, Rem. 6
;
nor in some isolated cases, as Deut. 33, 9.

Is. 29, i. 58, 3, all in the principal pause ;
on T^n and "pun Ps. 68, 3,

cf. 51, Rem. i, and 66, Rem. i.

(3) Less frequently and only in special cases with \>, n, 1, e.g.
d

H^ (forjfilyaX) he takes; K&3T1 for N^nri; HHK for a&z<#.

(r) In isolated cases with n, 1, , e.g. K3
prithee! from S3 nx

;
1 and ^

*
mostly before sibilants in the verbal forms enumerated in 71.

In all these cases, instead of the assimilated letter, a Dages forte f
appears in the following consonant. Dages, however, is omitted when

the doubled consonant would stand at the end of the word, since the

doubling would then be inaudible
(

20. 3 a), e.g. *|K nose (from 'anp),

nri to give (from tinf).

The cases are less frequent where a following weaker sound is lost in pronun-
ciation

2
, and in place of it the stronger sound preceding is sharpened, i. e. takes

Dages, e.g. vbp from inn^bp ( 59, Rem. 3% pDK for pbpK ( 66. 2) is an

Aramaism.

3. Complete rejection takes place only in the case of weaker con- g
sonants, especially the liquids 3 and ^, the aspirates N and n, and the

two half vowels 1 and *. Rejection takes place,

(a) at the beginning of a word (aphaeresis), when these weak h

consonants (N, % h, 3) are not supported by a full vowel, but have

1 See in the Lexicon, the preliminary remarks on the several consonants.
2 The German grammarians inaccurately call such a suppression of a sound

'

Riickwarts-Assimilation.'

F 2
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only S^wa, e.g.
WTO we, also n$K

;
in for irn

; np_ for npb ;
03 for

Bfc3, '" for PO Ezek. 2, 10.

Z Aphaeresis of a weak consonant with a full vowel perhaps occurs in Tl

Jud. 19, n for IT ;
in ilPf! 2 Sam. 32, 41 for

Jjiro ; in Sitf for 21B^ Jer. 42, 10;

on Clj? Ezek. 1 7, 5 for np7, and in DHp Hos. 1 1, 3 for DHpp, see 66, Rem. 2 ad fin.

In reality, however, these forms are to be regarded rather as old textual errors,

k
(i) In the middle of a word (syncope), when Sewa precedes the

weak consonant 1

;
thus in the case of N (see further 23. 2, 3, and

68, Rem. r, 2), e.g. in 0*D for D^SD. As a rule in such cases,

however, the N is orthographically retained, e.g. riKIpp for nK"ipp.

Syncope occurs frequently in the case of n, e.g. V? for ^Enp ( 23. 4

and 35, Rem. 2), ^_ for ^pn> ( 53> x
).

Syncope of N with Sewa occurs in such cases as 'J"
1

**,?
for

<I

-!'"W*3

(comp. 102. 2 d, Rem.)
2

; "lEtyKl Zech. n, 5. On the cases where

N is wholly omitted after the article, see 35. 2, i Rem.

Finally, the elision of 1 and in verbs n"? ( 75. 3) is an instance

of syncope. On the syncope of n between two vowels, comp.

23. 4 *.

/ (c) At the end of a word (apocope), e.g. "T>3 pr. name of a city

(comp. ^3 Gilonite) ; N"l?!, where N really rejected is orthographi-

cally retained, &c. On the apocope of l and * in verbs n"^, see

24. 2, Rem. and 75.

Bolder changes, (especially the apocope of strong consonants,) were made in

earlier periods of the language. For instance, especially the weakening of the fem-

inine ending T\ &th to H_ a, see 44. i and So. i.

m 4. To avoid harshness in pronunciation a helping sound, Aleph

prosthetic
3 with its vowel, is prefixed to some words, e.g. ^i"1

!? and

Jfli)
arm (comp. x&V, (\6(s; spiritus, French esprit).

n 5. Transposition*' seldom occurs in the grammar, e.g. "lEnfc'n for

1

Syncope of a strong consonant (J?) occurs in *3 prithee! if this stands for *J?3

(see Lexicon), also in HpB'31 Am. 8, 8, K'thibh for nj?p.Ety (comp. nj?p.2
;
1 9, 5),

i

and in n.53 Jos. 19, 3 for HpJH (as in 15, 29). Probably however nptWI and

H?3 are only clerical errors, as is undoubtedly "1N3 Am. 8, 8 for 1X'3 (9, 5).

*
Frensdorff, Ofhla Wochla, p. 97 sq., gives a list of forty-eight words with

quiescent N.

s This term is at any rate as suitable as the name Alefprotheticum proposed by

Nestle, Alarginalien u. Afalerialien, Tubingen, 1893, p. 67 ?qq.
*
Cf. Bnrth, Etymfltgitckt Studien, Lpz. 1893, p. I sqq. ; Konigsberger, in

Zeitschriftf. wissenschaftliche Theologie, 1 894, p. 45 1 sqq.
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( 54. 2) for the sake of euphony; it is more frequent in

the lexicon (^91 an(^ ^l lamb, "?&& and no?fe> garment], but is

mostly confined to sibilants and liquids.

6. Softening occurs e.g. in 3313 star, from kaukabh = kawkabh o

for kabhkabh (comp. Syriac raurab=rabrab}; rriBBiD phylacteries for

taphtaphoth; according to the common opinion, also in B^N man

from 'ins, comp. however 96.

20. The Doubling (strengthening and sharpening) of

Consonants.

1. The doubling of a consonant, indicated by Dages forte, takes a

place, and is necessary and essential (Dages necessarium)

(a) when the same consonant would be written twice in succession

without an intermediate vowel or &wd mobile; thus we have ^ri3 for

?n3 nathan-nu and V> for W$ ;

(6) in cases of assimilation ( 19. 2), e.g. ^ for yinten. In both

these cases the Dages is called compensativum ;

(c) when it is characteristic of a grammatical form, e.g. *ly? he has

learned, IB? fo Atfj taught (Dages charaderisticum). In a wider sense

this includes the cases in which a consonant is sharpened by Dagei-j

forte, to preserve a preceding short vowel (which in an open syllable

would have to be lengthened by 26. 3), e.g. D\?P3 camels for g'mdlim;

cf. 93. 2, Rem. i and Rem. 2 ad fin.; 93. 3, Rem. i.

This coalescing of two consonants does not take place when the first has b

a vowel or Sewd mobile. In the latter case, according to the correct Masora,
"

t t

it should be written with a compound S*wd preceded by Metheg, e.g. Dv?1n
LL ~: i

'

n?2R> &c. (comp. 1 6). This pointing is not found before the suffix
?J, e.g.

^jin.3ri Gen. 27, 4, although the first 3 has a -vocal Se
wd, otherwise the second 3

would have Daget lene. Also when the former of the two consonants has been

already doubled by Daget forte, since as it must have at least a vocal S"wd, any
further contraction is impossible. This applies also to cases where Dage$forte has

been omitted (see below 3. b}, e. g. wn properly }7pn
= hal-FlA. The form

< <

"OjOn Ps. 9, 14 (not "OlOn) might be explained as imperat. Pi'el = ^JpSH; in the

imperat. Qal the non-contraction of the monosyllabic root would be as strange

as it is in TCWf Jer. 49, 28, and in the imperf. D1"1B^ Jer. 5, 6.

2. A consonant is sometimes doubled merely for the sake of euphony c

(Dages euphonicum\ and the doubling is then not so essential. This

Occurs J

1

Comp. Baer, 'De primarum vocabulorum literarum dagessatione,' in his
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(a) when two words are closely united in pronunciation by Dages

forte conjuncttium : (i) in the first letter of a monosyllable or of

a word having the tone on the first syllable
1

,
which is preceded by

a word closely connected with it by Maqqeph, and ending in a tone-

bearing M with S'wd mobile preceding (except when il is the

ending of the 3rd masc. sing. perf. of a verb n"?), or tone-bearing

Pi, the P^rn (i.e. compressed] of the Jewish grammarians.

Some limit the use of the D'hiq to the closest union of a mono-

syllable with a following B'gadfcphath. However, it also applies to

cases like K|Ti3b Num. 22, 6; nrfrnngj?
Gen. 2, 23; ^"n? Ps. 91, 1 1

;

and even in Res, ^Tn?.^? Prov. 15, i
; *lD3TOEto Gen. 43, 15. In all

these examples the tone, were it not for the Maqqeph, would be on

the ultima of the first word.

d Rem. i. When the short words
\\\ this, and flD (properly no) what? have

Maqqeph after them, a Daget forte totij. always follows, even if the next word

is neither a monosyllable nor has the tone on the initial syllable ; thus not only in

}Dt?~njr! Jer. 23, 6 (where IDt? is counted as one syllable), but also in
JJljnB'iTD

Gen. 38, 29, comp. 28, 17. 31, 36. 44, 16; n^STITj Num. 13, 27. I Chr. 22, i.

In ~X3 PISH Gen. 19, 2 (where Maqqeph is represented by a conjunctive accent,

9. 12, Rem. i. c, and 16. I, Rem.), the Se
ghol belongs to the secondary-tone

syllable.

e 2. Such cases as HN3 HW Ex. is, I. 21: rOtoS ver. II, and perhaps also
,

, TTJT T ,. T

DPK3 n?Xa ver. 13, pN3 ver. 16, do not belong here. In these the Dagel can
"I T ' T ; AT T ' 'VA'T

only be intended for Dag. lene, see 21. i, Rem. 2.

f (2) In the first letter of a monosyllable, or of a word writh the

tone on the first syllable after a closely connected mifel, ending in

H-- or H-^-. Such a mil'el is called by the Jewish grammarians

p'rnD ^JHK -veniens e longinquo (in respect of the tone). The attraction

of the following tone-syllable by Dages forte conj. is for the sake of

rhythm, e.g. ^ n^Ps. 68, 19; 5te0 nyrnn is . 5, 14; ne r&y

Gen. i, it
; ? nJfiK n, 31; ^ ny^n 2J

, 23. The prefixes

3, p, p and
}
alone do not take a Dages in this case, except in v,

which has always Dage, and n^?? Ps. 19, 3. Such forms as *?

ps . 26, 10
;

'3Q n^ Job 21, 16; and even ir nnoy: is. 50, 8,

Introduction to Liber Proverbiorum, Lpz. 1880, pp. vii-xv ; F. Praetorius,
' Uber

den Ursprnng des Dag. f. conjunctivum,' in ZAW. 1883, p. 17 sqq.
1 "^bK;> alone, although having the tone on the ultima, invariably retains the

Dagel forte conj. when HE'D with a conjunctive accent precedes, Ex. 6, 10.

29. 15, 24, &c.
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i. e. the cases where the accent of the ultima is thrown back on the

syllable which otherwise would have Metheg, are likewise regarded as

mil'el. On the other hand, e. g. ^\> rnn Gen. 4, 6, not "H? since the

first a of rnn could not have Metheg. The Imperfects and Participles

of verbs n"? are, however, exceptions. When words are closely

united by Maqqeph the same rules apply as above, except that in the

first word Metheg, as a secondary tone, appears instead of the accent,

comp. 'HErnb'y Gen. i, 12; K3"nTan Gen. 32, 30, and elsewhere.

Finally, the Dagel is used when the attracted word does not begin

with the principal accent, but with a syllable having Meiheg, ^T* '""?]"!

Ps. 37, 9; 3J3#_ n^K Is. 44, 21
; I'rhyjp JT&y Ex. 25, 29, provided

that the second word does not begin with a !

gadk
e

phath letter

(comp. e.g. niTpin
n?N Gen. 2, 4).

Rem. Such cases as
*J3J5

Dent. 32, 6, and )VB>3 32, 15, and niy3 (so

Baer, but not ed. Mant., &c.) i Sam. i, 13 are therefore anomalous; also,

because beginning with a Be
gadk

e
phath, DpN3 Ex. 15, n (comp. however above,

Rem. 2); -^ Jos. 8, 28; yvi]3 Ps. 77, 16*; N'rTfS Job 5, 27. It is doubtful

whether we should include here those cases in which Dagei forte occurs after

a word ending in a toneless *2, such as }XS? ^Dlp Gen. 19, 14; comp. Ex. 12, 31 ;

Ex. 12, 15 PNG'). Deut. 2, 24 ;
also K? Gen. 19, .2. i Sam. 8, 19; \? Judg. 18, 19.

Esth. 6, 13; Bys Hos. 8, 10; VT3 Jer. 49, 30: FH i Sam. 15, 6. When we

explained the Daget in these examples not as conjunctive, but orthophonic (see

above, 13. 2, Rem., and Delitzsch, Psalms, 4th ed. on Ps. 94, 12 a), we especially

referred to those cases in which the consonant with Dageli has a &wd. The

extension of the use of Dagel to consonants with a strong vowel, seems however to

indicate that these are cases of the pTYlID "TlX,
which was required by some

Masoretes but not consistently inserted. On the other hand, the Dage$ forte in *

after a preceding i (Ps. 118, 5. 18), and even after *2 (Ps. 94, 12), is to be

explained as an attempt to preserve its consonantal power by sharpening; see

Konig, Lehrgeb. p. 54, b.

(b] When a consonant with S'wd is sharpened by Dages forte h

dirimens to make the S'wd more audible. In almost all cases the

sharpening can be easily explained from the character of the consonant

itself, which is almost always a Liquid, Sibilant or the emphatic Qoph;

comp. ^3y Lev. 25, 5. Deut. 32, 32 (for *3?V); 1^1? Is. 33, i (where,

however, 'jrii??! is to be read); comp. Nah. 3, 17. Job 9, 18. 17, 2. Joel

1,17 (with O) ;
Is. 57, 6 (with ^) ; Judg. 20, 43

1
. i Sam. i, 6 (with 1) ;

Gen. 49, 10. 17 (and so always in "Sjpy Judg. 5, 22. Song i, 8

1 The ordinary reading ^nD't"inn
}
where "7 is without Dages, assumes the

to have Dages.
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and flippy Ps. 77, 20. 89, 52); Ex. 15, 17. Deut. 23, n. Judg.

20, 32. i Sam. 28, 10 (p); Ex. 2, 3. Is. 58,3. Am. 5, 21. Ps. 141, 3.

Prov. 4, 13. 15, 13 (*); Prov. 27, 25 (tr); Is. 5, 28. Ps. 37, 15. Jer.

51, 56. Neh. 4, 7 (e>). Moreover, with 3 Hos. 3, 2 ; with a Is. 9, 3.

Jer. 4, 7; with n i Sam. 10, n. In many instances of this kind

the influence of the following consonant is also observable.

(c) When a vowel is to be made more emphatic, especially in

the principal pause, by a Dages forte affectuosum in the following

consonant. Thus in a following Liquid, Judg. 5, 7 (^.C
1

)- Job 29, 21

0^1); 22, 12 (^); Ezek. 27, 19 (in j); in n Is. 33, 12. 41, 17. Jer.

51, 58, perhaps also Job 21, 13 (Vf]!).

(d) When a Liquid is doubled by Dages forte firmativum in the

pronouns HDH, n|n, n|X 5
and in HEip why? cf. also HQ3, msa whereby?

nt33 ^0; much?
(

1 02. 2
</),

to give greater firmness to the preceding

tone-vowel.

3. Omission of the doubling, or at least the loss of the Dages

forte occurs,

(a) almost always at the end of a word, since here a double con-

sonant cannot easily be pronounced \ In such cases the preceding

vowel is frequently lengthened ( 27. 2 b), e.g. ^ multitude, from

331; Dy people, with a distinctive accent and after the article DV,

from DDy ;
but e. g. \\ garden, H3 daughter, with the final consonant

sharpened. On the exceptions ft$ thou (fem.) and ririj thou hast given

Ezek. 1 6, 33, comp. 10. 3, Rem.

(d) Very frequently in certain consonants with S'wd mobile,

since the absence of a strong vowel causes the doubling to be less

audible. This occurs principally in the case of } and *
(on ? and '.

after

the article, see 35. i, Rem.; on *
after ~np, 37. i, Rem.), and in

the liquids O
2

,
3 and

*?, less frequently in the sibilants, and this chiefly

when a guttural follows; (comp., however. Is. 62, 2, VDDXD, as ed.

Mant. correctly reads, while Baer has '9
1**? with compensatory

1 So in Latin fel (for fell), gen. fellis ; mel, mtllis ; os, ossis. In Middle High
German the doubling of consonants never takes place at the end of a word, but

only in the middle (as in the Old High German), e. g. vol (Fall , gen. valles ;

swam (Schwamm), &c., Grimm, Deutsche Gramtn., 2nd ed., i. 383.
1
Dagei forte is almost always omitted in D when it is the prefix of the

participle, hence Ps. 104, 3 rnppn who layeth the beams, but iTIptSH the roof

Eccles. 10, 1 8 (comp. rON^On the work, &c,).
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lengthening, and others even '9?P; *$QVfo Gen. 27, 28. 39; 38, 24

B^Bto for
/

#0, D'a^j! i Ki. 7, 28; -njWM i Ki. 19, 20 from ptfa,

DViBtfn Ezek. 40, 43 and D'aBB^ Ps. 104, 18; D^D Jon. 4, n,
D^jrnsxn Ex. 8, i and elsewhere), and finally in the emphatic p

1
.

Of the JB'gadfrphath letters, 3 occurs without Dages in "VX21?

Judg. 8, 2, 3 in Drn3_p Ezek. 32, 30, 1 in 'rni
(Is. n, 12. 56, 8.

Ps. 147, 2
;

0/ in Jer. 49, 36), supposing that it is the Participle

Niph'al of HT); lastly, n in ttfnn Is. 22, 10. Comp. moreover, p^n
and pat, the consir. st. of ften and filST, also nirJB' the constr. st.plur.

of tVJB*. Examples, E^V, ^1 (so always the preformative \ in the

imperf. of verbs), njttOJ?, <Mn, &Jn, j)O, KD3, 1Kb', Vlj* f ItiSpP, &c .

In correct MSS. the omission of the Dages is indicated by the Raphe

stroke ( 14) over the consonant. Moreover, the preceding short

vowel, which would be lengthened in an open syllable, indicates that

at least a virtual doubling takes place by means of a Dagel forte

implicitum (see 22. i, Rem.).

(c) In the Gutturals, see 22. i.

Rem. i. Contrary to rule the doubling is omitted (especially in the later n
Books), owing to the lengthening of the preceding short vowel, which is mostly

hireq (comp. mile for mille), e.g. fJT'n'
1 he makes them afraid, for

fflrV
1 (Hab.

a, 17, where perhaps however it is more correct to suppose with Konig, a formation

after the analogy of verbs Y'V, and moreover to read ^JOTT
1 with the LXX), nip

11

]

is. 50, ii for nipt.

2. Very doubtful are the instances in which compensation for the doubling

is supposed to be made by the insertion of a following 3. Thus for n^t^
Is. 23, 11, O*

1^ (
or C

1

"
1

?.^?) is to be read; and for ^t?n Lam. 3, 22, ^30

is the correct reading. fa3p Num. 23, 13 is not an instance of compensation (see

67, Rem. 2 at the end).

21. The Aspiration of the Tenues 2
.

The harder sound of the six B'gadttphath letters, indicated by a

Dages lene, is to be regarded, according to the general analogy of

languages, as their older and original pronunciation, from which the

softer sound was weakened
(

6. 3 and 13). The original hard

1

According to some also in & in
'JJlpri

Is. 17, 10
;

but see Baer on this

passage.
3
Comp. Delitzsch, Ztschr.f. luth. Theol. u. Kirche, 1878, p. 585 sqq.
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pronunciation is maintained when the letter is initial, and after a

consonant, but when it immediately follows a vowel or S'wd mobile

it is softened and aspirated by their influence, e. g. pS paras, pa*

yiphros, 73 kol, ''i..' tkhoL Hence the B'gadfcphath take Dages lene,

I) (i) at the beginning of words: (a) without exception when the

preceding word ends with a vowelless consonant, e. g. fl"??? 'al-ken

(therefore), "H? f'3? 'e? P'r* {fruit-tree) ; (l>) at the beginning of

a chapter, e. g.
n*B>Xi3 Gen. i, i, and at the beginning of a sentence,

or even of a minor division of a sentence after a distinctive accent

(
X 5- 3)} although the preceding word may end with a vowel. The

distinctive accent in such a case prevents the vowel having an
i:

influence on the following tenuis, e. g. "K?*O \T1 and it was so, thai

when, Judg. n, 5 (on the other hand ??~W- Gen. i, 7).

C Rem. i. The vowel letters n, ", 1, K, as such, naturally do not close

a syllable. In close connexion they are therefore followed by the aspirated

Be
gadk

e

phath, e. g. r!3 K2TCS, &c. On the other hand, syllables are closed by the
TjT

- L
consonantal 1 and *

(exceptions VirFlp Is. 34, n; H3 IPS' Ezek. 23, 42; and

D3 *3"IK Ps. 68, 1 8), as well as by rl with Mappiq, hence e.g. there is Dages lene

in D!T3 vj? and always after JlirP, since the Q?re perpetuum of this word ( 17)

presupposes the reading
SJ1X .

d 2. In a number of cases Dages lene is inserted, although a vowel precedes in

close connexion. This almost always occurs in the prefixes 3 and 3 when in the

combinations 33
y 33, S3 (i. e. in the tfgadtfphath with Sewa before the same or

a kindred aspirate) and D3 (see Baer, Z. Psalmorum 1

, 1880, p. 92, on Ps. 23, 3) ;

comp. e.g. i Sam. 25, I. Is. 10, 9. Ps. 34, 2. Job 19, 2
; 53 is uncertain ; 13, 13

}

and 33 according to David Qimhi should remain aspirated, also 33
,
33

,
and S3

according to the Dikduke ha-famim, p. 30. Sometimes the Begadkephath letters,

even with a full vowel, take Dages before a spirant (and even before n in !"!tnpn3

I Ki. 12, 32). Here also belong the cases mentioned above, 20. e (mostly

tenues before K). In all these cases the object evidently is to prevent too great

an accumulation of aspirates. The LXX, on the other hand, almost always repre-

sent the 3 and D, even at the beginning of a syllable, by \ and <f> ; Xcpou/3, XaX.5oTo,

*a/><pa/>, &c. The forms 1313 (after ^Dbl) Is. 54, 12, and ?3i)3 (after 'JVJOJ1)

Jer. 20, 9 are doubly anomalous.

e (2) In the middle of words after S'wd quiescens, i. e. at the

beginning of a syllable immediately after a vowelless consonant 8
,

1 Also Z. Prffverbiorum, 1880, Praef. p. ix; and Dikduke ha-famim, p. 30

(in German in Konig's Lehrgeb. L p. 62).

2
'W??* Jos- J 5> 38 (see Minhat shay, on this passage), 2 Ki. 14, 7, and

1JT Jos. 15, 56 are inexplicable exceptions.
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e. g. NS~|? yirpa (he heals), OwBp ye have killed; on the other hand
v

after S'zvd mobile there is the soft pronunciation, e. g. NfH r'pha (heal

thou), 'T]?3 she was heavy.

On JjWi?, 3$*1 and similar forms, see 10. 3. /

Whether S"ZMJ be vocal and consequently causes the aspiration of a following

tennis, depends upon the origin of the respective forms. It is almost always vocal,

(a) When it has arisen from the weakening of a strong vowel, e.g. }Q"H pursue

ye (not }3"l"j) from fj'T) i^pD (not ""Spl?), because it is properly m&ldkh$ (but

'3pD from the ground-form malK).

(i>) With the 3 of the pronominal suffixes of the 2nd pers. ^__ } D3-; , |3

since the Sewa mobile is characteristic of this form (see 58. 3 b ; 91. i).

Rem. Forms like nn?{J> thou (fern.) hast sent, in which we should expect g
an aspirated fl after the vowel, were originally JjinpE>, &c. ; Pathah being here

simply a helping vowel has no influence on the tenuis ; comp. 28. 4.

22. Peculiarities of the Gutturals.

The four gutturals n, n, y, X, in consequence of their peculiar a

pronunciation, have special characteristics, but N, as the weakest of

these sounds, and sometimes also y (which elsewhere as one of the

harder gutturals is the opposite of N) differ in several respects from

the stronger n and TV.

1. They do not admit of Dages forte, since, in consequence of b

a gradual weakening of the pronunciation (see below, note i), the

doubling of the aspirates was hardly audible to the Masoretes. But

a distinction must be drawn here between (a) the complete omission

of the doubling, and (3) the mere trace of the doubling, commonly
called half, or better, virtual doubling.

In the former case, the short vowel before the guttural would stand c

in an open syllable, and must accordingly be lengthened *. But a dis-

tinction must be again drawn between the full lengthening of Pathah

into Qames mostly before N (always under the n of the article,

see 35), as a rule also before y, less frequently before n, and

least often before n and the half lengthening of Pathah into Se

gh6l,

mostly before a guttural with Qames. In the other case (virtual

1

Comp. terra and the French terre, the German Rolle and the French r6h;

German drollig and French dr&le. The omission of the doubling shows a deteri-

oration of the language. The fresher and more original phonetic system of the

Arabic ( 1.6) still admits everywhere of the doubling of the gutturals.
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doubling) the Dages is omitted, but the doubling is regarded as having

taken place, and therefore the preceding vowel remains short. This

virtual doubling consequently occurs most frequently with n, usually

with n, less frequently with y, and very seldom with N. Examples of

(a) f0 for mi"en; D-lK-l for ha"adorn; Dyn, inn, ?# (for yzhhabe};

further ins, jnn, D^nn^ ''jyri (see more fully on the pointing of the

article before V in 35). Of (6) Bnnn, Dtfip (from minhut], wnn,

^J??, H??i &c. In all these cases of virtual doubling the Dages forte

is to be regarded at least as implied (hence called Dages forte

implicituni) occultum, or delitescent),

d 2. They prefer before them, sometimes also after them, a short

A-sound (comp. Rem. i), because this vowel is organically the nearest

akin to the guttural sounds T
.

Hence (a) before a guttural, Pathah readily takes the place of

another short vowel as well as of a rhythmically long e and 5, e. g.
< <

.

ri3t
sacrifice, not zebeh; VPK> report, not seme

1

. This is more especially

so, when a was the original vowel of the word, or is otherwise

admissible. Thus in the Imper. and Imperf. Qal of guttural verbs,

fw send thou, rot?? he will send (not yisloh) ;
Perf. Pi'el n?B> (not

silleh] ; ibn? he will desire (not yihmdd] ; 1JW a youth. In the last

three cases d is the original vowel.

e Rem. That Se
ghol remains before N in such cases as NSH, N3t2, fcOS, N^.S,

is to be explained from the fact that N here has lost its consonantal value, and is

only retained as a vowel letter (see 23. i).

f () After a heterogeneous long vowel, i. e. after all except Qames,

the hard gutturals (consequently not N) require, when standing at

the end of the word, the insertion of a rapidly uttered d (Palhah

furtive] between themselves and the vowel. This Pathah is placed

under the guttural, but sounded before it. It is, therefore, merely

an orthographic indication not to neglect the guttural sound in

pronunciation, e.g. D^"1 rua
h, JH3, JH, fVTBVJ, Hi33 (when consonantal

n is final it necessarily takes Mappiq). But at the beginning of

a syllable, e. g. ^^ &c., since here the rapidly uttered d is no longer

heard.

1 Like the gutturals, the A-sound is produced by opening the mouth and

directly emitting a breath, while the vowels of the I-class are formed partly by the

palate, and those of the U-class by the lips.
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Iach for ich, &c., are analogous instances amongst some of the Swiss 1
; a g

Pathah furtive is here involuntarily intruded before the deep guttural sound.

In Arabic the same may be heard in such words as mesiah, although it is not

expressed in writing. The LXX (and Jerome, cf. ZA W. iv. 79) write *
, some-

times a, instead of Pathah furtive, e.g. P13 No>, Jfl^P 'IfSSova (also 'laSSov\

Rem. i. The guttural may also have an influence upon the following h

vowel, especially in the Segholate forms, e. g. 1JJ3 (not na'er] a youth, ?y3 (not

pd*eT) deed. The only exceptions are PHK, fill-l, DHp^ DHT.

2. Where in the present form of the language z", attenuated from Pathah, i

would stand before or after a guttural in the first syllable of a word, a Se
gh$l

as being between a and z" is frequently used instead, e.g. tJ'Iin'
1

(also B^HM, ^0.1 >

'ban TIM, moy, &c.
: v > T : v ' T : v

On the other hand, the slighter and sharper Hireq is retained even under k

gutturals when the syllable is sharpened by Dagel forte, e.g. P^H, PSi!, i"ltn
j

but when this sharpening falls away, Se
ghol is apt to reappear, e. g. ji^SH constr.

n, ri^n constr. jvtn.
; V ' ' T ' '

: V

V

3. Instead of simple S"wd mobile, the gutturals take without excep- /

tion a compound &wd, e.g. ^Dj^, 'BJ3K, "to, D7nN, &c.

4. When a guttural with quiescent S'zvd happens to close a m
syllable in the middle of a word, the strong closed syllable (with

quiescent S'wd\ can remain, especially with n and y at the end of the
<

.

tone syllable, e.g. ^^, ^Vl^ but a ^so bef re the tone (see examples

under No. 2, Rem. 2), and similarly with n and N.

But in the syllable before the tone and further back, the closed

syllable is generally opened artificially, by a Hateph taking the place

of a quiescent S
fwd (owing to the nature of the gutturals), and especially

the Hateph which repeats the sound of the preceding vowel, e. g.

aprr. (also aPrr) ; ptn;.. (also P!^); i^a pol6 (for ibys). But when,

owing to a flexional change, the strong vowel following the Hateph

is weakened into &wd mobile, then instead of Hateph its vowel alone

is written, e.g. VlCpl (from 1bjT_), ttnyj, $VQ (from S>yB). The

original forms, according to 28. 3, were ya'm'dhu, ne'r'mu, fol'khd.

Hence ^PP,1, &c., are really only different orthographic forms of

^ll
?y.}-, &c., and would be better transcribed by ya'

amf

dhd, &c.

Rem. i. The grammarians call simple S'wd under the gutturals hard{tftt), n
and the compound &ivd they call soft (HD^V See further in the observations on

verbs with gutturals, 62-65.

[
l

Comp. also our use of a furtive e before r after e, T, it and ou, e. g. here

(pronounced hifr^Jire
'

ffr}, pure (j>u
e
r), and our (oii

e
r\ G. W. C.]
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2. Respecting the choice between the three compound S?wds, it may be

remarked, (a) l"l, i"l, J? at the beginning of a syllable prefer , but K prefers ,

e. g. "lion ass, yin to kill, itoS to say; when however the tone syllable is moved

further forward, the -TT~ under K changes into the lighter -=r, e. g. vK (poetic for

~^S) to, but DiD^K to you, bbK to eat, but "^DK (^

a
kh8l, toneless on account

of Maqqeph). Comp. 27, Rem. 5. Likewise is naturally found under X
in cases where the Hateph arises from a weakening of an original a (e.g. 'HX lion,

ground-form 'ary), and if there be a weakening of an original u (e. g. "'JX

afleet, *>}]) affliction, comp. 93, Rem. 3 and 6. c).

P (b] In the middle of a word after a long vowel, a Hateph-Pathah occurs

instead of a simple Sfwd mobile, e.g. n3XO, rpjfn (see 63, Rem. 4); but if

a short vowel precedes, the choice of the Hateph is regulated by it, e. g. Perf.

Hiph. *VDJ?n (see above, No. 2, Rem. 2), //?. TOSH (after
the form

^tppil);

Perf. Hoph.'-VOVK (after ^CpH) ;
but cf. nnK> Job 6/22 ( 64. i).

q 5. The 1, which in sound approximates to the gutturals ( 6. c],

shares with the gutturals proper their first, and to a certain extent

their second, peculiarity, viz.

(a) The exclusion of the doubling, to compensate for which the

preceding vowel is almost always lengthened, e. g. ^l? he has blessed

for birrakh, ?p3 to bless for barrekh.

r (b) The preference for a as a preceding vowel, e. g. N"]*l and
< < <

he saw (from <1KT) ; "ip'1 for ~ip1 and he turned back, also for

and he caused to turn back.

The exceptions to letter a are rRD mSrr&th, Prov. 14, 10
; J"|vp khdrrath

and
TJ^Il? "sSrrekh, Ezek. 16, 4 (comp. Prov. 3, 8) ; ^^B> Song 5, 2

; HDy^H
i Sam. i, 6; DHWH i Sam. 10, 24. 17, 25. 2 Ki. 6, 32 ; VlB'Tin Jud. 20, 43

(cf. 20. 2 ) ; Sl'"pilp
i Sam. 23, 28. 2 Sam. 18, 16; also on account of pTll

( 20.
<:) Jer. 22, 22. Prov. 15, i. 20, 22. 2 Chron. 26, 10; and pTTID VlK ( 20. /)

i Sam. 15, 6. Jer. 39, 12. Hab. 3, 13. Prov. n, 21. Job 39, 9. Ezra 9, 6. A kind

of virtual doubling (after C for pp) is found in
'JTinO Is. 14, 3. In Samaritan and

Arabic this doubling has been retained throughout, and the LXX write e. g. 2a/>/5

for

23. The Feebleness of the Aspirates N and n.

1. The N, a light and scarcely audible guttural, as a rule entirely

loses its slight consonantal power whenever it stands without a vowel

at the end of a syllable. It then serves (like the German h in roh,

geh, nahte) merely as a sign of the preceding long vowel, e.g. ^^*O,

tOD, N'lfin
(but when a syllable is added with an introductory vowel,

according to No. 2, e.g. ^^, "W*^, since the N then stands at the
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beginning of the syllable, not '3Mp, 'Jtftin), NifO, t8*>| (comp.,

however, 74. i),
fl^SD

(for masa'ta), nJXXDH. Similarly in cases

like Mpn, K-n, MH &c . ( 19. /),
and even in KS^, K^S (see above,

22.
^), the N has only an orthographic significance.

2. On the other hand, X is generally retained as a strong consonant b

whenever it begins a .syllable, e.g. "V??, ^K, or when it is protected

by a Hateph in a partially closed syllable, e.g. ^N?, and, as an

exception, even in a closed syllable with quiescent S'wd after a pre-

ceding S'ghol, e.g. "i"DNl, "HX3 ne'dar. Even in such cases the

consonantal power of N may be entirely lost,

(a) when it would stand with a long vowel in the middle of c

a word after S'wd mobile. The long vowel is then occasionally

thrown back into the place of the S'wd, and the N is only retained

orthographically, as an indication of the etymology, e. g.
D'K'fcO heads

(for r*'asfm),
EVINO two hundred (for m''atdyini), ^^ Ezek. 25, 6 for

DK-lte Neh. 6, 8 for OKTte; D1KD Job 31, 7. Dan. i, 4 for

rnB for rna is. 10, 33; Q^Moh &#/), i Sam. 14, 33 for

(comp. 74, Rem. 2, and 75, Rem. 21); ^a^nn Num.

34, 14, from ??^*i ; so alwr

ays riKtan or JYlN'tsn i Kings 14, 16. Mic.

i, 5, &c., for niXtsn. Sometimes a still more violent suppression of

the N occurs at the beginning of a syllable, which then causes

a further change in the preceding syllable, e. g. '"9&VP work for

n3f)0, bnjl for WyEK* ;
^Cb or inKCb /^ /^/ ^^, ground-form

sanial.

(6) When it originally closed a syllable. In Hebrew N is then gen- d

erally (by 22. 4) pronounced with a Hateph, -^ or . The preceding

short vowel is, however, sometimes lengthened and retains the following

N only orthographically, e.g. 'JfK'l Num. n, 25 for '-?j<l (comp.

Judg. 9, 41), and TVTKB
Joel 2, 6 for "ttiK

:3; ^ obscured from^
for ba.N*. (comp., however, 68. i); tbsp for 1^, &c . The short

vowel is retained, although the consonantal power of N is entirely lost,

in tfiNl, &c . (see *02. 2), n?_ Is. 41, 25, Tjaxi Ezek. 28, 1 6 for

comp. Deut. 24, 10. i Kings n, 39. Is. 10, 13.

Instead of this K which has lost its consonantal value, there is often written one of

the vowel letters 1 and '
according to the nature of the sound, the former with 6 and

the latter with e and t, e.g. "113 cistern for nN3, On buffalo for DNH; comp. also fa

for X? not i Sam. 2, 16 and frequently in the Ke
thibh. At the end of the word n

also is written for N, n^ hefills for "&!Q\ Job 8, 21 (see below, No. 4, Rem.).
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f 3. When N is only a vowel letter or an indication of the etymology

(quiescent), it is also sometimes entirely dropped (cf. 19. k], e.g.

n Job i, 21 for VW; <nfe Job 32, 1 8 for 'nl; DDin Gen. 25, 24

for DOiKTI; n|BPlK 31, 39 for n3KBn
; Sjnte i Sam. i, 17 for "W;

Ps. 22, 22 for D'D1 ;
ma Job 22, 29 for njK3 ;

nian i Chron.

39 for ""Nffl, and so 2 Sam. 23, 37; fine? i Chron. 12, 38 for

IrtstaJ 2 Ki. 19, 25 A^/irW for nlK0n|> (comp. Is. 37, 26);

Job 29, 6 for nWfHV. jn r6bo i Ki. 5, 25 (for "3*) the

strengthening of the following consonant by Dageg compensates for

the loss of the N; but in nnbo Ezek. 20, 37 (if for "DSD) the pre-

ceding vowel is lengthened; cf. above, No. 2. On "tt?K for "W?NK see

68. 2.

Rem. i. In Aramaic the N is much weaker and rrore liable to change than in

Hebrew. In literary Arabic, on the other hand, it is almost always a firm

consonant. According to Arabic orthography, X serves also to indicate a long a,

whereas in Hebrew it very rarely occurs as a mere vowel letter after Qames ; as in

DN[5 Hos. 10, 14 for QJ5 he rose ttp; E?JO Prov. 10, 4. 13, 23 for BH poor ; but in

2 Sam. ii, i the \K*thtbh D >3N?Sn the messengers, is the proper reading;

comp. 7. 2.

2. In some cases at the beginning of a word, the K, instead of taking

a compound Se
wd, retains the corresponding long vowel, e.g. ~MN girdle for I'lT

cf. 84. a, No. 12, Rem., and the analogous cases in 52, note, 63, Rem. 4,

76. </, and 93, Rem. 3 (D!>nK).

3. An K is sometimes added at the end of the word to a final /J, /, and 6, e.g.

for a^n Jos. 10, 24 (before N!), W3N Is. 28, 12. These examples,

however, are not so much instances of 'Arabic orthography,' as early scribal

errors, as in Vti&& Jer. 10, 5 for IKE'S? ; and in W5W Ps. 139, 20 for \xl": .

Comp. also NVP Eccl. n, 3 ( 75, Reml 3.*); JPf for ^a /; 6 for *!>'*/;

NiSS for IDS thus; K)3n for i3"1 myriad, Neh. 7, 66. 72. On JHn and K\n see

52, Rem. 6.

4. The n is stronger and firmer than the N, and never loses its

consonantal sound (i.e. quiesces) in the middle of a word 2
;
on the

other hand, at the end of a word it is always a mere vowel letter, unless

it is expressly marked by Mappiq as a strong consonant ( 14. i).

Yet at times the consonantal sound of fl at the end of a word is lost,

1 In Jer. 22, 23, n3n3 is unquestionably a corruption of rirl33 for rir!3K3 .

*
Only apparent exceptions are such proper names as bxnB*y ,

"HJfm3
,
which

are compounded of two words and consequently are sometimes divided. Cf. forms

like pNTn for pNiTTn. Here belongs also nBDD\ which occurs in many MSS.

for the artificially divided form iTETriB* in the printed texts, Jer. 46, 20.
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and a simple n or more correctly n (with Raphe as an indication of

the weakening) takes its place, e.g. n? to her for ry, Zech. 5, n and

elsewhere (comp. 103. ,
also 58. g, and 91. e). Finally, in very

many cases a complete elision of the consonantal n takes place by

syncope : (a) when its vowel is thrown back to the place of a preceding

S'zvd mobile (see above,, letter c, with N), e.g. "ipS? for "^SLV (the n of

the article being syncopated as it almost always is) ; ~$3 for H? 1

?? j

Tj?a: impf. HipKU for Tpsrp; jroi;
for froin^ on^a for an'roa Ezek.

27, 32. (3) By contraction of the vowels preceding and following

the n, e.g. tolD (also written nbto) from siisahu (a+ u=tf). A violent

suppression of n together with its vowel occurs in 03 (from Of??), &c.

Rem. In connexion with o and .?, a fl which only marks the vowel ending is /

occasionally changed into 1 or ""

(1X1 r= i"lfiO "'SH = HBH Hos. 6, 9), and in all

cases into N in the later Aramaic orthography, especially with a, e. g. SOB> sleep

Ps. 127, 2 for nit?; NBO Jer. 23, 39 for ilBO, &c. Thus it is evident that final

PI as a vowel letter has only an orthographical importance.

24. Changes of the Weak Letters 1 and *
.

The 1 w and *y are, as consonants, so weak, and approach so nearly a

to the- corresponding vowels u and t (comp. 5-3, note i),
that under

certain conditions they very readily merge into them. This fact is

especially important for the formation of those weak stems, in which 1 or
*

occurs as one of the three radical consonants ( 69 sqq., 85, 93).

1. The cases in which 1 and ^ lose their consonantal power, i. e.

merge into a vowel, belong almost exclusively to the middle and end

of words
;

at the beginning they remain as consonants *.

The cases are to be further distinguished

(a) When either 1 or * with quiescent Sewd stands at the end of b

a syllable immediately after a homogeneous vowel (u or
t),

it has not

strength enough in this position to maintain the consonantal sound,

but merges in the homogeneous vowel. More accurately they pass into

vowels
(l

into u,
> into

*'),
and are thus contracted with the preceding

vowel into one vowel which is necessarily long, but they are mostly

retained orthographically as vowel letters. Thus 3B^n for

1
^ for "1 and, alone is a standing exception, see 26. i and 104. e. [It is more

probable a !) is here written defectively after 1, than that this should be an exception

to such a fundamental principle. G. W. C.] On the cases where
"

is softened to i

at the beginning of a word, comp. 47. 2; note.

G
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}'i?? for &?.', so also at the end of the word, e.g. "H^y a Hebrew^

properly 'ibriy, hence fem. '"inny; U?y Job 41, 25 for ttfry (comp.

nwj? i Sam. 25, 1 8 K'thibK). On the other hand, if the preceding

vowel be heterogeneous, 1 and are retained as strong consonants (see

8. 5), e. g. \?V quiet, It the month of May, ^3 nation, ^?3 revealed.

But with a preceding a the 1 and * are mostly contracted into 6 and /

(see below, 2, ), though at the end of a word they are sometimes

rejected (see below, 2, b, Rem.).

Thus an initial ? coalesces after the prefixes 3, \, 3, p,
which are

then pronounced with i (comp. 28. i), and also almost always

'after p (see 102. b}, with the / to f, e.g. !TW3 in Judah (for ^3),

<?/!

^ (/) When 1 and * without a vowel would stand at the end of the

word after quiescent Sfwd, they are either wholly rejected and only

orthographically replaced by n
(e. g.

H33 from bakhy, as well as the

regularly formed ^3 weeping; comp. for these forms, 93. i, Rem. 6)

or become again vowel letters. In the latter case * becomes homoge-

neous Hireq, and also attracts to itself the tone, whilst the preceding

vowel becomes S'zvd (e. g. "HS from piry, properly pary) ; 1 is changed
.<

sometimes into a toneless u (e. g.
*i"in from tuhw\

6 Rem. In Syriac, where the feeble letters more readily become vowel sounds,

a simple i may stand at the beginning of words instead of * or \ The LXX also,

in accordance with this, write 'Iov5o for n"tt!"P, 'laa&K for pH5P. Hence may be

explained the Syriac usage (occurring also in Hebrew) of drawing back the vowel

i to the preceding consonant, when it properly had a simple vocal tfwd, e. g.

(according to the reading of Ben-Naphtali') fl??"
1

! Jer. 25,36 for n/jH (so Baer),

P~UV3 Eccles. 2, 13 for fi~UT3, even ^n^ Job 29, 21 (in some editions) for

^PPl. According to Qimhi /top"
1 was pronounced as iq(ol, and therefore the

pointing in the 1st pers. was ?bpNI to avoid confusion. In fact the Babylonian

punctuation always has f for / in the ist pers. In Ps. 45, 10 and Prov. 30, 17,

instead of ^pni"ljjP3 and flippy (so Ben-Naphtali), Baer has recently adopted the

readings of Ben-ASer, 'jp^a
and 'jpv (comp. Dikduke ha-famim, p. 14).

f 2. With regard to the choice of the long vowel, in which 1 and

quiesce after such a vocalization and contraction, the following rules

may be laid down :

1

According to Abulwalid, Ben-Naphtali regarded the Yodh in all such cases as

a vowel letter.
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(a) With a short homogeneous vowel "\ and are contracted into their

corresponding long vowel (d or f),
see above, i, a.

(6) With a they form the diphthongs 6 and e according to 7. i,

e. g. Ttp'O from 3OJD; 3B^ from n'tf, &C. 1

Rem. The above-mentioned rejection of the half vowels 1 and >
(letter H) occurs

especially at the end of words after a heterogeneous vowel (), when according to

the nature of the form the contraction appears impossible. So especially in verbs

n"7, e.g. originally vlsss/^Wissfra, since & after the rejection of the * stands in

an open syllable, and consequently must be lengthened to a. The H is simply an

orthographic sign of the long voweL So also T\yy for Itdldw'*. On the develop-

ment of i"63? from vV, see 75. i; on Dp as perf. and part, of D^p, see 72. 2

and 4 ;
on IT*, &c., from 17), see 69. i.

25. Firm or Immovable Vowels.

What vowels in Hebrew are firm and immovable can be known, a

certainly and fully, only from the nature of the grammatical forms,

and in some cases from a comparison with Arabic (comp. i. m).

This holds especially of the essentially long vowels, i.e. those long by

nature or contraction, as distinguished from those which are only

lengthened for the sake of rhythm, i.e. on account of the special laws

which in Hebrew regulate the tone and the formation of syllables.

The latter, when a change takes place in the position of the tone or

in the division of syllables, readily become short again, or are reduced

to a mere vocal S'wd.

1. The essentially long and consequently, as a rule, unchangeable b

vowels of the second and third class, t, e, u, 6, can mostly be recognized

by means of the vowel letters which accompany them
("" ,

"

, \ ^) ;

e. g. 3'tp^ he does well, 73 sn
palace, y&\ boundary, ?ip -voice. The

defective writing (
8. 4) is indeed common enough, e. g.

SB" and 3^0*

for 3'B^ ;
723 for ^32

; 7p for ?ip, but this is merely an orthographic

1 Instances in which no contraction takes place after a are, D^K^D I Chron.

12,2 (comp. 70. 2); D"VD*S Hos. 7, 12; "IK'YI Ps. 5, 9 Q?r$; the locatives

nJTli HD'nSD, &c. Sometimes both forms are found, as Dpiy and nTiV; comp.T;-)T; ;. T:~ T

^n living, constr. state ''PI. Analogous is the contraction of HID (ground-form

mawt) death, constr. DID pjj (ground-form 'ayn [W]) eye, constr.
fj?.

* The Arabic, in such cases, often writes etymological ly v3, but pronounces

gold. So the LXX ^D S^o. But even in Arabic N7B> is written for l^t? and

pronounced said.

G 2
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licence and has no influence on the quantity of the vowel ;
the 6 in

/33 is just as necessarily long, as in ^33, comp. 8. 4.

As an exception, a merely tone-long vowel of both these classes is sometimes

written/**//)', e. g. PiBp? for

c 2. The essentially and naturally long d (Qames impure)^, unless it

has become 6 (comp. 9. q\ has as a rule in Hebrew no representative

among the consonants, while in Arabic it is regularly indicated by N ;

on the few instances of this kind in Hebrew, comp. 9. i, 23.^.

The naturally long d and the merely tone-long a can only be

. distinguished by an accurate knowledge of the forms.

d 3. Short vowels in sharpened syllables, i.e. before Dages forte,

are as a rule unchangeable, e.g.
232

thief, also generally in closed

syllables ( 26. 2, 6) which are not final, e.g. 5J^3pP garment, "^"jD

wilderness, '"l^PP kingdom.

e 4. Finally, those long vowels are unchangeable which, owing to

the omission of the doubling in a guttural or ", have arisen by

lengthening from the corresponding short vowels, e.g. f&tt? for mi"en;

=113 for burrakh.

26. Syllable-formation'
2' and its Influence on the Quantity of Vowels.

a Apart from the unchangeable vowels
( 25), the use of short or long

vowels, i. e. their lengthening, shortening or change into vocal S*wd,

depends on the theory of syllable-formation. The initial and final

syllables especially require careful consideration.

1. The initial syllable. Every syllable necessarily begins with a con-

sonant, or, in the case of initial 1 and *
(cf. note on 5. <5),

a consonantal

vowel 8
. The copula is the only exception to this rule

4
. According to

the Tiberian pronunciation 1 and is softened into the corresponding

1 The older grammarians (see Geeenius, Lehrgeb., p. 160) called those vowels

impure which should be properly followed by a vowel letter. Thus 2TI3 was

regarded as merely by licence for 3NrO, &c.
*
Comp. C. H. Toy, 'The Syllable in Hebrew,' Atner. Journal of PhiloL,

1884, p. 494 sqq. ;
H. Strack, 'The Syllables in the Hebrew Language,' Hcbraica,

Oct. 1884, p. 73 sqq.
* The only exceptions are the few instances in which initial Yodh is represented

as simple i, by being written "{< or N , see 24. e, and especially 47. b, note.

[* This is not really an exception, Surtq was no doubt here written defectively,

i. e. \ for tt. G. W. C.]
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1 before S'wd, and the labials, e.g. "^"il, "Hp^: the Babylonian punc-

tuation, however, even in these cases has \ i.e. 1. On the other hand,

in such cases as "iBN the N is to be regarded as an initial consonant.

2. The final syllable. A syllable may end b

(a) With a vowel, and is then called an open or simple syllable,

e. g. in FW where the first and last are open. See No. 3.

(V) With one consonant, and is then called a simple closed or com-

pound syllable, as the second in s\>, 2
?.?- See No. 5. Such are

also the syllables sharpened by a following Dageg, as the first in 7BJ3

qat-tel. See No. 6.

Rem. Between a and b comes the loosely closed or wavering syllable, e.g.
<l

3j'P C

maF'kM, 13ri3 kith
ebh& (not tnal-ke, kith-bu] ; compare for the &wd (medium)

10. d.

(c) With two consonants, a doubly closed syllable, as 9^P qost, fipBi?.
?

Comp. for this, No. 7 below and 10. i-L

3. #/> or simple syllables have, as a rule, a long vowel, whether e
< . .< *

they have the tone as in ^ in thee, "ISO book, BHp sanctuary,

or are toneless as in ?Bj3 } 2JJJ a lunch of grapes^. A long vowel

(Qames, less frequently Sere) is especially common in an open syllable

before the tone (pretonic vowel), e.g. Dnp, Dip}, 76^, 33p
2

.

Short vowels in open syllables occur more or less apparently :

(a) In dissyllabic words formed by means of a helping vowel ( 28. 4) from f
t

< < <

monosyllables, as ?n3 brook, fP3 house, 3T let him increase, from nahl, bayt,

1 In opposition to this fundamental law in Hebrew (a long vowel in an open

syllable), the original short vowel is always found in Arabic, and sometimes in the

other Semitic languages, except of course in the case of naturally long vowels.

The above examples are pronounced in Arabic as bika, sifr, qtids, qatala, 'tnilb.

Although accordingly it is certain that in Hebrew also, at an earlier period, short

vowels were pronounced in open syllables, it may still be doubted whether the

present pronunciation depends entirely upon an artificial custom arising out of the

solemn recitation of the text of the Old Testament. On this hypothesis we

should have still to explain, e. g. the undoubtedly very old lengthening of i'and &

in an open syllable into e and d.

2 For this pretonic vowel the Arabic regularly has a short vowel (lahiim, y&qum,

&c.), the Aramaic simply a vocal S?wa (finp, Dip?, ?tpp, 23p) ;
and even

in Hebrew, when the tone is thrown forward the pretonic vowel almost always

becomes vocal J-fwd, see 27. It would, however, be incorrect to assume from

this that the pretonic vowel takes the place of S?wd only on account of a following

tone-syllable. It rather arises from an original short vowel, since such a vowel is

mostly lengthened in an open syllable before the tone, but when the tone is moved

further forward it becomes vocal S*wd.
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yirb; comp. also D?-^- the ending of the dual ( 88). But the helping vowel

cannot in such cases be regarded as a full vowel, i.e. it does not completely open
the closed syllable.

t <

g (b} In the verbal suffix of the ist pers. sing. ("0-t- me), e.g. "OpOi? (Arab.

qat&ldnt*). The not infrequent form ijl-^- (Gen. 30, 6. Ps. 118, 18) proves that the

tone-bearing Pathah produces a sharpening of the following liquid, and thus virtually

stands in a closed syllable, even when the Nun is not expressly written with

Daget. In cases like "0"IN^ ( 102 at the end) Pathah is retained with the

counter-tone after the K has become quiescent.

h 0") Sometimes before the toneless fl local ( 90. 2), e.g. m3"lD towards the

wilderness; only, however, in the const, state (i Ki. 19, 15), since the toneless

H does not affect the character of the form (especially when rapidly pronounced

in close connexion) ;
otherwise it is JTliniD .

In all these cases the short vowel is supported by the tone (or principal tone) of

the word (compare the effect of the Arsis on the short vowel in classical prosody).

Elsewhere it has at least the support of the counter-tone (Metheg), viz.

i (d) In the combinations
} } r> e.g. ^iyj his boy, "IDX* he

will bind, vVS his deed. In all these cases the syllable was at first really closed,

and it was only when the guttural took a Hateph that it became in consequence

open (but compare, e.g. "ibiO with "ID JO). The same vowel sequence arises

wherever a preposition 2
}
3

; p }
or \ copulative is prefixed to an initial syllable

which has a Hateph, since the former then takes the vowel contained in the

Ifateph (see 102. 2 and 104. 2, Rem.). In such cases the prefix forms with the

Hateph one loosely closed syllable. To the same category belong also the cases

where these prepositions with Hireq stand before a consonant with simple Sewa

mobile, e.g. ~\1~\3, "I?"]?, &c.

fc (e) In forms like }pjrP yeh
e
-z*-q& (they are strong), ^Q pb^-fkha (thy deed).

These again are cases of the subsequent opening of closed syllables (hence, e. g.

Iptn
11 also occurs) ; ^pUQ ought properly to be pronounced plffkha; compare

generally 22. 4 at the end, and 28. 3.
. .< .<

/ Such cases as SJnnn, D^HS ( 96), flFinn ( 67, Rem. 6) do not come under

this head, since they all have a in a virtually sharpened syllable ; nor does

the tone-bearing Se
gh6l which is lengthened from & in suffixes (e.g. ^p.Q^I),

and

other cases, nor S?ghdl for d before a guttural with Qames ( 22. c). On Q^~15J>

and D^KHp (# for ), see above, o. v.
T> N

T;
'

m 4. The independent syllables with a firm vowel which have been

described above, are frequently preceded by a single consonant with

vocal Sewa, simple or compound. Such a consonant with vocal Sewa

never has the value- of an independent syllable, but rather attaches

itself so closely to the following syllable, that it forms practically one

syllable with it, e.g. *nb (cheek) tht; \bn (sickness) hli; *nb\ yil-

m'dhd. This concerns especially the prefixes }, 3, 3, s. See 102.

11 The &wa mobile was no doubt in all such cases weakened from an original

full vowel (e. g. }?Dp? Arab, yaqtulti, ^J3
Arab, bfkd, &c.) ; from this, however,
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it cannot be inferred that the Masoretes regarded it as forming a kind of open

syllable, for this would be even more directly opposed to their fundamental law,

(viz. that a long vowel should stand in an open syllable,) than are the exceptions

cited above in No. 3. Even the use of Metheg with Sewa in particular cases (see

16. 2) is no proof of such a view on the part of the Masoretes.

5. Closed syllables ending with one consonant, when without the o

tone, necessarily have short vowels, whether at the beginning or at the

end of words 1

, e.g. HSpD queen, ?ta>n understanding, Hioan wisdom,
< < <

ID*] and he turned back, El?*!, Di?*l (wayyaqoni).

In a tone-bearing closed syllable there may be either a long or p
short vowel, but if the latter, it must as a rule be either Pathah or

Se
gh61

2
. The tone-bearing closed penultima admits, of the long

vowels, only the tone-long d, e, o, not the longest ?, e, 6, d; of the

short vowels, only a, e, not z, u, o. Thus v^i?- (s rd pi. masc. Imperf.

Hiph.) but nJpDjpn grd pi. fern., and *Mp (and pi. masc. Imperat. Qal)

but rwop fem.

6. A special kind of closed syllables are the sharpened, i. e. those q

which end in the same consonant with which the following syllable

begins, e. g.
I|BN 'tm-mt, i?3 kul-lo. If without the tone, they have, like

the rest, short vowels
;
but if bearing the tone, either short vowels as

op, tian, or long, as nB#, nan.

On the omission of the doubling of a consonant at the end of a word,

see 20.

7. Syllables ending with two consonants occur only at the end of r

words, and have most naturally short vowels, r*?\>, ?^!1; but some-

times Sere, as T)?- !J3.1!, or ffolem, BK'P ^DW. Compare, however,

10. 3. Usually the harshness of pronunciation is avoided by the use

of a helping vowel ( 28. 4).

27. The Change of the Vowels, especially as regards Quantity.

The changes in sound through which the Hebrew language passed, a

before it assumed the form in which we know it from the Masoretic

1 In exceptions such as y~nB> Gen. 4, 25 (where Idt is required by the character

of the form, although the closed syllable has lost the tone owing to the following

Maqqeph), Metheg is used to guard against a wrong pronunciation ;
sometimes

also e is retained before Maqqeph, e.g. ~DK> Gen. 2, 13 ; ~f*y
Gen. 2, 16.

2 See 9. 2, 3. t occurs thus only in the particles DN, DV, JD ;
but these usually

(ftp always) are rendered toneless by a following Maqqeph. Compare also

such forms as 2K'S
1 75. q and K'rG 29.'^.
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text of the Old Test, (see 2. 4), have especially affected its vowel

system. A precise knowledge of these vowel changes, which is

indispensable for the understanding of the greater part of the present

forms of the language, is derived partly from the phenomena which

the language itself presents in the laws of derivation and inflexion,

partly from the comparison of the kindred dialects, principally the

Arabic. By these two methods, we arrive at the following facts as

regards Hebrew :

b i. That in an open syllable the language has frequently retained

only a half-vowel (S'wd mobile], where there originally stood a full

short vowel, e. g. n?3J? (ground-form 'agalat} a waggon, '"li?"J5f (ground-

form sadaqaf) righteousness, vt3 (Arab, qdtaht), vt3? (Arab./zfya//7/tt).

c 2. That vowels originally short have in the tone-syllable, as also

in the open syllable preceding it, been generally changed into the

corresponding tone-long vowels, a into a, t into e, u into o (see 9,

No. i. 2, No. 7, and No. 10. 3). If however the tone be shifted or

weakened, these tone-long vowels mostly revert to their original

shortness, or, occasionally, are still further shortened, and vanish into

a mere S'wd mobile, or, finally, are entirely lost through a change in

the division of syllables; e.g. "it?
1? (Arab, matar) rain, in close

dependence on a following genitive (in the construct state), becomes

"ICO; 3py (Arab, 'aqib} heel, dual D^i?^, dual construct (with attenuation

of the original a of the first syllable to z) ^PV ',

>

'

t3i* (Arab, jaqtul),

plur. ^tpi?^ (Arab, jaqtulu). For instances of complete loss, as in

S

5D3, comp. 93. m.

According to 26, the following details of vowel-change must be

observed :

d 1. In place of a tone-lengthened vowel, the original, or a kindred

short vowel reappears

(a) When a closed syllable loses the tone (
26. 5). Thus, "P hand,

but when the tone is moved forward '"'j'TT the hand of Fahwe;

?3 son, but ^n-f3 the son of the king; ^3 the whole, but By?"*
5

? the

whole of the people; so also when an accented closed syllable becomes,

through inflexion, loosely closed, e.g. 3*K
enemy, I^X thy enemy;

finally, when the tone recedes, DJV, D1 (wayyaqoni) ; jfe, 1^*1.

(b) When in place of an open syllable with a tone-long vowel there

arises, through lengthening of the word, a fully or half-closed toneless

syllable, e.g.
">BD

book, ^QD my book; &$> sanctuary, "EHi? my sanctuary.
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In such cases, according to what has been said, e passes into t or e

(under certain circumstances also into a; comp. 93, Farad. II, c

and e), and 5 into o, rarely into u. On the change of a closed

syllable with a long vowel into a sharpened syllable, e reverts to the

original t, 5 mostly to u, e. g. &$ mother, *X my mother ; pn law, plur.

D'i?n ;
but TJJ strength,-^ my strength.

2. The lengthening of the short vowel to the corresponding long, e

takes place

(a) When a closed syllable becomes open by its final consonant

being transferred to a suffix beginning with a vowel, or in general to

the following syllable, e.g. 7t?i?, ^|9i? he has killed him; 'n EMD

primarily from np*D : so a mostly becomes a even before a suffix

beginning with S'wd mobile; e. g. V^p from ?B, I^^D.

(3) When a syllable has become open by complete loss of the f
doubling in its final consonant, a guttural or a Res, e.g. 'HI)? for

birrakh, see 22. i. Comp. also 20. n.

(c) When a weak consonant (N, 1, ^) following the short vowel, g
according to 23. i, 2, 24. 2, quiesces in this vowel, e.g. NO f r ^^?>

where the X, losing its consonantal value, loses also the power of

closing the syllable, and the open syllable requires a long vowel.

(d) Very frequently through the influence of the pause, i. e. the h

principal tone in the last word of a sentence or clause
( 29. 4).

Sometimes also through the influence of the article ( 35. o).

3. When a word increases at the end and the tone is consequently i

moved forward, or when, in the construct stale (see 89), or otherwise

in close connexion with the following word, its tone is weakened, in

such cases a full vowel (short or tone-long) may, by the change in the

division of syllables, be weakened to Sewd mobile (or S'wd medium),

or even be entirely lost, so that its place is taken by the mere

syllable-divider (S'wd quiescens). Examples of the first case are, D5?

name, pi. fftEW, but *&& my name, DniDK> their names, "Q"3 word,

constr. st. ">?
<!

|;
'"|

i3"J righteousness, constr. st. niTjif (with S'wd

medium') ;
an example of the second case is, '"^l? blessing, constr. st.

n3~i3. Whether the vowel is retained or becomes vocal S'wd (D^?

W, but D^, ''l?^), and which of the two disappears in two consecutive

syllables, depends upon the character of the form in question. In

general the rule is that only those vowels which stand in an open

syllable can become vocal S'wd.
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Thus the change into S'wd takes place in

(a) The a and / of the first syllable (especially in the inflexion of

nouns), e. g.
W word, plur. Dnfl ;

Wa ^TW/, fern. nbVu
;
nib /^0r/,

^3? ;/y> ^<zr/. Compare, however, also in the verb, 2tt?n she will return,

plur.
nJ'QW'ri

;
and so always, when the original short vowel of the

prefixes of the Imperfect comes to stand in an open syllable. On the

other hand, the a, which, before the tone, has been lengthened

from a, is retained in the Perfect consecutive of Qal even in the

secondary tone, e. g. 9p9PT] ; comp. 49. i.

(6) The short, or merely tone-long, vowels a, e, o of the ultima,

especially in verbal forms, e.g. ^?5, fern,
""y^i? yot'ld; '^p?, ^9P?

yiqt'lu; comp., however, also H^pp?, Pi??"]!?, &c., according to 47.

m and o. The helping vowels are either entirely omitted, e.g.

'H?'? king (ground-form malk],
s
3pP my king; or become weakened

into S'wd mobile, or S'wd medium, e.g. ">y? lay, i~^3 his boy. If the

tone remains unmoved, the vowel also is retained, notwithstanding the

lengthening of the word, e.g. ^Bp:
? pausal-form for Wp.?.

Where the tone moves forward two places, the former of the t\vo

vowels of a dissyllabic word may be shortened, and the second

changed into S'wd. Comp. "9"n word; in the plur. B^^T; with
<

heavy suffix En l|~U':

! (comp. 28. i) their words. On the shortening

(attenuation) of the a to z, see further, Rem. 3.

Rem. i. An 6 arising from aw = au, or by an obscuring of d (see 9",

sometimes becomes d, when the tone is moved forward, e.g. D^p3, riiC^pJ (see

Paradigm Per/. Niph) ; tfflQflight, fern. Hp^D, with suffix ""DUD. Similarly the /,

arising from ay = at, in the Perfect of verbs n"P ( 75. 2) frequently becomes /.

The not uncommon use of 3 in a sharpened syllable, as *\S>V\3 Ez. 20, 18 (for

<l

jp.n3)> is to be regarded as an orthographic licence, although sometimes in such

cases & may really have been intended by the K'tMbh.

Of the vowels of the 7-class, *2 and tone-long o stand in a tone-bearing closed

final syllable, and ^ in a toneless syllable, e. g. D^p
s he -will arise, Dp

11

jussive,

let him arise, Dp'l and he arose. The only instance of u in an ultima which has

lost the tone is D~l*^ Ex. 16, 20 (see 67. ri). Similarly, of vowels of the /-class,

i, f, and e stand in a tone-bearing closed final syllable, and / in a toneless syllable,

e.g. D*p
s he will raise, Dp^ let him raise, D>1 and he raised. The only instance

of f in an ultima which has lost the tone, is
firil Judg. 9, 53 (see 67. *).

2. In the place of a fathah we not unfrequently find (according to 9. 3)

a Se
gh6l, / or e, as a modification of d :

(a) In a closed antepenultima, e. g. "W2K (pr. name) for "irPDK ; or in a closed

penultima (e.g. ^"tiT) or half-closed penultima (e.g. ftyV yottr hand,
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In all these cases the character of the surrounding consonants (see 6. q) has no

doubt had some influence.

() Regularly before a guttural with Qames, where the doubling q

has been dropped, provided that a lengthening of the Pathah into

Qames be not necessary, e. g.
Vn his brothers, for 'ahdw; t?n3 false,

for kahds; DHS coal;
l|nn //fo living (with the article n) ; DTOn? Num.

23, 19, &c., and so always before n. Before n and V Sf

gh6l generally

stands only in the second syllable before the tone, e. g.
EHnn the

mountains; }iyp the guilt; immediately before the tone Pathah is

lengthened into a (pretonic) Qames, e.g. "inn, Dyn; but cf. also '"intsn

Num. 8, 7. Before the weak consonants N and n (comp. 22. i, 5),

the lengthening of the Pathah into Qames almost always takes place,

e.g.
nxn the/ather, pi.

nlSKn
;
Bttin M* head, pi. D^tqn. Exceptions,

<

Tjn towards the mountain, Gen. 14, 10, in the tone-syllable, for hdrrd;

*iV:m^ (pr. name) for VPani^. On n as a form of the interrogative

n
(n), see 100. 4; on no for HD

(TO), 37. i. Finally, ^3K Ex.

33, 3 also comes partly under this head, in consequence of the loss

of the doubling, for ^?$.

(f) As a modification of the original Pathah in the first class of the segholate f

forms ( 93, Rem. i), when a helping vowel ( 28. 4) is inserted after the second

consonant. Thus the ground-form kalb (dog), after receiving a helping Se
gh6l,

is modified into 3p3 (also in modern Arabic pronounced kelK) ', yarh (month) with

a helping Pathah, m* .
The same phenomenon appears also in the forms of verbs,

in cases like PJP (jussive of the Hiph'il of n?3), with a helping S
e
gh$l, for yagl.

3. The attenuation of a to i occurs very frequently in a toneless, closed, or S

half-closed syllable.

(a) In a firmly closed syllable, HO AzV measure, for HD (in a sharpened
< *<

syllable) ; TpJjn?? / have begotten thee, from ^rn/1 with the suffix
?J ; comp. Lev.

II, 44. Ez. 38, 23 and 44. d. Especially is this the case in a large number of

segholates from the ground-form qatl, when combined with singular suffixes, e.g.

""j?"!^ my righteousness, for sadqt.

() In a half-closed syllable, DSlO'n your blood, for CD'?'
5
'

>
an(^ so commonly in /

the st. constr. plur. of segholates from the ground-form qatl, e. g. *n;i3 from 132

(ground-form ifo^v/) a garment. In most cases of this kind the attenuation is

easily intelligible from the nature of the surrounding consonants. It is evident

from a comparison of the dialects, that the attenuation was consistently carried

out in a very large number of noun and verb-forms in Hebrew, as will be shown

in the proper place
2
.

1 So the LXX
2
Analogous to this attenuation of & to f, is the Lat. tango, attingo ; laxus,

prolixus; to the transition of d into /(see above, Rem. 2), the Lat. carpo, decerpo;

spargo, conspergo.
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It 4. Se
gh6l arises, in addition to the cases mentioned in Rem. i and 2, also

(a) From the weakening of a of the final syllable in the isolated cases (n_ for

n ) in i Sam. 28, 15 (? see 48. tf). Ps. 20, 4 (?). Is. 59, 5. Prov. 24, 14 (see

48. /) ; for examples of Locative forms in D see 90. 2 end.

V () Perhaps from the obtusion of u, in DriX you (Arab, 'dntfini), see 32. *

and m, and in Qrp to them (Arab, lahtini) ; comp. 8. c, 5.

IV 5. Among the ffafeph-sonnds (_.) is shorter and lighter than
(.,.), and con-

sequently the vowel group ( _) is shorter than (
--

) ; e. g. DHR Edom,

but ""DIK (EJotnite), shortened at the beginning because the tone is thrown

forward
; DDK (

e
m2tK) truth, inDK his truth ; D&tt hidden, pi. D'$>J?3

;
VTOjn

but

X 6. To the chapter on vowel changes belongs lastly the dissimilation of vowels,

i. e. the change of one vowel into another entirely heterogeneous, in order to

prevent two similar, or at least closely related vowels, from following one another in

the same word 1
. Hence Nw for 7/2 IS (unless) ; the proper names Mil* and JffiJ*

stand most probably for YShu, YSshu"* (
=

yc'irP). Cf. also p^H from pn ;

pU'NT from B'XT ji2*ri
from Tjin DTJ? from stem "Viy, and the second foot-note

on 68. i.

28. The Rise of New Vowels and Syllables.

a 1. According to 26. 4 a half-syllable, i.e. a consonant with Se\va,

(always weakened from a short vowel,) can only occur in close

dependence on a full syllable. If another half-syllable with simple

Sewa would follow, the former becomes again a full short vowel 2
.

This vowel is almost always Hireq. In most cases it is probably an

attenuation of an original <z, and never a mere helping vowel. In

some instances analogy may have led to the choice of the /. Thus,

according to 102. 2, the prefixes 1, 3, p before a consonant with

( ) become 3, 3, p, e.g. ^1??, *1?l, ^1??, before ? they are pointed as

in rnwa (from bi-yhuda, according to 24. b~); so too with Waw

copulative, e. g. n^n'l for ufyeMda. The first half-syllable, after the

restoration of the short vowel, combines with the second to form

a firmly closed syllable, e.g. /%\? Num. 14, 3 for lin'phol, and so

almost always in the infin. constr. after h ( 45. ); in isolated cases

also with 3, as "13|? Jer. 17, 2.

b 2. Before a guttural with Hateph the consonant of the half- syllable

takes the short vowel contained in the Hateph, and thus arise the

1
Cf. Earth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen, p. xxix ; A. Miiller,

Theologisthe Studien u. Kritiken, 1892, p. 177 sq. ; with Nestle, ibid. p. 573 sq.

z
\
and is the only exception. It becomes } before a simple b*wa, comp. 104. e.
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vowel groups ^ r , -^-^r, -rr-jr>
e - & '?,t and I* "V^-? as, "fr]?-> to serve,

pbs? to eat, yn? z sickness. On the Metheg with every such short

vowel, see i6./j 8. Sometimes here also a fully closed syllable is

formed. In such a case, the consonant of the half-syllable retains the

short vowel, which would have belonged to the suppressed Hateph,

e. g.
3br6 for abnb

; pr ls . 47 , 14 for Dor6
(see 67. ) ; ibNJJ but

also "'bx?; and even "ityl Job 4, 2, comp. Gen. 32, 16. So always in

the Infin. and Imperat. Qal of the verbs Hjn to be and Hjn to live, e. g.

ni^n? /0 &?, ViTI and be ye! even with ft?, as riViip, for which compare

102. b: H^ni and be! n*ni and live, for nTTi nTll alone have instead
o M

i|T :iv "v:|v 7 v:iv*

of z under the prefix. For the Metheg, comp. 1.6.f, e.

3. When a Hateph in the middle of a word, owing to flexional c

changes, would stand before a vocal S'wd, it is changed into the

short vowel, with which it is compounded. This includes especially

the cases in which the Hateph stands under a guttural instead of

a quiescent S
e

wd, as an echo of the preceding short vowel, e.g. "lb_V!

he will stand (for "ity.), but plur. nDJP for yda
m'dhu, and ^S for

neh'ph'khd (they have turned themselves), V^f? ^ Z00r, comp. 26. ^.

The syllables are to be divided ya
a-me

dhu, and the second a is to be

regarded exactly as the helping Pathah in "iy?, &C. 1

4. At the end of words, syllables occur which close with two con- d

sonants ( 10. 3, 26. 7), but only when the latter of the two is an

emphatic consonant (C, p) or a tenuis (viz. 3, 1, \ fl
2

),
e. g. BE?. /W ^zz

. ^

ip^'l and he caused to drink, ^"IP^ thou (fern.) ^<7J/ jaz"^, ;J3*1

,

<!

!"]!'.

<

! a</ /?/ ^z'/w ^aw dominion, S?'?! aw^f A^ /^o^ captive.

This harsh combination of letters is however commonly avoided e

by inserting between the two final consonants a helping vowel,

which is mostly S'ghdl, but with gutturals Pathah s
,
and after

*

? <

Hireq, e. g. ?3*1 and he revealed, for wayyigl; 3T &/ a multiply, for
. .< t <

yirb ; Bn.P sanctuary, ground-form qud's ; 7H3 brook, ground-form nahl;
l< . > .

nnpK' *
for JpnpB' //5(? ^aj/ w// J"P2 ground-form <5ay/. These helping

1 In Judges 16, 13 read ''S'iNr) not (with Opitius, Hahn and others)

2 With a final
^, the only example is ^Din Prov. 30, 6, where several MSS. and

printed editions incorrectly have
P|

without Dages.
3 On the apparent exceptions K5JH, &c., comp. 22. e; other instances in which

K has entirely lost its consonantal value, and is only retained orthographical ly, are

NCn sin, ^3 valley (also *$), SIB' vanity (Job 15, 31 fFthibh IB').

* In this form
( 65. 2) Dages lene remains in the final Taw, although a vowel
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vowels are of course always without the tone, and disappear before
<

. <

formative suffixes, e. g. ^Bni? my sanctuary, HJT3 home-ward,

f 5. On the rise of a full vowel in place of a simple S'wd, under the

influence of the pause, see 29. m; on initial N for N, see 23. h.

29. The Tone, its Changes and the Pause.

a 1. The principal tone rests, according to the Masoretic accentua-

tion (comp. 15. 2), as a rule on the final syllable
1

, e.g. ^Di?, "iin,

iW, nnin, cntap, ftipp, ftin? in the last five examples on the

formative additions to the stem. Less frequently it rests on the

penultima, as in n? night, $?&%, v^, *; but a closed penultima

can only have the tone if the ultima is open (e. g. ?&!? , '"13?.?, '"^Pp),

whilst a closed ultima can as a rule only be without the tone, if the
< <

penultima is open, e.g. Ojl, Dil; compare also below, No. 3.

# A kind of counter tone or secondary stress, as opposed to the

principal tone, is marked by Mdheg ( 16. 2). Words which are

closely united by Maqqeph with the following word ( 16. i) can at

the most have only a secondary tone.

C 2. The original tone of a word, however, frequently shifts its place

in consequence either of changes in the word itself, or of its close

connexion with other words. If the word is increased at the end, the

tone is moved forward (descendif) one or two places according to the
f

length of the addition, e.g. "Q'J word, plur. ^&\ ; ^^B^.yottr words;

EHp sanctuary, plur. E'BHPT ; ?9i? with ^nripDp. On the consequent

vowel-changes, see 27. i, 3.

d 3. On the other hand, the original tone is shifted from the ultima

to the penultima (ascendit) :

(a) In many forms of the Imperfect, when Waw consecutive (-\ see

49. 2) is prefixed, e.g. "HMP he will say, ">CN1 and he said; ^ he

will go, ^]?*1 and he went.

precedes, in order to point out that the helping Pathah is not to be regarded

as a really full vowel, but merely as an orthographic indication of a very slight

sound, to help the correct pronunciation. An analogous case is ^PP yih&d (from

rnn, see 75. r).

1 This was not originally the case. Various linguistic phenomena tend to show

that the principal tone originally rested as a rule on the pennltima. See the proofs

in Praetorius, ZAW., 1883, p. an sqq., and Mayer Lambert, Revue des itudes

juives, vol. xx, 1890, p. 73 sqq. ; vol. xxv, 1^92, p. in sq. f and xxvi, p. 53.
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(3) For rhythmical reasons, when a monosyllable, or a word with *

the tone on the first syllable, follows a word with the tone on the

ultima, in order to avoid the concurrence of two tone-syllables
1

. This

rhythmical retraction of the tone, however, ("ti'"
|N 31D3 receding, as it is

called by the Jewish grammarians,) is only admissible according to

No. i above, provided that the penultima, which now receives the

tone, is an open syllable, (with a long vowel ;
see however the Rem.,)

whilst the ultima, which loses the tone, must be either an open

syllable with a long vowel, e.g. r6v
T
fcOP

T Gen. i,g. 4, 17. 27, 25. Ex.

1 6, 29. Ps. 5, n. 104, 14. Dan. n, 13, or a closed syllable with

a short vowel, e.g. Br6 ??NF1 Gen. 3, 19. Job 3, 3. 22, 28*. The grave

suffixes D3-, |3-, OH-, fH- are exceptions, as they never lose the tone.

Sere alone of the long vowels can remain in a closed ultima which f
has lost the tone, but it then has, in correct editions, a retarding

Metheg in order to prevent its being pronounced as Se

gh6l, e.g.

f?PT "WjJP Num. 24, 22; comp. Num. 17, 23. Jud. 20, 2. Is. 66, 3. Jer.

23, 29. Ezek. 22, 25. Ps. 37, 7. Prov. i, 19. In other cases the
< t .<

shortening into SfgMl does take place, e. g. Ciya D^in who smiteth the

anvil, Is. 41, 7, for Dy? R^""!. The retraction of the tone even occurs

when a half-syllable with a Sewa mobile precedes the original tone-

syllable, e.g. ft rwpt6 Gen. 19, 5, and frequently;
113

"T|i
? Ps. 28, i;

ft tiOO Ps. 31, 5 ;
31H V.yk'? Is. 14, 19 ;

as also when the tone-syllable

of the second word is preceded by a half-syllable, e. g. ^\> JTTi? Gen.

15, 7 (comp. 20.
c).

According to the above, it must be regarded as anomalous when the Masora g
throws back the tone of a closed ultima upon a virtually sharpened syllable with

a short vowel, e.g. f3 "IPIX i Sam. 10, 5; fcl B'rDI Job 8, 18, cf. Lev. 5, 22;

y pH^r5 Gen. 39, 14. 17. Hos. 9, 2
; whereas it elsewhere allows a closed penultima

to bear the tone only when the ultima is open. Still more anomalous is the

placing of the tone on a really sharpened syllable, when the ultima is closed, as in

1 Even Hebrew prose proceeds, according to the accentuation, in a kind of

Iambic rhythm. That this was intended by the marking of the tone, can be seen

from the use of Metheg. Jos. Wijnkoop in Darche hannesigah sive leges de

accentus Hebraicae linguae ascensione, Lugd. Bat. 1881, endeavours to explain,

on euphonic and syntactical grounds, the numerous cases in which the usual

retraction of the tone does not occur, e.g. IjK'n S"]i2} Is. 45,7, where the object

probably is to avoid a kind of hiatus
; comp., however, Amos 4, 13.

2 The reading D^HJ? (so even Opitius and Hahn) Ezek. 16, 7 for D^IJ? is rightly

described by Baer as ' error turpis.
1
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y Djpn 2 Sam. 23, T (comp. yiB> "135 Job 34, 19; f'Dj^ Gen. 4, 24, with Metheg
of the secondary tone). We should read either Dj-jn , or, with Frensdorff, Massora

Afagna, p. 167, and others, DpH. As abnormal forms, comp. further, 13 pTl*1
Ex. 4, 4 and DU> Vn b

1 Deut. 10/5.

(f) In pause, see No. 4.

The meeting of two tone-syllables (No. 3, )
is avoided also by connecting the

words with Maqqeph, in which case the first word entirely loses the tone, e. g.

DB^Onp*! and he wrote there, Jos. 8, 32.

4. Very essential changes of the tone and of the vowels are effected

by the pause. By this term is meant the strong stress laid on the

tone-syllable in the last word of a sentence (a verse) or clause. It is

represented by a great distinctive accent, Silluq,
'

Athndh, and in the

accentuation of the books D"Nn, 'O/e itfydred. Apart from these

principal pauses (the great pause), there are often pausal changes (the

lesser pause), with the lesser distinctives, especially S'golta, Zaqeph

qaton, R'bM*, and even with Pasta, Tiphha, Geres, and Pazer*.

The changes are as follows :

(a) When the tone-syllable naturally has a short vowel, it as a rule

becomes tone-long in pause, e. g. ?&, >$ ; C^P, D?g ; >?,, ?!?!?.

An a which has been modified to S'ghdl usually becomes a in pause,
.< .< <

e.g. "^ (ground-form qasr) in pause ")K>j3 2 Ki. n, 14 ; fT)?> H* Jer -

22, 29 ;
also in 2 Ki. 4, 31 read 3tPP

T with ed. Mant, &c. (Baer 3C
!) ;

IS"1
! becomes in pause I?"

1

!.

Sometimes, however, the distinct and sharper d is intentionally retained in pause,

especially if the following consonant be doubled, e.g. Vl^ Job 4, 20, or ought to

be doubled, e.g. T3 Is. 8, i, &c. ;
and even without the doubling, e.g. iy Gen.

49, 27 ; }3Knj5!"i1 2 Chron. 29, 19 and regularly in the numeral J?3"]K four,

Lev. 1 1, 20, &c. Compare the list of instances of pausal & and i in the Appendices
to Baer's editions.

1 In most cases, probably on account of a following guttural or } (comp. e. g.

Ex. 21, 31. Jer. 3, 9. Ruth 4, 4. Eccles. 11,6; before
} Jer. 17, n). ~DK BEB'

I Sam. 7,17, where a has munah, is very irregular, but the lengthening here is

probably only to avoid the cacophony laphat 'et. In the same way rPlfn Ezek.

17, 15 (with Mahpakh before n) and D"lp*l Ezek. 37, 8 (with Darga before y) are

to be explained. The four instances of "ON forW apparently require a different

explanation ; see 32. c. The theory of Olshausen and others that the phenomena
of the pause are due entirely to liturgical considerations, i. e. that it is 'a convenient

way of developing the musical value of the final accents by means of fuller forms
'

in divine service, is contradicted by the fact that similar phenomena are still to be

observed in modern vulgar Arabic, where they can only be attributed to rhythmical

reasons of a general character.
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(d) When a full vowel in a tone-bearing final syllable has lost the in

tone before an afformative, and has become vocal Se
wd, it is restored

in pause to its position as tone-vowel, and, if short, is lengthened,

e.g. ^, fem. nbop (gat*la), in pause nbeg (gataid); WM? szme
'H,

in pause M?f (from sing. VPf); HN^D, n5jD; &pj, 1%^ J

(sing.

7Bp?). The fuller endings of the Imperfect P and p ( 47. m and 0)

alone retain the tone even when the original vowel is restored. In

segholate forms, like "Hp,
ns (ground-form laJiy, fary), the original

a returns, though under the form of a tone-bearing S
e

ghol, thus *rp,
< <

"'If; original t becomes
<?, e.g. ''Jfn, in /aj* ^D; original ()

becomes 0, e.g. yH (ground-form Aw/y), in pause vh ( 93. AT, ^, z).
p:

On the analogy of such forms as W, &c., the shortened Imperfects n
< <

^\ and *n? become in pause 'rp, ""PP, because in the full forms rprp he

will be and nVP he will live the ? is attenuated from an original a.

We may also mention here. D2E> the neck, in pause D2K> (ground-form

sakhm), and the pron. ^S /, in pause ^K, as well as the restoration

of the original a as e before the suffix *J />^y, /^, e. g. Tl^ ^ wor</,
< < <

in /0j I""?"! '> 11?^ ^ guards thee, in />a#,re II1??'! j but after the

prepositions 3, p, J"lNI (ON) the suffix 1-,. in pause becomes '=! , e.g.'

(c) This tendency to draw back the tone in pause to the penultima o

(as being the original tone-syllable ?),
shows itself also in such cases

as <l

?iS /, in pause "OJN ;
nns /^^ Jn pause nriN (but in the three

poetically accented Books also '"in*?, since in those Books 'Athnah,

especially after
C

0/^ we

yored, has only the force of a Zaqeph; hence

also w|n Prov. 24, 4 instead of *$)*; nriy now, HW; and in

other sporadic instances, like v| Ps. 37, 20 for v3 : but in i Sam.

12, 25 Baer's reading 1SEO is to be preferred to that of ed. Mant, &c.

(d) Conversely all forms of imperfects consecutive, whose final p
syllable, when not in pause, loses the tone and is pronounced with

a short vowel, take, when in pause, the tone on the ultima with a
<

g
<

tone-long vowel, e.g.
flDM and he died, in pause HDJ1.

1 Such a pausal syllable is sometimes further strengthened by doubling the

following consonant, see 20. i.

2
}?S^ Ps. 45, 6, comp. also tobs* Ps. 40, 15, is to be explained in the same
* : . A : IT' <

way, but not *t3pt3n Zech. 2, n, where, on the analogy of VllDK'n Jer. 9, 3, we

should expect *t)^bn .

H
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(J Of other effects of the pause we have still to mention, (i) the transition of an <?

(lengthened from ?} to the more distinct a (see above, letter /), e.g. tnn for THH

Is. 18, 5 (comp. 67. v; 72. dcT) ; bi? Is. 33, 9 ; i>5fK i Chron. 8, 38 (beside

Itt'K [, see v. 37. Cf. J ^S3D Is. 7, 6 C^NSS Ezr. 4, 7) ; J IBfcf Jer. 22,14; T$?
Ob* 20; :B>331 Ex. 31, 17; : tWNW 2 Sam. 12, 15 (below, 51. m} S.R.D.]);

13n Gen. 17, 14; "ttfQH i Sam. 15, 23; "IH^Tl Ps. 40, 18; pnin Job 13, 21,

&c., mostly before liquids or sibilants (but also 3J?n Is. 42, 22, and without the
i < T <

pause "T\F\ Lam. 3, 48), So also *pM (shortened from
l\y>)

becomes in pause

=J?h ' co?11
'

6 ^I?*l Lam. 3, 2
; pfi for fpfl Jud. 19, 20. On Se

gk6l in /aww
instead of Sere, comp. 52. n, and especially 75. n, on Tjrn Prov. 4, 4 and 7, 2.

r (2) The transition from & to in the ultima; so always in the formula D^iV;)

"IJft (for ny) for ever attd ever.

S (3) The pausal Qames in Hithpa'cl (but not in /*"?/) for Sere, e.g. ^nJV
Job 1 8, 8 for 7J?nJV. According to 54. k, this Qame is lengthened from an

original a.

f (4) The restoration of a final Yodh which has been dropped from the stem,

together with the preceding vowel, e.g. VV3, VHN Is. 21, 12, for IJ^ 1J1X,

the latter also without the pause Is. 56,9. 12
; comp. Job 12, 6, and the same

occurrence even in the word before the pause Deut. 32, 37. Is. 21, 12.

11 (5) The transition from 6 or o to a in pause: as HpKK' Is. 7, n, if it be a locative

of $N^, and not rather imperat. Qal of ^>KB>
;
VlbaP Gen. 43, 14 for 'nijbB'

;
ty

Gen. 49, 3; P]1D? Gen. 49, 27 ; perhaps also pig' i Ki. 22, 34. Is. 59, 17, and

rpj^D Is. 28, 17, comp. 2 Ki. 21, 13. On the other hand the regular pausal form

pSfT!, which is found as well as the ordinary Imperfect ^afV, must be referred to

a Perfect f'Sn (see 47. /*).

V (6) When a Pathah both precedes and follows a virtually doubled guttural, the

second becomes a in pause, and the first Se
ghdl, according to 22. c and 27. q,

e.g. ^PIK my brothers, va pause TIN ; comp. DHJjrp Deut. 32, 36. Num. 8, 7. 23, 19.

Ezek. 5, 13. Ps. 135, 14. On pausal Sere, for S*gMl, in infin., imperat., and imperf.

of verbs n"^, see 75. hh.



SECOND PART.

ETYMOLOGY, OR THE PARTS OF SPEECH.

30. Stems and Roots 1
: Biliteral, Triliteral, and Quadr{literal.

1. Stems in Hebrew, as in the other Semitic languages, have this a

peculiarity, that by far the majority of them consist of three con-

sonants. On these the meaning essentially depends, while the various

modifications of the idea are expressed rather by changes in the
< .< .< <

vowels, e.g. PPJ? he was deep, P^V deep, pOJ? depth, pEJJ a valley, plain.

Such a stem may be either a verb or a noun, and the language
<

commonly exhibits both together, e.g. V1J he has sown, SHI seed; Q?H

he was wise, D3H a wise man. For practical purposes, however,

it has long been the custom to regard as the stem the yd pers. sing.

Per/. Qal (see 43), since it is one of the simplest forms of the verb,

without any formative additions. Not only are the other forms of

the verb referred to this stem, but also the noun-forms, and the

large number of particles derived from nouns; e.g. PIS he was
< <

righteous, p*M righteousness, p^ righteous, &c.

Sometimes the language, as we have it, exhibits only the verbal b

stem without any corresponding noun-form, e.g. ?2p to stone, pH3

to Iray ; and on the other hand, the noun is sometimes without the
< <

corresponding verb, e.g. J^v" stone, 333 south. Since, however, the

nominal or verbal stems, which are not now found in Hebrew, for

the most part occur in one or more of the other Semitic dialects,

it may be assumed, as a rule, that Hebrew, when a living language,

also possessed them. Thus, in Arabic, the verbal stem 'abma (to

become compact, hard} corresponds to f2?> and the verb rfgab (to be

dry, arid} in Aramaic to 333.

1 On the questions discussed in this section compare the bibliography at the

head of 79.

H 2
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Rem. I. The Jewish grammarians call the stem (i.e. the 3rd pers. sing. Perf.

Qal), tjnB' root. Hence it became customary among Christian grammarians to

call the stem radix, and its three consonants literae radicales, in contradistinction

to the literae serviles or formative letters. On the correct use of the term root, see

letter g.

2. Others regard the three stem-consonants as a root, in the sense that, considered

asvo-velless and unpronounceable, it represents the common foundation of the verbal

and nominal stems developed from it, just as in the vegetable world, from which

the figure is borrowed, stems grow from the hidden root, e. g.

Root : "pD , the indeterminate idea of ruling.

Verb-stem, TJpD he has reigned. Noun-stem, TpD king.

For the investigation of the actual condition of the language, however, this

hypothesis of unpronounceable roots, with indeterminate meaning, is fruitless.

Moreover, the term root, as it is generally understood by linguists, cannot be applied

to the Semitic triliteral stem (see No. 2)*.

g 3.- The 3rd sing. Perf. Qal, which, according to the above, is usually regarded,

both lexicographically and grammatically, as the ground-form, is generally in

Hebrew a dissyllable, e.g. /Dp. The monosyllabic forms have only arisen through

contraction (according to the traditional explanation), from stems which had

a weak letter (1 or *)
for their middle consonant, e.g. Dp from qdwam ; or from

stems whose second and third consonants are identical, e.g. "ttf and "HX (compare,

however, below, 67). The dissyllabic forms have themselves no doubt arisen,

through a loss of the final vowel, from trisyllables, e. g. ?L2p from qatdla, as it is

still in Arabic.

f 2. The law of the triliteral stem is so strictly observed in the

formation of verbs and nouns in Hebrew (and in the Semitic languages

generally), that the language has sometimes adopted artificial methods

to preserve at least an appearance of triliteralism in monosyllabic

stems, e.g. D^ for DT, in the Imperfect Qal of verbs y"y. Even

such nouns, as 3NI father, DX mother, HS brother, which were formerly

all regarded as original monosyllabic forms (nomina primitive?), may,

in some cases at least, have arisen from mutilation of a triliteral stem.

g On the other hand, a large number of triliteral stems really point

to a biliteral base, which may be properly called a root (radix

primaria, biliteralis), since it forms the starting-point for several

triliteral modifications of the same fundamental idea. Though in

themselves unpronounceable, these roots are usually pronounced

with a between the two consonants, and are represented in writing

1

Compare Philippi, 'Der Grundstamm des starken Verbums im Semitischtn

und sein Verhaltniss zur \Vurzel,' in Morgenlandischc Forschttngen, Leipz. 1875,

pp. 69-106.
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by the sign <J, e.g. -/"Q as the root of TL3, rn|, 113, "I3K. The

reduction of a stem to the underlying root may generally be accom-

plished with certainty when the stem exhibits one weak consonant

with two strong ones, or when the second and third consonants are

identical. Thus e.g. the stems ^3*1 , ^l, N31, na^ may all be traced

to the idea of striking, breaking, and the root common to them all

is evidently the two strong consonants "p (dakfi). Very frequently,

however, the extension of the root into a stem is effected by the

addition of a strong consonant, especially, it seems, a sibilant, liquid

or guttural. Finally, further modifications of the same root occur

when either the consonants of the root, or the letter which has been

added, changes into a kindred letter, according to the laws of"sound-

change (see the examples given below). Usually such a change in

the sound is accompanied by a change in the shade of meaning.

Examples : from the root
f*p (no doubt onomatopoetic, or imitating a sound) , which II

represents the fundamental idea of carving off, cutting in pieces, are derived imme-

diately :
f*3fp

and nyp to cut, to cut off; the latter metaph. to decide, to judge

(whence pXp, Arab, qadi, a judge] ;
also 2Jfp to cut off, to shear, 5)2fp to tear, to

break, ysp to cut into, ~lXp to cut
off,

to reap. With a softer sibilant K>p ( Dp,

whence DDp to cut
off, fe'JJ'p and HB'p to peel off, to rub off. With a lingual instead

of the sibilant, tip, Hp, whence 2tDp to cut in pieces, to destroy, 7t3p to cut down,

to kill, ?]t3p to tear off, to pluck off, Tip to cut in pieces, to cleave. With the initial

letter softened, the same root becomes D3, whence np3 to cut off, and DD3

to shave; comp. also D33 Syr. to slay (to sacrifice}, to kill. With the greatest

softening to T3 and
"J3; H3 to cut off, to shear ; nTU to hew stone; ft3, D13

, J773, PT3,

"IT3 to cut off, to tear off, eat tip; similarly "H3 to cut into, JH3 to cut off;

comp. also m3 ?p3 "PI3. Allied to this root also is the series of stems which

instead of a palatal begin with a guttural sound (H), e.g. Tin to split, cut;

comp. also ^in, pin, Tin, Khn, and further
D^fl, fin, fTTH, TTH, 3DH, BOH,

5)cn, ^on, non, SJDM, nsn, ran, pxn, -ran in the Lexicon.

The root QH expresses the sound of humming, which is made with the mouth

closed (nv<u) ; hence DJ?n ; D^H, HDH^ DH3 (&$3),
Arab, hdmhama, to buzz, to hum,

to snarl, &c.

As developments from the root JH comp. the stems *TJH
,
7JP

,
DV"1

,
VJH

, fJP ,

CTTJ .
Not less numerous are the developments of the root "fl

("ID} 7B)
and

many others.

On closer investigation of this subject the following observations suggest

themselves :

(a) These roots are mere abstractions from stems in actual use, and are themselves i

not in use. They merely represent the hidden germs (semina) of the stems which

appear in the language. Yet these stems are sometimes so short as to consist simply
of the elements of the root itself, e.g. DO to be finished, Pj5 light. The ascertain-

ing of the root and its meaning, although in many ways very difficult and
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uncertain, is of great lexicographical importance. It is a wholly different and

much contested question whether there ever was a period in the development
of the Semitic languages when merely biliteral roots, either rigidly isolated or

combined with inflexions, served for the communication of thought. In such

a case it would have to be admitted, that the language at first expressed extremely

few elementary ideas, which were only gradually extended in order to denote more

delicate shades of meaning. At all events this process of transformation would

belong to a period of the language which is entirely beyond our critical grasp.

At the most only the gradual extension of stems by means of sound-change

(see below) can be historically proved.

k () Many of these monosyllabic words are clearly imitations of sounds, and

sometimes coincide with roots of a similar meaning in the Indo-Germanic family

of languages ( i. K). Of other roots there is definite evidence that Semitic

linguistic consciousness regarded them as onomatopoetic, whilst the Indo-Germanic

instinct fails to recognize in them any imitation of sound.

/ (c) Stems with the harder, stronger consonants are in general ( 6. r) to be

regarded as the older, whilst a number of later stems probably arose from them,

through softening of the consonants
; compare "IT3 and ITU, pHl? and

pn't?,

pj?2f and pyT, }vj? and TPJ^ D?J?
; pp"1 and

lp"l,
and the almost invariable change

of initial 1 to V In other instances, however, the harder stems have only been

adopted at a later period from Aramaic, e. g. i"iyt3, Hebr. nj?J"l. Finally in many
cases the harder and softer stems may have been in use together from the first,

since frequently, by a kind of sound-painting, the intensive action was thus distin-

guished from the less intensive ; see above pfp to cut, TT3 to shear, &c.

in (d) When two consonants are united to form a root they are usually either

both emphatic or both middle-hard or both soft, e. g. fp, Op, D3, T3,
13 never

j'3,

J'3 } 03, D3
? Tp- Within (triliteral) stems the first and second consonants are never

identical. The apparent exceptions are either cases where the root is reduplicated,

e.g. HTl (Ps. 42, 5. Is. 38, 15), Arabic KlfcH, or result from other causes, comp.
e. g. i"G2 in the Lexicon. The first and third consonants are very seldom identical

except in what are called concave stems (with middle 1 or *), e. g. p3, pjf ;

comp., however, |33, JH3, 5?CE>, Bhtf, and on J&JJ Job 39, 30, see 55./ The

second and third consonants are on the other hand very frequently identical,

see 67 *.

;/ (e} The softening mentioned under letter / is sometimes so great, that strong

consonants, especially when in the middle of the stem, actually pass into vowels :

compare 28. o, and TtNTJJ for TtpTJf Lev. 16, 8 sqq. The numerous instances

adduced by Gesenius, Thesaurus, i. 393, require a good deal of sifting.

O (f] Some of the cases in which triliteral stems cannot with certainty be traced

back to a biliteral root, may be due to a combination of two roots a simple

method of forming expressions to correspond to more complex ideas.

p 3. To a secondary stage in the development of the language

belong stems of four, or even (in the case of nouns) of five con-

1 Consonants which are not found together in roots and stems are called

incompatible. They are chiefly consonants belonging to the same class, e. g. 33
f

p3, p3, 01, OH, ep, SJD, IT, DT, }T, DX, VN, J?n, &c., or in the reverse order.
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sonants l
. They arise from an extension of the triliteral stem : (a)

by addition of a fourth stem-consonant
; (6) in some cases perhaps

by composition and contraction of two triliteral stems, by which

means even quinquiliterals are produced. Stem-forms which have

arisen from the mere repetition of one or two of the three original

stem-consonants, e.g.. "'DIDD from nPiD, are usually not regarded

as quadriliterah, but as conjugational forms
( 55) ;

so also the few
<[ .

words which are formed with the prefix B>, as rGnpK> flame from 2?^

corresponding to the Aramaic conjugation Saptiel, 2npK>.

Rem. on (a) The letters r and /, especially, are inserted between the first and q
second radicals, e.g. DD3, DCn3 to eat up; B*:HB>= B3JJ> sceptre; HSyfj] hot

wind from cjyf to glow. The insertion of an r is especially frequent in Syriac.

Comp. Aram. /SHy to roll, expanded from 73y (conjugation Pa'el, corresponding

to the Hebrew Pfet}. In Latin there is a similar expansion of fid, scid, tud, jug
into_/f<&, scindo, tundo,jungo. At the end of words the expansion is principally

made by *? and
],

e. g. |p3 axe, ^CH? orchard (from Qn|), i>jna <r0ro//<z (^33 CM/) ;

comp. 85. xi.

Rem. on (!>} Forms such as jn"lS5f frog, njjjnn meadow-saffron, were long 1'

regarded as compounds, though the explanation of them all was uncertain.

Many words of this class, which earlier scholars attempted to explain from Hebrew

sources, have since proved to be loan-words ( I. i), and consequently drop out

of the question.

4. A special class of formations, distinct from the fully developed s

stems of three or four consonants, are (a) the Interjections ( 105),

which, as being immediate imitations of natural sounds, are indepen-

dent of the ordinary formative laws; (6) the Pronouns. Whether

these are to be regarded as the mutilated remains of early developed

stems, or as relics of a period of language when the formation of

stems followed different laws, must remain undecided. At all events,

the many peculiarities of their formation 2
require special treatment

(32 sqq.). On the other hand, most of the particles (adverbs,

prepositions, conjunctions) seem to have arisen in Hebrew from fully

developed stems, although in many instances, in consequence of

extreme shortening,, the underlying stem is no longer recognizable

(see 99 sqq.).

1 In Hebrew they are comparatively rare, but more numerous in the other

Semitic languages, especially in Ethiopic.
2
Comp. Hupfeld,

'

System der semitischen Demonstrativbildung und der damit

zusammenhangenden Pronominal- und Partikelnbildung,' in the Zeitschr. fur die

Kunde des Morgenl., vol. ii. pp. 124 sqq., 427 sqq.
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31. Grammatical Structure.

1. The formation of the parts of speech from the stems (derivation)

and inflexion are effected in two ways : (a) internally by changes

in the stem itself, particularly in its vowels; () externally by the

addition of formative syllables before or after it. The expression

of grammatical relations periphrastically by means of separate words

(e.g. the comparative degree and some case-relations in Hebrew)

belongs, not to etymology, but to syntax.

The external method (letter (6}) of forming words, viz. by affixing formative

syllables, which occurs e. g. in Egyptian, appears on the whole to be the more

ancient. Yet other families of language, and particularly the Semitic, at a very

early period had recourse also to the internal method, and during their youthful

vigour widely developed their power of forming derivatives. But the continuous

decay of this power in the later periods of language made syntactical circumlocu-

tion more and more necessary. The same process may be seen also e. g. in Greek

(including modern Greek), and in Latin with its Romance offshoots.

2. Both methods of formation exist together in Hebrew. The

internal mode of formation by means of vowel changes is tolerably

extensive ('95 > 'Pi?, '&%', ^i?, '^i?, &c.). This is accompanied in

numerous cases by external formation also ('Bgnn, '"Pi??, -'Pi??, &c.),

and even these formative additions again are subject to internal

change, e.g. 'BjTin, ?t?pn. The addition of formative syllables occurs,

as in almost all languages, chiefly in the formation of the persons

of the verb, where the meaning of the affixed syllables is for the

most part still perfectly clear (see 44, 47). It is also employed

to distinguish gender and number in the verb and noun. Of case-

endings, on the contrary, only scanty traces remain in Hebrew

(see 90).
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CHAPTER I.

THE PRONOUN.

32. The Personal Pronoun. The Separate Pronoun.

1. The personal pronoun (as well as the pronoun generally) a

belongs to the oldest and simplest elements of the language ( 30. s).

It should be considered before the verb, since it plays an important

part in verbal inflexion
( 44, 47).

2. The independent principal forms of the personal pronoun serve b

(like the Gk. ey&>, <ri>, and the Lat. ego, /, and their plurals) almost

solely to emphasize the nominative-subject (see, however, 135. 2).

They are as follows:

i. Com.

Singular.

>, in pause

IK, in pause ^
m. nns

(JjiK), in pause]

7.

or
\

\f.
flK (WK properly VIK),

in pause flN /

(. W.1 &? (it\

ihou.

Plural

i. Co/. n

S
(nans) ;

Dn (~Dn),
nsn

H3H afterprefixes ft, |H

The forms enclosed in parentheses are the less common. A table of these

pronouns with their shortened forms {pronominal stiffixes) is given in Paradigm A
at the end of this Grammar.

REMARKS.

I. First Person.

i. The form "Oitf is less frequent than 'W 1
. The former occurs in Phoenician, c

1 On the prevalence of ""3JX in the earlier Books compare the statistics collected

by Giesebrecht in ZAW. 1881, p. 251 sqq., partly contested by Driver in the

Journal of Philology, 1882, vol. xi. p. 222 sqq., (but cf. his Introduction to the Old
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Moabite and Assyrian, but in no other of the kindred dialects l
; from the latter

the suffixes are derived ( 33). The $ most probably results from an obscuring

of an original a (comp. Aram. N3X, Arab. 'ana'). The pausal form S3X occurs

not only with small disjunctive accents, but even with conjunctives ;
so always in

<

^3X ^n as I live! also Is. 49, 18 with Munah, Ps. 119, 25 with Merkha (which

however has been altered from De
hl) and twice in Mai. I, 6. In all these cases

there is manifestly a disagreement between the vocalization already established and

the special laws followed by the system of accentuation.

d 2. The formation of the plural in this and the other persons, exhibits a certain

analogy with that of the noun, while at the same time (like the pronouns of other

languages) it is characterized by many differences and peculiarities. The short

form 13X (^N) from which the suffix is derived occurs only in Jer. 42, 6 K^tktbh.

The form ynj (comp. 19. K} only in Ex. 16, 7. 8, Num. 32, 32, Lam. 3, 42 ;

yni in pause. Gen. 42, n ;
in Arabic ndhnu is the regular form. In the MiSna

13N (WX) has altogether supplanted the longer forms.

e 3. The Pronoun of the 1st person only is, as a rule in languages, of the common

gender, because the person who is present and speaking needs no further indication

of gender, as does t,he 2nd person, who is addressed
v
in Greek, Latin, English, &C-,

this distinction is also lacking), and still more the 3rd person who is absent.

II. Second Person.

f 4. The forms of the 2nd person nflK, ftK, DfiX, H3riS
} &c., are contracted from

anta, &c. The kindred languages have retained the n before the J"l, e. g. Arab.

'dnia, fern, 'dnti, thou
; pi. 'dntum, fern, 'antiinna, ye. In Syriac 1138,

fern. 'WK
are written, but both are pronounced 'at. In Western Aramaic ri3S is usual for

both genders.

g flX (without n) occurs five times, e. g. Ps. 6, 4, always as Ke
tMbh, with

HJjlX

as Q"re. In three places Jjl^l appears as a masculine, Num. n, 15. Deut. 5, 24.

Ezek. 28, 14.

Jl The feminine form was originally "'ftX as in Syriac, Arabic and Ethiopic. This

form is found seven times as K'thtbh (Jud. 17, 2. i KL 14, a. a Ki. 4, 16. 23. 8, i.

Jer. 4, 30. Ezek. 36, 13) and appears also in the corresponding personal ending

of verbs (see 44.^) especially, and necessarily, before suffixes, as ^nbbp, 59. 1, c ;

comp. also / as the ending of the 2nd fern. sing, of the Imperative and Imperfect.

The final t was, however, gradually dropped in pronunciation, just as in Syriac

(see above, letter/) it was eventually only written, not pronounced. The 1 therefore

Testament, p. 147, bottom, ed. 6, p. 155,) as well as by Delitzsch, Genesis, 1887,

p. 28; fundamentally established by Konig in Thcologische Studien u. Kritik, 1893,

pp. 464 sqq. and 478, and in his Einleitung in das A. 71, p. 168, &c. In some

of the latest Books (see the Lexicon) 'QJN is not found at all, and hardly at all

in the Talmud.
1 In Phoenician and Moabite (the inscription of M6sa

f

, line i) it is written "p

without the final *
. In Punic it was pronounced ante (Plaut. Poen. 5, i, 8)

or anech (5, 2, 35). Comp. Schroder, Phoniz. Sprache, p. 143. In Assyrian the

corresponding form is anaku, in ancient Egyptian anek, Coptic anok, nok.
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finally disappeared, and hence the Masoretes, even in these seven passages, have

pointed the word in the text as *riS to indicate the Q?rt IjlX (see 1 7). The same

final *_ appears in the rare (Aramaic) forms of the suffix *3JL, ^4- ( 5^> 9 1 )'

5. The plurals DJHN and fflK (JJHKV
with the tone on the ultima (comp. 29. a), i

are obtuse forms (comp. 27. v) from DlflX (Arab, 'dntum, Aram. JVlK, fVOK)
and flfiK or pfiS (Arab, 'dnttinna, Aram. priK, pfl3). Hence, no doubt, the fact,

that the suffixes with, the, 2nd person plur. perf. are added to the termination V)
}

instead of
Oify ffl.

The form ffiK is found only in Ezek. 34, 31 (so Qimhi
< <

expressly, others \!^K\ rtiftK (for which some MSS. have HSflK) only four times,

viz. Gen. 31, 6. Ezek. 13, n. 20. 34, 17 ;
in 13, 20 DFlX (before a D) is also used

as feminine.

III. Third Person.

6. (a) In Wn and K^n (hA and ^/) the N (corresponding to the
'

Elifofprolonga- k

tion in Arabic, comp. 23. z) might have been added only as an orthographic closing

of the final long vowel, as in &W, S^pJ, &c. The N is, however, always written

in the case of the separate pronouns
1

, and only as a toneless suffix
( 33. a) does

J^n appear as Vl, while N\T becomes H. In Arabic (as in Syriac) they are written

"IH and Tl but pronounced hiiwa and hiyd, and in Vulgar Arabic even htiwwa and

hiyya. This Arabic pronunciation alone would not indeed be decisive, since the

vowel complement might have arisen from the more consonantal pronunciation of the

1 and
;
but the Ethiopic we^tA (= hua-tti) for KVl, ye

e
tt (= hi'a-ti} for N^H

(compare also the Assyrian ya-u-a for N^iT) shew that the K was original and

indicated an early consonantal termination of the two words : comp. Noldeke,
ZDMG. xx. 459. According to Philippi (ibid, xxviii. 172 and xxix. 371 sqq.)

&MH arose from a primitive Semitic ha-va, fc^H from ha-ya.

(3) The form Wn also stands in the consonantal text (f^thibh} of the Penta- /

teuch 2
(with the exception of eleven places) for the fern. X^H. In all such cases

the Masora, by the punctuation Kin, has indicated the Q?r fc^n (Q?re perpetuum,

see 17). The common explanation regards this phenomenon as an archaism

(similar to the epicene use of "1J?3 for boy and girl} which was incorrectly removed

by the Masoretes. This assumption is, however, clearly untenable, if we consider

(i) that no other Semitic language is without the quite indispensable distinction of

gender in the separate pronoun of the 3rd pers. ; (2) that this distinction does

occur eleven times in the Pentateuch, and that in Gen. 20, 5. 38, 25. Num. 5, 13. 14

KIP! and &0n are close to one another ; (3) that outside the Pentateuch it is found

throughout the oldest documents, so that the &0n cannot be regarded as having
been subsequently adopted from the Aramaic ; (4) that those parts of the book
of Joshua which certainly formed a constituent part of the original sources of the

Pentateuch, know nothing of this epicene use of fcttn. Consequently there only

1 In the inscription of King Mela' (see 2. 2), lines 6 and 27, we even find

Kn for Wn ;
and in the inscription of "Esmun'azar, line 22, for fcOil.

2 Also in twelve places in the Babylonian Codex of 916 A.D. ; comp. Baer,

Ezechiel, p. 108 sq.; Buhl, Kanon u. Text des A. T. (Lpz. 1891), p. 243.
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remains the hypothesis, that the writing of Kin for K^n rests on an orthographical

peculiarity which in some recension of the Pentateuch-text was almost consistently

followed, but was afterwards very properly rejected by the Masoretes. The

orthography was, however, peculiar to the Pentateuch-text alone, since it is un-

necessary to follow the Masora in writing fcOn for fcttH in I Ki. 17, 15. Is. 30, 33.

Job 31, n, or KtflforN'n in Ps. 73, 16. Eccles. 5, 8. i Chron. 29, 16. The

Samaritan recension of the Pentateuch has the correct form in the Ke
thtbh

throughout. The conjecture of Levy is deserving of every consideration, viz. that

originally KH was written for both forms (see letter k, note), and was almost

everywhere, irrespective of gender, expanded into N1H. Comp. for the whole

question Delitzsch in the Zeitschrift fiir Kirchliche IVissenschaft und Kirchliches

Leben, i. 393 sqq., and Kuenen, Einleitung ins A. T., 2nd ed. i. 16 n. 7

(= Ttie Hexateuch, p. 321 f.), [also Driver, Leviticus, in Haupt's Bible, p. 25 f.]

7. The plural forms DH (rTOH) and n2H (after prefixes fn ; JH) appear to be formed

from fcttn and K^H, as QRK is from nflX. In Arabic, where they are pronounced

hiim, hunna, the obscure vowel-sound has remained, while in Hebrew, in the suffix-
<

forms DH and JH, it becomes an obtuse Se
ghdl (comp. 27. z>). The H in non

and nun has no doubt a demonstrative force. In Western Aram.
JIBi^ 1DH

(pUn, p3N\ Syr. hen&n enun), Arab, htimfi. (the archaic form of hum}, and

Ethiop. ttimti there is an 6 or A appended, which in Hebrew seems to reappear

in the poetical suffixes
to, to_^ }

iJL ( 58. g}.

In some passages rH2H stands for the feminine (Zech. 5, 10. Cant. 6, 8. Ruth 1,22;

comp. the use of the suffix of the 3rd masc. for the 3rd fern., 135.0 and 145.^). The

quite anomalous DH~iy 2 Ki. 9, 18 should be altered into DHHy, comp. Job 32, 12.

8. The pronouns of the 3rd person may refer to tilings as well as persons.

On their meaning as demonstratives see 136.

33. Pronominal Suffixes.

1. The independent principal forms of the personal pronoun (the

separate pronoun), given in the preceding section, express only the

nominative 1
. The accusative and genitive, on the contrary, are

expressed by forms, usually shorter, joined to the end of verbs, nouns,

and particles (pronominal suffixes or simply suffixes); e.g.
^n

(toneless)
< i

[

and 1 (from ahu) eum and etus, ^ripOp / have killed him (also ^ripCp),

^nripep or (with ahu contracted into 6} Vvt?p thou hast killed him;

i~tiN
(also, rarely [see 91. d\ }iTnN) lux etus.

The same method is employed in all the other Semitic languages, as well as in

the Egyptian, Persian, Finnish, Tartar, and others ;
in Greek, Latin, and German

we find only slight traces of the kind, e.g. German, er gab's for er gab es ; Greek,

irar^p fiov for Trar^p ipov ; Latin, eccum, eccos, &c. in Plautus and Terence for

ecce eum, ecce eos.

1 On apparent exceptions see 135. 2.
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2. The case which these suffixes represent is b

(a) When joined to verbs, the accusative (comp., however, 117..*),

e.g. ^npBjp I have killed him.

(t>)
When affixed to substantives, the genitive (like narfip /xou, pater c

eius). They then serve as possessive pronouns, e.g. "^K (dbh-i) my

father,
iDID his horse, which may be either equus eius or equus suns.

(c)
When joined to particles, either the genitive or accusative, d

according as the particles originally expressed the idea of a noun

or a verb, e.g. T3, literally interstitium mei, between me (comp. mea

causa); but ^?n behold me, ecce me.

(d) Where, according to the Indo-Germanic case-system, the dative e

or ablative of the pronoun is required, the suffixes in Hebrew are

joined to prepositions expressing those cases (? sign of the dative,

3
in, }O from, 102), e.g. v to him (et) and to himself (sibi\

13 in

him, ^1? (usually ^fO) from me.

3. The suffixes of the 2nd person (1_, &c.) are all formed with f
a -sound, not, like the separate pronouns of the 2nd person, with a

/-sound.

So in all the Semitic languages, in Ethiopia even in the verbal form (qatalka,

thou hast killed = Hebr.

4. The suffix of the verb (the accusative) and the suffix of the noun g
(the genitive) are the same in most of their forms, but some differ,

e.g. ^ me,
*

my.

Paradigm A at the end of the Grammar gives a table of all the forms of the

separate pronoun and the suffixes ; a fuller treatment of the verbal stijfix and the

mode of attaching it to the verb will be found in 58 sqq., of the noun-suffix

in 91, of the prepositions with suffixes in 103, of adverbs with suffixes 100. o.

34. The Demonstrative Pronoun.

nt 1 Plur. com. n?X (rarely /$) these, a

1 In many languages the demonstratives begin with a rf-sound (hence called the

demonstrative sound] which is, however, sometimes interchanged with a sibilant.

Comp. Aram,
f-1 TjlJ masc., SI, T]"

5
! fern, (this); Sansk. sa, sd, tat; Gothic sa, sd,

thata; Germ, da, der, die, das ; and Eng. the, this, that, &c.
1 That HI may stand for the feminine, cannot be proved either from Jud. 16, 28

or from the certainly corrupt passage in Jos. 2, 17.
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/; Rem. I. The feminine form flNT has undoubtedly arisen from J"IKT, by obscuring

of an original & to 6 (for NT = PIT comp. the Arab. hd-<jd, this, masc. ; for D as the

feminine ending 80), and the forms PJT, IT, both of which are rare 1
, are shortened

from J1NT, by rejection of the Jl. In Ps. 132, 12 ft is used as a relative, comp. fl

below. In Jer. 26, 6, K*thSbh, PinNTPI (with the article and the demonstrative

termination PI_ ) is found for HNT. The forms Pt?N and 7X are plurals of PIT and
T .

nST by usage, not etymologically. The form ?NI occurs only in the Pentateuch (but

not in the Samaritan text), Gen. 19, 8. 25. 26, 3. 4, &c. [8 times], always with the

article, PHP!, and in I Chron. 20, 8 without the article [cf. Driver on Deut. 4, 42]*.

Both the singular and the plural may refer to things as well as persons.

C 2. In combination with prepositions to denote the oblique case we find Pip

to this (comp. for ^, 102. g\ DNT^, riNtb to this (fern.), Pl^sfj, fl^&$>
to these;

njTDK hunc, J"lKT~TlK hanc, PIpNTflN /^J, also without ~DX, even before the verb

Ps. 75, 8 and elsewhere. Note also PIT "VPJD pretium huius (i Ki. 21, 2), &c.

</ 2. The secondary form tt occurs only in poetic style, and is used

mostly for the relative, like our that for who. Like "^N ( 36),

it serves for all numbers and genders.

e Rem. i. This pronoun takes the article
(PftPI, HNTn, fl^SH, 7KPJ) according

to the same rule as adjectives, see 126. 5; e.g. PtfPI E*Kn MM /, but B"NP! PIT

this is the man.

f 2. Rarer secondary forms, with strengthened demonstrative force, are PIT?Pt Gen.

24, 65. 37, 19 ; WpPJ y^w. Ezek. 36, 35, and shortened T?PI, sometimes masc., as in

Jud. 6, 20. i Sam. 17, 26. 2 Ki. 23, 17. Zech. 2, 8. Dan. 8, 16, once fern., 2 Ki.

4, 25 ; cf. i Sam. 14, i [and 20, 19 LXX]. In Arabic the corresponding form

'dlladt is the relative pronoun.

a- 3. The personal pronouns of the 3rd person also often have a demonstrative

sense, see 136.

35. The Article.

a 1. The article, which is by nature a kind of demonstrative pronoun,

never appears in Hebrew as an independent word, but always in

closest connexion with the word which is defined by it. It usually

takes the form 'H, with a sharply pronounced a and a doubling

of the following consonant, e.g. B'O^n the sun, "Wn the river, D1pn
the Levites (according to 20. m for "WVi, 0*1 ?n).

Jj Rem. \Vith regard to the Dagel in
*

after the article, the rule is, that it is

inserted when a PI or V follows the \ e.g. DHWPI the Jews, D^BJ^PJ the weary

1
PIT 2 Ki. 6, 19, Ez. 40, 45, and Eccles. (6 times) ; IT only Hos. 7, 16, Ps. 132, 1 2.

1
According to Kuenen (comp. above, 2. M) the form /N dates from a time

when the vowel of the second syllable was not yet indicated by a vowel letter ;

later copyists accidentally omitted the addition of the PI.
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(D'OJP? Lam. 4, 3 V,? is an exception), but "ri^H, BHn, *11DVI
?
&c.

/&;/* also stands after the article in the prefix D in certain nouns and in the

participles Pi'el and Pual (see 52. f) before !t, V and "1, except when the

guttural has under it a short vowel in a sharpened syllable ;
thus HWniSn Ezek. 22, 5,

rnytSrj the cave (comp. Job 38, 40. i Chron. 4, 41) ; but S]?npn Ps. 104, 3 (Eccles.

4,15. 2 Chron. 23, 12; before
J?

Ps. 103, 4); nj^BtyOn
Is. 23, 12. Before letters

other than gutturals this D, remains without Dages, according to 20. m.

2. When the article stands before a guttural, which (according c

to 22. i) cannot properly be doubled, the following cases arise,

according to the character of the guttural (compare 27. q).

(1) In the case of the weakest guttural, K, and also with "i

(
22. i and 5), the doubling is altogether lost. Consequently, the

Pathah of the article (since it stands in an open syllable) is always

lengthened to Qames; e.g. 2^n the father, "^$ the other, DNH the

mother, Eton the man, nlKri the light, D*r6jSj|
6 &ds, ^n the foot,

K>N">n /fo /taz^, VBnn /& wicked.

So also niSSJ'n Neh. 3, 13, because syncopated from DiSK'Kn (comp. verse 14 d
and Baer on the passage) ; B^jpTKH (as in Num. n, 4. Jud. 9, 41. 2 Sam. 23, 33,

with the X orthographically retained, for 'TXH) Jer. 40, 4 (comp. 'IN3 verse i) ;

D'HIDn Eccles. 4, 14 for 'DSH Q^SIH 2 Chron. 22, 5 for HKH (comp. 2' Ki. 8, 28).
IT -:IT > "IT -:iT

x

(2) In the case of the other gutturals there occurs either the virtual e

or weak doubling ( 22. i) especially with the stronger sounds

n and n, less often with y or the doubling is wholly omitted. In

the former case, the Pathah of the article remains, because the syllable

is still regarded as closed; in the second case, the Pathah is either

slightly lengthened into Se

ghol or fully into Qames. That is

to say:

(^4) When the guttural has any other vowel than d
( ) or o

( ), f
then

(1) before the stronger sounds n and n the article regularly

remains ?; e.g.
Ninn that, B^nn the month, ^00 the force, nO3Pin the

wisdom. Before n, d occurs only in <inn Gen. 6, 19; D^cynnrj ls . 3, 22
;

ttaenn Is. 17, 8; before n, always in nenn, nnn, nann.

(2) before y the Pathah is generally lengthened to Qames, e.g. g
Pyn the eye, "Vp^ the city, l^n /^ rza/, plur. Q*13gn ; D^3g^ i Ki.

12, 32; also in Gen. 10, 17 ^IVf? is the more correct reading.

Exceptions are rYi.aty3 Exod. 15, 10; &~}y\l 2 Sam. 5, 6. 8. Is. 42,18;

{'3 Is. 24, 2; D'rn'yn Is. 65, ii
> pfe Ezek. 22, 7; tfa$n Prov.
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2, 13 and ra$n Prov. 2, 17; D^j i Sam. 16, 7. Eccles. n, 7; but

'3'JJ7 Gen. 3, 6. Prov. 10, 26. Comp. Baer on Is. 42, 18.

// (JB] When the guttural has a
( ) then

(i) before a tone-bearing n or V the article is always n, otherwise

it is n
; e.g. DJ?n the people,

inn /& mountain, ptfn (in pause),

towards the mountain; but (according to 22. r) D'Hnn />k mountains,

pyn\theguilt.

i (2) before n the article is invariably n without regard to the tone;

e.g. D?nn /fo wise man, 3pn the festival,

k (3) When the guttural has the article is n before , e.g. D*l5nnri

/>$<? months ; flUina / /fo z^^/^ ^>/ar (without the article 'ns) Ezek.

33, 27, comp. 2 Chron. 27, 4; but n before
J|,

as Q 11

"}?^ /A? sheaves

Ruth 2, 15.

The gender and number of the noun have no influence on the form

of the article.

/ Rem. i. The original form of the Hebrew ^and the Phoenician) article -H

is generally considered to have been ?n, the 7 of which (owing to the proclitic

nature of the article) has been invariably assimilated to the following consonant,

as in nj^ from
T\\ty, 19. d. This view is certainly supported by the form of the

Arabic article 7N> (pronounced hal 1

by some modem Bedawi, see Wallin in

the ZDMG. vi. 195, 217), the 7 of which is also assimilated at least before

all letters like s and / and before /, n, and r, e.g. 'al-0_ur'dn but 'as-sdnd (Bed.

has-sana) =Hebr. ilJB'n the year. It is, however, a question whether the Hebr. H

is not distinct from the Arab, 'a/, and whether the sharpening of the following

consonant should not be explained in the same way as the sharpening of the

consonant after 1 consecutive ( 49. f; comp. also cases like nQ3
f

TVS/2
1
&c.,

102. A).

W. The Arabic article itself perhaps occurs in the Old Testament in

i Ki. 10, II. 12 (also Q'GflJpK 2 Chron. 2, 7. 9, 10. n), probably sandal-wood, aso

in E^aabK hail, ice = B^aa'CArab. /its) Ezek. 13, u. 13. 38, 22. On the other

hand, in the proper name lllDpK Gen. 10, 26 the first syllable may perhaps be

/X God, as D. H. Milller (comp. Gesenins' Lexicon, nthed. s. v.) and Noldeke

(Sitzungsber. der Berl. Akad. 1882, p. 1186) suppose. Q}pi>N Prov. 30. 31,

commonly explained as = Arab, alqaum, the militia, is quite uncertain.

n 2. When the prefixes 3, p, 3 ( 102) come before the article, the n is syncopated,

and its vowel is thrown back to the prefix, in the place of the Se\va ( 19. k, and

1 In the Lihyanitic inscriptions collected by Euting (ed. by D. H. M tiller

in Epigraphische Denkmdler aus Arabien, Wien, 1889) the article is H, before

gutturals 3n (han). The Dage forte in Hebrew would then be due to assimilation

of a 3. This is the opinion of Hale'vy {Revue des {tudes juives, xxiii. p. 117),

vrhile D. H. Miiller regards the five forms in dispute as participles Xiph'al.
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23. *), e.g. D?$2 in the heaven for Drp$rQ (so Ps. 36, 6); Dy for Dyn
to Afc people. D'HrQ <? M* mountains. Q^Enna z' // months*. Exceptions

TIV TT-IV

to this rule occur almost exclusively in the later Books: Ezek. 40, 25. 47, 22.

Eccles. 8, i. Dan. 8, 16. Neh. 9, 19. 12, 38. 2 Chron. 10, 7. 25, 10. 29, 27; comp.,

however, i Sam. 13, 21. 2 Sam. 21, 20. Elsewhere, e.g. 2 Ki. 7, 12, the Masora

requires the syncope in the Q
e
ri?. A distinction in meaning is observed between

Di*ri3 about this time (Gen. 39, n. i Sam. 9, 13, &c.) and Di*3 first of all

(Gen, 25, 31, &c.). After' the copula \ (and} syncope of the n does not take place,

e.g. nym.

3. The words flS earth, ~\r\ mountain, 3PI feast, DJ? people, *19 bull, always o

appear after the article with a long vowel (as in pause} ; ^.NPI, "inP^ 3nn
} Dyn,

"1BH ; compare also
fi~\K ar, with the article always filtfn.

36. The Relative Pronoun.

The relative pronoun (cf. 138) is usually the indeclinable "&&

(who, which, &c.), originally a demonstrative pronoun; see further

138 and 155. In the later Books, especially Eccles. and late

Psalms, also Lam. (4 times), Jon. (3 times), Chron. (twice), Ezra

(once), and always in Canticles (cf. Jud. 6, 17. 7, 12. 8, 26. 2 Ki.

6, n ; Gen. 6, 3. Job 19, 29 are both doubtful), / is used instead;

more rarely &/ Jud. 5, 7. Cant, i, 7 (Job 19, 29 ?); once & before X Jud.

6, 17 (elsewhere before a guttural &), before n even & Eccles. 3, 18,

and according to some (e.g. Qimhi) also in Eccles. 2, 22 2
.

37. The Interrogative and Indefinite Pronouns.

1. The interrogative pronoun is ^ who? (of persons, even before a

plurals, Gen. 33, 5. Is. 60, 8. 2 Ki. 18, 35; comp. also VDVG whose

daughter? Gen. 24, 23; ''Op
to whom? ^"nK whom?} and HO what?

(of things).

The form
-nip, -D,

&c. (followed by Dagesforte conjunct. : even in
^ , Hab. 2, i, &e. b

against 20. m) may be explained from the rapid utterance of the interrogative

in connexion with the following word. Most probably, however, the Doge's forte

is rather due to the assimilation of an originally audible H (rl?0, as Olshausen),

which goes back through the intermediate forms math, mat to an original mant :

so W. Wright, Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages, Cambridge, 1890,

p. 124, partly following
'

Bottcher, Hebrdische Grammatik, 261. Socin calls

1 Also in Is. 41, 2, read 1Sy3 instead of the impossible
a The full form It^K does not occur in Phoenician, but only tJ>S (

= fPK ?),

pronounced asse, esse (also as, es, is, ys, us), or especially in the later Punic and

in the Poenulus of Plautus B> (sa, si, sy, su). Also in New Hebrew & is

the common form. Cf. Schroder, Phon. -Sprache, p. 162 sqq. and below, 155.

I
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attention to the Arabic maA (in pause with an audible h : Mufas.sal, 193, 8).

Observe further that

C (a) In the closest connexion, by means of Maqqeph, "TO stands with a following

Doge's ( 20. d], e.g. TJ;TTO what is it to tkee? and even in one word, as D3PD

what is it to you? Is. 3, 15 ; comp. Ex. 4, 2. Mai. I, 13, and even before a guttural,

as DTO Ezek. 8, 6 Ke
thtbh.

d () Before gutturals in close connexion, by means of Maqqeph or a conjunctive

accent, it is either TO with a virtual doubling of the guttural v
22. c}, so especially

before il, and, in Gen. 31, 36. Job 21, 21, before
!"l,

or the doubling is wholly

omitted. In the latter case either a is fully lengthened to Qames (comp. 35. 2) so

always before N and H or half-lengthened to Se
gh$l, especially before

J?, H, H

(before n however also TO). The omission of the doubling also takes place

as a rule with the hard gutturals, when they have not Qames, and then the

form is either TO or TO, the latter especially before Jl or ]}, when Maqqeph
follows.

? The longer forms TO and TO also remain before letters which are not gutturals,

if they are not connected by Maqqeph but only by a conjunctive accent. As a rule

TO is then used, but TO when at a greater distance from the principal tone of the

sentence, Is. i, 5. Ps. 4, 3 (on TO in the combinations TO2
} TO3j and even TO?

}

i Sam. i, 8, comp. 102. k and /).

f (c) In the principal pause TO is used without exception ; also as a rule with the

smaller disjunctives, and especially almost always before gutturals (TO only in very

few cases). On the other hand, TO more often stands before letters which are not

gutturals, when at a greater distance from the principal tone of the sentence,

e.g. i Sam. 4, 6. 15, 14. 2 Ki. i, 7. Hag. i, 9 (see Kohler on the passage). Ps.

1O >
J 3- Jb 7, 21 ; comp., however, Prov. 31, 2, and Delitzsch on the passage.

g 2. On "'B and n as indefinite pronouns in the sense of quicunque,

quodcunque, and as relatives, is qui, id quod, &c., see the Lexicon.
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CHAPTER II.

THE VERB 1
.

38. General View.

Verbal stems are either original or derived. They are usually a

divided into

(a) Verbal stems proper {primitive verbs], which exhibit the stem

without any addition, e.g. "H?!? he has reigned.

(b) Verbal derivatives, i.e. secondary verbal stems, derived from the b

pure stem (letter a\ e.g. B^j? to sanctify, tJ^pnPl to sanctify oneself, from

BniJ to be holy. These are usually called conjugations ( 39).

(c) Denominatives, i.e. verbs derived from nouns (like the Latin c

causari, praedari, and Eng. to skin, to polt), either in a primitive

or derivative form, e.g. ^HN, Qal and Pi'el, to pitch a tent, from /HK

tent; K'^K'n and Bnb? f /a%e roof
i
an(j ehg? f roof ouff from {jhfe?

r00/ (52. ).

This does not exclude the possibility that, for nouns, from which denominative d
verbs are derived, the corresponding (original) verbal stem may still be. found

either in Hebrew or in the dialects. The meaning, however, is sufficient to show

that the denominatives have come from the noun, not from the verbal stem,

e.g. i"02J>
a brick (verbal stem }3P to be white), denomin. J3,5 to make bricks;

3"1 a fish (verbal stem rWF to be prolific}, denomin. 3V1 to fish; f)^n to winter

(from ?ph autumn, -winter, stem fj^PI to pluck] ; pp to pass the summer (from pj5

summer, stem pp ^ be hot}.

39. Ground-form and Derived Stems.

1. The 3rd sing. masc. of the Perfect in the form of the pure stem a

(i.e. in Qal, see No.. 4) is generally regarded, lexicographically and

grammatically, as the fundamental or ground-form of the verb
( 30. a),

e.g. /t?j? he has killed. "1?3 he was heavy, fb he was little*. From

1

Comp. M. Schultze, Zur Formenlehre des semit. Verbs, Vienna, 1886.
2 For the sake of brevity, however, the meaning in Hebrew-English Lexicons

is usually given in the Infinitive, e. g. 1>,3 to learn, properly he has learnt.
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this form the other persons of the Perfect are derived, and the

Participle also is connected with it. >'Bp or PC?, like the Imperative

and Infinitive construct in sound, may also be regarded as an alterna-

tive ground-form, with which the Imperfect (see 47) is connected.

In verbs l
r/V (i.e. with 1 for their second radical) the stem-form, given both

in Lexicon and Grammar, is not the 3rd sing. masc. Perfect (consisting of two

consonants), but the form with medial 1, which appears in the Imperative and

Infinitive ; e. g. 3^ to return (3rd pers. perf. 3C>) : the same is the case in most

stems with medial *, e.g. \^\ tojudge.

2. From the pure stem, or Qal, the derivative stems are formed

according to an unvarying analogy, in which the idea of the stem

assumes the most varied shades of meaning, according to the changes

in its form (intensive, frequentative, privative, causative, reflexive,

reciprocal; some of them with corresponding passive forms), e.g.

IP? to learn, TB? to teach ; 3?^ to tie, S^aipn to lay ; BBB> to judge,

BB^fo to contend. In other languages such formations are regarded

as new or derivative verbs, e.g. Germ, fallen (to fall), /alien (to fell);

trinken (to drink), tra'nken (to drench); Lat. lactere (to suck, Germ.

saugen), lactare (to give suck, Germ, saugen); iacere (to throw), iacere

(to lie down); yiVo/xm, yewaa>. In Hebrew, however, these formations,

which are incomparably more regular and systematic than (e.g.) in

Greek, Latin, or English, are usually called, since the time of Reuchlin,

conjugations (among the Jewish grammarians D"1

^??, {.^.formations,

or more correctly species) of the primitive form, and are always treated

together in the grammar and lexicon \

3. The changes in the primitive form consist either in internal

modification by means of vowel-change and doubling of the middle

consonant (tap, taj?; ^ip, ^#P; comp. to lie, to lay ; to fall, to felt),

or in the repetition of one or two of the stem-consonants

ta-'Bi?), or finally in the introduction of formative additions

which may also be accompanied by internal change (."fpipn, ?tsj5nn).

Comp. 31. b.

In Aramaic the formation of the conjugations is effected rather by formative

additions than by vowel-change. The vocalic distinctions have mostly become

obsolete, so that, e.g. the reflexives with the prefix Jin, flN, riSI have entirely

usuq>ed the place of the Passives. On the other hand, Arabic has preserved great

1 The term Conjugation in Hebrew accordingly differs entirely from its meaning
in Greek and Latin grammar.
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wealth in both methods of formation, while Hebrew in this, as in other respects,

holds the middle place ( i. 6).

4. Grammarians differ as to the number and arrangement of these e

conjugations. The common practice, however, of calling them by
the old grammatical terms, prevents any misunderstanding. The

simple form is called Qal (72 light, because it has no formative

additions) ; the others (D
11

*!?! heavy, being weighted, as it were, with

the strengthening of consonants or formative additions) take their

names from the paradigm of 7J79 he has done 1

,
which was used in the

oldest Jewish grammatical works. Several of these have passives

which are distinguished from their actives by more obscure vowels.

The common conjugations (including Qal and the passives) are the

seven following, but only very few verbs exhibit them all :

Active. Passive.

1. Qal 7Cj? to kill (Comp. 52. e.) f
2. Niph'al 7Cp3 to kill oneself (rarely passive).

3. Pi'el 7Bp to kill many, to massacre. 4. Pu'al 7t3.

5. Hiph'fl 7Bjpn to cause to kill 6. Hoph'al 7Bpn.

7. Hithpa'el 7Kj5nri to kill oneself. [Very rare, Hothpa'al 713j5rin.]

There are besides several less frequent conjugations, some of which, g
however, are more common in the kindred languages, and even in

Hebrew (in the weak verb) regularly take the place of the usual

conjugations ( 55).

1 This paradigm was borrowed from the Arabic grammarians, and, according

to Bacher, probably first adopted throughout by Abulwalid. It was, however,

unsuitable on account of the guttural, and was, therefore, usually exchanged in

later times for *lj?S, after the example of Moses Qimhi. This verb has the

advantage, that all its conjugations are actually found in the Old Testament.

On the other hand, it has the disadvantage of indistinctness in the pronunciation

of some of its forms, e. g. JTIpB, DTnj3B. The paradigm of 70J3, commonly

used since the time of Danz, avoids this defect, and is especially adapted for

the comparative treatment of the Semitic dialects, inasmuch as it is found with

slight change (Arab, and Ethiop. ^Hp) in all of them. It is true that in Hebrew

it occurs only three times in Qal, and even then only hi poetic style (Ps. 139, 19.

Job 13, 15. 24, 14) ; yet it is worth retaining as a model which has been sanctioned

by usage. More serious is the defect, that a number of forms of the paradigm of

7Dp leave the beginner in doubt as to whether or not there should be a Dagel

in the Be
gadk

e
fhath letters, and consequently as to the correct division of the

syllables.
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In Arabic there is a greater variety of conjugations, and their arrangement

is more appropriate. According to the Arabic method, the Hebrew conjugations

would stand thus : I. Qal; 2. Pi'el and Pu'al; 3. PS'el and PS'al (see 55. 6} ;

4. Hiph'tl and Hoph'al; 5. Hithpael and Hothpaal; 6. HithpS'el (see 55. ) ;

7. NipVal; 8. Hithpael (see 54. /) ; 9. Pi'lei (see 55. rf). A more satisfactory

division would be into three classes : (i) The intensive Pi'el with the derived and

analogous forms Pu'al and Hithpa'el. (a) The causative Hiptiil with its passive

Hoph'al. and the analogous forms (SapKel and Tiph'el). (3) The reflexive or

passive Niph'al.

40, Tenses. Moods. Flexion.

.1. While the Hebrew verb, owing to these derivative forms or

conjugations, possesses a certain richness and copiousness, it is, on the

other hand, poor in the matter of tenses and moods. The verb has

only two tense-forms (Perfect and Imperfect, see the note on 47. a),

besides an Imperative (but only in the active), two Infinitives and

a Participle. All relations of time, absolute and relative, are expressed

either by these forms (hence a certain diversity in their meaning,

1 06 sqq.), or by syntactical combinations. Of moods properly

so called (besides the Imperfect and Imperative), only the Jussive and

Optative are sometimes indicated by express modifications of the

Imperfect-form ( 48).

2. The inflexion of the Perfect and Imperfect as to persons, differs

from that of the Western languages in having, to a great extent, distinct

forms for the two genders, which correspond to the different forms

of the personal pronoun. It is from the union of the pronoun with

the verbal stem that the personal inflexions of these tenses arise.

The following Table will serve for the beginner as a provisional

scheme of the formative syllables (affirmatives and preformatives}

of the two tenses. The three stem-consonants of the strong verb are

denoted by dots. Compare 44 sqq. and the Paradigms.

PERFECT.

Singular.

3- m.

3- /
2. m.

i. c.

Plural

\

2. m.

I. C.
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Plural.

]
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A. THE PURE STEM, OR QAL.

43. Its Form and Meaning,

The common form of the 3rd sing. masc. of the Perfect Qal is ?9i?,

with a (PathaK) in the second syllable, especially in transitive verbs

(but see 44. c). There is also a form with e (Sere, originally ;),

and another with o (Holem, originally )
in the second syllable, both

of which, however, have almost always an intransitive l

meaning, and

serve to express states and qualities, e.g."i?3 to be heavy, fb{5 to be small.

In Paradigm B a verb middle A, a verb middle E, and a verb middle are

accordingly given side by side. The second example "133 is chosen as showing,

at the same time, when the Daget lene is to be inserted or omitted.

Rem. i. The vowel of the second syllable is the principal vowel, and hence

on it depends the distinction between the transitive and intransitive meaning. The

Qames of the first syllable is lengthened from an original & (comp. in Arabic

q&tdlti), but it can be retained in Hebrew only immediately before the tone, or at

the most (with an open ultima) in the counter-tone with Metheg; otherwise, like

all the pretonic vowels (a, e), it becomes vocal $?wd, e.g. DPiptpp 2nd//r. masc.

In the Aramaic dialects the vowel of the first syllable is always reduced to Se
wa,

as 7tpj5
= Hebr. /Cp. The intransitive forms are pronounced in Arabic as qattta,

q&tttla; in Hebrew (after the rejection of the final vowel) f in the tone-syllable

has been regularly lengthened to e, and ii to o.

2. Examples of denominatives in Qal are : "IDPI to cover with fitch, from "VDPI

fitch; npD to salt, from ryD salt; "UE? (usually Hifh.') to buy or sell corn, from

"QJJ> corn; see above, 38. c.

44. Flexion of the Perfect of Qal*.

1. The formation of the persons of the Perfect is effected by the

addition of certain forms of the personal pronoun, and marks of the 3rd

fern. sing, and 3rd pi. (as afformatives] to the end of the verbal-stem,which

contains the idea of a predicate, and may be regarded, in meaning
if not in form, as a Participle or verbal adjective

3
. For the 3rd pers.

sing. masc. Perfect, the pronominal or subject idea inherent in the

1 But comp. such instances as Jer. 48, 5. In Arabic also, transitive verbs are

found with middle I, corresponding to Hebrew verbs with e in the second syllable.

Hence P. Haupt {Proceedings of the American Oriental Society, 1894, p. ci. sq.)

prefers to distinguish them as verba voluntaria and involuntaria.
3
Comp. Noldeke,

' Die Endungen des Perfects
'

(Untersuchungen zur semit.

Gramm. //.) in ZDMG., vol. 38, p. 407 sqq.
s On the connexion between the Perfect and the verbal adjective see 39. a, 50. b.

In intransitive verbs they both have exactly the same form, e.g. tOD he was full

and full; fbj3 he was small and small. In transitive verbs the participle has
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finite verb is sufficient : thus, ?9 he has killed, $~p9i? thou hast killed

(as it were, killing thou, or a killer thou}, a killer wast /fo#=nFiK />Bp ;

N" he was fearing, WT'N'V ye were fearing=.QR& X~>\ The ending

of the ist pers. plur. (
y~) is just as certainly to be connected with

the termination of ^D?^, ^ we. The afformative of the ist pers. sing.

(*ty is to be referred, by an interchange of 3 and n (cf. 33-./)>

to that form of the pronoun which also underlies ^iN, I
1

. In the

third person n_ (originally
J"l

, comp. below, letter /") is a mark of

the feminine, as in a great number of nouns ( 80. c), and * is the

termination of the plural ; comp., for the latter, the termination of

the 3rd and 2nd pers. plur. Imperf. una in Arabic and u (often also P)

in Hebrew, also una (in the construct state u) as the termination

of the masc. plur. of nouns in literary Arabic.

2. The characteristic Pathah of the second syllable becomes S*wd b

before an afformative beginning with a vowel, where it would otherwise

stand in an open syllable (as
n^?PT , ^9PT ;

but in pause ""I^?j3, vtpi?).

Before an afformative beginning with a consonant the Pathah remains,

whether in the tone-syllable (^i^i?, $\>, ^^i?, yN?5; in pause
I <

riptpi? &c.) or before it. In the latter case, however, the Qames of the

first syllable, being no longer a pretonic vowel, becomes vocal Sewd ;

as EfipBp, !^9P; comp. 27. i and 43. b. On the retention of a

with Metheg of the counter tone in the Perf. consecutive, comp. 49. i.

Rem. i. Verbs middle E in Hebrew (as in Ethiopic, but not in Arabic or C

Aramaic) generally change the .-sound in their inflexion into Pathah (frequently

so even in the 3rd sing. masc. Perf.). This tendency to assimilate to the more

common verbs middle A may also be explained from the laws of vocalization

of the tone-bearing closed penultima, which does not readily admit of Sere,

and never of a Hireq, of which the Sere is a lengthening (comp. 26. /).

On the other hand, Sere is retained in an open syllable ; regularly so in the

weak stems N'v ( 74. g\ before suffixes ( 59. *'), and in the pansal forms of

the strong stem in an open tone-syllable, e.g. HpIH it cleaveth, Job 29, 10
<

(not npin), comp. 2 Sam. i, 23. Job 41, 15 ; even (contrary to 29. y) in a closed

pausal syllable, e.g. f3{?, Deut. 33, 12 (out of pause ]3&, Is. 32, 16).

a different form (Pt?p) ',
but with /Bp may be compared the noun-form bl3p, which

very frequently expresses an inherent quality, as D3H wise, KHH new, 2nj (prop.

brightyellow} gold. Comp. 84. a. II. 3.
1

According to Noldeke, 1.1., p. 419, the original Semitic termination of the

1st sing. Perf. was most probably z2; comp. the Ethiopic qatalku, Arabic qataltu.

Halevy declares himself against the interchange of 3 and 0, in Les irregularity's

duparfait semitique (Melanges Renier, 1886, p. 447 sq.).
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d 2. In some weak stems middle A, the Pathah under the second radical some-

times, in a closed toneless syllable, becomes
, and, in one example, -7- . Thus

from CTP ; r
r.riBh'

l

1 and thou shalt possess it, Deut. 17, 14 ; DflB'TT Deut. 19, I
;

BPIB'T! Deut. 4, I, and frequently; from *1T to bring forth, to beget; *pijnb*

Ps. 2, 7(comp. Num. II, 12; Jer. 2, 27. 15, 10); from K^3; DFIl?Q} Mai. 3, 20; from

b#V; VnJjNB' I have asked him, i Sam. i, 20 (Jud. 13, 6), and' three times Dflbx^
I Sam. 12, 13. 25, 5. Job 21, 29. Qimhi already indicates the explanation, that the

f () of these forms of PNt? and BH 11 is the original vowel, since along with ^KB* and

B^V are also found PNB' and B>"V (see the Lexicon). The possibility of this explana-

tion cannot be denied (especially in the case of h\ see 69. j) ; the f in these forms

might, however, equally well have arisen from an attenuation of d ( 27. j), such

as must in any case be assumed in the other instances. Moreover, it is worthy
of notice that in all the above cases the I is favoured by the character of the

following consonant (a sibilant or lingual), and in most of them also by the

tendency towards assimilation of the vowels (comp. 54. k, and 64.^").

C 3. In verbs middle 0, the Holem is retained in the tone-syllable, e. g. rnis thou

didst tremble; V?3^
in pause for

\?2^ they -were able; but in a toneless closed

syllable the original short vowel reappears in the form of a Qames-hatnph ;

Vflj>3* I have prevailed against him, Ps. 13, 5 ; F[?3*\ (see 49. A) then shalt

thou be able, Ex. 18, 23; in a toneless open syllable it becomes vocal S^wd, e.g.

rtar
,

a .T :IT :IT*

f 4. Rarer forms l are : Sing. 3rd fern, in n (as in Arabic, Ethiopic, and
L *

Aramaic), e. g. n^TX it is gone, Deut. 32, 36 (but nn2BJl Is. 23, 15, which Qimhi

and others so explain, is more correctly to be taken as a Participle) ;
from a verb

Y'y, rQtJh, comp. 72. o. This original feminine ending -at is regularly retained

before suffixes, see 59. i
, a ; and similarly in stems H'v, both in the form at

(which is frequent also in stems N"? 74. g~), and also with the Pathah weakened

to vocal S"wd before the pleonastic ending n__, e.g. i"inp3 75. *. In Ezek. 31, 5

the Aramaic orthography, SH33 occurs instead of !"iri33.

g 2nd masc. nfl for
JJI (differing only orthographically), e. g. HfllJll thou hast

dealt treacherously, Mai. 2, 14 ; comp. Gen. 3, 12 (i"!firi3 which is twice as common

as flj"l3, comp. 66. h) ; Gen. 21, 23. 2 Sam. 2, 26. 2 Ki. 9, 3. Is. 2, 6. Ps. 56, 9

(so also in Hiph'U; 2 Ki. 9, 7. Is. 37, 23. Ps. 60, 4).

// 2nd fern, has sometimes a Yodh at the end, as in ^3?n thou wentest, Jer. 31, 21

(comp. 2, 33. 3, 4. 5. 46, n, especially common in Jeremiah, and Ezelc. 16; see,

however, Mic. 4, 13. Ruth 3, 3. 4). 'Jjlllpn
is really intended, for the vowel signs

in the text belong to the marginal reading ri3;>n (without *)
2 as in the corresponding

1

Many of these forms, which are uncommon in Hebrew, are usual in the other

Semitic dialects, and may, therefore, be called Aramaisms (Syriasms) or Arabisms.

They must not, however, be regarded as cases of borrowing, but as a return

to original forms.

2 Where the Masora apparently regards the *fl as the termination of the

2nd sing, fern., e.g. in Jer. 2, 20 (twice), Mic. 4, 13, it has rather taken the form
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"FIX CJjlK) 32. h. The ordinary form has rejected the final i, but it regularly

reappears when pronominal suffixes are added ( 58. i, f).

ist pers. comm. sometimes without Yodh, as F1JTP Ps, 140, 13. Job 42, 2. i Ki. I

8, 48. Ezek. 16, 59 (all in Knhibh), Ps. 16, 2 without a Q6re ;
in 2 Ki. 18, 20

also rnCN is really intended, as appears from Is. 36, 5. The Qere requires

the ordinary form, to which the vowels of the text properly belong, whilst the

K'thibh is probably to be regarded as the remains of an earlier orthography, which

omitted vowel-letters even at the end of the word.

fn as the termination of the 2nd plur. m. for DO Ezek. 33, 26, might just k

possibly be due to the following D (comp., for an analogous case, Mic. 3, 12,

87. e), but is probably a copyist's error. Plur. 2nd /em. in fUPl- (according

to others nHfl-) Am. 4, 3, but since fl follows, it is perhaps merely due to

dittography ; comp., however, flJriK 32. z.

3rd comm. has three times the termination
f}

1
; }WV Deut. 8, 3. 16 (each /

time before N, and hence, no doubt, if the text is correct, to avoid a hiatus), and

in the still more doubtful form ppif Is. 26, 16; on ^ in the Imperf. see 47. m;
on the affixed N in Jos. 10, 24. Is. 28, 12, see 23. i.

As in most Semitic languages (see 47. c, note\ the yd fern. plur. in Hebrew m
seems originally to have been distinguished from the 3rd masc. plur. by the

termination fl_ , as in Biblical Aramaic. Ndldeke (ZDMG. 1884, p. 411)

referred doubtfully for this to the textual readings in Deut. 21, 7. Jos. 15,4.

18, 12. 14. 19. Jer. 2, 15. 22, 6, where the Masora uniformly inserts the termina-

tion u, as well as Gen. 48, 10 in the Samaritan Pentateuch, and Gen. 49, 22.

i Sam. 4, 15. Ps. 18, 35. Neh. 13, 10. Mayer Lambert (Une serie de Qere ketib,

Paris, 1891, p. 6 sqq.) definitely explains all these Ke
thlbh, as well as Ps. 73, 2.

Jer. 50, 6 (?), and (against Noldeke) i Ki. 22, 49. Job 16, 16, also Jer. 48, 41.

51, 56. Ezek. 26, 2. Ps. 68, 14, as remains of the y& fern. plur. in H__ This

was abandoned as being indistinguishable from the (later) form of the ydfern, sing.,

but tended to be retained in the perfect of verbs n'v, as nTl K'thibh six times

in the above examples.

5. The afformatives ft
} (FIN

<IJ1
J
}3 are generally toneless, and the forms with n

these inflexions are consequently Mil'el (r66j3, &c.) ; with the other afformatives

they are Milra ( 15. c~). The place of the tone may, however, be shifted:

(a) by the pause ( 29, 4), whenever a vowel which has become vocal Sewa under

the second stem-consonant is restored by the pause; as nb&p for nbttp ^ilp':
I

I < f< l< <;
T T T T : V V 'T- T

for fljXW), and E>Dj5 for *btp (1N.7D for iftOO) ; (b} in certain cases after wdw
consecutive of the Perfect (see 49. h).

as ist pers, sing. (comp. Stade, Gramm. p. 253) ; so in Jud. 5, 7, where

on account of verse 12, must either have originally been intended as and sing fern.,

or is due to an erroneous pronunciation of the form DDp as RDp instead of

3rd sing. fern. HD^ (as LXX).
1 That these examples can hardly be referred to a primitive Semitic ending un

in the 3rd plur. Perf., has been shown by Noldeke in the ZDMG., vol. 38, p. 409 sqq. ;

comp. also ZDMG., vol. 32, p. 757 sq., where G. Hoffmann proves that the termina-

tions in Nun of the 3rd plur. in Aramaic, formerly adduced by us, are secondary
forms. [See alsp Driver, Heb. Tenses 3

, p. 6 note.~\
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<

6. Contraction of a final n with the H of the afformative occurs e. g. in ""PHS

Hag. 2, 5, &c. ; cf. Is. 14, 20, &c. in the Perf. Po'el and Deut. 4, 25 in the HipKtl
of nnE>; Is. 21, 2, &c. in the Hiph'il of n3B>. Contraction of a final 3 with the

afformative y occurs in ^2713 Gen. 34, 16
; mA^A. Ezr.p, 7, comp. 2Chron. 14, 10 ;

in Hiph. 2 Chrou. 29, 19 ; with the afformative H3 in the Imperfect Qal Ezek. 17, 23 ;

< <

Ar/Pki 71, 23, where with Baer flSJnn is to be read, according to others nSsPJl

(comp. in Pil. nUpipfl Ezek. 32, 16), but certainly not rOjnfl with the Mantua

ed., Opitius and Hahn; with H3 in the Imperat. Hiph. Gen. 4, 23. Is. 32, 9.

45. The Infinitive.

1. The Infinitive is represented in Hebrew by two forms, a shorter

and a longer ;
both are, however, strictly speaking, independent nouns

(verbal substantives). The shorter form, the Infinitive construct (in Qal

?bp
1

}
sometimes incorrectly 'top), is used in very various ways, some-

times in connexion with pronominal suffixes, or governing a substantive

in the genitive, or with an accusative of the object ( 115), sometimes

in connexion with prepositions (?'&? to kill, 114.f\ and sometimes

in dependence upon substantives as genitive, or upon verbs as accu-

sative of the object. On the other hand, the use of the longer form,

the Infinitive absolute (in Qal ^Bj?, sometimes also ^P,), is restricted

to those cases in which it emphasizes the abstract verbal idea, without

regard to the subject or object of the action. It stands most frequently

as an adverbial accusative along with a finite verb of the same stem

(see further 113. 2)*.

The flexibility and versatility of the Infin. constr. and the rigidity

and inflexibility of the Infin. absol. are reflected in their vocalization.

The latter has unchangeable vowels, while the o of the Infin. constr.

may be lost. For /top, according to 93. /, goes back to the ground-

form qutl (got1) ;
hence e. g. with a suffix, vBi? qot*li, my killing.

Other forms of the Infin. constr. Qal of the strong verb are

(a) ?Bp, e. g. 32t? to lie, Gen. 34, 7 ; ?B$ to sink, Eccles. 1 2, 4 ; especially

with verbs which have & in the second syllable of the Imperf. : hence sometimes

with those, whose second or third radical is a guttural (frequently besides the

ordinary form). All the examples (except 325?, see above) occur in the closest

connexion with the following word, or with suffixes (see 61. c]. In Ezek. 21, 33

1

Comp. the analogous forms of the noun, 93. /.

a The terms absolute and construct are of course not to be understood as

implying that the Infin. constr. ?bp forms the construct state (see 89) of the

Infin. absol. (7iBp ground-form qdt&t). In the Paradigms the Inf. constr., as the

principal form, is placed before the other, under the name of Infinitive simply.
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the Masora seems to treat l"Qt3p (verse 20, in pause 1120;)) as an Infinitive = 1302;

probably l"Qt9? should be read.

(Jf) i"Ptpj3 and, attenuated from it, rPlppj !"!,5t2p an<i !"6t5p (which are feminine d
forms 1 of ?Bp and ?bp, mostly from intransitive verbs, and sometimes found

along with forms having no feminine ending in use), e.g. nD^K^ to be guilty,

Lev. 5, 26, rnnN to love, rtWB> A? hate; nK"V|>, often in Deut.,"to/<*zr; Hip]

to fe 0/<af; HX")p to meet- (in DNlpp 19. ); riy3Tp to //<? down, Lev. 20, 16 ;

nriB>Dp to anoint, Ex.. 29, 29; nxm} to owA, Ex. 30, 18, &c.; nNDBJ) (also

a subst. = uncleanness, like nKDt2), to fo unclean, Lev. 15, 32 ; i"Q"lp to approach,

Ex. 36, 2 and elsewhere; comp. Deut. n, 22. Is. 30, 19. Ezek. 21, 16. Hag. 1,6;

also
njjrri

to fo/zr 0/; Ezek. 8, 6 ; ilbpn to pity, Ezek. 16. 5 ; comp. Hos. 7, 4.

On the other hand in rppn Gen. 19, 16, the original d has been modified to /;

comp. HpTTn Is. 8, ii and elsewhere.

(c) In the Aramaic manner (?t5p.O but cf. also Arab, maqtal], there occur as 6

Infin. Qal: tjnjO to cast out, Ezek. 36, 5 ; HI^O to send, Est. 9, 19 ; N"JpD to call

and VDD to depart, Num. 10, 2 (Deut. 10, n); nj5D to take, 2 Chron. 19, 7 and

elsewhere ; Xgflp to carry, Num. 4, 24 and elsewhere (comp. even fliXb'Pp Ezek.

17, 9) ; also with a feminine ending rpyo ^0 up, Ezr. 7, 9, &c.; comp. for these

forms (almost all very late) Ryssel, De Elohistae Pentateuchici sermone, p. 50,

and Strack in his Commentary on Num. 4, 24.

2. A kind of Gerund is formed by the Infin. conslr. with the prepo- f
sition p; as /tap.? #</ interficiendum, /^p ad? cadendum (see 28. a).

The blending of the p with the In/in, constr. into a single grammatical form g
seems to be indicated by the firmly closed syllable, comp. HSB'p Gen. 34, 7 ;

?33p Ps. 1 1 8, 13, with DageS lene in the = lin-pol; hence, also liq-^ol, &c.;

but >D33 binephol, Job 4, 13 ; ?B33 2 Sam. 3, 34. Exceptions N2i?p Num. 4, 23.

8, 24; pn3 :̂

Bnn3f> Jer. i, 10. 18, 7. 31, 28; Ttl0 Jer. 47, 4; Hbof) Jer.

n, 19, &c., Ps. 37, 14; according to some also 33Dp Num. 21, 4 and BQ3p
2 Chron. 28, 10 (Baer KODp) ; on the contrary (3^3 Gen. 35, 22 ; *13t3 Jer. 17, 2.

For the meaningless B'V"}'!? Ezr. 10, 16 read

46. The Imperative.

1. The ground-forms of the Imperative, .'bp. (properly q
e
tul, which a

is for an original qutul], and POp. (see below, letter c), the same in

pronunciation as the forms of the Infin. constr.
( 45), are also the

basis for the formation of the Imperfect ( 47)
2

. They represent

1
According to the remark of Elias Levita in Qimhi's Mikhlol, ed. Rittenb., 140,

these feminine forms occur almost exclusively in connexion with the preposition p.
a The Infin. absol., like the Greek Infin., is also sometimes used for tie

Imperative (
1 13. bb). Comp. in general, Koch

3
Der semitische Inf. (Schafihausen,

1874).
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the second person, and have both fern, and plur. forms. The third

person is supplied by the Imperfect in the Jussive ( 109. 3); and

even the second person must always be expressed by the Jussive,

if it be used with a negative, e.g. />bprr7K ne occidas (not ?bp~7K).

The passives have no Imperative, but it occurs in the reflexives,

as Niph'al and Hithpa'el
1
.

b 2. The Afformatives of the 2nd sing. fern, and the 2nd plur. masc.

andfern, are identical in every case with those of the Imperfect (47.2).
In the same way, the Imperative of the 2nd sing, masc., in common
with the Imperfect, admits of the lengthening by the H paragogicum

( 48. i), as, on the other hand, there are certain shortened forms

of this person analogous to the Jussive ( 48. 5).

C Rem. I. Instead of the form ?bp (sometimes also plene, e.g. "liCK> Eccles. 12, 13;

before Maqqeph "bcp with Qames-hatupk'), those verbs which have an a in the

final syllable of the Imperf. (i. e. especially verbs middle e) make their Imperative

of the form ?Cj?, e. g. COp dress'. (Perf. CO? and BQ;>) ; Spt? lie down I in pause

33^ i Sam. 3, 5. 6. 9.

d 2. The first syllable of the sing. fern, and plur. masc. are usually to be

pronounced with frivd medium (qifll, qiflu, and so <I

3DB', &c. without Daget lene,

and even SZB'O with Metheg, Ex. 12, 21
;
but compare "'BDN Jer. 10, 17, and with

the same phonetic combination ''ESJ'n Is. 47, 2
; see analogous cases in 93. tri) \

less frequently we find an d instead of the f, e. g. "OpE rule, Jud. 9, 10; ^K'D

draw, Ez. 32, 20
; to~in Jer. 2, 12 (comp. ""inn Is. 44, 27) ; on *DDp i Sam. 28, 8

Qe
rf; ^pyV Jer. 22, 20 (comp. i Ki. 13, 7), see 10. g. This 8 arises (see above,

letter a) from a singular ground-form qiitill, not from a retraction of the original it

of the second syllable. We must abandon the view that the forms with f in the

first syllable (cf. also "HEX, ^H, ^310, "H^y) arise from a weakening of the

characteristic vowel 8. They, or at least some of them, must rather be regarded

with Earth (ZDMG. 1889, p. 182) as analogous to the original f-imperfects. See

further analogies in 47. * and 48. i; 61. b, 63. .

e The pausal form of the 2nd plur. masc. is V")T3 i Ki. 3, 26 ; from VDB^

tyDB', &c. ; similarly the 2nd sing. fern, in pause is ^hj! Is. 23, 12
; even without

the'fause ^D Jnd. 9, 10. ia, Ke
th.; n?iDj? i Sam. 28, 8, K*th. (comp. with this

also nS^D, &c., 48. ; from npt?, -"HDP Joel 2, 21.

/
* : ' T : '

f 3. In the 2nd plur. fern. JJJCB' occurs once, in Gen. 4, 33 (for HiyDB') with loss

of the H and insertion of a helping vowel, unless it is simply to be pointed
< . *

T fJflpB>.
Also instead of the abnormal

|S"](3 Ex. 2, 20 (for i"l3&p.i?) we should

perhaps read as in Ruth i, 2O
T |Nlj5 (comp. TfKXp I, 9 and

Tpp i, ia).

1 In Hoph'al an Imperative is found only twice (Ezek. 32, 19. Jer. 49, 8), and

closely approximating in meaning to the reflexive.
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47. The Imperfect and its Inflexion.

1. The persons of the Imperfect
1

,
in contra-distinction to those a

of the Perfect, are formed by placing abbreviated forms of the personal

pronoun (preformatives) before the stem, or rather before the abstract

form of the stem ('top). As, however, the tone is retained on the

characteristic vowel of the Stem-form, or even (as in the 2nd sing.fern.

and the %rd and 2nd plur. masc.) passes over to the afformatives, the

preformatives of the Imperfect appear in a much more abbreviated

form than the afformatives of the Perfect, only one consonant
(*, PI, N, 3)

remaining in each form. But as this preformative united to the stem-

form was not always sufficient to express at the same time differences

both of gender and number, the distinction had to be indicated, in

several cases, by special afformatives. Comp. the Table, 40. c .

2. The derivation and meaning, both of the preformatives and the b

afformatives, can still, in most cases, be recognized.

In the first pers. /tops, plur. 7toj53, X is probably connected with

^K, and 3 with ^HS here no indication of gender or number by

a special ending was necessary. As regards the vocalization, the

1 On the use of the Semitic Perfect and Imperfect cf. 106 sqq. and the

literature cited in 106. For our present purpose the following account will

suffice: The name Imperfect is here used in direct opposition to the Perfect,

and is to be taken in a wider sense than in Latin and Greek grammar. The

Hebrew (Semitic) Perf. denotes in general that which is concluded, completed,

and past, that which has happened and has come into effect ; but at the same

time, also that which is represented as accomplished, even though it be continued

into present time or even be actually still future. The Imperf. denotes, on the

other hand, the beginning, the unfinished, and the continuing, that which is just

happening, which is conceived as in process of coming to pass, and hence, also,

that which is yet future ; likewise also that which occurs repeatedly or in

a continuous sequence in the past (Latin Imperf.). It follows from the above

that the once common designation of the Imperf. as a Future emphasizes only
one side of its meaning. In fact, the use of Indo-Germanic tense-names for the

Semitic tenses, which was adopted by the Syrians under the influence of the Greek

grammarians, and after their example by the Arabs, and finally by Jewish scholars,

has involved many misconceptions. The Indo-Germanic scheme of three periods

of time (past, present, and future) is entirely foreign to the Semitic tense-idea,

which regards an occurrence only from the point of view of completed or incom-

plete action. In the formation of the two tenses the primary distinction is that

in the Perfect the verbal stem precedes and the indication of the person is added

afterwards for precision, while in the Imperf. the subject, from which the action

proceeds or about which a condition is predicated, is expressed by a prefixed

pronoun.
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Arabic points to the ground-forms aqtiil and naqtiil: the i of the

i st plur. is, therefore, as in the other preformatives, attenuated from a.

The Sfghdl of the ist sing, is probably to be explained by the pre-

ference of the x for this sound (comp. 22. o, also 5i./>) ; according

to Qimhi, it arises from an endeavour to avoid the similarity of sound

between ?b|?X (which is the Babylonian punctuation) and 7'Bi, which,

according to this view, was likewise pronounced iqtol
1
.

The preformative n of the second persons (^i?1
?, ground-form

tdqtul, &c.) is, without doubt, connected with the n of n^^, BRX, &c.,

and the afformative V- of the 2nd fern. sing, yipipn with the i of the

original feminine form ''PIK
(see 32. K). The afformative

* of the

2nd masc. plur. wjpri (in its more complete form, }}, see Rem. 4)

is the sign of the plural, as in the 3rd pers., and also in the Perfect

( 44. /).
In the Imperfect, however, it is restricted in both persons

to the masculine 2
,
while the afformative H3

(also Tf) of the 3rd and

2nd plur. fern, is probably connected with njn eae and rwriK vos (fern.).

The preformatives of the third persons (*
in the masc. ?Bi

s
,

ground-form yaqtiil, plur. WBj, ground-form yaqtulU ; n in the fern,

btopn, plur. njpbjpPi) have not yet met with any satisfactory explanation.

With n might most obviously be compared the original feminine

1

Compare 24. e. In favour of the above view of Qimhi may be urged the

phonetic orthography E>N (in Prov. 18, 24 K^K), 2 Sam. 14, 19. Mic. 6, 10,

for K, and 'B^N i Chron. 2,13 for^ (as verse 12). Also rOTNH Mic. 6, 11

is probably for
'|Kn

=
'}V1, IpBN Is. 10, 12 for YpS?; *]CmK Is. 51, 19 forTJCnr;

and conversely (according to \Vellhausen, Text der BB. Sam. p. 5) "GK>B" was

written for "\yy B'^N. Similarly, v\V* I Sam. 14, 49 is probably for }>{? or H^
;N

;

in a Sam. 23/8 rDBQ 3^ is, according to the LXX, an error for nt?3B = nE'ab'K.

In Assyrian also the simple * corresponds to the Hebrew * as the preformative

of the Impf. Qal.
4 This is also the proper gender of the plural syllable rf, fin. In Hebrew,

certainly, it is used in the 3rd plur. Perfect for both genders, but in the kindred

languages only for the masculine, e. g. in Syriac qPtdlfi, q'tdhln, with the feminine

form q
e
tdlfn, in Western Aramaic q'tdlti, fern. q*tdla; in Arabic q&talA, fern.

q&ldlnd, Ethiopic qtiifilfi, qflt&l&.
3 The usual derivation of the * from the 1 of the pronoun N^!"l, comparing

3B^ for HEO ( 69), has little in its favour, and does not explain the Yodh preforma-

five of the plural. Rodiger conjectured that there formerly existed a corresponding

pronoun of the 3rd pers. (ya?), and compared the Amharic y?h (this) and_ya (who),

on the assumption that these are old Semitic forms. It is deserving of notice,

moreover, that in Arabic and Western Aramaic Yodh also appears as the preforma-

tive of the y&fem. plur. (see below, letter k}.
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ending J"l_ of nouns, and of the 3rd fern. sing, perfect. For the

afformatives *
(P) and '"13, see letter c.

3. The characteristic vowel of the second syllable becomes Sfwd e

before tone-bearing afformatives which begin with a vowel, but is

retained (as being in the tone-syllable) before the toneless afformative

H3 . Thus : 'fepn, #Bj, #Dpn (but in pause ^Bpn, &c.), rub'opn.

Rem. i. The o of the second syllable (as in the inf. constr. and imper.), being f
lengthened from an original & in the tone-syllable, is only tone-long (9. *")

Hence it follows that : (a) it is only incorrectly, although somewhat frequently,

written plene; (b} before Maqqeph the short vowel reappears as Qames-hatuph,
e. g. D^^np'l and he wrote there, Jos. 8, 32 (but compare also Ex. 21, 37. Jos.

18, 20) ; (c~) it becomes Sewd before the tone-bearing afformatives
" and 1 (see

above, No. 3 ; but Jerome still heard e. g. iezbuleni = *3?3r 5 cf. ZA W. iv. 83).

Quite anomalous are the three examples which, instead of a shortening to S?wd, g
exhibit a long u: DH ^C^2^ Ex. 18, 26, immediately before the principal pause,

but according to Qimhi (ed. Rittenb. p. i8b
), and against our editions, with the

tone on the ultima
; likewise nflp nOjtfriA Ruth 2, 8 ; D^IBIpn (in principal

pause) Prov. 14, 3. In the first two cases perhaps toiSB'? and "'"I^Iiyri (for }B3K*
;

&c.) are intended, in virtue of a retrogressive effect of the pause, while in Prov. 14, 3

D :HDK>ri is to be read, with August MUller.

The o of the second syllable is to be found almost exclusively with verbs middle Ji

a, like ?(3p. Intransitives middle a and e almost always keep a (PathahY, in the

impf., e.g. Y^l, P3T to cotlfh
, 3?^, 3IK>? to lie down (ID^, 1DJP to learn is

also originally intransitive = to accustom oneself} ; ,H3
,
s^W to become great (but

comp. |DE> and f3K> imperf. \2W\ to dwell and to inhabit, 733 imperf. ?3^

to wither} ; also from verbs middle o, as fbp to be small, the imperf. has the form

B?.
Sometimes both forms occur together ;

those with o having a transitive, and I

those with a an intransitive meaning, e. g. "lifp
s he cuts off, ~f$\>\

he is cut off,
i. e.

is short; B^H impf. o, to overcome, Ex. 17, 13 ; impf. a, to be overcome, Job 14, 10.

More rarely both forms are used without any distinction, e.g. "-\ffl
and 7]B^

he bites, ^SH
11 and fbrV he is inclined (but only the latter with a transitive

meaning = he bends, in Job 40, 17). On the a of the impf. of verbs middle and

third guttural, comp. 64. b ; 65. b. In some verbs first guttural ( 63. ),

V"y ( 67-/),
V/D ( 69. i), and N

r/Q ( 68. i), and in
fj-P foryinten from

[nil
to give,

instead of d or o a moveable Sere (originally ?) is found in the second syllable.

A trace of these /'-imperfects
2 in the ordinary strong verb is probably to be found in

^DtpT 2 Ki. 7, 8, since fOD otherwise only occurs in Qal. We call these three

forms of the imperfect after their characteristic vowel impf. o, impf. a, impf. e.

1 This d is, however, by no means restricted to intransitives in the strong verb ;

apart from verbs third guttural ( 65. b}, it is to be found in J"Q and y"y, and in

many verbs N"Q and ^"3 ( 69-71).
2
Cf. Earth, 'Das /-Imperfekt im Nordsemitischen,

1 ZDMG. 1889, p. 177 sqq.

K
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k 3- For the 3rd sing.fern. ?bj?J;l (
=

tiq-tol\, Baer requires in I Sam. 25,

(read with ed. Mant. &c. B>3BJjl).
For the and sing. fern, (yCpR) the form

is found in Is. 57, 8. Jer. 3, 5. Ezek. 22, 4. 23, 32, in every cnse after the regular

form
;
but cf. also Ezek. 26, 14. For the 3rd plur.fem. n3pbj?r> we find in Jer.

<.

49, n, in pause ^PIDIlJ;! (for nantpDFl), and thrice (as if to distinguish it from the

2nd pers.) the form nap'6p^ with the preformative
^
(as always in Western Aram.,

Arab., Eth., and Assyr.), in Gen. 30, 38. i Sam. 6, 12. Dan. 8, 22. On the other

hand, robbpJjl appears in some cases to have been incorrectly used even for the

fern, of the 3rd pers. or for the masc. of the 2nd pers. sing, as nanpK>Fl Jud. 5, 26,

where, however, perhaps nsn^E'ljl is to be read, and Obad. 13, for 2nd sing, masc.,

according to Olshausen a corruption of T rD^'n ', comp. Prov. i, 20. 8, 3. In Ex.

i., 10 read ^Nlpn ;
in Is. 27, n. 28, 3, as also in Job 17, 16, it is equally possible

to explain the form as a plural. This small number of examples hardly justifies

our finding in the above-mentioned passages the remains of an emphatic form of

the Impf., analogous to the Arab. Modus energicus I, with the termination tinnti.

I For H3 we frequently find, especially in the Pentateuch and mostly after wdw

consecutive (see 49. 2), simply T | nd, e.g. Gen. 19, 33. 36. 37, 7. Ex. i, 18. 19.

15, 20. Num. 25, 2. Ezek. 3, 20. 16, 55 ; in Arab, always n&. According to Elias

Levita, T fB>Ztpr) (2 Sam. 13, 18) is the only example of this kind in the strong verb.

The form nynaMJrl (so both Qimhi and ed. Mant.; but Baer rUHSarnJ for

they were high, Ezek. 16, 50, is irregular, with *_ inserted after the manner of

verbs JJ"V and VJJ 67. d; 72. i; according to Olshausen it is an error caused

by the following form.

m 4. Instead of the plural forms in * there are, especially in the older

Books, over 300 forms 1 with the fuller ending p (with Nun paragogi-

cum), always bearing the tone
; compare 29. m and 44. /, on its

retention before suffixes 60. e ; also defectively ^"V Ex. 21, 18.

22, 8, &c. This usually expresses marked emphasis, and conse-

quently occurs most commonly at the end of sentences (in the

principal pause), in which case also the (pausal) vowel of the second

syllable is generally retained. Thus there arise full-sounding forms

such as fV^'p^ they collect, Ps. 104, 28
; fW they tremble, Ex. 15, 14 ;

\\yci&n ye shall hear, Deut. i, 17; comp. Jos. 24, 15, with Segolta ;

Is. 17, 12 twice, in verse 13 with Zaqeph qaion, 41,5 after wow consec.

Without the pause, e.g. Ps. u, 2 JVJ'p p3"}", comp. 4, 3. Gen.

18, 28. 29. 30 sqq. 44, i. Jos. 4, 6 (fvNB^) ;
Is. 8, 12. i Sam. 9, 13.

Ruth 2, 9 (P~>|^ and p2SB^); Jud. n, 18 after wdw consec,

Some of these examples may be partly due to euphonic laws, e. g. certainly

Ex. 17, 5. Num. 16, 29. 32, 20. i Sam. 9, 13. i Ki. 9, 6, and often, to avoid

1

[See details in Bottcher, 930; and cf. Driver on i Sam. 2, 15.]
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a hiatus before N or J?. It was, however, the pause especially which exerted an

influence on the restoration of this older and fuller termination (cf. 159.^, note),

as is manifest from Is. 26, II : ^D"1

^ 'If H*1

fVfn'
l~,>2 they see not ; may they see

and become ashamed. All this applies also to the corresponding forms in the

1 mperfect of the derived conjugations
1
. In Aramaic and Arabic this earlier

J}

(old Arabic And} is the regular termination
;
but in some dialects of vulgar Arabic

it has also become zJ.

With an affixed K we find (in the imperf. Niph'al) K^H*1

Jer. 10, 5, evidently //

an error for ^NJJ^ ,
caused by the preceding NKM. In DVtJ'B' 11 Is. 35, I, the ending

j}
is changed into Q} before the following JO.

5. Corresponding to the use of
\\

for } there occurs in the 2nd sing, fern., O

although much less frequently, the fuller ending f (as in Aram, and Arab. ; old

Arab, hid}, always with the tone, for *
generally again in the principal pause,

and almost in all cases with retention of the vowel of the penultima ;
thus ppznjjl

Ruth 2, 8. 21, cf. 3, 4. 18. i Sam. i, 14 (flBJRK'fi). Jer. 31, 22. Is. 45, 10.

6. On the reappearance in pause of the o which had become Sfwa in the forms p
vtppri, &c., see above, letter e; similarly, the imperfects with a restore this vowel

in pause and at the same time lengthen it (as a tone-vowel) to d, hence, e. g.

'b'nJfi v'W This influence of the pause extends even to the forms without
T: ' -,:

, ,

afformatives, e.g. SHM, in pause P^J3*1. Only the fuller forms in tin and in have

the tone always on the ultima, since the vowels *2 and / in a closed final syllable

never allow of the retraction of the tone.

48. Shortening and Lengthening of the Imperfect and Imperative.

The Jussive and Cohortative.

1. Certain modifications which take place in the form of the a

imperfect, and express invariably, or nearly so, a distinct shade of

meaning, serve to some extent as a compensation for the want of special

forms for the Tempora relativa and for certain moods of the verb.

2. Along with the usual form of the imperfect, there exists also b

a lengthened form of it (the cohortaiive), and a shortened form (the

jussive)*. The former occurs (with few exceptions) only in the ist

person, while the latter is mostly found in the 2nd and 3rd persons, and

less frequently in the ist person. The laws of the tone, however, and

of the formation of syllables in Hebrew, not infrequently precluded

the indication of the jussive by an actual shortening of the form :

1
It is to be observed that the Chronicles often omit the NAn, where it is found

in the parallel passage in the Books of Kings ; comp. i Ki. 8, 38. 43 with 2 Chron.

6, 29. 33 ;
i Ki. 12, 24. 2 Ki. n, 5 with 2 Chron. n, 4. 23, 4.

2 The perfect has only one form, singe it cannot be used, like the imperfect,

to express mood-relations (see 106. /).

K 2
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consequently it often and, in the imperfect forms with afformatives,

always coincides with the ordinary imperfect (indicative) form.

In classical Arabic the difference is almost always evident. That language

distinguishes, besides the indicative ydqtulti, (a) a subjunctive, yaqtuld ; (&*)

a jussive, yaqttil; (c) a double 'energetic' mood of the impf., yaqtttlannd and

yXqtiil&n, in pause yaqttila, the last form thus corresponding to the Hebrew

cohortative.

c 8. The characteristic of the cohortative form consists in a long
n__ affixed to the ist pers. sing, or plur., e.g. '"V^pX from /'BpX

1

. It

occurs in almost all conjugations and classes of the strong and weak

verb (except of course in the passives), and this final n__ has the tone

wherever the afformatives * and * would have it. As before these

endings, so also before the n__ cohortative, the moveable vowel of the

last syllable of the verbal form becomes &wd, e.g. in Qal '"HplpX

I will observe, in Pi'el nj5ri3J let us break asunder, Ps. 2, 3 ; on flu", s

Is. 18, 4 tyre* (comp. also 27, 4. Ezr. 8, 25, &c.), see 10. h ; with

the Ke
thibh of these passages, compare the analogous cases It2l2t?\

&c., 47.^. On the other hand, an unchangeable vowel in the final

syllable is retained as tone-vowel before the n__, as (e.g.) in Hiph.

JTV3JK / will praise. Finally (as before u and f), the vowel which

became S*wd is restored in pause as tone-vowel
;
thus for the cohorta-

tive "T}9^ the pausal form is n7^?, Ps. 59, 10; comp. Gen.

18, 21. Is. 41, 26.

d The change of H into the obtuse H seems to occur in i Sam. 28, 15,

unless, with Nestle, we are to assume a blending of readings, fcOpNI and mpKIT : v T v': v T *

and with the 3rd pers. Ps. 20, 4, in a syllable sharpened by a following Dagetforte

conjunct. ; compare similar cases of the change of H into the obtuse H

in 80. d ; perhaps, however, ripEn** with suffix is rather intended. An H

cohort, is also found with the 3rd pers. in Is. 5, 19 (twice); Ezek. 23, 20, and

again in verse 16 according to the Qf
rf, but in both these cases without any

influence on the meaning, as also Prov. i, 20 and 8, 3 ; see above, 47. k.

Probably another instance occurs in Job u, 17, although there nBJ.Tl might also,

with Qimhi, be regarded as 2nd masc. The doubly irregular form nnxiffl

Dent. 33, 16 (for nKiOFI = N^fl) is to be explained with Olshausen and Konig
as a scribal error, due to a confusion with J"lS13n in verse 14. For

^jriNi^TI

Job 22, 21 the noun ^jnXllTl thine increase, might be meant, but the Masora

has evidently intended an imperfect with the ending at, instead of H before the

1

Probably this d is abridged from the syllable an, which in Arabic (see above,

Kern, to letter b~) is used for the formation of the '

energetic
'

mood, and in

Hebrew (see the foot-note to 58. /) often stands before suffixes.
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suffix; on the analogy of the 3rd sing. fern, perfect, see 59. i, a; on TlfeOni

I Sam. 25, 34, see 76. g.

The cohortative expresses the direction of the will to an action and e

thus denotes especially self-encouragement (in the ist plur. an

exhortation to others at the same time), a resolution or a wish, as

an optative, &c., see- io8i

4. The general characteristic of the jussive form of the imperfect f
is rapidity of pronunciation, combined with a tendency to retract

1

the tone from the final syllable, in order by that means to express

the urgency of the command in the very first syllable. This

tendency has, in certain forms, even caused a material shortening of

the termination of the word, so that the expression of the command

appears to be concentrated on a single syllable. In other cases,

however, the jussive is simply marked by a shortening of the vowel of

the second syllable, without its losing the tone, and very frequently

(see above, letter
l>)

the nature of the form does not admit of any

alteration. It is not impossible, however, that even in such cases the

jussive in the living language was distinguished from the indicative by

a change in the place of the tone.

In the strong verb the jussive differs inform from the indicative g
only in Hiph'tl (juss. ^P., ind. -^i?-), and similarly in the weak verb,

wherever the imperfect indicative has f in the second syllable, e.g.

from 3B*
T impf. Hiph. 3*B^, juss.

3B^
;
from nD, IVDJ and HD; ;

also

in Qal of the verbs l"JJ and V/
V, as nfr, ind. racj; *?%> ind - ^; in a11

conjugations of verbs fl"?, so that the rejection (apocope) of the ending
"I in Qal and Hiph. gives rise to monosyllabic forms, with or

without a helping vowel under the second radical, e.g. Qal ind. '"W,

juss. ?; Hiph. ind. n^J!, juss. ?j; also in the Pi el W from the

indie, ni2P
(called the apocopated imperfects). But even so almost all

2

the plural forms of the jussive coincide with those of the indicative,

except that the jussive excludes the lengthened ending fi. Neither do

1
According to Praetorius, however (ZAW. 1883, p. 24 sq.), those cases in

which the penultima of the jussive, or of the imperfect consecutive (see 49. 2)

bears the tone, are survivals of the oldest Hebrew tone-system; see notes on

44. 6, and 75. hh.

2
Only in ist plur. do we find a few shortened forms, as "IXBO I Sam. 14, 36,

parallel with cohortatives
;
and Knj Is. 41, 23 Ke

th.
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the forms of the 2nd sing, fern., as y^n, WDB, v?J?, &c., admit of

any change in the jussive, nor any forms of the singular or plural
<

to which suffixes are attached, e.g. ^rvoijl as ind. Jer. 38, 15, as

jussive Jer. 41, 8.

Ji The meaning of this form is similar to that of the cohortative,

except that in the jussive the command or wish is limited almost

exclusively to the 2nd or 3rd pers. On special uses of the jussive,

e.g. in hypothetical sentences (even in the ist pers.), see 109. 2.

/ 5. The imperative, in accordance with its other points of connexion

with the imperfect in form and meaning, admits of a similar lengthening

(by n_, Arab, imper. energicus, with the ending -anna or -an, in pause

-a) and shortening. Thus in Qal of the strong verb, the lengthened

form of ~to& guard is H'llDB' 1

(som
e

ra, comp. yEp. ?//*#, 46. d) ;

3% '"91V Jer- 49> IJ
'>

a^> n??^ h'e down; J?P^, nj?ttB> hear, in lesser
< .

pause '"iy?'P Dan. 9, 19. Comp., however, also JTJ3D sell, Gen. 25, 31,

notwithstanding the impf. "13D? ; n3"ij? Job 33, 5 (comp. *3")V Jer. 46, 3),

but impf. ^Pj; n?9^ ^^A Num. n, 16 (for 'DK comp. 63. / and

the plural ^DN), but 2nd masc. ^DN; rnw Ps. 141,3. Earth (see

above, 47. z note) finds in these forms a trace of old imperfects in
*',

cf. 63. n. On the other hand, '"Q")5 Ps. 69, 9, but impf. 2!P
:
?.

Without n, we have the form ^ go, Num. 23, 13. Jud. 19, 13. The

form 7bp in pause becomes ""y^P., the form bcp becomes '"V&P. , e.g.

rnian and ng") (in both cases with Tiphha] Is. 32, n; ntJn? Deut.

33, 23. But also without the pause we find neb's Is. 32, u ;
n3i7D

Jud. 9, 8 Ke
th. and naVtt Ps. 26, 2 A^M., on which see 46. *.

^ The shortened imperative is found only in verbs n"^>, e.g. in Pi'el

?3 from n?3. The shade of meaning conveyed by the imperatives

with n__ is not always so perceptible as in the cohortative forms of the

imperfect, but the longer form is frequently emphatic, e. g. D^p rise up,
<

riD^p up I f^ give, n3J|l give up !

I Rem. The form njH for njH, accepted in Prov. 24, 14 by the best authorities,

is evidently due to the influence of the PI (h8] which follows it in close connexion,

and is therefore analogous to the cases discussed in 22. c, and 37. d, of an a

passing into Se
gh6l; for other examples of the kind, see above, letter d, 73. J,

and 80. i. On the other hand, it is doubtful whether H3T Jud. 9, 29 (from

1 On the reading mDv? (i. e. ianpra, according to the Jewish grammarians),

required by the Masora in Ps, 86, 2. 119, 167 (cf. also Is. 38, 14, and "OlDfc? Ps.

16, i), see 9. v ; on H3^D, Jud. 9, 8 K'lh., see 46. e.
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HT1) is intended for i"QT, and not rather for the common form of the imperative

Pi el n31- In favour of the former explanation it may be urged that the impera-
<

tive HNlf (from X3P) follows immediately after; in favour of the latter, that the

ending H
}
with imperatives of verbs !"l

/
'v, is not found elsewhere, and also that

here no guttural follows (as in Prov. 24, 14).

49. Tfie Perfect and Imperfect with Wdw Consecutive,

1. The use of the two tense-forms, as is shown more fully in the a

Syntax ( 106, 107, comp. above, 47, note on letter a), is by no

means restricted to the expression of the past or future. One of the

most striking peculiarities in the Hebrew consecution of tenses !

,
is the

phenomenon that, in representing a series of past events, only the first

verb stands in the perfect, and the narration is continued in the

imperfect. Conversely, the representation of a series of future events

begins with the imperfect, and is continued in the perfect. Thus in

2 Ki. 20, i, In those days was Hezekiah sick unto death (perf.), and

Isaiah . . . came (imperf.) to him, and said (imperf.) to him, &c. On

the other hand, Is. 7, 1 7, the Lord shall bring (imperf.) upon thee . . .

days, &c.
; 18, and it shall come to pass (perf. iTrtt) in that day . . .

This progress in the sequence of time, is regularly indicated by b

a pregnant and (called wdw consecutive)*, which in itself is really only

a variety of the ordinary wdw copulative, but which sometimes (in the

1 The other Semitic languages do not exhibit this peculiarity, excepting the

Phoenician, the most closely related to Hebrew, and of course the Moabitish

dialect of the Mesa inscription, which is practically identical with Old Hebrew.
2 This name best expresses the prevailing syntactical relation, for by waw

consecutive an action is always represented as the direct, or at least temporal

consequence of a preceding action. Moreover, it is clear from the above examples,

that the wdw consecutive can only be thus used in immediate conjunction with the

verb. As soon as wdw, owing to an insertion (e. g. a negative), is separated from

the verb, the imperfect follows instead of the perfect consecutive, the perfect

instead of the imperfect consecutive. The fact that whole Books (Lev., Num.,

Josh., Jud., Sam., 2 Kings, Ezek., Ruth, Esth., Neh., 2 Chron.) begin with the

imperfect consecutive, and others (Exod., i Kings, Ezra) with wdw copulative,

is taken as a sign of their close connexion with the historical Books now or

originally preceding them. Compare, on the other hand, the independent beginning

of Job and Daniel. It is a merely superficial description to call the waw consecu-

tive by the old-fashioned name wdw conversive, on the ground that it always
converts the respective tenses into their opposites, i.e., according to the old view,

the future into the preterite, and vice versa.
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imperf.) appears with a different vocalization. Further, the tenses

connected by wdw consecutive sometimes undergo a change in the

tone and consequently are liable also to other variations.

2. The wdw consecutive of the imperfect is (a) pronounced with

Pathah and a Dages forte in the next letter, as P'BP.?1 and he killed;

before N of trie ist pers. sing, (according to 22. i) with Qames,

as 'ttp.X^
and I killed. Exceptions are, ?IB?1*1 Ezek. 16, 10 according

to the Diqduqe ha-famim, 71; also ^nnbs^ 2 Sam. i, 10 according

to Qimhi ;
but in Jud. 6, 9 KT^NT should be read according to Baer,

and 'N\ in both places in Jud. 20, 6. Dages forte is always omitted

in the preformative 1, in accordance with 20. m.

() When a shortening of the imperfect form is possible (comp.

48. g), it takes effect, as a rule (but cf. 51. n), after wdw consec.,

e.g. in Hiphil -'PP?! ( 53. n). The tendency to retract the tone from

the final syllable
1

is even stronger after wdw consec. than in the

jussive. The throwing back of the tone on to the penultima (condi-

tional upon its being an open syllable with a long vowel, 29. a),

further involves the greatest possible shortening of the vowel of the

ultima, since the vowel then comes to stand in a toneless closed
.< <

syllable, e.g. D^p', juss. EpJ, with wdw consec. Ep^l and he arose
( 67. n

and x, 68. d, 69. p, 71, 72. / and aa, 73. e}\

In the first pers. sing, alone the retraction of the tone and even the

reducing of the long vowel in the final syllable (u to d, f to e) are not

usual 3
,
and the apocope in verbs it"? occurs more rarely; e.g. always

E^pKI (or Dp.NI, a merely orthographic difference), and I arose, Hiph.

B'psi : ntONl. and I saw, more frequently than NiHl, 75. /. On the

other hand, the form with final i"l is often used in the ist pers. both

sing, and plur., especially in the later Books, e.g. nnptW and I sent,

Gen. 32, 6. 41, IK 43, 21. Jud. 6, 9. 10. i Sam. 2, 28. 28, 15. 2 Sam.

22, 24. Ps. 3, 6. 7, 5. 90, 10. 119, 55. Job i, 15 sqq. Ezra 7, 28.

8, 25. 9, 3. Neh. 2, 13. 5, 7. 8. 13. 6, n. 13, 7-11. 21 sqq., &c.

1

Compare, however, above, note on 48. f.
2 The plural forms in

JS
also occur less frequently after wdw consecutive; comp.,

however, fQ^VI Jud. 8, i. II, 18. Am. 6, 3. Ezek. 44, 8. Deut. 4, u. 5, 20. The

2nd fern. sing, in p never occurs after waw consecutive.

3 In the ist plur. TD)?31 Neh. 4, 3 is the only instance in which the vowel

remains unreduced (comp. 31BW , i. e. 2^3! , 4, 9 K'th. ; Qrt yyyf). On the

treatment of the tone in the imperfect, imperative, and infinitive Nifh'al, see 5 1 . .
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Sometimes, as in Ps. 3, 6, not without a certain emphasis of expression.

In Is. 8, 2 "TI^Nl may have been originally intended; in Ps. 73, 16

'mo and in Job 30, 26 'W.

This } is in meaning a strengthened wdw copulative, and resembles in pronuncia- f
tion the form which is retained in Arabic as the ordinary copula (wd)

l
. The close

connexion of this wd with the following consonant, caused the latter in Hebrew
to .take Dages, especially as & could not have been retained in an open syllable.

Comp. iTOBj n?33
;
TOP (for rH3p) where the prepositions 3 and p, and the

particle 3 , are closely connected with HID in the same way.

The retraction of the tone also occurs in such combinations, as in i"P3? (for p~
<> TT

DD?, 102. /). The coincidence of many consecutive forms with jussives of the same

conjugation, must not mislead us into supposing an intimate relation between the

moods. In the consecutive forms the shortening of the vowel (and the retraction

of the tone) seems rather to be occasioned solely by the strengthening of the

preformative syllable, while in the jussives the shortening (and retraction) belongs
to the character of the form 2

.

3. The counterpart ofwaw consecutive of the imperfect, is wdw conse- h

cutive of the perfect, by means of which perfects are placed as the

sequels in the future to preceding actions or events regarded as

incomplete at the time of speaking, and therefore in the imperfect,

imperative, or even participle. This waw is in form an ordinary waw

copulative, and therefore shares its various vocalization (1, 1, 1, as 2 Ki.

7, 4, and 1); e.g.
nvn

t
after an imperfect, &c., and so it happens=and

it will happen. It has, however, the effect, in certain verbal forms, of

shifting the tone from the penultima, generally on to the ultima, e.g.

VJ1?^ / went, consecutive form ^l?^Q1 and I will go, Jud. i, 3, where

it is co-ordinated with another perfect consecutive, which again is the

consecutive to an imperative; i"6V!nn
j
consecutive '"ip^n

1

! and it shall

divide, Ex. 26, 33, but this removing of the tone from an i in the

second syllable in Hiph'il, as well as in the perf. Qal of verbs n"^ (see

below, letter k], is exceptional; comp. 53. r. See further on this

usage in 112.

As the first of the above examples shows, the Qames of the first syllable is i

retained in the strong perf. consec. Qal, as formerly before the tone, so now in the

1 In use the Hebrew luaw does duty for the Arabic fa as well as wd, on which

see further in the Syntax.
2 The opinion of earlier grammarians (shared by De Lagarde in Uebersicht iiber

die . . . Bildung der Nomina, p. 2 1 3), that Pt3p
s
l arose by contraction from

7to|^ Hin
( HM) it happened (that} he killed, is as untenable as the derivation

from tap11 ,-prn
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secondary tone, and therefore necessarily takes Metheg. On the other hand, the o

of the second syllable in verbs middle o upon losing the tone becomes S, e.g.

nb;n EX. i s, 23.

The shifting forward of the tone after the ~vau> consecutive of the perfect, is

however^not consistently carried out. It is omitted (a) always in the ist/<rrj. //.,

e.g. ^32*1 Gen. 34, 16; ;) generally (especially in QaT) in verbs K"? and iVx.

e.g. Ex. 17, 6. 26, 4. 6. 7. 10 sqq. Lev. 19, 14. 32. 25, 17. 36. 43. Is. 14, 4. Jer.

29, 14. Joel 4, 21. Ps. 19, 14, also regularly in Hifh'tl before the afformatives

n_ and } (cf. 53. r\, and always in the ist sing, of verbs X"? (but cf. H&OpI,

Jer. 2, 2, &c.) '.

But before a following K the ultima mostly bears the tone on phonetic grounds,

e-S- "^ nX2* Gen. 6, 18. Ex. 3, 18. Zech. 6, 10 (by the side of nsffl) etc.

{comp., however, naO^I ,
before N , Gen. 17, 19. Jer. 7, 27. Ezek. 36, 29) ; DS H'SHl

Jud. 6, 16, cf. Lev. 24, 5 (but also JIX VVflfl Lev. 25,21). Likewise, before y,

e.g. r^rfl 2 Sam. 15, 33 (comp., however, V?y l|nNli?1, Ezek. 33. 21); on verbs

y"y, see 67. k and ee.

(c) The tone always keeps its place when such a perfect stands in pause, e.g.

riy^Kn Deut. n, 16; rnEXl Is. 14, 4. Jud. 4, 8; sometimes even in the lesser

pause, as Deut. 2, 28. Ezek. 3, 26. I Sam. 29, 8 (where see Driver), with Zaqeph

qaton; and frequently also immediately before a tone-syllable (according to 29. e
,

as in P13 nrOE*1 Deut. 17, 14, comp. 23, 13; Ezek. 14, 13. 17, 22. Amos i. 4. 7.
AT T :~T:

^
<

10. 12 but also PO nptJTll Deut. 21,11. 23. 14. 24, 19.

50. The Participle.

1. Qal has both an active participle, called Pffel from its form
(?$?

3
),

and a passive, Paul

Paul is generally regarded as a survival of a passive of Qal, which still exists

throughout in Arabic, but has been lost in Hebrew (see, however, 52. e"), just as in

Aramaic the passives of Pfel and HipKil are lost, except in the participles. But

the form P^yS is also used actively (see letter/"), and instances of the form quttal

are better regarded as remnants of the passive participle Qal ^see 52. s), so that

/iys must be considered as an original verbal noun ; cf. Barth, NominalbiLhing,

p. 173 sqq.

2. In the intransitive verbs mid. e and mid. o, the form of the

participle active of Qal coincides in form (according to 44. a, note 3)

with the 3rd sing, of the perfect, e.g. ]V\ sleeping, from P^; "W (only

orthographically different from the perf. ~&) fearing ; comp. the

formation of the participle in Niph'al, 51. a. On the other hand,

the participle of verbs mid. a takes the form /'Cp (so even from the

1 The irregularity in the tone of these perfects manifestly results from following

conflicting theories, not that of Ben Aser alone.
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transitive N?.fc> to hate, part. KjfK'). The 6 of these forms has arisen

through an obscuring of the a, and is therefore unchangeable, comp.

9. q. The form /B^ (with a changeable Qames in both syllables),

which would correspond to the forms fB* and "W, is only in use as

a noun, comp. 84. a, 3. The formation of the participle in Pi'el,

HipKil, and Hithpdel follows a different method.
L ' L*

3. Participles form their feminine
('"v'p'?

or n?9P) an<^ tne 'r plural ^

like other nouns
( 80, 84.5, Nos. 13, 15, 94).

Rem. i. From the above it follows, that the d of the form fB* is lengthened d
from a, and consequently changeable (e.g. fern. POK^) ;

and that the <? of Ptp'p

on the other hand is weakened from an unchangeable A. In Arabic the verbal

adjective of the form qatil corresponds to the form qatel, and the part, q&ttl to

qotel. In both cases, therefore, the e of the second syllable is lengthened from ?,

and is consequently changeable (e. g. btOp, plur. Qytpp 12^' constr. pi. "H^S).

TJ^Jpin Ps. 1 6, 15, instead of the form qdtel, is an anomaly; it is possible, e

however, that TpDifl (incorrectly written fully) is intended (comp. ^30 2 Ki.

8, 21), or even the imperfect Hiph'il of
"-jlpV

The form PpDV
1

, which in

Is. 29, 14. 38, 5. Eccles. 1, 1 8 appears to be a partic. (for ^D*), is better explained

in all these places as the 3rd sing, iinperf. Hiph. (comp. for the construction

Is. 28, 16) ; b^iK I Chron. 27, 30, being a proper name and a foreign word, need

not be considered. "ON (constr. state of "13K), with a in the second syllable,

occurs in Dent. 32, 28 (comp. moreover, 65. d}. On D;>in Is. 41, 7 (for

D^in), see 29.7.

2. A PaAl is sometimes formed even from intransitive verbs, which properly do f
not admit of a passive. It then denotes an inherent quality, e.g. B'!DX desperate,

Jer. 15, 18, &c.; HIDZl trustful, Is. 26, 3. Ps. 112, 7; D^y strong; flat? drunken,

Is. 51, 21; and even from a transitive verb, FIHK handling, Cant. 3, 8; "^37

mindful, Ps. 103, 14; comp. 84.0, No. 9.

s
B. VERBA DERIVATIVA, OR DERIVED CONJUGATIONS.

51. NipKal\

1. The characteristic of this conjugation consists essentially in a

a prefix
2
to the stem. This probably from the first had two forms :

(a) the prepositive nd, as in the Hebrew perfect, although in the

strong verb the a is always attenuated to t: /9P
:
? for the original

nd-qdtdl, participle /&& ,
infinitive absolute sometimes ?it3p3 ; (3) the

1

Comp. A. Rieder, De linguae Hebr. verbis, quae vocantur derivata nifal et

hitpael, Gumbinnen (Progr. des Gymn.), 1884, a list of all the strong Niph'al
forms (8i) and Hithpa'el forms (36) in the Old Testament.

a See Philippi in ZDMG. 1886, p. 656, and Earth, ibid. 1894, p. 8 sq.
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proclitic in, as in all the forms of the corresponding Arabic conjuga-

tion vii. 'inqatala; in Hebrew hin, as in the imperfect bc^ (fory/-

qdtelvtiih syncope of the n, and assimilation of the
3),

in the imperative

and infinitive construct ?Q\%<1 (for hinqatet), and in the infinitive absolute

?bi?n. The inflexion of NipHal is perfectly analogous to that of Qal.

b The features of Niph'al are accordingly in the perfect and participle the

prefixed N&n, in the imperative, infinitive, and imperfect, the Dages in the first

radical. These characteristics hold good also for the weak verb. In the case of

an initial guttural, which, according to 22. b, cannot take Dagesforte, the omission

of the doubling invariably causes the lengthening of the preceding vowel

(see 63. K).

c 2. As regards its meaning, NipKal bears some resemblance to the

Greek middle voice, in being (a) primarily reflexive of Qal, e.g. PDpi

to thrust oneself (against),
IBSM to take heed to oneself, faXdcra-fa-dai,

1FID3 to hide oneself,
7K33 to redeem oneself; comp. also

'"'.3^,5.
to answer

for oneself. Equally characteristic of NipKal is its frequent use to

express emotions which react upon the mind; OH? to trouble one-

self,
nJSJ to sigh (to bemoan oneself, comp. obvpta-dai, /amen/art, contris-

tari] ;
as well to express actions which the subject allows to happen

to himself, or to have an effect upon himself (Niph'al tolerativuni), e.g.

K'TJ to search, to inquire, Niph. to allow oneself to be inquired of, Is.

65, i. Ezek. 14, 3 and elsewhere; NSD to find, Niph. to allow oneself

to be found, Is. 65, i, &c.
;

"inW to allow oneself to be admonished, or

warned; so the Niph. of "ipj to warn, to correct, Jer. 6, 8. 31, 18, &c.

d (b) It expresses reciprocal or mutual action, e.g. "^H to speak, Niph.

to speak to one another ; t3S^ to judge, Niph. to go to law with one

another; PJP to counsel, Niph. to take counsel, comp. the middle and

deponent verbs /SouXeiWdcu (H?^)> nt*xfa&al (
D
^r?)> altercari, luctari

(n^3 to strive with one another] proeliari.

e (c) It has also, like Hithpdel ( 54.f) and the Greek middle, the

meaning of the active, with the addition of to oneself (sibi), for one-

self, e.g. s$&2 to ask (something)/~0r oneself (i Sam. 20, 6. 28. Neh.

13, 6), COmp. atrovpu <T( TOVTO, (vSvaaadat XIT&IHI, to put on (oneself)

a tunic.

f (d) In consequence of a looseness of thought at an early period of

the language, Niph'al comes finally in many cases to represent the

passive* of Qal, e.g. "J?J to bear, Niph. to be born; "i?i? to bury, Niph.

1

Comp. Halfmann, Beitrage zur Syntax der hebrdischen Spracht, i. St.,
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to be buried. In cases also where Qal is intransitive in meaning, or is

not used, Niph'al appears as the passive QiPiel and HipHil, e.g.
"133

to be in honour
',

Pi'el to honour; Niph. to be honoured (as well as Pu'al

133) ;
"ins Pi'el to conceal, Hiph. to destroy, Niph. passive of either.

In such cases NipKal may again coincide in meaning with Qal (i"6n

Qal and Niph. to be ill)
and even take an accusative.

Examples of denominatives are, "13J3 to be born a male, Ex. 34, 19 (from "Ot g
but perhaps "13}n should here be read); 33p3 cordatum fieri, Job n, 12 (from

23P cor) ;
doubtless also H333 A? obtain children, Gen. 16, 2. 30, 3.

The older grammarians were decidedly wrong in representing Niph'al simply as Ji

"CaK passive of Qal; for AV^A'a/has, (as the frequent use of its imperat. shows,) in

no respect the character of the other passives, and in Arabic a special conjugation

(^inqat&la] corresponds to it with a passive of its own. Moreover, not only do the

forms mentioned in 52. e point to a differently formed passive of Qal, but even

a passive of Niph'al itself appears to occur in the form vXJ3 Is. 59, 3. Lam. 4, 14,

although Konig prefers to regard it as a.forma mixta, in the sense that the punc-

tuators intended to indicate also the possibility of another reading, 17&j|j\ the

imperf. Pu'al [cf. also Wright, Compar. Gramm., p. 224]. Although the use of

Niph'al as a passive was introduced at an early period, and became tolerably

common, it is nevertheless quite secondary to the reflexive use 1
.

u-
Rem. i. The infin. absol. 7lt3p3 is connected in form with the perfect, to which i

it bears the same relation as PlL3p to PIDp in Qal, the 6 in the second syllable being

weakened from an original d. Examples are, f]D33 Gen. 31, 30; Dhp3 Jud.

n, 25 ; ?NB>3 i Sam. 20, 6. 28, all in connexion with the perfect.

Examples of the form btojJH (in connexion with imperfects) are, |hnn Jer. 32, 4 ; fa

?3NH Lev. 7, 18; once Kn^tf Ezek. 14, 3, where, perhaps, the subsequent EH/IX

has led to the corruption of X for H- Moreover, the form btDpH is not infrequently

used also for the infin. absol. 2
, e.g. Ex. 22, 3. Num. 15, 31. Deut. 4, 26. I Ki.

20, 39. On the other hand, for the wholly abnormal PpI3n3 Ps. 68, 3 (commonly

explained as being intended to correspond in sound with the subsequent

but probably a 'forma mixta,' combining the readings fjlSrG and

should simply be read.

\Vittenb., 1888, 2. St. 1892 (Gymn.-Programm), statistics of the Niph'al (Pu'al,

Hoph'al, and qatul) forms at different periods of the language, for the purpose of

ascertaining the meaning of Niph. and its relation to the passive ; the selection of

periods is, however, very questionable from the standpoint of literary criticism.

1 In other languages, also, this transition from reflexive to passive may be

observed. Thus in Sanskrit and Greek it is still easy to see how the middle

precedes the passive form.
2

But, like /bj5n , only in connexion with imperfects. Barth is therefore right

in describing (Nominalbildung, p. 74) both forms as later analogous formations

(in addition to the original Semitic ?it3p3), intended to assimilate the infinitive to

the imperfect which it strengthens.
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/ Syncope of the n after prepositions is required by the Masora in vJ?33 Prov.

: 4 , i- (for 'Sna), :nna Ezek. 26, 15 and ejcy3 Lam. 2, 11; also in verb's 'n"$> Ex.

10, 3 (nuyS) ; 34, 24 and Is. i
,

1 2
(iYlN^) ;

in verbs VJ? Job 33, 30 ptt6).
It is,

however, extremely doubtful whether the infin. Qal of the Kf
thtbh is not rather

intended in all these examples; it certainly is so in Lam. 2, u, as appears from

comparison with Ps. 61, 3.

1)1 2. Instead of the Sere in the ultima of the imperfect, the original Pathah often

occurs in pause, e.g. ?C3*l Gen. 21,8; comp. Ex. 31, 17. 2 Sam. 12, is (with final

BO ; 17, 33 (with p) ; Jon. i, 5 (with D^ ;
see 29. q. In the 2nd and 3rd plur.

fern. Paihah predominates, e.g. n3")D?ri Is. 65, i"; Sere occurs only in njjiyri Ruth

1,13, from py, and hence, with loss of the doubling, for n23yn ; comp. even

ni^Kfl Is. 60, 14. With Nun paragogicum (see 47. m*) in the 2nd and 3rd plur.

masc.'are found, ^13^, ?tonn, &c., in pause p6na% |VlpB>n, &c. ;
but Job

19, 24 (comp. 24, 24) ^25fn*.

;/ 3. When the imperfect, the infinitive (in f), or the imperative is followed in

close connexion by a monosyllable, or by a word with the tone on the first syllable,

the tone is, as a rule (but cf. B^N p2K^I Gen. 32, 25), shifted back from the

ultima to the penultima, while the ultima, which thus loses the tone, takes Se
ghSl

instead of Sere; e. g. H2 PUG"1 Ezek. 33, 12; ib "V1>'1 Gen. 25, 21
;
in the impera-T

,
V T -^ - V Y -

tive, 13, 9. So always ^ ~IC$n (since ?p counts as one syllable) Gen. 24,6, &c.,
<

comp. i Sam. 19, 2; and even with Pathah in the ultima, fOX 3tyri Job 18,4

(but comp. D^rDK "iriy*^ 2 Sam. 21, 14). Although in isolated cases (e.g. Gen.

32, 25. Ezra 8, 23) the tone is not thrown back, in spite of a tone-syllable following,

the retraction has become general in certain forms, even when the next word

begins with a toneless syllable ; especially after 1 consec., e.g. IKE^I Gen. 7, 25 ;

DH?*1 Num. 21, i and elsewhere frequently, "It32k'*1 25, 3; and always so in the
V T -

< V T -

imperative "ICBTl Ex. 23, 21. Job 36, 21, and (before Metheg of the counter-tone)

Deut. 24, 8. 2 Ki. 6, 9. On the avoidance of pausal- forms in the imperative

(Zech. 2, 1 1), and imperfect (Prov. 24, 4, &c.), see 29. o, and note; on the other

hand, always D^Qn, C.^D?, &c.

O In the imperative, W2J53 ,
with the rejection of the initial H

,
occurs in Ps. 43, 9

(Joel 4, n in pause TO3p3 ; comp. ^ipj Jer. 50, 5) for ttapjl ; but in all these

examples either the reading or the explanation is doubtful. With D paragogi-

cum, *p nyaG'n swear unto me, Gen. 21, 23, &c.

P 4. For the 1st sing, of the imperfect, the form bt3j5X is as frequent as bc[5S,

e. g. EH^N / shall be inquired of, Ezek. 14, 3 ; JDtTN / 'fill swear, Gen. 2 1
, 24 ;

cf. 1 6, 2. Num. 23, 15. Ezek. 20, 36, and so always in the cohortative, e. g. nCp3X
I will avenge me, Is. i, f, comp. i Sam. 12, 7. Ezek. 26, 2, and see 69. /. The

Babylonian punctuation only admits /"under the preformative of the 1st person.

52. Pi"<l and Pual

a 1. Th3 characteristic of this conjugation consists in the doubling of

the middle radical. From the simple stem qatal (comp. 43. 6) the
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form ?$ (comp. the Arabic conj. n. qatlala] would naturally follow as

the perfect of the active (Pi el). The Paihah of the first syllable is,

however, with one exception (see letter m), always attenuated to t in

the perfect. In the second syllable, a has been retained in the

majority of cases, so that the conjugation should more correctly be

called Pi'al ; but very frequently
1
this a also is attenuated to z, which

is then regularly lengthened to e, under the influence of the tone.

Comp. in Aram. ?t?i?; but in Biblical Aramaic almost always PEp.

On the three cases in which a before a final 1 or D has passed into

Sf

ghol, see below, letter /. Hence, for the 3rd si?ig. masc. perfect,

there arise forms like 1?N, "JSp, BHj?; P)}3, H33, &c . Before afforma- v

tives beginning with a consonant, however, a is always retained, thus \

rip'Jj?, DPipBp, 13pBi?, &c. In the infinitives (absol. 7&\>, obscured from

qattdl;. conslr. ?ty, imperfect (^p), and participle ('^i?
1
?) the original

a of the first syllable reappears throughout. The vocal S?wd of the

preformatives is weakened from a short vowel; comp. the Arabic

imperfect^'w^a//?/, participle muqatttl.

The passive (Pual] is distinguished by the obscure vowel u, or very b

rarely o, in the first syllable, and a (in pause a) always in the second.

In Arabic, also, the passives are formed throughout with u in the first

syllable. The inflexion of both these conjugations is otherwise

analogous to that of Qal.

Rem. i. The preformative D, which in the remaining conjugations also is the C

prefix of the participle, is probably connected with the interrogative or indefinite

(comp. 37) pronoun i}p quis? quicunque (fern. HO); comp. 85, No. 48.

2. The Dagesforte, which according to the above is characteristic of the whole d
of Pi el and Pual, is often omitted (independently of verbs middle guttttral,

64. d) when the middle radical has Hfivcl under it (comp. 20.
tri), e.g. nfl^t?

for nnpKJ Ezek. 17, 7; ^HB'pZl 2 Chron. 15, 15 (but in the imperative always ^jpB
I Sam. 28, 7, &c.), and so always in vpH praise ! The vocal character of the

S^wd under the litera dagessanda is sometimes in such cases (according to 10. h~)

expressly emphasized by its taking the form of a Hateph, as in nnp? Gen. 2, 23,

with __ owing to the influence of the preceding u, comp. iPJ?9 for VJ72, &c. ;

Gen. 9, 14. Jud. 16, 16. . In the imperfect and participle the Sewd under the

preformatives (Hateph-Pathah under X in the ist sing, imperfect} serves at the

same time as a characteristic of both conjugations.

1 In all verbs which end in Nun, and in almost all which end in Lamed (Olsh.

p. 538}. Earth is probably right in supposing (ZDMG. 1894, p. I sqq.) that the

vowels of the strengthened perfects have lx;en influenced by the imperfect.
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g 3. According to the valuable suggestion of Bottcher (Ausfiihrliches Lehrbuch,

904 sqq. and 1022 *), many supposed perfects of Pu'al are in reality passives of

Qal. He reckons as snch all those perfects, of which the Pi'el (which ought
to express the corresponding active) is either not found at all, or only (as in the

case of TjP) with a different meaning, and which form their imperfect from

another conjugation, generally Niph'al. Such perfects are the quttal form of the

stems ^3N (imperfect >3XR Is. 1,20), tJ?an, PjlD, l^1

, IV, Hpb, T3J?, bl'J,

PJCSJ'j ?|DB>. Earth (see below) adds to the list the apparent Pu al-perfects of

"IDN, tt2, P07, 2SPI, ma, nQ3, 3TV, HEW, PIN"!,
and of verbs with middle 1

(hence with it of the first syllable lengthened to o), nil, mil, J?1T, p~lT, PpD,
DltD

; N~lp
5 *pt!> ; also the infinitives absolute fa'rfl i"1H Is. 59, 13. In these cases

there was no need to assume any error on the part of the punctuators ; the sharpening

of the second radical may have taken place in order to retain the characteristic u

of the first syllable (comp. Arab, qiitild as passive of qatdlS], and the a of the

second syllable would be in accordance with the vocalization of all the other

passives (see 39-/). Comp. 52. s and 53. u.

f 2; The fundamental idea of Pi'el, to which all the various shades

of meaning in this conjugation may be referred, is, to busy oneself

eagerly with the action indicated by the stem. This intensifying of

the idea of the stem, which is outwardly expressed by the sharpening

of the first syllable, appears in individual cases as (a) a strengthen-

ing and repetition of the action (comp. the intensive and iterative

nouns with the middle radical doubled, 84. )

2
, e.g. PDX to laugh,

Pi'el to jest, to make sport (to laugh repeatedly) ;
?NK> to ask, Pi'el

to beg; hence when an action has reference to many, e.g. ~QpT to

bury (a person) Gen. 23, 4, Pi'el to bury (many) i Ki. n, 15, and often

so in Syr. and Arab. Other modifications of the intensive or iterative

meaning are, e.g.
nriS to open, Pi'el to loose; "1BD to count, Pi'el to

recount:
[cf. 2fl3, 3l?n, T^n, NIP, '^0, &*$; V, niflO].

1 As Mayer Lambert observes, the same view was already expressed by Ibn

6anah (see above, .3. d) in the Kitab el-lumd, p. 161. Cf. especially Barth,

'Das passive Qal und seine Participien,' in the Festschrift zumjubilaitm Hilde-

sheimer (Berlin, 1890), p. 145 sqq.
2
Analogous examples, in which the doubling of a letter has likewise an

intensive force, are such German words as, reichen, recken (Eng. to reach, to rack) ;

streichen (slringci), strec.ken; comp. strich (a strode), strecke (a stretch^; ivacker

from wachen; others in which it has the causative sense, are stechen, sleeken;

wachen, ivecken; riKKos to bring to an end (comp. the stem ri\<a to end, in rt'Aoy,

TtXt'w) ; ftwdoj to beget, from the stem -ytKu to come into being (comp. -ytVos). The

above examples also show that in German when the ch is doubled, in consequence

of the preceding diphthong becoming a short vowel, it takes the form of kk

similarly in Hebrew, according to 13. 3, an aspirated Be
gadk

e
phath letter, when

doubled, necessarily becomes a tenuis.
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The eager pursuit of an action may also consist in urging and g
causing others to do the same. Hence Pi'el has also (6) a causative

sense (like HipKit), e. g. "IP? to learn, Pi'el to teach. It may often be

turned by such phrases as to permit to, to declare or hold as (the declara-

tive Pi'el), to help to, e. g.
H*n to cause to live, pTO to declare innocent,

^T. to help in child-bearing.

(c) Denominatives (see 38. 3) are frequently formed in this conju- h

gation, and generally express a being occupied with the object

expressed by the noun, either to form or to make use of it, e.g. ]}$

to make a nest, to nest (from |j?.), ~>Sy to throw dust, to dust (from "^V)'

f?.y to gather the clouds together (from ]$)}, t??# to divide in three parts,

or to do a thing for the third time (from &s&); probably also "3 15

!

to speak, from "O'n a word. Or again, the denominative may express

taking away, injuring, &c., the object denoted by the noun (privative

Pi el, comp. our to skin, to behead, to bone), e.g. &"}$, from Ehi? to

root out, to extirpate, 3j|t prop, to injure the tail (3JT), hence to rout

the rear of an army, to set upon it; 23p to ravish the heart; }^ to
,<

remove the ashes (\&$),
KBH to free from sin (N^D), ^V to break any

ones bones (05$; comp., in the same sense, 013 from Ona); &1JJD to lop

the boughs, Is. 10, 33 (from ^TV? <*> bough). Some words are clearly

denominatives, although the noun from which they are derived is no

longer found, e.g. ?i?.p to stone, to pelt with stones (also used in this

sense in Qal), and to remove stones (from a field), to clear away stones;

comp. our to stone, used also in the sense of taking out the stones

from fruit.

The meaning of the passive (Pual} follows naturally from the

above, e.g. E'ijQ, Pi'el to seek, Pu'al to be sought.

In Ft el the literal, concrete meaning of the verb has sometimes been retained, i

when Qal has acquired a figurative sense, the former being regarded as the

stronger and more striking, e. g. fPS ,
Pi'el to uncover, Qal to reveal, also to

emigrate, i. e. to make the land bare.

Also with an intransitive sense Piel occurs as an intensive form, but only in k
poetic language, e.g. Jinn in Pi'el to be broken in pieces, Jer. 51, 56; "IPI3

to tremble, Is. 51, 13. Prov. 28, 14 ; CiriS to be open, Is. 48, 8. 60, n ; j"lV] to be

drunken, Is. 34, 5. 7; [CJJD to befew, Eccl. 12, 3.]

Rem. i. The (more frequent) form of the perfect with Pathah in the second /

syllable appears especially before Maqqeph (Eccles. 9, 15. 12, 9) and in the

middle of sentences in continuous discourse, but at the end of the sentence (in

pause] the form with Sere is more common. Comp. 7^ Is. 49, 21 with P'nS

Jos. 4, 14. Esth. 3, i
; B.'h? Ezek. 33, 5 with B^O Eccles. 9, 15 ; J>Sj?

a Ki. 8, 16

L
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with
f*Jfp

Ps. 129,4. The 3rd sing. fern, in pause is always of the form !"6l5p,

except n^fp Mic. i, 7; the 3rd plur. always as VtSp; the and and 1st sing, and

ist plur. of course as PlixBp, J^Bp, ^Bp (but always MjnS'
5

!), ^p. In

the 3rd sing, perf., ~\Zfl to speak, "133 to pardon, and D33 to K/OJ^ clothes ^also

D23 Gen. 49, n) take Se
gh$l, but become in /awrc "O^, D33 (2 Sam. 19, 25);

the pausal form of^3 never occurs.

Pathah in the first syllable (as in Aramaic and Arabic) occurs only once, Gen.

41, 51, *y} he made me forget, to emphasize more clearly the play on the name

n.
2. In the imperfect, infinitive, and imperative Pi el (as also in Hithpdel the

Sere in the final syllable, when followed by Maqqeph, is usually shortened into

S*gh6l, e. g. ^TTJ'jjQ* ^ seeks for himself, Is. 40, 20
; Y~Enp sanctify unto me,

Ex. 13, 2. Pausal-forms with Se
gh5l instead of .SVr<;, as fjrn^ Deut. 32, 1 1, DrnS

Hos. 2,6 (comp. Ex. 32, 6 in the infinitive, and Gen. 21, 9 in the participle), owe

their origin to some particular school of Masoretes, and are wrongly accepted by
Baer

; cf. the analogous cases in 75. n and hh. If the final syllable of the

imperfect Pi el has Pathah (before a guttural or 1), it remains in pause ; comp.

29. j and 65. e. In the ist sing, imperfect the e-sound occurs in two words

for Ifateph-Pathah, under the preformative X; rnTjtf Lev. 26, 33. Ezek. 5, 12.

12, 14 and D"iyDN1 Zech. 7, 14 (hi accordance with 23. h]. Before the full plural

ending p (see 47. ni) the Sere is retained in pause, e.g. fVQ"1J;l Ps. 58, 2 (but

Gen. 32, 20
|1"13"iri), comp. 2 Ki. 6, 19. Deut. 12, 3 ;

so before Silluq Ps. 58, 3.

Job 21, ii and even before Zaqeph qaton Deut. 7, 5. Instead of !13;>B5pn, forms
r < T;

-
:

like njpBpri are also found, e. g. Is. 3, 16. 13, 18, in both cases before a sibilant

and in pause. Also 3?B Ps. 55, 10 occurs as the 2nd sing, imperative (probably

an intentional imitation of the sound of the preceding V?3) and 3"1p (for qarrabh)

Ezek. 37, 17.

3. The infinite absolute of Pi'el has sometimes the special form ?t3p given

in the paradigm, e.g. ID' castigando, Ps. 118, 18; comp. Ex. 21, 19. i Ki. 19, 10

(from a verb N'O); Ps. 40, 2 (from a verb H'V); but much more frequently the

form of the infinitive construct (blSp) is used instead. The latter has also, in

exceptional cases, the form PtSp (with d attenuated to f as in the perfect}, e. g.

in i Chron. 8, 8
inJjB'; probably also 1tSp Jer. 44, 21 ; and for the sake of

* '

<

assonance even for infinitive absolute in 2 Sam. 12, 14 (FlifW }'^?) On the other

hand, Opt? Deut. 32, 35 and 13/1 Jer. 5, 13 are better regarded as substantives,

while "Q"1

!
Ex. 6, 28. Num. 3, i. Deut. 4, 15 (in each case after DV3), Hos. i, 2

(after D?nri), in all of which places it is considered by Konig (after Qimhi) to be

infinitive construct, is really perfect of Pi el.

The infinitive construct PCel, with the fern, ending, occurs in PHD^ Lev. 26, 18;

rnBT Ps. 147, i
; with n of the fern., DD^ Is. 6, 13; before a suffix

Ezek. 16, 52. On the verbal nouns after the form of the Aram. inf. Pail (r

see $ 84 b, No. 22.

4- In Pu'al 3 is sometimes found instead of it in the initial syllable, e. g. D1KO

dyed red, Ex. 25, 5 &c. Nah. 2, 4, comp. 3, 7 HTIB'; Ezek. 16, 4. Ps. 72, 20.

80, ii. According to Baer's reading also in ^ninJI Ps. 62, 4, and so also Ben
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Aser, but Ben Naphtali }nST}J;l. It is merely an orthographic licence when

M is written fully, e. g. *\*ftf< Jud. 18, 29.

5. As infinitive absolute of Pual we find 333 Gen. 40, 15. No instance of the V

inf. constr. occurs in the strong verb in Pual.

6. A few examples occur of the participle Pual without the preformative (D), S

e.g. ^|K Ex. 3, 2
; "&V (for I^D) Jud. 13, 8; H^ 2 Ki. 2, 10. These par-

ticiples are distinguished from the perfect (as in Niph'al) by the a of the final

syllable. For other examples, see Is. 30, 24. Eccles. 9, 1 2 (where D^pV ,
accord-

ing to 20. n, stands for
'jjP = 'j^D) ; but, according to the Masora, not Ezek.

LL*
T ' T

' :

26, 17, since n??nn as Mil'el can only be the perfect. The rejection of the D

might be favoured by an initial D, as in Is. 18, 2. 7 (but also TjtS'OD); Prov.

25, 19; so also in the participle Pi'el |Kb Ex. 7, 27 &c. &c. (always after DK,
but cf. also D'OKBn Jer. 13, 10) and inp Zeph. i, 14 (and Is. 8, i. 3?). Notice,

however, Earth's suggestion {Nominalbildung, p. 273) that, as the active of forms

like 73N only occurs in Qal, they are perfect participles of former passives of Qal

(see letter e}, as Jer. 13, 10, and perfect participles of Pi'el, as in Jer. 23, 32. On
Ezek. 45, 2, see 65. d.

53. HipKtl and Hoph'al.

1. The characteristic of the active (HipKil} is a prefixed n, in the a,

perfect H
(with the a attenuated to i, as in Pfel\ which forms

a closed syllable with the first consonant of the stem. The second

syllable of the perfect had also originally an a (comp. the Arabic

conj. iv. aqtala, and in Hebrew the return of the Pathah in the 2nd

and ist pers. IJyBpn &c.); after the attenuation of this a to z, it ought

by rule to have been lengthened to e in the tone-syllable, as in

Aramaic 7&PN, beside ^pn in Biblical Aramaic. Instead of this,

however, it is always replaced in the strong verb by z
11

,

*
> but

sometimes written defectively _ ;
cf. 9. g.

Similarly in the infinitive construct '^pn, and in the imperfect

and participle
3

'

l

t?p! and /''Ippp, which are syncopated from i^tppiT and

-5<ll?i?D'?; 23. k. The corresponding Arabic forms (juqtil and muqtil}

point to an original z in the second syllable of these forms. In

Hebrew the regular lengthening of this z to e appears in the strong

verb, at least in the jussive and in the imperfect consecutive (see

letter n\ as also in the imperative of the 2nd sing. masc. (letter m);

1 This i may have been transferred originally from the imperfects of verbs V'Jf

as a convenient means of distinction between the indicative and jussive, to the

imperfect of the strong verb and afterwards to the whole of Hiph'il; so Stade,

Philippi, Praetorius, ZA W. 1883, p. 52 sq.

L 2
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on njpepn, njptDjOT comp. 26. p. On the return of the original

a in the second syllable under the influence of a guttural, cf.

b In the passive (Hoph'al] the preformative is pronounced with an

obscure vowel, whilst the second syllable has a (in pause a), as its

characteristic, thus : Per/. ^Ppn or 2Bp.Pi , Imperf. /?! (syncopated

from tapn?) or boj, Part. b&Q or S'Bpa (from ^BpnB); but the

infinitive absolute has the form 'Pi?'?. On the origin of the pre-

formative PI, comp. 55. i.

Thus the characteristics of both conjugations are the PI preformative in the

perfect, imperative and infinitive ; in the imperfect and participle Hiph'il, Pathah

under the prefonnatives, in the Hoph'al 8 or it.

c 2. The signification of HipKil is primarily, and even more

frequently than in Pi el (52. g), causative of Qal, e.g.
N5P to go forth,

Hiph. to bring forth, to lead forth, to draw forth ; Bn to be holy,

Hiph. to sanctify. Under the causative is also included (as in Pi'el}

the declarative sense, e. g. P^XPl to pronounce just; JTCnn /p zaa& one

an evil doer (meaning to pronounce guilty); comp. trpy, in HipKil,

Job 9, 20, to represent as perverse. If Qal has already a transitive

meaning, HipKil then takes two accusatives (see 117. cc). In

some verbs, Pi el and HipKil occur side by side in the same sense,

e.g. "1?N periit, Pi'el and Hiph'il, perdidit; as a rule, however, only

one of these two conjugations is in use, or else they differ from one

another in meaning, e. g. "1?3 gravem esse, Pi'el to honour, Hiph'il to

bring to honour, also to make heavy. Verbs which are intransitive in Qal

simply become transitive in HipKil, e.g.
HC3 to bow oneself, Hiph. to

bow, to bend.

d Among the ideas expressed by the causative and transitive are included,

moreover, according to the Hebrew point of view (and that of the Semitic languages

generally, especially Arabic), a series of actions and ideas, which we have to

express by periphrasis, in order to understand their being represented by the

Hiph'il -form. To these inwardly transitive or intensive Hiph'ils belong:

(a) Hiph'il stems which express the obtaining or receiving of a concrete or

abstract quality. (In the following examples the Qal stems are given, for the sake.

of brevity, with the addition of the meaning which often together with other

meanings belongs to the Hiph'il.') Thus ^PIN, "IPIT, yi\ pjf to be bright, to

shine (to give forth lustre); opposed to !]K>n to become dark; f'CN, "133
, pTPl

to be strong (to develop strength\ S]t2V to be weak; ^pK to be long (to acquire

length) ; H33 to be high ; DIP! to be in tumult, pjfl to cry out, y\~\
t JJ1 to make

a noise, to exult; Ppn to sprout (to put forth shoots), comp. PHS to bloom,

*pV, pit? to overflow; BhPI, PltS'll, J13D, HOSf to be silent (silentium facere,
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Pliny); pflO to be sweet; CPJf to have success; 7BE> to be low ; DIN to become red,

P? to become white.

(6) Stems which express in Hiph'tl the entering into a certain condition and, 6

further, the being in the same: JDK to become firm, to trust in ; {?tQ to become

stinking ; "11T to become boiling, to boil over ; npn to become ill, D/TI to become

healthy ; "IDH to come to want ; rnH to become hot; BQ1 to become dry, to

become ashamed; "tfV to-attain superiority ; pD to become familiar ; ~\\$
, pp

to become awake ; nt?p to become hard; ys~\ 13pE? to become quiet (to keep quiet) ;

DCK> to be astonished. The Hiph'll forms of some verbs of motion constitute

a variety of this class : ^33 to draw near, Dip to come near ; pm to withdrawfar

off (all these three are besides used as causatives) ; Q*lp to come before.

(c) Stems which express action in some particular direction : NBn to err; ppn f
to flatter (to act smoothly); DtD^ to act well, to do good; ?3D to act foolishly,

?yy to act wisely ; D~W to act craftily ; JWJ? to act submissively ; JJjn, l?Bn

to act wickedly, godlessly ; flntJ^ DJftl to act corruptly, shamefully ; u?$ to act

peacefully, to be at peace, to be submissive.

Further, there are in HipKil a considerable number of denominatives which g
express, the bringing out, the producing of a thing, and so are properly re-

garded as causatives
1

, e.g. "lifK to set over the treasury, Neh. 13, 13 (unless

PttXKI is to be read, as in Neh. 7, 2}; "132 to bring forth a firstborn; 05^3

to cause to rain; JHT to produce seed; \& (Hiph'il pC^H) to go to the right,

cf. T'NDB'n to go to the left ; DID to get or to have hoofs ; pp to get or to have

horns ; 73E' to produce abortion ; 3 ?JJ> to become snow-white ; ]

<G& to growfat, to

become fat ; BHB' to put forth roots, &c. ;
so also according to the ordinary

acceptation }l"P3TKn Is. 19, 6, they have become stinking, from H3TK stinking

or stench, with retention of the K prosthetic, 19. m (but see below, letter/).

Of a different kind are the denominatives from : JtX (scarcely to prick up the ears,

but) to act with the ears, to hear ; comp. f
B'b to move the tongiie, to slander, and

the German dugeln (to make eyes), filsseln, ndseln, schwdnzeln ; '12K' to sell

corn ; 03^ to set out early (to load the back [of the camel, &c.] ?) ; opposed to

3. The meaning of HopJial is (a) primarily that of a passive of h

Hiph'tl, e.g. ffctin proiecit, ^&?n or ^5?n proiectus est; (d) sometimes

Hoph'al also takes the place of a passive of Qal, as D23 to avenge,

Hoph. to be avenged (but see below, letter u).

Rem. i. The z of the 3rd sing. masc. perf. Hiph'tl remains, without exception, I

in the 3rd fern, (in the tone-syllable). That it was, however, only lengthened
from a sjiort vowel, and consequently is changeable, is proved by the forms of

1 The same ideas are also paraphrased by the verb nB'y (to make), e. g. to make

fat, for, to produce fat upon his body, Job 15, 27 ; to make fruit, to make

branches, for, to put forth, to yield, Job 14, 9. Hos. 8, 7, comp. the Lat. corpus,

robur, sobolem, divitias facere, and the 1is.\.far corpo,farforze,farfrutto.
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the imperative and imperfect where e (or, under the influence of gutturals, S)

takes its place. In an open syllable the t is retained almost throughout ; only

in very isolated instances has it been weakened to yivd (see letters n and 0).

2. The infinitive absolute commonly has Sere without Yodh, e.g. t??}i?n Jud. 1 7, 3;

less frequently it takes *

} e.g. TDEVl Am. 9, 8
; comp. Deut. 15, 14. Is. 59, 4.

Jer. 3, 15. 23, 32. 44, 25. Job 34, 35. Eccles. 10, 10. With X instead of H

(probably a mere scribal error, not an Aramaism) we find D^3t?N Jer. 25, 3.

Rare exceptions, where the form with Sere stands for the infinitive construct, are,

e.g. Dent. 32, 8. Jer. 44, 19. 25. Prov. 25, 2. Job 13, 3(?)j on the other hand,

for ~\W]!2 Deut. 26, 12 (which looks like an infinitive Hiph'il with syncope of the D,

for *V8?J?np) the right reading is simply "li^yp, since elsewhere the Pi'el alone

occurs \vith the meaning to tithe ; for "ib'JQ Neh. 10, 39 perhaps the inf. Qal

.p't^yS) was intended, as in i Sam. 8, 15. 17 (
= to take the tithe']. At the same

time it is doubtful whether the present punctuation does not arise from a com-

bination of two different readings, the Qal and the Pi'el.

Instead of the ordinary form of the infinitive construct /'"tDpn the form 7*tpi?n

sometimes occurs, e.g. TOE'n t destroy, Deut. 7, 24. 28, 48 ; comp. Lev. 14, 46.

Jos. II, 14. Jer. 50, 34. 51, 33 and niXpn for niifpH Lev. 14, 43 from ill?!?;

scarcely, however, Lev. 7, 35. 2 Sam. 22, i (Ps. 18, i). I Ki. n, 16 (after iy), and

in the passages so explained by Kb'nig (p. 276) where "VNK'n appears after

prepositions
1

; [cf. Driver on Deut. 3, 3. 4, 15. 7, 24. 28, 55.]

With a in the second syllable there occurs DD12TH Ezek. 21, 29 (comp. the

substantival infin. IVDH I Sam. 15, 23). In the Aram, manner nWOtfr"lp is found

in Ezek. 24, 26 (as a construct form) for the infinitive Hiph'tl (comp. the

infinitive Hithpa'el, Dan. 11, 23). On the syncope of the n after prefixes, see

letter q.

3. In the imperative the t is retained throughout in the open syllable, according

to letter i, and consequently also before suffixes (see 61. 2), and H paragogic,

e.g. nn^pn attend to (but in Ps. 118, 25 with the tone at the end, nfTJJSfn). On

the other hand, in the 2nd sing. masc. the original ? (comp. Arabic aqtfl) is

lengthened to e, e. g. ftDB'n make fat, and becomes Se
gh6l before Maqqeph, e. g.

WfSDH Job 22, 21. The form /""tppn for ?t3pn appears anomalously a few

times: Ps. 94, i. Is. 43, 8. Jer. 17, 18 (comp. 69. v and 72. y) ; elsewhere the

Masora has preferred the punctuation P^tppn, e.g. 2 Ki. 8, 6
; comp. Ps. 142, 5.

In Lam. 5, I PIO'3n is required by the Q
e
r$ for B^n.

4. In the imperfect Hiph'tl the shorter form with Sere prevails for the jussive

in the 3rd masc. andy;w. and 2nd masc. sing., e.g. b'jUrT.'K make not great,

Obad. 12
; fTO' let Him cut off! Ps. 12, 4; even incorrectly Tjin Ex. 19, 3, and

TT Eccles. 10, 20; comp. also ~^J?T Ex. 22, 4, where the jussive form is to be

explained according to 109. h, and 13K1
Job 39, 26 before the principal pause.

Similarly, after 1 consec., e.g. /HIl'l and He divided, Gen. i, 4. On the other

hand, f is almost always retained in the ist sing., e.g. "VpBW Am. 2, 9; comp.

1 As to the doubtfulness, on general grounds, of this form of the Inf. Hiph.,

see Robertson Smith in the/0r. of Philol. xvi. p. 72 sq.
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49. e and 74. /, but also J2.aa; in ist plur. only in Neh. 4, 3; in the 3rd

sing. Ps. 105, 28. With & in the principal pause "IJlifll Ruth 2, 14, and in the

lesser pause, Gen. 49,4; before a sibilant (see 29. q) $%*\ Jud. 6, 19; in the

lesser pause 5]J3*1
Lam. 3, 5. Before Maqqeph the Sere becomes Se

gh$l, e. g.

iZTpTn'J. Jd. 19, 4. In the plural, on the other hand, and before suffixes,

i remains in the forms ^tpp.^ } v^lppPl ,
also in the jussive and after 1 consecutive,

e.g. ^3*1*1 Jud. 18, 22., The only exceptions, where the t appears weakened,

in the Aramaic manner, to S?wd, are ^3"1"1
S
1 Jer. 9, 2

; ^p3"l*l I Sam. 14, 22. 31, 2.

i Chron. 10, 2; V13JP Jer. n, 15 ; rntfNJ Neh. 13, 13, if'it is Hiph'tl of 1XS, but

probably JTjSfN! is to be read, as in 7, 2
; perhaps also VGijlFl Job 19, 3 (according

to others, imperfect Qaf). The same weakening occurs also in the imperfect in

3rd and 2nd masc. sing, before suffixes, 1 Sam. 17, 25. i Ki. 20, 33. Ps. 65, 10,

and in Job 9, 20, unless the form be Pi'el = "O^pyi ,
since the Hiph'tl is not

found elsewhere. It is hardly likely that in these isolated examples we have

a trace of the ground-form, yaqtil. More probably they are due partly to

a misunderstanding of the defective writing, which is found, by a purely ortho-

graphical licence, in numerous other cases (even in 3rd sing. D?SJ^ Is. 44, 28),

and partly are intended, asformat mixtae, to combine the forms of Qal and Hiph'tl.

Instead of the firmly closed syllable, the Masora requires in Gen. i, u N^H
with Metheg.

5. In the participle, KJfllD Ps. 135, 7 appears to be traceable to the ground- o

form, maqttl ; yet the Sere may also possibly be explained by the retraction

of the tone. The Masora appears to require the weakening of the vowel into

&w& (see above, letter ri) in O'Opnp Zach. 3, 7 (probably, however, D'O^HD

should be read), also in D^JDpTO Jer. 29, 8, D^TIM? 2 Chron. 28, 23 (but as D

precedes, and accordingly dittography may well have taken place, the participle

Qal is probably to be read in both places; the reading of the text is perhaps

again intended to combine Qal and Hiph'tl, see above, letter ), and in the

<?re Dnxnp i Chron. 15, 24 &c. (where the Ke
thtbh DniftHE is better). The

fern, is ordinarily pointed as 711.3$? Num. 5, 15, flSE'D Lev. 14, 21
;

in pause

n)53bp Prov. 19, 14.
<

6. In the perfect there occur occasionally such forms as IJUD^rin I Sam. 25,7; p
comp. Gen. 41, 28. 2 Ki. 17, n. Jer. 29, i. Mi. 6, 3. Job 16, 7; with the original

& in the first syllable WtOrtt Nah. 3, 5. In VlbNaK l / ham stained, Is. 63, 3,

K stands at the beginning instead of i"l, cf. above, letter k, on DESK'S. On the
< *

other hand, ^rP37Srn Is. 19, 6 (see above, letter g) is to be regarded, with

Olshausen and others, simply as a scribal error for '37H1.

1 Most probably, however, ''JjlpN;! (perfect Ptel} is to be read, and the N is only

an indication of the change of the perfect into the imperfect, as also previoxisly,

by the punctuation, D3T1X} and H (instead of '"1S1 and H) are made future

instead of past. Jewish exegesis applied these Edom-oracles to the Roman

(i. e. Christian) empire. So G. Moore in Theologische Literaturzeitung, 1887,

col. 292.
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7. In the imperfect and participle the characteristic H is regularly syncopated

after the preformativcs, thus
.'''tpp^ b^Cpl? ; but it is retained in the infinitive

after prepositions, e.g. 7"Bpnp. Exceptions in the imperfect are, e.g. STi?!!"!*

He -will save for yB>V i Sam. 17, 47. Ps. 116, 6 (\npause) ; JTtfrP #"<? will praise

for rnV1 Neh. n, 17. Ps. 28, 7. 45, 18 (comp. the proper name ?3}rV Jer. 37, 3,

for which 38, 1 7DV, and nijftfpHIO Ezek. 46, 22). For examples of this kind from

verbs '""S, see 69. w and 70; from y"JJ i Ki. 18, 27. Jer. 9, 4. Job 13, 9

(^rinTl) ;
in the infinitive (where, however, as in Niph'al, 51. /, the infinitive

Qal is generally to be read) "IflDp Is. 29, 15 for "VPlpHp; 733? Num. 5, 22;

V3S?7_ 2 Sam. 19, 19 ; pW? Jer. 37, 12
; X'tpni? Eccl. 5, 5 ; fS^b (doubly anoma-

lous'Vor ps!>r6) Dan. 11] 35; JJ1D0
Ps. 26, 7; !'*]!? i Sam. 2, 33; ID^l

Is. 23, ii
; JT30 Am. 8, 4 ; "^3 for I^HS Ps. 73, 20

; K^b Jer. 39, 7 (2 Chron.

31, 10); ninob Prov. 31, 3; nnrpb
is. 3, 8. PS. 78, 17; nnimb EX. 13, 21;

JYI733 (see, however, 20. A) Is. 33, i ; DSflinp Deut. i, 33 : comp. further,

from verbs H'
7
?, Num. 5, 22. Jer. 27, 20; on Deut. 26, 12 and Neh. 10, 39, see

above, letter k.

8. With regard to the tone it is to be observed that the afformatives } and il in

Hiph'il have not the tone, even in the perfect with waw consecutive (except

in Ex. 26, 33 before H, Lev. 15, 29 before X, to avoid a hiatus); but the plural

ending f} (see 47. m) here, as elsewhere, always has the tone, e. g. p3"}pFI

Deut. i, 17.

9. The passive (Hoph'al) has 8 or ii in the first syllable (7t?pn), in the strong

verb less frequently in the perfect and infinitive, but generally, through the

influence of the initial D, in the participle; e.g. 32K>n Ez. 32, 32 (beside

niG^n 32, 19); -J^n impf. "&&., Part - ^f? 2 Sam - 2
>
2I (beside ro^H

Is. 14, 19); nnptpn Ez. 16,4; in the partic. Hoph. without syncope of the !"l:

niySpHD Ez. 46, 22
; on the other hand, verbs f'D always have it

v
in a sharpened

syllable) :

"Jjjn,
13s

(comp. 9. n).

10. The infinitive absolute has in Hoph'al (as in Hiph'fl) Sere in the last

syllable, e. g. brinn and Hppn Ez. 16, 4 ; "13n Jos. 9, 24. An infinitive construct

does not occur in the strong verb.

n. With regard to the imperative Hoph'al, see above, 46. a, note i.

12. According to Bottcher (Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch, 906) and Earth (see

above, 52, letter e} a number of supposed imperfects Hoph'al are, in fact,

imperfects of the passive of Qal. As in the case of the perfects supposed by
Bottcher to be passive of Qal (see above, 52. e*) the question is again of verbs

of which neither the corresponding causative (i. e. here the Hiph'il), nor the

other tense of the same conjugation (i. e. here the perfect Hoph'al) is found
;

so with D2"
1

(for Dpi' , comp. yuqt&lu as imperfect Qal in Arabic) and ?n*
^"V IV * '

.
'

from Dp_3 and
fHJ ; /"IJ5

11 from rip? (comp. 66. g) ; "1NV Num. 22, 6 from "HK

jrV from f3H ; n^ Hos. 10, 14 (cf. Is. 33, I) from Tit?; Earth adds the verbs

f"B ;
Bnn EzekTi9, 12 from BTI3

; JW Lev. 11, 35 from
}TI3 ; the verbs J?"y :

}pIT Job 19, 23 from ppPI ;
T& &c. from flflS ; the verb V'V : BHV from t^l

;

the verbs *'y : *?rW n^ H"1 from ^n TB> and n. On b?V from
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see 69. r; on DK^M &c., 73./. In point of fact it would be very strange,

especially in thfe case of
fjjp

and Pl^"
1

,
that of these frequently used verbs, amongst

all the forms of Hiphll and Hoph'al, only the imperfect Hoph'al should have been

preserved.

54. Hithpdel.

1. The Hithpdel is, connected with Pfel, being formed by prefixing a

to the PzV/-stem (qattel, qattal] the syllable 0"? (Western Aramaic ^N,

but in Biblical Aramaic fl?; Syr. ef
l

).
Like the preformative 3

(an)

of NipHal, nn has also a reflexive force.

2. The n of the prefix in this conjugation, as also in Hothpdal b

(see letter K), Hithpdel, Hithpdlel and Hithpalpel ( 55), under certain

circumstances, suffers the following changes :

(a) When the stem begins with one of the harder sibilants D, V, or B>,

the n and the sibilant change places (comp. on this Metathesis, 19. n),

and at the same time the n after a becomes the emphatic B : thus

"iBfiE'n to take heed to oneself, for ">?^nn ;
/3flDn to become burdensome,

for ?2pTin; p?!t?2?n to justify oneself, from p"]- The only exception

is in Jer. 49, 3, with B>, to avoid the cacophony which would result

from the succession of three /-sounds.

(t>)
When the stem begins with a d- or /-sound (l, 3, n), the n of c

the preformative is assimilated to it
( 19. d], e.g. "i?ni? speaking,

conversing ; ^l^n to be crushed, ^^ to purify oneself,
NtStan to defile

oneself,
ESrin to act uprightly. (An exception occurs in Jud. 19, 22.)

The assimilation of the n occurs also with 3 and 3, e.g.
N33n to

prophesy, as well as K33nn (comp. Num. 24, 7. Ezek. 5, 13. Dan.

n, 14); ptari Num. 21, 2>j (comp. Is. 54, 14. Ps. 59, 5);
nD3Tl

Prov. 26, 26; with & Eccles. 7, 16; with 1 Is. 33, 10.

Rem. Metathesis would likewise be expected, as in the cases under letter a, d
when D and T come together, as well as a change of D to T . Instead of this,

in the only instance of the kind (^3?n Is. i, 16) the n is assimilated to the T,

unless indeed 33JH, imperative Niph'al oi *pt, is intended.

3. As in form, so also in meaning, Hithpdel is primarily (a) reflexive e

of Pi el, e.g. "W^? to gird oneself, BHfc'JJin to sanctify oneself. Although

in these examples the intensive meaning is not distinctly marked,

it is so in other cases, e.g. Di?3rin to show oneself revengeful (Niph.

simply to take revenge), and in the numerous instances where the

1 So also in Hebrew "QnriS 2, Chron. 20, 35 ; comp. Ps. 76, 6.
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Hithpdel expresses to make oneself that which is predicated by the

stem, to conduct oneself as such, to show oneself, to imagine oneself, to

affect to be of a certain character. E.g. ^nn fa make oneself great,

to act proudly ; D|D^n to show oneself wise, crafty; n?nrin to pretend

to be ill; ~^nn to make i.e. to feign oneself rich; "QPiB'n Num. 16, 13,

to make oneself a prince; K??nn i Sam. 18, 10, to act in an excited

manner like a prophet, to rave. The meaning of Hithpa'tl sometimes

coincides with that of Qal, both forms being in use together, e.g.

7?X to mourn, in Qal only in poetic style, in Hithpdel in prose. On

the accusative after Hithpa'el (regarded as a transitive verb),

see 117. w.

f (&) It expresses reciprocal action, like NipKal, 51. </, e.g. HNnnn

to look upon one another; Gen. 42, i
; comp. Ps. 41, 8; but (c) it

more often indicates an action less directly affecting the subject, and

describes it as performed with regard to or for oneself, in one's own

especial interest (comp. NipKal, 51. e). Hithpa'el in such cases

readily takes an accusative, e.g. P^B^n Ex. 32, 3, to tear offfrom

oneself; Blfann exuit sibi (vestem),
nriBTin solvit sibi (vinculd)', TP?'?

Jos. 9, 12, to take (something) as one's provision ; without an accusative,

=I.K1

^'? to walk about for oneself (ambulare); '.e'snn sibi intercedere (see

Delitzsch on Is. i, 15); nj5Pinn to draw a line for oneself, Job 13, 27;

on Is. 14, 2, see 57 note.

g (d) Only seldom is it passive, e.g. HSR^n to be forgotten, Eccles. 8, 10,

where the reflexive sense (to bring oneself into oblivion) has altogether

disappeared. Comp. Niph'al, 51. ./I

ll The passive form Hothpa'al is found only in the few following examples :

KTStSH to be defiled, Dent. 24, 4; infinitive D33n to be washed, Lev. 13, 55. 56 ;

njBnn (for njBHrin ,
the n3 being treated as if it were the affonnative of the fern,

plur.) it is made fat, Is. 34, 6. On VlpSnn, see letter /.

i Denominatives with a reflexive meaning are "TH'rin to embraceJudaism, from

"nrP
((TTCrP) Judah; TDSfn to provision oneself for a journey, from HTJf

provisionfor a journey (see 72. /).

k Rem. i. As in Pfel, so in Hithpa'el, the perfect very frequently (in stems ending
in 3, p, D, D) has retained the original Pathah in the final syllable (while in the

ordinary form it is attenuated, as in Pfel, to f and then lengthened to e), e. g.

f|SXrin Deut. 4, 21 and elsewhere, comp. 2 Chron. 13, 7. 15, 8
; with 1 consecutive

Is. 8, 21
; so also in the imperfect and imperative, e.g. DSruiri Eccles. 7, 16;

comp. Deut. 9, 8. 18. i Sam. 3, 10. 2 Sam. 10, 12. i Ki. n, 9. Is. 55, 2. 58, 14.

64, ii. Ps. 55, 2 ; pjnnn i Ki. 20, 32. Ps. 37, 4. Esth. 5, 10. In Lev. n, 44.
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20, 7 and Ezek. 38, 23 t for d occurs before B> (comp. 44. cT), and in the last

passage before P. In the perfect, imperfect (with the exception of Eccles. 7, 16),

and imperative of Hithpa'el (as well as of Hithpo'el, Hithpa'lel, Hithpalpel, 55)

the original & always returns in pause as Qames, e. g. "HKJin Ps. 93, i
; bBNJV

Ezek. 7, 27; TJ^nJV Job 18, 8; nsW 38, 30; N^pnn Jos. 3, 5; comp. Job

33, 5 and 74. b. The a also appears before the fuller ending p in the plural of

the imperfect (comp. 47. m) as in Ps. 12, 9. Job 9, 6. 16, 10. Like the Pfel

""!P^P:1 ( 5 2 - w
j)>

forms occur in Hithpa'el like i"l33?nriri Zech. 6, 7; comp.

Am. 8, 13, and so in Hithpo'el, Jer. 49, 3. Am. 9, 13 ;
with e only in Lam. 4, i.

In the Aramaic manner an infinitive Hithpa'el JWSinrin occurs in Dan. II, 23

(cf. the Hiph'tl inf. WyOB'n in Ezek. 24, 26).

2. As instances of the reflexive PtS^nn (connected with Pfel} a few re- /

flexive forms of the verb *7j?Q (to examine} are also probably to be reckoned.

Instead of a Pathah in a sharpened syllable after the first radical, these

take Qames in an open syllable, e.g. llpsrin Judges 20, 15. 17, imperfect

TjpBri^ 20, 15. 21, 9. The corresponding passive form Vlp5nn also occurs four

times, Num. I, 47. 2, 33. 26, 62. I Ki. 20, 27. According to others, these forms

are rather reflexives of Qal, in the sense of to present oneselffor mustering,

to be mustered, like the Aramaic 'Ithpe'el (Western Aramaic btOpHN, Syr. ?t3j?riK)

and the Ethiopic taqat
e
la, Arab, ^iqtatala, the last with the t always placed after

the first radical (comp. above, letter b} ;
but they are more correctly explained,

with Konig, as Hithpa'el forms, the doubling of the p being abnormally omitted.

Such a reflexive of Qal, also with the fl transposed, occurs in finnan (on the

analogy of Old Test. Hebrew to be pronounced DPinpn) in the inscription of

the Moabite king Meia\ with the meaning of the Old Test. Niph'al Dr6i

to fight, to -wage war: see the Inscription, lines u, 15, 19, and 32; in the first

two places in the imperfect with wdw consecutive DnripXl; in line 19 in the

infinitive with suffix, 'Q nfonflpnil in hisfighting against me,

55. Less Common Conjugations.

Of the less common conjugations ( 39.^") some maybe classed a

with Pi'el, others with Hiph'fl. To the former belong those which

arise from the lengthening of the vowel or the repetition of one

or even two radicals, in fact, from an internal modification or

development of the stem ; to the latter belong those which are formed

by prefixing a consonant, like the n of Hiph'il. Amongst the conjuga-

tions analogous to Pi'el are included the passive forms distinguished

by their vowels, as 'well as the reflexives with the prefix
fin

,
on the

analogy of Hithpa'el.

The following conjugations are related to Pi'el, as regards their b

inflexion and partly in their meaning :

i. P6*el i>Dip, passive Pd'al ^rip, reflexive Hithpo'el ^pipflH, corresponding

to the Arabic conj. in. q&tala, pass, qutila, and conj. VI. reflexive tdqdtald ;
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imperfect /Bip
11

, participle btpipD, imperfect passive ?t?ip^ &c. Hence it appears

that in Hebrew the 6 of the first syllable is in all the forms obscured from &,

while the passive form is distinguished simply by the a-sound in the second

syllable. In the strong verb these conjugations are rather rare. Examples :

participle 'tpQb'D mine adversary, -who would contend with me, Job 9, 15;

'Wi/O (denominative from jit?} the tongue) slandering (as if intent on injuring

'with the tongue) Ps. 101, 5 Ke
th. The Q

e
r<? requires, without apparent reason,

(m'/finf) ; ^O")f they have poured out, Ps. 77, 18 (if not rather Pu'al);

I have appointed, I Sam. 21, 3 (unless 'njnin should be read); "|J?D*

Hos. 13, 3 ; tjnfe' to take root, passive EniK>, denominative from EHE? root (on

the other hand, >"!> is to root out} ; from a verb n"b, 'riant? Is. 10, 1 3 ; Hithpffel

Jer. 25, 16. 46, 8; Is. 52, 5 (participle f'N2 for fNjnO).
' /foW proper (as distinguished from the corresponding conjugations of verbs ]}"])

67. / and W 72. m, which take the place of the ordinary causative Pfel}

expresses an aim or endeavour to perform the action, especially with hostile

intent, and is hence called, by Ewald, the stem expressing the aim (Ziel-stamm),

endeavour (Suche-stamm) or attack (Angriffs-stamm) ; comp. the examples given

above from Job 9, 15. Ps. 101, 5, and piy i Sam. 18, 9 Qfre' (probably for J^iVlO,

comp. 52. s; 55./: seeking to cast an evil eye).

With /Klip is connected the formation of quadriliterals by the insertion of

a consonant between the first and second radicals ( 30. 3, 56).

d 2. Pa'lel, generally with the a attenuated to t=P?lel (PflaT), ^bpp and

TPtpp ;
the e in the final syllable also arises from /, and this again from a ; pas-

sive /V/a/
??t?j?,

reflexive Hithpa'lel P^tpjTin ,
like the Arabic conjugations IX.

'iqtdlld and XI. 'iqtdlla, the former used of permanent, the latter of accidental

or changing conditions, e. g. of colours ; comp. J3K5? to be at rest, fJJH to be green,

passive P^P^ t be withered, all of them found only in the perfect and with

no corresponding Qal form. (For the barbarous form *3ViritM? Ps. 88, 17 read

'3VM35? ;
for ?;>?3 Ezek. 28, 23, which has manifestly arisen only from confusion

with the following ivH, read ?S3). These forms are more common in verbs
Y']),

where they take the place of Pfel and Hithpa'el ( 72. m). Comp. also 75. kk.

e 3. F*'afal: ?C;Op with repetition of the last two radicals, used of movements

repeated in quick succession ; e. g. "irnnD to go about quickly, to palpitate (of

the heart) Ps. 38, II, from ^no to go about ; passive "Mp"]pn to be in a ferment,

to be heated, to be red, Job 16, 16. Lam. i, 20. 2, u. Probably this is also

the explanation of "IJffan (denom. from mjfixn a trumpet, but only in the

participle, I Chron. 15, 24 &c. Ke
th.} for "ttrWl, by absorption of the first 1,

lengthening of & in the open syllable, and subsequent obscuring of d to 6. On

the other hand, for the meaningless }2H }2nS Hos. 4, 18 (which could only be

referred to this conjugation if it stood for ttrnnN) read }3HN, and for the equally

meaningless n"'D'lQ 11 Ps. 45, 3 read JTBV In both these cases a scribal error

(dittography) has been perpetuated by the punctuation which did not venture

to alter the Ke
thtbh. On the employment of Pe

'aFal in the formation of nouns,

comp. 84^,viii. Closely rekted to this form is
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4. Pilpel (pass. PSlpat], with a doubling of the two essential radicals in stems j"

V"y, Y'V, and '"y, e.g. ijj6a to ?//, from ^3 ^3; ^|J>3 from ^"2, passive

73p3 ; reflexive ,>3p3rin to ro/7 oneself down ; comp. also NtpSD (so Baer after

Qimhi ; others NBXQ) Is. 14, 23, and with d in both syllables owing to the

influence of ~l
} ~I|T1|? from "flp Num. 24, 17 (comp. however, in the parallel

passage, Jer. 48, 45 1p*1p) and Is. 22, 5, in the participle. Probably to this form

also belongs W;>y!?
s

> the-emended reading of Job 39, 30, instead of the impossible

also the participle D^Jfvfj Hos. 7, 5 for 'tfi> (comp. 52. j), and

p Is. 27, 8, if that form is to be referred to an infinitive ^DSD ; perhaps

also N$B> Ezek. 39, 2 for VWf$$ . This form also commonly expresses rapidly

repeated movement, which all languages incline to indicate by a repetition of

the sound 1
, e.g. ^JifSif to chirp; comp. in the Lexicon the nouns derived from

-na, spy, and t&3f.

:

As Hithpalpel we find flpB>pl:IB>? Nah. 2, 5; Wnnrn Esth-4,4; ""}n1 <"

Dan. 8, 7. u, n. Of the same form is fTTntf Is, 38, 15, if contracted from

""Hn^ or nTinX (from the root H or n), and also inOHlQnn tarry ye,

Is. 29, 9, FllSnorM (in/afi) Gen. 19, 16 &c., if it is to be derived from nniD.

Only examples more or less doubtful can be adduced of h

5. Tiph'el (properly Taph'el*) : boj?!;!,
with n prefixed, comp. ^pS^J;! to teach

to walk, to lead (denominative from Pjn a foot 1) Hos. u, 3; from a stem
I"!"?,

the imperfect ninns to contend with, Jer. 12, 5; participle, 22, 15 (from mn
to fo ^<tf, eager). Similarly in Aramaic, Djnfl to interpret, whence also in Hebrew

the passive participle D3"iriC) Ezr. 4, 7.

6. Saph'el: ?\)V? , frequent in Syriac, e.g. "3,i]bw from 2H? toflame; whence /

in Hebrew J'GrOE' flame. Perhaps of the same form is ?i?'3& a snail (unless

it be from the stem ?2B'), and rflVlJJPlP hollow strakes, comp. 85, No. 50.

This conjugation is perhaps the original of Hiph'il, in which case the H, by
a phonetic change which may be exemplified elsewhere, is weakened from a

sibilant.

*
5f #

Forms of which only isolated examples occur are : k

/. B?t3j5, passive DPpiP 5
as DEDnp peeled off, like scales, Ex. 16, 4, from

Slpn, SJK'n to peel, to scale.

8. ^p^pj in Pl^pT sudden shower of rain, from Ppt.

1
Comp. Lat. tinnio, tintinnus, our tick-tack, ding-dong, and the German

wirrwarr, klingklang. The repetition of the same letter in verbs yty produces

the same effect; as in
pj5;>

to /*V, pj?"
5
! to pound, f]3Q to ^rzj* along. The same

thing is expressed also by diminutive forms, as in Latin by the termination -illo,

e.g. cantillo, in German by -eln, -ern, e.g.flimmern, trillem, tropfeln, to trickle.

3 The existence of a Taph'el is contested on good grounds by Earth, Nominal-

bildung, p. 279.
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9. .'tSpriS (frequent in New Hebrew 1

) a form compounded of Niph'al and

Hithpa'el; as riDWI for nDini'l that they may be taught, Ezek. 23, 48 ; 1S23

probably an error for "ISSHH to be forgiven, Dent. 21, 8. On
nir]B>3

Prov. 27, 15,

see 75. JT.

50. Quadrililerals.

On the origin of these altogether secondary formations comp. 30. /.

While the quadriliteral nouns are tolerably numerous, only the follow-

ing examples of the verb occur :

(a) On the analogy of Pfel : DD'IS, imperfect nSCD"^ he doth ravage it,

Ps. 80, 14 from DD3, comp. D73. Passive K'Qtt'l to growfresh again, ]ob 33, 25.

Participle ?3"1310 ,?>/, clothed (comp. Aramaic 733 to fo'</) i Chron. 15, 27. It is

usual also to include among the quadriliterals ttJHS Job 26, 9, as a perfect with

Pathah not attenuated, in the Aramaic manner. It is more correctly, however,

regarded, with Delitzsch, as the infinitive absolute of a Ptlel formation, from

KH3 to spread out, with euphonic change of the first 5? to K*, and the second to T.

Moreover, the reading TKHS also is very well attested, and is adopted by Baer in

the text of Job ; comp. the Rem. on p. 48 of his edition.

() On the analogy of Hiph'il: ^KDB>n, by syncope fpNO^rt
and ^D^H

to turn to the left (denom. from ?NDK>) Gen. 13, 9. Is. 30, 21, and elsewhere.

On W3TKH comp. 53-/.

C. STRONG VERB WITH PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES 2
.

57.

The accusative of the personal pronoun, depending on an active

verb 3
, maybe expressed (i) by a separate word, riN the accusative

sign (before a suffix nx
, 1"IX)

with the pronominal suffix, e. g.
iriN 7OJ5

he has killed him; or (2) by a mere suffix, *"V9i? or i/tpi? h has killed

him. The latter is the usual method ( 33), and we are here con-

1
[See Strack and Siegfried, Lehrbuch der Neuhebrdischen Sprache, Leipzig,

1884, 91. S. R. D.]
2 This subject of the verbal suffixes is treated here in connexion with the strong

verb, in order that both the forms of the suffixes and the general laws which

regulate their union with verbal forms may be clearly seen. The rules which

relate to the union of the suffixes with weak verbs will be given under the several

classes of those verbs.

8 An accusative suffix occurs with Niph'al in Ps. 109, 3 (since DHp3 is used

in the sense of to attack), and according to some, in Is. 44, 2 1 ; with Hithpa'el

Is. 14, 2 pri3rin to appropriate somebody to oneself as a possession); comp. above,

54-/> and "7-w.
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cerned with it alone *. Neither of these methods, however, is employed

when the accusative of the pronoun is reflexive. In that case

a reflexive verb is used, viz. Niph'al or Hithpa'el ( 51 and 54),

e.g. B'l'IPO'? he sanctified himself, not fa^i?, which could only mean

he sanctified him*.

Two points must . be specially considered here : the form of the

suffix itself ( 58), and the form which the verb takes when suffixes

are added to it
( 59-61).

58. The Pronominal Suffixes of the Verb.

Cf. the statistics collected by H. Petri, Das Verbum mit Suffixen im Hebr.,

part ii, in the D'W DWM, Leipzig, 1890.

1. The pronominal suffixes appended to the verb express the a

accusative of the personal pronoun. They are the following :

A.
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b 2. That these suffixes are connected wuh the corresponding forms

of the personal pronoun ( 32) is for the most part self-evident, and

only a few of them require elucidation.

c The suffixes ^ ,
^

,
*n and n

(also 1 ,
when a long vowel in an open

syllable precedes) never have the tone, which always rests on the

preceding syllable; on the other hand, D3 and OH always take

the tone.

d In the 3rd pers. masc. from ^nJ_, by contraction of a and u after

the rejection of the weak n, there frequently arises 6 ( 23. &), ordinarily

written \, much less frequently .Y (see 7. c). In the /emmine, the

suffix n should be pronounced with a preceding a (comp. below, letter/^

note), as n__ or H--, on the analogy of ahd; instead of HJL, however,

it was simply pronounced ft, with the rejection of the final vowel,

and with Mappiq, since the n is consonantal
;
but the weakening to

i"l is also found, see below, letter g.

e 3. The variety of the suffix-forms is occasioned chiefly by the fact

that they are modified differently according to the form and tense

of the verb to which they are attached. For almost every suffix

three forms may be distinguished:

(a) One beginning with a consonant, as *}, ^__
,

^
(only after f

),

W
, (El?) 0, &c. These are attached to verbal forms which end with

a vowel, e.g. WtDi; WnpBp, for which by absorption of the n we

also get VfipBjp, pronounced q
e
taltiu; cf. 8. m.

f
(<5)

A second and third with what are called connecting vowels*

0?4-, ^-^-), used with verbal forms ending with a consonant (for

exceptions, see 59. g and 60. e). This connecting vowel is a with

the forms of the perfect, e.g. '+&$, y
f?i?>

D^?i?J an^ e Oess

quently a) with the forms of the imperfect and imperative, e.g.

B.?l?iJ ;
also with the infinitive and participles, when these do not take

noun-suffixes (comp. 61. a and K). The form 1 also belongs to the

suffixes of the perfect, since it has arisen from ^_L (comp., however,

60. d\ With 1, 03, the connecting sound is only a vocal A

1 We have kept the term connecting vowel, although it is rather a superficial

description. Most probably these connecting syllables are really the remains of

old verbal terminations, like the i in the 2nd pers. few. sing. WRpDp. Observe

e.g. the Hebrew form q*tal-ani in connexion with the Arabic qatala-ni, con-

trasted with Hebrew tftalat-ni and Arabic qatalat-ni. Konig accordingly prefers

the expression
'

vocalic ending of the stem,' instead of '

connecting syllable.'
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which has arisen from an original short vowel, thus 1-:-, &?-r-, e.g.

VD? (q'taFkha), or when the final consonant of the verb is a guttural,

1^-, e.g. 'ID^. In pause, the original short vowel (a) reappears

as Se

ghSl with the tone 1-1 (comp., however, TJ-1- Deut. 28, 24 and

frequently; even without the pause 'Hjy Jer. 23, 37). On the appending

of suffixes to the final p of the imperfect ( 47. m), see 60. ^.

Rem. r. As rar^ forms may be mentioned sing. 2nd pers. masc. H3 Gen. ,"

27, 7. i Ki. 18, 44, &c., in pause also H3-1- (see below, letter z) ; fern. "O,

^3^- Ps. 103, 4. 137, 6. Instead of the form 7]__, which is usual even in the

perfect (e.g. Jud. 4, 20. Ezek. 27, 26), r|
occurs as fern. Is. 60, 9 (as masc.

Deut. 28, 45. Is. 30, 19. 55, 5 always in pause) ; with Munah Is. 54, 6. In the

3rd masc. ri Ex. 32, 25. Num. 23, 8
;

in the yr&fem. H without Mappiq (comp.

91. e) Ex. 2, 3. Jer. 44, 19 ; Am. i, 1 1, with retraction of the tone before a follow-

ing tone-syllable). The forms \0
"

iO_L, V3
<

are wholly poetic
l
(with the

exception of Ex. 23, 31); instead of 1D_L there occurs in Ex. 15, 5 MD_L. On the

origin of these forms, see 32. m; on the use of ID as a singular, see the 2nd

note on 103. /; on
|

and
[

as suffixes of the 3rd fern. plur. of the imperfect,

60. </.In Gen. 48, 9 N3"DnpT (cf. DB^DS^ i Chron. 14, II according to Baer),

D__ has lost the tone before Maqqeph and so is shortened to D , .
In Ezek.

44, 8 pD^B'ril is probably an error for D^OTll .

2. From a comparison of these verbal suffixes with the noun-suffixes ( 91) we ""

find that (a) there is a greater variety of forms amongst the verbal than amongst
the noun-suffixes, the forms and relations of the verb itself being more various ;

(// the verbal suffix, where it differs from that of the noun, is longer ; comp. e. g.

*3_L-, ^-^ ^3 ^-
(me} with *

(my)- The reason is that the pronominal

object is less closely connected with the verb than the possessive pronoun (the

genitive) is with the noun
; consequently the former can also be expressed by

a separate word ("TIN &c.).

4. A verbal form with a suffix gains additional strength, and *

sometimes intentional emphasis, when, instead of the mere connecting

vowel, a full connecting-syllable
2

(an) is inserted between the suffix

and the verbal stem. Since, however, this syllable always has the

tone, the a is invariably (except in the ist pers. sing.) lengthened

1 In Ps. 2 ID occurs five times, and D only twice.

3
It is, however, a question whether, instead of a connecting syllable, we should

not assume a special verbal form, analogous to the Arabic energetic mood (see the

Rem. at the end) and probably also appearing in the Hebrew cohortative (see

the foot-note on 48. c). According to Berliner, Beitrage zur hebr. Gramm.
im Talmud u. Midrasch, the form with Nun is used to express the simple future

and to lay stress upon the object, while the ordinary form is used to express

the optative or after waw consecutive, a remark which is almost always confirmed

by the facts.
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to Se

gh6L This is called the Nun energicum
l

(less suitably demonstra-

tivum or epentheticum), and occurs principally (see, however, Deut.

32, 10) in pausal forms of the imperfect, e.g.
'n

?-p.-^ he will bless him

(Ps. 72, 15, comp. Jer. 5, 22), ^^3?? he will honour me (Ps. 50, 23);

rarely in the perfect, Deut. 24, 13. On examples like V?^ Gen. 30, 6,

comp. 26. g. In far the greatest number of cases, however, this

Nun is assimilated to the following consonant (3, 3), or the latter

is lost in pronunciation (so n), and the Nun consequently sharpened.

Hence we get the following series of suffix-forms :

ist pers. ^-i. (even in pause, Job 7, 14 and elsewhere), ^-^- (for

'33J1, '_!_).. 7 :*./

2nd pers. 5J-1. (Jer. 22, 24 in pause TJ
3
. ) and, only orthographically

different,

H3_l
(Is. 10, 24. Prov. 2, ii in pause}.

3 rd pers. ^~ (for VlJ-l) ,/. Hf^ for W 1.

[ist pers.plur. fc-L
(for ^J-L)], see the Rem.

In the other persons Nun energetic does not occur.

k Rem. The uncontracted forms with Nun are rare, and occur only in poetic

or elevated style (Ex. 15, 2. Deut. 32, 10. Jer. 5, 22. 22, 24); they are never

found in the 3rd fern. sing, and ist plur. On the other hand, the contracted forms

are tolerably frequent, even in prose. An example of S3-1- as ist plur. occurs

perhaps in Job 31, 15 (but hardly in Hos. 12, 5); comp. S33PI behold us, Gen.

44, 1 6. 50, 1 8. Num. 14, 40 for }32H. In Ezek. 4, 12 the Masora requires n33J?ri

without Dages in the Nfln.

/ That the forms with Niln energicum are intended to give greater emphasis
to the verbal form is seen from their special frequency in pause. Apart from

the verb, however, Nun energicum occurs also in the union of suffixes with

certain particles (
100. 0).

This Nun is frequent in Western Aramaic. In Arabic the corresponding forms

are the two energetic moods (see 48. V) ending in an and anna, which are used

in connexion with suffixes (e.g. yaqtulan-ka or yaqtulanna-ka} as well as

without them.

59. The Perfect with Pronominal Suffixes.

a 1. The endings (afformatives) of the perfect occasionally vary

somewhat from the ordinary form, when connected with pronominal

suffixes; viz.:

1 So Konig, Lehrgeb. i. p. 226. a On iJ=y__ Num. 23, 13, see 67. o.
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(a) In the 3rd sing. fern, the original feminine ending J1 or J"l__ is

for n_.

(V) 2nd sing. masc. besides we find fl, to which the connecting vowel

closely attached, but the only clear instances of this are with <l

?^-
1

.

(c) 2nd sing. fern, ^jl, the original form of Jp; comp. ""JjlK, ""JjWi?,

32.y/ 44. jf.
This form can be distinguished from the ist pers.

only by the context.

(d) 2nd plur. masc. V for OR, a change which is explained by the

Arabic 'an/urn, qataltum*, Aram. pn, pn[>Bp for Heb. DHK, Dri^Ci?

(32. z').
The only examples are Num. 20, 5. 21, 5. Zech. 7, 5.

The fern. |fl?Bp never occurs with suffixes; probably it was not

distinguished in pronunciation from the masculine.

We exhibit first the forms of the perfect Hiph'il, as they are b

pronounced when connected with suffixes, since here no further

changes take place in the stem itself, except as regards the tone

(see No. 2).

Singular. Plural.

3. c.

2.

I. I

The beginner should first practise connecting the suffixes with these Hiph'il
forms and then go on to unite them to the Perfect Qal (see letter cT).

2. The addition of the suffix generally causes the tone to be thrown c

forward towards the end of the word, since it would otherwise fall,

in some cases, on the ante-penultima ;
with the heavy suffixes (see

letter
e]

the tone is even transferred to the suffix itself. Considerations

of tone, especially in the Perfect Qal, occasion certain vowel changes :

(a) the Qames of the first syllable, no longer standing before the tone,

always becomes vocal Sewd ; (b) the original Pathah of the second

syllable, which in the 3rd sing. fern, and 3rd plur. had become Se
wd,

now reappears, and, in an open syllable before the tone, is even

1 Even here it is extremely probable that the d belongs originally to the verbal

form, see 58. /, note.
2
According to Noldeke, ZDMG. 38, p. 415, the ground-form of the 2nd//r.

masc. probably terminated in tumti.

M 2
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lengthened to Qames; similarly original t (as in the 3rd sing. masc.

without a suffix) reappears, and is lengthened to
<?, e.g. ^nfct

i Sam. 18, 22. Prov. 19, 7.

d The forms of the perfect of Qal consequently appear as follows :

Singular.

3. m. />?.

3. f- fy?P, (
n^?i?, letter^)

2. m. tt?Bp (fipBp, letter A)T;-':\.-':J /

2.
_/! *lJibDp. (n^P, letter K)

Plural.

3- f-

2.

i.

The connexion of these forms with all the suffixes is shown

in Paradigm C. It will be seen there also, how the Sere in the

Perfect Pi el changes sometimes into Se

gh6l, and sometimes into

vocal

e Rem. i. The suffixes of the 2nd and 3rd pers. plur. 03 and OH, since they end

in a consonant and also always have the tone, are distinguished as heavy suffixes

(suffixa gravia) from the rest, which are called light suffixes. Compare the

connexion of these (and of the corresponding feminine forms f3 and |H) with

the noun, 91. With a perfect 03 alone occurs, Ps. 118, 26. The form 7tpp

which is usually given as the connective form of the 3rd sing. masc. before 03

and !p is only formed by analogy, and is without example in the Old Testament.

f 2. In the 3rd sing. masc. IPDBp (especially in verbs n"? ; in the strong verb

only in Jer. 20, 15 in Pfef) is mostly contracted to Vt3p, according to 23. k ;

likewise in the 2nd sing. masc. VWptSp to VlpBp. As a suffix of the ist sing.

*3 occurs several times with the 3rd sing. masc. perf. Qal of verbs n"/, not only

in pause (as ^5y Ps. 118, 5; *33p Prov. 8, 22 with D*hf), .but also with a con-

junctive accent, as ""yin Job 30, 19; '"JJJJ i Sam. 28, 15 (where, however, the

reading *33y is also found).

g 3. The 3rd sing. fern. r6t3p (
=

i~6tpp)
has the twofold peculiarity that (a) the

ending ath always takes the tone ', and consequently is joined to those suffixes,

which form a syllable of themselves 0?, 1, ^H, ""I, ^) without a connecting vowel,

contrary to the general rule, 58./; (b~)
before the other suffixes the connecting

vowel is indeed employed, but the tone is drawn hack to \hepenultirna, so that

they are pronounced with shortened vowels, viz.
TJ
_1_

}
D____L, e.g.

<

she loves thee, Ruth 4, 15; 00333 she has stolen them, Gen. 31,32;

it burns them, Is. 47, 14. Jos. 2, 6. Hos. 2, 14. Ps. 48, 7. For <l3n^_ ) ^\T\
~

Cant. 8, 5 is an exception. 03 would probably even here have the

tone (letter e] ; but no example of the kind occurs in the Old Testament. In Is.

51, 2 the imperfect is used instead of the perfect with a suffix.
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&c., in pause ^0-r- 's f und> Jer. 8, 21. Ps. 69, 10, and ^H Cant. 8, 5 ; and also

without the patise for the sake of the assonance ^n?3n, she was in travail with

thee, in the same verse (Cant. 8, 5). The form tflPBp (e.g. Ruth 4, 15) has

arisen, through the loss of the H and the consequent sharpening of the T\ (as in

S3-1- and HS-^- for 1H3-1- and HJ-^-, comp. 58. *), from the form inn^Op, which

is also found even in pause (}nri3nK i Sam. 18, 28; elsewhere it takes in pause

the form ^nriStDD Is. 59, 16) ;
so ilwtDp from nrvBp ; comp. i Sam. i, 6.

Is. 34, 17. Jer. 49, 24. Ruth 3, 6 ; in pause Ezek. 14, 15, always, on the authority

of Qimhi, without Mappiq in the fl ,
which is consequently always a mere vowel-

letter.

4. In the 2nd sing. masc. the form fillip is mostly used, and the suffixes have, fl

therefore, no connecting vowel, e.g. ^FliPD ^fln3T thou hast cast us off, thou

hast broken us down, Ps. 60, 3 ; but with the suff. of the ist sing, the form

'JPutOp is used, e.g. "OPnp_n Ps. 139, i
; in pause, however, with Qames, e.g.

^fliny Ps. 22, 2 ; Jud. i, 15 (with Zaqeph qaton); comp., however, also 'jriEHlf

Ps. 17, 3 with Mer*kha. In the 2nd sing. fern, TJ is also written defectively,

'3rVEn i Sam. 19, 17. Jud. II, 35. Jer. 15, 10. Cant. 4, 9. Occasionally the
< .

suffix is appended to the shorter form
(Fl
_

),viz.yjjiy3B>n
thou (fern.} dost adjure

us, Cant. 5, 9. Jos. 2, 17. 20; comp. Jer. 2, 27, and, quite abnormally, with Sere

yflTlin thou (fern.) didst let us down, Jos. 2, 18, where yjTTlin would be

expected. In Is. 8, 1 1 >
3"1D^ is probably intended as an imperfect.

5. In verbs middle e, the e remains even before suffixes (see above, letter c), i

e. g. ^3nK Deut. 15, 16, Vlflf
n&|

i Sam. 1 8, 28, comp. 18, 22
; iffi&V Job 37, 24.

From a verb middle o there occurs VRp3^ / have prevailed against him, Ps. 13, 5,

from PD S with 8 instead of o in a syllable which has lost the tone
( 44. e~}.

60. Imperfect with Pronominal Suffixes,

In those forms of the imperfect Qal, which have no afformatives, the a

vowel o of the second syllable mostly becomes *

(simple vocal S'wd),

sometimes "

( ); thus in the principal pause, Num. 35, 20. Is. 27, 3.

62, 2. Jer. 31, 33. Ezek. 35, 6. Hos. 10, 10; before the principal

pause, Ps. 119, 33; before a secondary pause, Ezek. 17, 33; even

before a conjunctive accent, Jos. 23, 5. Before *l, D?-,-, however,

it is shortened to o (Qames-hatupK), e.g. 1")?^ (but in pause T^?^
or -*PW? ;

with Arw energicum, see 58. 4), D3")OB^, &c. Instead of ^
rup'Bpn, the form vtppn

1
is used for the 2nd and 3rd fern. plur. before

suffixes; Jer. 2, 19. Job 19, 15. Cant, i, 6.

1 This form is also found as, feminine without a suffix, Jer. 49, u. Ezek. 37, 7.

In the latter passage to")prtt is probably to be regarded, with Konig, as a clumsy
correction of the original 'pl, intended to suggest the reading rUIPprfl, to agree

with the usual gender
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/; Rem. i. ^p3l"P Ps. 94, 20 is an anomalous form for *p2irP (comp. the analogous

?JjrP 67. wj'and 1Bte (so Baer; others ^3E?) Gen. 32, 18 for *JP3DV To

the same category as *p3n
1
*

belong also, according to the usual explanation,

Dnayn (from "ftyri), Ex.' 20," 5. 23, 24. Deut. 5, 9, and 'ay.3 Deut. 13, 3. As a

matter of fact, the explanation of these forms as imperfects of Qal appears to

be required by the last of these passages ; yet why has the retraction of the

o taken place only in these examples (beside numerous forms like "O^OJT )
? Could

the Masora in the two Decalogues and in Ex. 23, 24, (on the analogy of which

Deut. 13, 3 was then wrongly pointed,) have intended an imperfect Hoph'al with

the suffix = thou shall not allow thyself to be brought to worship them ?

C Verbs which have a in the second syllable of the imperfect, and imperative, Qal

(to which class especially verba tertiae and mediae guttur. belong, 64 and 65)

d.o not, as a rule, change the Pathah of the imperfect (nor of the imperative,

see 61. g) into vocal &wd before suffixes; but the Pathah, coming to stand in

an open syllable before the tone, is rather lengthened to Qames, e. g. ^>2;>'1

Job 29, 14 ; Vl#K 3, 5 ; Dr6t?l Jos. 8, 3 ; VlJOp> Ps. 145, 18
;
but also ifcOjr

Jer. 23, 6.

d 2. As exceptions, though they are not rare, suffixes with the connecting vowel a

are found with the imperfect, e.g. ^jX3"in Gen. 19, 19, comp. 29, 32. Ex: 33, 20.

Num. 22, 33. I Ki. 2, 24 (frS, Is. 56, 3. Job 9, 18; also ^3^_, Gen. 27, 19. Job

7, 14. 9, 34. 13, 21 (in principal pause) ; iTVSM Gen. 37, 33, comp. 16, 7. 2 Sam.

ii, 27. Is. 26,5. Job 28, 27. i Chron. 20, 2; U"\1
|P Is. 63, 16 (manifestly owing

to the influence of the preceding ^yT)- D^nS
11 Ex. 29, 30, comp. 2, 17. Num.

21, 30. Deut. 7, 15. Ps. 74, 8; even D^DN 118, 10-12 ; fyW} Ex. 2, 17, and

[JVIT Hab. 2, 17 (where, however, the old versions read ^jrrVT) ;
even ifi^P^

(d from ahii) Hos. 8, 3 ; comp. Ex. 22, 29, Jos. 2, 4. i Sam. 18, i K*th., 21, 14

(where, however, the text is corrupt) ;
2 Sam. 14, 6 (where it would be better

to read }3*1, or with the old versions
*J*T) ; Jer. 23, 6 (see 74. e). Ps. 35, 8.

Eccles. 4, 1 2. On pausal S*gh6l for Sere in PITUNT. Gen. 48, 9 and ^nV^Nrn

(so Baer, but not ed. Mant.) Jud. 16, 6, see 29. q.

g 3. Suffixes are sometimes also appended to the plural forms in p, e.g.
I|

33^S3'1J;1

will ye break me in pieces? Job 19, 2
; TJJflrntJ* (here necessarily with a con-

necting vowel) Is. 60, 7. 10; Prov. 5, 22 (i) ; elsewhere always without a connect-

ing vowel; ""JJtpj^ with two other examples Prov. i, 28. Hos. 5, 15; comp.

fJ33
Ps. 63, 4. 91, 12

; ttl3_L Jer. 5, 22
; rO^ Jer. 2, 24 all in principal

pause.

f 4. In Pi el, Pffel, and Polel, the Sere of the final syllable, like the o in Qal,

becomes vocal &wa ; but before the suffixes *J_ and D3_ it is shortened
' : v :

to Sfghol, e.g. ^JV3|^ Deut 30, 4. Ps. 34, 12. Is. 51, 2. With a final guttural,

however, e is retained in the tone-syllable 'nn?B'S Gen. 32, 27 ;
also Prov. 4, 8,

< i-.,..-
-

:

where with Qimhi ^J"133ri is to be read
;
an analogous case in Hiph'tl is *paj

DeuL 32, 7. Less frequently Sere is sharpened into Hireq, e. g. D2>'12NS

Job 16, 5, comp. Ex. 31, 13. Is. i, 15. 52, 12 ;
so in Po'lel, Is. 25, i. Ps. 30, 2.

37, 34. 145, i, and probably also in Qal ^JQDX I Sam. 15, 6 ; comp. 68. A.

g 5. In Hiph'tl the long t remains, e.g. *3^3^ri Job 10, 11 (after wdw ton-
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secutive often written defectively, e.g. DB>3>M Gen. 3, 21 and passim). Forms

like ninK>yri thou enrichest it, Ps. 65, 10. i Sam. 17, 25, are rare. Comp. 53. .

T ""' " *

7
6. Instead of the suffix of the 3rd plur. fern,

(f), the suffix of the 3rd plur. ft

masc. (D) is affixed to the afformative }, to avoid a confusion with the personal

ending f}; comp. D^K;>P
<I
1 Gen. 26, 15 (previously also with a perf. D^DFID) ;

Gen. 26, 1 8. 33, 13. Ex. a, 17 (where fyB>i'l occurs immediately after) ; 39, 18. 20.

I Sam. 6, 10 (where also prVjja is for /'rV32, a neglect of gender which can only be

explained by 135. o).

61. Infinitive, Imperative and Participle with Pronominal Suffixes.

1. The infinitive construct of an active verb may be construed with a

an accusative, and therefore can take a verbal suffix, i. e. the accusative

of the personal pronoun. The only undoubted instances of the kind,

however, in the Old Testament are infinitives with the verbal suffix

of the ist pers. sing., e.g. ^^T^ to inquire of me, Jer. 37, 7. As

a rule the infinitive (as a noun) takes noun-suffixes (in the genitive],

e.g. """ny my passing by; topi? his reigning, see 115. a and e. The

infinitive Qal, then, usually has the form qotl, the short vowel returning

to the first radical (on the probable ground-form qutul, see 46. a).

The result is, as a rule, a half-closed syllable, e. g.
i3TlD3 in his

writing, Jer. 45, i, not i3H3 koth-bo, see 21.f; comp., however, ""SSH

Gen. 19, 21
;
1333

(so ed.Mant.; others 1333) Ex. 12, 27; '3Jfy i Chron.

4, 10
;
before

?J
and BD_ also the syllable is completely closed,

e.g. *|BDK3 Ex. 23, 16. Lev. 23, 39 (but in pause 1inp Gen. 27, 42),

unless the vowel be retained in the second syllable; see letter d.

With the form ?'& generally, compare the closely allied nouns of the

form ?Ep (before a suffix ?B or ?tpp), 840, i
; 93. q.

Rem. i. The infin. of verbs which have d in the last syllable of the imperfect b

of Qal, sometimes takes the form qitl, before suffixes, e.g. 11333 Ex. 21, 8;

Q-lpO Am. 2, 6 (but prOD Ex. 21, 8), i^D3 2 Sam. i, 10 (but i^SJ i Sam. 29, 3),

^QB' Lev. 26, 26. Ezek. 30, 18 &c. According to Earth (see above, 47.

with the note) these forms with i in the first syllable point to former ^'-imperfects.

Infinitives of the form 7t3p ( 45. c} in verbs middle or third guttural (but cf. C

also HIDE' Gen. 19, 33. 35 elsewhere ^335? and 1335^) before suffixes sometimes

take the form qatl, as isyj Jon. i, 15 (and, with the syllable only half closed,

toy? Jud. 13, 25), ^NTO and ^yj?! Ezek. 25, 6; sometimes qitl, with the

a attenuated to
', especially verbs third guttural; as ^03, ""V^?, ^i??, 1^33,

Vina, ny2"l. Contrary to 58.7 S3_l_ (i Chron. 12, 17) and _!_ (Ex. 14, ii)

are found with the infinitive instead of "0-^- and W-^-. On ""QITl myfollowing
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Ps. 38, 21, for which the Qfrt requires ""^"p, comp. the analogous examples in

46. e.

2, With the suffixes
?J
_ and D3_ , contrary to the analogy of the correspond-

ing nouns, forms occur like ^Jp3K thy eating, Gen. 2, 17; DDpSK Gen. 3, 5 ;

'JlEy (others ^J"lOy)
l Obad. n, i.e. with o shortened in the same way as in

the imperfect, see 60. But the analogy of the nouns is followed in such forms

as D3"1ifp your harvesting, Lev. 19, 9. 23, 22 (with a return of the original if],

and D3DKO (read m$8s*kheni) your despising, Is. 30, 12; comp. Deut. 20, 2;

on D3*<Vb3 Gen. 32, 20 (for 'X3), see 74. A.

Examples of the infinitive Niph'al with suffixes are, """HSri Ex. 14, 18
; ?J"lp$n

Deut. 28, 20 (in pause, TJlD^n
verse 24) ; 1BQE7I Ps." 37, 33 ; D3~!^n Ezek.

21, 29; D1D$n Deut. 7, 23. In the infinitive of Pfel (as also in the imperfect,

see 60. _/) the e before the suff.
^J
_

;
D3_ becomes S?ghdl, e. g. 'PS'I Ex. 4, 10,

and with a sharpening to *" DSKHS Is. i, 15 (see 60. f). In the infinitive Pd'el,

MDK'iS occurs (with a for ^ or f] Am. 5, II, but probably D3D}3, with

Wellhausen, is the right reading; the correction D has crept into the text alongside

of the corrigendum B>.

f 2. The leading form of the imperative Qal before suffixes

is due probably (see 46. d) to the return of the original short vowel

of the first syllable (ground-form gutul}. In the imperative also

o stands in a half-closed syllable, e. g. E?^Z! koth
fbhem (not koth-bem),

&C. 1 As in the imperfect ( 60.
</)

and infinitive (see above, letter c),

so also in the imperative, suffixes are found united to the stem by an

a-sound; e.g.
^oro Is. 30, 8; comp. 2 Sam. 12, 28. The forms

\~~( r?i?> *"??> which are not exhibited in Paradigm C, undergo no

change. Instead of '"'P^P, the masc. form v^jp is used, as in the

imperfect.

g In verbs which form the imperative with a, like rW (to which class

belong especially verbs middle and third guttural, 64 and 65), this

a retains its place when pronominal suffixes are added, but, since it

then stands in an open syllable, is, as a matter of course, lengthened to

Qames (just as in imperfects Qal in a, 60. c] t e. g. ^D?^ send me,

Is. 6, 8, 'jjna Ps. 26, 2, -0*0? Ps. 50, 15, :?o' Gen. 23, 8. In
<* <

Am. 9, i, Ey?? (so Baer, instead of the ordinary reading DyS3) for

is irregular. The retraction of the tone, which causes the

lanfrent required by the Masora in Ps. 16, i ,also iTYOV Ps. 86, 2.

119, 167; comp. Is. 38, 14 and
^J"]CV Obad. 11), belongs to the disputed cases

discussed in 9. v and 48. i, note. According to Delitzsch, the short a, which

is the value of the Qames hatuph of the Masora (see above, 8. d), is here

simply lengthened to long a.
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change of e to a, is doubtless to be explained, with Konig, as a case

of nasog 'ahor (comp. 29. e, and the analogous N^Oi? ^rt
'

nS l^em,

I pray thee, Gen. 48, 9). In the imperative Hiph'zl, the form used in

conjunction with suffixes is not the 2nd sing. masc. 'PPD, but ^Bpn

(with i on account of the open syllable, comp. 60. g\ e. g. VQ^ipri

present it, Mai. i, 8. .

3. Like the infinitives, the participles can also be united with either h

verbal or noun-suffixes ; see 116. 3. In both cases the vowel of the

participles is shortened or becomes Sewd before the suffix, as in the

corresponding noun-forms, e.g. from the form ?Cp; ^j], iSTp,, &c.;

but before Sewct mobile T)??> &c., or with sharpening ^fc Ex. 23, 4

and elsewhere, ^JSDX 2 Kings 22, 20 (coinciding in form with the

ist sing, imperfect Qal, i Sam. 15, 6; comp. 68. h). On the other

hand, with a middle guttural ("?&$), ^^ ',
with a third guttural, *JXnJ3

Is. 43, i, but *jrw, comp. 65. d. The form Ptspo, with suffix

SSj?Dj before S'wd sometimes like TTfk? Is. 48, 17, D?ri3O 51, j 2j

sometimes like D3BBNO 52, 12. In Is. 47, 10, ""^T is irregular for

^NT; instead of the quite meaningless ^Vj-B
1? n?3 Jer. 15, 10, the

true reading is

62. F^r<5j w//>5 Gutturals.

Verbs which have a guttural for one of the three radicals differ

in their inflexion from the ordinary strong verb, according to the

general rules in 22. These differences do not affect the consonantal

part of the stem, and it is, therefore, more correct to regard the

guttural verbs as a subdivision of the strong verb. At the most, only

the complete loss of the doubling in some of the verbs middle guttural

(as well as in the imperfect NipKal of verbs first guttural) can be

called a real weakness
( 63. h, 64. d). On the other hand, some

original elements have been preserved in guttural stems, which have

degenerated in the ordinary strong verb; e.g. the d of the initial

syllable in the imperfect Qal, as in "Ik?-, whilst elsewhere it is

attenuated to ;, ?Bp?. In guttural verbs N and n are only taken

into consideration when they are actual consonants, and not vowel-

letters like the N in some verbs N/7
D ( 68), in a few N"y ( 73.^),

and in most N"^ ( 74). In all these cases, however, the N was at

least originally a full consonant, while the n in verbs n"i> was never
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anything but a vowel letter, comp. 75. The really consonantal

n at the end of the word is marked by Mappiq. Verbs containing

a ~i also, according to 22. 5, share some of the peculiarities of the

guttural verbs. For more convenient treatment, the cases will be

distinguished, according as the guttural is the first, second or third

radical. (Comp. the Paradigms D, E, F, in which only those con-

jugations are omitted which are wholly regular.)

63. Verbs First Guttural, e. g. IPP to stand.

ft .
In this class the deviations from the ordinary strong verb may be

referred to the following cases :

1. Instead of a simple Sewd mobile, the initial guttural takes

a compound S
fwd (Hateph, 10. f, 22.

/).
Thus the infinitives

?3N 'to eat, and the perfects, 2nd plur. masc. Dn?>i(, 0S?n from

to be inclined, correspond to the forms ?bp and E^Wi?, and v3t< to

vt3p> and so always with initial before a suffix for an original a,

according to 22. o.

f) 2. When a preformative is placed before an initial guttural, the

two may either form a closed syllable, or the vowel of the pre-

formative is repeated as a Hateph under the guttural. If the vowel

of the preformative was originally a, two methods of formation may

again be distinguished, according as this a remains or is attenuated

to i.

c Examples : (a) of firmly closed syllables with the original vowel

of the preformative (always with o in the second syllable; but cf.

letter e): ibrr, forr, 35??:, TjB'lV, upy: Jer . 9, 3 (probably to distin-

guish it from the name 3py,_, just as in Jer. 10, 19, &c., the participle

fern. Niph'al of npn Js npru to distinguish it from
"lbnp_), &c., and so

generally in the imperfect Qal of stems beginning with n, although

sometimes parallel forms exist, which repeat the a as a Hateph)

e.g. 3^,1, &c. The same form appears also in the imperfect HipKil

"^P?-, &c. Very rarely the original a is retained in a closed syllable

under the preformative 3 of the perfect NipKal: s?1

?? Gen. 31, 27;

comp. i Sam. 19, 2. Jos. 2, 16, also the infinitive absolute Dirini

Esth. 8, 8, ~riny3
i Chron. 5, 20, and \hzparticiplefem. nbn3

(see above,

letter c), plur. ni"iriy5
Prov. 27, 6. In these forms the original a is

commonly kept under the preformalive followed by Hateph-Pathah;
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thus in the perfect of some verbs n", e. g. &., &c.
;

in the infinitive

absolute, ?|iBn3 Esth. 9, i
;
in the participle, H^ Ps. 89, 8, &c.

(3) Of half-closed syllables (where a Hateph follows) with the

original vowel : Bbn;_ (but
tfarP Job 5, 18 in pause), &%_, iby^, DijV,

and so almost always with y and n in the imperfects of Qal and

HipKil; in Hoph'al,^^, ipjr.

The z of the preformative, attenuated from a, before a guttural

almost always (
22.

z')
becomes Se

ghdl (comp., however, letter g).

This Se

ghdl again appears sometimes (c) in a closed syllable, e. g.

Pam, "ipn>, "Uny^, DB>X*, always with c in the second syllable, corre-

sponding to the imperfects of verbs y"y, with original z in the first

and a in the second syllable, 67. /, and also to the imperfects of

verbs i"y, 72. A/ but cf. also ibNJ'and ^n*; in Niph., e.g. SJBro, ro

Am. 6, 6, &c., in #z^&. "Vpnn, ^vVO 2 Kings 4, 27, &c. : sometimes

(</)
in a half-closed syllable (followed by Hateph-Sfgh6l\ e.g.

any,; in imperfect Qal; TDgn Hiph'il ;

Rem. With regard to the above examples the following points may also

be noted : (i) The forms with a firmly closed syllable (called the hard combination)

frequently occur in the same verb with forms containing a half-closed syllable

(the soft combination). (2) In the 1st sing, imperfect Qal the preformative

K invariably receives Se
gh6l, whether in a firmly or half-closed syllable, e. g. BOnX

(with the cohortative nt?3nK)
J "VpnX (in pause] &c. In Job 32, 17 H3yx must

unquestionably be HifHil, since elsewhere the pointing is always
xyx . Cohortatives

like n^nnK Gen. 27, 41, and TnnS Job 16, 6, are explained by the next remark.

(3) The shifting of the tone towards the end frequently causes the Pathah of the

preformative to change into Seghdl, and vice versa, e. g. nfe'JW but nnfe'yi 3rd sing.

fern.; 5|DN^, but "'SDNri l^DJin, but with wdw consecutive rillOyii
1

) &c.; so

Vipn*! Gen. 8, 3 the plur. of "IDH'l , comp. Gen. n, 8 ; and thus generally a change

of the stronger Hateph-S
e
ghdl group (

_ ,_\ into the lighter Hateph-Pathah group

takes place whenever the tone is moved one place toward the end (comp. 27. w).

3. When in forms like "^y.^, IDy.3, the vowel of the final syllable

becomes a vocal Sfwd in consequence of the addition of an afforma-

tive (*,

"

, n__) or suffix, the compound Sewd of the guttural is

changed into the corresponding short vowel, e. g. ikp.,

1

!-, plur. ^9^,-

(ya-a-m
e-dM as an equivalent for ya'-m

e

-dhu) ;
I

"
I

?}P.;
3
..
she is forsaken.

But even in these forms the hard combination frequently occurs,

e-g. ^?0- they take as a pledge (comp. in the sing. ?3nri, also ^D,.);

^l^v (also ^P!?,l) they are strong. Comp. letter m and, in general,

22. m, 28. f.
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4. In the infinitive, imperative, and imperfect NipKal, where the first

radical should regularly be doubled ('E^n, /Q\ty, the doubling is

always omitted, and the vowel of the preformative lengthened to

Sere; T?^ forj>i"dmed*, &c. Comp. 22. i. For "&1PR Ex. 25, 31

(according to Dillmann, to prevent the pronunciation F&yn, which

the LXX and Samaritan follow) read

REMARKS.

I. On Qal.

I. In verbs K"B the infinitive construct and imperative take Hateph-Sfghdl in

the first syllable (according to 22.0), e.g. *)TN gird thou, Job 38, 3, 2HN love

thoit, Hos. 3, i, ihj* seize thou, Ex. 4, 4 (on }X bake ye, Ex. 16, 23, see 76. <af) ;

^bX /<? <J0/; infinitive with a prefix TriN^, ^3.$>,
^2X3 Is. 5, 24; 3'nKJ5

Eccles.

3, 8. Sometimes, however, Hateph-Pathah is found as well, e. g. infinitive fhS

i Ki; 6, 6; tfS'H ^>bK3 Num. 26, 10 (before a suffix ^3K, CD^N 61. d) ;

comp. Deut. 7, 20. 12, 23. Ezek. 25, 8. Ps. 102, 5. Prov. 25, 7 (^J;>~~O<), Job

34, 1 8, always in close connexion with the following word. With a firmly

closed syllable after 7 comp. JliDrO Is. 30, 2; Hiring 30, 14. Hag. 2, 16; 3t?np

Ex. 31, 4, &c. ; 1Tj> 2 Sam. 18, 3 Q
e
re, but also

1T^3
i Chron. 15, 26.

*R;nnn Jud. 9, 9. u. 13 is altogether anomalous. According to Qimhi,

Olshausen, and others, the Masora intended a perfect Hoph'al with syncope of the

preformative after the H interrogative
=

^jlp"innn ,
or (according to Olshausen)

with the omission of the n interrogative. But since the Hiph'tt and HopKal of

?nn nowhere occur, it is difficult to believe that such was the intention of the

Masora. We should expect the perfect Qal, "^pinn . But since the Qames

under the H, falling between the tone and counter-tone, was naturally less

emphasized than in <iripin, without the H interrogative, it was weakened, not

to simple Sfwd, but to
,
in order to represent the sound of the Qames (likewise

pronounced as o) at least in a shortened form. The Se
ghSl of the H interrogative

is explained, in any case, from 100. n (comp. the similar pointing of the article,

e.g. in D'snnn, 35. k).

Also in the other forms of the imperative the guttural not infrequently

influences the vowel, causing a change of f (on this / cf. 48. i) into /, e. g.

nDDK gather thou, Num. u, 16; i"G"lJ? set in order, Job 33, 5; *Sfe>n strip

off. Is. 47, 2 (comp. on this irregular Dagel 46. cT), especially when the second

radical is also a guttural, e. g. ^3HX Am. 5, 15. Ps. 31, 24; comp. Zech.

8, 19; ^TflX Cant. 2, 15; comp. also in verbs fl"? VJJ sing ye, Num. 21, 17.

Ps. 147, 7 (compared with Uy answer ye, i Sam. 12, 3; and *pK Joel I, 8.

Pathah occurs in Vr;Qn hold him in pledge, Prov. 20, 16, and probably also in

Ps. 9, 14 (^33311). As a pausal form for *inn (comp. the plur. Jer. 2, 12) we

Job 19, 7 (so even the Mantua ed.) is altogether abnormal: read

x
,
with Baer.
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find in Is. 44, 27 ^inn (comp. the imperf. 21HM with a repetition of the #in the

form of a Hateph-Qames. For other examples of this kind, see 10. h and 46. e.

2. The pronunciation (mentioned above, No. 2) of the imperfects in d with m
Se
gh6l nnder the preformative in a firmly closed syllable (e. g. ;nrP

} D2fTJ)

regularly gives way to the soft combination in verbs which are at the same time

n"i>, e.g. rwv, rrerp && (but comp. nan* &c., nrirv Prov. 6, 27, nb/yx ed.

Mant., Ex. 3, 20). Even in the strong verb ptHM is found along with pTIT
1

.

Comp. also SSyPIl Ezek. 23,5; "^py'l Gen - 2 7> 36 (so Ben-Asher; but Ben-

Naphtali 'py
b

1)- Dpbnfil Neh. 9, 22, and so always in the imperfect Qal of

"ny with suffixes, Gen.' 49, 25 &c. ttHNR Prov. i, 22 (for ttHKri) is to be

explained from the endeavour to avoid too great an accumulation of short sounds

by the insertion of a long vowel ; comp, the analogous instances under letter/,

and such nouns as "IK2 2X], 93. t. On ^P^H"
1 Ps. 94, 20 for *p2?V (according

to Qimhi, and others, rather Pu'af) comp. 60. b.

QtpX^ Ps. 58, 5 and Q1JT to deal subtilly, i Sam. 23, 22. Prov. 15, 5. 19, 25, n
may be explained with Earth (ZDMG. 1889, p. 179) as z-imperfects (see above,

47. i), the latter for the purpose of distinction from the causative D"1

"^
11

Ps. 83, 4. Instead of the unintelligible form DppPI^ (so ed. Mant.; Baer as

in 24, 3) i Chron. 23, 6 and TP1 24, 3 the Qal Qpj>n*l is to be read. The form

SJT)
11 Ps. 7, 6, which is, according to Qimhi (in Mikhlol; but in his Lexicon he

explains it as Hithpa'eT), a composite form of Qal (&)TV) and Pfel (^TV1

), can

only be understood as a development of
f|T)^ (comp. 64. h on pHV

1
"

}
and

69. x on Tjbnri Ex. 9, 23. Ps. 73, 9). Pathah has taken the place of Hateph-

Pathah, but as a mere helping-vowel (as in fiyCE* 28. e, note 4) and without

preventing the closing of the syllable.

II. On Hiph'tl and ffoph'al.

3. The above-mentioned (No. 2, Rem. 3) change of -nr- to occurs in

the perfect Hiph'il, especially when the -waw consecutive precedes, and the tone

is in consequence thrown forwards upon the afformative, e.g. JVMpyn, but rnDJPI

Num. 3, 6. 8, 13. 27, 19; wijin ,
but

""riiay^ Jer. 15, 14. Ezek. 20, 37 ; even

in the 3rd sing. ptSHI Ps. 77, 2. On the contrary
- occurs instead of -=-. ;=-

in the imperative Hiph'tl, Jer. 49, 8. 30; and in the infinitive Jer. 31, 32. The

preformative of "IflV in Hiph'il always takes in a closed syllable : Ex. 8, 4

Wflyn ; verse 5 "VJjiyK ; also verse 25 and Job 22, 27.

4. In the perfect Hiph'il -rn ^- is sometimes changed into -== ,
and in p

(comp. 23.^), the short vowel supported by Metheg

being lengthened; J;in3J|n Jos. 7, 7, r6j?n Hab. I, 15, nbj|n Jud. 6, 28. 2 Chron.

20, 34. Nah. 2, 8. On a further case of this kind
(nOJ?f)

see 64. c. Something

similar occurs in the formation of segholate nouns of the form qotl; comp. 93. q,

and (on flOX &c. for pN) 840, III. 12. On the Hoph'al DHnyri Ex. 20, 5,

and elsewhere, see 60. b.

IIL rvn and H^H.
TT TT

5. In the verbs i"Pn to be, and !Tn to live, the guttural hardly ever affects the

addition of preformatives ; thus imperfect Qal PITT and rVPP , Niptialf J v:i- v ii*
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but in the perfect Hipk'll iTHH (2nd//wr. DrPnni Jos. 2, 13, and even without

vjaw consecutive, Jud. 8, 19). Initial n always has Hateph-S'ghdl instead of

vocal Swit; HV1, DIVI, Dn^n i Sam. 25, 7, QTl^n (except n &r thou ! fern.

Gen. 24, 60). The 2nd sing. fern, imperative of Wl is wn live thou, Ezek. 16, 6;

the infinitive, with suffix, DWn Jos. 5, 8. After the prefixes \ 2, 3
; b, (

=
fO)

both H and PI retain the simple &wd ( 28. 3) and the prefix takes f, as elsewhere

before strong consonants with fifwd ; hence in the perfect Qal DJl^rn , imperative

VH1, infinitive riVH?, HVH3 &c. (comp. i6.y, e). The only exception is the

and sing. masc. of the imperative after waw ; JTH1 Gen. 12, 2 and elsewhere,

Gen. 20, 7.

64. Verbs Middle Guttural, e. g.
Bnt? A? slaughter.

a The slight deviations from the ordinary inflexion are confined

chiefly to the following
1

:

1. When the guttural would stand at the beginning of a syllable

with simple S*wd, it necessarily takes a Hateph, and almost always

Hateph-Palhah, e. g. perfect ^IV^, imperfect ^HB^ imperative Niph'al

ton^n . In the imperative Qal, before the afformatives i and *Z, the

original Pathah reappears in the first syllable, and is followed by

Hateph-Pathah, since the syllable is only half closed, thus, TSJ.l,

&c.; in ttn the preference of the N for S*gh6l (but cf. also

Jer. 13, 21) has caused the change from a to ?/ in Vint? Job 6, 22,

the t remains even before a hard guttural.

So in the infinitive Qal fern., e.g. rnnX to love, rONl to pine ; and in the

infinitive with a suffix pnjJQ? Is. 9, 6
;
to the same form also belongs, according

to Konig, nt3n<? Hos. 5, 2, which Ewald and others explain as infinitive Pfel.

b 2. As the preference of the gutturals for the a-sound has less

influence on the following than on the preceding vowel, not only is

Holem retained after the middle guttural in the infinitive Qal, both in

the construct tint?
(with the fern, ending and retraction of the o HiTD

and |

"
I

5Q'ii> comp. 45. )
and in the absolute Bins?, but also, for the most

part, the Sere in the imperfect Niph'al and Pfel, e. g. Dn?^ he fights,

DD?? he comforts, and even the more feeble S'ghtfl after waw consecutive
j<

< <

in such forms as DnpH, tyBFft Gen. 41, 8 (comp., however, }'^M

i Kings 12, 6 and elsewhere). But in the imperative and imperfect

Qal, the final syllable, through the influence of the guttural, mostly

1
Hoph'al, which is not exhibited in the paradigm, follows the analogy of Qal ;

Hiph'tl is regular.
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takes Pathah, even in transitive verbs, e.g. BriK>, ED^; Pi?],

"'D3 , ""CP?; with suffixes (according to 60. c), imperative ^JHS

imperfect ^WX^.
With 5 in the imperative Qal, the only instances are 2J73 2 Sam. 13, 17; c

Thx Ex. 4, 4. 2 Sam. 2, 21, /em. ^nN Ruth 3, 15 (with the unusual

repetition of the lost 5 as Hateph-Qames ; 2nd />/r. #zaw. in pause

^hx Neh. 7, 3 ; without the pause ttns Cant. 2, 15); ~*1VD Jud. 19, 8 *.

Finally HDJJT for ""N?^, Num. 23, 7, is an example of the same kind,

see 63. p. Just as rare are the imperfects in o of verbs middle

uttural, as D'n^,
inx"1

, Pyipri
Lev. 5, 15, &c. (but 7jttl 2 Chron.

26, 16); cf. "'IH?'
3
;
11- Ezek. 16, 33; ~?ysn Job 35, 6. Also in the

Pfel, Paihah occurs somewhat more frequently than in the

strong verb, e.g. DD? to comfort (comp., however, M?, ins, BTI3, nne>);

jut x and y always have e in 3rd sing. On the infinitive with suffixes,

comp. 61. b.

3. In Pi'el, Pu'al and Hithpdel, the Dages forte is inadmissible in d
the middle radical; but in the majority of cases, especially before

H, n and y, the preceding vowel, nevertheless, remains short, and the

guttural is consequently to be regarded as, at least, virtually doubled,

comp. 22. c; e.g. Pfel PD'^, ^TP. Jos. 14, i, ^IV-?} i Ki. 14, 10,

3H? Ex. 10, 13 (comp., however, ">nx Gen. 34, 19 ; FipH?.
Ex. 15, 13, but

in the imperfect and participle .'H^, &c.; in verbs n"i>, e.g.
n
JP-)> infinitive

PD^, Pu'al prn (but comp. VH Ps. 36, 13 from rin^, also the unusual

position of the tone in fH3
2 Ezek. 21, 18, and in the perfect Hiihpdel

^VUVpr1 Job 9, 30); Hithpdel perfect and imperative ttWK\, &c.; in

pause (see 22. c; 27. q; 2$.v; 54.^) ^fJ^C
1 Num. 8, 7. 2 Chron. 30,

18; DC1?^ Num. 23, 19, &c.

The complete omission of the doubling, and a consequent e

lengthening of the preceding vowel, occurs invariably only with

n
(JV13 Ezek. 1 6, 4 is an exception; nrnb also occurs, Jud. 6, 28),

e.g. '=113 (in pause ^]"13), imperfect ^P.3?, Pu'al =113. Before K it occurs

regularly in the stems ^3, 7X3
} |X, "1X5, and in the Hithpa'el of

1X1, and nXB>; on the other hand, X is virtually doubled in the

1 Also Jud. 19, 5 (where Qimhi would read s
e
dd], read fSd, and on the use

of the conjunctive accent (here Dargd) as a substitute for Metheg, cf. 9. u (c)

and 1 6. b.

t
<

2
}n'2 is explained by Abulwalid as the 3rd pers. perfect Pu'al, but by Qimhi
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perfects, ^3 (once in the imperfect, Jer. 29, 23) to commit adultery,

"N3 to despise (also in the imperfect with
<?,

Ps. 74, 10
;

in the participle,

Num. 14, 23. Is. 60, 14. Jer. 23, 17),
1X3 to abhor Lam. 2, 7 (also

""V?^?. Ps. 89, 40) and ?$& Ps. 109, 19; moreover, in the infinitive

&$. Eccles. 2, 20, according to the best reading. On the Mappiq in

the Pual W^ Job 33, 21, comp. 14. d.

f Rem. i. In the verb pXt? to ask, to beg, some forms of the perfect Qal appear

to be based upon a secondary form middle e, comp. ^JpNB' Gen. 32, 18. Jud.

4, 20; '^Nt? Ps. 137, 3; Dn|)S^
i Sam. 12, 13. 25, 5. Job 21, 29; to^NS?

Jud. 13, 6. i Sam. i, 20 (also Hiph'il IrPJI^NK'n i Sam. i, 28). Comp., how-

ever, similar cases of attenuation of an original a, 69. s, and especially 44. d.

In the first three examples, if explained on that analogy, the f attenuated from d

would have been lengthened to e (before the tone) ;
in the next three f would

have been modified to

g 2. In Pfel and Hithpa'el the lengthening of the vowel before the guttural not

infrequently causes the tone to be thrown back upon the penultima, and con-

sequently the Sere of the ultima to be shortened to S'ghdl. Thus (a) before

monosyllables, according to 29. e, e. g. DK' rHB'p to minister there, Deut. 17, 12,

even in the case of a guttural which is virtually doubled, Gen. 39, 14. Job 8, 18

(see 29. ). (ff) after wdw consecutive, e.g. !p.5
v

l and he blessed, Gen. I, 22

and frequently, BniM and he drove out, Ex. 10, n.

Jl 3. The following are a few rarer anomalies ; in the imperfect Qal pPNP Gen.

21, 6 (elsewhere pPllfJ;) &c., in pause pPIJP, comp. 10. g (f) and 63. ) ;

"1PM Gen. 32,5 (for "IPIXNV) 5
in the perfect Pfel VV1N Jud. 5, 28 (perhaps

primarily for ^PlX ; according to Gen. 34, 19 }~lPjX would be expected), and

similarly "OniprV Ps. 51, 7 for "OnOIT ;
in the imperative Pfel 21 Ezek. 37, 17

(comp. above, 52. n) ; finally, in the imperative Hiph'tl pPnn Job 13, 21 and

lyDn Ps. 69, 24, in both cases probably influenced by the closing consonant,

and by the preference for Pathah in pause (according to 29. q) ; without the

pause pPnn Prov. 4, 24, and elsewhere ; but also DPOn Joel 4, u.

i 4. As infinitive Hithpa'el with a sumx we find DB'rrnn Ezr. 8, i, and else-

where, with a firmly closed syllable, also the participle D^PTHD Neh. 7, 64 ;

Baer, however, reads in all these cases, on good authority, D'ETPfin &c. The

quite meaningless K*thtbh "IXtWOl Ezek. 9, 8 (for which the Q
er requires the

equally unintelligible IK^i'l) evidently combines two different readings, viz.

"INtWI {part. Niph^] and "IS$$?1 (imperf. consec.} ; oomp. the exhaustive discussion

by Konig, Lehrgebdude, p. 266 sq. In ^rnXJV Is. 44, 13 (also ^rnSPP in the

same verse) an imperfect PS"cl appears to be intended by the Masora (jftho rehA

with an irregular shortening of the 8 for 'IKrP ; comp. ^KOO Ps. 101, 5 Qf'rf) ;

on the other hand Qimhi, with whom Delitzsch agrees, explains the form as Pfel,

jftha
areh& with an irregular T . for -^-, as in the reading nDjS^X Ruth 2, 2. 7 ;

comp. 10 //.

5. A few examples in which K, as a middle guttural, entirely loses its con-

sonantal value and quiesces in a vowel, will be found in 73. g.
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65. Verbs Third Guttural, e.g. ^ to send 1
.

1. According to 22. 2, when the last syllable has a vowel a

incompatible with the guttural (i.
e. not an c-sound), two possibilities

present themselves, viz. either the regular vowel remains, and the

guttural then takes furtive Pathah, or Pathah (in pause Qames] takes

its place. More particularly it is to be remarked

(a) The unchangeable vowels s
, i,

*
( 25. b] are always retained,

even under such circumstances
;
hence infinitive absolute Qal Di?^,

participle passive D^tP, Hiph'il D^n, imperfect W*?., participle D"6^p.

So also the less firm o in the infinitive construct Hpt? is almost always

retained : comp., however, l"6^, in close connexion with a substantive,

Is. 58, 9, and JH3 Num. 20, 3. Examples of the infinitive with suffixes

are 1D"]?3 Gen. 35, i; iJ?3B3 Num. 35, 19; BJIinb Lev. 18, 23, &c.

(i5)
The imperfect and imperative Qal almost always have a in the b

second syllable, sometimes, no doubt, due simply to the influence

of the guttural (for a tone-long o, originally ),
but sometimes as

being the original vowel, thus !"&??, n
?^, &c.; with suffixes ^nPB^

ori^p, see 60. c.

Exceptions, in the imperfect H17DK Jer. 5, 7, J^th. (Pl^DX Q
e
re); in the

imperative n'aip Gen. 43, 16. On such cases as nyt^EN Is. 27, 4, comp. 10. A.

(c)
Where Sere would be the regular vowel of the final syllable, c

both forms (with e
a and a) are sometimes in use

;
the choice of one

or the other is decided by the special circumstances of the tone, i. e.

Rem. i. In the absolute state of the participle Qal, Pi'el and Hithpa'el, the d
forms rrVt? (with suff.

'H^b',
but ^rb>), PlWo (with suff.

SJH^I^D)
and JJSriBta

are used exclusively ;
on the other hand, the closer connexion in the case of the

construct slate participle Qal causes the sharper pronunciation ry^, e. g. yjTl

Is. 42, 5. Ps. 136, .6, comp. 94, 9. Lev. n, 7 (no example of a construct state is

found in fas participle Pt'ef); so also in the participle Pu'al JQ~lC) Ezek. 45, 2.

2. Similarly, in the imperfect and infinitive Niph'al, and in the perfect', infinitive 6

and imperfect Pi'el the (probably more original) form with a commonly occurs

in the body of the sentence, and the fuller form with e* in pause (and even with the

lesser distinctives, e.g. with I>hi Ps. 86, 4 in the imperative Pi'el; with Tiphha
i Ki. 12, 32 in the infinitive Pi'el ; Jer. 4, 31 imperfect Hithpa'el; Jer. 16, 6

imperfect Niph'al}, comp. e. g. JH3* Num. 27, 4, with JH3^ 36, 3, JQ^*1_
Deut. i, 34 ;

even with retraction of the tone in the infinitive Niph'al JQ&'n Num. 30, 3

1 Verbs n'v in which the H is consonantal obviously belong also to this class,

e. g. FQ3 to be high, npfl to be astonished, RilD (only in Hithpalpel] to delay.
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(elsewhere y3$H Jer. 7, 9. 12, 16 twice, in each case without the pause);

Hab. 3, 9, with
yjjQJ;! Ezek. 13, n ; yp3 to devour Hab. i, 13. Num. 4, 20 with

J?53 Lam. 2,8; for infinitive Hithpa'el, comp. Is. 28, 20. The infinitive absolute

Pi'el has the form T\$y Deut. 22, 7. i Ki. II, 22
; the infinitive construct, on the

other hand, when without the pause is n?C', except H^Cy Ex. 10, 4. PI3P Hab. i, 16

has e, though not in pause, and even 1137*1 2 Ki. 16, 4. 2 Chron. 28, 4 ;
but a in

pause in the imperative Niph'al rONn Ezek. 21,11; jussive Pi'el "\T\8f\ Ps. 40, 18;

comp. 52. . An example of a in the imperative Pi'el under the influence

of a final T is ~~V;)3 Job 36, 2, in the imperfect Nifh'al "ttyni Num. 17, 13, &c.

In niD^ Job 14, 9 (cf. Ps. 92, 14. Prov. 14, n). Earth ,see above, 63. ) finds

an i-imperfett of Qal, since the intransitive meaning is only found in Qal.

f 3. In the 2nd sing. masc. of the imperative, and in the forms of the jussive and

imperfect consecutive of Hiph'U which end in gutturals, a alone occurs, e. g. Hplfn

prosper thou, I"!B3' let him make to trust, TOif*^ and he made to grow (so in

Hithpalpel TOilOn? , &c., Hab. 2, 3) ; even in pause n^l i Chron. 29, 23 (but also

with the pausal lengthening of the & to a HD^ i Chron. 12, 17); D^y^"
1

!
Is. 35, 4

is to -be emended into 'JJ2*! (^'JPBn^). In the infinitive absolute Sere remains,

e. g. r!33n to make high ; as infinitive construct npin also occurs in close con-

nexion (Job 6, 26); on yS'in as infinitive construct (i Sam. 25, 26. 33), comp.

S3- *

g 2. When the guttural with quiescent Sewd stands at the end of

a syllable, the ordinary strong form remains when not connected

with suffixes, e. g. JpnpB', ^inpV. But in the 2nd sing. fern, perfect

a helping-Paihah takes the place of the Swd, ^DDt? Jer. 13, 25

(
28. </); also in i Ki. 14, 3, Jpnp? is to be read according to Qimhi,

not

h Rem. The soft combination with compound Sfu<& occurs only in the 1st plur.

perfect with suffixes, since in these forms the tone is thrown one place farther

forward, e. g. ^p5jn* we know thee, Hos. 8, 2 (comp. Gen. 26, 29. Ps. 44, 18. 132, 6).

Before the suffixes ^\
and D3 ,

the guttural must have ___
f

e. g. 'JH. C'S / will send

thee, i Sam. 16, I ; inS_trjO Gen. 31, 27 ; IJTCB'K Jer. 18, 2.

On the weak verbs N7
'?, see especially 74.

II. The Weak Verb 1
.

66. Verbs Primae Radicals Nun (f'Si),
e. g. K>:3 to approach.

a The weakness of initial 3 consists chiefly in its suffering aphaeresis

in the infinitive construct and imperative in some of these verbs

(comp. 19.^). On the other hand, the assimilation of the 3 (see

1 Cf. the Table, 41.
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below) cannot properly be regarded as weakness, since the triliteral

character of the stem is still preserved by the doubling of the second

consonant. The special points to be noticed are

1. The aphaeresis of the Nun (a) in the infinitive construct. This b

occurs only (though not necessarily) in those verbs which have a in

the second syllable of the imperfect. Thus from the stem tjfaa,

imperfect $3?, infinitive properly $3, but always lengthened by the

feminine termination n to the segholate form n^ 1
;
with suffix ^^3

Gen. 33, 3 ;
with the concurrence of a guttural JJ33 to touch, imperfect

V, infinitive nj?a (also JJb?, see below); X?C3 to plant, infinitive n$?B

(also yiM, see below); on the verb }H3 to give, see especially letters

h and i. On the other hand, aphaeresis does not take place in verbs

which have o in the imperfect, e. g.
?BJ /b _/#//, imperfect 73?, infinitive

b'B3, with ja^w: ^B3, also vB?; "PUp Num. 6, 2 and elsewhere; comp.,

moreover, JJ33p Gen. 20, 6 and elsewhere, $M Ex. 19, 12 (even

Job 6, 7 ; comp. Jer. i, 10); with suffix ^?J? Lev. 15, 23. Also

Is. 51, 16 (but nyo? Eccles. 3, 2); N^ Is. i, 14. 18, 3; with suffix

Kfe03 Ps. 28, 2 (elsewhere nb>, comp. 74. *' and 76. b), "pB^
2 Sam. 20, 9,

(#) In the imperative. Here the A7
is always dropped in verbs C

with a in the imperfect, e.g. E^3, imperative $3 (frequently with

paragogic a, HB>3
; before Maqqeph also "^3 Gen. 19, 9), ^/wr. ^?3, &c.

Parallel with these there are the curious forms with 5, ^3 Ruth 2, 14

(with retarding Metheg in the second syllable, and also nasog 'ahor,

according to 29. e, before D^n) and ^3
Jos. 3, 9 (before '"^H),

i Sam. 14, 38 (before DPn) and 2 Chron. 29, 31; in all these cases

without the pause. The only instance of Ndn being retained, as if

in a strong verb, is $r\) drive, 2 Ki. 4, 24 (imperfect 3H3?, without

assimilation of the Nun); comp. also the verbs n"^, which are at the

same time
}

//r

a; nru Ezek. 32, 18, nna Ex. 32, 34, n{33 Ex. 8, i and

elsewhere; the verb N'^, &MM Ps. 10, 12 (usually NSP). Here also

the aphaeresis does not take place in verbs which have o in the

imperfect, e.g. "to, fh3, &c .

2. When, through the addition of a preformative, Nun stands at d

1 The law allowing the addition of the feminine termination to the unlengthened

form, instead of a lengthening of the vowel, is suitably called by Barth ' the Law
of Compensation

'

(Nominalbildung, p. xiii).

N 2
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the end of a syllable, it is readily assimilated to the second radical

( 19. 2); thus in the imperfect Qal
1

, e.g. 73? for yinpol, he it-ill fall;

K'i? for yingas ; ffl? for yinten, he will give (on this single example

of an imperfect with original i in the second syllable, cf. letter h}*;

also in the perfect NipKal B'jO for ningas ; throughout Hiph'il

(B*3n, &c.) and HopKal (which in these verbs always has Qibbus,

in a sharpened syllable, comp. 9. n) &?.
The other forms are all quite regular, e. g. the perfect, infinitive

absolute and participle Qal, all Pi'el, Pu'al, &c.

In Paradigm H, only those conjugations are given which differ

from the regular form.

e The characteristic of these verbs in all forms with a preformative is Doge's

following it in the second radical. Such forms, however, are also found in certain

verbs i"B ( 71), and even in verbs jTy ( 67). The infinitive nB>3 and the

imperative B>3, also ~B>3 (Gen. 19, 9) and
}JH,

resemble the corresponding forms

of verbs 1"B ( 69). On nj;)'
1

, Hp, and Dnj?, from n^p to take, see letter g.

In Dip? (imperfect Niph'al of Dip), and in similar forms of verbs Y'y ( 72), the

full writing of the d indicates, as a rule, that they are not to be regarded as

imperfects Qal of D3, &c. Also pDX (Ps. 139, 8) is not to be derived from pD3,

but stands for p/DN (with a sharpening of the D as compensation for the loss

of the ?), from p?D to ascend, see 19. f, and Kantzsch, Gratnm. des Bibl. Aram.,

44-

f Rem. i. The instances are comparatively few in which the forms retain their

Nun before a firm consonant, e. g. ~ltD3 , imperfect ~lb3? Jer. 3, 5 (elsewhere

"Vt3s ) ;
also of "1X3 the pausal form is always flif}

11

(without the pause V1JP Prov.

20, 28); similarly in Is. 29, i. 58, 3. Ps. 61, 8. 68, 3 (where, however, *\~\IT\

is intended), 140, 2. 5. Prov. 2, n. Job 40, 24, the retention of the A'ttn is always

connected with the pause. In Aij^i'a/thia never occurs (except in the irregular inf.

fp3n:p Ps. 68, 3, cf. 51. k), in Hiph'il and HopKal very seldom ; e.g. !pronb
Ezek. 22, 20, }pri3n Jud. 20, 31 ; for 732;) Num. 5, 22 read 723 p, according to

53- <!
On the other hand, the Nfin is regularly retained in all verbs, of which

the second radical is a guttural, e. g. pn}"
1 he will possess, although there are rare

cases like flH* (also nH3^) he will descend, Jer. 21, 13 (even nrW Prov. 17, 10;

without any apparent reason accented as Mil'el^, plur. VlPT1

Job 21, 13 (comp.

20. i ; the Masora, however, probably regards J"in* and VlfV as imperfect NipKal
from nriH) ; NipKal DHJ for DH33 he has grieved.

g a. The ^ of Hgb to take is treated like the Nun of verbs }"D ( 19. d\ Hence

1
Cf. Mayer Lambert, 'Le futnr qal des verbes V'D, }", K^D,' in the Keviu

des etiulesJuives, xxvii. 136 sqq.
* An imperfect in a (E>3/) is given in the Paradigm, simply because it is the

actual form in use in this verb.
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imperfect Qal ni3
s

,
cohortative ( 20. /) HHpK, imperative Dp_, in pause and

before suffixes DJ5 (on N3~Dn[? Gen. 48, 9, see 6i.g), paragogic form nnp ; Tip,

&c. (but comp. also np_p Ex. 29, i. Ezek. 37, 16. Prov. 20, 16, Tip? i Ki. 17, n);

infinitive construct nnp. (once nnp 2 Ki. 12, 9, comp. 93. h}; with
p, nnp? ;

with jw^Lr '"finp J HopKal (comp., however, 53. ) imperfect ng* ; NipHal,

however, is always np_p3. On np Ezek. 17, 5 and DHp Hos. n, 3, see above,

19- *'

3. The verb jn3 to give, mentioned above, letter d, is the only example of h
a verb f'B with imperfect in (JFP for yinten ; ~fri3 only in Jud. 16, 5, elsewhere

before Maqqeph ~fFI* , &c.), and a corresponding imperative \F\
or (very frequently)

n3fl, which the Masora must intend even in Ps. 8, 2, although the text is certainly
T

corrupt; before Maqqeph ~]F\, fern. "Ofl, &c. Moreover, this very common verb

has the peculiarity that its final Nun, as a weak nasal, is also assimilated ; ""fins
< ^

for nathdnti, P1TI3 or, very frequently, nFin3 , with a kind of orthographic com-

pensation for the assimilated Nun (comp. 44. g) ; Niph'alperfect Qnri3 Lev. 26, 25.

Ezr. 9, 7.

In the infinitive construct Qal the ground-form tint is not lengthened to tenetft i

(as DE'J from K^3), but contracted to titt, which is then correctly lengthened to
V V ~T

rW, with the omission of Dage*s forte in the final consonant, see 20. /; but with

suffixes
iJjlJjlj ifiin, &c.; before Maqqeph with the prefix p= ~r\rb, e.g. Ex. 5, 21,

and even when closely connected by other means, e.g. Gen. 15, 7; however, the

strong formation of the infinitive construct also occurs in |h3 Num. 20, 21 and

jri3
Gen. 38, 9 ; comp. 69. m, note 2. On the other hand, fflr6 i Ki. 6, 19 could

not be an infinitive : it might conceivably be an imperfect with ? in a final sense,

but probably we ought simply to read T\rb, just as the Q
e
r$, I Ki. -17, 14, requires

nri for \T\T\.
< . <

In other stems, the 3 is retained as the third radical, e.g. ^133^ "^pT, comp. k

19. c and 44. n. On the entirely anomalous aphaeresis of the Nun with

a strong vowel in nfljjl (for run3) 2 Sam. 22, 41, comp. 19. i. On the passive

imperfect JHP , comp. 53. .

67. Verbs y"y, e.g. 2DD to surround.

1. A large number of Semitic stems have verbal forms with only a

two radicals, as well as forms in which the stem has been made

triliteral by a repetition of the second radical, hence called verbs y"y.

Forms with two radicals were formerly explained (in this grammar,

as by others) on a general theory of contraction from original forms

with three radicals. It is more correct to regard them as representing

the original stem (with two radicals), and the forms with the second

radical repeated as subsequently augmented from the monosyllabic
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stem l
. The appearance of a general contraction of triliteral stems

is due to the fact that in biliteral forms the second radical regularly

receives Dages forte before afformatives, except in the cases noted

in 22. b and q. This points, however, not to an actual doubling,

but merely to a strengthening of the consonant, giving more body

to the monosyllabic stem, and making it approximate more to the

character of triliteral forms.

The augmentation of biliteral to triliteral stems (y"y) generally

takes place in the 3rd sing. masc. and fern, and 3rd plur. perfect Qal

of transitive verbs, or at any rate of verbs expressing an activity, e. g.

33D, niQD, *33D
; }3H Gen. 33, 5 (but with suffix "'Mn, ver. 1 1) ;

some-

times with an evident distinction between transitive and intransitive

forms, as Tl-f to make strait, ~>5? to be in a strait ; see further details,

including the exceptions, in letter aa. The augmentation of the stem

must always take place wherever the ordinary strong form has an

unchangeable vowel in the second syllable (e. g. 2130, 313D), or where

the strengthening of the second radical is required by the character

of the form, e.g. ?n, IT;?, &c.

2. The biliteral stem always (except in HipKtl and the imperfect

NipKal, see below) receives the vowel which would have been

required in the second syllable of the ordinary strong form, or which

stood in the ground-form, since that vowel is characteristic of the

form ( 43. b), e.g. DPI answering to 7BJ5, nan to the ground-form

qdtdldl, V3R to the ground-form qdtdlu ; infinitive,
3D to /top.

3. The insertion of Dages forte (mentioned under letter a), for the

purpose of strengthening the second radical, never takes place (see

20.1} in the final consonant of a word, e.g. DPJ, 3D, not BPl, 3D
;

but it appears again on the addition of afformatives or suffixes, e. g.

an, ttD, TOD, &c .

4. When the afformative begins with a consonant (j, Ji),
and hence

the strongly pronounced second radical would properly come at the

end of a closed syllable, a separating vowel is inserted between the

stem-syllable and the afformative, in the perfect i, in the imperative
.< .< <

and imperfect
*

, e.g. r/QD, yiaD imperfect "U'SDri
(for sabb-ta,

sabb-nu, tasobb-na). The artificial opening of the syllable by means

1 So (partly following Bottcher) A. Muller, ZDMG. xxxiii. p. 698 sqq. ; Stade,

Lehrbuch, 385. <J, c; Nbldeke, &c.
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of a separating vowel is merely intended to make the strengthening

of the second radical audible 1
.

The perfect Cri (for Uisn) Num. 17, 28. Ps. 64, 7 (Jer. 44, 18
rj

with

Silluq), owing to omission of the separating vowel, approximates, if the text is

right, to the form of verbs 1"J? (comp. }JDp from

5. Since the preformatives of the imperfect Qal, of the perfect f
NipKal, and of HipKil and HopKal throughout, before a monosyllabic

stem form an open syllable, they take a long vowel before the tone

(according to 27. 2, a), e.g. imperfect Hiph'tl 2DJ for yd-seb,

imperative 2pn for hd-seb, &c. Where the preformatives in the strong

verb have t, either the original a (which was attenuated to *) is

restored and lengthened, e. g. 2D^ in imperfect Qal for yd-sob, or the

z itself is lengthened to e, e.g. 3pn perfect HifKil for hi-seb (see

further under letter K), The vowel thus lengthened can be retained,

however, only before the tone (except the d of the HopKal, lengthened

from an original u, Spin for hit-sab); when the tone is thrown forward

it becomes S'zud', according to 27. 3 (under N and n compound &wd),

e.g. 3bn, but nffwjl; imperfect HipKil 3DJJI, but nyapri ; perfect

'nSpn, &c .

Besides the ordinary form of the imperfects, there is another which predominates
in Aramaic, in which the imperfect Qal is pronounced 3D% theyfrtf radical, not

the second, being strengthened by Dagetforte, comp. D2^ i Ki. 9, 8, 1(3*1 Gen. 24, 26,

Dhl"1

;
with a in the second syllable, "IIP Lev. n, 7, DIT1

(with Daget forte
AT

'< <

implicituni) i Ki. i, I
; in the plural, ton"1 Num. 14, 35, &c. (in pause

1 No satisfactory explanation of these separating vowels has as yet been found.

In none of the forms can it be said that the original vowel has returned, although

Konig calls both separating vowels vocalic endings of the stem (Vokalstamm-

attslaute), and regards the *_ of the imperfect as differentiated from u, /.

Consequently there remains only the supposition that we have here the insertion

of a really new vowel, as an aid to pronunciation, with the object mentioned above.

Rodiger, both for the perfect and imperfect (Ewald and Stade, for the imperfect

at least), points to the analogy of verbs n'v in formations like ny3 }
n3s

?"J;l ; but

in those instances, the tone-bearing vowel is no new importation, but was there

from the first. On the other hand, Rodiger notes the analogy of the vulgar Arabic

(comp. Spitta's Gr., p. 216), which for the classical Arabic madddta, madddti,

madddtu, uses the forms maddet, maddti, maddet, and even madddt. The last of

these forms might indicate that the 6 in the perfect of Hebrew verbs J?"y is

obscured from an original d; comp., however, G. Hoffmann in ZDMG. xxxii.

p. 756, according to whom madddla has arisen rather from maddauta, which he

holds to be also the ground-form of rii"TO. [See also Wright, Comp. Gr. 229 f.]
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Ps. 102, 28); perhaps also ?53^ 7"V[ } 7]S^ I"IB^ (unless these four forms are rather

to be referred to NipKal, as certainly ^DT1

is, i Sam. 2, 9); with suffix

occurs (comp. 10. A) in Num. 23, 25 ; Imperfect Hiptin OFT, Hoph'al 7^ , &c.

This sharpening of the first radical obviously only serves the purpose of giving

to a biliteral stem at least a triliteral appearance
*

; at the same time, the vowel

of the preformative (which before Dagel is, of course, short) follows the analogy

of the ordinary strong form (comp., also, letters u and y). The same method

is then extended to forms with afformatives or suffixes, so that even before these
<

additions the second radical is not doubled, e.g. Vlj;)*! Gen. 43, 28 and elsewhere

for ^p'l and they bowed the head; \T^\ and they beat down, Deut. i, 44 (fromT
<

J"iri3); V3ri*1_ Deut. 32, 8; MDT Exod. 15, 16. Job 29,21 (comp., however, teD'l

Jud. 18, 23, \F\y Jer. 46, 5. Job 4, 20). To the same class of apparently strong

formations belongs rU^Tl (without the separating vowel, for flJ^ ?Jfl;l , comp.

i Sam. 3, u and below, letter /) they shall tingle, 2 Ki. 21, 12. Jer. 19, 3. On
the various forms of the Niph'al, see Rem. 5.

h 6. The restoration of the original vowel, as mentioned in No. 5,

occurs (a) in the preformative of the imperfect Qal 3DJ for ya-sob

(comp. 47- #, 63. , and for verbs l"y 72); (<5)
in the perfect

Niph'al 3D3 for nd-sdb (51. a), as well as in the imperfect 2E>? (comp.

on a in the final syllable of strong imperfects NipKal, 51. /);

(c] in Hoptfal SCfln, with irregular lengthening for hosab from

hit-sab, imperfect 2DV homyu-sab, &c.

i On the other hand, an already attenuated vowel
(*')

underlies the

intransitive imperfects Qal with d in the second syllable (probably

for the sake of dissimilating the two vowels), e. g.
"MB* for yi-mar

(see letter />); and in the preformative of HipKil 2pn from hi-seb

(ground-form *'??i?D, 53- i). In the second syllable of this form the

underlying vowel is ;, attenuated from an original a, which in the

strong verb is abnormally lengthened to i
( 53. i). The e lengthened

from / is, of course, only tone-long, and hence when without the tone,
<

and before Dages forte we have e.g. rnspn. On the return of the

original d in the second syllable, comp. letter v.

k 7. The lone, as. a general rule, tends to keep to the stem-syllable,

and thus does not (as in the strong verb) pass to the afformatives n_,
' and *_ (2nd sing. fern, imperfect); e.g. 3rd sing. fern, perfect HJJin,

in pause nnn with n and gutturals nno
(for rnp),

nnK> Ps. 44, 26
;

on the other hand, with wdw consecutive roil Is. 6, 12 (but H^ni

1

Possibly the analogy of verbs |"D may also have had some influence, as

Paul Haupt has suggested verbally to the writer.
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Ex. i, 1 6). In the 3rd plur. perfect the tone varies; along with

'H $?, we also find $n and #2, ! ls . 59, i 2) 1W Hab. 3, 6, &c.;

but in pause always VlH, ^Efl, &c. The tone likewise remains on the

stem-syllable in the imperfect Qal in ^DJR, fcDJ; /x?/^/ HipKil n2Dn,
< < <

a
?!!}; imperfect ^pn, tJDJ, &c. In the forms with separating vowels,

the tone is moved forward to these vowels (or to the final syllable,

comp. Rem. 12), e.g. 130, n^liDn, &c .; except before the endings

DO and ?n in the perfect, which always bear the tone. This shifting

of the tone naturally causes the shortening of the merely tone-long

vowels e and 5 to z and u (o, see letter n), hence topn from 3pn,
< , v

nyapn from 3D} : on the vowel of the preformative becoming S
e
wd,

see above, letter/".

8. In numerous verbs y"y, instead of Pi el, Pual and Hithpdel, I

the less frequent conjugation Po'el ( 55. i), with its passive and

reflexive, occurs, generally with the same meaning
1

,
e. g. Wy to treat

ill, passive -viy, reflexive ^Wpn (from <vi? ; comp. the Hithpfiel from

VST) and "na Is. 24, 19 sq.); in a few also Pilpel ( 55. 4) is found,

e.g. i$ba /o roll, Hithpalpel fenn / r<?// i^f (from ^3); VW /<?

comfort, to delight in; passive V^W to be caressed (from $$&?). These

forms cannot appear in a biliteral form any more than Pfel, Pu'al

and Hithpa'el. For ^^ 2 Sam. 22, 27 read, according to Ps. 18, 27,

narun.TT :

REMARKS.

I. On Qal.

1. In the perfect, isolated examples are found with Holem in the first syllable, in

which it is customary to refer to triliteral stems with middle o (like PD"1

, 43. a) ;

viz. flST to Db"l they are exalted, Job 24, 24 ; }IH to 2il"l they shot, Gen. 49, 23 ;

Vlf Is. i, 6 to T"lt . But this explanation is very doubtful : Vlf especially is

rather to be classed among the passives of Qal mentioned in 52. e.

2. Imperfects Qal with o in the second syllable keep the original a in the pre- 11

formative, but lengthen it to d, as being in an open syllable, hence flT }
"liD

1

*

;
TJT

p"
1

; imperfects with d have, in the preformative, an e, lengthened from f. See

examples below, letter /, and 63. c and e, 72. h, and specially Earth in

ZDMG. 1894, p. 5 sq.

1
Sometimes both Pi'el and Pffel are formed from the same stem, though with

a difference of meaning, e. g. ^*2H to break in pieces, f*jp to oppress ; |3n to make

pleasing, \3\T\ to have pity; ^H to praise, ^bin to make foolish ; 33D to turn, to

change, 3^D to go round, to encompass.
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The HolUm of the infinitive, imperative, and imperfect (3D, 3D 11

) is only

tone-long, and therefore, as a rule, is written defectively (with a few exceptions,

chiefly in the later orthography, e.g. "113? bind up, Is. 8, 16 ; 713 Ps. 37, 5; DH
ver. 7 ; Ti3? for fa? to plunder, Esth. 3, 13. 8, 11). When this o loses the tone,

it becomes in the final syllable 8, in a sharpened syllable it, or not infrequently

even S (see above, letter
). Examples of 8 are : (a) in a toneless final syllable,

i. e. before Maqqeph or in the imperfect consecutive, ~p (r8ri) to rejoice. Job 38, 7 ;

< T
<

3D S
1 Jud. n, 18 (once even with u in a toneless final syllable, DTI Ex. 16, 20);

_< <

on the other hand, in the plur. }3D*1 , fern. WSpPn ; () before a tone-bearing

afformative or suffix, e.g. imperative 2nd sing. fern, ""ifl^
'"fa (comp. letter^");

OJjn /z(y w*; rfi'jJD Jer. 50, 26
; D'jlB* Prov. u, 3 Q

e
r$ ; VISIT];! Ex. 13, 14; for

the defective writing, cf. Vl3D^ Job 40, 22. In
"spIT

1 Gen. 43, 29. Is. 30, 19 (for

^J3IT) this S is thrown back to the preformative.

Quite abnormal is the infinitive absolute iTJT) Is. 24, 19 (as !T follows, probably

only a case of dittography for yi, comp. 3p Num. 23, 25 and ?5J> Ruth 2, 16);

so also are the imperatives Y~fl3p Num. 22, n. 17, and "JTiTlX 22,6. 23, 7, with

n paragogic. We should expect iT3p 5
rHK (comp. pny Is. 32, n). If these

forms are to be read qSbalK, ""Srallt, they would be analogous to such cases as

m3"ljp ( 90. t), the addition of the paragogic !T causing no change in the form

of the word (~3J3 qSb like
"["I above). If, however, as Jewish tradition requires,

they are to be read qaballi, 'drallt, then in both cases the Qames would have to be

explained, with Stade, as the equivalent of an o (*p~fl3p, &c. ; comp. 9. v).
<

T '

Still more striking is 133p curse him, Num. 23, 13, for }33p or 'Up
1

.

3. Examples with Pathah in the infinitive, imperative, and imperfect are

"13 (in D"13;5 to prove them, Eccles. 3, 18); "Q to trample down, Is. 45, i
; 7)5^

Jer. 5, 26; perhaps also 03^3 in their error, Gen. 6, 3 (Baer, following the

versions and the Masora, D3K'3). Also 73 take away, Ps. 119, 22; and the

imperfects DPI 11 it is hot, Deut. 19, 6 &c. (on the e cf. letter n) ; ID* *V is bitter, Is.

2 4> 9! "VT ** ts straitened; TJT
1 it is soft, Js. 7, 4; DKT1 i/ M desolate, Ezek. 12,

19 <in pause DKTI Gen. 47, 19); Ppffl ^ was despised, Gen. 16, 4 (but else-

where in the impf. consec. with the tone on the penultima, e.g. ljf*1 Gen. 32, 8 and
<

"

elsewhere; JH'1 Gen. 21, n and elsewhere, comp. Ezek. 19, 7) ;
in the ist sing,

imperfect DJVX 2
Ps. 19, 14, contrary to rule written fully for OHS, unless QflS

is to be read, as in some MSS., on the analogy of the 3rd sing. DflV The

following forms are to be explained with Barth (ZDMG. xliii. p. 178) as imperfects

Qal with original fin the second syllable, there being no instances of their Hiph'il

in the same sense : 73*
1

! Gen. 29, 10; JIP
Is. 31, 5, &c. ; !JD

J
1 Ex. 40, 21. Ps. 91, 4,

&c. ; perhaps also n^?5fri i Sam. 3, n and pH
1
*

Job 31, 26, &c. ;
in accordance

1 For 13 as suffix of the 3rd person a parallel might be found in
fatJ'J,

100. o,

and probably in the Nun of the Phoenician suffix DJ ; cf. Barth, ZDMG. xli. p. 643.
a Also in Ezek. 6, 6, instead of rtiDt^n, which could only come from DK" 'B>>n

T t AT '

.
' "

is intended, and ^Dl^fcO in the same verse is probably only an error for
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with this last form, i?n(3) Job 29, 3 would also be an infinitive Qal, not Hiph'il

(for i?nn2), as formerly explained below, letter TV. Finally the very peculiar form

fini Jud. 9, 53 may probably be added to the list.

Imperfects, with an original u in the second syllable, are also found with this <J

u lengthened to u (instead of o), e.g. jV, if the text is correct, in Prov. 29,6;

"HB* Ps. 91, 6 (unless it be simply an imperfect from *1VJ> to be powerful, to

prevail) ; p"V (if from pH) Is. 42, 4 and elsewhere (also defectively written flK
Ps. 1 8, 30; but in Eccles. 12, 6, according to Baer, JTlTn) ; DflPl Ezek. 24, n
(on the sharpening of the fl cf. letter g above)

1
.

A similar analogy with verbs }"y is seen in the infinitives ~fl2;> (for 12" f

Eccles. 9, I ; ipl"Q Prov. 8, 27 (comp. ip^PG Prov. 8, 29) for ipn2, and in the

imperfect ^Bfotf Gen. 27, 21. Infinitives in ffl (on the analogy of verbs H"?) are

nilin in Ps. 77, 10, niDC> Ezek. 36, 3; also with a suffix N'n Tii^n Ps. 77, n.

On other similar cases, see below, letter ee. For examples of the aramaizing

imperfect, see above, letter g.

4. In the participle, the aramaizing form
7]

I|DX5J' for TpDDB' occurs in Ke
thibh, S

Jer. 30, 16 (the Q?re points to a participle from nDB') ; in itJTI Prov. 25, 19,

there appears to be a contraction from nyjp , part, fern,
= breaking in pieces.

II. On Niph'al.

5. Besides the ordinary form of the perfect 3D3 with Pathah (in pause 3DJ) and

the participle 2D3 with Qames in the second syllable, there is also another with

Sere, and a third with Holem, e.g. perfect Pp3 it is a light thing (also ppJ), Is. 49, 6 ;

n3DJ (for D2D3) Ezek. 26, 2
; part. DtM (comp., however, 75. y}, molten,

refuse, i Sam. 15, 9; with o, e.g. }?bj they are rolled together, Is. 34, 4; comp.

63, 19. 64, 2. Amos 3, ii. Nah. i, 12. Eccles. 12, 6b. In the imperfect, on the

analogy of verbs 'y (from which Konig would also explain the perfects with o},

we find **\F[ thou shalt be brought to silence, Jer. 48, 2 (unless this form should

be referred to Qaf) ; plfl (for tirros] Ezek. 29. 7 ; with e in the second syllable

?n,n she profanes herself, Lev. 21, 9, but priNI Ezek. 22, 26, and pIT1 Is. 48, n.

For infinitives, cf. DJ3H to #**#, Ps. 68, 3 (as *'/". constr.; 2 Sam. 17, 10 as inf.

absol.} ; moreover, with compensatory lengthening in the first syllable, ?nn
Ezek. 20, 9. 14. 22, but with suffix i?nn Lev. 21, 4; also Ti3H to be plundered,

and pi2H to fo emptied, Is. 24, 3; in the imperative only, "Qn fo ^ f/<faw,

Is. 52, ii. On toTH getyou up, Num. 17, 10, imperf., Ezek. 10, 17 and elsewhere,

comp. 72. dd.

Examples of the perfect Niph'al with sharpening of the initial syllable are, ^rj3 u
it is profaned, Ezek. 22, 16. 25, 3 (from ?2'"0 J "*D? (fr m Tl^) PS - 69, 4. 102, 4

(also "inj Jer. 6, 29) ; nH3 fractus est (from nriH) Mai. 2, 5 ; comp. with this in

the participle, D^tpnj (for nihhdmtm) Is. 57, 5, and DHNJ Mai. 3, 9 : in the

1

According to Stade, Grammatik, 95, Rem., the pronunciation with *2, since

it also appears in Neo-Punic [and in Western Syriac, see Noldeke, Syr. Gramm.,

48], was that of everyday life.
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imperative and infinitive Niph'al such a virtual doubling of the guttural after

preformatives never occurs. The occurrence of u instead of 6 as a separating
vowel in the perfect y^JK>3 Mic. 2, 4 is abnormal.

III. On Hiph'tl and Hoph'al.

V 6. The second syllable in HipKtl has Pathah instead of Sere, especially under

the influence of "1 and the gutturals, e. g. perfect "ltpn he made bitter, ClC^n he bowed,

")fin he hath broken, Gen. 17, 14, in pause, comp. 29. q; otherwise ~IDn,//wr.
*

nSH Is. 24, 5; in ~PBn Ps. 33, 10. Ezek. 17, 19. comp. Ps. 89, 34, and also in

VVibn Hos. 8, 4 (perhaps also in fJVrP Hab. 2, 17, but comp. 20. ) there is an

assimilation to the corresponding forms of verbs V'J?, see letter z, while conversely,

in tnn Is. 1 8, 5 from Fiji, an *"]} verb is assimilated to a ]}"]) verb. Also IJfH

Deut. 28, 52; tnf.~\2r\p to cleanse, Jer. 4, u, in pause; but also with other

consonants, e.g. p*in 2 Ki. 33, 15, ?gn Is. 8, 23; TJ'VJ Job 23, 16; //r. WDH
I Sam. 5, 9. 10 (and so usually in the 3rd plur. perf.. except before ~\ and gutturals,

e. g. }jnn) ; imper. yB>n besmear, Is. 6, 10
; plur. %)w'n be astonished, Job 21,5;

imperfect JHPI Thou dost afflict ; part. ?StD shadowing, Ezek. 31, 3 (but TJ'pC

Jud. 3, 24 is assimilated to the form of verbs ]"]} . So in the imperative

"JB^Cn Jud. 16, 26 0*7$, and in the infinitive 'JDrin Is. 33, i).

D The e of the second syllable, when without the tone, may become /, e. g.

^3 /Tin Gen. 31, 7 (comp. also letter*). It is unusual (cf. 53. ) to find the

e written fully as in the infinitive "VB!"!? Zech. n, 10. Instead of Hateph-Pathah

a Hateph-Sfghdl is found under the Preformative in *3JT;>j?n 2 Sam. 19, 44, and

a Pathah occurs before n (with a virtual sharpening of the l"l)
in such forms as

nhinn Is. 9, 3 ; comp. Gen. n, 6. Deut. 2, 31. 3, 24. i Sam. 22, 15. Esth. 6, 13

in all these cases before n. On i?H3 Job 29, 3, see above, letter/: on "'rtfinni

Jer. 49, 37, see below, letter dd.

X 7- In the imperfect consecutive of verbs, whose second radical is a guttural, a is
<

retained ( 22. d) in the second syllable instead of e, e.g. JH'1 i Ki. 6, n : so

also when the second radical is "1
j
as "1S*1 2 Chron. 28, 20. Deut. a, 9 but cf. also

"ID1 Neh. 4, 9.

y 8. Aramaizing forms in Hiph'U and HopKal are, 3EM Ex. 13, 18; comp.

Jud. 18, 23; lErr^K Exod. 23, 21 : tfl3*1_ Deut. i, 44 (comp. Num. 14, 45);

^PIK profanabo, Ezek. 39, 7; DFUR Job 22, 3; without syncope of the n (comp.

53. q), PJnrM i Ki. 18, 27 ;
with ( in the second syllable D"^' Jer. 49, 20. 50, 45 ;

comp. D^HI Num. 21, 30; in the perfect Hv'?n Lam. i, 8. In Hoph'al, tt3H

they are brought low, Job 24, 24 ; H3' he is smitten, Is. 24, 12 {plur. Jer. 46, 5.

Mic. 1,7); in pause, ^pfV Job 19, 23, but also \F^ Job 4, 20
;
with S in the

initial syllable, nOS'n (infinitive with j^jr = rl13^n, comp. 91. e] Lev. 26, 34 sq.,

comp. 2 Chron. 36, 21
; nE>t?n2, with irregular syncope for 1?n3, Lev. 26, 43.

IV. In General.

% 9. Verbs J?"y are most nearly related as regards inflexion to verbs V'J? , 72^.

The form of verbs JT'y is generally the shorter (comp. e. g. 30^ and C^ ,
3DH
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and D s

pH) ;
in a few cases, however, both classes exactly coincide, e. g. in the

imperfect Qal and Hiph'tl with wdw consecutive, in HopKal and in the less

frequent conjugations (see above, letter /).

10. The augmented forms (with three radicals), as mentioned in letter a, are ct(l

especially frequent in the 3rd sing. masc. and fern., and the 3rd plur. (i. e. in forms

without an afformative or with an afformative beginning with a vowel) of transitive

verbs, or verbs, at any rate, expressing action, e.g. 33D, *33D (but before

a suffix also M3p, as well as '3*33 D, Wltf, &c-): OPJ, TOOT, te|J, &c.

Sometimes the contracted, as -well as the uncontracted form, is found, e. g. 173
< <

~ T

/<7 plunder, plur. Sft3
)
}3tt3 Dent. 2, 35, as well as *3W3 Deut. 3, 7 (other examples

of biliteral forms in 2nd sing, masc., Dent. 25, 12
;
in ist 'f., Jos. 5, 9) ; but hi the

1st pers. ''JjltDDT
Zech. 8, 14. 15 is the only instance of the augmented form.

On the other hand, the biliteral forms are the more common in the 3rd sing, and bb

plur. of perfects which are intransitive, and express a state ; comp. p^ Deut. 9,21

(Ex. 32, 20 p"
5
! ;

elsewhere always a transitive verb); T\n,fem. flfin "MS, fern.

rn (for marra); IS, fern. JV1S (comp. 7T\n\ Ezek. 24, n); !p ?
nE>, /w.

nnK'j DFI, &c. ; //wr. Vin, TOri
?
&c. (but on the tone, comp. letter ee below).

The intransitive but augmented perfects \j^ (also *;H), ??, ""IT13, ^1^ cc

(in pause VH3), "HD, HB^ (//r. in /<? 12^ Ps. 31, u),

(also int?), almost all have, as Mayer Lambert observes, at least an active, as

opposed to a stative meaning. Triliteral forms of the infinitive after p are,

33tpb
Num. 21, 4; limpi) Jer. 47, 4; liT^

Gen. 31, 19 (also )bb Gen. 38, 13);

comp. also DDHp Is. 47, 14, in subordinate pause, for DDH,5> with suffix D333Hb

Is. 30, 18, and, from the same form pn, with retraction and modification of the

vowel, n33r6 Ps. 102, 14; also Hint? Is. 60, 14, TT33 i Sam. 25, 2, DfaO3 Is. 10, 18,

tfj?3 Prov. 8, 28. Imperative VHE' Jer. 49, 28 (comp. 20. b, and ibid, also on

^p3n Ps. 9, 14); in the imperfect, *liT Nah. 3, 7 (Ps. 68, 13 ; comp. Gen. 31, 40)

from T13 ;
the strong form here, after the assimilation of the Nun, was un-

avoidable. On the other hand, OTIB^ Jer. 5, 6 for D^E* (Prov. u, 3 Qer^)

is anomalous
; the strengthening of the second radical has been afterwards resolved

by the insertion of a vocal Sfwd. Comp. also prV
1 Am. 5, 15 (elsewhere flT

1

). In

Niph'al, the triliteral form 33?? is found, Job n, 12
;
in ffiph'tl, all the forms of

\Y\, thus imperative Wyin, imperfect p3")]H ; infinitive DIDK'n Mic. 6, 13;

participle D^DET? Ezek. 3, 15. That the augmented (triliteral) forms possess

a certain emphasis, is seen from their frequent use in pause, as in Ps. 118, n
(*3JP3DT33 ^30) after a biliteral form.

u. The above-mentioned (letter ) neglect of the doubling in aramaizing forms,

as }DT and the like, occurs elsewhere tolerably often ; in the perfect Qal }3Dri

for S3iSTI Num. 17, 28 (Jer. 44, 18; comp. above, letter e) ; imperfect HTh3

l Sam. 14, 36 (H_ parag. without any influence on the form, comp. letter o) ;

even with the firm vowel reduced to vocal S^wd; H^33 Gen. n, 7 for ,1^33ii< < T :|T T T

(cohortative from 722) ; ^O]^ for M2r ibid. ver. 6, they purpose ; following the

analogy of verbs W
5 'JK'^^ (see above, letter r) ;

from intransitive imperfects
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Qal, 'lyn Is. 49, 19 (plur. masc. Job 18, 7) ; WV Neh. 2, 3 ; PUD^n Ezek. 6, 6

(for which '&*F\ *='WF\ ought to be read) might also be explained in the same

way. Perfect NipVal rQW for PI3W Ezek. 41, 7; ^ Jud. 5, 5 for ^J
;

DWpO3 for Dri?D3 Gen. 17, n (as if from PpD not s\Q to circumcise}, comp.

Is. 19, 3. Jer. 8, 14; Imperfect njpSJ;! Zech. 14, 12; Participle D^DDJ
, comp.

letter . So also
f'D3

i Sam. 13, n, i"l3fS3 Gen. 9, 19 (comp. Is. 33, 3), are

perfects Niph'al from
J'i'Q (= p3), not Qal from fB3. In Hiph'tl fibnn (for

JT^nn) Jud. 16, 10 (2 Sam. 15, 34); Htjjn for
iljyn

Prov. 7, 13 (cf. Cant. 6, n.

7, 13% and the very strange form 'Jirinrfi Jer. 49, 37 (from hahtath-tf) from nnn.

No less irregular is the suppression of the vowel of the stem-syllable in

D3"lQnp Lev. 26, 15. On the perfect Vin Prov. 26, 7, comp. 75, letter u.

6 12. Instances in which the tone is thrown forward on the afformatives (see

letter /&) are (a) in the perfect, the ist sing, regularly (but cf. <in1

lj?ni_ Jer. 10, 18

before DH,)) after 1 consec., Ex. 33. 19. 22. 2 Ki. 19, 34, &c., also Is. 44, 16

(V)it3n
before

1);
Ps. 17, 3. 92, n. 116, 6, perhaps also Job 19, 17, "Tl^ni

(though in this passage, and in Ps. 17, 3, the form might be an infinitive in 6th ;

see above, letter r, and Delitzsch on Job 19, 17^ ; in the 2nd sing. Hflkpl (before X

Deut. 25, 12
;

in the 3rd plural, ^31 multi siint, Ps. 3, 2. 104, 24. Jer. 5, 6.

I Sam. 25, 10
; \y\ they are soft, Ps. 55, 22; $J5 they are swift, Jer. 4, 13.

< < .

Hab. i, 8 ; ^31 they are pure, Job 15, 15. 25, 5. Lam. 4, 7 ; VIS? My <// bow,

Hab. 3, 6 ; ^n M<y ar<r burned, Is. 24, 6. A by-form of Vlt^ O")?! comp. 72. dd)

is V)k? Ps. 49, 15. 73, 9.

ff (t>) In the imperative (a command in an emphatic tone) "jH sing. Is. 54, I.

Zeph. 3, 14. Zech. 2, 14; 13T Is. 44, 23. 49, 13. Jer. 31, 7 (but ""Ifl cry out,

Lam. 2, 19), ""an keep (thy feasts), Nah. a, i. Jer. 7, 29; i^ty (
=
HJV)

before N,

Ps. 68, 29. On the return of the short vowels it
(<?) and f before Dagel forte, in

place of the tone-long 5 and e. see above, letter k ; on the change of the vowels

of the preformative into .5>a><?, when they no longer stand before the tone, see

letter g.

THE WEAKEST VERBS (Verba Quiescentia).

68. Verbs N"S, e.g. ^?N to eat.

a So far as N retains its full consonantal value as a guttural, these

verbs share all the peculiarities of verbs primae guiiuralis, mentioned

in 63. They are, however, to be treated as weak verbs, when the

K loses its value as a consonant, and coalesces with the preceding

vowel (originally short) to form one long syllable. This takes place

only in the following very common verbs and forms, as if through

phonetic decay :

b 1. In the imperfect Qalt
five verbs (viz. "1?N to perish,

H3N to be

willing, /3K to eat, ~>PN to say, HBK to bake] regularly allow the N to
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quiesce in a long 6, e. g. ?3& 1
. In a few others the ordinary (strong)

form is also in use, as trw (18 times) and ^1X^(3 times) he takes hold;

*)D' (see letter A), also 'ib^, fo collects. This <7 has primarily arisen

from an obscuring of d
( 9. g), and the <? from N

,
the weak

consonant N coalescing with a to <?/ comp. 23. a.

In the second syllable the d (for the original u) never appears, but c

either <?

2 or a; and in pause almost always e, even before the tone-

bearing heavy afformative P, e.g. fv?.*^ Deut. 18, i, without the pause

P/3S' Deut. 4, 28. In the 3rd sing. masc. and ist sing, of "V?K, however,
< . < . f .

a is always retained in pause, "M?^ and "U3N, cf. also ?3Nfl i Sam. i, 7,

&c. But with conjunctive accents in continuous discourse, a (as being

a lighter vowel) is used, e.g. IV?
"lj?Nfl

Ps. 9, 19, but in pause 13NP)

Ps. i, 6; ~M2Nn i Ki. 5, 2; comp. a similar interchange of e and a

in 65. c.

When the tone moves back, the final syllable of the imperfects of d
"ON and 7?N, with a conjunctive accent, always takes Pathah, e.g.

Di< 13^ Job 3, 3, ^?NJ
! <z</ yfo <ft# ^/; in 1OK the loss of the tone

from the final syllable only occurs in the form with ivaw consecutive

(but never in the ist sing., "^-\; cf. >

?^|!T),
and then the final syllable,

if without the pause, always takes Se

ghol, IDtfy and he said.

In pause, however, the imperfect consecutive always has the form t

batf*! (but plur. always &?#, | ***!),
n?*l 5 except ION"! in the poetic

portion of the Book of Job, as 3, 2. 4, i, &c., but not in 32, 6, in the

middle of the verse; comp. also ^""VDNni Prov. 7, 13. The weak

imperfect of tnx is always Tntf and tnNl
5
but in the ist sing.,

< . i < .

according to 49.^, Tnw Jud. 20, 6; comp. ??N}T
Gen. 3, 12. 13 in

/>#,&?.
nziK and HSN are, at the same time, verbs n"^, hence imperfect

( 75- ')

Before 7^f^ suffixes the vowel of the second syllable becomes vocal Sewa, as f
but DDb?Kn. In a few cases, instead of the 6 in the first

1 So in the vulgar Arabic as now spoken in South Palestine, ydkul (he eats']

becomes ydkul.
* On this / (originally /) as a dissimilation from o (originally ), cf. 27. x,

and F. Philippi in the Zeitschrift fur Volkerpsychologie und Sprachwissewchaft,
Bd. xiv. 2, p. 178. The latter rightly observes that the existence of an original

in the imperfect of ?3N is indicated by the form of the imperative /DS, the

Arabic ydkul, and the Aramaic ^DfcO, as well as by the fact that UlN"1 and
x v:iv

are found along with ]r\W and
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syllable an e is found, which is due to contraction from the group_ (or_ )
in place of ___ ; e.g. nriSfl it shall come, Mic. 4, 8, from nTlXPI

(from nnN); 3HN (for 2HN) / love, Prov. 8, 17, also 2HN Mai. i, 2, &c., with

suffixes ^"IZinX Hos. 11, i. 14, 5. &c. (but only in ist sing., otherwise DHK^ , &c.,

from 2HN, 2HK) ; "M"IX1 and I stayed, Gen. 32, 5. The infinitive construct of

VDN with b is always "ibsb dicendo, for ibN^. According to Earth (ZDMG.- T : . v:iv

1889, p. 179) 7i'Ks
1 Num. n, 25 is to be regarded as an imperfect Qal, without

the obscuring of N_ to 6, not as imperfect Hifh'il, since ?2fN elsewhere occurs

only in the perfect Qal and NipJial; on the original i in the second syllable, see

above, 67. /. For ^rPSiOT Job 20, 26 we should simply emend '?3Nn ; for

the view that it is imperfect PS'el (which nowhere else occurs) can, as regards the

change of $ to tf, be supported only by the very doubtful analogies of Ps. 62, 4

(see 52. q} and Ps. 101, 5 Qfre (see 55. b~),
while the view that it is Pi'el

('3NF1
=

'3SJ;1
= /

2XPl) rests on no analogy whatever. It would be more admissible

to suppose that '3XFI stands for '3Nfi ,
Pual (comp. ^SN for fJ;ON, 27.^); but

no reason has been discovered for this departure from the natural punctuation

'sate.

g 2. In the ist pers. sing, imperfect, where two N'S would ordinarily

come together, the second (which is radical) is regularly dropped

( 23.7), as ION 1

(for "KK), &c., and even plene
TOiM Neh. 2, 7, &c.,

rntpitf Ps. 42, 10. In the other cases, also, where the N is ordinarily

regarded as quiescing in 6 or /, it is only retained orthographically,

and on etymological grounds. Hence the possibility of its being

dropped in the following cases :

h Always in the contracted forms of ^DN, as S]pri for fJDSri Ps. 104, 29; t)D*1

2 Sam. 6, i (but for ^DJO Job 27, 19 read fJDX
11 with the LXX) ; comp. also in

the ist pers. Mic. 4, 6 and ^JDDN i Sam. 15, 6, which is apparently, from the

Metheg with i, intended for an imperfect Hiph'il ; instead of it, however, read,

with the Mantua edition, ^JDDN (with f, according to 6o./). But [}SDNn
Ex. 5, 7 (for 'DID) and *lpX'1 I Sam. 18, 29 (for 5)0^*1) are due to a mistake,

since l:oth forms must be derived from the stem P)D
N

. Furthermore, 'JV^D^

Ps. 139, 20 (where certainly '"ID^ is to be read) ; KQTl Prov. i, 10 (comp. 75. hh] ;

' L
: *

IHSni i Sam. 28, 24 ; v31'1 Ezek.42, 5 ;
VO7

! 2 Sam. 19, 14 ; tnni 2 Sam. 20, 9 ;

^TR thou gacLlest about (from ^K\ Jer. a, 36; KflM Deut. 33, 21 (for nriN\),

according to other readings (on the analogy of the cases mentioned in 75. p]

or

1 The regularity of this orthography indicates that the contraction of XK to &

in this ist pers. occurred at a time when in the 3rd and and persons the N was

still audible as a consonant (which accordingly was almost always retained in

writing). Noldeke {ZDMG., Bd. xxxii. p. 593) infers this from the fact that also

in Arabic the 3rd and and pers. are still written yifkulii, (a'kulu, but the ist pers.

'dkuM, not 'a'kiUii.
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Paradigm I shows the weak forms of the imperfect Qal, and merely

indicates the other conjugations, which are regular.

Rem. i. In the derived conjugations only isolated weak forms occur : Perfect i

Niphal ttntfi Num. 32, 30. Jos. 22, 9, Hiph. y\ (for 37IKM?) and he laid

wait, i Sam. 15, 5 ; fTS / listen, Job 32, n ; TaiX (8 from ) I give to eat,

Hos. n, 4; nT3K (6 from <S) I will destroy, Jer. 46, 8; "into 2 Sam. ao, 5 (?V#

(for TRW); theKetMbh appears to require the Pi'el~\rf?\, fromlrV as a secondary

form of IDS ;
but "irVjl

= IHS*! for "inX*l as imperfect Qal is not impossible.

On rntfNl Neb. 13, 13, comp. 53. n. infinitive ^3n|) Ezek. 21, 33 (
='3$nb

unless it is rather infin. Hiph. from ,^3) ; Participle pflD giveth ear, Prov. 17,4.

Imperative VflH (Ww^ (from HOX) Jer. 12, 9. (On the same form used for the

perfect in Is. 21, 14, comp. 76. </.)

2. In the Pi el the X is sometimes dropped by syncope, like H in ^DpfP k

P^BJV, thus P|?O (as in Aramaic and Samaritan") teaching, for flfSD Job 35, n ;

i>rr for i>n&O Is. 13, 20; ^njrn /A<? hast girded me, 2 Sam. 2.2, 40, for

as Ps. 18, 40; <rj-ON1T
Ezek. 28, 16; comp. 23.0?.

69. Verbs """a. ^'rj1

/ C/aw, or Verbs originally l"a, e. g. 3^

Verbs which at present begin with Yodh in their simple form
(i. e. a

when without preform atives), are divided into two classes according

to their origin and hence frequently in their inflexion: (a) Verbs

which (as still in Arabic and Ethiopic) originally began with Wdzv,

e. g. "^ to give birth to, Arab, and Eth. wdlada. In consequence of

a phonetic change which prevails also with few exceptions in the

noun, this Waw in Hebrew and Aramaic always becomes a Yddh,

at least when it is the initial consonant; but after preformatives it either

reappears, or is again changed into Yodh, or, lastly, is altogether

elided
; (b) Verbs which (as in Arabic) originally began with Yodh

(called Verba cum lod originario, see 70). A few verbs (some with

original Yodh, and some with original Waw) form a special class, which

in certain forms assimilates the Waw or Yodh to the following

consonant on the analogy of the Nun in verbs f"a (see 71).

With regard to verbs 1
/r
a (i.

e. """a with original Wow] it is to be b

noticed that

1. In the imperfect, imperative and infinitive construct Qal there is

a twofold inflexion, according as the Waw is wholly rejected or only

changed into Y6dh. The complete rejection (or elision) takes place

regularly in eight verbs (see letter k] on the analogy of the following :
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A. Imperfect 2E?., Pf. with an unchangeable
1 Sere in the first

syllable and original i in the second, which in the tone-syllable

(according to 27. c] becomes e (thus "V|, XV, T ; ^l.c?.),
or under

the influence of a guttural with a in the second (VH, W^!, in*).

The tone-long e of the second syllable is of course liable to the

shortening to S'ghdl or vocal S'wd, e.g. 3S?.H, *3
^., &c.

;
in the same

way a becomes S'wd in such cases as WT.> &c., but is lengthened to
<

Qames in pause (V) an(l before suffixes (QJn,!
1

.).

B. Imperative 1& with aphatresis of the riazw and with tone-long <?,

from *, as in the imperfect.
<^

'

C. Infinitive rQB> from original libh, by addition of the feminine

ending (n) lengthened to a segholate form ; as in verbs f"B (com p.

66. 3) this lengthening affords a certain compensation for loss of the

initial consonant.

1 The e of the first syllable is really ^, not tone-long e; thus yiw$ib. with the

first t attenuated from d, after elision of the Waw must have been lengthened

to yeteb, as it was still explained, with Ewald and others, in the twenty-third

edition of this Grammar. The character of this e is seen from the fact that

it is retained not merely before the tone, and in the counter-tone (e. g. DJTP.1 Hos.

14, 10), but also in ^JSHNI Ex. 33, 13. 17. Its explanation, however, presents

great difficulty. The view that original yaivstb became yaytib, and then yeltb,

yeseb (so still Konig, Lehrgeb., p. 401), seems to be supported by the fact that,

in Arabic, besides such imperfects as yalidii, yatjbii (with complete elision of

the Wa-uf) we also find in the dialects ytilid,ytisal, &c., 1st '?. aulid, ausal, &c.;

comp. Spitta, Gramm. des Arab. Vulgardial. v. Agypten, p. 223 sq. ; on the

corresponding strong formation in Ethiopic, comp. Dillmann, Grannn.. p. 146 ;

Praetorins, 93. But how comes then the almost invariable scriptio defectiva

of this $? From an original ^ we should expect, according to 7. g, a prevalence

of the scriptio plena ; in reality it occurs (with the exception of "Ip^ P<. 7:. 14,

elsewhere pointed ~lp^) only in Mic. i, 8 and Ezek. 35, 9 K'th.; in Ps. 138, 6

the Masora prefers to point JTP\ According to Stade (Gramm., 108, 1170)

the original f of the second syllable has exercised a backward influence upon the

original d of the first syllable,
'
in consequence of which an f forces itself in after

this d, as it were by anticipation. The two coalesce into a diphthong, which

is then merged into /: DHpH htqtm for haiqtm from haqim, Aramaic 'aqtm;

D^pD from maqlm,' &c. The latter comparison must indeed be rejected, since

the e in D^pH and D^pJO is not unchangeable; but Stade's view ha-- the advantage

of attempting to explain at any rate the unchangeableness of the first e in TJ"

and y*1\ which he likewise refers to an original ycuii'. According to Philippi

(ZDAfG. xl. p. 653) an original valid, for example (see above), became yilid

by assimilation of the vowel of the first syllable to that of the second
;
this then

became ylKd instead of yeled, in an attempt to raise the word again in this way

(by writing / instead of e} to a triliteral form.
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Rem. Since the infinitives nVlJ, PIT? (see below, letter m) point to a ground- C

form aYW, /wfo/, we must, with Philippi (ZDMG. xxxii. p. 42) and Earth (ibid. xli.

p. 606), assign to rOE?, &c., the ground-form h'6t (which, therefore, reappears

in 'rQE', &c.) ; the apparent ground-form tabt rests upon the law that the f of

the stem-syllable is changed into a whenever the syllable becomes doubly closed

by the addition of the vowelless feminine ending.

In more than half -the number of verbs l"s the original Waw in the d

above-mentioned forms gives place to Ytidh, which in the imperatives

p2P, ET^ (see letter y) and .infinitive ib? is a strong consonant, but

in the imperfect EH*, properly yiyras, merges with the preceding /

into i.

In the second syllable imperfects of this form regularly have a.

(a) That the latter forms are derived from verbs with an original Waw (not &

Y&dK) is shown partly by the inflexion of these verbs in NipKal, Hiph'il, and Hoph'al

(where the original Waw reappears throughout), and partly by the Arabic, in

which verbs 1"S likewise exhibit a twofold formation; comp. walada, imperf.

Validu, with elision of the Waw, and wa&ila, yaugalu, with retention of the Waw.

(6} Sometimes both forms, the weaker and the stronger, occur in the same verb ; f
comp. pj? 2 Ki. 4, 41 and pjf

1

pour, Ezek. 24, 3 (comp. 1p)P i Ki. 18, 34 and the

infin. DpX Ex. 38, 27)5 EH take possession, Deut. i, 21. i Ki. 21, 15 (comp.,

however, letter s), EH (in pause for {JH) Deut. 2, 24. 31 ; plur. }EH Deut. 1,8.9, 2 3>

but also, with H paragogic, nEH 11 Dent. 33, 23. In the imperfect *\\P\
Deut.

32, 22 and lp_> Is. 10, 16 it shall be kittdled; 1^*1 it -was precious, \ Sam. 18, 30

and ~lp* Ps. 49, 9 (comp. Ip
1* Ps. 72, 14). The form 5Dn s

1 Gen. 30, 39, for
-~ v:rr-

^Dn s
1 beside n3Dn*1 verse 38, is remarkable.

(c} On IT Jud. 19, 11 for TV and 2iE> Jer. 42, 10 for the infinitive absolute S
2iE*, comp. 19. i. But TV Jud. 5, i^a and b is not intended by the Masora

either ^s, perfect (for "P"1

, which really should be restored) or as imperative of TV,
but as an apocopated imperfect Pfel from mi (=r niCl*

1

)
to ^flw dominion.

((f)
The eight verbs J

,
of which the initial consonant in the above-mentioned ft

forms always suffers elision or aphaeresis, are TT to bring forth, K2P to go forth,

3K* to V, to dwell, TT1 to descend, also !|pn to ^<? (comp. below, letter x) ;
and

with d in the second syllable of the imperfect, PT1 to know, TH1
* to fe united,

yp"
1 to fe dislocated. Examples of the other formation (EH

1

^ &c.) are 5)3^ to

fe wearied, f*y to counsel, JE/
1 to jfe/, K"!"1

(imperfect NH^
1

*)
tofear.

1 A ninth 51D"
1 to afl#, is also to be included. For since on the Mesa' stone,

1. 21, the infinitive is not written DIDD? but fiDD? (comp. TlDD*1

,
1. 29), we

must also read in Is. 30, i (Num. 32, 14. Deut. 29, 18) DSD for J"riQp. The

2nd plur. masc. imperative ^SD Is. 29, i. Jer. 7, 21 corresponds to }2E>; thus

in proof of a supposed HDD addere, there remains only HSOS Deut. 32, 23, for

which, according to 2 Sam. 12, 8, nSDX'is to be read.

O 2
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i 2. The original Wow is retained as a firm consonant : (a) in the

infinitive, imperative, and imperfect Niph'al, being protected by the

doubling, e.g. 2^'?, 3^, which are consequently strong forms like

i?Bj ; (b] in the Hithpa'el of some verbs, e. g. JRVin from VT
,

from H3J,
nwin from iT; otherwise a radical PFazy at the

beginning of a word is now found only in a few nouns, e. g. \>\ proles

from "vj /0 bear. At the end of a syllable IFazt; with the homogeneous

vowel ii coalesces into & ; so throughout Hoph'al, e.g. 2^n for

huwsabh; but with a preceding the IFoa; is contracted into <?0);

so in the perfect and participle NipKal and throughout Hiph'il,

e..g.
3K*i3 from an original nawsabh, 3"B>iri from an original hawsibh.

The first radical always appears as Yodh in the perfect and participle

Qal, 3B* &c., 25?" , 3V^ ;
even when } precedes, e.g. 3PM (but DFQ&h,

according to 24. b), also throughout /*/"// and Pu'al, e. g. 7n^ /# wait,

"IF /<? A? for;*, and in the imperfect and participle PfTCJ,
VTO known

(from jrr), and, as a rule, also in Hithpa'el, e. g. n.Wl?, arnn, fe>rvnn

(as against Jnypn, &c. with Wdw).

The beginner may recognize verbs VB in the imperfect Qal partly by the

Sere under the preformatives ; in Niph'al, ffifh'tl, and Hoph'al by the Waw

(^ i ^) before the second radical. (The defective writing, as in ny'n, is rare).

Verbs Y'Q have forms like 31? (V^), ^llK', in common with verbs f"). Similarly

Hoph'al has the same form as in verbs J?"J? and ']}.

<.
Rem. i. The infinitive Qal of the weaker form (rQB>, ground-form #/, comp.

above, letter c) with suffixes is pointed as I|

J;13B'
1

, &c. The masculine form is

very rare, e.g. JH to know, Job 32, 6. 10, as also the feminine ending n_ , e.g.

njn 2 EX. 2, 4 , rnb is. 37, 3 (2Ki. 19, 3); jer. 13, 21. HOS. 9, ii ; rnip
8

/

descend, Gen. 46, 3, where the change of the e into vocal SfwA is to be explained,

with Kbnig, from its position between the principal and secondary tone. From

VT, under the influence of the guttural, njn is formed, with suff. ''Fljn &c. ;

but from N2P
;
DSJf for f

e
'et/i, see 94-/. From TP there occurs in Ps. 30, 4

in Q*re~ *"1"!*D (the K*th. requires
S
n"|i

s

1?)
a very remarkable case of the strong

form (for '"fn'IO). For I'D : Sam. 4, 19 (generally explained as a case of

1

*J;QB'1 Ps. 23, 6 can hardly be intended for an infinitive with suffix from

B^ ,
but rather for a perfect consecutive from ytfy ; we should, however, read

a The infinitives njn and ill") belong to the source marked E (B by Dillmann)

in the modern criticism of the Pentateuch. The same document also has
fj"l3

to give, for rW 7]^)n
to go, for fl3p ; and HB'J? to make, for nVtJ'y. See Dillmann,

Die BB. Num., Dent., Jos., p. 618.
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assimilation of T to H in the supposed ground-form ladt ; according to Mayer
Lambert pausal of TO= lidt, see above, letter c) read simply fl"! ? .

Examples of the strong form of the infinitive arc NT to fear, Jos. 22, 25, with

preposition YDy Is. 51, 16 (but 2 Chron. 31, 7 according to Ben Naphtali "IDy,
where the ^ is only retained orthographically, but is really assimilated to the D ;

the reading of Ben Asher, *11Dv, accepted by Baer, is meaningless) ;

Eccles. 5, ii
; Kip i Sam. 18, 29 is irregular, probably,, however, X~6 (for

is intended. With suff. Hp"
1

^ Job 38, 4, comp. Jud. 14, 15. Ezr. 3, 12; with
i . < . <

71 fern. rP2? to be able, Num. 14, 16. On J"IKO% which is likewise usually

referred to this class, comp. the note on 70. a.

2. The imperative Qal frequently has the lengths. ling by H
, e.g. rOB* o

sit thou, m") descend thou. From Sil
1
* to give, Arab, ivahabd, only the imperative

is used in- Hebrew ;
it has the form 2H give, lengthened rQH generally with

the meaning age, go to (Gen. 29, 21 i~Qn before N to avoid the hiatus) ; fern.

^Zin Ruth 3, 15, Mil'ra' on the analogy of the plural IQH (in Job 6, 22 12H

before the tone-syllable; but comp. Deut. 32, 3), whilst, on the analogy of other

imperatives Qal of verbs 1"S
5 'Dll,

}3H would rather be expected. On HJH
Prov. 24, 14, comp. 48. /.

3. The imperfect with 1 elided takes & in the second syllable, besides, the cases p
mentioned above (letter/), also in "P,Pl Jer. 13, 17 (comp. Lam. 3, 48) and in

the pausal form !J7 Job 27, 21 &c. (from 1j;TI, see letter x) ;
on Hp^ Is. 10, 16

see above, letter f. The a in the second syllable, when followed by the afforma-

tive H3
(rOTJJjl &c.), is in accordance with the law mentioned above (letter c},

by which a takes the place of f in a doubly closed syllable. Forms with e in

the second syllable shorten the e to ifghdl, when the tone is drawn back (before

a tone-syllable or after wdw consecutive), e. g. W3tJ^ Gen. 44, 33 ; TTJ^, SK'.'l ;

but e is retained in an open syllable, even with Mil'el-tone, in NiP Ex. 16, 29.

Jud. 9, 39, in both cases with nasog 'ahor, 29. e. The pausal is either of the

form 3E' >
1 Ruth 4, I or 1~I4

1 Ps. 18, 10
; the ist pers. sing., whether in or out of

pause, is T1N1 1^X1 &c., except Tl^Nl Job 19, ro, see letter x. For JH"
""IT' " "IT 'A-" IT I

T":

Ps. 138, 6 (comp. the note above, on letter b and the analogous cases, 70. d)

VT1
*
1 is intended.

|T

The imperfect of the form {jh
1

^ is frequently (especially before afformatives) ^

written defectively, in which case the i can always be recognized as a long vowel

by the Metheg (see 16. /), e. g. }SJT Is. 40, 30, ty^ Is. 65, 23 ;
and so always

Wj^ they fear, as distinguished from SN'T they see (imferf. Qal of JltO). On

Db^l Gen. 50, 26. 24, 33 R e
th., and

TJD'
1
'
1 Ex. 30, 32, see 73, letter/.

From bb"1 to prevail; to be able, the imperfect Qal is ?3V ,
which can only have Y

arisen through a depression of the vowel from 73V1

(ground-form yaukhal=ya"W-

khal), to distinguish it, according to Qimhi, from P3iN, just as, according to

47. b, bbj?K is differentiated from Pbpl)
. Comp. the Arabic yauru'u (ydru'u}

from waru'a, yaugalu (ydgalu) from wagila, as also the vulgar Arabic (among

towns-people) yfisal &c. from wasala. Others regard P3V as an imperfect Hoph'al

(he is enabled'= he can}, always used instead of the imperfect Qal; comp., how-
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ever, 53. w. ?3tfl1 occurs in Jer. 3, 5 as 2nd sing. fern, for vSVfi, according

to Kbnig, because the 2nd fern, was already sufficiently indicated.

4. The attenuation of & to I in the perfect (in a toneless, closed syllable)

which is discussed in 44. d (comp. 64. f) occurs in verbs 1"B in a few forms

of "IT1 Num. II, 12. Jer. 2, 27. Ps. a, 7, &c. (always after *), as well as of

tJJT, e.g. DPIB>T1, &c., Deut. 4, I. 8, i. 17, 14. 19, I. 26, i. 31, 3 (always after

^ for
"""p.

In both cases the attenuation might be explained from the tendency

to assimilate the vowels, especially if the initial * was pronounced, as in Syriac,

like * ( 47. ). In the case of BHS
, however, a secondary form {JH^ (comp.

44. d" is probably to be assumed, since in Arabic also the verb has the form

wdrtta. The forms ^En.^ Ezek. 36, 12 and rflfch;i Ps. 69, 36, &c., are most

simply explained from the return of this t.

5. As an exception, the imperfect Niph'al sometimes has a "

instead of the ^ ,

e. g. ?n**l and he stayed, Gen. 8, 12 (unless the Pi'el or ?n*1, as in ver. 10, is to

be read), comp. Ex. 19, 13; i Sam. 13, 8 Ke
thibh. The first person always has

the form 3B^N, not 3B^K, comp. 51. /.In the plural of the participle ^3
(from- HS

1

", with depression of 6 to u, comp. 27. ) is found in Zeph. 3, 18;

comp. Lam. i, 4. While in these cases some doubt may be felt as to the

correctness of the Masoretic pointing, much more is this so in the perfect ^T^3
null e

dhu, i Chron. 3, 5. 20, 8, for Vlpii which appears to be required by the wdw
in the initial syllable.

6. In the imperfect Pi'el syncope of the first radical (*) sometimes takes place

after ivdw consec. (as in the case of K, 68. k}, e.g. HIM for HjPl and he has

grieved, Lam. 3, 33, Vn*1 for 1T*| and they have cast, verse 53 : on the other

hand, in 7113 VT they have cast lots, Joel 4, 3. Ob. u. Nah. 3, 10, a perfect

Qal of IT is required by the context. So from a verb '"B ,
of the second class,

^itJJ'ZM for SHB'3^ and he made it dry, Nah. I, 4; comp. D'lB'4 '! 2 Chron. 32, 30

@V/(the K*th. points either to Pi'el DIE^l or Hiph'tl D"1B"1).'

7. In the imperative Hiph'tl instead of the usual form 3B^n, i is also found

in the second syllable ; N'irtn Is. 43, 8 ; JPBiil Ps. 94, I (before il, hence probably
<.

a mere mistake for
njPBIi"!) ;

rV3in Prov. 19, 25. When closed by a guttural

the second syllable generally has d, as jnin, VB^n, comp. also Ip'n Prov. 25, 17

(as in the infin. constr. nsfrl Job 6, 26; see 65. d . On the other hand,

f always reappears when the syllable becomes open, thus ro^il, ^jTBOn

riJTCnn, and so also before suffixes ( 61. g). N!Pn Gen. 8, 17 Qe

r^(A'
e
th. tftfn,

see 70. b} is irregular. The jussive and the imperfect consecutive Hiph'tl when

the tone is drawn back take Se
gh$l in the second syllable, as in Qal, e.g. f)DV

that he may increase, Prov. i, 5, before HpS ;
cf. Ex. 10, 28. Dent. 3, 26; 5)D*1

(^Din Prov. 30, 6 is anomalous) ; in pause, however, also f|Din as jnssive, Job

40, 32 (usual jussive in pause 3KHS &c , which occurs even without the pause

after wdw consecutive, Gen. 47, n. Josh. 24, 3. 2 Sam. 8, 4, &c.). With a final

guttural jn* and H3^ {Jussive} and r3i*1_, &c. ; with a final 1 in pause
Ruth a, 14: on

D3J?K^
Is. 35, 4, comp. 65. /). On forms like

see 53. q.
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In Hopttal d stands instead of }, in JFlin (for yi^H) Lev. 4, 23. 28, H3n 2 Sam. w
20, 13, and perhaps in JOV (for rTTT1

) Prov. n, 25 ;
but comp. Delitzsch on the

passage. An infinitive Hoph'al with feminine ending occurs in JTlpH Gen. 40, 20,

for JTpn = 'P^il ; comp. above, letter t, on Vl?y ,
and 71 at the end.

VT . .

8. The verb Tjpn to go, belongs in some respects to the 1"B class, for it forms X

(as if from
"5JPJ) imperfect TJ2\ with ww consecutive 'H,)

s
'l (in pause 7JP

S
1 Gen.

L L
T "" |T

"

t5

24, 6i,&c.), ist sing. T]?N1 (but in Job 19, 17 TJTNl) ; infinitive construct rO7
with suff. ""OS?, &c.; imperative *J? ~7p in the lengthened form i13;J (as an

interjection referring even to a feminine, Gen. 19, 32, or a plural, Gen. 31, 44)

and
^Jp (Num. 23, 13. Jud. 19, 13. 2 Chron. 25, 17, and the Mesa' inscription,

line 14) ; Hiph. TJyin (also in Ex. 2, 9 ^3yta 2nd fern, imperative is to be read

for "O y^n , which probably arose merely through confusion with the following

^np^n) ; imperfect 7]V^ ,
but in the 1st sing, of the imperfect consecutive always

TjbiNI Lev. 26, 13. Amos 2, n, &c. Rarely, and almost exclusively in the

later Books or in poetry, the regular inflexions of Tjpn are also found : imperf,

^Pi]_ (Ps - 5^> 9> &c-! but :pnFI Ex. 9, 23. Ps. 73, 9; comp. 64. a and h}\

TpnX Job 16, 22, also Mesa' inscription, line 14, "p!"IX; infin. Tpn (Ex. 3, 19.

Num. 22, 13 sq. 16 1
. Eccles. 6, 8. 9), imperative plur. ^3?n Jer. 51, 50. On the

other hand, the perfect Qal is always TJpH, participle Tjpn, infinitive absolute

Tji^H, NipKal ?jbn3 ,
-ft'7/ ?J;n, Hithpa'el Tj^nnn, so that a

*

never appears

unmistakeably as the first radical. The usual explanation of the above forms

is nevertheless based on a supposed obsolete 1J7
1

. It is, however, more correct

to regard the apparent I^S forms of "pil with Praetorius (ZAW. ii. 310 sqq.)

as originating with the Hiph'il, of which the ground-form hahltkh became hdlikh,

and this again, on the analogy of the imperfect Qal of verbs N"D, koltkh.

This hSlikh being referred to a supposed haulikh (properly hawlikK) gave rise

to new formations after the manner of verbs Y'.

70. Verbs '"a. Second Class, or Verbs properly """a,

e. g. 3CJ to be good. Paradigm L.

Verbs properly '"a differ from verbs 1
/r
B in the following points : a

1. In Qal the initial Y6dh never suffers aphaeresis or elision
;
hence

the infinitive has the form E^ 2
,
the imperfect 30^ } Y^.J P5^ (in />aw^

PJ^), also written 2t??, &c. ;
and so always with a tone-bearing a in the

< <

second syllable, even after wdw consec., e.g. Y^^i except ^^ Gen. 9, 24,

1

Comp. above, letter m, second note.

2 This may be inferred from BO 1

^ (=^3) Is. 27, n, which with its fern.

DtJ'i11 Gen. 8, 7, is the only example of an infinitive construct Qal of these verbs.

No example of the imperative Qal is found : consequently 2t3} , &c. (in Para-

digm L of the earlier editions of this Grammar), are only inferred from the

imperfect.
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and TOJ1 Gen. 2, 7. 19, unless TO is to be included among verbs I"B

(comp. "IS13 Is. 43, 10).

2. In Hiph'il the original form ^B^n is regularly contracted to ^B'n
<

(rarely written ^tpn, 3D l|n
j &c.); imperfect 3*9^ 2B\*1. Instances of

the uncontracted form are ^?*! Prov. 4, 25, according to Barth

(see above, 67. />),
an example of an i-imperfect of (?a/, since the

Hiph'il is otherwise always causative; "^n (imperative) Ps. 5, 9

(TV/ (the A^'/A. requires l&hn according to the form of verbs I"B ;

comp. Is. 45, 2, "H!hN -AT7/&., "l$!N Qf
^f), comp. Gen. 8, 17 Qf

re;

D^P'P i Chron. 12, 2, to be explained as a denominative from PPJ ;

ETP^ Hos. 7, 12
( 24.^ note); but perhaps the punctuation here

is only intended to suggest another reading B~!G>!N.

C Rem. i . The only verbs of this kind are : 3B* to be good (only in the imperfect

Qal and in Hiph'tl ; in the perfect Qal 3113, a verb V"y, is used instead), p^
to suck. J>p to awake, "IX*

1 to form (but see above, letter a), 7^ Hiph'il py^H
A? bewail, "IB* to fo straight, right, also BO"1

(Arabic yabisct) to be dry (but Hiph'il

B*3in 2 Sam. 19, 6, on the analogy of verbs 1"B; on Is. 30, 5, comp. 72. JT),

and the Hiph'tl PP^H (denominative from |^p
s
) to^y to M^ ^f^^.

d 2. In some examples of the imperfect Hiph'tl the preformative has been

subsequently added to the contracted form: 3*D H<I Job 24, 21; Pvw Is. 15, 2. 3.
if i f<

' "
:

' "
:

1 6, 7 ; /y^N Jer. 48, 31 ; plur. vy** Hos. 7, 14, comp. Is. 65, 14. Qimhi and

others explain the above forms from a phonetic interchange of Yodh and He,

arising from the unsyncopated forms ?y l|n\ &c. (comp. Is. 52, 5). It would,

perhaps, be more correct to suppose that the regular forms (3^0^ Py^D were

originally intended, but that in the later pronunciation the syllable was broken

up in order to restore artificially the preformative which had become merged
in the first radical.

Isolated anomalies are : perfect Hiph'tl ^ri3O^!T1 Ezek. 36, 1 1 with separating

vowel (for
>ri3tD 1|

n) on the analogy of verbs S"JJ ; imperfect 3^C3^ for 3^tDM I Ki.

i, 47;
1(

3tp
Hri (imperfect Qal for ^C^n) Nah. 3, 8; tajf^rn imperfect Hiph'tl,

Ex. 2, 9, either an error for 'p^RI, or an irregular shortening of the first syllable,

caused by the forward movement of the tone. Similarly, the Hiph'tl ppH (from

pp) is always used for pp/H from pp. On ^"IB/3^ Nah. i, 4, see 69. .

71. Verbs '"D. Third Class, or Verbs with Y6dh assimilated.

In some verbs '"a, the Ytidh (or the original Waw) does not quiesce

in the preceding vowel, but is regarded as a full consonant, and, like

Ndn ', is assimilated to the following consonant. These forms,

1 These verbs, like verbs V'V (cf. above, note on 67.^), may perhaps have

been influenced by the analogy of verbs
|

//D.
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therefore, belong properly to the class of strong verbs. Assimilation

invariably takes place in V2P (prop. y\) to spread under ; Hiph'il

Hoph'al V*n; r\V to burn, imperfect W, NipHal DX3, HipKtl

(in Is. 27, 4 also nsn^K is to be read with Konig; in 2 Sam. 14, 30

the Masora has rightly emended the Ke
thibh HTT^im, which could

only be the ist sing. perf. of a verb l"s, to the imperative nWD1
in agreement with the context and all the early versions); W, Hiph'il

yifn to place, Hoph'il 3?n and probably also in the forms ordinarily

derived from 32U, viz. 3X3 (Niph'al), T*n, 2T, ***
5

at any rate

a stem 2?P is implied by the Hithpdel 35f^rin ;
instead of the anomalous

nsnrn Ex. 2,4 read with the Samaritan nynni, i. e. ^Tirn. Besides

the common form we find once p3?X in Is. 44, 3 (from p?P to pour}
<

with a transitive meaning, beside p5f.^l intransitive, i Ki. 22, 35.

Elsewhere the imperfect consecutive has the form p2W Gen. 28, 18.

35, 14. &c., comp. 69. /, where also other forms of P? are given ;

T?l and 1ST
(Is. 44, 12. 49, 8. Jer. i, 5 Qe

re), from IST to form,

are, however, used in the same sense. Comp. also D"!^ Hos. 10, 10;
<. . f

' "

n
5"]^!l (for 'Jjll according to 47. k) r Sam. 6, 12

;
IBv 2 Chron. 31,7

(comp. 69. w) and IB^O Is. 28, 16. This assimilation is found only

with sibilants (most frequently with V) except in the case of }*2*1

i Ki. 3, 15 (where, however, others read K2?l) and in Tl^n Gen. 40, 20.

Ezek. 1 6, 5 (comp. rn|V! verse 4), infinitive HopKal of "yj (comp.

69- /)

72. F^J V'y (z;/^o i"j;),
e. g. Wp /<? rw<? /. Paradigm M.

1. According to 67. a large number of monosyllabic stems were a

brought into agreement with the triliteral form by a strengthening,

or repetition, of the second radical, i. e. of the consonantal element

in the stem. In another large class of stems the same object has been

attained by strengthening the vocalic element. The ground-form

used for these verbs is not, as in other cases (39. a], the 3rd sing.

masc. perfect, but always the infinitive construct form (39. b\ the u

of which is characteristic also of the imperative a-nd of the imperfect

indicative Qal. These stems are consequently termed verbs l"j? or

more correctly (see Rem.)

1 The term 1"y was consequent on the view (formerly accepted in this Grammar)
that the Wdw (or

^ in the case of verbs S//
V) in these stems was originally
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b 2. As in the case of verbs y"y, the monosyllabic stem of verbs *"V

generally retains the vowel which would have been required in the

second syllable of the ordinary strong form, since this belongs essentially

to the character of the verbal form
( 43. b ; 67. b\ However, it is

to be remarked : (a) that the vowel, short in itself, becomes of

necessity long in an open syllable as well as in a tone-bearing closed

ultima (except in HopKal, see letter d\ e. g. 3rd sing. masc. per/. D^,
< < <

fern. HDJ3, plur. ^(5, but in a closed penultima nt?2, &c. *

; (If)
that in

the forms as we now have them the lengthening of the original short

vowel sometimes takes place irregularly. Comp. letter^!

c
. Intransitive verbs middle E in the perfect Qal have the form HD

he is dead; verbs middle have the form "fiN luxit, K^3 he was

ashamed*. Comp. letters to r.

consonantal. This view seemed especially to be supported by the return of the

IVdw in Pi'el O?.y, the 1 usually passing into "" as in Ds
j?,

cf. Arabic qdwwamS),
and by certain forms of the absolute state of the nouns of such stems, e. g. DID

death, compared with rflD to die. Hence in explaining the verbal forms a supposed

stem qa-wam (in verbs "'"J? e. g. layaf) was always assumed, and D^ was referred

to an original yaqwum, the infinitive absolute Dip to original qdwdm, the participle

passive D^p to original qawtim. It must, however, be admitted : (i) that forms

like
"fly, E-l? (letter m) are only to be found in the latest Books, and are hence

evidently secondary as compared with the pure Hebrew forms DIOip, &c. ; (2) that

to refer the verbal forms invariably to the stem Dtp , leads in many cases to phonetic

combinations which are essentially improbable, whereas the assumption of original

middle-vowel stems renders a simple and natural explanation almost always

possible. These VJJ stems are therefore to be rigidly distinguished from the

real Vy stems of the strong form, such as
rlVl, Jfl3, &c. (see below, letter gg).

As early as the eleventh century the right view with regard to Vy stems was

taken by Samuel Hannagid (cf Bacher, Leben uttd Werke des Abulwaltd, p. 16),

recently by Bottcher (Lehrbuch, 1112), and especially by Miiller and Stade

(see above, p. 182, note) with regard both to V'y and y"y verbs.

1 In Aramaic, however, always fitpp ;
also in Hebrew Grammars before Qimhi

< < T : ^

FlDp, ^lOp, &c. are found, but in our editions of the Bible this occurs only in

pause, e.g. V1PPT Mic. 7, 8, no 2 Ki. 7. 3. 4.

3
According to Stade (Grammatik, 385. e and/) the e in J1D is of the nature

of a diphthong (from at, which arose from the union of the vowel f, the sign of the

intransitive, with the a of the root), and likewise the o in 11N, &c. (from au).
*

.<

But & (from au] could not, by 26. /, remain in a closed pennltima (riBG, &c.) ;

consequently the o of these forms can only be tone-long, i.e. due to lengthening

of an original ti, and similarly the e of DD to lengthening of an original /". This

is confirmed by the fact that the o in
JlBQ, ^tpQ, 133 is always, and in
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3. In the imperfect Qal, perfect NipKal and throughout Hiph'tl and d
Hoph'al the short vowel of the preformatives in an open syllable before

the tone is changed into the corresponding tone-long vowel. In Qal

and Niph'al the original a is the basis of the form and not the I

attenuated from d ( 67. h; but cf. also below, letter h on Bfa*),

hence E^PJ for ydqum; O^PJ for naqom ; on the other hand, in the

perfect HipKil D'pn forhiqim; participle D'pB (on the Sere cf. letters);

perfect Hoph'al Dj?n for huqam.

A vowel thus lengthened before the tone is naturally changeable and becomes e

vocal Sfivd when the tone is moved forward, e.g. WIVD* he will kill him; so also

in the jrd plur. imperfect Qal with Nfm paragogic; JVlto^ (without A
run

VflD^).

The wholly abnormal scriptio plena of e in TD^HH Jer. 2, 1 1 (beside "VOn in the

same verse) should, with Konig, be emended into "VCPn ;
the incorrect repetition

of the interrogative, however, necessarily led to the form being pointed as perfect

instead of imperfect. Only in Hoph'al is the z2 retained throughout as an unchange-
able vowel, when it has been introduced by an abnormal lengthening for the

tone-long d (as in the Hoph'al of verbs JK'J^.

4. The cases of unusual vowel lengthening mentioned in letter b are : f
imperfect Qal D*PJ (also in Arabic yaqumu}, but jussive with normal

lengthening ( 48. g), Dp*, with retraction of the tone Dj (ydqom),
.<

Dil (i pause Dpjl) ; imperative Dip ;
the normal lengthening of the

occurs in the znd plur.fern.
n
JPP, since, according to 26. /, u cannot

be retained in a closed penultima; infinitive construct D*P. In HipKil

the lengthening of the original * to i (D^pn, imperfect B*fi,/MJfbwBg{,
< <

with retraction of the tone D|, Dpjl) exactly agrees with the analogy

of the strong verb (comp. 53. a).

The following forms require special consideration : the participle g
Qal D is to be traced to the ground-form with d unobscured, Arab.

qdtil, 9. q, and 50. b. The analogous form qdim
1

,
after absorption

of the /, became Di?, owing to the predominating character of the d.

The unchangeableness of the d (plur. ^Pi?, constr. *Dj3, &c.) favours

this explanation.

3rd //wr. perfect, nearly always (the instances are 1 1 .to 2) written defectively.

Forms like nBn2
}
1BH3 rtfX, &c. are therefore to be treated as orthographic

licences.

1 So in Arabic (prop. ycTtm, since the two vowels are kept apart by the insertion

of an X, comp. Aram. DNp) ; but also contracted, as sdk, hAr, for sd'tk, &c. (comp.

Wright's Gramm. of the Arabic Language, 2nd ed. vol. i. p. 164).
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h In the imperfect Qal, besides the forms with original u (now )
there

are also forms with original d. This a was lengthened to a, and then

further obscured to 6; hence especially Ntoj (N^), *&*!, &c., from the

perfect S3 he has come. In the imperfects "fis* and K'iS'1 from

the intransitive perfects "liN, BQ (see above, letter
f),

most probably

also in *flN* 2 Ki. 12, 9,
niN3 Gen. 34, 15 from an unused niS /0

consent, and perhaps in Dnril i Sam. 4, 5, &c., as in the cases noticed

in 63. e and especially 67. ,
the ^ of the preformative is lengthened

from t (which is attenuated from the original a) and thus yi-bds

became yi-bds, and finally ye^bfis. Finally the Niph. EipJ ()ia-qam\

imperfect D^ from ye

hinqdm ( 51. a) yi'qqdm, arises in the same

way from the obscuring of d lengthened from d.

i 5. In the perfect NipKal and HipKil a i is inserted before the

afformatives beginning with a consonant in the ist and 2nd persons

and ""

regularly in the imperfect Qal, sometimes also in the imperfect

HipKil, before the termination Hi
(see, however, the Rem.). As in

verbs y"y ( 67. <f) these separating vowels serve as an artificial opening

of the preceding syllable, in order that it may retain its long vowel
;

in the perfect HipKil, however, before the V instead of the i an e is

somewhat frequently found *

(as a normal lengthening of the original i
),

especially after wdw consecutive, Deut. 4, 39. 30, i, as well as before

the afformatives D and f or before suffixes, Deut. 22, 2. i Sam. 6, 8.

i Ki. 8, 34. Ezek. 34, 4. For in all these cases the tone is removed

from the i to the following syllable, and this forward movement of the

tone produces at the same time a weakening of the t to e; thus D'pn,

rn^PH (or 'pn), but noivn, &c., Ex. 26, 30, &c.
;
Deut. 4, 39. Num.

1 8, 26 (comp., however, ^DpjTt Mic. 5, 4). In the same way in the

istpers. sing, of the perfect Niph'al the 6 before the separating vowel

is always modified to A (TliD^pa); comp. letters. In the imperfect

Qal and HipKil the separating vowel s

always bears the tone

k Without the separating vowel and consequently with the tone-long o and ^instead

of <J and f we find in imperfect Qal rONJJH (see 76.^; T^teta Ezek. 16, 55

(also n^IlUJ'ri in the same verse); nJ3fe'J:

v|
i Sam. 7, 14 (comp. Ezek. 35, 9

i Sam. 6, 7 (comp. 2 Chron. 6, 25) could only be an orthographic

licence for '3B>rn ; perhaps, however, 'TtPiTl was originally intended.
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. m

on the K*thibh H32B' <iri comp. above, note on 69. ) ; nj"]Kfl \ Sam. 14, 27 from

->iX (K'thtbh rttSrin they saw, see 75. a/); in Hiph'il, e.g. nB3n Ex. 20, 25,

also "TliB^n Job 31, 21 ; "wtpni Jer. 22, 26; Hi^J;! Job 20, 10; with a separating

vowel, e.g. rWWSTl Lev. 7, 30 from N13. Se
ghol without * occurs in the imperfect

Qal in rttrfllDJjl Ezek. 13, 19. Zech. 1, 17; and in Hiph'tl Mic. 2, 12 : the DageS

in the Ntin is, with Baer, to be rejected in all three cases according to the best

authorities. Wholly abnormal is rOp
<l

pfl Jer. 44, 25, probably an erroneous

transposition of ID"
1

(for fl^Dpn), unless it originates from an incorrect spelling

6. The tone as in verbs y"y (comp. 67. k] is also retained in verbs /

V'y before the afformatives n__, }, ''__, generally on the stem-syllable;

thus n
(but also rjp '">}?

2 Ki. 19, 21, probably for the sake of

rhythmical uniformity with the following v H3J??
;

after wdw consecutive

ncn Is. 23, 17); 105 (but also tog, comp. Is. 58, 7. 29, 9. Nah. 3, 18.

Ps. 76,6. Lam. 4, 18; W\\ i Sam. 8, 1 1
;
so especially before a follow-

<

ing N, cf. 49. /, Num. 13, 32 ;
VW Is. 19, i; before y, Lam. 4, 14);

< < <

^ftlpri, flO^PJ, but before a j/^^r or with Nun paragogic 0130^1 2 Chron.

28, 15; pDSp) Deut. 33, n, &c.

7. The formation of the conjugations Pi el, Piial and Hithpdel is, n

strictly speaking, excluded by the nature of verbs W. It is only in

the latest Books that we find a few secondary formations, probably

borrowed from Aramaic, on the analogy of verbs V"y (with consonantal

1, see below, letter gg); e.g. the PiM ~lty to surround, Ps. 119, 61,

and with change of 1 to
"*, E*p., infinitive D.

4
p_ Esth. 9, 31. 32, &c.,

from Dip; D^i
1

-^) Dan. i, 10 from 3^n to be guilty. The Hithpdel
*Vt3i?n Josh. 9, 12, which belongs to the older language, is probably

-<.

a denominative from 1^. On the other hand the otherwise less

common conjugation Pflel (properly Pdlel, see 55. d), with its

passive and reflexive, is usually employed in the sense of PCel and

as a substitute for it, e. g. D9P from qdmem with obscuring of d to 6

(comp. 55.3) to set up from D^p; HOID to slaughter, i Sam. 14, 13.

17, 51. 2 Sam. i, 9, i
from l"flB;

Di"i to exalt, passive Dp^l from DV1;

reflexive T^y^n to stir up oneself (comp. ~^y^ Job 17, 8 in pause)

from "fly
; reciprocal K^S^n /0 & ashamed before one another, Gen. 2, 25.

The conjugation Pilpel ( 55-/") is less common, e. g. 7P?9

from plE
; 1p")p. /<? destroy from "tip.
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REMARKS.

I. On Qal.

ft I. Of verbs middle E and 0, in which, as in the strong verb, the perfect and

participle have the same form ( 50. 2) the following are the only examples:

FID he is dead, fern. iTTlp, 2nd masc. nflD (comp. 44. ; 66. A) ; ist '-. >

1|ID >

*F!G\ (even in pause, Gen. 19, 19); //wr. VlD, ist pers. yjlD, in pause

"M iVjforfA away, Is. 17, ii
; && he wa* ashamed, W3, ^3, tttff,

"I1K z/ AOJ shone, plur. litf
;

2itD to be good, lib. Participles DO a a/aa*

(//wr. D^nt?, "TIC) ; D'BnS ashamed, Ezek. 32, 30.

Isolated anomalies in the perfect are : J"QKh (with the original ending of thefern.

for n3Bh) Ezek. 46, 17 (see 44-/) ; f*p5f Is. 26, 16 (M2w paragogic with the

perfect elsewhere only in Deut 8, 3. 16). In 333 I Sam. 25, 8 (for^KS from 13)

the X has been dropped contrary to custom. In 3X3 Jer. 27, T 8 (instead of }tf3)

the M.-sora seems to point to the imperfect ^X3H which is wh.it would be expected ;

as Ybdh precedes, it is perhaps simply a scribal error.

P The form Dj? occurs (cf. 9. b) with X in the perfect, DKjJ
Hos. 10, 14, also in

the participles tDSP softly, Jnd. 4, ai, EW poor, 2 Sam. 12, i. 4. Prov. 10, 4,

plur. 13, 23; D^Nt? doing despite unto, Ezek. 28, 24. 26 ; fern. 16, 57; also in

Zech. 14, 10 HDJn is to be read with Ben-Naphtali for JIDtjp. On the analogy

of participles of verbs middle O x like D^KH3, see above) D^Dlp occurs for Q^Dp

2 Ki. 16, 7 and even with a transitive meaning Dv occultans, Is. 25, 7; Q'ptl

Zech. 10. 5. Participlepassive, ;WD circumcised
'

; but 31D a backslider, Prov. 14, 14,

and iTflD put aside, Is. 49, 21 (cf. Jer. 17, 13 (frl>}, are verbal adjectives

of the form qatul ( 50. f), not passive participles. For D^KTl hastening,

Num. 32, 17, read DH?Cn as in Ex. 13, 18.

q 2. With imperfects in 2 there are almost always the corresponding imperative

and infinitive construct in /2, as D^ , imperative and infinitive D^p (also defectively

written Dp"
1

,
DP); but with K^T he threshes (infin. B^) the imperative ^BHI

(fern.} occurs in Mic. 4, 13; with D3D*1 zV slippeth, the infinitive DID (Ps. 38, 17.

46, 3); comp. ni3 (also ffij) Num. n, 25 and
JJ13

Is. 7, 2 (elsewhere y33) with the

imperfects PTUJ
and

jn3J; Til'b Is. 30, 2; 2^ Josh. 2, 16; DlT Ezek. 10, 17

(vers. 1 6 DVl).

f Where the imperfect has <? the imperative and infinitive also have it ; thus

imperfect K13J (KT), infinitive, &c., N13 or N3 '

; ik"! 2 Sam. 2, 32, n'lN, niK ;

BH2*, BH3, &c.
Dip^ Job 8, 14 (if it be a verb at all and not rather a substantive)

is formed on the analogy of verbs ]}"]), since the imperfect of D^p appears as E^pX

in Ps. 95, 10. On the other hand
fttJ'p^ (as if from BHp) occurs as imperfect

of B*p* 0"B), on the analogy of
Si3J,

&c. The imperfect fTP, with 6, Gen. 6, 3

probably in the sense of to rule, to govern has no corresponding perfect, and is

1 In i Ki. 14, 12 (HN13 before a genitive), the text is evidently corrupt: read

with Klostermann afte/the LXX ^Xil3.
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perhaps intentionally differentiated from the common verb
p"!*

1 to judge (from

n, V/
tf)- Or can P"1

?
** * jus** after^ (cf. 109. rf)? Similarly Dinfl tfb

(I?*
1

?)
H
^J? might be taken as a case of a jussive after N?, with irregular scriptio

plena (as in Jud. 16, 30), in Deut. 7, 16. 13, 9. 19, 13. ai. 25, 12. Ezek. 5, II.

7, 4. 9. 8, 1 8. 9, 10. But perhaps in all these cases OVID K? was originally

intended, as in Is. 13, 18. Jer. 21, 7. The infinitive absolute always has <?,

e. g. VMpi Dip Jer. 44, 29.

3. In the imperative with afformatives Otplp, IDIp) the tone is on the stem S

syllable; comp., however, ^1J? Jud. 5, 12 intentionally varied from "HIV; also

nty Zech. 13, 7 and Is. 51, 9 beside t>'3
*fljjj \i>

<1|3 Zech. 9, 9; n Is. ai, 2,

\}}5J> Ps. 116, 7 likewise for rhythmical reasons So also the lengthened form,
<

, <
as iiyyy Jer. 3, 12 Ps. 7, 8, and rnij? verse 7. But if an X, H or y follows in

close connexion, the lengthened imperative usually has the form HlO'lp, &c. J

,

in order to avoid a hiatus, e.g. Jud. 4, 1 8. Ps. 82, 8; hence also before Hin^,

Qfrtperpetuum lyiK ( 17), e. g. Ps. 3, 8. 7, 7 HDlp (comp., however, in the same

verse ,TV& before N; HElp Ps. 44, 77, and nBVl Ps. 57, 6. 12, before y; fOP
before N Jer. 40, 5, and before n 2 Sain. is, 27% and even before "I Ps. 43, i.

<

74, 22 and elsewhere j"Q"n).

4. In the jussive, besides the form Dp"
1

(?ee above, letter/), Dip"
1 also occurs ^

(as subjunctive, Eccles. 12, 4; 31D3 Ps. So, 19 may also, with Delitzsch, be

regarded as a voluntative), incorrectly written plene, and Dp
1
' (Gen. 27, 31 ; comp.

Jud. 6, 18. Prov. 9, 4. i6\ which, however, is only orthographically different

from
D}p^ (comp. Is. 46, 6). In the imperfect consecutive

(Dpjl,
in pause Dp^l,

see above, letter /) if there be a guttural or 1 in the last syllable, & often takes the
e < <

place of S, e. g. TO*} and he rested; J?3*l #</ it was moved; ~ID*1 </ he turned

aside, Jud. 4, 18. Ruth 4, i (different only in meaning from Hiph'tt"\V\ and he

removed, Gen. 8, 13); IS*} 2 Ki. 5, 23. 17, 5 (but also 13 5
1 both from "VlJ to

sojourn, and "tta /0 y^ar) ; fjy^ (to be distinguished from f|y
s
l fl<f 7;^ _/?^/,

Is. 6, 6) flW ^ o/flj -weary, Jud. 4, 21. i Sam. 14, 28. 31. 2 Sam. 21, 15, but

probably in all these cases f]y
s
l for 5|y

s
l from S^ is intended. On the other

hand, in an open syllable always 113^, WIDM, &c. On
Dipt*} (DJ5S1Y

see

49- '

Examples of the full plural ending |1
with the tone (see above, letter /) are

CPl Gen. 3, 3. 4 ; \\VK\ Ps. 104, 7 ; fttVV Joel 2, 4. 7. 9.

II. 0* Niph'al.

t <

5. The form of the ist sing. perf.
1|

rfiCflp3, which frequently occurs
<

. <

vlQJ), serves as a model for the 2nd sing. fliDlpJj niCflpJ, and the ist//r.

3 given in the paradigm, although no instances of these forms are found
;

1

Comp. Delitzsch's Commentary on Ps. 3, 8.
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but of the 2nd//r. the only examples found have 6 (not d), viz. DIl'SlBS ye have

been scattered, Ezek. u, 17. 20, 34. 41, and DTlbp3 andye shall loathe yourselves,

Ezek. 20, 43. 36, 31. To the f (instead of a) of the preformative may be traced

the perfect "liy3 Zech. a, 17 (analogous to ihe perfect and participle ?i?-)3, see

below, letter ee), imperfect "liy
1 for yi"or. The infinitive construct B^in occurs

in Is. 25, 10
;

in ~lisS Job 33, 30, the Masora assumes the syncope of the H

(for liKnp) ; but probably ~f\vh (Qal} is intended (see 51. /). 31D3 Is. 14, 31,

31D3 Is. 59, 13 are to be regarded as infinitives absolute.

III. On Hiph'fl, Hoph'al, and Pi'lel.

W 6. Examples of the perfect without a separating vowel (see above, letter k} are :

< <

J"IN3n , &c. (see further, 76. g) ; HPlDn (from rflD} for hemdth-ta (comp. 20. a,

and such cases as nODH 3rd fern, perfect Hiph'fl from rflD or JVD i Ki. 21, 25 ;

<
^3DH ist plur. perfect Hiph'tl from }^3 2 Chron. 29, 19), even DriDH ( 27. j)

Num. 17, 6, and elsewhere; cf. 2 Sam. 13, 28, also fTO!"p Ex. i, 16, and

("iNTOni Hos. 2, 5 ; but elsewhere, with tudw consecutive ViOHl Is. 14, 30;T ' '"!% . < "!:

comp. 'ripOn'l Is. 16, 13, and fiS3'"n Ex. 29, 24, and elsewhere. In these cases

the e of the first syllable is retained in the secondary tone ; elsewhere in the second

syllable before the tone it becomes (i Chron. 15, 12, &c.) or more fre-

quently -
?
and in the syllable before the antepenultima it is necessarily

(e.g. Nlfopril Gen. 6, 18). Before a suffix in the 3rd sing. masc. (except Gen.

40, 13) sin& fern., and in the 3rd plur., the vowel of the initial syllable is Hateph-
Se

gh$l, in the other persons always Hateph-Pathah (Konig) ; on InfopH 2 Ki. 9, 2.

Ps. 89,44, comp. Ex. 19, 23. Num. 31, 28. Deut. 4, 39. 22, 2. 30, i. Ezek. 34, 4,

and above, letter *'.

X As in verbs y"V with PI for their first radical ( 67. w) all the forms of Ity

Ex. 19, 23, &c., and "liy Is. 41, 25. 45, 13, take Pathah in these conjugations

instead of_ .
The irregular DVliatJhrft Zech. 10, 6 has evidently arisen from

a combination of two different readings, viz. DsrQ5J'irn (from 3K^) and D^r)i3"Vt1

(from 3^) : the latter is to be preferred. On B^H and B^Ifln as a (metaplastic)

perfect Hiph'tl of Bn3, cf. 78.

y 7. In the imperative, besides the short form DpH (on 3^n Is. 44, 22 with Silluq,

comp. 29. q; but in Ezek. 21, 35 for 2t?n the infinitive 35?n is to be read)

the lengthened form nD^pn is also found. With suffix ^D^p.n, &c. The

imperative N\3n Jer. 17, 18 is irregular (for KDH Gen. 43, 16); perhaps

(as in i Sam. 20, 40 ; comp. 2 Ki. 8, 6) is intended, or it was originally

Z In the infinitive syncope of the H occurs in ^37 Jer. 39, 7. a Chron. 31, 10

(for W^np); n_ fern, is added in nS3H? Is. 30, 28; comp. Esth. 2, 18 and the

analogous infinitive Haph'el in Biblical Aramaic, Dan. 5, 20. As infinitive

absolute pSH occurs in Ezek. 7, 14 (perh. also Jos. 4, 3. Jer. 10, 23). The

participles have e as the vowel of the preformative, like verbs y"y. On '3D
2 Sam. 5, 2, &c. (in K'thtbK], see 74. k.

(1(1 On the shortened forms of the imperfect (Dp' ? Dp^_, but always K3*1) see above,

letter/. If the final radical be a guttural or "\ the last syllable generally has
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Pathah (as in Qal], e.g. HT ^<; smells, i Sam. 26, 19; PHM Gen. 8, 21
; lp*1 a^

he took away, Gen. 8, 13. The ist sing, of the imperfect consecutive commonly

has the form 2^X1 Neh. 2, 20, less frequently the form 3B>iO Jos. 14, 7 ; 1JJ5O

i Ki. 2, 42 and elsewhere. For f)DK Zeph. i, 2 (after f)DN) and in verse 3, read

P]pk from f)DX, on the analogy of ION 68. V similarly in Jer. 8, 13 3BDK

instead of DEfDK.

In the imperfect Pi'lel the tone is moved backwards before a following tone- bb

syllable, but without a shortening of the vowel of the final syllable ; e. g.

"ia DDnJ;l
Prov. 14, 34; ii? ^Wl Job 35, 14; comp. also ^ |J3riPl Job 30, 20;

always in principal pause ; on the Metheg with Sere, comp. 16. f, 7. As

participle Hoph'al SB^tSn occurs in close connexion, Gen. 43, 12
; comp. 65. d.

Peculiar contracted forms of Pi'lel (unless they are transitives in Qal} are CC

isib
1

'! job 31, 15, ttniy? 4 1
.

2
>
uinorn is. 64, 6 for

la^im, &c.; also Dcnn

Job 17, 4 for DlOp^r). In Is. 15, 5 T1J$P appears to have arisen from the Pilpel

^jny"
1

'
t^le a a^ter t^ie ^oss ^ ^e "^ Caving been lengthened to a, which has then

been changed into the obscure 6. The strange form rpDEiprO Ps. 139, 21 cannot

(according to 52. s) be explained as a participle with the D omitted, but must

be emended to 'priD3.

IV. In General.

8. The verbs }"y are primarily related to the verbs y"y ( 67), which dd
were also originally biliteral, so that 'it is especially necessary in analyzing

them to pay attention to the differences between the inflexion of the two

classes. Several forms are exactly the same in both, e.g. imperfect Qal and

Hiph'tl with ivdw consecutive, the whole of Hoph'al, the Pi'lel of verbs V'J?,

and the Pffel of verbs J^y ;
see 67. z. Owing to this close relation, verbs Vy

sometimes have forms which follow the analogy of verbs y"y, e. g. perfect Qal T3

he has despised (from FQ, as if from T12) Zech. 4, 10, flE (for DI3) he hath daubed,

Is. 44, 18; perfect Nipttal 1C3 Jer. 48, u (for "11D3 from "VttD/as if from
"HO).

The same explanation equally applies to n2j?J Job 10, i for fltSp3 (comp. 67. dtf)

=
Ht3ip3 from Blp, and ^j?3 Ezek. 6, 9 (for 1^p3) ; 1BVt| Ezek. 10, 17 and

.^

^Q~1 S
1 verse 15; ilD'in (imperative] Num. 17, 10; 3D"1 Mic. 2, 6; Hiph'tl petfeet

triH Is. 18, 5 for tfin (comp. 29. q), which is for fflH from t"
1

^. On the other

hand the imperfects IID"1 Ezek. 48, 14 (unless it be intended for "1KP, comp. Ps. 15, 4)

and PIS'1 Hab. 2, 3 are to be regarded according to 109. i, simply as rhythmically
shortened forms of "W and ITS'*

T T

9. In common with verbs yx/y ( 67. ^ verbs Vr
y sometimes have in NipJial 6

and Hiph'al the quasi-Aramaic formation, by which, instead of the long vowel

under the preformative, they take a short vowel with Dage^ forte in the following

consonant
;
this variety is frequently found even along with the ordinary form,

e.g. JVDn to incite, imperfect rVEP (also JT'OH, JVD 11

); ^DH, imperfect J^
to remove (from 3^D), also Hoph'al 3DH Is. 59, 14 (on D^H comp. 29. g] ;

sometimes with a difference of meaning, as rPJH to cause to rest
1

, but n^H

1 As the passive of this Hiph'tl we should expect the Hoph'al n?R\\, which is, no

doubt, to be read for illrtn in Lam. 5, 5.

P
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{imperfect n*3*, consecutive PI31 Gen. 39, 16; imperative n3H, plur. ^rVSn) to set

down; for nrV3i"ll (Baer, Ginsburg '3H1) Zech. 5, n (which at any rate could

only be explained as an isolated passive of Hiph'fl on the analogy of the Biblical

Aramaic DO^pn Dan. 7, 4) we should probably read niTjini with Klostermann

and the LXX^in Dan. 8, u the Kethtbh D"nn is intended for a perfect Hiph'il.

The same distinction in meaning is also noticeable between
J
v*1 to spend the night,

to remain, but }';P
Ex. 16, 7 Q

e
rt {K

etMbh yi?ri; on the contrary, verse 2

Ke
thibh w, Qre 131^), participle J^D Ex. 16, 8. Num. 14, 27. 17, 20, to fo

stubborn, obstinate : in the latter sense from the form ppj only f
?1 is found, Ex. 1 7, 3.

Other examples are Niph'al ?itS3 // waj circumcised, Gen. 17, 26 sq.; participle

34, 22 (from 7^D, not 7DJ) ; "liyjl
/** w waked up, Zech. 2, 17 (see above, letter v'-

;

Hiph'tl rfl^n Lam. i, 8
; ^I Prov. 4, 21.

ff Perhaps the same explanation applies to some forms of verbs first guttural with

Dages forte implicitum, which others derive differently or would emend,

e.g. BPini for BPini and she hastened (from B^H) Job 31, 5; DJ?1 (another

reading By'Y), tDyni I Sam. 15, 19. 25, 14 (14, 32 Q?rS) from Bty or O^J? to fly

at anything. Both, as far as the form is concerned, would be correct apocopated

imperfects from nt^n and ntDV (H
7
'?), but these stems only occur with a wholly

different meaning.

gg 10. Verbs with a consonantal Waw for their second radical, are inflected

throughout like the strong form, provided the first or third radical is not a weak

letter, e. g. "111"!, imperfect IIH 11 to be tvhite; V13, imperfect JJW to expire ; HIT to be

wide; HIS to cry; Pi'cl ^y, imperfect ^y> to act wickedly ; jijiy
to &?</, Hithpael

n^ynn to fe</ oneself; and this is especially the case with verbs which are at

the same time n//
/, e. g. H15?, Pfel rHJf to command, H^p to 7/a/V, nil to drink,

Pfcl np (on TjinS Is. 16, 9, see 75. dd) and Hiph'il nnn to^zW to drink, &LC.

73. Ffrfo middk I (vulgo ^'y), e. g. p? /o discern. Paradigm N.

1. These verbs agree, as regards their structure, exactly with verbs

*"#, and in contrast to them may be termed verbs 'qyin-i, from the

characteristic vowel of the imperfect, imperative, and infinitive construct.

In the perfect Qal the monosyllabic stem, as in V'JJ, has a lengthened

from a, thus: H^ fo ^aj set; infinitive JVB', infinitive absolute nit?,

imperative W&, imperfect n^, jussive J"IB* (48.^), imperfect consecutive

TIB'*!. The perfect Qal of some verbs used to be treated as having

a double set of forms, a regular series, and others like Uifh'il without
.+

the preformative, e.g. P? Dan. 10, i; T^3 Dan. o, 2, also ^?3
.< <

Ps. 139, 2; Jnu*"i t/iou strivest, Job 33, 13, also ^21 Lam. 3, 58.

The above perfects (P?, 3 11

"), &c.) might no doubt be taken as forms

middle i (properly z), the i of which has been lengthened to / (like
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the u lengthened to u in the imperfect Qal of D^p). It is more

probable, however, that they are really shortened forms of HipKtl.

This is supported by the fact that, especially in the case of p3, the

shortened forms are few and probably all late, while the corresponding

unshortened forms with the same meaning are very numerous, e. g.

perfect P2n (but p? Dan. 10, i), OTto^n, infinitive pan (but infin. abs.

p2 Prov. 23, i), imperative J?n (but Dan. 9, 23 P^ immediately before

I?., also 1^3 three times, and n^a Ps. 5, 2), participle P?!?
1

.

Elsewhere flipk'tl-forms are in use along with actual (?a/-forms with

the same meaning, thus : 2^D (also ^~}},
&&& placing (but only in

Job 4, 20, which, with the critically untenable Wkn Ezek. 21, 21,

is the only instance of Elfe> in HipKiV), pXB glancing, also in perfect

ps. As passives we find a few apparent imperfects Hophal, which

are really (according to 53. u) imperfects passive of Qal, e. g.
"'B'V

from "i*tS> to sing,
TMfa from rPE> /<? .sr/.

2. The above-mentioned HipKil- forms might equally well be

derived from verbs ^'V 2
; and the influence of the analogy of verbs

*"y is distinctly seen in the Niph'al P33, Pi lei $3 and Hithpa'lel

fjnsnn. The very close relation existing between verbs V'V and '"JJ

is evident also from the fact that from some stems both forms occur

side by side in Qal, thus from s*n to turn round, imperative also yin

Mic. 4, 10
;

tfi& to place, infinitive construct commonly 0^5?, imperfect

D"1

?^, but Ex. 4, u D^. In other verbs one form is, at any rate,

the more common, e.g. ?*$ to exult (/^3 only Prov. 23, 24 Ke
thtbti);

from H-5

(perhaps denominative from ?y) to spend the night, fv? occurs

six times as infinitive construct, PJv only in Gen. 24, 23 ;
the imperative

is always P?, &c. Of verbs ''"y the most common are, JVB' to set,

y~\ to strive, P"^ to judge, 'W*& to rejoice; comp. also perfect ?3 (middle

Yodh in Arabic) to comprehend, to measure, Is. 40, 1 2
; D^P (as in

1 Since 032 Ps. 139, 2, might be intended for n'33, there remains really no

form of p2 which must necessarily be explained as a Qal. Nevertheless it is not

impossible that all the above instances of Hiph'il-forms, parallel with Qal-forms

of the same meaning, might be merely due to a secondary formation from the

imperfects Qal ]^ , D^tJ^, &c., which were wrongly regarded as imperfects

Hiph'il: so Earth, ZDMG. xliii. p. 190 sq., and Nominalbildung, p. 119 sq.
2
Against the view of earlier grammarians that all supposed

<)//J?-forms are

alike to be classed as VX
V, compare the exhaustive statement of the case by

Noldeke in ZDMG. 1883, p. 525 sqq. .

P 2
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Arabic and Syriac) to rush upon, and the denominative perfect ]'\>
<

(from Y*&) t Pass the summer, Is. 18, 6. On the other hand, D^HI

and they shall fish them, Jer. 1 6, 1 6, generally explained as perfect

Qal, denominative from H fish, probably represents a denominative

Pi"el, WV.

C Corresponding to verbs properly V"!?, mentioned in 72. gg, there are certain

verbs ^''JJ with consonantal Yodk, as 2'N to hate, Spy to faint, HTI to become, to be,

i"Pn to live.

d Rem. i. In the perfect Qal 3rd fern. sing. Hjpl occurs once, Zech. 5, 4, for

i"l371 ,
with the weakening of the toneless d to <* (like the fern, participle rnit

Is - 59) 5) 5 comp. the analogous examples in 48. / and So. i. 2nd sing. masc.

nnB> Ps. 90, 8, (^re (before J>; cf. 72. s); ist sing, once *R& Ps. 73, 28,

tnil*ra', without any apparent reason; ist phir. ^7) Jud. 19, 13 for lan-nu.
'

<

The lengthened imperative has the tone on the ultima before gutturals, nii"P !"QH

Ps. 35, i
; see further, 72. s. Examples of the infinite absolute are : Tl

litiga'ndo, Jud. n, 25. Job 40, 2
; Di'fc? Jer. 42, 15 ; JIB* ponendo, Is. 23, 7. On

the other hand, TT nn Jer. 50, 34, pZU-l p3 Prov. 23, I, ^Tin hn Ezek. 30, 16

Ke
th., are irregular ;

for the last the Q^re requires b^Mfi ,^n ; comp. 1 13. x.

6 2. The shortened imperfect usually has the form
f
3"1

,
DK*

,
DB^ ; more rarely

the tone is moved back, e.g. v TV Jud. 6, 31; cf. Ex. 23, i. i Sam. 9, 20.

So with waiv consecutive Db^l and Tie placed, P4
1 and he perceived ; with a middle

< v T" VT ~
i f<

guttural DH3 CVJI
i Sam. 25, 14 (see 72. ee}. As jussive of fy Jpn is found

in Jud. 19, 20 (in pause) and Job 17, 2, for
J^fl.

_/^ 3. As participle active Qal f

1

? spending the night, occurs once, Neh. 13, 21 ;

participle passive D"1

'^ Num. 24, 21. i Sam. 9, 24. Obad. 4; feminine nD1B>

2 Sam. 13, 32, in the Q*re, even according to the reading of the Oriental schools

(see p. 36, note 2) : the K*thibh has nO l|

t5>. A passive of Qal (d. above, 52. <?

and j, 53. u) from D*1

'^ may perhaps be seen in DB^JI Gen. 50, 26 (also Gen.

24, 33 K*thibh DK'^I, ^V^ DK"1J
1 ; the Samaritan in both places has DWl),

and also in
TJD*

111 Ex. 30, 32, Samaritan "]DV. Against the explanation of *]D
M

as a Hoph'al-foma. from I^D, Barth {Jubehchrift . . . des Dr. I. Hildesheimcr,

Berlin, 1890, p. 151) rightly urges that the only example of a Hiph'il of !]^D

is the doubtful 7]D*1 ,
which is probably an /"-imperfect of Qal. The explanation

of DC*"1 as a passive of Qal arising from yiysam, &c. yuysam (so Barth, ibid.,

note i ) is certainly also unconvincing, so that the correctness of the traditional

reading is open to question.***** *

g 4. In verbs K"y the N almost always retains its consonantal value ; they are,

therefore, to be regarded as verbs 'Ayin Guttural
( 64). The only exception

is 11K3 they are beautiful (from HIS:. Pi'lei of HK3, properly 1N3) Is. 52, 7.

Cant. J, 10. Very doubtful on the other hand is
ffcO

11 Eccles. 12, 5 as imperfect

Hiph'il (for f*X3') ; if the form has been correctly transmitted, it should rather

be referred to
f*Jf3 ,

and regarded as incorrectly written for
^3* .
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74. Verbs "!>, e. g.
* to find. Paradigm 0.

The N in these verbs, as in verbs K"S, is treated in some cases a

as a consonant, i. e. as a guttural, in others as having no consonantal

value (as a quiescent or vowel letter), viz.:

1. In those forms which terminate with the tf, the final syllable

has always the regular long vowels, e.g. KJfb, N?ft?, *X, ^Sftpn,

i. e. the N simply quiesces in the long vowel, without the latter being

subject to any change whatever. It is just possible that after the

altogether heterogeneous vowel u the K may originally have preserved

a certain consonantal value. On the other hand, if the final N unites

with a preceding a (as in the perfect, imperfect, and imperative Qal,

in the perfect J\"iph'al, and in Pu'al and Hoph'al} this a is necessarily

lengthened to a, by 27. g, as standing in an open syllable; e.g.

NSO, KXD^ &c .

The imperfect and imperative Qal invariably have a in the final syllable, on b

the analogy of verbs tertiae gutturalis ; comp., however, 76. e. In the imper-

fect Hithpa'el a occurs in the final syllable not only (according to 54. k) in

the principal pause (Num. 31, 23), or immediately before it (Job 10, 16), or with

the lesser disjunctives (Lev. 21, I. 4. Num. 19, 13. 20), but even without the

pause with Mer*kha, Num. 6, 7, and even before Maqqeph in Num. 19, 12.

2. When N stands at the end of a syllable before an afformative c

beginning with a consonant (n, 3),
it likewise quiesces with the

preceding vowel ;
e. g. in the perfect Qal (and Hoph'al, see below)

quiescing with a it regularly becomes Qames (** for ^^^?, &c.);

but in the perfect of all the other active and reflexive conjugations
<

it is preceded by Sere (riXiftp^ &c.), and in the imperative and imperfect

by S'ghfl, nJNro, njxxrpn.

(a) The Se
gh6l of these forms of the imperfect and imperative might be con- d

sidered throughout as a modification, and at the same time a lengthening of an

original a (see 8. a). In the same way the e of the perfect forms in Pi'el,

Hithpa'el, and Hiph'il might be traced to an original I (as in other cases the

e and / in the final syllable of the 3rd sing. masc. perfect of these conjugations),

although this f may have only been attenuated from an original a. According

to another, and perhaps, a more correct explanation, both the Sere and the S?ghdl

are due to the analogy of verbs fl"? ( 75-/) in consequence of the close relation

between the two classes, comp. 75. nn. No form of this kind occurs in Pu'al;

in the perfect Hoph'al only the 2nd masc. sing. i"lfiN3n Ezek. 40, 4, lengthened

according to rule.
<

(b) As before the suffixes attached by a connecting vowel (e. g. ^NHj^) the e

K retains its consonantal value, so also before
?J
and 03 >

e - 'J^P^? Cant. 8, i
;

Ezek. 28, 13 (comp. 65. Ji), riot
^JN5fDK, &c., since these suffixes, by
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58. f, are likewise attached to the verb-form by a connecting vowel in the form

of S"ivd mobile. As infinitive Qal with suffix notice *JXniD Ezek. 25, 6 ; participle

with suffix ^IS"13 Is. 41, I ; as infinitive Pi'el D3XS133. Instead of the doubly
'-:r < v-:i :

anomalous form ifcOp
>
Jer. 23, 6 (for inS"!^) probably SSOp* is intended.

f 3. When N begins a syllable (consequently before afformatives

which consist of or begin with a vowel, as well as before suffixes)

it is necessarily a firm consonant, and the form then follows the

analogy of the strong verb, e. g. 'IK^D mas'd, ^W?, &c. (in pause

REMARKS.

1. Verbs middle E, like &OO to be ftill, retain the 5*r* also in the other persons

of the perfect, e.g. ^flfcOD
; DriN"^ Jos. 4, 24 and ISOD Est. 7, 5 are due to

their transitive use. Instead of HNSflO the form fl&Op she names, on the analogy

of the iY'^-forms noticed in 75. m, occurs in Is. 7, 14 (from fifcOp, comp.

44. .f}, and with a different meaning (if befalls} in Deut 31, 29. Jer. 44, 23,

in both places before S, and hence, probably, to avoid a hiatus (on the other

hand, J"lXt3ni Ex. 5, 16, could only be the 2nd sing, masc.; the text which is

obviously corrupt should probably with the LXX be emended to
^JJ3y? fiNCHl) ;

in Niph'al rtihtt Ps. 118, 23; in Hoph'al JIN^n
Gen. 33, 11.

2. The infin. Qal occurs sometimes on the analogy of verbs lYO (711x3, &c.,

ee 75. nri] in the feminine form
;

so always nNPO to fill (as distinguished

from NPD fullness}, Lev. 8, 33. 12, 4. 6. 25, 30. Jer. 29, 10. Ezek. 5, 2, also

written JTIfcOO Jer. 25, 12. Job 20, 22, and elsewhere, and riNvD Est. I, 5.

Comp. further, nKIp Jud. 8, I
; nN3B> Prov. 8, 13; before suffixes, Ezek. 33, 12,

and likewise in Niph. Zech. 13, 4; also hi Pfel nK?Dp Ex. 31, 5. 35, 33, or

niX?p;5 Dan. 9, 2, and elsewhere K etMbh ; with suffix 2 Sam. 21, 2. On the

aramaizing) infinitives Nfe>!? and niXK>p, see 45. e; on JlfcOpp obviani, 19. k.

D3SVb3 when ye find, Gen. 32, 20, stands, according to 93. q, for
v-:i : <

The tone of the lengthened imperative flND") Ps. 41, 5 as MU*nt (before

is to be explained on rhythmical grounds; comp. the analogous cases in 72. s.

The 2nd fern. plur. imperative in Ruth i, 9 has, according to Qimhi, the form
< <

T^NiT) and in verse 20 -rJtOp ;
on the other hand, the Mantua edition and

Ginsburg, on good authority, read
TfNJrtD, TJJOp.

3. The participle fern, is commonly contracted, e.g. J"IN5fb (for flNifb) i Sam.

18, 22, comp. Est. 2, 15; so NipKal Txbeb Deut. 30, n. Zech. 5, 7, and

Hoph'al, Gen. 38, 25; less frequent forms are, rttOfiD Cant. 8, 10
; nN^J i Ki.

10, 22 (comp. 76. b, JINK* beside nNE'? as infinitive construct from NtM) and

without N (see letter k) DXi* (.from N5P^ Deut. 28, 57. In the forms D'NtpH

sinning, I Sam. 14, 33, comp. Ps. 99, 6
; DWllU feigning them, Neh. 6, 8, the

K is syncopated, and is only retained orthographically ( 23. c) after the retraction

of its vowel
;
see the analogous cases in 75. oo.

4. Frequently an K which is quiescent is omitted in writing ( 23./) : (a) in

the middle of the word, e.g. till i Sam. 25, 8; VISO Num. 11, n, comp. Job
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i, 21
; ""HDif Jud. 4, 19, comp. Job 32, 18. In the imperfect fOfrPl Jer. 9, 17.

Zech. 5, 9. Ruth i, 14 (on the other hand, the same form occurs with Y6dh

pleonastic after the manner of verbs H'v Ezek. 23, 49, according to the

common reading; comp. 76. b and Jer. 50, 20) ;
in Pi'el nStdDK Gen. 31, 39;

and also in Niph'al DflDDJ Lev. n, 43 ; comp. Jos. 2, 16. () at the end of

the word
; 12*1 i jCi. 12, la Ifthtbh; Hiph'tl 'tpnn 2 Ki. 13, 6, comp. Is. 53, 10

OrTP for N^nj3 Perfect,Hiph'tl of H^H formed after the manner of verbs tf'6) ;

in the imperfectHiph'tl "<& Ps. 55, \b Kthibh; Ps. 141, 5 ; "ON I Ki. 21, 19.

Mic. 1,15; in the infinitive, Jer. 32, 35 ; in the participle, 2 Sam. 5, 2. i Ki.

21, 21. Jer. 19, 15. 39, 16, all in Kethtbh C3D, always before N, hence perhaps

only a scribal error).

5. In the jussive, imperfect consecutive, and imperative Hiph'il a number of cases /

occur with t in the final syllable; comp. NB^ Is. 36, 14 (in the parallel passages

2 Ki. 18, 29. 2 Chron. 32, 15 N
1^) ; *O3j1

Neh. 8, 2 (before y) ; KEPI 4
} 2 Ki. 21,11

(comp. i Ki. 16, 2. 21, 22) ; N2I1PI1 2 Ki. 6, 29; Ni*l Deut. 4, 20. 2 Ki. IT, 12.

Ps. 78, 16. 105, 43; imperative ifOn Jer. 17, 18; JOiTin Is. 43, 8 (in both cases

before y). If the tradition be correct (which at least in the defectively written

forms appears very doubtful) the retention of the I
1

is to be accounted for by the

open syllable; while in the closed syllable of the 3rd sing. masc. zn&fem., and

the 2nd sing. masc. after 1 consecutive the i is always reduced to e. In the examples
before y considerations of euphony may also have had some influence (comp.

75. hK). In Ezek. 40, 3, Baer reads with the Western school J03*l, while

the Orientals read in the K*thtbh1K&\ and in the Q
e
rg

fcQJl.

On the transition of verbs N"? to forms of fl"? see 75. nn.

75. Verbs n"7, e. g.
H;>3 to reveal. Paradigm P.

These verbs, like the verbs ^"a ( 69, 70), comprise two different a

classes, viz. those originally 1? and those originally i"?, which

in Arabic, and even more in Ethiopic, are still clearly distinguished.

In Hebrew, instead of the original i or * at the end of the word,

a n appears as a purely orthographic indication of a final vowel

(
2 3- ^) ;

hence both classes are called 7\"h, e.g. n?| for v3 he has

revealed; rDB' for 1.?B> he has rested. By far the greater number

of these verbs are, however, treated as originally ''"p; only isolated

forms occur of verbs l"?.

HPB' to be at rest may be recognized as originally I"/, in the forms in which fr

the Wdiv appears as a strong consonant, comp. ist 'sing, perfect Qal *P?OV?

Job 3, 26, the participle ibtT and the derivative (11^ rest ; on the other hand

the imperfect is ^^ (with Yddh). In my (Arab. "Oy) to answer, and H3y

(Arab. 13y)
l to be afflicted, oppressed, are to be seen two verbs originally distinct,

1 On the Mesa' stone, line 5, "Uyi and he oppressed occurs as 3rd sing, imperfect

Pfel, and in line 6, Ijys / will oppress- as ist sing.
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which have been assimilated in Hebrew (see the Lexicon, s. v. n3JJ). In Aramaic,

the confusion of these forms is carried still farther, verbs X"? also coinciding with

verbs %\'
f
s, i. e. with verbs I"? and ""v of the Arabic.

Of quite a different class are those verbs of which the third radical is

a consonantal H (distinguished by Mapptq). These are inflected throughout like

verbs tertiae gutturalis. Comp. 65 note on the heading.

The grammatical structure of verbs n"? (see Paradigm P) is based

on the following laws :

1. In all forms in which the original Y6dh or Waw would have

to stand at the end of the word, it is dropped (comp. 24. g) and

n takes its place as an orthographic indication of the preceding long

vowel. Such an indication would have been indispensable, even

on practical grounds, in the still unvocalized consonantal text. But

even after the addition of the vowel signs, the orthographic rule

remained, with insignificant exceptions (see 8. k, and a in JjV^i?, &c.),

that a final vowel must be indicated by a vowel letter. In verbs n"b,

the n which is here employed as a vowel letter is preceded by the

same vowel in the same part of the verb throughout all the con-

jugations. Thus the endings are

n__ in all perfects, nbs, nbu, n^a, &c .

n__ in all imperfects and participles, n^, nja, &c.

n__ in all imperatives, i"v3, \\}\ t
&c.

n' in the infinitive absolute (n?3, &c.), except HipKil, Hoph'al,

and generally also Pi'el, see letters aa and ff.

The participle passive Qal alone forms an exception,, the original

11

reappearing at the end, *v3
;

and so also . some derived nouns

( 840, letter c, f, and elsewhere).

The infinitive construct always has the ending ni(with n feminine];

Qal nta, Pfel n^3, &c., except nfcnn Jud. 13, 21. i Sam. 3, 21.

These forms may be explained as follows: in the perfect Qal i"D3 stands,

according to the above, for 0)J?3, and, similarly, in Niph'al, /Va/and Hoph'al.

Tb.e/Y7/ and //YM/aT/ may be based on the forms
7t3j?, ?t9j5rin (52.7; and 54.^",

and Hiph'tl on the form btSpH, on the analogy of the a in the second syllable

of the Arabic 'dqtald ( 53. a). Perhaps, however, the final a of these conjugations

simply follows the analogy of the other conjugations.

The explanation of the final tone-bearing H of the imperfect is a matter

of dispute. The least probable is the view that it is a contraction of the original

Ydtih (resolved into t) with a preceding a ; for the language elsewhere always

has I as the contraction of the diphthong ai, which can only be weakened to f

(see letter/). According to Rodiger the <? (fl ) represents the more precise
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characteristic vowels of the corresponding strong formations, which have been

retained in Arabic and Ethiopia with greater purity in these verbs. Thus np3^

corresponds to the Arab, yagifi. (vulgar yagli), Eth. y?glA; n33^ Arab, yabkt,

Eth. ytbkt; rTTP Arab, yahya, Eth. ythyaiv; nj?T Arab, yar'a, Eth. ytr'ay.

So also in PCel H^, Arab, yttsallt; HipKil ilKT, Arab, yur't, &c. Just as,

according to these examples, the characteristic vowel has been retained throughout

in Arabic and Ethiopic, so also in Hebrew it might be inferred that in the

imperfects of the several conjugations of H''? verbs, various vowels were originally

used, which only later, in an endeavour after a complete analogy, uniformly

became Se
ghdl. In favour of this explanation is the uniformity of inflexion in the

perfect, imperfect, and participle. It may, however, be questioned, whether it is

further necessary to assume an a as the original vowel of the final syllable

throughout the imperfects, and, hence, to regard the tone-bearing S
e
gk$l in all the

forms, as a modification and partial lengthening of the a (as in ^;>10
for malk)

instead of the full lengthening to a. According to Barth, Nominalbildung, i.

p. xxx sqq., with 136, Rem., and ZDMG. xliv. p. 695 sq. (against Philippi's

objections in the Zeitschrift fur Vblkerpsychologie und Sprachwissenschaft, 1890,

p. 356 sq.), the termination n in the imperfect and participle of the active

conjugations arose from an original iy, and in the passives from original ay,

as rhy\ from yiglty, rO3s from yiggaliy, fljW* fr m yugattfy> &c - S DUt 1*153*

from y
c
gtillay, Tv^ from ytiglay. This theory has the advantage of tracing the

active participles of Qal not to. forms with a, but, as would be expected, to forms

with i in the second syllable. It still remains unexplained, however, why final iy

should have become fj in these forms, and not * as in other cases. Nor does

this view supply any satisfactory explanation of the i~L__ in the construct state sing.

of the active participles.

2. When the original Yddh stands at the end of the syllable before f
an afformative beginning with a consonant (n, 3) there arises (a) in

the per/eels, primarily the diphthong ay C
1

)
In the middle of the

word this ought always to be contracted to e* C
1

),
but this e is only

found consistently in the passive conjugations, whilst regularly in

Qal, and frequently in the other active and reflexive conjugations

(especially in Pi'el], it is weakened to f (comp. letters x, 0, ee, and

27. ). (b] In the imperfects and imperatives, ""-^ with the .tone

always appears before the afformative H3. Here again the question

recurs (see above) whether this " is to be regarded as an equivalent

for >
(i. e. /contracted from ay], or whether after the rejection

of the Yodh (as in the 3rd sing.] a has been modified to Se

ghtfl.

In the latter case the Yodh, which is almost always written after

1 So also M. Lambert, Journal Asiatique, 1893, i. p. 285, but with the further

modification that ay was always substituted for the original iy (with Yodh radical).
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S*gh6l, must be regarded simply as an orthographic survival of the

original form.

g Summary. Accordingly before afformatives beginning with a con-

sonant the principal vowel is

In the perfect Qal i, e. g.
riv3

;

In the perfects of the other active and reflexive conjugations,

sometimes /, sometimes f, n\^3 and ri^l ; ri\bli3 and rni>3? ;

In the perfect passive always/, e.g. n\?2;

In the imperfects and imperatives always
*

, e.g. '"IJv?, n^?n.
The diphthongal forms have been throughout retained in Arabic and Ethiopia ;

only as an exception and in the popular language is the diphthong contracted.

In Aramaic the contracted forms predominate, yet the Syriac, for example, also

has in Qal 2nd pers. sing. g
e
lait (but is>tj>ers. sing. JYvS), and so too the Western

Aramaic JTHS, but also I"lv3
T :

i
:

' ^

h 3. -Before the vocalic afformatives p, "_, n__) the Yodh is usually

dropped altogether, e.g. ty (ground-form galdyu\ yifl, participle

fern. npb, plur. masc. Dyis ; yet the old full forms also not infrequently

occur, especially in pause, see letter u. The elision of the Y6dh

takes place regularly before suffixes, e. g. y3 (letter //).

/ 4. In the 3rd sing. fern, perfect, the feminine ending I"l-^- is appended

to the stem
; hence, after elision of the Y8dh, arose properly forms

like rips, with a in the final syllable with the tone. This form,

however, has been but rarely preserved (see below, letter m). The

analogy of the other forms has had so much influence, that the

common ending n_ was added pleonastically to the ending J"l__.

Before the '~l__ the vowel of the ending J"l
,
which thus loses the

tone, becomes S e
wd, and thus there arise such forms as '"V??3T> ^Cr??*

&c. (but in pause nrp3, &c.}.

For similar cases see 70. d; 91. m.

k 6. Finally, a strongly-marked peculiarity of verbs T\
fr{
? is the

rejection of the ending H in forming the jussive and the imperfect

consecutive. This shortening occurs in all the conjugations, and

sometimes also involves further changes in the vocalization (see

Rems. 3, 8, n, 16). Similarly, in some conjugations a shortened

imperative (comp. 48. K) is formed by apocope of the final H
(see

Rems. 12, 1 6).

/ 6. The ordinary form of the imperfect with the ending H serves

in verbs n"7 to express the cohortative also
( 48. c); comp. Gen. i, 26.
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2, 1 8, &c. With a final n there occur only: in Qal,

Ps. 119, 117, '"M?!$ (with the *
retained, see below, letter u) Ps. 77, 4;

and in Hithpdel, nynB^I. Is. 41, 23 (with Tiphha, therefore in lesser

pause).

REMARKS.

I. On Qal.

1. The older form of the fern, of the 3rd sing. pcrf. rO3, mentioned above,

letter i (cf. 74. % also occurs in nb>y (before R) Lev. 25, 21 (comp. 2 Ki. 9, 37

K*thtbK)
1

; likewise in #*>;*'# Hjryt (Wore K) Lev. 26, 34 ; flN^n Ezek. 24, 12
;

t T : AT :
""

and in Hoph'al T\>"ff\ (before *) Jer. 13, 19. The 2nd sing.fern, is also written JT__
;

thus in the Textus receptus JTTn 2 Sam. 14, 2, and always in Baer's editions

(since 1872), as in most other verbs; n^n and rVp3 Is. 57, 8; JTB>y Jer. 2, 23.

Ezek. 1 6, 48, &c. (so nXlfim i Ki. 17, 13 from KJP). In the 3rd pers. plur. the
:

'
: <L L*

tone, instead of keeping its usual place (v3, &c.), is retracted in Ps. 37, 20, }73
(

both on account of the pause and also in rhythmical antithesis to the preceding

V3 ;
also in Is. 16, 8 1VD (according to Delitzsch for the sake of the assonance

with tyib); and in Job 24, i tfH. On the tone of the perfect consecutive

see 49. k.

2. The infin. absol. frequently has \ (probably a survival of the older ortho-

graphy) for r\'_, e.g. V>n Gen. 18, 18; W$ Jer. 4, 18, &c. Ezek. 31, n; faj?

2 Sam. 24, 24; iN"l Gen. 26, 28. Is. 6, 9 (comp. i Sam. 6, 12), &c., beside PINT.

The form flint? Is. 22, 13 (beside \T\V? in the same verse" appears to have been

chosen on account of its similarity in sound to BriB* ;
so in Is. 42, 20 Q

e
r<: and

Hos. 10, 4, nibN (unless it is a substantive, oaths} and rri"G; cf. also DViy
T .T T

Hab. 3, 13. Conversely, instead of the infinitive construct J1v3 such forms are

occasionally found as ri/3 or ^73, comp. nJO Gen. 48, n ; i"l3j?
Prov. 16, 16;

nb'y Gen. 50, 20. Ps. 101, 3, also VCty Gen. 31, 28 (comp. Prov. 31, 4), and even

with the suffix \T\ the very remarkable form frlt^y Ex. 18, 18 2
. The feminine form

niSl (for nifcO) Ezek. 28, 17, analogous to nouns like iTlN3_ (comp. 45. tf), is

strange, but rV7| as infin. Ezek. 21, 15 is quite inexplicable. The forms fan and VVI

Is- 59. J 3 are to be regarded with Earth, Nominalbildung, 51. a, as infinitives

absolute of the passive of (?a/ (see above, 53. u), not of Pffel. The 2nd sing.

masc. imperative il^ni occurs in the principal pause in Prov. 4, 4 and 7, 2 ;

but probably these forms are simply to be attributed to a Masoretic school, which

in general marked the difference between certain forms by the use of <? for e, and

/conversely e for 2; comp. the analogous examples in 52. n, and especially

75. hk, also Kautzsoh, Grammatik des Bibl. Aram. \ 17. 2, Rem. I. On the

reading n^JOS Cant. 3, n (for ni*1^, on the analogy of the reading rUNXO, &c.,

74. X) ,
see Baer's note on the passage.

1 In the Siloam inscription also
v
see above, 2. d), line 3, JVn may be read JIT!

quite as well as [njITTl .

2 All these infinitives construct in $, in the Pentateuch, belong to what is

called document E ; comp. 69. m, second note.
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3. The shortening of the imperfect (see above, letter k and the note on letter hh)

occasions in Qal the following changes :

(a) As a rule the first radical receives a helping S
e
gh$l, or, if the second radical

is a guttural, a helping Pathdh (according to 28. ^). Thus ?3* for p3^ j
KM

< .< < : "

and he despised, Gen. 25, 34; f3*l fl/fc/ ^ &'//; VU^ fo looks; nG*\ and he

destroyed, Gen. 7, 23.

(3) The t of the preformative under these circumstances is sometimes lengthened

to e, e. g. ST he sees. This, however, mostly happens only after the preformative D,

whilst after * the homogeneous i remains, e. g. /3F\\ (but 73s
), (QFI1 (but ^D

11

) ; with
< < v

middle guttural S?riP)
? 7\3F\\ Job 17, 7 (from ilPO). The unusual position of the

tone in Nin (Baer and Ginsburg Kin) Zech. 9, 5, jn. (Baer ^d Ginsburg JOm)
.....

^ ..... . .....

Mie. 7, 10, and N"P (with e) Gen. 41, 33, can only partially be explained on

rhythmical, or orthophonic grounds. Comp. below, letter hh.

(c) The helping vowel is elsewhere not used under the circumstances mentioned

in 28. d; 3$*! Num. 21, i. Jer. 41, 10, comp. JjlQ1 Job 31, 27; on the other

hand, with / lengthened into e (see letter/) flB'M, *J2
s
l

f "H")*!, BB^. The form

RV he sees, occurs parallel with fcO*1 and he sazv (but yc&feni. always iOni),

the latter with the original Pathah on account of the following "1, and identical

with the 3rd sing. masc. of the imperfect consecutive Hiphtl, 2 Ki. 1 1, 4.

(d} Examples of verbs primae giitturalis ( 63% and at the same time iVv,
. < . < . <

are S?y*1> in pause t?JJ
4
1 and he made, from HB'J? ty^\

and he answered, from

H3y, the shortened imperfect in such verbs being always identical with the

corresponding forms in Hiph'H. On some similar forms of N^B see 76. d.

In the following cases the initial (hard) guttural does not affect the form : "\n*l
< / <

and he was wroth, fHJI
and he encamped (3rd plur. y n*l), ^D^ (with Dages lene

and &wd) let it rejoice, Job 3, 6
; cf. Ex. 18, 9. On

TJ1, H, C-^ (n
r6 as well as

^'B), &c., see 76. *, r,/.

(e) The verbs JT'n /o be, and n*n /<? //w, of which the shortened imperfects

ought to be yihy and yihy, change these forms to ^iT1 and Tl^, the second Yodh
' '

< <

being resolved into ( at the end of the word; but in pause ( 29. ] ^n^ VV^
with the original a modified to Se

ghol with the tone, (comp. also nouns like ^a
for bakhy, in pause ^33 ^3V for Vwy, &c., 840, letter c, and 93. x]. For 'fcW

?

however, in Deut. 32, 18, since no verb HSB' exists, we must read either
C'fl,

or better HE'ri (Samaritan NBTI) as imperfect Qal of n&W toforget. Analogous to

^iT1 from HTI, there occurs once, from nin to be, the form fcHiT for ^!T he will be,
: T T TT I :

Eccles. ii, 3 (on the N see 23. z).

Moreover, the full forms (without apocope of the i"l_, comp. 49. c} frequently

occur after waw consecutive, especially in the 1st pers. and in the later Books,

e.g. nK~)W and I saw, twenty times, and Jos. 7, 21 in K'thtbh, but never in the
v : VIT <

Pentateuch (SON1 fifteen times, of which three are in the Pent.) ; ilK^I and he

made, four times (but tJ'yi over 200 times; ; comp. also i Ki. 10, 29 (fibril) ;

Deut. i, 16 .rtfXKI ), and Gen. 24, 48. So also frequently for the jussive, comp.
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Gen. i, 9. 6, 14. 41, 34. Jer. 28, 6. For the well attested, but meaningless }KTn

Job 6,21 (doubtless caused by the following SK"Vrn) read SfcHPl ye see.

4. The original > sometimes appears before the afformatives beginning with U
a vowel (comp. above, letters h and /), especially" in and before the pause, and

before the full plural ending JS ,
or where for any reason an emphasis rests on

the word. Perfect (TOPI Ps. 57, 2, VDPI Deut. 32, 37, comp. Ps. 73, 2 Q
e
rt-;

imperative VJ73 Is. 21, 12. Imperfect ITIX* Job 16, 22. 30, 14 (without Vnz pause,

Ps. 68, 32); v61p?
Ps. 122,6. Job 12, 6, comp. Ps. 77, 4; fJTP Deut. 18, 13;

Ps. 36, 9: more frequently like fVriB^ Ps. 78, 44; Is. 17, 12. 21, 12. 26, u. 31, 3.

33> 7- 4 r
> 5- PS - S^, 8. 39, 7. 83, 3 ; before a suffix, Job 3, 25. Also in Prov. 26, 7

VJn, z& perf. Qal from flTt, was perhaps originally intended, but hardly V;n
}

since these full forms, though they may stand out of pause, do not begin sentences ;

Vjn probably points to \yn from Ppl as the right reading, since the sense

requires an intransitive verb. Of. further, letters v, x, dd, gg.

5. T\iz participle active, besides forms like rpy Jud. 20, 31, &c., HST Prov. 20, 12, v
has also a feminine which retains the 3rd radical \ viz. 11*313 (

= H33) weeping,

Lam. i, 1 6 ; n 4Din tumultuous, Is. 22, 2 (plur. Prov. r, 21); nsQiV spying,

Prov. 31, 27, n*"13 fruitful, Ps. 128, 3, //r. fii*nk the things that are to come,

Is. 41, 23. With the ordinary strong inflexion *
appears in iTt3'y Cant, i, 7,

but perhaps there also n b
tpy was intended. For ^Nl Is. 47, 10, ^NT is to be

read. In the participle passive the 3rd radical still sometimes appears as ^ ( 24. b],

comp. Vt?y made, Job 41, 25, }SX Job 15, 22, contracted from
iVj^y, I^DX; and

before a formative ending, it even has its consonantal sound, D11tJ>yn (read D^K'yn)
2 Ki. 23, 4; niltPy (read

<a
suw6tK) i Sam. 25, 18 iCthibh, niltDJ (read tft&vtik)

Is. 3, 16 Ke
thibh. The shortening of the ^ in ni*N"| Est. 2, 9 is irregular.

6. The defective writing is rare in such forms as flTI} 2 Sam. 15, 33 (comp. iu

49. /) ; V133 i Ki. 8, 44, comp. i Ki. 9, 3 ; TOTirn Ex. 2, 16 (comp. Jer. 18, 21.

48, 6. i Chron. 7* I.T- Job 17, 5 and elsewhere), and the pronunciation H3'I

S"]P1

Mic. 7, 10, comp. nS^yPI Jud. 5, 29 (according to others sing, with stiff, of the

3rd sing. fern.']. Both cases must probably be explained according to 20. *'.

II. On Niph'al.

7. Here the forms with ^ in the ist and lepers, sing, of the perfect are those X
commonly in use (with

*
only in JTjpJ Gen. 24, 8) ; on the other hand in the

ist plur. always
*

, as ^3y33 i Sam. 14, 8. No examples of the 2nd plur.

occur. With * retained in pause V133 Num. 24, 6; once with an initial guttural

lirp Cant, i, 6 for
^"1P)3 , probably arising from the ordinary strong form nihru,

but the harshness of PI immediately followed by "1 is avoided by pronouncing the fl

with Hateph-Pathah. In the 3rd sing. fern. fflFIBO Prov. 27, 15 (in pause for

DWCJO) 1 and H may be transposed for euphonic reasons
;
but probably we should

simply read nJTlKO.

8. The apocope of the imperfect causes no further changes beyond the rejection i/
t . J

of the n__, e.g. 73"1 from n'pS'
1

;
in one verb middle guttural, however, a form
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occurs with the Qames shortened to Pathah, viz. ITO^ (for m-fy Ps. 109, 13,

as in verbs y"y ;
but in pause DOTl in the same Psalm, verse 14. Comp. letter bb.

The infinitive absolute ni?33 emphasizing an infinitive construct, 2 Sam. 6, 20.

is very extraordinary; probably it is a subsequent correction of an erroneous

repetition of Dv3n. On the infinitive Niph'al with syncope of the n see 51. /.

The irregular vyR Ezek. 36, 3 has probably arisen from a combination of the

readings vyn (Qaf) and Oyri {Niph'al}. Similarly the solecism nTZHD3 i Sam. 15, 9

might be due to a combination of the participle fern. Niph'al (nT33) with the

Hoph'al (nOD) ;
but it is more correct, with Wellhausen, to explain the D from

a confusion with DD3 and to read, in fact, DpKO31

III. On Pi1

el, Pffel, Pu'al, and Hithpa'el.

Z 9. In the 1st and 2nd persons of the perfect Pi'el the diphthong
^_ in the
< <

second syllable is in most of the instances weakened to *_ , as rPEn' T--J
always so in the first plur., and before, suffixes, e. g. U*D3 Gen. 37, 26,

Ps. 44, 20. The form with ^_ is found only in the ist sing. (e.g. Joel 4, 21 ;

Is. 8, 17 along with the form with /). Hithpa'el has (besides
*_ Jer. 17, 16)

as a rule *_ (Prov. 24, 10. i Ki. 2, 26. Jer. 50, 24). On the other hand, Pu'al
.< .*. .

always has *__, e.g. WET) Ps. 139, 15. A ist sing, .perfect Pffel ^FKTW

(
=

*rVpitJ>) occurs in Is. 10, 13.

CIO, 10. The infinitive absolute Pi'el takes the form
irpS, JTIJ5 (like 7tSP_, the more

frequent form even in the strong verb, see 52. o) ; with o only in Ps. 40, 2 rflp ;

with Slh, Hab. 3, 13 Dliy (comp. above, letter \ On fan and i"Vt, infinitives

absolute of the passive of Qal, not of Pffel, see above, letter n. As infinitiTt

construct ""SPl occurs in Pi'el, Hos. 6, 9 (only orthographically different from HSn .

if the text is correct) ;
in Pu'al'013V Ps. 132, i.

bb II. The apocopated imperfect must (according to 20. /) lose the Dagtt forte

of the second radical, hence 12^1 and he commanded, "Ipri (for ITTyJl = t'arre)

Ps. 141, 8 ; comp. Gen. 24, 20; Hithpa'el ?2ri*1 a;&/ /tf uncovered himself, Gen.

9, 21 ; jnnri Prov. 22, 24; comp. Ps. 37, I. 7. 8. With the lengthening of

Pathah to Qames, 1JT1 aW A^ wa</<? marks, occurs in I Sam. 21, 14 (read, how-
*<

t ,

ever, with Thcnius 5)n*1 ,
and instead of the meaningless 13B^1 in the same verse,

I?7D- ^n Hithpa'el 13nn~,5K, in close connexion, Dent. 2, 9. 19 ; yjP!fc?ri

Is. 41, 10 ; according to Qimhi also 1WV, 1NT1J;!
Ps. 45, 12. Prov. 23, 3. 6. 24, i.

I Chron. ii, 17, whilst Baer and Ginsburg read with the best authorities 1KJV,

1W1JJ1 (comp., however, Konig, Lehrgebdude, i. p. 597) *. On ^pHK Job 15, 17

(for ^nK) comp. 5 20. m; on
1p3S

Ex. 33, 3, see 27. q; on TV Jud. 5, 13.

see 69. ^-. Finally, on Vp'l, which is referred to Pi'el by some, as a supposed

imperative, see above, letter u.

CC 12. Examples of apocopated imperatives in Pi'el and Hithpa'el are: 15f, also

niX command thou, 73 >/<; MOM, Ps. 119, 18. 22; J1D prepare thou, Ps.

1 In Num. 34, 7 sq., according to verse 10, ^NflJl (
=^Knn) is intended to

be read for %UTT1 (imperfect Pi'el from
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D3 for nD3 prove thou, Dan. I, 12; ?l"inn feign thyself sick, 2 Sam. 13, 5;^ '
.<

comp. Deut. 2, 24. On H3T Jud. 9, 28, comp. 48. /. In Ps. 137, 7 Viy raw

?V, is found twice instead of Viy (for V1JJ) for rhythmical reasons (comp., however,

T"iy^ in the imperfect, 2 Chron. 24, 1 1).

13. Examples of forms in which the Yodh is retained are the imperfects JVfinri dd
Is. 40, 18, comp. verse 25 and 46, 5 ; ^D^ they cover them, Ex. 15, 5; participle

Pu'al D^riCD Is. 25, 6'; for TJinK Is. 16, 9 (from mi) read with Stade, &c.,

IV. On Hiph'il and Hoph'al.

14. In the perfect Hiph'il 3rd sing. Se
gh6l is found in the first syllable CC

as well as t ( 53. p], especially in fPSn (but perfect consecutive HpJnl 2 Ki.

24, 14), nflnn, nN^n;
also with suffixes, e.g. D^SH i Chron. 8, 7, "ON^n Job

16, 7, i'Hani Ex. 21, 8. The 6"
e^/ also occurs in the 1st sing., e.g. ^priX^n

Mic. 6, 3. On VPJOrn Nah. 3, 5, cf. 53. /. The forms with in the second

syllable (also written defectively, as ^1371} Jer. 21,6) are found throughout in

the 1st sing, (except Prov. 5, 13), rarely in the 2nd sing, masc., and never in

the 1st plur. In the other persons they are about equally common with t.

Before suffixes the forms with / (Gen. 18, 4, and elsewhere) predominate through-
out as being somewhat shorter ; comp., however, ^ in Ex. 4, 1 2. Mic. 6, 3.

Prov. 4, ii. In Hoph'al only "__ occurs.

15. In the infinitive Hiph'tl of rOT\ to be abundant, besides the infinitive ff

construct J"li3^n we find the absolute n3^n taking the place of the common

form ninn, which came to be used invariably (but Konig calls attention to its

use as infinitive construct in Ezek. 21, 20) as an adverb, in the sense of much;

in 2 Sam. 14, n the Q?re requires n3")n for the KRthibh JV2nn, an evident

scribal error for ni3~in. Comp. Gen. 41, 49. 22, 17. Deut. 28, 63 ; the pointing

n3~in Jer. 42, 2 perhaps arises from regarding this form as a noun. On DVIBn

Job 17, 2 (with Dage's f. dirimens} see 20. h. In 2 Ki. 3, 24 nlSH (before N)

is probably infinitive absolute, used in order to avoid the hiatus, comp. 113. x,

and on a similar case in Qal, see above, letter . On the infinitive with syncope
of the n, comp. 53. q.

1 6. The shortened imperfect Hiph'tl either takes no helping vowel, as f)S^ gg
let him enlarge, Gen. 9, 27 ; "HT1 he shall subdue, Is. 41, 2

; pt^'l and he watered,

Gen. 29, 10, and elsewhere ; K")*\ and he showed, 2 Ki. n, 4 (see 28. oT) : or else

has a helping vowel, as W (for 7IP, see 27. r), e.g. 73*1 a Ki. 18, u ;

Ps. 105, 24; ->Oril Ezek. 5, 6
; yn*1 2 Chron. 33, 9; 31K1 i.e. probably

Jos. 24, 3 Ke
thibh (nSHSI Q

e
r2). Examples of verbs PI guttural : ^y^_ Num.

2 3> 2 > i'yXI &c., which can be distinguished as Hiph'il from the similar forms

in Qal only by the sense. The apocopated imperative Hiph'tl always

(except in verbs f"a, e.g. '-\r\ >
L3H, 76. c} has a helping vowel, Se

ghSl or

Pathah, e,g. 3"1H increase thou (for 3"1i"!
} ri3")n) Ps. 51, 4 Q

e
re, also Jud. 20, 38,

* ' I * J <

where, however, it cannot be explained with the context ; spn let alone (for

^"irij nEnn) Deut. 9, 14, and elsewhere; ^yn (for nby.H) Ex. 8, i. 33, 12
;
but
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for Vt?n Ps. 39, 14, which could only be imperative Hiph'il of yyt? (
= smear

over, as in Is. 6, 10), read with Baethgen HJ/tJ' /<w away. The imperfect Hiph'il

with Yodh retained occurs only in
JV3fr> Job 19, 2, from HV. Comp. letter M.

V. / General.

JlJl 17. In Aramaic, where, as before remarked, verbs Fl'v and N"? form class,

the imperfect and participle of all the conjugations terminate in X_ or *_ .

The Hebrew infinitives, imperatives, and imperfects in H_ ,
less frequently

M or ^_ , may be due to imitation of the Aramaic form. On the infinitive

construct Pi'el *3n, see above, letter aa ; imperative Qal Kin Job 37, 6 (in the

sense of faff); imperfect fcfV let him look out, Gen. 41, 33 (see, however, above,

letter /) ; nb>y he -will do, Is. 64, 3 ; ITTirr^R Jer. 17,17; K3hri>K consent

thoii not, Prov. i, 10
; nJJ'yJTvK do than not, 2 Sam. 13, 12 (the same form in

Gen. 26, 29. Jos. 7, 9. Jer. 40, 16 (?*r) ; iTHK (so Baer and Ginsburg, after

cod. Hillel, &c.) / will be, Jer. 31, i
;

nfc>J|31 Jos. 9, 24; nton Dan. i, 13.

Comp. also in Niph'al ntfE)"1 Lev. 5, 9; !TJ31;I (according to Qimhi) Num. 21, 17 ;

in Pfel3\yS\ Lev. 18, 7. 8. 12-17. 2O
>

J 9> m eacn c*56 '^5^ ^'o beside fwJjl

with a minor distinctive ; nj53^ (Baer, however, njj>3^)
Nah. i, 3 ; fllTX Ezek. 5, 12

(with Zaqeph ; Baer rn.TN). The fact, however, that a great number of these

forms occur in pause and represent at the same time a jussive or voluntative

(Jos. 7, 9), suggests the view that the long vowel may be used in order to increase

the emphasis' of the pausal form, and at the same time" to make a distinction

in sound between the jussive or voluntative and the ordinary imperfect
l

. Else-

where (Gen. 26, 29. Lev. 5, 9. Jer. 40, 16. Dan. i, 13; according to Baer also

Mic. 7, 10. Zech. 9, 5) the pronunciation with e is probably intended to soften

the hiatus caused by a following N or V ; comp. the analogous cases above,

74- /.

The ending
*_ appears to stand for n_ in the imperfect Qal in DJJ^^lfll

and there hath she played the harlot, Jer. 3, 6 ; perhaps, however, the 2nd sing.

fern, is intended, or it may have been introduced into the text of Jeremiah

from Ezek. 16, 15, &c. Still more strange is it in the imperfect Hiph'tl ^nOf}~?N

Jer. 18, 23; but the Mile
'el-\.one probably points to rt3F\ as the correct reading

,comp. Neh. 13, 14). The >_ stands for i"|__ in the perfect Hiph'il \{>nn he

1
Possibly these examples (like the cases of S?gh$l in pause, letter '. represent

the view of a particular Masoretic school, which was intended to be consistently

carried out. According to Praetorius (in ZAIV. 1883, p. 25) traces of the (original)

jussive of verbs fl'v appear in the forms ending in H
,
and were already rightly

recognized as such by Ewald, while on the other hand the apocopated mood
of verbs H"? is quite a late (?) phenomenon, and simply the final result of actual

biliteral forms, such as v3V According to this view, therefore, we cannot point

to this mood in confirmation of the supposed tendency of the jussive to retract

the tone, since in its origin it is altogether different from the jussive, although

the language uses it in the sense of the jussive, which was becoming obsolete.

Cf. also 48. g, note.
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made sick, Is. 53, 10, which is probably for KvCin from JO!"!, a secondary

form of n?n ;
see letter rr. The plur. VDDn (Baer VDOH) they made to melt,

Jos. 14, 8, is a purely Aramaic form.

1 8. In three verbs the rare conjugation Pa'lei or its reflexive ( 55. d) occurs : kk
niXV (in Ps. 93, 5 the Masora requires i"l1N3), contracted to fflN3 to be beau-

tiful, from nN3
; \\nDC) Gen. 21, 16 archers (from nnt3); but most frequently

in T\rW to bend, Pa lei .Hin^' not in use, whence reflexive ninfiK'n to bow one-

self, to prostrate oneself, 2nd pers. in JT1

-^- and ist pers. in "TV, imperfect

niHFlB^, consecutive 3rd sing. masc. ^rWB''*! for wayyistahw (analogous to the
v:i- :

^ < ^

noun-forms, like ^Ht^ for sahw) ; 3rd plur. VinFltJ^ . Instead of the Aramaic

infinitive with suffix NTinWnB 2 Ki. 5, 18 read with Konig

EWnfltyQ Ezek. 8, 16 is still more certainly a scribal error

19. Before suffixes in all forms ending in i"!, a connecting vowel is employed //

instead of the H and the vowel which precedes it
( 58./), e. g. 13H3 Gen. 24, 27 ;

in pause "O^J? i Ki. 2, 30, &c., even with lesser disjunctives, Ps. 118, 5. Prov. 8, 22
;

or with a conjunctive accent, i Sam. 28, 15 (but Baer ""33^), Job 30, 19; comp.

59- h ; ?J3y,
in pause -J3J?,

Is. 30, 19 (and even when not in pause Jer. 23, 37)

or like
r|3p

Deut. 32, 6
; ^3"P1 Gen. 28,3; comp. also

^"IJy, D3J?, imperfect

vifer, ^jr, 'ffipk'ti lysn , ^j?n, iron.

Only very seldom does ""_ take the place of the final H__ or n_
? e.g.

Dn''XDX Deut. 32, 26; ^D?^ Ps. 140, 10 Q
e
re j lyan smile me, I Ki. 20, 35. 37 ;

comp. Hab. 3, 2. Is. 38. 16. In these examples, again, a return to the original

ending ay might be assumed ; but perhaps they are merely due to a less correct

plene writing. In the 3rd sing. perf. fern, the older form DPS (see letter z) is

always used before a suffix, e. g. W?3 (for Viri?>3) Zech. 5,4; in pause ^T\\yy

Job33>45 ") 4, 5-

VI. The Relation between Verbs r\"\> and K'6.

20. The close relation existing between verbs X//
' and n/;

v, which in Aramaic nn
has resulted in a complete similarity, is shown in Hebrew by the fact that the

verbs of one class often borrow forms from the other, especially in the later

writers and the poets.

21. Thus there are forms of verbs K"/ (a] which have adopted the vowels 00

of verbs H"?, e.g. perfect Qal "TlfcOB / have refrained, Ps. 119, 101 ; participle

Nt3in (Xt3i"l) sinning, Eccles. 2, 26. 8, 12. 9, 2. 18; comp. Is. 65, 20; NV1D

Eccles. 7, 26; KJ/0 lending, i Sam. 22, 2; Pi'el perfect K->12 he has filled, Jer.

51, 34 ; comp. I Ki. 9, IK Amos 4, 2 (where, however, the perfect AT
iph.is perhaps

intended), Ps. 89, n. 143, 3; "TINS"] / heal, 2 Ki. 2, 21; comp. Jer. 51, 9;

imperfect 8133^ Job 39, 24; Nlph'al perfect nHSpBS (like nrip33"!
*V wdtf wonder-

ful, 2 Sam. i, 26; Hiph'tl perfect N^SH Deut. 28, 59; nn3nn (in the Textus

1
According to Buxtorf and others (comp. Noldeke, ZDMG. xxx. 185) !TlN3

is rather Niph'al from niK .

Q
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receptus incorrectly nflX_ , comp. above, 2 Sam. I, 26^ she hid, Jos. 6, 17. On
the other hand, forms like D^NCH i Sam. 14, 33. D'Wp Ps. 99, 6, 1K3"13

Ezek. 47, 8, *33^G"iri, according to the correct reading, Job 19, 2 (comp. Gen.

31, 39 n3t9PlX\ and WT1

imperative plur. masc. from NT, Jos. 24. 14. i Sam.

12, 24. Ps. 34, 10, are due to the syncope of the X, see 74. i. On KVt?3*

Jer. 10, 5 and JH'tM Ps. 139. 20. see 23. i.

PP (o) Forms in n, but with K"? pointing, e.g. imperfect Qal X5~!K Jer. 3, 22;

imperative nQ") heal thou, Ps. 60, 4 ; Niph'al nsnjj Jer. 49, 10 (which most

evidently be a perfect ; read with Ewald the infinitive absolute 513113 as in

verse 23). and ilSnn to hide oneself, I Ki. 22, 25, comp. Jer. 19, u; Pi'tl

imperfect fl?p* he will fill, Job 8, 21.

33 (c} Forms entirely of a fl"/ character, e. g. perfect Qal nOJfl and -when thou

art athirst, Ruth 2, 9, comp. 2 Sam. 3, 8 ; }/3 they shut up, i Sam. 6, 10
; comp.

2 5> 33 : VO they are full, Ezek. 28, 16, comp. 39, 26 ; infinitive ton (see above,

letter ) to sin, Gen. 20, 6 (on flN^O see above, 74, letter h) ; imperative sing.

fern. *3n Is. 26, 20 ; imperfect rib?? (for K^3?)
/"? *// keep back, Gen. 23, 6 ;

ny|~n they heal, Job 5, 18 ; participle ilCU Prov. 12, 18; fern. Ki*' Eccles.

10, 5 ; plur. ita'X Is. 29, 7 ; participle passive 'VB>3 Ps. 32, I ; NipTi'al nn|l3
Jer. 51, 9 ; JV33 thou hast prophesied, Jer. 26, 9 (comp. Ps. 139, 14. Job 18, 3" ;

imperfect }S1 S
1 2 Ki. 2, 22 (infinitive Jer. 19, n); Pi'el imperfect 13T1 Jer.

8, ii, comp. Gen. 31, 39; Hiph'tl participle HSpD Ezek. 8, 3; HitkptfelTfSSV\

I Sam. 10, 6; infinitive ni33nn I Sam. 10, 13. For the K*thtbh mEW 2 Ki.

10, 25, Jablonski and others require as Q?r$ the form fl'lKB'n,) (so Is. 37, 26} ;

the Kethtbh would have to be read DitJ'np, with syncope of the X and retraction

of the vowel.

fr 22. On the other hand, there are forms of verbs iYv, which wholly or in part

follow the analogy of verbs K",>, e. g. in their consonants XDN he comes, Is.

21, 12 ; N^3 2 Sam. 12, 17 (Textiis receptus ."HS) ; ^nNiP^ Ezek - 43> 2 7 '>

Job 8, ii ; S3B^ Lam. 4, I; Nn*! 2 Chron. 16, 12; njXnpn Ex. I, 10. Lev.

10, 19; D^xbri Deut. 28, 66 (comp. Hos. n, 7); tnp3 (infin. absol. Niph'al

beside W"|(?3) 2 Sam. i, 6 ; S3C? 2 Ki. 25. 29 ; NB^D jer. 38, 4 : S2'_^ Eccles.

8, i : in their vowels, }3nN Jer. 3, 23 ; rnp? Dan. 10, 14; rO3F\ i Ki. 17, 14:

in both, X"1p^ Gen. 49, i; comp. 42, 4. Is. 51, 19; DttWl 2 Sam. 21, 12 (?V/;

SVv!) 2 Chron. 26, 15 (comp. D^TlDH IITM 2 Sam. 11/24 K'thtbh}; n^O'D

(participle fern. Qal) Zeph. 3, i; tfna? Hos. 13, 15; D^DD Lam. 4, 2.

For JT1N13 (so Baer, Ezek. 17, 6, comp. 31, 8), which can only be intended for

nitO-3 as participle fern. plur. from JOS = mB, read, according to Ezek. 31. 5.

&c., flT'lK'B branches.

76. Verbs Doubly Weak.

a 1. In a tolerably large number of verbs two radicals are weak

letters, and are consequently affected by one or other of the

anomalies already described. In cases where two anomalies might
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occur, usage must teach whether one, or both, or neither of them,

takes effect in the verb.

Thus e.g. from T}3 to flee, the imperfect is 11T in Nah. 3, 7 and IT in

Gen. 31, 40 (on the analogy of verbs f"B); Hiph'U "OH (like a verb J?"y), but

the imperfect Hoph'al again "IT (as f'Q).

2. The following are examples of difficult forms, which are derived b

from doubly weak verbs :

(a) Verbs f"D and K"? (comp. 66 and 74), e. g. Nb>3 A? fear, imperative

StJ> (Ps. 10, 12 NtJ>3, of which nD3 Ps. 4, 7 is probably only an orthographic

variation) ; infinitive construct TINE* (for fiNJ? ; see the analogous noun-formations

in 93. t), also NK>3 Is. I, 14. 18, 3 ; Gen. 4, 13 NitJO ;
Ps. 89, TO Kit? (perhaps

only a scribal error) ;
after the prefix 7 always DNKO (the contracted form

only occurs in i]")$tt Job 41, 1 7, with rejection of the N) ; imperfect nj^ri for

njKfe');!
Ruth I, 14; wholly irregular are H^N^ri Ezek. 23, 49 (so Baer after

Qimhi; Textus receptus, and also the Mantua ed., and Ginsburg, n^S^ri) and

DN&3 2 Sam. 19, 43 as infinitive absolute Niph'al (on the analogy of the

infinitive construct Qal?} ; most probably Nt5>3 is to be read, with Driver.

() Verbs |"B and 11*^ (comp. 66 and 75), as HC3 to bow, to incline, H32 C

to smite. Hence imperfect Qal fits'1

, apocopated LD S1 (Gen. 26, 25 ~55 S
Y) and he

bowed; t*) (so, probably, also Is. 63, 3 for I"
1

"!)
2 Ki. 9, 33 aw;/ there was sprinkled

(from nt3) ; perfect HipKil n3H /^^ smote, imperfect n3', apocopated TJ^ f 'j*'! (even

with Athnah 2 Ki. 15, 16; but also ten times D3*"!), !|21
Deut. 2, 33; so also T*l

Lev. 8, ii. 30; DrrvS Ps. 141, 4 (comp. Job 23, n); imperative n3i"l, apocopated

?)n smite thou (like Cn incline, with ntSH), infinitive JllSn, participle DSD
;

Hoph'al H3H , participle HSD.

(<r) Verbs N"S and n"^> (comp. 68 and 75), as rQN to be -willing, HDN ^
to bake, nriN ^ <r<?;e. E. g. imperfect Qal rON 11

,
HSNS //w^. IDS'

;
Kfl4

! (comp.

68. K) Dent. 33, 21 for nnK^ (
= nnNM); imperfect apocopatedTlK^Is. 41, 25

for riN1; imperative ^JTIK Is. 21, 12. 56, 9. 12 (comp. }SX bake ye, Ex. 16, 23)

for
IflN,

VriN ( 23. h; 75. ) ; Hiph'tl perfect VHH for VriNH (Vnxn)

Is. 21, 14; imperfect apocopated ?KS
1 cw^ /^^ adjured, i Sam. 14, 24, properly

rh^"
1

(nbs^) from n!)N, whence i"6fcO, and, with the obscuring to d, nb^
;

instead of the simple apocope C/NS
1) the N which had already become quiescent,

is made audible again by the helping S
e
ghdl (unless perhaps there is a confusion

with the imperfect consecutive Hiph'tl of biO).

(d) Verbs """a and K'^ (comp. 69, . 70, and 74), as N to go 'forth, C

imperative N5f go forth, with H paragogic nNX Jud. 9, 29 in principal pause

for HXlf; 2nd /em. plur. ,13X5? Cant. 3, 11
; infinitive DKlf; Hiph'il N^SfiPl

to bringforth. NT to fear, imperfect K^ and ^"1 (or K^V) imperative NT;

imperfect Niph'al N1^ Ps. 130, 4, participle Nlfo.

(e) Verbs """S and 0"? (comp. 69, 70, and 75), e.g. !T
"

Q 2
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Hiph'il to confess, to praise, and PIT to throw (both properly verbs 1"S), and
PIS^

/<? be beautiful. Infinitive PIT , fllT ; imperative PIT ; imperfect consecutive Cp*l

Ezek. 31, 7 (comp. also ^fll 16, 13) ;
with suffixes DTjrt ov ^<zw J^o/ a/ ///<rw

(from PIT) Num. 21, 30; perhaps, however, it should be read with the LXX
&yy\ and their race (also in Ps. 74, 8 D3S 3 is probably a substantive, and not the

imperfect Qal with .rw^* from P)) ; Pi'el W\ for 1T^ ( 69. ). ^>/47/ PITH,

pnin ; infinitive rflin (as infinitive absolute 2 Chron. 7, 3), rniPI, imperfect

PqY
1

, comp. ttrH'K Jer. 22, 3; apocopated ifr 2 Ki. 13, 17.

," (/) Verbs V'y and K"^>, particularly N12 to <w<r. /V//^/ K3, nsi, DK3 or

(Gen. 16, 8. 2 Sam. 14, 3. Mic. 4, 10; comp. 75. m}, once ^32 for

I Sam. 25, 8; for SN3 Jer. 27, 18, which is apparently the perfect, read SfcO\

In the imperfect Qal the separating vowel occurs (PI3
HN2T1 instead of the more

common POX2PI, comp. also TfNQTl Gen. 30, 38) only in Jer. 9, 16. Ps. 45, 16 and

i Sam. io/7 Ke
thlbh.

h For nX2Tll i Sam. 25, 34 Qer^ (the Kethtbh "DNini evidently combines the two

readings T\1X3\ and ""Nbril; cf. Nestle, ZAW. 14, p. 319), read *KbFn; on the

impossible forms Deut. 33, 16 and Job 22, 21 comp. 48. d. In the perfect Hiph'tl

N^H, ns5n and (only before a suffix) ^N^Iin ;
the latter form is also certainly

intended in Num. 14, 31, where the Masora requires ^TlS'QPn, comp. 2 Ki. 9, 2.

19, 25.15.43, 23. Jer. 25, 13. Cant. 3, 4. Before suffixes the e of the first syllable in the

3rd sing, always becomes Hateph-S^ghdl, e.g. I^DPJ ,

1|

3^'
l

2n ; elsewhere invariably

Hateph-Pathah, e. g. UrifcOH or Wn{03n .
On the other hand, e is retained in

the secondary tone in the perfect consecutive when without suffixes, e. g. HSIin^ ,

Cf., moreover, inKj5PI1 (iDNpPjl in Opitius and Hahn is altogether incorrect),

Prov. 25, 16, from N'p; but Vj? spue -ye, Jer. 25, 27 (perhaps only a mistake

for ^p), is not to be referred to JOp but to a secondary stem PPp. In the imperfect

NpJRl is found once, Lev. 18, 25, besides Np*1 (analogous to N2JY. On ^2X

(for K3K), 3D, ^\ see 74.*.

/ (g) The verb *V1 to live, in the perfect Qal, besides the ordinary development

to PPH (fern. Pirrn), is also treated as a verb ]}"]), and then has the form ""PI

in the 3rd pers, perfect, in pause ^Pl, and with wdw consecutive ^PTI Gen. 3, 22, and

frequently. In Lev. 25, 36 even the contraction to ''PR occurs in the perfect

consecutive. The form PPPI1 stands in Ex. I, 16 infause for Pl'PlI (yd fern.) with

DageH omitted on account of the pausal lengthening of d to d.

77. RelatiQn of the Weak Verbs to one another.

a The close relation which exists between some classes of the weak

verbs (e. g. between l"s and '"a, N'6 and Pi"^, y"y and V'y) appears

not only from their similarity or identity of inflexion, or their mutual

interchange of certain forms, but especially from the fact that

frequently the same root (radix bilittera, see 30. g) recurs in
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various weak stems of similar meaning. The meaning accordingly

is inherent in the two constant root-consonants, while the third

consonant, which is weak (and the particular class of weak verbs

with
it),

does not establish any difference in the meaning. Thus from

the root ^p there occur with the same meaning ^?^ , ^, K^ to strike,

to crush; and from the root 1) TO, T1J, rna to flee,

In this manner the following classes are related in form and b

meaning :

I. Verbs }"JJ and ]}"$ in which the first and third consonants are the same

in both, as being essential to the meaning; e.g. 7]VO and TpD to become poor;

tftB and B>B>D tofeel; TO and TT3 toflee.

a. Verbs *"B and f"S ;
e. g. 3P and 3X3 to place, B>J23 and

>pj Cya?^) to /ay C

snares. Moreover, stems belonging to the classes mentioned in i. (especially V'J?)

are frequently related also to verbs '"D and f"S, e. g. "fl3 and "llT
1 tofear; 31E and

3B 11 to be good; HS3 and ffiS to Afoy; J>S3
and p9 to </<wA to pieces. Verbs X"S

are less frequently connected with these classes, e. g. DB/X } Dpt^ and
DB/J

to fo

destroyed, BHK and B^ft to Mw, &c.

3. Verbs Nriv and il"? (in which the first two consonants form the real body d
of the stem) are sometimes related to each other, and sometimes to the above

classes. To each other, in Wl and ilS'l to crush. Kip and Hip to meet (comp.T T T T T'T T'T

75, letter nri) ;
to verbs of the other classes, in HSD and f*SD to suck, DPR and

nn to thrust, &c.

78. Verba Defectiva.

It often happens, when two kindred weak verbs are in use with a

the same meaning that both are defective, i. e. do not occur in all the

forms. Since, however, those tenses and forms which are not in use

in the one verb are generally supplied by the other, they mutually

complete one another, and thus form together, as it were, an entire

verb, as in Greek t/j^o/iat, aor. ^A$oi', fut. eXfva-opai, and in Latin fero,

tuli, latum, ferre, &c., but with this difference, that in Hebrew the

roots of these verbs are almost always closely related.

The most common verbs of this kind are b

tfiS to be ashamed. Hiph'tl B^an (inferred from fliB^nn), but also B^H, B^in,

as if from BO*1

,
on the analogy of verbs Y'Q ;

also in Is. 30, 5 the Q?r$ requires

tfirfn, where the K*thtbh has B^Nan from B'KS.

2iB to be good. Perfect SIB ;
but imperfect 30^ and HipKtt l^n from 3CJ

(comp., however, ni^n 2 Ki. 10, 30).

1JJ
to be afraid. Imperfect "VOJ (from ">Vl).
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for the perfect, the Hiph'fl ppn is used

(from

(from

Imperative p3.
B). Reflexive

Niph'al

f'j^
to awake, only in the imperf. fp_

(from pp).

"23 to ^/va in pieces. Imperfect p
PQ3/ -P/7/ p33 (from )S3). A"/^

Hiph'tl pBH. Also f3X3 Job 16, 12.

3X3 ((W in post-biblical Hebrew, in Aramaic and Arabic) to place, whence

(possibly) Niph'al 2X3 and Hiph'tl TXH (see above, 71) ;
but Hithpa'el DJnVI.

nriSJ' to drink, used in Qal ; but in Hiph. HpB'n /0 give to drink, from a Qal

rip^ which is not used in Hebrew.

On *jpn C-JT) ^ ,?, see above, 69. x.

Rem. i. To the same category belong also, to a certain extent, those cases

where the tenses or moods not in use in one conjugation, are supplied by forms

having the same meaning in other conjugations of the same verb. Thus :

SJp
11 to add. The infinitive (comp., however, 69. /*, note) and imperfect,

unused in Qal, are supplied by the Hiph'tl ^pli"!, *?&? (on P]D^ as imperfect

indicative, see 109. d, and cf. also 109. i).

/KG to stumble. Perfect from Qal, imperfect from NipKal.

E?33 to approach, unused in perf. Qal, instead of which Niph'al K>J3 is used ;

but imperfect B^p, imperative C?3> and infinitive JIK'J from Qal only are in use.

nH3 to lead. Perfect usually nri3 in Qal, so imperative i"in3, but imperfect and

infinitive always in Hiph'il.

JH3 to be poured out. Perfect Niph'al 7]ri3
with imperfect Qal 7JPP,

while the

perfect Qal and imperfect Niph'al are not in use.

2. The early grammarians often speak of mixed forms (formae mixtae~],

\. e. forms in which are united the supposed character and meaning of two different

tenses, genders or conjugations. Most of the examples adduced are at once set

aside by accurate grammatical analysis ; some others appear to have arisen from

misapprehension and inaccuracy, especially from erroneous views of unusual plene

forms. Others, again, are either merely wrong readings or represent an erroneous,

though often intentional, combination of two different readings.
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CHAPTER III.

THE NOUN.

79. General View.

For the literature, see De Lagarde, Uebersicht iiber die im Aramaischen,

Arabischen und Hebrdischen ubliche Bildung der Nomina, Gottingen, 1889;
Index and Additions, 1891 ; J. Earth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen

Sprachen, first half, the simple nouns, Leipzig, 1889; second half, nouns with

external additions, 1891 ; second edition, with indices of words and subjects, 1894;

E. Konig, Historisch-kritisches Lehrgebdude, &c., ii. i, Leipzig, 1895, see above,

3. f. Of these three important works the first two especially have given rise to

various articles. In support of De Lagarde: Hommel in ZDMG. xliv. p. 535 sqq.

(against De Lagarde and Hommel : Earth, ibid., p. 679 sqq.), and dealing with the

Index, ZDMG. xlv. p. 340 sqq. Against Earth (though with many points of

agreement) : Philippi in the Zeitschrift filr Volkerpsychologie und Sprachwissen-

schaft, 1890, p. 344 sqq. (answered by Earth in ZDMG. xliv. p. 692 sqq.), and

ZDMG. xlvi. p. 149 sqq. (answered again by Earth, ibid, xlviii. p. losqq.), also in

the Beitrdge zur Assyriologie und vergleichenden semitischen Sprachwissenschaft,

ii. 1892, p. 359 sqq. 'Die semitische Verbal- und Nominalbildung in ihrem Ver-

haltnisse zu einander,' and lastly, in ZDMG. xlix. p. 187 sqq. Cf. also A. Miiller,

'Semitische Nomina. Bemerkungen zu de Lagarde und Earth,' ZDMG. xlv.

p. 221 sqq. The main points at issue hi the works of De Lagarde and Earth

are indicated below, 83. d.

1. Since, according to 30. a, most word-stems are developed a

into verbal stems as well as into noun-stems, it has become customary

(especially in the Lexicon) to trace back the noun to the most simple

ground-form of the verbal formation, viz. the 3rd pers. sing, perfect

Qal, and, as it were, to derive it from that form. This is usual, not

only in those noun-stems which can be directly classified with

a corresponding verbal stem (Nomina verbalia or derivattva, 83 sqq.),

but also with Nomina primitiva, i. e. those of which no verbal stem

is now found in Hebrew (see 82), as well as finally with Nomina

denominativa, which have evidently been derived from other nouns

( 86).

The adjective agrees in form entirely with the substantive. On the formation

of adjectival ideas by giving to abstracts a concrete sense, see 83. c.
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2. Strictly speaking, the inflexion of the noun to express the

various cases does not exist in Hebrew; in fact, hardly more than

a few ancient and almost extinct traces of case-endings have survived

( 90). The syntactical relation of a noun can therefore in general

only be inferred from its position in the sentence, or from its being

joined to prepositions. In either case, the form of the noun

undergoes no change (except for the construct state, 89), and the

representation of case-relations belongs therefore almost exclusively

to the syntax (117 sqq.). The comparative and superlative of

adjectives also can be expressed only by a syntactical combination

(
I 33)- On the other hand, several changes in the forms of nouns

are occasioned by the additions of the plural, dual and feminine

terminations, as well as of the pronominal suffixes, and also by

the close connexion of two nouns, by means of the construct state
l

.

80. The Indication of Gender in Nouns,

1. The Hebrew, like all Semitic languages, recognizes only two

genders in the noun, a masculine and a feminine. Inanimate objects

or things, and abstract ideas, which other languages sometimes

indicate by the neuter, are regarded in Hebrew either as masculine

or feminine, more often the latter (see the Syntax, 122. q],

2. The masculine, as being the more common and important

gender, has no special indication. The feminine had originally the

ending J"l
,
as in the 3rd sing, perfect of verbs

( 44. a). This H
,

however, is regularly retained only in close connexion with a following

genitive or suffix (cf. 89. e and 91. o), except where the form has

arisen through the addition of a simple n (see below, letter d).

Otherwise, the feminine ending of the independent form (the absolute

state, 89. a) is

(a) Most commonly a tone-bearing !"!_, e. g.
D^D equus, HD^D equa.

Of nouns ending in
"

,
like ^y, the feminine (by 24. b} is ~J"py,

cf. 86. h. As in the 3rd sing. fern, perfect ("V^i-*, &c.), this H has

arisen by the rejection of the final n, and the lengthening of the a in

the open syllable, whereupon the n was added as an orthographic

1 To speak of these changes as a declension of the Hebrew noun, as is usually

done, is accordingly incorrect.
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indication of the final long vowel : comp. the exactly similar origin

of such forms as r6a for v3, 75. <:.

(<5) Simple n with nouns ending in a vowel, e. g. "H^ Jew, JVttiT d

Jewess. The same ending n is very frequently added to stems ending

in a consonant, but only (except before suffixes) by means of a helping

vowel, which, as a rule, is Se

gh6l, but after gutturals Pathah, e. g.

7tpp, fem. n^Bpj killing; before suffixes, e.g. ViV*?f?, according to the

rule given in 69. c, comp. also 84 a, letter s ; SHto an acquaintance,

fem. riyiio. The forms which arise in this way follow in every

respect the analogy of the segholate forms
( 94. f\ The forms

which have been developed by means of a helping vowel are used

even for the connective form (construct state}; except ^1?^ (for

rnbi"1

,
which is used elsewhere) Gen. 16, n. Jud. 13,5.7; comp.

Jer. 22, 23 and 51, 13 QK

r, also niK't?
1

i Ki. i, 15, participle fem.
< .

* <

Pfel, contracted from m*saratt= TXTgyQ also ^fiSQB (participle fem.

/ with suffix) arises from the form J"iy3D contracted from finjnt?.

Rem. i. The fem. form in J"l__ 1. is in general less frequent, and occurs almost 6

exclusively when the form in H is also in use. It is only in the participles and

infinitives that it is the commoner, e.g. Jvtb'p more common than r6tp'p JTlb

than rnb.
T*

2. Rarer feminine endings are (a) fl with the tone, viz. Dp^3 emerald, f
Ezek. 28, 13 (also Jljjna

Ex. 28, 17) ; nyQB> a company, 2 Ki. 9, 17, unless the

reading is wrong ;
more frequently in proper names, especially of places among

the Canaanites or Phoenicians (in whose language fl was the usual fem.

ending, a. d) and other neighbouring tribes
2
, e.g. ri") Sarepta, J"iy33 Gib'ath,

]V"lp Qiryath, DT'X Greek Ailana in Idamea; rWlX Gen. 26. 26 : on the reading~
:

' - .. _ ^-j

JVp3 cf. letter g. Comp. moreover, n^TO Ps. 53, I. 88, i ; D^M Ps. 61, i

(prob. originally rtW3) ; JVn (LXX Jli
4
h) 74, 192; JI^S Lam. 2, 18; [rH

much, in Ps. 65, 10. 120, 6. 123, 4. 129, i. 2, is a form borrowed from the

Aramaic (Syriac rabbatJi) in which the original t of the fem. is often retained

to form adverbs, see Wright, Comparative Grammar, p. 135.]

(b) n , which likewise occurs in some names of places, e.g. flbys np;Tl fr
T . T-:|~'T'V"C>

as well as in the masc. proper name J1v3 i Sam. 17, 4, &c, (in 17, 23, and 21, 10,
L

T " T

ed. Mant. has JVpS), and in the fem. proper name JiyDK'; otherwise, almost

Mai. i, 14 (so e.g. the Mantua ed.), might stand for nriHK'JO as

participle fem. Hoph'al; but nHtJ'tD (so Baer and Ginsburg) is also supported

by good authority.
2
Comp. the Mesa' stone, line 3, JINf J"lE2n /$ high place ; line 26,

the highway; [see also Driver, Tenses, 181,
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only in poetry, viz. rHOT Ex. 15, 2. Is. 12, 2. Ps. 118, 14 (for THOt my song;

the absorption of the /, however, can scarcely have ' taken place in the Aramaic

manner,' as suggested by Duhm on Is. 12, 2, nor is it due merely to the following

Y6dh, but is intended ' to facilitate the absorption of IT ;

'

so Geiger, Urschrift,

p. 277 sq.); Tvl"!} heritage, Ps. 16, 6 ^either again for VvHJ my heritage, or for

j<
T- r T :r

nrpnj , comp. 90.^, as probably also rPtV help, Ps. 60, 13. 108, 13). Comp.
also r\~\3 fecunda (a fruitful tree} Gen. 49, 22; rPJV abutidance, Jer. 48, 36

(before V; but in Is. 15, 7 FHJV) ; n3K> sleep (for !132>) Ps. 132, 4; and in prose

J"IKp pelican (which reading is also preferable, in Is. 34, n, to the form HXp),T T .
- T

also rpniD the morrow, but in construct state always mnCO ' Dpnn Jer.
TTJIT * - T I

J

49 2 5 0"^ is no doubt intended to indicate the reading ^JljIFUjl , parallel to ^fe

comp. above, on mDT &c.

Jl -(c) tt_ the Aramaic orthography for Fl__, chiefly in the later writers;

loathing, Num. n, 20; N3H a terror, Is. 19, 17; JOB* sleep, Ps. 127, 2;

a lioness, Ezek. 19, 2 (unless N"Q,3 is intended); &O12E) a mark, Lam. 3, la;

cf. also KBn threshing (participle Qal from B^H) Jer. 50, 1 1
; ^D bitter, Ruth

i, 20.- On the other hand, according to the western Masora, Firnp baldness

is to be read in Ezek. 27,31; see Baer on the passage.

i (d) Fl__, an obtuse form of Fl_ ( 27. ), only in FH3T for FHfl Is. 59, 5;

comp. rch for HJ? Zech. 5, 4 ; n3K i Ki. 2, 36. 42 ( 90. i, and 48. </).

/ (<f) n__!_ without the tone, e.g. HDHT Deut. 14, 17 [Lev. n, 18 Drn] ;

n^V'3 "H3n an oven heated, Hos. 7, 4; comp. Ex. 28, 19. Ezek. 7, 25. 40, 19.

2 Ki. 15, 29. In all these examples the usual tone-bearing Fl_ is probably

intended, but the Punctuators, who considered the feminine ending inappropriate,

produced a kind of locative form (see 90. c) by the retraction of the tone. [In

2 Ki 16, 18. Is. 24, 19. Ezek. 21, 31 (note in each case the following il), as also

in Job 42, 13, the text is probably in error.]

/ (/) V__, as an old feminine termination, preserved also in Syriac (at), in

Arabic and (contracted to f) in Ethiopic, very probably occurs in the proper

name nfe>, cf. Noldeke, ZDMG. xl. p. 183; also rnb'JJ ten (fern.} probably
arises from an original 'esray ; so Wright, Comparative Grammar, p. 138; Konig,

Lehrgebaude, ii. 427.

9)1 3. It is wholly incorrect to regard the vowel-ending H_ 2 as the original

termination of the feminine, and the consonantal ending fl_ as derived from it.

The Ethiopic still has the n throughout, so too the Assyrian (at, it}; in

Phoenician also the feminines end for the most part in D, which is pronounced

1 In i Sam. 20, 27 also, where the Masora (see Baer on Jos. 5, n) for some

unknown reason requires rnnDD, read with ed. Mant., Jablonski, Opitius, and

Ginsburg, rpriDD.
* In this ending the H h can only be considered consonantal in the sense that

the n was originally aspirated, and afterwards ' the mute n was dropped before h,

just as the old Persian mithra became in modem Persian mihr ;' so Socin, who
also points to the Arabic pausal form in ah, and observes that among some of

the modern Bedwan an h is still heard as a fern, ending. In Hebrew this con-

sonantal termination was entirely abandoned, at any rate in later times.
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at in the words found in Greek and Latin authors; less frequently in N (see

Gesenii, Monurnm. Phoen., pp. 439, 440; Schroder, Phb'n. Sprache, p. 169 sqq.).

The ancient Arabic has the obtuse vowel ending scarcely anywhere but in pause;
in modern Arabic the relation between the two endings is very much as in

Hebrew.

81. Derivation of Nouns.

Nouns are by their derivation either primitive, i. e. cannot be a

connected with any verbal stem at present extant (see 82), such

as 2K father, EN mother (but see both words in the Lexicon
; according

to Stade and others 2$, G$, &c., are children's words and terms of

endearment, and so really primitive nouns), or derivative, i. e. either

Derivativa verbalia
( 83-85) in the sense indicated above in 30. a

and 79. a, e.g. &"] high, HEn high place, Di">D height, from En to be

high, or less frequently Derivativa denominativa
( 86), e.g. ni/>a"]O

the place at the feet, from P^ foot.

Rem. I. The earlier grammarians consider the verb alone as stem and, there- ^

fore, all nouns as verbals, dividing them into (a) Formae nudae, i. e. such as

have only the three (or two) radicals, and (b} Formae auctae, such as have

formative letters or syllables added at the beginning or end, e. g. Tay&Q ,
fltoi>O.

The formative letters used for this purpose are 1
*
f\ 3 10 N H

(VJjUlpNn) \ and

the treatment of nouns formerly followed this order.

According to the view of roots and stems presented in 30. d, nouns (other than C

denominatives) are derived not from the verbal stem, but either from the

(abstract) root or from the still undefined stem. In the following pages, how-

ever, the arrangement according to the verbal stem is retained as being simpler

for the beginner. Comp. 79. a.

2. Compound nouns as appellatives are very rare in Hebrew, e. g. 7JJv3 "worth- d
lessness, baseness. On the other hand, they very frequently occur as proper

names, e. g. ,>K^U3 (man of God}, D*j5^n^ (
Yahwe raises up\ *n*j37IT ( Yahwe

strengthens), &c. 2

82. Primitive Nouns.

The number of primitive nouns in the sense used in 8 1 is small,

since those nouns, which in other languages are represented as

independent noun-stems, can easily be traced back in Hebrew to the

1 From this vox memorialis the nomina aucta are also called by the older

grammarians nomina heemantica.
2 G. Rammelt ((76er die zusammengesetzten Nomina im Hebr., Halle, 1883,

and Leipzig, 1884) recognizes as appellatives only JFpBlf (comp. below, 85. w)

and fllDpSf (the latter certainly incorrectly [see, however, Noldeke, ZATW. 1897,

p. 183 sqq.]). In p. 8 sqq. the author gives a list of '

logical compounds,' i. e. new

terms formed by composition with the negatives K? yll, y3D.
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verbal idea, e.g. names of animals and natural objects, as

he-goat (prop, shaggy, from "1$?), TTJJB' barley (prop, prickly, also

from ~U?V)>
nT?H storb (Pr P- P*'a >

sc - ?'), 31
?J ^ (from 3HT = 2HS

/<? j&'w, /0 fo yellow]. Thus there remain only a few nouns, e. g.

several names of members of the body in men or beasts, to which

a corresponding verbal stem cannot be assigned at all, or at any
<

rate only indirectly (from other Semitic dialects), e.g. Q horn,

F8 eye.

83. Verbal Nouns in General.

a .1. In Hebrew, as in Greek and Latin, the verbal nouns are

connected in form and meaning primarily with certain forms of

the verb, especially the participles and infinitives, which are them-

selves, even in their ordinary form, frequently used precisely like

nouns, e.g. ^K enemy, fljn to know, knowledge. Still oftener, however,

certain forms of the infinitive and participle, which are seldom or

never found as such in the strong verb, though in use in the weak

verb and in the kindred dialects, came to be commonly used for

the verbal noun
;

e. g. the participial form /t?i?, the infinitives of the

(Aramaic) form Pt?pt? (as a noun also 'BpD), further n^i?,
n
?^i?,

'V 1

?'?, *V9i?. ( 45- ^)> &c - Others (as the Arabic shows) are properly

intensive forms of the participle.

b 2. As regards their meaning, it follows from the nature of the

case that nouns which have the form of the infinitive regularly denote

the action or state, with other closely related ideas, and are therefore

mostly abstract; while the participial nouns, on the contrary, denote

for the most part the subject of the action or state, and are therefore

concrete. Moreover, it is to be noticed, that a particular meaning

is attached to many of the special forms of derivative nouns, although

it does not appear equally in them all.

C Rem. It need not appear strange, when we consider the analogy of other lan-

guages, that a noun which in form is properly abstract afterwards acquired

a concrete sense, and vice versa. So in English, we say his acquaintance, for the

persons with whom he is acquainted
'

; the Godhead for God himself; in Hebrew

JFliD acquaintance and an acquaintance.

d The inner connexion in thought between Semitic noun-forms and the corre-

sponding verbal forms is investigated in the works of De Lagarde and Barth

(see the titles at the head of 79) on very different lines, but with many

points of agreement. De Lagarde starts from the fact that language consists of

sentences. The sentence which consists of only one word, is called a verb, and
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anything which serves as a complement to it, is a noun. The oldest form of

the sentence is the imperative. Closely related to it are three kinds of sentences

of the nature of verbal forms, differing according as the property of the particular

object of sense is to be represented as invariable (form qatula}, or as liable to

change (form qatila), or, finally, as a circumstance which takes place before

our eyes (form qatald]. Like the imperative, these three forms of sentences have

also been transformed into nouns, by means of certain phonetic changes,

especially by the omission of the final vowels and the addition of different ter-

minations to the last consonant of the stem. But just as the forms of the verbal

sentence undergo numerous modifications (in the tenses, moods, and conjugations),

so also do the nouns, sometimes by assimilation of the unessential to the charac-

teristic vowel (qutul, qitil}, sometimes by the lengthening of the characteristic

vowel {qatAl, qatil, gatdf), or else through the displacement of the accent and

the consequent reduction of the noua to a monosyllabic form (qatl, qutl, qitt),

or, finally, by their being formed from the derived stems (or conjugations), e. g.

qattal, qatt&l; qittil, qittdl, &c. Further modifications arise from the use of

the various imperfect and infinitive-forms, and also from the employment of the

prefix m. Lastly, denominalia are formed from deverbalia by appending certain

suffixes.

De Lagarde does not, however, claim to be able to show in the case of each

particular noun the sense it conveyed in primitive times
; the origin of a number

of nouns can now no longer be detected. In those, however, which are clearly

derived from verbs, the original meaning is chiefly determined by the characteristic

vowel.

Earth's system is based on the thesis that
'
all Semitic nouns, adjectives, and

participles are derived from either the perfect or the imperfect stem.' Thus, e. g.

is the infinitive of the perfect stem, pbp the infinitive of the imperfect stem,

infinitive of 33t^ , &c. In dissyllabic noun-forms the second vowel is always

alone characteristic and essential, the first vowel unessential, and therefore

variable. Further modifications of the simple form are effected by strengthening

(sharpening) the second or third consonant, by lengthening the characteristic

vowel (instead of which, however, the feminine termination may also be used),

or by
'

metaplasm,' i. e. by the use of noun-forms derived from one of the two

intransitive stems for the other, e. g. qutl for qitl, and vice versa.

In nouns of the perfect stem, the vowels i and u indicate intransitive formations,

the vowel a a transitive sense. In nouns of the imperfect stem on the contrary,

u and i, being characteristic vowels, indicate a transitive and a an intransitive

sense : for yaqtiilu is imperfect of the transitive perfect qatala, and yaqtalu

imperfect of the intransitive perfects qatila and qatula, &c. This explains how
nouns apparently identical in form, may yet in sense belong to different classes :

a quit-form, from a ^-imperfect has a transitive meaning, but the same form from

a z^-perfect has an intransitive meaning. This double system of perfect and

imperfect forms runs through the whole scheme of noun-formation, not only

the forms connected with the conjugations, but also the forms with prefixes and

suffixes.

Against the whole theory it has been urged that it subjects the development
of the language to a much too abstract mechanism, and further, that the meanings
of words as we find them may in many cases be due to a perversion of the

original sense. But though many of the details (e. g. the alleged unessential
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character of the vowel of the first syllable) remain doubtful, yet the agreement
between the characteristic vowel of certain noun formations and that of the

perfect or imperfect stem, is supported by such a number of incontestable in-

stances, that there can be no doubt as to a regular, intimate connexion between

the two. At the same time it must be admitted that De Lagarde has put forward

many important and suggestive points, and both scholars agree in laying stress

on one characteristic vowel as indicative of the meaning.

84 a. Nouns derived from the Simple Stem.

Preliminary remark. From the statement made above, 83. d, it follows that

an external similarity between forms is no proof of their similar origin, and,

vice versa, external difference does not exclude the possibility of their being

closely related both in origin and meaning.

I. Nouns with One Vowel originally Short.

I. Nouns with one of the three short vowels after the first radical, ground-form

qatl, qM, qiitl.

The supposition of monosyllabic ground-forms was rendered necessary by the

character of forms now existing in Hebrew, as well as in Arabic, &c. But there

are vnrious reasons for believing that originally a toneless d was heard after

the second radical. The corresponding ^fr/-forms in Assyrian (v. Delitzsch.

Assyrische Gramm. p. 157 sq.), with the case-ending, are kalbu, lamsu, abnu

(=3^3 ; Vy$ , ??&?\ but without the case-ending, kalab, "Santas, aban. In

Delitzsch's opinion the vowel is only sounded after the second radical iii order

to avoid the double consonant at the end. The plurals of the Hebrew segholates

however (see 92. e and 93. d} and the forms mentioned below, letter e, point

rather to the ground-forms mdlak, siphar, qudds ; cf. Philippi, Beitrdge zur

Assyriologie und vergleich. sent. Sprachwissenschaft, ii. 372 sqq. The explanation,

formerly adopted also in this Grammar, of qatl-forms as originally ^<?//7-forms

(cf. De Lagarde, Ubersicht, p. 72 sqq.) is supported by the Arabic mdlfk (rarely
< < < <

malk}, and still more by "Vljjj 7JT*, "12?, *!???> l^e connective forms of "H3, &c.,

from ground-forms gadir, yarikh, kabtd, kfttip. Even so the a of the plural

D^3;5D remains as before, unexplained. The same objection applies equally t<>

deriving at least some of the segholates from original monosyllabic forms, cor-

responding to the Arabic infinitives qatl, qitl, qutl, unless it be assumed that

their plurals have been affected by the analogy of the (more numerous) forms

with A in the second syllable.

(a) From the strong stem the above three ground-forms are further developed
I < I c I .<

to xCj5
f

, 7Ep, /Cp (comp. 27. r and in 93 the explanations of Paradigm I,

a-c) ;
without a helping vowel ( 28. </) CE>p truth. If the second or third

radical be a guttural, a helping Pathah takes the place of the helping S*ghcl,

1 It is worthy of notice that St. Jerome also (cf. Siegfried, ZA IV. iv. 76

frequently represents the vowel of the first syllable by a, z.g.gader, aben, ader,

areb, for T13, |1K, TlX, 3nn, but cedem, steel, deber, &c., for
Dn.p, *?%?,

"Ql.&c,
V T
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according to 22. d, e.g. JTVf seed, Difp eternity, 7yb work ; but, with middle H

or H, also On^ bread, DPI! (as well as DfP) womb, ~>r\K tent, fn'3 thumb ; so with

final X
?
&OS a wild ass, &c.; with a middle guttural also the modification of

the principal vowel d to e does not occur, e.g. 3n"1
} "lyS, J*np (exceptions, again,

DD<j &0~!)- On tne inflexion, comp. 93, Paradigm I, 0-^ and the explanations.

In Ntpn sin, the K has wholly lost its consonantal value.

Examples of feminines : nsisD (directly from the ground-form malk, king\ v

rnnp a covering (also ~ITID), np3K food (also 73K) ; with a middle guttural

iTjyj *W, mnt3 purity (also into). Comp. 94. Paradigm I.

(V) From weak stems : (a) from stems
f
"y , e. g. P)X 0rc (from 'dnp, hence

with formative additions, e. g. ^ES for 'anpt, my nose] ; TJJ
a she-goat (ground-form

'tnz), fem. ntn -wheat ; (/3) from stems y"y ( 93, Paradigm I, /-) ; 09 a morsel,

Dy people (so, when in close connexion with the next word ; unconnected Dy
with article DJ?n

}
Dy?, &c.); IT in the sense of much, but 3"1 great, numerous

(also in close connexion 31) ; JH w7, with the article in close connexion jnn
,

unconnected y~in (on the various vocalization of Dy, 3*1, STl, see further in Stade,

Grammatik, 193. V); with the J always lengthened to d, D"1 a/ fem. n*n /y^,

and with attenuation of the d to z", n^D measure; from the ground-form yft/,

DS mother, fem. H?3 a shearing ; from the ground-form $r//, ph statute, fem.

'"l^n. (7) from stems V"V (Paradigm I, ^ and *); niD death (from md-ut, the

passing into the corresponding consonant, as in
TjIPl middle} or contracted

D^ </oj', tDit}' whip, lit}' a Irull ; fem. n^iy per-verseness (also contracted
nbij?)

'

from the ground-form ^w//, 112f a roc>&, fem. nQ^D a -storm. (S) from stems ^"J?

(Paradigm I, ^); J"PT aw olive-tree (with a helping Hireq instead of a helping

S e
gh$l) from sa'-z'/, the i passing into the corresponding consonant or contracted

p^PI bosom, Tfl 2 Ki. 18, 17 (elsewhere P^H) host ; fem. fD^ ,ri?y AazV ; from

the ground-form qitl, p*H judgement, fem. n^Zl understanding, (e) from stems

n"b (Paradigm I, >6) ; partly forms such as n33 weeping, njn murmuring, n"13

a present, njfp M^ a?, partly such as '321 ^X a 7/0 (ground-form M>&y, 'tfry) ;v . : '-; .
><

comp. also the forms from stems originally 1'v ^nB* swimming (ground-form

saftvu); fem. nip^ rest, iTlN3 exaltation; from stems ^'^ n"1^ a/a^ ^a?7, and

with attenuation of a to I n'OK' captivity, also TTI

3K', formed directly from the

masc. "OK* with the fem. termination 71 ;
from the ground-form qitl, *2fn (from

A/jy) ;
fem. ni"in joy, ns

"iy and ni~iy nakedness ; from the ground-form qiitl, ^na

(from ^//w) ; y^, for v"5
!, bucket; fem. n*3X a j^i/) (directly from "3X a fleef).

The masculines as well as the feminines of these segholate forms may have either d
an abstract or a concrete meaning. In the form 7tDp the passive or at any rate

the abstract meaning is by far the more common (e. g. iy*3 youthfulness, abstract of

iy3; hlKfood, &c.).

2. Nouns with one of the three short vowels under the second radical (present

ground-form q
e
tdl, q

e
til, q'tul}, e. g. BO

1

! honey,
<IV!

] szc&ness, Dfin terror; and so

always with middle K
, 1X3 a well, 3NT a wolf, 5J>N3 ^/w<:A. In reality these
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forms, like the segholates mentioned in No. I (see above, letter a), are, probably, for

the most part to be referred to original dissyllabic forms, but the tone has been

shifted from its original place (the penultima) on to the ultima. Thus dibs

(originally dibas} as ground-form of {JO
1

'! is supported both by the Hebrew ''tJ'in

(with suffix of the first person), and by the Arabic dibs, the principal form;

bi'tr (according to Philippi with assimilation of the vowel of .the second syllable

to that of the first) as ground-form of "1X3 is attested by the Arabic bfr ; for J>N3

(Arabic bits) similarly a ground-form btfiil may be inferred, just as a ground-form

qtittil underlies the infinitives of the form bbp *.

II. .Nouns with an original Short Vowel in both Syllables.

f 3. The ground-form qat&l, fern, qatalat, develops in Hebrew to ?t2p ( 93,

Paradigm II, a, b) and i"PtOp ( 94, 95, Paradigm II, a, b], mostly adjectives,

as D3ITI wise, KnH new, ~\VP upright ; but also substantives, as "O^ a word, and

even abstracts, as Dt^S guilt, 3JH hunger, JDfe> satiety ; in the fcm. frequently

abstract, as nj?"12?
3

righteousness ; with an initial guttural niDlX earth. Of the

same formation from verbs ]}"]} are 1*73 alone, |3J?
cloud: passive ??T\ pierced.

In verbs n //v the final Y$dh is almost always rejected, and the a of the second

syllable lengthened to e. Thus ^~\Wfield, after rejection of the
" and addition of H

as a vowel-letter, becomes TTVff (comp. 93, Paradigm II,./); fern., e.g. HS^

(masc. ns*1

beautiful] ; comp. 95, Paradigm II, c. From a verb 1'v the strong

form 13V , afflicted, occurs.

"

4. The ground-form qatil, fern, qatilat, developed to ?I2p ( 93, Paradigm II, c-e)

and HPDp, is frequently used as participle of verbs middle e ( 50. b], and hence

mostly with an intransitive meaning; comp. fpf old, an old man; *133 heavy;

fern. nH3 cattle, n^DK and n3{?n darkness, probably also n l|

SI terror if it be

contracted from ClID^N. From verbs '"B : nDPI 7^rt/, nSK' sleep. Irregular,
_

. T..- : T T-- .

Vrrivl the branches of it, Jer. n, 16, &c., generally referred to a sing, fly"

(stem n?"l), and VDi"in Hos. 14, i their women with child (from iTjn,
st. constr.

J"nn, ^/r. 5/. absol. and constr. Di~in). From a verb 1'v with consonantal \Vaw :

\y& at ease, incorrectly written plene IvB' Job 21, 23.

/^ 5. The ground-form qfttiil, developed to 7bp (also written ?it3p\ generally

forms adjectives, e.g. D 4K terrible, 1^3 piebald, plHD sweet, IpJ speckled,

rbV interwoven, PJV round, \to$ deep, "^^ hilly, 3HS golden; jbp 5wa//, only in

1 On this theory cf. Stade, Hebrdische Grammatik, 199. <5; De Lagarde,

Vbersicht, p. 57 sq. ;
A. Miiller, ZDMG. xlv. p. 226, and especially Philippi,

ZDMG. xlix. p. 208.

2 In St. Jerome's time these forms were still pronounced sadaca (np"15f),
L

T T '

faaca (npJJV), nabala (n,)33), &c., see Siegfried, ZAW. iv. 79. Moreover, the

numerous abstracts of this form (e. g. even HQ2fp a splintering, nHllf a crying, &c.)

are undoubtedly to be regarded (with Earth, Nominalbildung, p. 87) as feminines

of infinitives of the form qat&l, the lengthening of the second syllable being balanced,

as in other cases, by the addition of the feminine termination.
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sing, masc., with a parallel form JOp of the class treated under letter/ fern,

plur. D^Bp- These forms are not to be confounded with those in No. Ill, from

the ground-form qatdl. Fern. fll^K, !T^33 (glorious}, flfOy, n3.3y (delicate),

n?3y , nj3py ,
with sharpening of the third radical, in order to keep the original u

short, and, similarly, in the plurals D s<!

p2, D^pS, D"1

?^, D^SpN stores, &c.

6. The ground-form qttdl develops to 7t3p (comp. 93, Paradigm II, Rem. i), i

e. g. 22 ;> heart, 23}J a bunch ofgrapes, ">3{JJ temetum ; from a verb i"!"?, probably

of this class is njTI, generally contracted to JT), friend, ground-form ri'ay :

the full form is preserved in VlJTl hisfriend, for VVjn.

III. Nouns with an original Short Vowel in the First and a Long Vowel

in the Second Syllable.

7. The ground-form qatdl in Hebrew always develops to the form /IC^, k
the d becoming an obscure $. The fact that this form is also written ?bp, must

not lead to the confusion of these forms with those mentioned in No. 5, from

the ground-form qattil
1
. Comp. 7H3 great, B>inp holy, pDH oppressing; also

the infinitives absolute of the form PiB ( 45. a) as representing the abstract idea

of the verb, and abstract substantives like 1123 honour, DibtJ> peace (Arab, sdldm) ;

also in an active sense, as }iDK an architect, pn3 assayer (of metals), piE?y an

oppressor; fern. PI7^3 (with the change of the short vowel to vocal Sfwd,

while in 71H3, &c., before the tone it is lengthened to d ; mi32 treacherous (fern.)

Jer. 3, 7. 10, with irregular retention of the d in the third syllable from the end.

8. The ground-form ^3W/ develops to ^Op (comp. 93, Paradigm IV, a and b), I

e. g. TON a prisoner, PI^D an anointed one; besides the passive it has also the

intransitive sense (probably as a simple strengthening of the qatil-torm}, e. g. "VyX

small, and even the active, e. g. &023 a speaker (prophet), TpB an overseer.

From verbs *"? :
I)

p3 pure, "^y poor, see 93. w. Of a different kind again

(according to De Lagarde, infinitives) are *ppK the ingathering, "I^JtS vintage,

t5^~in ploughing time, T'ifp harvest. On gaftf/-forms with a kindred meaning,

cf. 84 b, letter/

9. The ground-form qdtul develops to PIBp. Of this class are all the passive m
participles of Qal, and (probably as a strengthening of the qatul-foim} some stative

adjectives ( so./), like tJ^JK incurable, Wify strong, EPH$ subtil; as substantives,

e.g. B^p"
1 a fowler. Fern., e.g. rv^fQ virgo (prop, the secluded}. Further, some

of the forms' mentioned in 84 b, letter g, belong to this class
; see above, the

remark on letter /.

10. The ground-form ^qital or qitt&l in Hebrew changes the f to vocal Sfwd, n
and develops to POP (comp. 93, Paradigm IV, c} or blOp, with d obscured

to 6 (as above, letter k}. Comp. ^Nt? remnant, "p^ honour, 2T13 book (Arab.

kftdb}, 2"lp war (the last three probably loan-words from the Aramaic) ; of the

1 In Nah. i, 3 only the Q
f
re requires "vlS (in the constr. state) for the

K'thlbh ^H3.
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other form, Di^>n a dream, lien an ass (Arab. Mmdr}, rli^N God (Arab, 'fldh) ;

with N prosthetic ( 19. w) #3"^ arw (twice : usually yi">t) ;
fern. pnVB>3

<</ news (Arab, bttdrat] ; rntoy service, 713713 (Arab, kftdbdt] tattooing.

11. The ground-form y/7/7 seems to occur, e.g. in Hebrew P^N foolish,

TyX vanity, 7H3 /#*</, /'""DID a fool, T'tn a swine (the prop, name ~Wn points

to the ground-form ?#//, comp. Arab. Mnztr).

12. The ground-form $r/?/2/ or qiitul, Hebr. 7^J5, e.g. P123 a boundary, E^3!)

a garment ; fern. m}33 strength, rWG# faithfulness.

Rem. When the forms ^"/w/ and ^*/<J/ begin with X, they almost invariably take

in the singular, instead of the ordinary Hateph-S
e
ghol, a Sere under the N ; comp.

DttX a crib, flttN thread, fICK faithful, 3ilK hyssop, 11TK a waist-band, 11DK

a foW, "IIBX an '

ephod'; comp. 23. h, and the analogous cases of Sere for

Hateph-S^ghol in verbal forms 52. , 63. /, 76. rf.

IV. Nouns with a Long Vowel in the First Syllable and originally

a Short Vo-Mel in the Second Syllable.

13. The ground-form qdtal, in Hebrew, always changes the & into an obscure 6

6&p), e.g. DSiS? ( 93, Paradigm HI, a], Arab, 'd/am, eternity, QHin

(Arab, hdtdm'} a seal (according to Barth rather of Egyptian origin"), fern. HCrih

(from hotdtnt} ; J?.Jin worm (unless from a stem y?1 ,
like SKHD from 3l?l ;

see the

analogous cases in 5 85. \ On the participles Qal of verbs 7\"? (comp. 93,

Paradigm III, c], formerly referred to this class, cf. 75- e '<
nn the feminines

of the participles Qal, which are formed with ri of the fern., see below, letter s.

Rem. Of a different kind (probably from a ground-form qautaf) are such forms

as faiN for fDIN Ezek. 10, 9 in the same verse- a wheel; 7112 a young bird,

33H wax, &c.

S 1 4. The ground-form qdtil also becomes in Hebrew almost invariably /Dip (/Dp).

Besides participles active masc. Qal this class includes also feminines of the form

TvCp, if their ground-form q6talt ( 69. c) goes back to an original q&tilt. The

substantives of this form, such as JH3 priest (Arab, kdhhi], were also originally

participles Qal. The fern, of the substantives has e (lengthened from /") retained

before the tone, e. g, mT a woman in travail (comp. also nia'3 the treacherous

woman, Jer. 3, 8; nV?kn her that halteth, Mic. 4, 6 sq., Zeph. 3, 19; mnb
T"

-'

~
/ .

a buckler, Ps. 91, 4); the participles as a rule have the form m?*, &c.. the

original having become S^wd; however, the form with .Sere occurs also in

the latter, Is. 29, 6. 8. 34, 9. Ps. 68, 26. 118, 16 (all in principal pause; in sub-

ordinate pause 2 Sam. 13, 20. Is. 33, 14; with a conjunctive accent, Cant. i.

/ 15. The ground-form qutjil, Hebrew ^p (as ^>3V river, Jer. 17, 8) or
^Eflp,

e. g. 33^ a pipe, commonly 3jy ,
and to be so read, with Baer, also in Ps. 150, 4,

not 33V.

V. Nouns with Long Vowels in both Syllables.

U 16. /iD*p, e.g. "rit^p smoke. The few forms of this kind are probably derived

from the ground-form qttdl (gfttdl?), i.e. the original d has become an obscure 6.
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84 b. Formation of Nouns from the Intensive Stem.

This includes all forms which have arisen, either through the a

doubling of the middle radical, or the repetition of one or of two

consonants of the simple stem.

VI. Nouns -with the Middle Consonant sharpened.

As in the corresponding verbal stems (comp. 52. f}, so also in some noun-

formations of this class, the Dages" in the second radical expresses an intensification

of the idea of the stem, either emphasizing the energy of the action or relation,

or else indicating a longer continuance of the relation or condition. Other nouns

of this character are evidently only by-forms of the nouns derived from the simple

stem, which were treated in the last section : cf. the instances adduced under

letters/ and g, and Earth, Nominalbildimg, Introd. p. xi.

1 7. The ground-form qattdl, in Hebrew (except in infinitivesPi'el, like PlfK', 8fC. ), b

is mostly lengthened to 7BJ5; comp. 7JK a stag, fem. HTS, constr. st. Jv^K (from

'dyyalf) ; comp. also the fem. (originating from Qal) PD!"!? aflame (according to

27. q for lahhabha), n3~in dry land (for harrabhd\ n^V"! and J"irnj5 a burning

fever, Plt^T and n^S? dry land, ny3C a seal-ring, DDHB' consumption. Adjectives

of this class (' intensified participles of the active verb,' Earth, ibid., 33) are

1133 wont to gore, &Wp_ jealous, B'riS (for kahhdl, by 22. c} lying. Nomina

opificum also, curiously enough, are so treated in Hebrew (at least in the constr.

state of the sing.), although the corresponding Arabic form qattdl points to an

original (unchangeable) & in the second syllable ; comp. 332 a thief, f

s<!
J a judge

(constr. st. f^ Ps. 68, 6), PISE a cook, KHP1 (for harrd^faber (constr. st.
tjnP!,

but in the plnr. ""^HPI); BOB horseman (for parrdf}, constr. st. {JHQ Ezek. 26, 10.

1 8. The ground-form qittal appears in PIP15? dry, PIN3 haughty (the t being C

lengthened to e according to 22. c), if these forms go back to original sthhay.

gt"ay. On the analogy, however, of the adjectives denoting defects (see letter d

below), we should rather expect a ground-form qfttil; moreover, i-wwalt, ground-

form of the fem. T\?^ foolishness, goes back to an original iwwilt, see 69. c.

19. The ground-form qutt&l; comp. the fem. J"I1DD3 spelt.

20. The ground-form qattfl; as ~inN alius ; from the intensive stem, the d
infinitives Pfel of the form ?tSp.

21. The ground-form qittil, in Hebrew lengthened to 7l3p. Of this form are

a considerable number of adjectives which denote a bodily or mental fault or defect.

Comp. "112N disabled, D^N dtimb, |33 hump-backed, "fly blind, BHn deaf (for

hirre's), PID9 lame, PH]? bald, C^jpy perverse ; njp_3 open-eyed follows the same

analogy.

22. The ground-form qattdl, comp. the remarks in letter b above, on the

Nomina opificum ; moreover, to this class belong infinitives Pi'el of the Aramaic

form rnj53 a searching out; !"!K'J33 a request ; with middle guttural (see 22. e)

nSXJ contumely, but cf. also ^riilfXJ Ezek. 35, 12, with full lengthening of the

original a before N
; i"!)Dnj comfort. From the attenuation of the & of this form

to ^, arises undoubtedly :

R 2
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33. The ground-form qfttal, e.g. "I2K husbandman (Arab.
'

24. The ground-form qlttol, most probably only a variety of the form qattdl

with the a attenuated to f (as in No. 23", and the a obscured to 6 (as in letters

and r) ; comp. "1133 hero (Arab, gabbdr), "I1D? caviller, "nfilf (piper or chirper)

a bird, "li3B> drunkard. On the other hand
"li?^

0rw probably arises from

yullSd, an old participle passive of (W, the u being dissimilated in the sharpened

syllable before S: so Earth, ibid., p. 41 sq.

f 25. The ground-form qatttl, ?*t9j3, almost exclusively of persons, who possess

some quality in an intensive manner, e.g. "V3X strong, p*TO righteous, H'HS

fugitive (for barrPh}, p*)V violent (for 'arris}.

That some of these are only by-forms of the ^//7-class (see above, remark on

letter a), appears from the constr. sf. p"lS ravenous, Is. 35, 9 .but Q^"13 ) ^fH9

always), and according to Earth (ibid. 35. a) also from the constr. st. "V3X (but cf.

also ^3K I Sam. 21, 8) of "V3K. However, the form "V3K, as a name of God,

may be intentionally differentiated from T3S, a poetic term for the bull.

In the same way "VEIN. prisoner, D^ID eunuch (constr. st. always D^D, plur.

D*p"nD, constr. st. ""D^p Gen. 40, 7, but in the book of Esther always *p
s

")D,

with suffix always VD>%
1D, &c.), and p^JJ weaned, may be regarded as by-forms

of the $ffl///-class with passive meaning, see 840, letter /.

g 26. The ground-form qattul, ^t9j5, e. g. f^Q gracious, D^rn full of compassion

(with virtual doubling of the
I"!), P~lH diligent (for harrus], probably, again, to

a large extent by-forms of the ^J//J/-class, 840, letters. The same applies

to substantives like "IB'K a step (in ^^K, as well as Vl?X, &c.), "tttSy pillar;

fern, rnfcn a stripe (also frn3n), rriHt33 security: cf. Earth, ibid., 84.

II 27. The ground-form qatt$l; besides the infinitives absolute Pi'el of the form

7\>, also Ki3j5 jealous (as well as N3J5, consequently an obscure form of qattdl,

letter e).

I 28. The ground-form qfttul, ;"tt3p,
e. g. ''^SSf a coating of metal, D^t? requital,

^$2? drink, ^pB' detestable thing; with concrete meaning "TCQ;) a disciple,

t^y strong; frequently in the plural in an abstract sense, as D^BHa reproach,

D^pD filling (the induction of a priest), D*Dri3 consolations, compassion, OvSE?
a childless slate, D'TOt? dismissal, WVGXy observance.

VII. Nouns -with the Third Consonant repeated.

k 29. The ground-form qatlal, e. g. fJXC* quiet, fern. H33NB' (with sharpening

of the second Nun, in order to keep the preceding vowel short) ; |3jn green,

plur. D'Mjn.

/ 30. The ground-form qatltl, in Hebrew /v^p ;
of this form are e. g. the

infinitives Pflel (prop. Pa'lel of verbs ^'V, as DD11, comp. 72. m.

ttt 31. The ground-form qdtlul ; so the plur. D*3333 ridges (with sharpening of the

A'lin, as in No. 29).

32. The ground-form qftlal, in niT)9 a brood.

33. The ground-form qtitldl, in
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34. The ground-form qatltl, e. g. C^3y plunder, ~P~$D heavy rain,

glittering tapestry, Jer. 43, 10 Q?r$; with attenuation of the & to i D*"V"}bl)

all that maketh black, Job 3, 5.

35. The ground-form qatlul, e.g. iriBB> Jer. 43, 10 K e
th.; D sB-iBXJ adulteries.

VIII. Nouns with the Second and. Third Consonants repeated.

36-39. Q'laMl, q'taim, q'taltul, cft&ltul, q
e
taltdl (in/em, and plur. often- with

the last consonant sharpened for the reason given in letter a above) ; comp. 7]33Bn

flexuosus, fliphp^n slippery places, J"li?p_pp_y
crooked (ways}; bflpriSl perversus ;

also words denoting colours, DIDIS (Lev. 13, 42. 49 in pause) reddish, fern.

nOTOIK, plur. n'EnenK; pip")"
1

greenish, plur. fern. nEHpT1

ftaltU, n'B'B 11

v v : :
-

: : .
~

':
~ ) * T :

veryfair (to be read in Jer. 46, 20 for iTBnB*) ; q*taltul, rnnintJ> (fern.) blackish;

IpDDS fl rabble (augmented from S]*iDN collected}. From a verb """B with aphaeresis

of the initial syllable D^NXNV offspring. Moreover, of the same form, probably, are

mirtVH a trumpet (for minsn, comp. 55.1?) and nipH^Sl an opening, Is. 61, i.
Tf |i T;_ ~;

^j ^

Also in Is. 2, 20 ni^S^Bnb is to be read instead of flilS "ISH? (from the '^.

n"1i")Bn a digging or burrowing animal, perhaps the mole}.

IX. Nouns in which the Whole (Biliteral} Stem is repeated.

Naturally this class includes only isolated forms of the stems VJ? and JJ"y \ Q
Thus :

40. 53p3
a wheel, and, with attenuation of the first a to /, ?3p3 (from ?P3) ;

fem. n,?npri anguish (from P^n or ^H) J- "133 (for kirkar} a talent ; comp. also

2313 ^ar (from k&wkab, Arabic kaukdb, for 3333).

41. 5>3.i>3
infin. /"z^/ (prop. /&##) from i?13; fem. nbt?|)0 a hurling p

(from ^ItO).

42. 13*13 perhaps a ruby (for kSdkud), from 113.

43. IpliJ
Mtf (T^ww ^"M head (for qiidqud}, from Up; fem. rD3p3

(for gulgiilf], from ^3.

44- l*t"!l girded, from 111 pttp3 a bottle, from pp3.

85. Nouns with Preformatives and Afformatives.

These include nouns which are directly derived from verbal forms a

having preformatives (Hiph'tt, HopHal, Hithpa'el, NipKal, $c.\ as

well as those which ^are formed with other preformatives (X, ', , 3, n),

and finally those which are formed with afformatives. The quadri-

literals and quinqueliterals also are taken in connexion with these

formations, inasmuch as they arise almost always by the addition

or .insertion of one or two consonants to the triliteral stem.

B"'^ see 96 under n3.
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X. Nouns with Preformatives.

b 45. Nouns with N prefixed. Comp. the substantives with N prosthetic J 19. m},

such as yi"UK arm (Jer. 32, 21. Job 31, 22; elsewhere always yVl]) V31fK

a finger, ililX a locust, P|Y"UK />/. In these examples the K is a '

euphonic
'

prefix (Earth, ibid., 150. 6}; in other cases it is 'essential': cf. especially the

adjectives, 3T3K deceitful, ">T3K fruel, }JTN perennis (for V/a) [
= the Arab.

'elative,' used for expressing the compar. and superl. degrees]. The fern. JT13TK

fragrant part (of the meatoffering) is a nomen verbale of Hiph'tl, answering to

the Aramaic infinitive of the causal stem ^Aph'eT).

C 46. Nouns with n prefixed. Besides the ordinary infinitives of HipKil

and ^Cpn, of Niph'al /Dj5n ) ?bgn (for king.}, and of the conjugations formed

with the prefix Jin, this class also includes some rare nomina verbalia derived

from Hiph'tl (cf. 72. z], viz. rn3H appearance (from 133), Is. 3, 9 ; HS3n a swing-

ing (from Pjy), Is. 30, 28; nnjn a rest-giving, Est 2, 18; rDJfn deliverance

(from /X3), Est. 4, 14 (an Aram, form : cf. iTTTn Dan. 5, 20'
; perhaps also b3*n

palace, from haikdl, unless it be a foreign word from the Assyrian ; see the Lexicon.

d 47. Nouns with >
prefixed, as "injP oil, IMpi^ -wallet, fjSBO* owlty ;

from verbs

'V, e. g. D^p
11 a living thing, "fiJV a ttrwgvr ; from a verb >"J?, l^T aw adversary.

Of a different character are the many proper names which have simply adopted

the imperfect form, as 3pJP } pH2P ,
&c.

48. Nouns with D prefixed. This preformative Mem, which is no doubt

connected with Mp who, and HD what (see 37 and 52. c\ appears in a very

large number of nouns, and serves to express the most varied modifications of the

idea of the stem : (i) D subjective, when prefonnative of the participles Pi'el,

Hiph'tl, Hithpa'el, and other active conjugations. (2) D objective, when preformative

of the participles Pu'al, Hoph'al, and other passive conjugations, as well as of

numerous nouns. (3) D instrumental, as in H^ISD a key, &c. (4' D local, as in

"lintp a drive for cattle, &c.

f As regards the formation of these nouns, it is to be remarked that the pre-

formative D was originally in most cases followed by a short a. This a, however,

in a closed syllable is frequently attenuated to i ; in an open syllable before

the tone it is lengthened to d (so also the /, attenuated from d, is lengthened

to e], and in |3D shield (with surf. *33O) it even becomes unchangeable d. But

in an open syllable which does not stand before the tone, the a necessarily

becomes vocal Sfwd.

g The following forms are especially to be noticed : (a) ground-form maqtal,

in Hebrew i)BpD '.
e. g. i>2KD food, fern. roi>DQ kingdom, r62NE a knife.

i T ': -. 5 T -:|-
-1 TT ;- vv-:i-

ri3&OD (for nSfcOD by 23. c) business ; from a verb \"b t JflD a gift ; from

verbs }"B, KSrio' a going forth, 3KnD a seat ; from verbs
^"'B, SITD /A^ <5/

(from maitab} ; with *
(or 1) assimilated, J?JflQ a <W; from verbs ])"])

t 7]DD

a screen, and with the shortening of the 8 under the preformative, "MDD bitterness

(from IDE) developed to a segholate), fern. iTDC
:D desolation ; from a verb

V'JJ,

1 In
D^jpJnpJD Cant. 5, 16. Neh. 8, 10, the first syllable is artificially opened

to avoid the cacophony ; on the d of the second syllable comp. 93. ee.
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probably of this class is DipO place, the ii lengthened to a and obscured to 6

(Arabic maq&ni) ;
from verbs H"?, nK")!0 appearance, fJJZp (for 113J|O) prop.

intention, only in JVOp <# account of, in order that.

(6) Ground-form miqtal (the usual form of the infin. Qal in Aramaic), Hebr. h

PCppO, e.g. "Q*1O 1 a cattle-drive, fern.. niDPW war, !"Q3"1JD chariot (with

Se
gh6l instead of

*",
but in constr. sf. J"Q?11? Gen. 41, 43 ; com p. pPniD distance],

rQDK>D a wflfofc ; from1

verbs ])"]}, e. g. 2DD a r<?#</ (from mi-sab ; ? in the

open syllable being lengthened to e ; but comp. also p$Q Is. 33, 4 as constr. state

from pp$ with sharpening of the first radical
; comp. 67. g) ; from verbs n'v,

n3pD a possession, fern. H3pQ .

(c) Ground-form m&qtil, Hebr. i>BpO, e. g. fJJB'lp
a support (fern. rOJttjto), 3

"\3D1D a smith, fern. nbtJ'DJp tz ruin ; from a verb f'Bj H33P aw overthrow, from

verbs JJ"^ J3
a shield (from maglri), fern. H?2D a r<?// (from ^>3), iTlKD

a fwrji? (for nfirra from ~HN) ;
from a verb Y'Q, K'jP.iO

a ja (from maivqis').

(d) Ground-form miqttl, Hebr. ?PJ??3, e.g. ^StDtp mourning, 113710 aw a//ar /^

(place of sacrifice) ; from a verb Wy, e. g. 3D1D consessus ; (e) ground-form

maqtul, Hebr. i>bpO, as fern. flbsKC food; from a verb y"y, fern. n^DD
<z covering (from TpD), and also according to the Masora tij?JD a refuge, with

suffixes ^yD and ^VtD, plur. D^VD. Very probably, however, most if not all of

these forms are to be referred to the stem TW tofleefor safety, and therefore should

be written ^jiVE, &c. The form fyiD, if derived from the stem TTV, would mean

stronghold. Cf. also tpJ3 faintness, developed to a segholate, probably from

TpO, for marokh from T]3"1, as DJ"ID soundness of body, from DDn.
\Vith a long vowel in the second syllable : (/) ground-form maqtdl, in Hebr. /

always obscured to 6, e.g. "liDHlp want, Hlpplp booty ; from verbs V'V, e. g. "WO

fear, fern. iTI^D and rPWO (with the d depressed to u in a toneless syllable ;

comp. 27. ), illDVlO, &c., Is. 22, 5.

() Ground-form miqt&l, in Hebr. again PIESpD, e.g. "linDD a covert, /IK'DD

rt stumbling-block (comp. above, letter i, makksela); fern. rO.blJO a fishing-net ;

(h] the ground-forms maqtil and miqtil (comp. D^IO) are found only from

participles Hiph'il ; the fern. rTOy^Pj cheerfulness, is a denominative formed

from a participle Hiph'tl ; (z) ground-form maqtitt, as 5J^3pD a garment.

Rem. On JD as preformative of the participles of all the conjugations except m
Qal and Niph'al, comp. 52. c. Many of these participles have become sub-

stantives, as rn.GttD snuffers, HTlK'lp destroyer, destruction.

49. Nouns with 3 prefixed. Besides the participles Niph'al (ground-form n

naqtal, still retained e.
g;.

in "Di3 for nawlad, but commonly attenuated to nfytal,

Hebr. ?t3p3) and the infinitive Niph'al of the form ?bj?3 ,
the prefix 3 is found in

D vVlD3 wrestlings, Gen. 30, 8, which is also to be referred to Niph'al.

50. With {^ prefixed, e. g. rD'VB' a flame. On this Saph'el formation, cf. O

55- *'.

1 In Jer. 2, 31 also, where Baer requires TjTTOn, read with ed. Mant., Ginsburg,

&c.
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51. Nouns with P prefixed. Examples of this formation are numerous,

especially from weak stems, for the purpose of strengthening them phonetically

(see Earth, ibid., p. 283\ and notably from verbs V'S and V]?. They may be

classified as follows: (a) the ground-form t&qt&l in DDnfl ostrich (?) ;
from

verbs V'B, 2BnTl a settler, fern. JlbnVl expectation, nrDifl (from the Hiph'il

correction ; from a verb *">
? fD^ri

Afo .f<?M ; from verbs V'S and 7\"s,

thanksgiving, and mini /azf, both from Hiptitl ; from a verb l^D and K"/,

in mw ; probably belonging to this class, from verbs VV, ?3T1 confusion,

and DDTl a melting away (developed from 73H and DOT
,

from 7;>2 and DDE).

(b) Tiqtal, e. g. fern. n~NBJjl and JT^Asn ^A>ry ; from a verb H"?, e. g. Hlpn

&>/d ; (r) taijtil, e. g. f*3t?ri chequer work, fern. ntDIPFI <&#> ^/^</> (probably

from the Nifih'al D'mi) ; from a verb T'E1 nroifl correction (from the Hiph'il-
i.

T
i

stem, like the constr. st. plur. DiTpin generations] ; from verbs y"]?, n?nri praise,

n?Bn prayer (from the /Y'<?/ of the stems ??n and b.?S).T: ~T ~T
With a long vowel in the second syllable : (if) tiqt&l, as Dinil the ocean, the

deep (for tth&m ; in Assyrian the fern, iidmtu, constr. st. tiAmat, is the usual word

for sea}, unless it is to be derived with Delitzsch, Prolegomena,^. 113, from the

stem Di"in ; (e} taqttl (in Arabic the usual form of the infinitive of conjugation II.

which corresponds to the Hebrew Pi'ef), e.g. from a verb i"!"?, fern. JYyDri

completeness ; JVZHfl increase, usury, with a parallel form JVIHIP ;
in a passive

sense, TO^ri a disciple ; (/) ^tDpri , e. g. mSH an apple (for tanpiPK) ; very

frequently used to form abstracts, e.g. 71D3PI a benefit (also ^D?), n^Siiri

ferverseness ; from verbs V'V, HD^3J;1 a trea^iing down, PlS^ri a waving (like

HDVVI a lifting up, from the Hiph'tt stem), &c ; very frequently also as an

abstract plural, e. g. J"lv3nn guidance, D'HY'lDfi bitterness, D'Wnjri and

consolation ; from a verb
V'J^ D^NJ;! toil*.

XI. Nouns -with Afformalives.

52. Nouns with J affixed. Perhaps /DB'n amber^, and certainly 71"!? iro,

?D^3 a fruitful field (S
e
gh6l in both cases is probably an intensification of the

original d in the tone-syllable), PJQS bloom, comp. 30. q.

53. Nouns with D affixed. With an original am as afformative, Dp^N vestibule

(although the d in the sing, remains unchangeable), plur. D^DpN D33 a swarm

ofgnats (if from |33\ QpD a ladder (if from ?,>D) ;
with original afformative um,

DTJJ (also Dhy) naked (horn TlJ?), plur. D'CCVy Gen. 3, 7, parallel form Diiy,

plur. D s

t:^"iy_
Gen. 2, 25. To this class also belong the adverbs in am and cm,

mentioned in 100. g, and many proper names, as DBn3
j

also
DiCjnSj

and
pJJ'TS,

patronymic ^KHjl, 03^)1?, D^J?, &c -
!

on toe otner hand
. tne form 0^1?

ransom, Num. 3, 49, from a verb fl"?, probably stands merely for the ordinary

}V"1S, on account of the following D.

54. Nouns with
f
affixed. The

f
is added by means of a simple helping vowel

in |y53 Canaan, and p.B3f a finger nail; more frequently the addition is made

by means of a tone-bearing d, which in Hebrew is modified to S'ghSl (as JT|3 axe)
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or lengthened to a (but cf. also JVfVnK and fVjfnp) ;
e. g. 3p a possession,

fnptJ>
a table, J3"lp

an offering. From an original d being changed into an

obscure 6 there probably arise such forms as fiD&n a pining away; jil")'
!
I (also

firn) a goad; ftajP hunger; from verbs n", }iX3 /r6fc, fiDH MU, pTH

a vision ; fi'HK' flflfl* of mail; from a verb ^'B, ptf$D,7/e (the only instance

with both ID preformative and 8n afformative)
*

; very frequently from the simple

stem with an unorganic' sharpening of the second radical, e. g. fi^3] memorial,

fV?3 destruction (constr. st. }Y"GJ and
fi\b3),

&c. ; comp. also p'nrj pregnancy

(for
/T
in) and 93. uu. Proper names occur with the termination An, as
T

Rem. A large number of proper names now ending in H*_ or i_ used to V
be classed as nouns originally formed with the suffix

ft
_.

The subsequent

rejection of the final Nun seemed to be confirmed by the form fi^D ,
once used

(Zech. 12, ii) for VlMD (and conversely in Prov. 27, 20 KetMbk 7F\1$, <2
e^

H3K for |m^ destruction}, also by the fact that for flb^ the LXX give the

form 2o\co/wv or SaAw/wui/, and especially that in the patronymics and tribal

names ( 86. K] a Nun appears before the termination t, as "'JT'S Gilonite from
L -L -L

' r

n?3 and *p^ from flT'S? (modern name Sailuti). Wetzstein, however (in

Delitzsch's Commentary on Job, ist ed., p. 599), explained the Nun in

as a secondary addition to the common old-Palestinian termination 6

i3y, iJiS"}, &c.), and Earth (Nominalbildung, 224.^) has since shown the

unsoundness of the prevailing view on other grounds : the rejection of the N&n
would be much more likely to occur in the numerous appellatives in 6n than

in proper names; 'J;>
S3 and yp'E' are due to the necessity of avoiding, for

euphonic reasons, such forms as gtld-t, Wlo-i, &c.; cf. also *&& from rut?.

On the afformatives ^_
}

*_
}

rfl
}
H"1-, see below, 86. h-l.

XII. Quadriliterals and Qtiinqueliterals.

55. "H>3 sterilis, WVT\ a flint, and the fern, nsy] a glow, &c., have prob- w
ably arisen from the insertion of a ?; ?inn a locitst, DM"!i? an axe, nSinp
a branch, Ezek. 31,5 (verses 6. 8 HBytp), from insertion of a ~\. Comp., moreover,

K'D'jn a sickle, "HDD vine-blossom ; with an initial J?
? ^l.^V a &&

a spider, 133V a mouse, 3"lj?y a scorpion*, &c. Quinqueliteral, J?11"1Dif
a frog,

1 The plurals D^SJ flowers, Cant. 2, 12, and D'OtMSp thorns appear to be

formed directly from the singulars fJJ (comp. H5f3) and B>5tSj5 with the insertion

of an (which becomes obscured to on}. See Noldeke, Mand. Gr., p. 169, Rem. 3 ;

similarly, according to Hoffmann,
'

Einige phoniz. Inschriften,' p. 1 5 (Abhand-

lungen der Gb'ttinger Geselhchaft der Wissensch., xxxvi), D^i^y wares, Ezek.

27, 14. 16, from 3TJ?
=

3^J?.
2

Derenbourg (A'evue des etudes juives, 1883, p. 165) infers from the above

examples and a comparison of the Arabic 'usfiir, sparrow (from safara, to chirp},

that J? was especially employed to form quadriliteral names of animals.
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86. Detiominalive Nouns.

a 1. Such are all nouns formed immediately from another noun,

whether the latter be primitive or derived from a verb, e. g. |iE"|

eastern, immediately from D7 the east (verbal stem D"]iJ to be in front"}.

b 2. Most of the forms \vh;ch nouns of this class assume have

already been given in 84 and 85, since the denominatives, as

secondary (although in some cases very old) forms, invariably follow

the analogy of the verbal derivatives. As, for instance, the verbals

with a prefixed D
( 85. e to m) express the place &c. of an action,

so the denominatives with D local represent the place where a thing

is found or its neighbourhood (see letter
e).

C The most common forms of denominatives are

i. Those like the participle Qal ( 840, letters), e.g. "IJJt?
a porter, from

< . <

"IJft?
a -gate; "1|?3 a herdsman, from 1p3 a herd; D"l_3 a vinedresser, from DH3

a vineyard.

d 2. Those like the form qattdl ( 84 b, letter #), e.g. TM3\>_ an archer, from Dti'i?

a Ixnv. Both these forms (letters c and d") indicate customary occupations, inhering

in the subject, like Greek nouns in TTJS, revs, e. g. woA/r^y, ypan/Mirfvs.

e 3. Nouns with 10 prefixed, denoting the place where a thing is (comp.

85. e), or its neighbourhood, e.g. pjflp
a place offountains, from

}^y ni/JHO

the place about the feet, JWiOD the place about the head, from ^3

n&?j?D (for HXE'pD) a cucumber field, from XtJ>j5 cucumber. Comp.
from auire\os.

f 4. Nouns with the termination
f
_ or

ji
to express adjectival ideas :

eastern, from D1J3 ; P"^D^ posterior, from "IPIK ; jiXTI exterior, from pn ;

probably also }JTv coiled, hence coiled animal, serpent, from iVD a tuinding;

[flB'na brazen, from nj?n3 ^ra^j. Also abstracts, e.g. jV^y blindness, from 11 y.

Comp. 85. M. With a double termination (6n or <$ with /)
s3b"lNt reddish,

^yT a knowing (spirit) ; "OySif basilisk ; ni4JDIT1 merciful [fern. plur.].

^" Ji appears to be used as a diminutive ending (comp. the Syriac f})
in

little man (in the eye), a///<; of the eye, from tJ^N
1

; on the other hand

[' Cf. Earth, 212; Konig, ii. i, 413. Diminutives in Semitic languages

are, however, most commonly formed by inserting a y after the second radical,

e.g. Aram. ND^y, Syr. ^^A.^ys. Arab. **j[p. a very young man, kulaib,

a little dog, &c. Since Olshausen ( 180), "^yj a little (Is. 28, 10. 13. Job .

has commonly been regarded as an example of the same form, to which others

have added D^D^ZIK' Is. 3, 18 (as though a foreign dialectical form for shumais,

little sun), and pJ^DK 2 Sam. 13, 20, as a contemptuous diminutive form of

P3DK; cf. Ewald, j 67,W.Wright, Arab. Gramm? i. 269,DeLagarde,A
?

0w/<i/-

bildung, pp. 85-87, Konig, ii. i, p. 143 sq. The existence of the form in Hebrew
is disputed by Earth, 192. (/.]
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adder, which was formerly regarded as a diminutive, is properly an adjectival

form from SJDB' to rub (hence, as it were, a rubbing creature) ;
in the same way

P"VJ'* is a denominative from "ttt^ (
=

~1C*), and not a diminutive (pious little

people-, and the like), but properly upright (righteous people} ; finally, ^"in!? is not

lunula, but an artificial moon (used as an ornament), and D^h^f not little neck,

but necklace (from "1X^2? neck}. Comp. Delitzsch on Cant. 4, 9.

5. Peculiar to this class of nouns is the termination *
, which converts h

a substantive into an adjective, and is added especially to numerals and names

of persons and countries, in order to form ordinals, patronymics, and tribal names;

e. g. ^yy\footman, plur. 0*6$!, from /"S^.foot; "nTSK cruel, 'H33 strange, from 133

strangeness, "'RHPI lower, from finFl below, fern. rPflnPI and
HJPinri, plur.

D^nnn, ni^nnPl
;
*$& the sixth, from B>K> six; ^MflD Moabite, from 3N1D,

plnr. 'nfaKbi fem. n3Kto and rP3>rt, plur. ntoSilO; ^^ Hebrew, plur.

Dnay and'n^iay, fem! nnay, pinr. hinay; v^lf"!
fsraeli(e, from ^"j^.

When the original substantive is a compound, it is resolved again into two words,

e. g.
I|3S

)S'~}2 Benjamite, from plp^33 (comp. on the use of the article in such cases,

127. </)'.

Instead of
" we find in a few cases (a) the ending "__ (as in Aram.), i

e. g. ^3 (crafty, or, according to others, churlish} if it stands for ^33 and is not

rather from a stem K?3 or n*>3 ; *"lin -white cloth, Is. 19, 9 in pause; perhaps also

'Oi-i a swarm of locusts, Am. 7, i. Nah. 3, 17; hardly *ni3 t|33 Is. 38, 20. Hab.
AT f :

3, 19 ;
but certainly in proper names as ^"JB (ferreus] Barzillai 1

;
and (V) H

,

arising from &y, in HlfN belonging to fire (B'N), i.e. a sacrifice offered by fire ;

nprip (prop, milky) the storax-shrub, Arabic lubnay.

6. Abstract nouns formed from concretes by the addition of ffl, n[
l|__] ( 95- 0, /

comp. our terminations -dom, -hood, -ness, e. g. nTTp^ youth, n^3plp kingdom

(the loosely closed syllable seems to show that the ^"wd is weakened from a full

vowel) ; nUD^K widowhood, from fObfct widower, il3)oi)K widow. In Aram, this
T :~ '! TT;~

fem. ending J"fl (or ^ with rejection of Phe D) is a common termination of the

infinitive in the derived conjugations (comp., as substantival infinitives of this

kind, rflyD^n the announcing, Ezek. 24, 26, and nV"Qnrin the making of a league,

Dan. n, 23); in Hebr. IN as a termination to express abstract ideas (as well as

those which appear to be directly derived from the verbal stem, as flv3D folly,

J"flKSn a healing*) becomes more common only in the later Books. It is affixed

to adjectives ending in / (see above, letter h) in W1T3K cruelty, and rH*Dt?iP

upright position (Lev. 26, 13, used adverbially).

The ending JV is found earlier, e. g. in flHKB' remainder, JVC'SO pi'in- /

cipium, from fc?N"|
= B'KI princeps. The termination dth seems to occnr in

niO3n wisdom (in Prov. i, 20. 9, i, joined to a singular ; so also DiDSH Prov.

14, i, where-, probably, niD3H should likewise be read) and in ni^?in Eccles.

i, 17, &c., with the parallel form n^^H Eccles. 10, 13.

1 On '__ as an old fem. ending, see above, 80. /.

2 See a complete list of instances in Konig, Lehrgebaude, ii. i, p. 205 sq.
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87. Of the Plural \

a 1. The regular plural termination for the masculine gender is t^__,

e. g.
WD horse, plur.

D'CrtD horses / but also very often written

defectively D_, especially when in the same word one of the

vowel letters, 1 or *; precedes, e.g. Gen. i, 21 D?"
1

?^. Nouns in

' make their plural in E^ ,
e. g. '"]?# a Hebrew, plur. D^l^V

(Ex. 3, 1 8); but usually contraction, takes place, e..g. Qn?V; WW
crimson garments, from ^.

b Nouns in n__ lose this termination when they take the plural

ending, e.g. nth seer, plur. D^H (comp. 75.^). In regard to the
<

loss of the tone from the D in the two old plurals D?D water and

DV?B> heaven, comp. 88. </ and 96.

The termination D?_ is sometimes assumed also by feminines

(comp. D"1^ women, 96 under '"t$K; W^ years, from "'J?'; OvH")

fzm, from '!?}), and is employed besides to represent intensive ideas

( 124. e), so that an indication of gender is not necessarily combined

with it (comp. also below, letters m-p).

d This ending im is also common in Phoenician, e. g. D312f Sidonii; Aramaic has

in; Arabic fina (nominative) and fna (in the oblique cases, but in vulgar Arabic

tn is also used for the nominative); in Ethiopic dn. Comp. also the verbal

ending }}
2

.

e Less frequent, or only apparent terminations of the plur. masc. are

(a) p , as in Aramaic 3
,
found almost exclusively in the later Books of the

Old Testament (apart from the poetical use in some of the older and even the oldest

portions), viz. pobtD kings, Prov. 3.1, 3, p3'l I Ki. n, 33, pin the guard, 2 Ki.

11 J 3> pBn wheat, Ezek. 4, 9; defectively }N islands, Ezek. 26, 18; pDJ days,

Dan. 12, 13. Comp. also p^D carpets, Jud. 5, 10 (in the North-Palestinian song

of Deborah, which has also other linguistic peculiarities) ; p*y heaps, Mic. 3,12

(? caused by the following H) ; P?O words (from the Aram. n?D), Job 4, a, and

twelve other places in Job (beside D^pD, ten times hi Job) ; further, pjn Job 24, 22,

p*inX 31, 10, and pDD^ Lanx i, 4, pan 4, 3. The following form is doubtful :

f (b) *__ (with the D rejected, as, according to some, in the dual *T for D^T
Ezek. 13, 18, comp. 88. c), e.g. *3Q stringed instruments, Ps. 45, 9 for D S2O

1 Cf. Mayer Lambert,
'

Remarques sur la formation du pluriel hebreu,' in the

Revue des etudes juives, xxiv. p. 99 sqq.
a On the connexion between all these endings see Dietrich's Abhandl. zur hebr.

Grammatik, Leipzig, 1846, p. 51 sqq.; HaleVy, Revue des etudes juives, 18*7,

p. 138 sqq.; [cf. also Driver, Tenses, 6, Obs. a.]
3 So also always on the Mesa' stone, e.g. line 2 JB'?B

>
thirty ; line 4 JS^D kings;

line 5 pi JO
11 many days, Sec.
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(unless it is to be so written)
'

; '"tpy peoples, Ps. 144, 2, and, probably, also

Lam. 3, 14 (in 2 Sam. 22,44 it may be .understood as
"'tpy my people; comp. in the

parallel passage Ps. 18, 44 DJ? ; also in Cant. 8, 2 the f of ''ifo'l is better regarded

as a suffix] ; see also 2 Sam. 23, 8 as compared with I Chron. n, 1 1
;

I Sam. 20, 38

Ke
th., and on the whole question Gesenius, Lehrgebaude, p. 524 sqq. More

doubtful still is

(c) >___ (like the constr. state in Syriac), which is supposed to appear in e. g. *>"& g
princes, Jud. 5, 15 (perhaps my Jirinces is intended: read with LXX D'Ofe'); for

'D1 ""Jipn Jer. 22, 14 (according to others dual, see 88. c] read pSD V3i?n.

On ""213 and "Hif!, which were formerly so explained, see above, 86. i.

""SVtJT] (for which the right reading is certainly ''BVB'n) Is. 20, 4 can only be

intended by the "Masora as a singular with the formative syllable \__ = bareness;

in "OHX the Lord (prop, my lord, from the plur. majestatis, DtflK lord], the ay

was originally a suffix, 135. q.

((F) D a supposed plural ending in D33 = Q^S 0& (or /*V*), which,

however, is probably rather a collective sing, (from the stem J33) with the

formative syllable D ;
so D?D ladder (supposed by some to be a plur. like our

stairs') appears to be similarly formed from ?,JD; comp. on both, 85. /.

2. The plural termination of the feminine gender is generally i

indicated by the termination ni (often written defectively TT
, e. g.

n?nri song of praise, psalm, plur. ritenJjl (only in post-biblical Hebrew

D^nn, as in the titles of the printed editions, as well as Tri?nn "1QD

the Book of Psalms}; JTTSN a letter, plur. HiiSN; 1K3 a well, plur.

rrilNS. Feminines in T) 11 form their plural in J"li
s

, e.g. TTnifD

an Egyptian woman, plur. Di'~!i?D; and those in ffl either make

ni>_, as JVDbp kingdom, plur. rrt3J>p, Dan. 8, 22 (cf.
Titan cells,

Jer. 37, 16), or are inflected like Tli*iy testimonies (pronounced

'edh
ewoth for 'edhuw6th\

It is only from a mistake or disregard of these feminine endings J"tt and TV k

that some words ending with them form their plural by the addition of

D"1 or rf , e.g. ITOn spear, plur. D'TY'SH and nlrVJn TflJt -whoredom, plur.

Q^n] (by the side of
Q^tip; Q^pbt? widowhood; T^T^y pits, &c.

The termination -<?/A stands primarily for -^M (which is the form it has in Arab., /

Eth., in the constr. sf. of Western Aramaic, in Eastern Syriac, and also in

Assyrian, Delitzsch, Assyrische Gramm., p. 187 ; on the change of d into an

obscure 6, see 9. ^). On the other hand, it is doubtful whether this &th is to be

regarded as a lengthened and stronger form of the singular fern, ending dth

(comp. 80. ).

1

According to some this t is simply due to a neglect of the point ( 5. m),

which in MSS. and elsewhere marked the abbreviation of the plur. ending.

Hence Cheyne (after Lowth) emends Is.
5-,

i into D l|lin n'V'B' a love-song.
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How the changeable vowels of a noun arc shortened or become

vocal S'wd in consequence of the addition of the plural endings

is explained in 92-95.

m 3. Words which in the singular are used both as masculine and

feminine ( i22.d), often have in the plural parallel forms with the

masculine and feminine terminations, e.g. 3V cloud, plur. D^V and

ritay
;
and each form may be treated either as masculine or feminine,

according to the usage of the particular word. But even those words,

of which the gender is invariable, sometimes have both plural forms,

e. g.
"to masc. a generation, plur. D^lta and J"li~to

;
n3B> fern, a year,

plur.
0*35? and rrl3E> (see the Rem.). In these words the gender

of the plural forms remains the same as in the singular, e. g. '")S

masc. a lion, plur. rii^N masc., Zeph. 3, 3, ni"to masc., Job 42, 16.

" Sometimes usage makes a distinction between the two plural forms of the same

word. Thus, D^D"1

days, D^t? years are the usual, but TlID11

(only twice, in the

constr. sf. Deut. 32, 7, Ps. 90, 15) and 0131? (also only in the constr. st. and before

suffixes' are rarer poetic forms.

O A difference of meaning appears in several names of members of the body,

the dual (see 88) denoting the living members themselves, while the plur. in Jli
<

expresses something like them, but without life ( 122. ), e.g. D^T hands,

J"liT artificial hands, also e. g. the arms of a throne ; d^33 hands, T\\SS handles

(Lat. manubria] ; Q^Q/oot, niDS?B artificial feet ^of the ark), D?3"!j5 horns, 013"p

horns (of the altar) ; Q^J? eyes, r\\W fountains.

p 4. A considerable number of masculines form their plural in ni,

while many feminines have a plural in 0* . The gender of the

singular, however, as a rule remains the same in the plural, e.g. 2N

father, plur.
rli2N

;
nijHB princes, from iHB

;
"liKO a light, plur.

DnftKO and rhNO, comp. Gen. i, 16; tN? name, plur. ri^DB'; IW^B

concubine, plur. 0^373.

<7
Feminines ending in H_ which take in the plural the termination D'_ are

fDK terebinth, HD^N terror, Dp^l a ffl^tf of figs, ntsn wheat, H33? a
T T T T"

n?D (only in poetry) a word, PIND a oVy measure, mtyE' barley, and the following

names of animals iT03'r

j
a bee and H3V a diw^ ; also, for D^3 fern, eggs, a singular

n^3 is to be assumed. TOpK sheaf and H3B' _y^ar (see above, letter ) take

both D^_ and F\\ ; comp. finally rv3E> an car of corn, plur. OvSt?.

r 5. A strict distinction in gender between the two plural endings

is found, in fact, only in adjectives and participles, e. g. D^ia boni,

bonae, Dv^P masc., rifto!? fem. So also in substantives of the
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same stem, where there is an express distinction of sex, as 0*33
filii,

ni33
filiae ;

Q"1

?^? reSes
, ^^?P regtnae.

Rem. I. In some few words there is added to the plural ending D1 a second S

masculine plural termination (in the form of the constr. st. i__ comp. 89. c),

or a dual ending E^_1_ ,
e. g. ilDZl a high place, plur. niD3 , constr. st. ^01133

(also "TlEa bamthe, Is. 14, 14, Job 9, 8, &c., sometimes as Qr$ to the Kcthibh

"mCG; see 95. o) ; ^SB? TlPiOn/r^ Sau?s Afa<*> I Sam - 26, 12
; HOin wa//,

plur. flittin moenia, whence dual D^Obin double walls. This double indication

of the plural appears also in the connexion of suffixes with the plural ending

HI (91. m).

2. Some nouns are only used in the singular (e. g. D"1K man, and collectively
t

men] ;
a number of other nouns only in the plural, e. g. D^fllD men (the old sing.

VlD is only preserved in proper names, see 90. o; in Eth. the sing, is met, man);

some of these have, moreover, a singular meaning ( 124. a), as Q^Qface. In such

cases, however, these forms can also express plurality, e.g. D^IS means also faces,

Gen. 40, 7. Ezek. i, 6; comp. D^n^N God, and also gods (the sing. HPN, except

in Job and Daniel, occurs only ten times. [In Job it occurs forty-one and in

Daniel four times]).

88. Of the Dual.

Comp. the literature on the Semitic dual in Griinert, Die Begrijfs-Praponderanz

und die Dtiale a potiori im Altarab. (Wien, 1886), p. 21.

1. The dual is a further indication of number, which originated
a

in early times. In Hebrew, however, it is almost exclusively used

to denote those objects which naturally occur in pairs (see letter e].

The dual termination is never found in adjectives, verbs or pronouns.

In the noun it is indicated in both genders by the termination D?-^-

(no doubt connected with the plural ending E 11

) appended to the

ground-form
1

, e.g. Q?" both hands, D^pi
1

* two days. Instead of

the feminine ending n_, the dual form is always added to the old

ending ath, but necessarily with a (since it is in an open syllable

before the tone), thus Q^ ,
e. g.

nafc>
tip,

DTlSt? both tips. From

a feminine with the ending n__JL, e.g. HK'n;! (from ne

husf] the dual

is formed like D^^n? double fetters.

With nouns which in the singular have not a feminine ending, the b

dual termination is likewise really added to the ground-form ; but

the latter generally undergoes certain changes in consequence of the

1 On dual endings appended to the plural see 87. s and 95. o at the

beginning.
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shifting of the tone, e. g. *133 wing (ground-form kandph], dual 0^233,

the first a becoming S
e
wd, since it no longer stands before the tone,

and the second a being lengthened before the new tone syllable.

In i Ki. 1 6, 24. 2 Ki. 5, 23 the form D?133 evidently merely points
<

to the constr. st.
>
"

I.33 J
which would be expected before ^DS ;

cf.

D^V33 in 2 Ki. 5, 23, and on the syntax see 131. d. In the segholate

forms ( 84 a, letter a) the dual ending is mostly added to the

ground-form, e.g. ??] foot (ground-form ragT), dual Dv?l; comp.,

however, E^p (only in the book of Daniel), as well as D^")2 from

p.5 horn, and D?'C? from 'np cheek (as if from the plurals fliyip, D^nb).

C Rem. i. Certain place-names were formerly reckoned as dual-forms (so in

earlier editions of this Grammar, and still in Kb'nig's Lehrgebdude, ii. p. 437)

(a) those in p-1- and f_ } e.g. fffa Gen. 37, 17, and friM 2 Ki. 6, 13;

Jos. 21, 32, identical with DNTHp in i Chron. 6, 61 (cf. also the Moabite names

of towns in the Mesa' inscription, line 10 JJVlp = Hebrew DS
JT~)[3; line 30

jrtan nn =
tpffyyi n<l? Jer - 48 >

22
; lines 3 r 3 2

i
3nin = ^nh is. 15, 5 ,

&c.); (3) in D__, so Qyyn Jos. 15, 34 (
= 0^7 Gen. 38, 21). The view that

J
and D arise from a contraction of the dual terminations p

*
(as in

Western Aramaic, cf. also nom. dni, accus. aini, of the dual in Arabic) and

p> *_ seemed to be supported by the Mesa' inscription, where we find (line 20}

JDX10 two hundred = JTlND, Hebrew D^JIKO. But in many of these supposed

duals either a dual sense cannot be detected at all, or it does not agree at

any rate with .the nature of the Semitic dual, as found elsewhere. Hence it can

hardly be doubted that p
*

and D^_^_ in these place-names only arise from

a subsequent expansion of the terminations
J

and D ; so Wellhausen,

Jahrbikherfiir Deutsche Theologie, xxi. 433 ; Philippi, ZDMG. xxxii.65sq.; Earth,

Nominalbildung, p. 319, note 5; Strack, Kommentar zur Genesis, p. 139. The

strongest argument in favour of this opinion is that we have a clear case of such

an expansion in the Q?r$ perpetuum ( 17. c] DvBTl^ for D;>KT^; (so, according

to Strack, even in old MSS. of the Misna ; cf. Urusalim in the Tel el-Amarna

tablets, and the Aramaic form Dp&?1T) : similarly in the Aramaic p"1l!)^
= pDt?

for the Hebrew
pio"^

Samaria. We may add to this list D^EK, D?irp (*&*

river country\ D^iiD Egypt, Phoenician DIJfD ; also the words denoting time,

D'nnV midday (^Mesa' inscription, line 15 D^njf), and perhaps D^3"jy in the
' ~T:I^ <

evening, if the regular expression D\iPyn~p3 Ex. 12, 6. 16, 12, &c., is only due
< :

~ IT

to mistaking D^S^y for a dual : LXX vpos iavipav, rb Sti\iv6v, o^t, and only in

Lev. 23, 5 avcL piaov TUIV tairtpivSav.

Instead of the supposed dual *T Ezek. 13, 1 8 read D^T. On ^i?n (generally

taken to be a double window] Jer. 22, 14, see above, 87. g.

d 2. Only apparently dual-forms are the words DVp water and D'CC* h

the termination (m having abnormally lost the tone, which it otherwise always

takes ( 87. a), and become shortened. Only of DT> is the sing. ^D preserved in the
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proper name ^HS ; cf., however, Arab. mcCun and s&mffun, Eth. m&y and samdy
l

,

Assyr. m& (plur. me and mtim?) and samd (plur. sam and samdme).

2. The use of the dual in Hebrew is confined, except in the

numerals 2, 12, 200, &c. (see 97), practically to those objects

which are by nature or art always found in pairs, especially to the

double members of -the body (but not necessarily so, comp. ^SP]
and nijn] arms, never in the dual), e.g. D^ both hands, E^IN loth

ears, 0^ teeth (of both rows) ;
also D

??yjL
a pair of sandals, E??JNO

a pair of scales, Lat. bilanx, &c., or things which are at least thought

of as forming a pair, e.g. Q?pV hvo (successive) days, Lat. biduum;
< < .

two weeks; 0OB> two years (in succession), Lat. biennium;

/zw cubits*.

In the former case the dual may be used for a plural, either indefinite or defined f
by a numeral, where it is thought of in a double arrangement, e. g. D vjH SQ"!X

< . .

'
AT:

~

fourfeet, Lev. n, 23 ; D^DJS t?K> JMT wings (i.e. three pairs), Is. 6, 2. Ezek. i, 6;

even D^JJ njDB> Jmr #w, Zech - 3 9> E?il?~^3 a# *<?.?, Ezek. 7, 17 ; D^T~!?3

a// hands, Ezek. 21, 7; D^flpiftD cymbals, Ezr. 3, 10; D^flSK' double-hooks, Ezek.

40, 43. To express a certain emphasis the numeral two is used with the dual,

as in Jud. 16, 28. Amos 3, 12. See some other remarks on the use of the dual

in 87. o and s.

It is not impossible that Hebrew at an earlier period made a more extensive and g
freer use of the dual, and that the restrictions and limitations of its use, mentioned

above, belong to a relatively later phase of development in the language. The

Arabic literary language forms the dual in the noun, pronoun, and verb, almost as

extensively as the Sanskrit or Greek ; but in modern Arabic it has almost entirely

disappeared in the verb, pronoun, and adjective. The Syriac has preserved it only
in a few stereotyped forms, with which such duals as the Latin duo, ambo, octo may
be compared. In the same way, the dual of the Sanskrit is lost in the modern

Indian languages, and its full use in Old Slavonic has been restricted later, e. g. in

Bohemian, just as in Hebrew, to pairs, such as hands, feet, eyes, ears. On the

Germanic dual, see Grimm's Gramm., 2nd ed., i. p. 814.

1
According to Earth, ZDMG, xlii. p. 341, the Hebrew may, samay also are

< < .

only shortened from original m&y and lamdy, while the plurals D"1^ D^pt? are,

in his opinion, formed on a false analogy, due to the fact that the forms with
< . <

suffixes (W'CB'j 'plOBO appeared to represent plurals.

2 But for D^irn Prov. 28, 6. 18 (which the Masora takes as two roads leading

from the cross-ways) D'O'n is to be read.
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89. The Genitive and the Construct State.

Philippi, Wesen und Ursprung des Stat. Constr. im Hebr. Ein Beitrag zur

Nominalflexion im Semitischen iiberhaupt, Weimar, 1871, p. 98 sqq. : on which

cf. Noldeke in the Gbttingische Gel. Anzeigen, 1871, p. 23.

1. The Hebrew language no longer makes a living use of case-

endings ',
but indicates the relations of case externally, either not at all

(this is so for the nominative, generally also for the accusative] or by

means of prepositions ( 119), while the genitive relation is mostly

indicated by a close connexion (or interdependence) between the

Nomen regens and the Nomen rectum. That is to say, the noun

which as genitive serves to define more particularly an immediately

preceding Nomen regens, remains entirely unchanged in its form.

The close combination, however, of the governing with the governed

noun, causes the tone first of all to be forced on to the latter
2

,
and

the consequently weakened tone of the former word, then usually

involves further changes within it. These changes to some extent

affect the consonants, but more especially the vocalization, since

vowels which had been lengthened by their position in or before the

tone-syllable necessarily become shortened, or are reduced to vocal
" ^S ewd (comp. 9. a, c,k; 27. e-m) ;

e. g. "IS'J word, E^S? "^I word

of God (a sort of compound, as with us in inverted order, God's-word,

in German Gotteswort, housetop, landlord} ;
T hand, ^Bn T the hand

of the king; ^")?
<!

| words, OV? Tl^ the words of the people. Thus

in Hebrew only the noun which stands before a genitive suffers

a change, and in grammatical language is said to be dependent,

or in the construct state, while a noun which has not a genitive after

it is said to be in the absolute slate. It is sufficiently evident from

the above that the construct state is not strictly to be regarded as

a syntactical and logical phenomenon, but rather as simply phonetic

and rhythmical, depending on the circumstances of the tone.

Very frequently such interdependent words are also united by Maqqeph ( 16. a) ;

this, however, is not necessary, but depends on the accentuation in the particular

case. On the wider uses of the constr. si. see the Syntax, 1 30.

1 On some remains of obsolete case-endings see 90.
2 The same phenomenon of the tone may also be easily seen in other languages,

whe_n two words are closely connected in a similar way. Observe, for example,
in German the natural stress on the last word in

' der Thron des Konigs;' though
here the other order of the words (inadmissible in Hebrew)

' des Konigs Thron
'

exhibits the same peculiarity.
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2. The vowel changes which are occasioned in many nouns by the c

construct state are more fully described in 92-95. Moreover, the

terminations of the noun in the construct state sometimes assume

a special form. Thus: (a) In the construct state, plural and dual,

the termination is
*

, e. g.
D'DID horses, njria 'Dto ike horses of

Pharaoh; DVJf eyes, ^BH <p;j? the eyes of the king.

Rem. The * of the dual has evidently arisen from *
_ (cf. D^T), but the d

origin of the termination * in the constr. st. plur. is disputed. The Syriac

constr. st. in ay and the form of the plural noun before suffixes (*WD "rpD^D, &c.,

91. h} would point to a contraction of an original
*
_ , as in the dual. But

whether this ay was only transferred from the dual to the plural (so Olshausen),

or is to be regarded as the abstract, collective termination, as in !"I$K (letter/)

and *nin (so Philippi, Theologische Litteraturzeitung, 1890, col. 419), must be left

undecided.

(d) The original J"l is regularly retained as the feminine termina- e

tion in the construct state sing, of those nouns which in the absolute

state end in n__, e . g. nspt? queen, K3B> *WP the queen of Sheba. But

the feminine endings ri_J_, D _
"

, and also the plural ending
fii

,
remain unchanged in the construct state.

(c) Nouns in n__
(c f. 75. e) from verbs n"i> (93, Paradigm III, c] f

form their constr. st. in H, e. g. H&p seer, constr. HNT
; probably this

n__ is due to contraction of the original "V-^, with n added as a vowel

letter. The same contraction occurs in <I

1, constr. *;! sufficiency;

*D, constr. n
life; ^ (**),

constr. K'3
(\3) valley.

On the terminations i and "_ in the constr. st. see 90.

90. Probable Remains of Early Case-endings; H local, ^-^ and ^

in the Construct State.

K. U. Nylander, Om Kasuslindelserna i Hebraiskan, Upsala, 1882.

1. As the Assyrian and old Arabic distinguish three cases by special
#

endings, so also in the Hebrew noun there are three endings which,

in the main, correspond to those of the Arabic. In Hebrew, however,

they have for the most part lost their original signification, and hence

can only be regarded now as decayed fragments of a fuller and more

vigorous organic period, since the language, in the condition in which

we find it in the Old Testament, no longer distinguishes the cases

by terminations.

s 2
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b In Assyrian the rule is that u marks the nominative, * the genitive, and a the

accusative,
' in spite of the many and various exceptions to this rule which occur'

(Delitzsch, Assyrischc Gramm., 66). Similarly, the Arabic case-endings in

the fully declined nouns (Triptotes) are :
- for the nominative, -i for the genitive,

and -a for the accusative; in the Diptotes the ending -a represents the genitive

also. In modern Arabic these endings have almost entirely disappeared, and

if they are now and then used, as among the Bedawi, it is done without regularity,

and one is interchanged with another (Wallin, in ZDMG. v. p. 9, xii. p. 874;

Wetzstein, ibid. xxii. p. 113 sq., and especially Spitta, Gramm. des arab. Vulgar-

dialckts von Agypten, Leipz. 1880, p. 147 sqq.). Even as early as the Sinaitic

inscriptions, their regular use is not maintained (Beer, Studio, Asiatica, iii. 1840,

p. xviii; Tuch, ZDMG. iii. 139 sq."). Ethiopic has preserved only the -a (in

proper names -hff), which is, however, still used for the whole range of the

accusative, and also (the distinction of case being lost) as a termination of the

constr. st. to connect it with a following genitive.

c 2. The accusative relation is preserved in Hebrew most clearly

in the (usually toneless) ending r\
}
which is appended to the

substantive :

(a) Most commonly to express direction towards an object, or
< < . <

motion to a place
l

,
e. g. HBJ sea-ward, westward, i"ID"lj3 eastward, ^-"^

northward, rn^S to Assyria, n?33 to Babylon, rnn (from "V?) to the
< <

mountain, Gen. 14, 10, ninx to the earth, nJV3 to the house,
<

to Tirsah' ('"^"V^) i Ki. 14, 17 and elsewhere, HJnjy to Gaza
<

Jud. 1 6, i
; with the article '"H?? to the mountain, nrPZtn into the house,

rrvinn into the chamber, i Ki. r, 15; n^HNn
2
into the tent, Gen. 18, 6

<

and elsewhere
; even with the constr. st. before a genitive ^PV nrP3

< <

in/o Joseph's house, Gen. 43, 17. 24 ;
233n niTlK toward the land of the

south, Gen. 20, i
; tflVO nriK to the land of Egypt, Ex. 4, 20

;

pbtST rnano to the wilderness of Damascus, i Ki. 19, 15; E'C

toward the sunrising, Deut. 4, 41 ; and even with the plural

to the Chaldeans, Ezek. n, 24 ; nD^DBTI towards the heavens.

1 On this meaning of the accusative see the Syntax, 1 1 8. if, and cf. the Latin

accusative of motion to a place, as in Romam profectus est, domum rcverti, rus

ire. This view of the locative as an old accusative is, however, not undisputed.

Olshausen (Lehrbuch, 1 30. a) considers the termination Jl_ although
' of great

antiquity, a new invention
'

in Hebrew ;
in the opinion of Praetorius (ZA H

T
. iii.

215 sqq.) it was originally compatible only with certain forms of the constr. st.

(such as &tyy nrh]tp, &c.) and was then secondarily transferred to the more

common uses of the constr. state and to the absolute state.
i< .

2
npHNn in Baer's text, Gen. 18, 6, is an error, according to his preface to

Isaiah, p. v.
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Rem. The above examples are mostly rendered definite by the article, or by
a following genitive of definition, or are proper names. But cases like TV&1

mn, nrp show that the locative form of itself possessed a defining power.

((5)
In a somewhat weakened sense, merely indicating the place d

where something is or happens (cf.
1 18. d), e.g.

ntyjflD in Mahanaim^

1 Ki. 4, 14; !"IE>B> there (usually thither), Jer. 18, 2, comp. 2 Ki. 23, 8,

and the expression to turn a sacrifice into sweet smoke nrQTtsn
, properly

towards the altar for on the altar. On the other hand, '"y^? Jer - 2 9>

15, and ""TO! Hab. 3, n, are to be regarded as ordinary accusatives of
* *

direction, to Babylon, into the habitation; also expressions like fUlQ^ flKS

the quarter towards the north, Jos. 15, 5 (at the beginning of the verse,

n"lJ5 pU3 the border toward the east\ comp. 1.8, 15. 20. Ex. 26, 18.

Jer. 23, 8.

(c] The original force of the ending i"l is also disregarded when e

it is added to a substantive with a preposition prefixed, and this not

only after ?, *v$ or ~"iy (which are easily explained), e.g. r6yp?

upwards, nttftb downwards, r6itf^jj to Sheol, Ps. 9, 18
; ni?BN~iy unto

Apheq, Jos. 1.3, 4, n3iSJTn~7K toward the north, Ezek. 8, 14, comp.

Jud. 20, 16; but also after 2, and even after ft?, e.g. '"^Ma in the

south, Jos. 15, 21, comp. Jud. 14, 2. i Sam. 23, 15. 19. 31, 13.

2 Sam. 20, 15. Jer. 52, 10
;

TW'ttft from Babylon, Jer. 27, 16; comp.

i, 13. Jos. 10, 36. 15, 10. Jud. 21, 19. Is. 45, 6.

Rem. Old locative forms (or original accusatives) are, according to the Masora, f
still to be found in

(a) i"6v, m paust !"Py, the usual word in prose for night, which is always

construed as masculine. The nominative of this old accusative appeared to

be preserved in the form
s\2>

on^y usec^ m Petry, Is. 16, 3, ccnstr. st. pv (even

used for the absol. st. in pause Is. 21, u). Most probably, however, PPv is to

be referred, with Noldeke and others, to a reduplicated form vv ; cf. especially

the western Aramaic NyV, Syr. lilya, &c. If the final vowel belongs to the

ground-form, the Masoretic marking of the tone on the penultima is inexplicable.

Another instance is nWNO something, probably from WNE^ WIO spot, point,

generally with a negative = nothing. Similarly n5f1K Is. 8, 23 and (in pause)

Job 34, 13, nnD'lD Hos. 8, 7, and the place-name niV Jos. 21, 36, might be

explained as accusatives. Elsewhere, however, the toneless H_ can be regarded

only as a meaningless appendage, or at the most as expressing poetic

emphasis; thus HinK (in pause) Job 37, 12
; nrilDn death, Ps. 116, 15 ; nbw

stream, Ps. 124, 4; nbp^nn amber, Ezek. 8, 2 [in i, 4 ^Ip^nn,
cf. 80. K\.

In Jos. 15, 12 ni3sn is probably only a scribal error (dittography). In Jud. 14, 18
TT ~

<
instead of the quite unsuitable poetic word HO'inn (towards the sun??) read

according to 15, I fTnnn to the bride-chamber.
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() In the termination i"lTI_L. often used in poetry with feminines, viz.

terror (
= nO*K), Ex. 15, 16 ; nrnty help (

= m]y), Ps. 44, 27. 63, 8. 94, 17 ;

< T
.

T T;V T : .'

nnjflB^ salvation (s-njflC^), Ps. 3, 3. 80, 3. Jon. 2, 10; TCT^^ttnrigktcousness,

Ezek. 28, 15. Hos. 10, 13. Ps. 125, 3 ; nn^JJ Ps. 92, 16 Ke
th. Job 5, 16; nrm

<
T T

<
Ps. 120, I

; nriD^J? darkness, Job 10, 22
; nriBTDn Jer. n, 15 is corrupt, see the

LXX and Commentaries. These cases are not to be taken as double feminine

. endings, since the loss of the tone on the final syllable could then hardly be

explained, but they are further instances of an old accusative of direction or inten-

tion. In examples like nmiy for help (Ps. 44, 27) this is still quite apparent,

but elsewhere it has become meaningless and is used merely for the sake of

poetical emphasis
x
.

h This termination n__ usually has reference to place (hence called

n__
locale) ; sometimes, however, its use is extended to time, as in

<

ilD'W O^l? from year to year ; probably also (in spite of the tone
<

on the ultima) in nriy now, at this moment (from ny.). Its use in

HTpn, properly ad pro/anum I= absit! is peculiar.

i As the termination H_ is properly toneless (comp., however, nriy above,

nrntD constr. st. Deut. 4, 41 ; nfi3 and fWy Jos. 19, 13, &c.) it generally, as the

above examples show, exercises no influence whatever upon the vowels of the

word; in the constr. st. m2"|O Jos. 18, 12. I Ki. 19, 15, and in the proper names
< < T- : < ^

nri3 i Ki. 2, 40, iWn 2 Sam. 24, 6, nriSX 2 Chron. 14, 9, nriD"]V i Ki. 17, 9,

!"!3rn I Ki. 4, 12, the a is retained even in an open tone-syllable (comp.,
< <

however, mn Gen. 14, 10, i"!3";!3
Gen. 28, 2 from p13, with half lengthening

of the a to e ; also n;5D")3 I Sam. 25, 5 from. ?P"13). In segholate forms, as

a general rule, the H_ local is joined to the already developed form of the

absol. st., except that the helping-vowel before H_ naturally becomes vocal

S'wd, e. g. nrP3, nbnn Gen. 18, 6, and elsewhere; rVTyVj Jos. 17, 15, rnytSTI 2

Jud. 20, 1 6, &c., but also 11,503 Num. 34, 5 (constr. st.; likewise to be read

in the absolute in Ezek. 47, 19. 48, 28) and HiyK' Is. 28, 6 (with Silluq] ; comp.

H233 Ezek. 47, 19 and H3^3 (Baer, incorrectly, n3"l3) Mic. 4, 12 (both in/a^).
In the case of feminines ending in n_ the H_ local is added to the original

feminine ending n_ ('
80. b), the & of which (since it then stands in an open

<

tone-syllable) is lengthened to a, e.g. nri5f"1J1. Moreover the termination H_
<c <

is even weakened to fl__ in fQj to Nob, i Sam. 21, 2. 22, 9; npX whither,

i Ki. 2, 36. 42 and njjT^ to Dedan, Ezek. 25, 13.

[
l The form clings also to a few place-names, as m'a"13 Deut. 10, 7 ;

i Sam. 9, 4. a Ki. 4, 42 ; nrpnp Num. 33, 22 sq.; nrQCJ verse 33 sq.;

Jos. 19, 43, &c.; nrnSK Mic. 5, i, &c.]
2 So Qimhi, and the Mant. ed. (Text, recept. rnyfcO, i. e. locative from nyb

(Is. 7, 20).
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3. Less frequent, and almost exclusively retained in poetic style, k

is the use of two other endings, which, along with the accusative

in "")__, at one time probably corresponded to the Arabic case-endings,

viz. the so-called literae compaginis
*"

,
the original genitive ending,

and i, in proper names also 1, corresponding to the Arabic nominative

ending. The language is, however, entirely unconscious of any sense

of case in these endings, and they remain merely as archaic forms,

which occasionally come to be used in poetry or in exalted style,

and have also been unconsciously handed down from early times

in several compound proper names. In such names, as also elsewhere,

these endings now occur almost exclusively in the closest connexion

of one noun with another, i. e. in the construct state *.

(a) The ending
*

,
as has been just remarked, is especially fre- /

quent in the constr. st., and almost always has the tone, viz. fohK ^3

his ass's coif, Gen. 49, 1 1
;

ver. 1 2 D^Jf YY3D dark red of eyes ;

JKJfn ^ti? that leaveth the flock, Zech. u, 17 (comp. the preceding

WK T1
);

D yafe* the dweller in the bush, Deut. 33, 16; appended

to the feminine H?v <i

n33jfl DV1 *Jn333 whether stolen by day or stolen by

night, Gen. 31, 39 (in prose, but in very emphatic speech);

plena iustitiae, Is. i, 21
; DJ? ^1/ull of people, Lam. i, i

;

plJpapP after the manner of Melchizedek, Ps. no, 4. To the same

category belong the rather numerous cases, in which a preposition

is inserted between the construct and absolute stifle (comp. 130.0),

without actually abolishing the dependent relation, e.g. 0^33 ""nsn

she that was great among the nations, Lam. i, i (the removal of

tone from the "'-r- is here due apparently to the preceding DV "T1?!,

where the retraction of the tone was required by the following tone-

syllable ;
but comp. also ibid. rfoHB3 Wfr and B*lb Viank Hos. 10, 11);

<>

fsap 'HpN binding unto the vine, Gen. 49, 11; comp. Ex. 15, 6
(?).

Jer. 10, 17 Kc
th. 22, 23 K'th. 49, 16 (bis). 51, 13 Ke

th. Obad. 3.

Ps. 113, 5-9 (some of these in less close connexion; in ver. 8 even

with the infinitive but read probably to^np). Lam. 4, 21 Kf
th.;

perhaps also Lev. 26, 42 (ter) ; Jer. 33, 20 (bis); Ps. 116, i].

1 In other ancient combinations of words also, old endings are often retained

which have elsewhere disappeared, or become rare, e.g. the feminine ending

fl in the constr. st. ( 89. e), and in the verb before suffixes ( 59. a). In the

same way various archaic forms have been preserved in proper names and in

poetry.
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Otherwise than in the construct state, Hireq compaginis is also found

in Is. 22, 16 (bis). Ezek. 27, 3 Ke
th. Mic. 7, 14. Ps. 101, 5. 114, 8.

123, i. Moreover, with a few particles, which are properly nouns

in the construct state, as VDV (=rptt) besides, H"? (poet.= ft?) from,

fcj>9 ;/#/,
<lpSN 0/ (thrice in the formula "W 'DDK1 "OK / aw, and there

is none else beside me) Is. 47, 8. 10. Zeph. 2, 15. [The above are all

the cases in which this ^^ is attached to independent words in the

O. T. ; it occurs, however, besides] in compound proper names, as

plsniSra (king of righteousness), ^123 (man of God), iwan (favour

of God), and others (comp. also the Punic name Hannibal, i. e.

583^0 favour of Sa'al).

(b) The ending \ (always with the tone) is of much rarer occurrence,

and is found in prose only once, and then in elevated style, Gen. i, 24

fn&<~iJVn the beast of the earth
(
=p1n nn ver. 25) ;

in poetry, in the

same word, Ps. 50, 10. 79, 2. 104, n. 20. Is. 56, 9. Zeph. 2, 14;

otherwise only in 135? fa? son of Zippor, Num.23, 18; 1J73 fa3 son of
<

Beor, Num. 24, 3. 15; and QV? fa?VP afountain ofwaters, Ps. 114, 8.

On the ending * see the Rem.

Rem. Although the terminations * and i have now wholly lost their case-

meaning, in all probability they at one time in the language had the force of

case-endings, in the same way as H (letter c\ especially as ancient Arabic

exhibits exactly corresponding terminations as real flexional endings, and only

at a later period confused or wholly rejected them (see above). The same

phenomenon also recurs in other languages. In Latin, for instance, we still find

a restricted use of the locative case (in names of towns, ruri, domi, &c.) with the

same endings as in Sanskrit; in modern Persian the plural endings dn and hd are

ancient case-terminations, which, however, no longer have any vital existence

as such, not to mention the Romance and Germanic languages. Even where

the ancient Arabic incorporated the case-endings with the stem, and so pronounced
them more strongly, as in &bu, &bi, ttba (with &bi comp. the Hebrew constr. st.

""3K from 3N father), the modem language, though still using all three forms,

makes no strict distinction between the three cases. Hence also, probably, in the

common Hebrew constr. st. >3N
)
"'HX we have really a genitive ending; and in

Western Aramaic }3X, Hebr. ^DD (in proper names as PNB^DD and np^nO
comp. also ^Nina), }CB> (!>$B0), 13S (btWJS) a nominative ending; and this

is the more intelligible as we find ^N^B (Gen. 32, 31) by the side of
/frj

(verse 32), and 'Din together with O^nS.
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91. The Noun with Pronominal Suffixes.

W. Diehl, Das Pronomen pers. suffixum 2 u. 3 pers. plur. des Hebr. in der

alttestamentlichen Uberlieferung, Giessen, 1895.

With regard to the connexion of the noun with pronominal suffixes, a

which then stand in a genitive relation ( 33. c), and are, therefore,

necessarily appended to the construct state of the noun, we shall first

consider, as in the verb (57 sqq.), the forms of the suffixes them-

selves, and then the various changes in the form of the noun to which

they are attached. The nouns are also tabulated in the Paradigms

of the flexion of the noun in 92 sqq. Comp. also Paradigm A in

the Appendix. We are here primarily concerned with the different

forms of the suffixes when added to the singular, plural and dual.

1. The Suffixes of the singular are b

With nouns ending in a

Vowel.

Sing. i. c.
*

m. in, 1

Consonant.

*__ my.

i
(rr),

injL his.

Vowel.

Plur. i. c.

2.

Consonant.

E-
m. OH

(poetic )

\your.

(poet, to) (poet. tBLl.)

}__ earum.

-eorum.

Rem. i. There is less variety of forms in these than in the verbal suffixes;

the particular forms are used as follows :

(a) Those without a 'connecting vowel (on the derivation of these '

connecting C

vowels' from original stem-vowels, see note on 58. _/) are joined to nouns of

a peculiar form (see 96), the constr. st. of which ends in a vowel, as ^2$, S!TI3N

andV2N JTnN WaX DS'SK, p^K DiTaK rn^K ,
sometimes also to segholate. T , T . T j T ' v * ": ' ' v -: ' v * *t* T * **;

forms ending in i from n v stems (see 93. JT,^), e.g. DH^S thefruit ofthem,

Am. 9, 14 (also D^si Is. 37, 30 and elsewhere), fn'HS Jer. 29, 28 (also p*13 verse 5) ;

comp., moreover, JHIlpn Lev. 8, 16. 25 and similar examples with fH (Is. 3, 17 fH)
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Gen. 21, 28. Ezek. 13, 17. 16, 53* (in other cases, e.g. Gen. i, 21. 4, 4. Ezek.

10, 12. Nah. 2, 8, the Masora by the punctuation QH_
} |H_ avoids recognizing

these suffixes as attached to singular nouns).

(ff) The forms with connecting vowels ( 58./) are joined to nouns ending in

a consonant. The connecting vowel is regularly a in the 3rd sing. font. H_
(for aha} and 3rd plur. Q_

j 1D_1_, \
_ ,

also in the 3rd sing. masc. i (!"l), since

the S is contracted from ahu, and in the pausal form of the 2nd masc.
?J

*

(a half lengthening of an original *|JL).

The forms with e in the above-mentioned persons are common only with nouns

in H (from stems iYO), const'r. st. !"l__ (cf. 89.^"), e. g. ^"HS? (from sadayhu)

his field; n^V its leaf, Is. i, 30; HKID the appearance thereof, Lev. 13, 4 (from

mar'ay-ha = mar&ha, with rejection of the Yodh and half-lengthening of the a to

S*gh6l hi the open tone-syllable) ; but pn{J> herfield, from sada\y\hd. The ortho-

graphic retention of the N
, e. g. ^'b'JJO VBTJD , gives to many forms the appearance

of plurals ; see instances in 93. ss.

Apart from these 7\
/f? forms the connecting vowel e in the 3rd pers. occurs only

in isolated cases; VHIK his light, Job 25, 3; Vlihpp after its kiml, Gen. i, 12.

21. 25 and elsewhere; Jud. 19, 24. Nah. i, 13. On the other hand
TJ
_ in the

2nd sing. fern, and }J_1_ in the 1st plur. are by far the most common forms,

while
TJ-?

_
>
y_l- are of rare occurrence; see letter e. Instead of ^J__ (!"O__

in Gen. 10, 19. Ex. 13, 16. Jer. 29, 25 and elsewhere, comp. H32, H3p 103.,^),

D3_
, f3_ (with tfwd mobile or mediuni), if the last consonant of the noun

is a guttural, the forms are ^_ }
D3__, f3_ , e.g. ^jnVl thy spirit, ^X"}i-l thy

creator, Is. 43, i, DSV"1

"! yourfriend, Job 6, 27 (on such cases as D33ina Hag. 2, 5,

see 10. g\
2. Rare or incorrect forms are

Sing: ist pers. "0_5_ in si^3 Ezek. 47, 7 (certainly only a scribal error,

caused by ^33^1 'n verse <>)

2nd pers. m. in pause H3_l., e.g. H3B3 (thy hand}, Ps. 139, 5, comp. Prov.

24, 10
;
once !J3h Ps. 53, 6 (comp. the analogous cases in the verbal suffix 75. //) ;

fern. 1p_ Ezek. 5, 12 (in 16, 53 also for
!]

I

TP3E' probably !j
>rV3B' is intended),

*3_1- Jer. n, 15. Ps. 103, 3. 116, 19. 135, 9 (corresponding to the Aramaic suffix

of the 2nd fern, sing.; on the wholly abnormal H3_^_ Nah. 2, 14, comp. letter /

below). Also
T]
_ Is. 22, i, Ezek. 23, 28. 25, 4.

3rd pers. ri (cf. 7. c), e. g. ri^HN Gen. 9, 21. 12, 8. 13, 3. 35, 21 (always

with tfrl i^HN) ;
rim Num. 10, 36; Jlhb Dent. 34, 7 ; ri;>3 Jer. 20, 7. Nah. 2, I

; Jlkp 2 Ki. 19, 23 Ke
th., for which fap is read in Is. 37, 24; !T"Py and

Gen. 49, n, cf. Ex. 22, 26 (Q
ere^y

> iniD) ; H3D Ps. 10, 9. 27, 5 K*th.;

n Ezek. 31, 18 and elsewhere, Ke
th.; HJlKtin Ezek. 48, 18 [altogether

fourteen times in the Pentateuch, and some forty times in other Books : see Driver,

Samuel, p. xxxv, and on 2 Sam. 2, 9. 21,1].

1 Also in Jer. 15, 10 read (according to 61. h, end) "W^p DHp3 ; in Hos.

7, 6 probably DHEK for DHBN.
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yd/em, fl for PI (with the softening of the Mappiq, comp. 23. k, and the

analogous cases in 58. g) occurs repeatedly before BK
ghadhk

K
phath and other

soft consonants, Ex. 9, 18 (before 1, if the text is right), Lev. 13, 4 (before .)),

Num. 15, 28. 31. i Sam. i, 9. Ezek. 16, 44. 24, 6 (before 3), i Sam. 20, 20.

2 Ki. 8, 6. Prov. 12, 28 (before K), Nah. 3, 9 (before *), Ps. 48, 14 (before B),

Ezek. 47, 10. Job 31, 22 twice (before fl), Is. 21, 2. Jer. 20, 17 (before il), Num.

32, 42. Amos i, ii (before 3), Lev. 6, 2 (before V) ;
even in pause, Lev. 12, \a

and 5 b; Is. 23, 17. Prov. 21, 22, also with Zaqeph, Is. 45, 6. Jer. 6, 6 (probably),

44, 19 ; on ntSBTI Lev. 26, 34 and elsewhere, see 67.^. Cf. also K Ezek. 36, 5.

Sometimes the Masora appears to regard the PI with feminines as a shortening

of Piri__, e.g. PJS3 Gen. 40, 10 for
Plflltt,

PI33 Prov. 7, 8 for PiriSS; also D__
for Dn__ in D313TI3 Hos. 13, 2, and DD"iy Job 5, 13. The examples, however,

are for the most part uncertain, e. g. in Is. 28, 4 the reading is simply to be emended

to rrtt33, and in Zech. 4, 2 to !1;>3, Job 11, 9 to rTTO, Neh. 5, 14 to nnS.

Plur. ist pers. ^3JL, vn. pause }3l5^p Job 22, 20 (where, however, WCp is certainly /T T

to be read) ; comp. Ruth 3, 2. Is. 42, 10, and so always }3?3 all of us, Gen. 42, n
and elsewhere.

2nd pers. fern. H33 Ezek. 23, 48. 49.

3rd pers. masc. to_l_ Ps. 17, 10 (on 119 in fo^a in the same verse, and in Ps. 58, 7

see letter / below); Dn__ 2 Sam. 23, 6. Fern. H3n_f_ i Ki. 7, 37. Ezek. 16, 53

(in/awje); !13_f_ Gen. 41, 21
; HSJL Gen. 30, 41 ; H3_L Ruth i, 19, elsewhere

generally in pause (Gen. 21, 29. 42, 36. Jer. 8, 7. Prov. 31, 29. Job 39, 2);

finally |H as suffix to a noun, only in Is. 3, 17.

For examples of singulars with plural suffixes see letter / below.

2. In the plural masc, and in the dual the suffixes are to be g
regarded primarily as affixed to the original ending of the construct

slate ('J-, comp. 89. d\ This ending, however, has been preserved

unchanged only in the 2ndfern. In most cases it is contracted to <l

,

as in the consir. st. without suffixes (so throughout the plur.), whilst

in the 2nd masc. and 3rd masc. and fern. sing, (except in the poetic

suff. ^H^JL) the Y6dh, which has really been dropped, is only ortho-

graphically retained. The preceding a is then either fully lengthened

by the tone to a (as in the 3rd masc. sing.}, or is modified to tone-

bearing S
e

ghol (as in the 2nd masc. and 3rd fern. sing.). On the

ist pers. sing, see below, letter i. Thus there arise the following

-

Suffixes of Plural Nouns.

Singular.

i. c.
""

, pause %- my.

2
-1 ^ < \t-
\f. ?]? , pause ^-T-J

'

(

m. V__, poet.
'""I"

1-!- his.

O"

Plural. h

r. c. ^~ our.

2 - ** \y ur '

m . Dn'__, poet. 1D_1.
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i Thus the original
s

is (a) contracted in the 3rd sing, masc.

irVJL and throughout the plural, as WpDUD, ^^, &c.; (3) retained

unchanged in the ist sing, ''pto, the real suffix-ending
*

(see letter b)

being united with the final Y6dh of the ending '_-; and in the

and fern. sing, ^pto, with a helping-Hireq after the Y6dh. On the

other hand (c) the Y6dh of <l

is lost in pronunciation and (a) the

a lengthened to a in the 3rd masc. sing. I^D, i. e. sfisaw (pronounced

susd-u) ;
or

(/3)
a is modified to tone-bearing S

e

ghdl in the 2nd masc.

sing. TP/ID from susakhd, and in the y<\fem. sing.
n^D^D from susahd.

fc Rem. i . The fact that ai elsewhere is always contracted to ^ is against deriving

^PP^D, &c., from stisai-ka, &c. ; cf. the analogous cases of the impf. of verbs !"!"?,

75. e and/. Since the Yddh in these suffixes (except in the istsitig. and vcAfem.

sing.") is retained only orthographically, it is occasionally omitted 1

, although this

in unpointed writing easily caused confusion with the sing, noun, e. g. 'JS^l
for

"^y^. thy ways, Ex. 33, 13. Jos. i, 8. Ps. 119, 37; for other examples, see

Jos. 21, ii sqq. (ntjnjD; but in i Chron. 6, 40 sqq. always iT1

-^-) Jud. 19, 9.

I Ki. 8, 29. Is. 58, 13. Ps. 119, 41. 43. 98 (probably, however, in all these cases

the sing, is intended) ; ^Hjn for JrPJTI hisfriends, i Sam. 30, 26. Prov. 29, 18;

Job 42, 10 (it is, however, possible to explain it here as a collective singular) ;

rnpK Num. 30, 8; nTl3Q Jer. 19, 8. 49, 17; nA <l3O Dan. 11, 6; tijjijj
our

iniquities, Is. 64, 5. 6. Jer. 14, 7; Ex. 10, 9. Neh. 10, i; D33D3 Num. 29, 33;

DSnjn Jer. 44, 9 ; DpT Ps. 134, 2 ; ttWth after their kinds, Gen. i, 21, comp.4, 4

and Nah. 2, 8. The defective writing is especially frequent in the 3rd masc. sing.

1 , which in Qfre' is almost always changed to V , e. g. 1SH his arrows, Ps. 58, 8,

Q?r$ Vl?n, and so almost invariably l^fT (see the Lexicon), only three times VJIV.

/ 2. Unusual forms (but for the most part probably only scribal errors) are

Sing. 2nd peK.fem. !p (after "HB'K happy ! Eccles. 10, 17, which has become

stereotyped as an interjection, and is therefore unchangeable ; comp. Delitzsch on

the passage); ^_1_ (comp. Syr.
l|3__) 2 Ki. 4, 3, and 7 in Ke

th., Ps. 103, 3-5.

116, 7 (^_1- in pause). In Ezek. 16, 31 7JJ-1. (so D3S
*n **, 8) occurs with an

infm. ending in rtf, the ]"li being therefore treated as a plural ending ; similarly,

the plural suffix is sometimes found with the feminine ending ffl (Num. 14, 33.

Is. 54, 4. Jer. 3, 8. Ezek. 16, 15. 23, 7, as well as in 16, 20 Q"r, and Zeph. 3, 20),

with the ending tth (Lev. 5, 24, reading ^n^On), and even with the ordinary

feminine ending ath; Is. 47, 13. Ezek. 35, n. Ps. 9, 15. Ezra 9, 15. Wholly
abnormal is naSspD thy messengers, Nah. 2, 14, evidently a case of dittography

of the following n : read TJ^NJJO.

1 So in the Mesa' inscription, 1. 22 nj"l/n3D its ttnvers (along with JTnyt? its

gates). Can it have been the rule to omit "

after the termination 6th? Comp.
below, letter n. In many of the above examples, however, the sing, was certainly

intended.
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3rd masc. ^PPJL Hab. 3, 10. Job 24, 23; }!"l_l_ I Sam. 30, 26. Ezek. 43, 17.

Nah. 2, 4; ^rrt-1. (a purely Aramaic form) Ps. 116, 12. yd fern. Kn^JL Ezek.

Plur. 2nd pers. masc. DSVtf^iBri (with so Qimhi ; comp. Norzi : the word is,

however, really corrupt) Jer. 25, 34; fern. njS"1.. Ezek. 13, 20.

3rd masc. niDiT__ Ezek. 40, 16; fern, fUn1
. Ezek. i, n.

3. The termination iQJL (also with the dual, e.g. Ps. 58, 7. 59, 13), like

to and
ilO-!-,

occurs with the noun (as with the verb) almost exclusively in

the later poets, and cannot, therefore, by itself be taken as an indication of archaic

language. But even in later writings, as Diehl (see above, before letter a) has

pointed out, it is confined to particular poets and groups : certain Psalms,

Ex. 15, Deut. 32 and 33, 26-29, &c - The instances are not to be regarded as

Arama'isms, but are due to the artificial use of old forms, as is shown by the

evidently intentional frequency of them, e.g. in Ex. 15. Ps. 2 and 140, and also

by the fact that in Ex. 15 they occur only as verbal suffixes, in Deut. 32 only

as noun suffixes.

3. It is clear and beyond doubt that the Yodh in these suffixes m
with the plural noun belongs, in reality, to the ending of the construct

state of. the masculine plural. Yet the consciousness of this fact

became so completely lost as to admit of the striking peculiarity

(or rather inaccuracy) of appending those suffix-forms, which include

the plural ending
<l

-^-, even to the feminine plural in J"li (^TIID^D,

spniDID, &c.), so that in reality the result is a double indication

of the plural
1
.

Such is the rule : the singular suffix, however (letter l>~),
also occurs with the n

ending fii (probably through the influence of Aramaic), e.g. Tliiy Ps. 132, 12

(unless it be sing, for YlViy as, according to Qimhi in his Lexicon, VDnfl 2 Ki.
.

!' -:i- i

6, 8 is for 1|

riWnri) ; ^HSID Deut. 28, 59 (treated on the analogy of an infin. IV?) 5

fjrn>'
Ps. 119, 98. Dan. 9, 5; Tjni

l|nNt Ezek. 16, 52. In the 3rd plur. this

is even the rule in the earlier Books (see the instances in Diehl, I.e., p. 8),

DniSK (their fathers) oftener than DrVrDK (this only in I Ki. 14, 15, and in

Jer., Ezra, Neh., and Chron.) ; so always DniDfc?, frtot? their names, DriP^I

their generations. From parallel passages like 2 Sam. 22, 46 compared with

Ps. 18, 46; Is. 2, 4 with Mic. 4, 3, it appears that in many cases the longer form

in On"1_ can only subsequently have taken the place of D_ .

4. The following Paradigm of a masculine and feminine noun o

with suffixes is based upon a monosyllabic noun with an unchangeable

vowel. With regard to the ending H__ in the consir. st. of the fem.

it should be further remarked that the short a of this ending is only

1 See an analogous case in 87. s. Comp. also the double feminine ending
in the 3rd sing. perf. of verbs PK/7, 75..*'.
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retained before the grave suffixes 03 and |3 ;
before all the others

(the light suffixes) it is lengthened to a.

Sing. i. com.

(m.

-{yr

m.

Plur. i. com.

(m.

'!/
m.

Sing. i. com.

Plur. i. com.

tm.
. \

\f,

m.

f.

Singular.

Masculine.

D^D a horse,

my horse,

thy horse.

!]p^D fhy horse.

equus eius (suus).

equus eius (suus).

our horse,

your horse,

vour horse,

equus eorum (suus).

equus earum (suus).

Plural.

Masculine.

horses,

my horses,

thy horses,

thy horses,

equi eius (sui).

equi eius (sui).

our horses,

your horses,

your horses,

equi eorum (sui).
'

earum (sui).

Feminine.

a mare.

VlCflp my mare.

^JlDID thy mare.

TjriDID ///y mare.

Pirip^p equa eius (sua).

our mare.

our mare.

eorum (sua).

earurn (sua).

Feminine.

mares.

#/y mares.

mares.

r mares.

your mares.

13/niplD _y^r mares.

eorum

earum

(suae).

(suae).

92. Fow^/ Changes in the Noun.

a 1. Vowel changes in the noun may be caused (a) by dependence

on a following genitive, (&) by connexion with pronominal suffixes,

(c) by the plural and dual terminations, whether in the form of the

absolute state or of the construct (before a following genitive

of a noun or suffix).
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2. In all these cases, the tone of the noun is moved forward either b

one or two syllables, while the tone of the construct state may even

be thrown upon the following word. In this way the following

changes may arise:

(a) When the tone is moved forward only one place, as is the case

when the plural and dual endings ^-r-, ^ and 0?^- are affixed,

as well as with all monosyllabic or paroxytone suffixes, then in

dissyllabic nouns the originally short vowel of the first syllable

(which was lengthened as being in an open syllable before the tone)

becomes vocal $ e
wd, since it no longer stands before the tone.

On the other hand, the originally short, but tone-lengthened vowel,

of the second syllable is retained as being now the pretonic vowel ;

e. g. "13*5 word (ground-form ddbar), plur. Ev
}?'

!

| ;
with a light suffix

beginning with a vowel, "H^H, *T^; plur. r^, T^Tfj &c.; *!!?

wing, dual Q?S33. With an unchangeable vowel in the second

syllable : TpB overseer, plur. O^Ti?? ;
with the suffix of the sing.

'Tj?B, Tj?B, &c.; with the suff. of the plur. H'jpS, TTpB, &c. With

an unchangeable vowel in the first syllable: D?W eternity, plur.

on&y, with suff. -o^y, &C.1

But in participles of the form /Ebp, with tone-lengthened e c

(originally z) in the second syllable, the e regularly becomes S ewd
mobile before a tone-bearing affix, e. g.

3*K enemy, plur.
D"1

?^, with

suff. ^N, &c. Likewise in words of the form 7t3j5, PBp, &c. (with

e in the second syllable; 84 b, letters d, /, p; 85. i and
), e.g.

D.e'K dumb, plur. Bn?^j5.

(b) When the tone of the construct slate, plural or dual, is carried d
over to the following word, or, in consequence of the addition of

the grave suffixes to the constr. st. plur. or dual, is moved forward
two places within the word itself, in such cases the originally short

vowel of the second syllable becomes vocal S e
wd, while the vowel

of the first syllable reverts to its original shortness, e.g. BJM *nin

the words of the peeple,
D3 >l

l.?
<:

! your words, Dn'ni'5
! their words (in all

which instances the t of the first syllable is attenuated from an

original a).

1 The participles Niph'al 'fjrna
Deut. 30, 4, irPH 2 Sam. 14, 13, and some

plurals of the participle Niph. of verbs N"? form an exception; comp. 93. oo.
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6 In the segholate forms in the singular the suffix is always appended to the

ground-form OSpt? my king, ^ilpD, &c.) ; on the other hand, before the endings

D 1
*

}
ni (sometimes also before D?_L) a Qanief regularly occurs *, before which

the vowel of the first syllable then becomes vocal &wd (D\D^D, niD^D). This

Qames (on which comp. 840, letter a) remains even before the light suffixes,

when attached to the plur. masc. (""3/P, *P?.'l? &c.). On the other hand, the

constr. st. plur. and dual, regularly, according to letter d, has the form "^pD
with grave suffix D3 1|

3pC &c., Tlin from D'Tip'1

] folding-doors.

f (c) Before the S ewd mobile which precedes the suffix 1 when

following a consonant, the a-sound, as a rule, is the only tone-

lengthened vowel which remains in the final syllable (being now

in an open syllable before the tone), e.g. ^E% T]^ &c . (on the

forms with e in the second syllable, see 93. qq] ;
but before

the grave suffixes Q? and j?-^- in the same position it reverts

to its' original shortness, as ^"Pl (d
f

bhar*khem\ &c. In the same

way the tone-lengthened d or e of the second syllable in the constr.

st. sing, also becomes short again, since the consir. st. resigns the

principal tone to the following word, e. g.
D^iTpN "a"!

;
JV3H "tfn

(from -ran).

g" Rem. The Masora (comp. Diqduqe ha-famim, p. 37) reckons thirteen words

which retain Qames in the constr. st., some of which bad originally d and, there-

fore, need not be considered. On the other hand, D?W or D?N i Ki. 7, 6.

Ezek. 40, 48, &c. (in spite of the constr. st. plur. *B^N) ; ntp2 Ps. 65, 6. Prov.

35, 19; 2i*p i Sam. 13, 23 (so Baer, but ed. Mant., Ginsburg, &c. 3SD '; PiJE'tp

Ezra 8, 30 and
jntp Prov. 18, 16 are very peculiar.

h 3. The vowel changes in the inflexion of feminine nouns
( 95)

are not so considerable, since generally in the formation of the

feminine either the original vowels have been retained, or they have

already been shortened to vocal S*wd.

i Besides the vowel changes discussed above in letters a-g, which take place

according to the general formative laws ( 25-28), certain further phenomena
must also be considered in the inflexion of nouns, an accurate knowledge of

which requires in each case an investigation of the original form of the words

in question (see 84-86).. Such are, e.g., the rejection of the fl of n'v stems

before all formative additions (comp. 91. rf),the sharpening of the final consonant

of V"y stems in such cases as ph , ^jpn f
&c.

k There is this striking difference between the vowel changes in the verb and

1 For the rare exceptions see 93. / and 97-^ first note.
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noun, namely, that in a verb when terminations are added, it is mostly the second

of two changeable vowels which becomes vocal &wd (/Op, rPCp, vl?!?), but

in a noun, the first ("O^ ^^^I, D^l'l), comp. 27. 3.

93. Paradigms of Masculine Nouns 1
.

Masculine nouns from the simple stem may, as regards their form a

and the vowel changes connected with it, be divided into four classes.

A synopsis of them is given in the following table, and they are

further explained below. Two general remarks may be premised :

(a) That all feminines without a distinctive termination
(

122. K)
I

<

are treated like these masculine nouns, e. g. 3T>0 f- **wdt
like t]? m.

king, except that in the plural they .usually take the termination Hi
;

thus ni^n, consfr. rn2"]n (and so always before suffixes, see 95).

(<5)
That in the plural of the first three classes a changeable vowel b

is always retained before the light suffixes as a lengthened pretonic

vowel, whenever it also stands before the plural ending D"1

. All

suffixes, except D3, J3, On, 10 (D3^,]3*_, DH^, jn __), are called

light. Comp. 92. e.

1 A sort of detailed commentary on the following scheme of Hebrew declensions

is supplied by E. Konig in his Hist.-krit. Lehrgebaude der hebraischen Spracke,

ii. i (see above, 3.^).
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Paradigms of

Sing, absolute

construct

with light suff.

with grave suff.

Plur. absolute

construct

with light suff.

with grave suff.

Dual absolute

construct

I.

nap
nan

nany,

(feet) (two heaps) loins) (sandals)

[proper name.]

a. b.

*]bio "iBp

(king) (book) -sanctuary) (ayouth) (perpetuity)
l < < .5 < <

?pp tap

sbo 'lap

TH*?
03-130

DbD

inv?

C'Si'E

II.
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Masculine Nouns.

g.
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Explanations of the Paradigms (see pp. 274, 275).

c 1. Paradigm I comprises the large class of segholate nouns ( 840,

letters a-e). In the first three examples, from a strong stem, the

ground-forms walk, stphr, quds have been developed by the adoption
> <

of a helping S
e

ghol to "H? 1? (with a modified to e), iQp (z lengthened

to e), &?7-P (" lengthened to d). The next three examples, instead of

the helping S
e

gh3l, have a helping Pathah, on account of the middle

(d, f} or final guttural (e). In all these cases the construct state

coincides exactly with the absolute. The singular suffixes are added

to the ground-form ;
but in c and f an o takes the place of the

original u, and in d and f the guttural requires a repetition of

the a and o in the form of a Hateph C
1

")^., Vj(^) ; before a following

O'ZIK? this Hateph passes into a simple helping vowel (d, o), according

to 28. c; hence *pj,.&c.

d In the plural an a-sound (which, according to 840:, letter a, is

most probably original) appears before the tone-bearing affix Q*-r->

in the form of a pretonic Qames, whilst the short vowel of the

first syllable becomes vocal S e
iud. This Qames again in the construct

stale becomes vocal S f
wa, so that the short vowel under the first

radical -then stands in a half-closed syllable (N?^?, not ""S^P, &c.).

On the other hand, the pretonic Qames of the absolute slate is retained

before the light plural suffixes, whilst the grave suffixes are added

to the form of the construct stale. The ending of the absolute stale

of the dual is added, as a rule, to the ground-form (so in a-d and h,

but comp. k\ The construct state of the dual is generally the same

as that of the plural, except, of course, in cases like m.

e Paradigms g and h exhibit forms with middle u and i ( 84 a,

letters, y and 8); the ground-forms maul and zait are always con-

tracted to mdl, zei, except in the absol. sing., where u and i are

changed into the corresponding consonants l and \

Paradigm i exhibits one of the numerous forms in which the

contraction of a middle u or i has already taken place in the absol.

sing, (ground-form faut).

Paradigm k is a formation from a stem n"^> ( 840, letter c, )

f Paradigms /, m, n are forms from stems y"y, and hence (see 67. a)

originally biliteral, yarn,
}

im, huq, with the regular lengthening to
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D^, DK, ph. Before formative additions a sharpening, as in the

inflexion of verbs y"jj, takes place in the second radical, e.g. ""BK,

D'lp:, &c. (see 84 a, letter c, ft).

REMARKS.

i. A. On I. a and d (ground-form qatl}. In pause the full lengthening to a g
< < < <

generally takes place, thus Q~\3 -vineyard, "iyU
j

JTtt Jmf (from JHT), and so always

(except Ps. 48, n), ,in flK earth, with the article, fHXH according to 35. c

(comp. also in the LXX the forms 'Afle'A, 'laQtO for pan, riE^). However, the

form with e is also sometimes found in pause, along with that in d, e. g.

together with "1DH; and very frequently only the form with Se
gh6l, e.g. ^

. < <
v T

t < <

KB*"1
! grass, ni*3 perpetuity, JOS a wonder, pli? righteousness, Dip

;
^V

V V VV V V

yB" /kr#, &c. With two Se
gh6ls, although with a middle guttural, we find DH?~ "

15
* * _<

bread (in. pause Dn?) and DIT1 womb (in pause Drn), besides DPH Jud. 5, 30 (in

pause Dm). A helping S
e
ghdl always stands before a final X, as XK^ ,

WD (with

suff. *JX3B), Nbs, NTS (also written iTIS), except in
fc^3,

see letter z/.

B. The constr. sf. is almost' always the same as the absolute. Sometimes, h
however, under the influence of a final guttural or "}, Pathah appears in the second

syllable as the principal vowel (see below, letter s\ e.g. JHJ (only in Num. n, 7,

before Maqqeph), Tin (Cant. 3, 4; elsewhere Tin), VB^ IHD as well as JHT, &c. ;

comp., moreover, fiPIp 2 Ki. 12, 9 (for DHj?, infin. constr. from Hpp).

C. The il locale is, according to 90. *, regularly added to the already i
T <

developed form, e.g. JT1M Ps. 116, 14. 18: niVian Gen. 19, 6, ta //^ ^7^r; but

also with a firmly closed syllable H335 Ex. 40, 24 ; under the influence of a guttural

or
1, rnnn, nxnX, in/a.*r nXIN (cf. rn]3

I Chron. 14, 16, from
-VfJ).

D. The sufiixes of the singular are likewise added to the ground-form, but forms k
with middle guttural take Hateph~Pathah instead of the S?wd quiescens; 'nyj , &c.

(but also S

pn2, ^?V1' ^c-)- 1 a rather large number of ^//-forms, however,

before suffixes in the sing., as well as in the constr. st. plur. and dual, the a of
. < <

the first syllable is attenuated to
z",

thus ^03, my womb, i~irV ;
so in *133 J71Q,

yja, rat, rao, yi, nni
? pnx, nap, 3^, yB'n, B^B' and many others, in

some cases of this kind besides the form with a there most probably existed another

with original /in the first syllable ;
thus certainly with ytJ* beside yK'.'

1

.,
rii'5 beside

njf3, &c. (According to the Diqduqe ha-famim, 36, the absolute st. in such cases~~
< <

takes e, the constr. e; .comp. 113 Num. 30, 4 (absol.} and "113 30, 10 (constr.};
<

t
*.

t

"QB' Lev. 24, 20 (absol.} and "13B> Amos 6, 6 (constr?). According to this theory
1

N^Q (so the best authorities) Is. 9, 5 would be the constr. st., although the

accentuation requires an absol. st.} A half-opening of the firmly closed syllable

1

Probably only a theory of one particular school and not generally accepted,

or at any rate not consistently carried out ;
cf. Konig, Lehrgeb. ii. 2 2.
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occurs in 1*133, &c. from 133 and
^3f^ Dent 15, 14. 16, 13, in both cases evidently

owing to the influence of the palatal in the middle of the stem. With .s

for f: 'an ja? TO &c.

/ E. In the plural the termination ni is sometimes found along with the termina-

tion D'__, e.g. niB'DJ, niOXJ? together with D'B'DJ (Ezek. 13, 20), &c., constr.

st. fiiE'Sa. Other nouns have only the ending ni, e.
g^niJTJK, constr. Di^N

from *O.K. Without Qames before the ending fl*_ we find D'OHI (bowels) mercy.

On the numerals D'"}"^ twenty, 8cc., comp. the note on 97. /. Moreover a is
*

"

<
.

not inserted before plural suffixes with the tone on the penultima in
"Vp'IK'tf, &c.,

properly thy happiness ! (a word which is only used in the constr. st., and at an

early period became stereotyped as a kind of interjection), nor in IIPP together,

according to 135. r fron^fV, nor with the preposition f\T\F\ 103. o.

111 F. In the constr. st. plural a firmly closed syllable is sometimes found,

contrary to the rule, e. g. ""SOS Gen. 42, 25. 35 (before suffixes) ; 'SBH Cant. 8, 6

v'?h Ps. 76, 4) ; 'S^B Ezek. 17, 9 ; I'-IDX Is. 5, 10, and so always in i|D3 before

suffixes', Ps. 1 6, 4 and elsewhere (on the other hand, according to the best

authorities not in "HDP! Is. 55, 3 and elsewhere, though in Ps. 107, 43 Ginsburg

reads "'"IDH) ; comp. 46. d. Even with a middle guttural fH'vJQ Est. I, 17. 20.

The attenuation of a to ? also occurs very frequently in this form (see above),

e. g. VjQ] &c., even
*
<

"lp*
< Is. 57, 4 beside *Tp' Hos. i, 2 and elsewhere.

;/ G. In the dual absol. beside forms like 3^31 feet, with sirff. ^31, vfyfl,
&c.,

D^SpX two thousand, DvJJJ sandals, D^f'IS knees (ct attenuated to /", constr.

st. ''SnS with a firmly closed syllable), with suffixes *3T2, &c. (comp., however,

D!T3"13 Jud. 7, 6) ;
forms with pretonic Qames are also found ^in consequence

of the tendency to assimilate the dual to the plural in form : so Konig, Lehrgeb.

ii. 17), as D*0^p horns, with suff. VJ^p (Dan. 8, 3 sqq. ; elsewhere always D'^'lp,

1'3~!J5, &c.), and so always &Tp'~\, constr. st^ro"^folding-doors, &y~F\ double way.

O 2. On Paradigms b and e. With a final N rejected (but retained ortho-

graphically) we find KfpH sin. An initial guttural before suffixes generally receives

S'ghol instead of the original /, e. g. 'ppH^ '"}$, &c., so in the constr. st. plur.

V3J?, &c. ; Ntpn forms <lNt2n 2 Ki. 10, 29 and elsewhere, retaining the Qames of

D'XOn before the weak K. On
Jlin^y (constr. st. plur. of 3E>j}) Prov. 27, 25

comp. 20. h; D'CpB' without Qames before the termination D^___ (see above,

letter /) is probably from the sing. ilOpB' found in the Misna.

P 3. On Paradigms c and^i CB'p occurs in Prov. 22, 21 without a helping vowel
;

with a middle guttural /])&, &c., but with H also ^HK, jn'3; with a final guttural

naj* yai, &c., but with N, KD'a
1

; with a firmly closed syllable ''BDS Mic. 7, i.

q Before suffixes the original ii sometimes reappears in the sing. ,
e. g. i ?"13

(Ps. 150, 2
, beside v"13 ( from 713 greatness; i?3D (with Daget forte dirimens,

and the ii repeated in the form of a Hateph- Qames) Is. 9, 3 and elsewhere ; rlCC^J

Kzek. 22, 24. Corresponding to the form D3pV3 p58l*kh2m we find ^J3Dp Hos.

13, 14, even without a middle guttural ; similarly
S3t3p (so Jablonski and Opitius)
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i Ki. 12, 10. 2 Chron. 10, 10, from ftDp little finger; but the better reading is,

no doubt, ''jlCp (so ed. Mant.,
' the p proleptically assuming the vowel of the

following syllable;' Konig, Lehrgeb. ii. 69), and the form is to be derived, with

Konig, from fbp. The reading *3pP (Baer and Ginsburg) is probably not due to

a confusion of the above two readings, but -^- is merely intended to mark the vowel

expressly as 8. In the forms ipya Is. i, 31 (for vVQ) and ilSh Is. 52, 14 (for

i"\XP| i Sam. 28, 14), the lengthening of the original & to o has been retained even

before the suffix; comp. 63. / and 74. h (D3X^b3 Gen. 32, 20). In the same
<

"

\ .<

way o remains before n locale, e. g. fU^3 n?n_Nn Gen. 18, 6. 24, 67 and

elsewhere.

In the absol. plur. the original ii generally becomes vocal S?wd before the

Qames, e.g. D^pS from
"lpJ3 morning, DyJ?E) works, D^HID") lances, DyS?5J>

handfuls (constr. st. vyj? Ezek. 13, 19) ;
on the other hand, with an initial

guttural the w-sound reappears as Hateph Qames, e.g. D^'in months, D^QJ?

gazelles, nimX ways ; and so even without an initial guttural, flfalSn the

threshing-floors, I Sam. 23, I. Joel 2, 24; Q^KHp sanctuaries, and D^BHt^ roots

(qodhdstm, &c., with J for ); also before light suffixes 'E'lp &c., where,

however, the reading frequently fluctuates between 'p and 'p ; with the article

'ij?"}, 'P?, 'ipr, according to Baer and Ginsbarg. Comp. further on these forms,

especially 9. v. From Pn& tent, both DyHNS and DvHN (in the Syriac form ;

comp. 23. k and i?JJ3 above) are found ;
with light suffixes ""^HX &c.

;
so from

f"HN "way, VnrnX (also TirnX) hence only with initial X,
4 on account of its

weak articulation
'

(Konig, Lehrgeb. ii. 45). It seems that by these different

ways of writing a distinction was intended between the plural of
fifT")N caravan,

and of rQK way ; however, rtfrnN is also found in the former sense (in constr. st.

Job 6, 19) and DiPPX in the latter (e.g. Job 13, 27 according to the reading

of Ben Naphtali and Qimhi) ; comp. also nfaiN 2 Chron. 8, 18 Ke
th. ('3X

Q
e
r$). The constr. st. plural of jn thumb is nfa'rfl Jud. i, 6 sq., as if from

a sing. |'ri3:
of n33 brightness, Is. 59, 9 niHJ3 (on these q

e
tdl-hrms, cf. letter /).

If V3SN Prov. 25, n is not dual but plural (see the Lexicon) it is then analogous

to the examples, given in letters / and o, of plurals without a pretonic Qames ;

cf. D^CS pistachio nuts, probably from a sing. il3D2 . According to Earth, ZDMG.
xlii. p. 345 sq. "PJSN is a sing. 03DK, the ground-form of H3SN, with suffix).

In the constr. st. plur. the only example with original u is <ID3") Ps. 31, 21
;

otherwise like ''Khp *{W &c.
:'T > T : IT

4. Besides the forms treated hitherto we have to consider also a series of

formations, which have their characteristic vowel under the second radical, as

is ordinarily the case in Aramaic (on the origin of these forms see further, 84 a,

letters). Thus (a) of the form ^Dp (comp. 84 a, letters); KOT honey, CytD

little
;_

in pause, EG"5

!, BV10; 133 man (as constr. st., see above, letter h}, Ps.

18, 26 (elsewhere always "H3), anc^ infinitives like MK' ( 45. c; on nnp (

see above, letter h} ; DDK' shoulder, a being modified to e (but in pause D3J?) ;

< .

v '
<.

"
'

.

locative nD3^ }
also HD3B> Hos. 6, 9. With suffixes in the usual manner

''OSK',

rC:B> Gen. 19, 33. 35 (an infin. with -Ifrwa medium, not H33E'). On the other
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hand, the a is retained in the plur. alsol. by sharpening the final consonant :

D'Sitf (constr. <c:K) marshes, D'Gnn yr//, D^yO.
/ (3) Of the form tap : 1N3 we//, 2KT TW^, &c. ; /wa//w rntfo, with */: nX3 }

//r. DS

3XT,
<I3N1; on the other hand JlVlKS, constr. nV1K3 ; on the infin. constr.

r\V&, cf. '76. bl
(<:)

of the form Tbp : B>S3 JtotfA (with / it?X3, as 133D

occurs Jer. 4, 7 along with the constr. st. ~^]3D Ps. 74, 5 ; comp. for the Dages,

20. A), perhaps also DK? nation, pi. D^tSN?.

ft 5. Paradigms ,- comprise the segholate forms with middle "\ or ": (a) of the

form qatl with Wdw as a strong consonant, in which cases the original a is almost
< < <

always lengthened to a (Paradigm g}, thus DID flN vanity, 7IJ? iniquity, Tj'ri

midst; with final K, K}B> falsehood; comp., however, also FTP "width. In the

constr. st. contraction always occurs, J"flO, &c. (from original mauf), and likewise

before suffixes iniD, &c. Exception, 71^ as constr. st. Ezek. 28, 18 (according to

Qimhi) and with snff. ITjV. The contraction remains also in all cases in the

plural (see, however, below, letter w).

V () Of the form qatl with consonantal Yodh .Paradigm h). With final N,

N^3 (also W, in Is. 40, 4 K'3, in the constr. st. (also <zfo0/. Zech. 14, 4 S'?.

(also ""3); plur. 2 Ki. 2, 16 and Ezek. 6, 3 Ke
th. according to Baer D1W, i.e.

doubtless J"lifcM (cf. 'J

l|

riiN'':l Ezek. 35, 8
; according to another reading [and so

Ginsburg] niN l|

3, i.e. doubtless HiN^), but in Q're, and all other passages, 01^2.
The uncontracted form (in the absol. st. with helping ffireq] remains also before

n_ locale, e.g. nn>3 (but in the constr. st. e.g. P)D1' niTS). i^y (from "Vy)

Gen. 49, n is peculiar, so also iJVE> Is. 10, 17 (from TVt^. In the plural absol.

uncontracted forms occur, like DiJ^V springs, D^TV young asses, D^'fl he-goats,

Sec.', as constr. st. Prov. 8, 28 D^y for ni3 s

y; comp. for an analogous weakening

of^tof, 75.7.

W (f) With the contraction of the 1 and 1 even in the absol. st. sing. (Paradigm /'\

In this way there arise formations which are unchangeable throughout; thus

from the ground-form q&tl: Di"1

(comp., however, 96), 5)10, "111?,
&c. ;

with

middle Yodh, P^n i Chron. 9, 13 (elsewhere 7*0), 7V Is. 21, u (elsewhere TV,
in prose fPv, see above, 90./) ; from the ground-form jtf//, pi, TIB'

)
I'y

(see, however, 96); from the ground-form qutl, "W3, PITI, &c. The plurals

D^^l^l pots, D^p1B> streets, D'H'lB' <?JT#W, have a strong formation (but for D'HIH
T i

* '-T; *T: T-:

I Sam. 13, 6 read D^ifl as in 14, u). Finally, forms with a quiescent middle N

also belong to this class, such as K'N^ heati (obscured from t?ST ra"s, see 96)

and JNtf sheep.

X 6. On Paradigm k: segholate forms from H"? stems. Besides the strong forma-

tions mentioned in 840, letter c, t, like i"ID3 &c., also ^nb* Ezek. 47, 5, with

the original i resolved, according to 24. d ^comp. the constr. plur. ^13PI clefts,

Obad. 3 and elsewhere, and
\1ifj5 ends, Ps. 48, n and elsewhere, where the

* < < < <

1 becomes again a strong consonant, from ipn and 1Jfj5 or ^3n and \X\)}, there

occur also (a) commonly, of the ground-form qatl, forms like "HS, O3, """IS,

'nj>, ^if, n &c.; in /aj li,^9fiT^i *?? (comp. 29. w
x

,
but n Jud.

14, 18; with suffixes in3 (attenuated from p&ryo<, but also ^"13, Vn^>
&c.

;
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before a grave suffix DrTHB, but also D3^lB. Plur. 0^13 (constr. "na, see

above, letter o, 'NDH), D^"JK and ni'HN ;
with softening of the * to N (as else-

where in W^l Jer. 38, 12, for which there is >i?:i in verse n, according to

8. k; DWrny 2 Chron. 17, 11, comp. 26, 7 K*th,, probably in D^tnVl
, nit6^

from i*Tn and ^v ;
also D^fcO/n Ps. 10, 10 K*th. t

divided into two words by

the Masora, is to be referred to a sing. ^pn hapless) : D'WH jezvels, Cant. 7, 2

(from i^rj), D^D lambs, i Sam. 15,4. Is. 40, II (from ytp) ;
but instead of

D'Nna and D^nir (from
sriS and lair) the Masora requires D^lTIB and D^KIIX ;

dual : D^Vl?, flw/r. st. M^V, with jz<^ ^Hp &c. On ^ <w, cf. 95. /, and

on such formations generally, see Barth on biliteral nouns in ZDMG. 1887,

p. 603 sqq., and Nominalbildung (isolated nouns), p. I sqq.

(V) From the ground-form qM, ijfn half, in pause ^Pl , with suff. VifH &c.

From stems with middle Wiza/ arise such forms as ""N (from Va9/ = s
}N), ""Vj "^ J^*/*>

plur. D^K D"1*!? &c. ;.
instead of the extraordinary plur. B^i? Num. 24, 24 read

with the Samaritan D^ifi
11

,
and for D^Jfa Ezek. 30, 9 read probably with Cornill

(c) From the ground-form qtitl sometimes forms like }iiri
}

^fli-l (from ttihw, %

btihiu), sometimes like vrj }
'JS?, and even without an initial guttural ""O^l, ""S^.,

nV (also W, *S^, nif), i^n &c.; in pause ^H &c.
}
with suff. i^H, plur.

D^bn. From 'BJ? branch, there occurs in Ps. 104, 12 the plur. D^NDV (analogous

to D^NDQ &c.. see above, letter x) ;
the Ke

th. obviously intends D^NQP (so OpitiusT . . . TT:

and others). Dual, with suff, 1
l|

p
<:
I Num. 24, 7 from v^, for ^p^ bucket.

7. On Paradigms l-n: segholate forms from .stems y^J? (see 840, letter c, /3). ci(l

(a) In the ^/-form the & of the contracted formation is sometimes lengthened

in the absol. st. sing., as in D1
*

(so also in the constr. st., except in the combination

^D'D^ the Red sea ; and even before Maqqefh, n^J3n~D
<l the salt sea), sometimes

it remains short, e. g. H3 morsel, DJ? people, but even these formations generally

have Qames in pause, as well as after the article (e.g. DJ?n). Adjectives of this

class (formerly treated under letter fT) are, e.g. ?^\ poor, PJ5 light, plur. D"1

?^,

D"9i2 ;
under the influence of a guttural either forms like D^nb, D^HS arise, or,

with compensatory lengthening, D^V"! "JTI. In the constr. st. Tl life, and it\

sufficiency, are contracted to in 1 and "H. As a locative form notice ("OH to the

mountain, Gen. 14, 10 (see 27. ^) beside iTjnn. The stem is expanded to

a triliteral form in ^Tin Jer. 17,3 (on the analogy of the qatal-forms ; but in

Ps. 30, 8 for mri read mfl) and D11H Gen. 14, 6: plur. r^M/n 'Tin Num.
._.,- :r' T-:,- :,-

23, 7, &c. (but only in poetical passages); D^OtDy Jud. 5, 14. Neh. 9, 22; "'IDCV

Neh. 9, 24: elsewhere 'D"'Sy
) ""Ciy. Before suffixes and in the plur. & is some-

1 'n only in Dan. 12, 7 as constr. st. ; since in the asseverative formulae

ny~]D 'n, ^23 ^n (otherwise only in 2 Sam. 15, 21, after JTliT1

''(I,
and Amos

8, 14) 'PI is a contracted form of the absol. st. (prop, living is Pharaoh! &c.),

in use along with the equally regular ''JK 'H ("OiX ""n Deut. 32, 40) and

fiint ->n (rr- ~
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times attenuated to f, e.g. *R3
J 0^3, from H3

; D'Sp and ni3D (also ni3D

2 Sam. 17, 28) from 5)D. Before PI is retained in a virtually sharpened syllable,

e. g. D^H3 traps.

bb (V) @#/-forms: DK, E\S/r* (with suff. n&<, but comp. also D3B>i< Is. 50, 11),

ffl favour, &c. ; of a triliteral form, the plur. ^pififn Ps. 77, 18. (c) (?/7//-forms :

ph, ?3 totality, before Alaqqeph "pH, "73, with suff.
''jpn &c., with omission

of Daget forte (according to 20. m) always ^JpH > D3pH Cjjpn and D3j3n are

bracketed in the Paradigm as being simply analogous formations on the model

of "% 1$, D3
.$,

for which ^V and
1?V

are also fotmd)- W?- expanded to

a triliteral form, Jud. 5, 15 and Is. 10, I, generally explained as a secondary
form of s

ppn with abnormal weakening of the it to
/",

is more probably to be

referred to a ^/7/-form = Arabic hiqq.

CC The forms with assimilated middle Niin likewise follow the analogy of Para-

digms /-, e. g. P)S nose, anger (^BK dual D^SK ,
also face) for *anp ; l|n palate

for hink, D^ipT fetters, TJJ goal, plur. Q>}y ,
for 'inz, probably also 3N green herb,

for 'inb.

dd 2. Paradigm II comprises all formations with original short

vowels, whether in the first or second syllable; comp. 840,

letters fi, and the general laws of formation, 92. b-g.

Rem. I. On Paradigms a and b: ground-form qdtdl. The lengthening of the

a to d is maintained in the constr. st. sing, only in N'v-fbrms, e. g. &OX army,

K35? . For the construct forms sV) milk, ~|:ip white, Gen. 49, 1 2, instead of the

ordinary absolutes 2?n
; p?, a secondary form D;>n. J3? must be assumed;

from
ftJTJ smoke, the constr. st. ]&]} occurs once, Ex. 19, 18, beside JE'V.

The

plur. D^EHS horses, Is. 21, 7 (instead of D^KHS, ground-form par&?) is no doubt

due to a confusion with the qattAl-torm W~\& horseman.

CC Sometimes a sharpening of the third radical takes place, in order to keep the

preceding vowel short, e. g. D^pDS camels, D^SBp sm^Jl ones, ni3?3 brooks (see

20. a). The attenuation of the d of the first syllable to / does not take place

in the constr. st. plur. before a middle guttural, e. g. ^TTIJ
;

nor ^according to

Konig, owing to the influence of the nasal) in the non-guttural forms Jli3J7 tails,

niD33, and (in the dual) ^B33 wings, from 33T, 133. The dual D^Ttt from

1H3 river, shows an abnormal omission of the lengthening of the d before a tone-

bearing termination.

ff B. From JJ^V stems, forms like bbn, |3J?,
&c- belong to this class.

gfr C. The few nouns of the ground-form qttal follow the same analogy, such as

33;) heart, "OK> temetum, 33^ grape, &c. From lyb hair, besides the constr. st.
T
J*

T "
f
< T T "

\yfe' the form '^O is also found (perhaps a survival of a secondary form like

those in Paradigm I, d) ; so from
JJ^V rib, jif and even ybi* 2 Sam. 16, 13, both,

probably, also old secondary forms (also used for the absol. st.} of SP2f ; comp.

also y|)X and iyitf, as well as the constr. st. plur. niy^;
also from 1D3

strangeness, the constr. st. ~133
t
is found, Deut. 31, 16.
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2. On Paradigms c-e : ground-form qatil, developed to qatel, with a final Ml

guttural, e. g. jnfe' satisfied. In the constr. st. the original / of the second syllable,

probably on the analogy of the forms discussed in 69. c, becomes d, e.g. fj?T,

'ID, "^Pn> &c
-> but not before suffixes, ^BJnS, &c., nor in forms from X"7 stems,

e. g. \syofull, K?Q ; comp., moreover, 2py Gen. 25, 26 from
3j?J7 /;/, and "vIlX

PS - 35) M> mourning. Faradigm</ represents forms which in the constr. st. instead

of the ordinary C]ri3, &c'., have a segholate form, as ?p.&, Til, IjT*, 7(3, 7?$

(Ezek. 44, 9), rt?w/r. rf. of ?pK &, T13 wa#, p_J thigh, Ttt robbery, 7}V

uncircumcised. In Is. n, 14 Pjri33 would be altogether without precedent as
<

" T :

a constr. st. (for f]rp2) ; most probably the absol. st. is intended (wrongly) by the

Masora (according to Noldeke, Colt. Gel. Anzeigen, 1871, No. 23 [p. 896] inK '33

zfiV/; 0i? shoulder, i. e. shoulder .to shoulder]; cf. Driver, Tenses, 190, 0fo.

In the plur. constr. the e lengthened from i is frequently retained in verbal H
adjectives of this formation, e.g. ^rOt?, .""HCE?, v3K, "'3^, ^Dn; comp. also

VJT1JV (under the protection of the secondary tone) from 1J"P tent-peg. On the
T |" ; ~T

other hand from NT1

fearing, always ""XT ; comp. also "V31 Ps. 35, 20 from

yjp . With d retained in the initial syllable comp. "IPIN alius (with a virtual

sharpening of the H). From V'V stems come forms like DID dead person, "13

resident stranger, 1J? witness, with unchangeable .5^; hence D^HO, 'riD, &c.

Kindred in character are the formations from the ground-form q&tul. This kk
ground-form is regularly lengthened to qatol, e. g. /JV round, pfey deep, D'"IK red;

on the other hand before formative additions the short it returns, protected by the

sharpening of the following consonant (see letter ee above), as D l|

p3y_, &c. (but

in stems with a third guttural orl, nn'33, Dnh^). The form bfay, I Ki. 10, 19,

is abnormal ; likewise Hp^Cy Prov. 23, 27, Jablonski (Baer and Ginsburg npCJT;.T ~: . .
T

-. :

3. On Paradigmy.- ground-form qatal from H"^ stems. As in verbs H"? 75. A, //

the general rule is that before the terminations of the plur. and dual and before

suffixes beginning with a vowel, the third radical is usually elided altogether. But

besides ITlfe' the form ^"ib*, with the final Ydd/i retained, is also found in poetry ;

in the same way final 1 is retained in D^py the poor, constr. M3y . The plur. of

rni? is nill?, constr. nilj? (also "Hi?, unless this is a sing., contracted from 'IS?

so Earth, ZDMG. xlii. p. 351). The ?/?a/-form (see 840, letter
?') Hjn 2 Sam. 15, 37.

1 6, 16. i Ki. 4, 5 is remarkable as a constr. st. (the reading T1JT1 of Opitius and others

is opposed lo the express statement of the Masora). To the category of these forms

also belongs without doubt D^B face (only in plur.),
v
j)Q ) ^B^ Q?*

1

?.?)
&c -

In a few formations of this kind the vowel of the second syllable appears to have

been already lost in the absol. st. sing. ;
so according to the ordinary view, in T1

hand, constr. T, with suff.^, but D3T ; plur. HIT, constr. DH^, dual D^V,

*T, with suff. ^*V
? D?

<IT J &c., and hi D
1

! ^/w</, ^r. 0*1, with suff. ''Jp^,
but

DSD"1

] ( attenuated to /"), plur. D''O''I,
""JO"

1!. But perhaps both these nouns are

to be regarded as primitive ( 81), and as original monosyllabic formations.

3. Paradigm III comprises forms with an unchangeable vowel nn

in the first syllable, whilst the vowel of the second syllable has been
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lengthened from an original short vowel, and is therefore changeable.

The special cases are to be distinguished in which the original short

vowel is lengthened both in and before the tone, but in an open

syllable becomes vocal S'wd (Paradigm a, to which examples like

D'3BiS wheels, for D'OQiK, comp. D^?X porches, are to be referred),

the cases in which the vowel becomes vocal Sewd even before the

tone (Paradigm b\ and finally, those in which the termination of

the ii"b formations of this class is entirely lost (Paradigm c).

OO Rem. I. Or. the model of D?iy (which, moreover, is obscured from 'aldrn), the

following forms are also inflected : ?DJ5O ( 85. K}, in some cases with virtual

sharpening of the third radical (see 20. a), as iriDIUD Jer. 17, 7. Ps. 40, 5.

Job 8, 14, &c. ; N"? nouns of this form maintain the Qames in the constr. st. plur.,

e. g. ^NHplp from fcOpO
l

; on the other hand, in the plur. of the participles Niph.

( 85. ) of verbs fcS'v (which likewise belong to this class), are found not only

regular forms like D'iOp.3 but also D>*3n3 Jos. 10, 17, D^DD3 Ezek. 20, 30 sq.,

and so always D^33 (except Ezek. 13, 2 D^N33n) and DsNifD3 (except Ezra 8, 25

Pp Moreover, the other participles in a. also follow the analogy of Dpij? as regards

the final syllable (7t3pD ?BpD; comp., however, 3J^tSn Gen. 43, 12 in close
T . J

* T J T ~.~
<

connexion ; see the analogous cases in 65. d) ; also ]ftp& table ( 85. u; plur.

constr* niinpBO, J2"!ij.
constr. |lf]PT , hence in plur. constr. with suff.

Lev. 7, 38 ; 'inpy ( 85. w)> Plur - D^IPV (with sharpening of the final

consonant for D'QIpy, comp. also DTJJ naked, plur. D'DTJ? Gen. 3, 7 [but in 2, 25

B^nj? from EriyJ/D'triyD nakedness, 2 Chron. 28, 15';" D'Tlp, ICTO?.;

Is. 51, 10,
l|

';|333 Is. 23, 8 sq. ; even with attenuation of the a to i,

threshing instruments, 2 Sam. 24, 22. i Chron. 21,. 23, from
i^iD), fflJD ( 85.^-),

I.3D ( 85. ), TyD ( 85. k), inasmuch as they retain the a of the first syllable,

contrary to rule, even when not pretonic, e. g.
>t2^ i

MJJ2 ; QB'JD ( 85. g) ; iwhJI

( 8s./), tonstr. st. plur. ^{^fi
i Ki. 17, i

; finally, also isolated forms according

to 840, letter t, and 84^ letters b, c, k, m, n, o. Cf. further, "lK12f neck (from

s&iu'dr), constr. st. IK^f Jer. 28, 10 sqq., constr. st. plur. 'HSWX Gen. 45, 14, &c.

2. (Paradigm b; comp. 840, letter s.) Instead of the original i in such forms

as D3^i< (cf. a Ki. 22, 29), the second syllable more frequently has /, e.g.

thy creator; with a closing guttural ^according to 91. d; but cf. also

Deut. 32, 28) forms are found sometimes like
'jnpiy, sometimes like

*J

constr. st. without suff. yD3 Ps. 94, 9 (according to 65. ii
; with a middle

guttural IpKi Is. 48, 17 ; comp. 43, 14. The same analog}' also is followed in the

flexion of the other participles which have fin the final syllable (/tSp^D ?t3p_nD, &c.);

see further, in 84 6, letter d, J23, &c. ^but with exceptions, as

J

DH'BnpJD Ezek. 7, 24 for 'EHpJO (from BnpD) is wholly irregular ; perhaps,

however, the/ar?. Pi'el is intended, without DagcS in the T (according to -':
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and letters l,p; 85. *, (PHIO 0/ter, o>wj/r. st. n2}, plur. DTl^D),
and letter q,

but here also there are exceptions like DvHpIO Ps. 26, 12.

3. (Paradigm c : part. Qal of verbs H''?, differing from Paradigm II,/ in the rr

unchangeableness of the vowel of the first syllable.) In Ezek. 17, 15 e in

the absol. st. is abnormal, and ^ghdl in the constr. st. in 2 Sam. 24, 11 (so Opitius,

Ginsburg ; but Baer !T[h\ Eccles. 2, 15 (according to Baer, but not the Mantua ed. ;

rnpD Eccles. 3, 19" is in the absol. st.}. To this class belong, as regards their

formation, the n"?-forms mentioned in 840;, letter r, 85.^ (with suff., e. g.

^pyan Dent. 20, i, which brought thee up}, and letter h.

In a few instances, before a suffix beginning with a consonant, the original dy of SS

the termination has been contracted to ^, and thus there arise forms which have

apparently plural suffixes; as DnV)B>lp Is. 5, 12. Dan. i, 10. 16 ; DrVN"]!? their

appearance, Dan. i, 15. Gen. 41, 21, cf. Nah. 2, 5; BrVtpfa -who stretched them

forth, Is. 42, 5 ; defectively DHSX Hos. 7, 5 (comp. DH13 Ezek. 34, 14) ; on the

other hand, the examples from Is. 14, n. .Gen. 47, 17. i Sam. 19, 4, which were

formerly classed with the above, are really plurals. But ^"OnO thy camp, Deut.

23, 15 O^nD occurs just before), ^$13 thy cattle, Is. 30, 23, TpfcOE) Cant. 2, 14,

and VN"11D the sight ofhim, Job 41, i (with the * here retained orthographically),

YvVO Ezek. 40, 31, &c., are still to be explained as singulars. On a few other

examples which may perhaps be thus explained, see 124. k. Before the plural

ending the original termination ay reappears in D^riEC) Is. 25, 6 (part. Pu.

from nno).

4. Paradigm IV comprises the forms with a changeable vowel tt

(a, b), or a vowel which has already become vocal S*wct (c), in the

first syllable, and an unchangeable vowel in the second. With

Paradigm c (which, however, for the most part consists merely of

forms based on analogy, without biblical parallels) are also connected

all the forms which have unchangeable vowels in both syllables, and

therefore (like snsi) cannot undergo any vowel changes.

Rem. i. Analogous to Tj?3 (ground-form paqid} are 84 a, letter k, UU
PV13, &c. (with 8, not changeable o for it] ; in substantives like QvB>, this 6 is

demonstrably obscured from a (Arab, saldm) ; letters /, m, "ttDN, "VDN, &c.
;

85. , }n3], constr. |n3t; fV'jn,
constr.

fV'jn ; p^3, constr. }^ (comp.,

however, the forms in the constr. st. P^SfV, i^3p, and with plural suffix
!]

l

'5i2^y

Ezek. 27, 12 sqq.) ; 85. w, ^D^H, constr.
tfnpjjri; 85.7, Dip, &c.

2. ''jy (ground-form 'dnty, stem
Djy) represents forms in which a closing Yddh "VV

has been resolved into i ; before formative additions the YdJh under the protection

of a Dage's forte again becomes audible as a firm consonant, whilst the (originally

short) vowel of the first syllable becomes vocal Sewd ; comp. 84 a, letter /, "'pj }

plur. Dj33 ,
and 87. a.

3. DD3 with unchangeable d in the second syllable, whilst the &ivd is weakened 1VW
from a short vowel (Arab, kit&b) ; constr. st. ~2D3 Est. 4, 8 (readings like 3J"I3

2 Chron. 35, 4 are incorrect, although "^ Est. i, 4 and "JfG 4, 8 are supported
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by fairly good authority ; however, these ^"/^/-forms in Hebrew are probably
all loan-words from the Aramaic). The plural forms are given in the Paradigm
within brackets, since they are not found in the Old Testament. In a narrower

sense the forms enumerated in 84 a, letters n-p, belong to this class ;
in a wider

sense all those which have unchangeable vowels throughout, thus 84 a, letter it,

84^, letter e (btj5, comp., however, the anomalous forms mentioned there),

letters/-?, m (No. 34 sq.), n (No. 39), / (No. 44^ also partly 85. b-w (especially

letters / and r\

XX In opposition to the anomalous shortening of the form 7t3j5 (see above), cases

are also found where pretonic vowels are retained even in the ante-penultima

(with the secondary tone) ; comp. above, letters ii and pp, also of the form ?^Dp

(properly qatii] the examples D'p^lD, C^iTHS, D^bi?, whilst the constr. st.

sing, according to the rule, changes the a into vocal 5*oi (D^lp, p"]B). (These

are not to be confounded with forms like P")J7 tyrant, which is for f^JJ, and

consequently has an unchangeable Qames.} Of the form ?}Dp (g&tAt) in this

class, are Jfl3B> week, plur. D^JO^ and niXDP, constr. niy3B>, but with Mdhcg
of th.e secondary tone in the fifth syllable from the end,

94. Formation of Feminine Nouns.

a 1. The feminine ending !"!__, when appended to the masculine

forms treated in 93, effects in almost all cases the same changes

as are produced in the masculine forms by the addition of a light suffix,

since in both cases the tone is moved one place farther forward (see

92. b}. The following scheme is based on the same division into four

classes, with their subdivisions, as in 93 ;
a few special forms will

be treated in 95 in connexion with the paradigms of feminine nouns.

b Paradigm I : segholate forms, with the feminine ending always

added to the ground-form, (a) ^3??) queen, "'?'??, and with attenuation

of a to / n'B>33 lamb, ns^n hot stone, Is. 6, 6 (elsewhere always nB>'i ;

see Baer on Ezek. 40, 17), HjW strength (unless belonging to

Paradigm b}; (b) 'TV!
1? covering (masc. ">(?), not to be confounded

with the unchangeable forms with a prefixed D, derived from n"?

stems, as njXB command, plur. TfffQ ; runj; grace, pleasure (!"$) ;

(c] rrcj>n, proper name (*^n mole),
r6as food (baS) ; (d) PngJ girl

(V?) ; (/) ne'sa weed, rnno purity pn6) ; (g) nViy wrong (also n^iy,

Paradigm t); (i)
HTJf victuals (masc. "TO, comp. Paradigm h); from

qitl and ^//-forms, n3^3 understanding, HBID tempest; (k)

/ail (as if from \b), n^3^ (a attenuated to ?) captivity ('?f

(probably an original yifl-form) ; (!) ^*D life,
HTO measure (attenuated

from rnp) ; adjectives derived from y"y stems also belong in flexion
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to this class, as nin multa, with middle guttural HJH mala ; (m) HB1

plan ; (n) nj?n statute (ph).

Paradigm II : ground-form qatalat. &c., (a) noi?? -vengeance (0$) ;
^

() nDTO AzrM/ (f) n^ ^r/w; (d) HB^ languida; ( /) nEP beautiful,

n^i? *></ (from na}, n^). From stems VJf arise such forms as n"iy

(masc. "1)>, properly />#r/. (?#/ from "NV) female witness. From the

ground-form ^a/w/, ni?B2 profunda (masc. PV)> n^x^ servitude, &c.

Paradigm III : unchangeable vowel in the first, changeable in the d

second syllable, (a)
fiT* a woman with child (comp. the examples

in 84 a, letter s, and the retention of the e in the part. Pfel,

Ex. 22, 17. 23, 26; in the Hiihpdel, i Ki. 14, 5 sq.), but also with

the change of the e (originally z) into Se
wd, rnij^ dwelling, Nah. 3, 8.

However, in these participial forms the feminine is mostly indicated

by n__ (see below, letter h}; (c)
r6fe those of the captivity (masc. nbia),

but also with a recurrence of the final Y6dh, rwn clamorous, Prov. 7, 1 1,

and the examples in 75. v. On the d of the participles of verbs Vr

y,

which also belong to this class, such as fTTT peregrina, comp. 72. g.

Paradigm IV: original changeable vowel in the first syllable,
e

unchangeable in the second, (a) n>13 magna, HTpn stork, properly

pia ; npVG -virgin, properly seiuncta ; (b} n*3j; misera.

2. A simple n is added as feminine ending in forms like J"lV?3 +

weeping (masc. '33, 93. 1, k),
W'Q. covenant ; but feminine participles

of verbs N"i?, as n#T, n^^b, may be due to contraction from ydse'el,

&c., whilst forms like DK^D, ^$2) (see 74. i) may be explained

on the analogy of the forms treated in 93. /. Apart from the n"b

formations, the only examples with simple n are f? fl"p* (construct s/.}

Gen. 1 6, n. Jud. 13, 5. 7 for rn.T (Gen. 17, 19. Is. 7, 14), and

rnenp i Ki. i, 15, contracted from rirrttPD; comp. 80. d.

The forms which arise by appending the n feminine to masculine g
nouns with a changeable vowel in a closed final syllable are, as a rule,

developed exactly in the same way as masculine segholate forms.

Thus there arise in Paradigm I (a) from ^"pa (for original g
e
birt ;

69. f), the form J"Q?? mistress (but only in construct st.; the absolute

st. is "Ty^a); fr m J
i
1-?^t? (V? =71??)

n
?!?

t? ?*?/ in Paradigm II, (a)

D?j /^7'r, fem. n; (from nn^) ;
nnna (nna^nni pit) Lev. 13, 55;

(f)
"ina wall, rma (from rinna = g

e
dirt; comp. ||5]

as construct st. of

ii?));
on the other hand, riB'lpn is construct st. of H^'Dn, with lengthening

of the original i
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h Formations with a changeable 5 in the second syllable belonging
. < *

to this class are, OS?'"1? bronze (from fiKTl?); perhaps also 02n3 writing

(unless it be obscured from ^i5
' 93> Paradigm IV, c). Paradigm III,

(a)
0n (from flEnn), masc. Dnin sea!; (l>) np3V (properly sucking]

sprout (in pause, e.g. rQ2h Ex. 26, 4, &c.), and so most feminines

of the participle 7Dp. On this transition of the ground-form qolilt to

rpt?p (^PSi"
1

, 9*K*>
see above), cf. 69. f / ^Az// regularly serves as

the ground-form before suffixes, and under the influence of a guttural,

e. g. J"iy"!
s

, feminine of JTT knowing ; in a wider sense, "?&* skull

may also be included here, see 95, Paradigm IV, c.

On the endings rfl and JV__, see 86. k, I, 95 at the end.

95. Paradigms of Feminine Nouns.

a In accordance with the general formative laws, stated in 92. b-k,

the following cases have chiefly to be considered in the flexion of

feminines also: (i) a tone-lengthened vowel on the removal of the

tone reverts to its original shortness (thus the a of the termination

H-^- becomes again a in the construct st. J"l
).

On the other hand,

even an originally short vowel is retained as (a long) pretonic vowel

before the ending n__
} e.g. ni?"iS; (2) without the tone or foretone

an originally short vowel almost always becomes vocal S?wd; on the

other hand, before a vowel which had thus become vocal &wd the

a in the first syllable which had hitherto also been reduced to vocal

Sfwd returns, although usually attenuated to t, e.g. J")iT! from

sadhaqath; (3) in the plural of the feminines of segholate forms

before the termination fll or 0"1

>
and in formations of the latter kind

also before the light suffixes, a pretonic Qames reappears, while the

short vowel- of the first syllable becomes vocal orcnf. This short

vowel, however, returns in the construct st., whether ending in Hi or

'__
;

in formations of the latter kind also before the grave suffixes.

The following Paradigms deal only with such of the forms treated

in 94 (with the exception of I, d) as incur some vowel changes

or other. All forms with unchangeable vowels follow the analogy

of Paradigm I, d.
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Sing, absolute

construct

with light suff.

with grave suff.

Plur. absolute

construct

with suff.

Dual absolute

a. b.

n2;>D nsin
T: - T :v

(queen) (reproach)

nabo na-in

^nspip "'ns'iri

Mnsfe nsns-in

niabo

niabo

c.

T :T

(waste)

na-in

nirnn

nimn

(embroidery

on both sides)

II.

b.

Sing, absolute

(righteousness) (outcry)

construct J"lp-1S npjfl
: ~:i

with light suff.

with grave suff.

Plur. absolute

construct

with suff.

Dual absolute

construct

c.

n^
(year)

nipnif

nip

"nip

D^nBfe>

(lips)

d.

(statute) (mistress)

nipn

nipn

"nipn

(cymbals)

III.

a.

nkW
(sprout)

b.

(skull)

rtp*

"nip^i^

(fetters of brass)

REMARKS.

i. Paradigm I : feminines of segholate forms, (a) The locative of this class d
has the form nnjOa towards Gibeah (masc. JQJi). In some cases, especially with

an initial guttural, there 'is no means of deciding whether the form in question

is to be referred to a qatl or a qitl base, e. g. nplH strength (comp. n3")n under b).
< ,

T : v < .

T :
''

A dual of this form occurs in Q^nyilB' seven times (comp. JQB> seven, fern.).

1

Only in Ps. 69, 10, contrary to rule, with a firmly closed syllable, comp.

93- m-
3 On nfotJ' as a less frequent (poetic) form for Q*1^ see 87. n.

U
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Analogous to masculine forms like EQ'I ( 93. j" is HDIH myrtle. From masculines
I

T :

of the form ^B (fl'v, comp. 93. I, k} arise feminines sometimes like HIKS,,

nipi?, HyK (see above, 94. 6), sometimes like TV33 ( 94. f) ; occasionally

the final D is retained before the plural ending, as if it belonged to the stem

(comp. 87. k}, e.g. nirP3n sfears. Forms like n*"13 (comp. !V3X, a qittl form)

are derived directly from the masculine forms ^"13 kid, ^3tf a fleet. (3) From

a stem f"y ?
HKH -wheat (for ntp3n), //r. D^Pl'. (<r) From r6")y foreskin,

the //r. absol. is Jli^ny (comp. D\f>yS, 93, Paradigm I,/), <w/r. ni^~iy.

(rf) Example of a feminine segholate form from a stem JJ"y (ground-form ^rf/7,

like n*n of the form qatl, TOT of the form qitf}, with $ for , N3n terror, Is.

19, 17 (Aramaic orthography for PISH).

. (e) To the list of segholate forms with T\ fern, belong also the infinitives of verbs

1
r/S and f"S, which have rejected the weak consonant at the beginning, as

Taj? (from 2E*), D$n (from yT), JIB'S (from $33), as well as nPlj3 (from flj^) ;

comp. 69. / and 66. b and g. The infinitives of verbs 1"B are, however, also

found in the form ny^ HI?, HNi', and of the same origin also are my congrega-

tion (from 1JT), nxy rt7wwj>/ ;from }>JP
N

, HSB' J/^/ (from JB^),
J/r. HTy., 03^,

while in the constr. forms Dyt sweat, Gen. 3, 19 (from yf to flow), and DKlf

excrement, Ezek. 4, 12, the Sere has remained firm.

/ From a stem V'y (cf. BH3 to be ashamed} is flS^l shame, with JM^JT ^ll?'?.

From a stem il"? (Hp'n, comp., however, Earth, ZDMG. 1887, P- 607, who

assumes a stem PT) the masculine P"
5
! appears to have been formed after the

rejection of the final Y6dh, and afterwards the feminine TO^ door ; in the//wra/

nin.5 1;

|, constr. ninb"5
!, the n of the termination is, however, retained (see above,

Better d, niJVSH). In a similar way HptJ' trough has arisen (from DpE'), of

which the masc. must have been pb*
= ^5? ;

on the other hand, the plur. constr.

DinpK' Gen. 30, 38 (again retaining the feminine J1 as an apparent radical) can

only be derived from a kindred form (DpE' or
flpK').

g 2. Paradigm II : ground-form qatdldt, &c., comp. 94. c, Paradigm II, a and b.

Analogous to the masculine forms like JtDp, plur. D*3t3p, we find H3Dp parva,

&c. The constr. forms, like np_"12? (sidh
e
qath\ are distinguished by the Sfwd

medium ( 10. d} from the segholate forms, like J"lbQ3 (kibh-sath). Consequently

the constr. st. D3")3 Gen. 28, 4 and elsewhere (from n3"O blessing}, and DT>n
i Sam. 14, 15 and elsewhere (from HTMl a trembling], are abnormal. Under

the influence of a guttural (see Paradigm b) the original d is retained in the first

syllable in the constr. st. (comp. also HOIK earth, nD"1K) ; in other cases it is

modified to S e

gh6l, e.g. PDSy wagon, \rh^>. Frequently from an absol. st.

in n the constr. is formed with the termination D ,
e. g. mBy crown, constr.

* <

rnby (from ri"1By) ; along with POXy assembly, JTl.Vy is found usually, even

in the absol. st.; rX& (from D311

levir) before suffixes is pointed as in
: :

^ T T '

V1C3\ and thus completely agrees with JVQ3 (Paradigm I, e}. From a stem

f"? (J1DN) is formed HDK truth (from 'dmant, and this no doubt for an original

'amint, 69. c] before suffixes ^TOX &c.

h From the masc. form PDp (nattt) are formed, according to rule, !Tn3
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r:i3 corpse, constr. rM
;
nDH3 cattle, constr. ripPD (for nDP]3).

More fre-

quently, however, the of the second syllable is retained before the termination

ath of the constr. st. ; thus from n,O3 once *fl;Q3 Is. 26, 19, and always rO"?.?

/o0/, riTtS /r<y, nXOtp unclean, VlK7D///, Is. i, 21 (with compaginis, see

90. /), VVnp Job 1 6, 13 ; Vl,)NB> i Sam. i, 27 and elsewhere (with syncope of

the X, !jr6# i Sam. 1,17) also *?b$ Job 6, 8.

.As dual we find DTI3*V sides (comp. to3V Gen. 49, 1 3, from the obsolete H3T, /

feminine of
*J*V) ;

the constr. st. "TOT is perhaps to be referred to a segholate

form (n3"V, comp. ^TJ as constr. st. of Ip"
1

), unless the closed syllable be due

to the analogy of D3"}2 and flTin (letter ).

In the forms with simple J"l feminine the ground-form q&ttlt is developed ( 69. c) k
to q'talt, and this again regularly to fl,>6j?. Thus the feminine of "HP! companion

is rmn, of nna fern, nnn? besides rm3. Of V'y stems the segholate forms

n3 rest and flflS? /# (from PftJj Pi'lK') belong to this class; Bottcher {Gram. i.

411) rightly distinguished the latter from nrjK> corruption (stem finB>) ; in the
< <

same way also flfD r^ is distinct from n!"13 a lighting down (stem DHJ).

The feminines of the form qatfl from stems Vy, as iiriD mortua, 11*1^ fern. /

witness (from fflO *l^V)j have likewise an unchangeable vowel in the first syllable.

Comp., on the other hand, the forms from ^ /7B stems mentioned above, letter e,

such as nJB' sleep, constr. st. fWB' ; moreover, riDH anger, constr. st. nt?n (but
<

~ ' T "
< <

~ "

on a leathern bottle, in pause DDH Gen. 21, 15, constr. st. QVD TOPI Gen. 21, 14,

perhaps from a stem HOIT.

The feminines of the form qatul, like nj513y (masc. pbj?), maintain the original 1H

ii by sharpening the following consonant (comp. 93. kit) ;
on the other hand, by

appending the fern. D, segholate forms arise, like JlK'nj ,
before stiff. DDlS'n!) &c.

Dual QVlt5'n3 (placed under Paradigm III, c}; comp., however, MjlK>rt3 Lam. 3, 7.

A few feminines from fl"? stems (Paradigm II, c] are found with the ending dth, n
due to the rejection of the final Wdw or Yddh and contraction of the preceding a

with the d of the termination ath ; thus HJC) portion, (for m&nnydth or manawatK),

Dlfp ^W, plur. fltoD (constr. st. Neh. 12, 47. 13, 10) and DifcOID (Neh. 12, 44);

fliXp Ex. 38, 5; comp. 37, 8 and 39, 4 Ke
th.; on JVN3 valleys, see 93. z>.

fliS J%" (stem HIS) is obscured from J"!X, and this is contracted from 'dy&th

'awayath; plur. rtfnk, with double feminine ending; comp. above, letter f and

87. k. The retention of the a in the first syllable in ^fvX, &c., Gen. 24, 41

and elsewhere, is abnormal.

3. Paradigm III, comp. the various forms in 94. d and f-h. .The dual O

two walls, Is. 22, n and elsewhere, taken directly from the plur. DilDin,

, is abnormal (comp. 87. s, and the proper name DTl"n3 Jos. 15, 36).

Among the forms resembling participles Qal of verbs '$, such as i"PT (masc.

"tt from zdfr, hence with unchangeable d), must be reckoned also HD3 high place

(from Dto) *, which has for its constr. st. plur. the pleonastic form "rilDB , or written

[
J This etymology is extremely doubtful. G.W. C.]

U 2
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defectively Tlb2 (see $ 87. s) ; for this the Masora everywhere requires 'TOS,
which is to be read barn the (not bSmthl), with an anomalous shortening of the

d to _ with suffixes on the contrary TliD3, &c.

In a wider sense the feminines of the form ?tp ( 84 . letter e} belong to this

class, in so far as they shorten the & of the second syllable before the termination n ,

L5
*

e. g. J"lj??^ inflammation (from daOiff), with suff. TjOplIX Ezek. 16, 52; r)J?2tp

signet; also fern, of the forms Pt3j5 and ?tS> ( 84 b, letters c and d), as r\}VA folly

(for ^iitnualf), and of all the forms which have a changeable vowel in the second

syllable, and are formed with the prefix D ( 85. g-k}, e.g. rt3?Dp kingdom,

constr. always DS^Dl? !"nDtt3 (not used in the sing.) pruning-hook, plur. nilDTD
<

rfl3K>D reward, with suff. >
JT13J>p ; comp. also the examples given in

85. g and /, as TT^Q birth (from $"*?, on the other hand, ilKXiO outgoing},

rnbifl generation, rQjrtPl abomination, constr. rQJflfl , &c.

Sometimes the plural of these forms is to be traced to a secondary form,

e.g. JTT3N a letter, plur. DnSK (as if from rnSN) ;
also

Dip3^,
which is merely

formed on the analogy of the other plur. fern, of participles Qal, is to be referred

to a sing. flp3^ . Comp., moreover, TlSnTO ploughshare, plur. niBHTTO (as if

from ntSnnO)
J

; on the other hand, nV">ri3 capitals (of columns
1

!, and niroin
T -:,-'

<.
T

'

<.

reproofs, are the regular plurals of rn.HS and JirDlfl .

,<

In n3fl3 >a/ the original w of the first syllable is maintained by the sharpening

of the following consonant (comp. Arab, q&turi], with suff. TOro, the constr. sf.,

however, is D3h3 (as also in the absol. st. in Ex. 28, 39) ; plur. 01303 , constr.

J"li3ri3. The form npjpS given in Paradigm III, b is a Pulpul-torm of the stem P;>3

comp. "l'p"|P 84 , letter/.

4. To the fourth class, for which no Paradigm is required, belong all the

numerous forms which in classical Hebrew have unchangeable vowels throughout,

the originally -short vowel of the first syllable having become vocal friud, owing
to the tone being thrown forward. Of the forms mentioned in 84 and 85 those

from JJ"y stems especially belong to this class, as i"l;>3C> scroll, H ?nri praise, n?DJn

prayer ( 85. i and q), as well as the feminines of the participle Hipfitl of verbs V'JJ,

e. g. iTV'Nt) enlightening (from T'ND), and generally the feminines of V'JJ stems

which are compounded with the preformative D, as ni"fl3C) rest (from !"ri3D),

see 85. /; from n'v stems perhaps also H.5J?ri conduit (constr. st. n?J?ri Is. 7, 3

and elsewhere) and ntOJjl travail. Thus all these forms coincide externally with

those which already, as masculines, have unchangeable vowels throughout (see

the list of them in 93. ww).

5. The feminine ending JV_ (apart from iVx-forms like JV33, 94. /) arises

from the addition of the feminine T\ to the ending
*_ , which is employed to form

Astarte (plur. fri'VlB^), which was formerly included among these

examples, is most probably due to an intentional alteration of the original rnfl*y,

like
T]jb

Lev. 18, 21, &c. (for TptD), with the vowels of JIB'S shame, the latter word

having been substituted in reading for the name of the goddess.
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adjectives, &c., see 86. d, k, and k. The ending Jfl, mentioned in the same

place, is attached, in segholate forms, sometimes to the ground-form, as fflflK'JJ

Job 1 2, 5, sometimes to forms with a half-closed syllable, as ntiJflQ ; from !"l ,>

stems we find forms sometimes like J"l13E' captivity, sometimes like J"fl33 weeping,

rrt?3 exile, filtHI vision; the latter retain the a of the first syllable even in the

constr. st. and before sttffixes. From a qctttl-iorm is formed Hll^lS difficulty;

from a qatrl-iorca DVlpB &c.

In the plural of these forms different methods of treatment may be distinguished. U
In some cases the whole ending 01 is retained, as if belonging to the stem (comp.

above, letter/), e.g. IjWJDpK from IiyEpK, in others this ending is resolved, as

in
ntojrt?

Dan. 8, 22 (no doubt for mSl'khuwwdth}, as well as in
rtfnjt?

'edhfwdth,

from rVTlJ? testimony, but only in connexion with suffixes, Sp]Fii*iy
Ps. 119, 14,

&c. ; IVtin i Ki. 2, 3, &c.

96. Nouns of Peculiar Formation.

In the following Paradigms
1

,.pp. 294 to 296, a number of frequently

used nouns are arranged, whose flexion presents more or less striking

peculiarities. These peculiarities, however, are almost always subor-

dinate to the usual phonetic laws, and the usual designation of the

nouns as irregular is, therefore, not justified, when once the ground-

forms are properly recognized on which the present forms are

based.

1 The only omissions from these Paradigms are *inX, DPI and fiton (on which

see the remarks), and all the forms which are not found in the Old Testament.
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Sing, absolute 3K nx Dinx

(father) (brother) (sister) (man} (wotnan^

,.
cons/rue/ "?. "nx ninx e*x nirx

with suff. of i sing.
'3X 'nx "nrwt <E*X 'rrfN
< <

2 mcisc* j X
^|
nN TjJjinN

2/^w . 'psx ^nx ^IDinx

3 masc. MH^KVJ inriiKiriiss innx

n^3X n^nx nnnx
T T T T T -;

< < <

1 /^/. .
K

. T .. -.

2 -wajr. D?^N.
D3

"'!'
x

. [D3rtnX]

2 _/fOT. l?"
1

?^

3
Dirnx onnx

Plur. absolute

construct l"li3X

with suff. of i sing. V^liX
< f < f

2 masc. 'JT'^^ TD^* '1*??'^ T^
2 fem. ^pnK ^1'ninx

a 2fljr 1TI3X VHX VTl*nX VB'JX Vl?3mutt. T -: TV T :
-

1 PL

2 masc.

3 masc .

REMARKS.

3X father; the constr. ^3X, like ''HX and ^33 (which occurs once), may perhaps

be reckoned among the remains of an earlier linguistic period, discussed in 90. /.

However, 3X also occurs in compound proper names, e.g. DI/BbX, beside

Di ?B't|3X ,
&c. ;

also Gen. 17, 4 sq. }^DH~3X for the purpose of explaining the

name Dn[1]3X. On the plur. Jli3X see' 87. p.

HX brother. The plur. absol. D^HX has Dagel forte implidtum ( n. <); VHX
stands for VHX according to the phonetic law stated in 27. q, and so also TIX in

pause for ^fiX. The sharpening of the n merely serves to keep the preceding

Pathah short, as in 0^3, &c. ( 93-)-
inK one (for 1HX, likewise with Daget forte implicitum, 22. c, comp. $ 37. ^),

constr. and otherwise in close connexion, HFIX (Gen. 48, 22. 2 Sam. 17, 22. Is. 27, 12.
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HEN n"3
T T "

(handmaid} (house}

TV3

'DDK

lira

pi)T3

B

^a

^33

^133

133

(daughter}

H3

T13

(day} (vessel}

Di' ^a

ins

rira

on-a

"33

IS?

V33

raa

ni33

n^33

i"nb3

n>n33

D?"JD'33

on-'nis

TO
TO

Zech. 11,7; and especially before |D [~D]
Gen. 3, 22. Ex. 30, 14. Num. 16, 15.

Jud. 17, 5. i Sam. 9, 3. Ezek. 18, 10) ; fern. HPIS a (for fTiriK, according to

19. d}, in pause DPIS. Once HP! masc. (by aphaeresis, 19. h\ Ezek. 33, 30,

as in Aramaic ; plur. DHnX some, but also iidem,

OiriK sister, from.'ahdw&t or ''ahayat, with elision of the 1 or \ and the <2, which

has arisen from ad, obscured to 6. In Num. 6, 7 inhX stands for iflhS (with

Dage^s forte imflicitum in the l"l). The plur. absol. (ni'riK) does not happen to

occur. In Ezek. 16, 52 TjHVnK occurs (for TJ^O'nS). In the forms TlinS

Jos. 2, 13 Ke
th., Tj^ninX Ezek. 16, 51. 55. 61 (to be read also in verse 45 for

TjrrtnX, which has been erroneously assimilated to the singular occurring in

vv. 48. 49. 56), and D3'tn^nK Hos. 2, 3 (for which, however, read D3ninS) the

third radical has been entirely lost.
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Sing, absolute pB] ""'V n? ^n ^ [^J
(water} (fity) (mouth} (head} (name) (heaven}

construct *^V **?

zw/4 /^! of\ sing. 'TV ^
2 masc. 1TV. T9

2 /<?;.

3 wjr. i^V V3
, ^1

3/. a?? rrl

i /Y. iJ'
1

? ^K'NI lapK?

2 masc.

3
DDK'

. absolute D^P D^V

construct "'P,

2 w^f. V9*S TO
<

2 fern.

3

i P/.

2 wajr. D
?

>i
"

iy

*, according to the common opinion either incorrectly lengthened for K*N

(from 'zJJ, with assimilation of the Nfin of the ground-form VJ from the stem

fcWN, which again has been attenuated from *anT), or softened directly from 'inL

It is, however, probable that a separate stem (t?
NX /0 3nr strong!} is to be assumed

for the singular
l

; consequently the stem EOfct to be sociable, would be connected

only with the plur. DsEfaK (D^E^N is found only in Is. 53, 3. Ps. 141, 4. Prov. 8, 4).

nCN slave, handmaid: with the plur. fl^riDK, with consonantal fl, comp. in
T T . T ~: .

Aram. f!"QK fathers, and similarly in Phoen. finPT from D/T ,
also Arab. 'abahAt

1 So already Gesenius in his Thes. linguae Hebr. i. 83 sq., and recently again
Friedr. Delitzsch, Prohgg., p. 160 sqq., Praetorius in Kuhn's Orient. Z. B.

t 1884,

p. 196; Kbnig, Lehrgeb. ii. 38; while Noldeke (ZDMG. 1886, p. 739 sqq.),

against Delitzsch, would connect both l^K and D^Efa with the stem BON.
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(fathers), 'ummahdt (mothers), with an artificial expansion into a triliteral

stem.

n$N -woman, probably for PltWN ;
? from BOX to be weak (

= Arabic 'amttcf),

and therefore distinct from BOK to be sociable (see above, on B^K). So DeLagarde,

Uebersicht, p. 68 ; Kbnig, Lehrgeb. ii. 159 sq. The form flB'N (for 'tit, with fl fern,

from '*'&, after rejection of the doubling and lengthening of the f to , comp.

DBTOn as constr. st. of !"lt$Dn _/fo) occurs in Deut. 21, n. i Sam.. 28, 7. Ps.

58, 9, even in absol. st. [cf., however, below, 130.4,5]. In Ps. 128, 3

is found for
?jflB>tf.

Instead of the plur. &$3 (by aphaeresis from

according to Friedr. Delitzsch, from another distinct stem, HBO), we find in

Ezek. 23, 44 flfe^
1
.

JV3 house, plur. D"TB (only in Deut. 6, n. i Chron. 28, n D^jjO without

Metheg], pronounced bdttm. The explanation of the Dages in the fl is still

a matter of dispute. According to Jewish tradition (comp. Delitzsch, Jesaia, ed. 3,

p. 79), the DageS forte (after firm Metheg; comp. 16. f. $ ) serves merely to

distinguish this word from DVO passing the night {part. Qal of J"fl3); the Syriac

bdttin, however, shows that the Dagel is original, and belongs to the character

of the form. According to Wright, Comparative Grammar, p. 88, QT13 is simply
< < IT

contracted from bai-ttm (as |K from f^ D3"1

}}
from Q^J7,&c.), and the Dages,

therefore, is lene ; Konig, Lehrgeb. ii. 56, proposes the name Doge's forte ortho-

consonanticum ; Philippi, ZDMG. xlix. p. 206, assumes for the plural a stem

distinct from that of the singular. The incorrectness of the formerly common

pronunciation bottim is sufficiently shown by the Babylonian punctuation (see 8. d,

note 2), which leaves no doubt as to the d.

}3 son (Gen. 30, 19 H5^~f3_), constr. usually ~|3 (also with a conjunctive accent

as an equivalent for Maqqeph, Gen. 17, 17. Is. 8, 2, and elsewhere, i Chron. 9, 21
;

even with smaller disjunctives, especially in the combination f3to, Ex. 30, 14.

Lev. 27, 3, and elsewhere [~f310 only after D5O and before B'lh, also in Is. 51, 12;

see Strack on Ex. 30, 14]), rarely ~|3 (Deut. 25, 2. Jon. 4, 10 twice, Prov. 30, i,

and so always in the combination jto~|3, and in the proper names JIMS [but

*3M3}"}3 Benjamite] and np"
1

"}^ Prov. 30, i), once ^3 (comp. 90. /) Gen. 49, n,
and $33 ( 90. ) Num. 23, 18. 24, 3. 15. In Gen. 49, 22 f3, for which ~f3

ought to be read, is intended by the Masora for the absol. st., not the constr.

D3 daughter (from bant, and this again, according to the law stated in 69. c,

for bint, fern, of J3), with suff. ^3 for "033. Plur. nljS, from the sing. H33,

comp. D^S sons.

DH husband'sfather, only with suff. ^Dl"^ IT'Dn ;
and ]"ton husband''s mother,

only with suff. TjnilOn, rlrflDH. Comp. 2N, HNI and rfillN.

DV day (Arab, yaum), dual D^ipV ; the plur. D^ is probably from a different

sing. (D"
1

yam)"*, constr.
"Tj^

and (poetically) HIID^, Deut. 32, 7. Ps. 90, 15.

1 Friedr. Delitzsch (in the Babylonian glosses to Baer's text of Ezekiel, p. xi)

on Ezek. 23, 44, remarks that the Assyro-Babylonian forms from assatu (woman),
the plur. a"s~sdti corresponding, therefore, to J"tf$N, not to the ordinary plur. D^Efa.

8 The supposition (put forward also in earlier editions of this Grammar) that

the plur. D^D"1 arose from D^tpl^ through elision of the 1, is invalidated by the fact
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V3 vessel, in pause v3 (with snff. ^v3 Deut. 23, 35) from n?3 to contain,
: .

,
. < ::

"

plnr. Dv3 (as if from PSj H?3 ; according to Konig, ii. 63, simply shortened

from kilyim).

D 1

^? -water ; comp. on the plur. 88. d.

TJf city. The plur. D^S? is scarcely syncopated from D S

"VJJ, as it is pointed

in Jnd. 10, 4 (no doubt erroneously, in imitation of the preceding D"nTP a*s colls],

but from a kindred sing. "1JJ, which still occurs in proper names.

nS mouth, constr. st. *3 (for original *Q = MS ?). Its origin is still disputed.

According to Gesenius and Konig (ii. 103), nS stands for HKB (ground-form

pfay] from HKS to breathe, to How ; according to Olshausen, for *3, from a stem

rPB or H1S. But parallel with the Hebrew PIS are Assyr. pu, Arab, fit, fam,

famm, fumm, Bibl. Aram. D3, KtSQj Syr. pum, puma, so that Earth, ZDMG.
xli. p. 634, assumes two forms of development from the same stem (IDQ), viz. fm
andfw. *3 my mouth, from pi-y ; for DH*3 we find in Ps. 17, 10. 58, 7. 59, 13

iD^3. The supposed plur. D"1

^ i Sam. 13, 21 is generally explained as a con-

traction from 0^3, but the text is altogether corrupt. The plur. J"rt*3, for the

edges of a sword, occurs in Prov. 5, 4; reduplicated J"li*D*Q Is. 41, 15. Ps. 149, 6.

B'tn head (obscured from K>KT = ra J) ; plur. tJ^JT) (for D^K^, 23. c) ;

VB^iH only in Is. 15, 2.

nb* a head of small cattle (sheep or goaf), constr. st, rife*, with suff. W17
I Sam. 14, 34 and ^5J> Deut. 22, i, according to Konig, ii. 131, from a ground-

form si
1

ay, but according to De Lagarde, Uebersicht, 81 sq., from a stem *

(i"IB>
= say = tvisay).

D5? name, constr. generally DB' (only six times 'DS') ; comp. [3 .

( 88. </).

97. Numerals, (a) Cardinal Numbers.

a 1. The cardinal numbers from 2 to 10, in Hebrew, are substantives

with an abstract meaning, like trias, decas, irtvrds, and were, therefore,

originally attached in the cons/rue/ st. to the word numbered, e.g.

0^33 nEvt? trias filiorum. However, the appositional construction

of the numerals was likewise in use, side by side with this, at an

early date, e. g.
D 11

?? (?V, trias, sc. filii, and from the latter was

developed the use of the abstract numerals as adjectives (placed after

their noun), see 134.^ PC1^ utius, fern. nnN una, see 96, show even

that the a becomes vocal S'wd in the constr. st. The view that D^ is merely an

incorrect obscuring of D\ and therefore distinct from the Arab, yaum, is con-

tradicted by the invariable spelling DV, &c., notwithstanding the spelling Q'

(-D'3A?) in the Siloam inscription, line 3 (cf. 7. /), and D^5* Hos. 6, 2.

Cf. also the note on J 100. g.
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by their form that they are adjectives, although even in this case

combinations like O^'l 10*? unus e montibus are possible). The

consequence of the appositional, and finally adjectival, construction

was, that for numerals connected with feminine nouns a special

(and, with the exception of Q?n&>, a shorter) form came to be used,

whilst the original - forms, with the abstract feminine ending, were

used in connexion with masculine nouns. Hence, with the numerals

from 3 to 10, it comes to appear as if the masculine form of the

numeral were connected with the feminine substantive, and the

feminine with the masculine substantive. For the expression of

duality, dual forms are naturally used, with the usual distinction

of gender. Accordingly, the numerals from i to 10 are as follows:

With the Masculine. With the Feminine.

AbsoL Constr. AbsoL Constr.

i. ins ins no*? nns

2.

4. nja-iN nyai

5-

6.

7-

8. rube? rube* rube*
T :

-
: v :

10. rnb^

.

1 Shortened from D^fliK', which would be the regular feminine form of

Nevertheless, the Dagel in DVIB', &c. (even after |D fi^riK'C) Jon. 4, n ; comp.,

however, "'HE'D Jud. 16, 28-) can by no means be regarded as a Dages forte arising

from assimilation of the N&n, for in that case the word could only be D^R^ (comp.

Arab, tintdni). It is rather to be read ltdyim, $t$ (with Dages lene), comp.

DVIK'N, representing the later Palestinian pronunciation (Philippi, ZDMG. xlix.

p. 206), and Arab, 'itnalani (with a kind of prosthetic X ; comp. 19. m~), as

a further feminine form of 'itndni, duo. Philippi gives a very thorough treatment

of the subject in his article,
' Das Zahlwort Zwei im semitischen

'

(ZDMG.
xxxii. p. 21 sqq.), according to which the original form was tiny, which, how-

ever, even in the primitive language, was shortened to tin. In his opinion,

D^it? goes back to the dual form tinaimd, D^S? to tinataimd, tintaimd, so that

in that case D^flK', which in the Babylonian Codex of 916 has been almost always

substituted by a later hand for D I|

RB', would be the more original and correct form.
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On the connective forms V3^, V^. comp. the analogous forms in 93. k.

C The other Semitic languages also exhibit the same peculiarity in the external

differentiation of the numerals from 3 to 10 as regards gender. The full form

of the numeral abstracts is only rarely found in connexion with feminine nouns',

e.g. D^EO J'KJvB' Gen. 7, 13. i Sam. 10, 3. Job 1,4. Ezek. 7, 2 K"th.; probably

also Jos. 17, n, where we should read with Dillmann fi^DSn 't?. In apposition,

Zech. 3, 9. 4, 2, comp. Jer. 36, 23. Conversely in Gen. 38, 24 DHtfin EvE> (but

in the Samaritan J1BOK>). For HSQKJ seven, there occurs in Job 42, 13 the

strange form i"l3JDCJ, according to Ewald an old feminine substantive (comp. the

German ein Siebend, a set of seven), but more probably a scribal error.

d 2. The numerals from n to 19. are formed by placing the units,

without the copula, before the number ten (in the form 1K>y masc.,

fOV'J? fern.), but without the two words being joined into one.

However, owing to their rapid pronunciation in one breath, the

units almost invariably appear in the form of the construct si. (without

pretonic vowels) ; comp., in the following table, 1HK and finx in the

numeral u, and the units in the feminine numerals from 13 upwards.

The proper connective forms, however, of the masculine abstracts,

like riBvK', &c., are not admitted in combination with ~>5?y, since the

units are merely in apposition, and not in a genitive relation. Also

*y& and ""fits', in the number 12, are only apparently in the construct s/.,

although formed in the same way (by contraction of the ay, and the
< . < .

loss through phonetic decay of the D' of D?3K>, D?fiB>), and for the same

reason, viz. their close connexion with the following noun. In O^t?

and ^fit? the language has contented itself with the contraction of

the ay (without rejecting the D), unless both forms are to be regarded

as the Masoretic Q?re perpetuum ( 17), viz. "OS?, ""fit?, for D^,
as really intended by the Ke

thibh.

e Accordingly the numbers from 1 1 upwards are

Masculine. Feminine.

jnb? nns

1 In the vulgar dialects of Arabic, and in Ethiopic, the feminine form of the

numeral is by far the more common. This form appears also in Hebrew, when

the number is regarded in the abstract, as in the multiplicatives (see 97. h}.

2
V?t?y> which remained for a long time unexplained, was recognized (first by

J. Oppert) in the Assyro-Babylonian inscriptions in the form iftin or tttgn; comp.
Friedr. Delitzsch, Assyrische Grammatik, p. 203, and P. Haupt, in the American

Journal of Philology, viii. 269. Accordingly, "lfe>y VlE'y is a compound, like the
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Masculine. Feminine.

13. i>y net? rnby

&c., on the analogy of the last. These numerals regularly have only

the above form. In regard to their syntax, cornp. 134.^
, , <

Very rarely the units appear in the masc. in the constr. st., as ~\W flS^O

fifteen, Jud. 8, 10. 2 Sam. 19, 18; nfety n31X> eighteen, Jud. 20, 25.

3. The tens from 30 to 90 are expressed by the plural forms f
of the units (so that the plural here always stands for ten times the

unit, thus, D'efo? 30, D'JQ-IK 40, D'Bton 50, DW 60, D^M? 70, D^bf
80, D^n 90. But twenty is expressed by D"1

"]^ , plur. of i'^ /<?
J
.

These numerals are all of common gender, and do not admit of the

construct state. In compound numerals, like 22, 23, 44, &c., the units

may precede (two and twenty, as in Arabic and English), e. g. Num. 3, 39.

26, 14. Very frequently, however, the reverse order is found (twenty

and two, as in Syriac, cf. French and English twenty-two], e. g.

i Chron. 12, 28. r8, 5
2

. In all cases the units and tens are connected

by the copula, ordinarily \,
but \ before numerals with the tone on the

penultima, \ before -^-,
' before S?wcL; see 104. d, e, g.

The remaining numerals are the substantives

100 nXO fern., constr. HXD.
< f

200 D^nKO dual (contracted from D^W? ; comp. 23. f).

Sansk. $k&da$an, evSeica, undecim (analogous to the combination of units and tens

in the numerals from 12-19), an^ is -used at the same time in the composition of the

feminine numeral eleven. On the gradual substitution of 'J7 Vlt^y for ']) IHS and

'V nnX see Giesebrecht in ZAW. 1881, p. 226; 'V ''flEfy occurs only in the

Priestly Code, in Jer., Ezek., in the prologue to Deuteronomy (i. 3), and in

passages undoubtedly post-exilic, so that it may very well be a loan-word from

the Babylonian.
1 For the irregular plural forms D^bj? ,

D 11^^, D^n (from the segholates

"IB>J>, JDjp, yW), we should expect D"1

!^, &yW, &$&&> Is this very

unusual deviation from the common formation (see above, 93. /, o, r) connected

with the special meaning of these plurals ?

1
According to the conclusions of Konig (De Criticae Sacrae Argumento, p. 6r,

and Lehrgeb. ii. p. 215 sqq.), the smaller number more commonly precedes in

Ezek. and the Priestly Code, but the larger always elsewhere. S. Herner (Syntax
der Zahl'uuorter im A. T., Lund, 1893, p. 71 sqq.) arrives at the same conclusion

by a full examination of the statistics; cf. also his remarks on Konig in

ZAW. 1896, i.
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300

1000

2000

3000
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B
B>bf plur. (but in 2 Ki. n, 4. 9. 10. 15, K*th.

masc.

N dual.

fc* flS?'
5^ plur., and so on (except D I|B;>N iTlfry in 2 Sam.

1 8, 3. 2 Ki. 24, 14 A'VA.; elsewhere always B 11

??*? nn'^JJ).

i oooo H33T, in the later Books H^H, 13"), Nfa"} (properly multitude,

comp. fj.vpids).

20000 D?rto1 dual (see below, letter h}; but nte"! V: 1^ Neh. 7, 70

(also Ni31 V?0 Neh. 7, 71).

40000 Ktefj ya"i Neh. 7, 66.

60000 ]"ntf3VB>B> Ezra 2, 69 (Baer and Ginsburg J"M3"!, as in

Dan. 11,12).
nriTl ""BpN thousands ofmyriads, Gen. 24, 60.

Rem. i. The dual form which occurs in some of the units has the meaning

of GUI' ending -fold, e. g. D'flJD'IS fourfold, 2 Sam. 1 2, 6 ; D'flyilKJ sevenfold,-!-: - T : f
^

Gen. 4, 15. 24. Is. 30, 26. Ps. 12, 7. 79, 12 (comp. 134. r). The dual 0^13"}

Ps. 68, 1 8 (explained by |X3$ ^??pN thousands of duplication) is not meant

to be taken in the sense of two myriads or twice the number of myriads, but

in a multiplicative sense. Besides the plural, which denotes the tens, there are

also the plurals D^nK some, also iidem, and fl^K'J? decades (not deceni]

Ex. 18, 21. 25.

2. The suffixes to numerals are, as with other nouns, properly genitives, although

they are translated in English as nominatives, e.g. DSJIKvE' your triad, i.e.

you three, Num. 12, 4.

Ordinal Numbers.

are formed from the

98. Numerals.

a The ordinal numbers from 2 to 10

corresponding cardinals by adding the termination
*

(
86. h],

before which another N also is generally inserted between the

second and third stem radicals. They are as follows : *$ second,

*&ty, >jpnn (Hke inn, ini, D^3>, without the prosthetic N, which

appears in XEnK, &c.), "^""Dn or ^?n (which, according to Strack,

is always to be read for H?pn), $ ^^, TPf, T^?, n
.

v
^. This

f in the penultima unquestionably results from the tendency to assimi-

lation with the / of the -ultima, Konig, Lehrgeb. ii. 225. The ordinal

first is expressed by J^N"! (cf. 27..*), from B^ head, beginning,

with the termination fl ( 86._/~). On the use of in? as an ordinal

in numbering the days of the month, comp. 134. p; in such cases

as Gen. i, 5. 2, u, the meaning of first is derived solely from the

context.
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The feminine forms have the termination fl"1

-., more rarely (and b

only in the case of 3 and 10) HJ_ . They are employed also to

express fractions, e. g.
ITBton

fifth or fifth part, nnteg and nTf?J[

tenth part. Side by side with these, in the same sense, there are
. i .' .* < . .<

also forms like W?V a third, #?"> and V?7- a quarter, t^on a fifth part,

and with the afformative J^, P~>B>y (plur. D^n^j;) a tenth part; these

are to be regarded as abstracts, and are denominatives from the

cardinal numbers. Comp. finally JflSB' e'/3So/*af, a week ; "tife^ a decade

(of days), and also the tenth day.

On the expression of the other relations of number, for which the Hebrew has

no special forms, see the Syntax, 134. q and r.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE PARTICLES.

99. General View.

a 1. The particles, which in general express the secondary modi-

fications of thought in speech, the closer relation of words to one

another, and the mutual connexion of sentences, are for the most

part 'either borrowed or derived from noun-forms, sometimes also

from pronouns and verbs
( 30. s). Primitive particles (apart from

a few demonstrative forms, see TOO.
*')

can only be so called in the

sense defined in 81 sq.

b 2. So far as the origin of the particles .can be discovered with

certainty, they are either (i) borrowed from other parts of speech;

i.e. certain forms of the noun, pronoun or verb, with more or less

loss of their original meaning, have come to be employed as particles;

comp. in the Indo-Germanic languages, e. g. the Latin cerlo, falso,

partim, verum, causa, the German statt, ansiatt, wegen, weg, and the

English instead, away; or (2) derived from other parts of speech,

either (a) by the addition of formative syllables, as DD^ by day, from

0^ (comp., however, 100. g}\ or most commonly (6) by abbreviations

effected in various ways, the extent of their mutilation being in pro-

portion to the frequency of their use, so that in some cases (see

below) the original stem has become wholly unrecognizable.

Comp. in German gen, from gegen, Gegend ; seit, from Seite ; weil (originally

a particle of time, like our while}, from Weile.

Still more violent abbreviations occur in Greek, Latin, and the Romance

languages, e. g. dvo, ab, a ; l(, ex, e ; ad, Fr. a ; out, Fr. ou, Ital. o ; super,

Ital. su .

1 Even short phrases are contracted into one word : Lat forsitan, from

fors sit an, Srj\ovuri, Srj\aSrj, Fr. peut-itre, Eng. prithee from I pray thee. In

Chinese most of the particles are verbs or nouns
; e. g. iu (to give), and also the

sign of the dative
;

J (to make use of), hence to, for ; nci (the interior), hence in.
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The greatest shortening occurs in those particles which have c

entirely lost the character of an independent word, by being reduced
v

to a single consonant with its vowel (generally short) or S'wd.

According to the laws of syllable formation in Hebrew (26. m),

such particles cannot stand independently, but are united, as prefixes,

with the following -word ( 102), very much like the preformatives

of the imperfect ( 47. a-d\

The view that this shortening of whole words to single letters has actually taken d,

place in the gradual course of linguistic development, is rendered highly probable

by the fact that similar abbreviations in later Hebrew and Aramaic, i. e. as the

development of the original Semitic speech progresses, become more and more

striking and frequent. Thus the Biblical Aramaic ^ becomes at a later period ^T
;

in modern Arabic, e.g. hallaq (now) is from halwaqt; let (why?) from li-ayyi-
y

saiin,

&c. Comp. also the analogous cases mentioned above from the Western languages.

Nevertheless, the use of the simplest particles belongs already to the earliest

periods of the Hebrew language, or, at any rate, to the earliest documents which

have come down to us.

3. Less frequently particles are formed by composition; as

wherefore? for Jfl"!*~np quid edoctus? (ri padmv;) or quid cognitum?

r$>* (from i>i and ^) besides; nbypbt? (from |B, *?, nbyp) from

above, above,

More frequent is the combination of two words into one without contraction,

e-g- f?"
1
"

1

!)^, *9~1K, Dip?, irtpSI.

100. Adverbs.

1. The negative & not, and a few particles of place and time, a

as SW there, are of obscure origin.

2. Forms of other parts of speech, which are used adverbially b

without further change, are

(a) Substantives with prepositions, e. g.
1&D3 (with might) very;

*np alone (prop, in separation, Fr. a part], with suffix ^2? I alone;

JV3D from within, within; cf. also ^C1?3 (as one) together.

(l>)
Substantives in the accusative (the adverbial case of the Semites, c

1 1 8. m), comp. TTJV dp* 7?", Swpeav, e.g. "1KD (might) very,
DQN

(cessation)

no more, Ei sn
(the day) to-day (comp. 126. b\ "irv (union) together.

Several of these continued to be used, though rarely, as substantives,

e.g. ^ripj plur. D^^D and niTIlD, circuit, as adverb circum, around;

others have quite ceased to be so used, e. g.
"H3

(length) long ago;

liy (repetition, duration) again or further, longer.
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d (c) Adjectives, especially in the feminine (corresponding to the

Indo-Germanic neuter), e.g. rolB>fcn primum, formerly (more fre-

quently ru^RTjl, also Hilton?); n31 and n?1 multum, much, enough;

rrifcOQa wonderfully (properly mirabilibus, sc. modi's],
JVflrP Jewish,

i. e. in the Jewish language.

e (d) Verbs in the infinitive absolute, especially in HipKil, which

are likewise to be regarded as accusatives ( 113. h), e.g. ^3"]n (prop.

a multiplying) much, !"Q"]r6 in multitude; B2B>n (mane faciendo) early;

^~U!p (vespere faciendo) in the evening.

f . (e) Pronouns and numerals, e.g. nt (prop, there at this place) here,

narj here, hither (also of time, comp. ^ and rmg = jrriy, narrny

till now); nnK, D?nip, snB>, riKO 0, //, MZWZ times, a hundred times;

JV3B> for the second time.

g 3. Some adverbs are formed by the addition of formative syllables

(most frequently )
to substantives or adjectives, e.g. DJB? an(^

03DN truly (from ?K truth}',
D3n (by favour) ^ra/fr (from jn gratia)',

C^"| z vain,frustra, but also //v, Ruth i, 21, parallel with they^wz.

HNpoyw// (from PT! ^/w/>/y, emptiness, vacuum); D^"
1 ^^ (from Di"1

)

1
.

Comp. also QO^
(an a(

^J-
m Hab. 2, 19. Lam. 3, 26; an adv. in

Is- 47> 5)> and, with 6 in the last syllable, DW?9, for D'yna, ? a

twinkling, suddenly (from J?ri3 a twinkling), and DiB^t? /^ day before

yesterday (from Bvt? three), the <7 in both cases being probably

obscured from an original d. Moreover, comp. rpfins backward, and

JVaT]i? sordidate, Mai. 3, 14. In both these cases, the formative syllable

an has been first attached to the stem, and then the feminine ending

ith, which is elsewhere used to form adverbs, has been added to it.

h The termination D_ occurs also in the formation of substantives, e. g. D?p
ladder (from t^D), and hence the above adverbs may equally well be regarded

as nouns used adverbially, so that D_
,
E_^

}
would correspond to

J
_

, fi ( 85,

Nos. 53, 54), comp. 0^*19, equivalent to fi^B redemption, DNTIB3 (with prep.)

1 Is this D an instance of the locative or temporal termination (cf. especially

DIHJf) mentioned in 88. c ? Noldeke, ZDA1G. xl. p. 721, considers DD11 a secondary

substantival form (used adverbially like fOy noctu^, corresponding to the

Phoenician and Aramaic DD\ Syr. 'tmdmd; cf., on the other hand, Konig, ii. 255 :

the Phoen. DD* is probably plural, and in the case of the parallel Syriac 'fwamd,

the derived form (occurring in DDI"1

)
is also used to express day, beside the ordinary

y&m. De Lagarde's opinion {Novae fsalt.gr. editionis specimen, p. 12 sq.) that

should be read Dfo11

is altogether improbable.
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suddenly, 2 Chron. 29, 36. According to others, this am is an obsolete accusative

ending, to be compared with the indeterminate accusative sing, in &n in Arabic.

4. A number of forms standing in very close relation to the i

demonstrative pronoun may be regarded as primitive adverbs, since

they arise directly from a combination of demonstrative sounds.

Some of these have subsequently suffered great mutilation, the

extent of which, however, can now very rarely be ascertained with

certainty. Such are e.g. TN then, f3, H33 thus (cf. rmj, STOK how?\

?JK only, |3N truly (on all these adverbs, see the Lexicon), and especially

the interrogative L] (He interrogativum], e.g. fcOH (Deut. 3, n Hpn)

nonne? 02H num etiam? This He interrogativum is perhaps shortened

from bn, which is still used in Arabic, and, according to the view

of a certain school of Masoretes, occurs also in Hebrew in

Deut. 32, 6 \

The H interrogative takes (i) ffatefh-Patkah generally before non-gutturals k

(even before 1), with a firm vowel, e. g. JTOB>n hast thou set? see the interrogative

clause, 150. c (3t?^n Lev. 10, 19 is an exception).

(2) Before a consonant with Se
wd, usually Pathah without a following Doge's I

forte, e. g. n3"12n Gen. 27, 38, comp. 18, 17. 29, 5. 30, 15. 34, 31 ; less frequently

(in about ten passages), Pathah with a following Dages forte, e. g. TjTTpH num
in via, Ezek. 20, 30, fllpP! Gen. 17, 17. 18, 21. 37, 32. Num. 13, 19. Job 23, 6;

even in 1, i Sam. 10, 24. 17, 25. 2 Ki. 6, 32.

(3) Before gutturals, not pointed with either Qames or Hateph-Qames, it takes in

Pathah, e. g. TJ^ri shall Igo ? nfiKH num tu ? DKH num si; niHKn Mai. 1,13;

also in Jud. 6, 31 read DRKH (not 'KH), likewise H in Jud. 12, 5. Jer. 8, 19.

Neh. 6, ii. In {J^SH Num. 16, 22, the Masora intends the article; we should

read E^Nn, and comp. Deut. 20, 19; in Eccl. 3, 21 read r6jjn and JYTVn ; the

article is a correction due to doctrinal motives.

(4) The H takes S'ghdl before gutturals which have Qames or (as in Jud. 11

9, 9 sqq.) ffatefh-Qames, e.g. "flESH Mic. 2, 7 ; ^iXH Job 21, 4 ; nfpnn Joel 1,2;

ntJ'nn Gen. 24, 5 (comp. the analogous instances in 22. c, 35. k, 63. ).

The place of this interrogative particle is always at the beginning of the clause.

5. Some adverbs occur also in connexion with suffixes, thus ^B* o

thou art there, 3rd sing. masc. i^, and plur. masc. E3^; ^3*N / am

not, 2nd sing. ^K, fern. '=J?.'

t

N, 3rd sing. ^>?/N, fern. na^N, 2nd plur.

D33>N, 3rd plur. masc. BJ/K. Also ^y /flw^ H^ onl7 in '^

and H^y), Tlty, *nty *^V (Lam. 4, 17 JTVA.

1 The separation of the n at the beginning of Deut. 32, 6, expressly noticed

by Qimhi (ed. Rittenb., p. 40 b) as an unique instance, is perhaps a protest against

admitting a particle pH .

X 2
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n|X where art ihou? 1*K where is he? DjK where are they? The same

applies to fO ("in) and nan behold ! (prop. /for<f, ^r* is; see 105. \

only in Gen. 19, 2 N|~nan; with suffixes, ^33n and ^)3n (Gen. 22, 7 with
<

Munah), in pause "OSn behold me (here am /), *J3n (pause 4j3n Ps. 139, 8)>

!J3n, ian, and man, an
(&,fo/</ us), and Win, in pause 13311, D33H, Dan.

^ The usual explanation of these suffixes (especially of the forms with Niin

epentheticum) as verbal suffixes, which ascribes some power of verbal government
even to forms originally substantival (e. g. fa^*

1 there is, he is], is at least

inadmissible for forms (like ^*K, ^*lty2) evidently connected with noun-suffixes;

even for the other forms it is questionable.

101. Prepositions.

a 1. All words, which by usage serve as prepositions, were originally

substantives, viz. :

(a) Substantives in the accusative and in the construct state, so that

the noun governed by then* is to be considered as in the genitive,

and in Arabic actually has the genitive ending, comp. in German

statt dessen, kraft dessen, in Greek TOVTOV x<*Plv>
m Latin huius ret

causa, at gratia, mentis insfar
1

. Comp. "inx
(hinder part*) behind,

after (Mil'el in f| ">n Lev. 14, 36. Deut. 21, 13. i Sam. 10, 5;

ntins 2 Chron. 32, 9);
.'JfN (side*) close by ; f? (intermediate space*)

between; nj?3, *ljj| (distance) behind, around; n^T, or with Hireq

compaginis "'H^T (removal, want) except; $- (purpose) on account of;

7to (?iD only in Deut. i, i) before, over against; "fD (separation; cf.

iiy.v) from, out of; 133 (coming in front, that which is over against)

before, over against; "*iy (progress, duration*) during, until; ~?y

(height, upper part *) upon, over; ~Dy -(connexion ?) with ; it is

doubtful whether this is to be derived from the same stem as riB^
msy? near, beside, like; nrw (under part *) under, instead of.

b
(b] Substantives in the construct state, but to be regarded as in the

genitive, since they depend on prepositions (especially the inseparable),

e.g. ^Bp (in the face of*) before; 'B3, w (according to the mouth,

i.e. the command of*) according to; v3? (in the concern of) on

account of; JVP? (for the purpose of) on account of.

c 2. Substantives used adverbially very frequently become preposi-

1 In the examples which follow, the meaning of the noun is added in parentheses,

and, when it is actually in use, is marked with an asterisk. On a similar use

in other languages, see W. von Ilumboldt, Uber die Kawisprache, iii. p. 621.
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tions in this way, e.g.\ba, 'baa, ^38, ifibz, pKS, DBK3 (with cessation)

without, "riV3 (in the duration of) during; ^3, H3 (according to the

requirement of) for, according to.

1O2. Prefixed Prepositions.

1. Of the words mentioned in 101, "Jt> from, out of, frequently tf

occurs as a prefix (99. f),
and even with its Nun assimilated to the

following consonant (by means of Dages forte).>
e. g. ^3? 0/ gf a

forest.

Rem. The separate ~}D (always with a following MaqqepK] is usual (but not 6

necessary, comp. Jud. 20, 14 with verse 15. Ezek. 43, 6, &c.) only before the

article, e.g. JHNn~|lD, and sometimes occurs before the softer consonants, e. g.

WTi Jer. 44, 18, ^JSTJg Joel i, 12. i Chron. 5, 18; cf. Ex. 18, 14. Lev. i, 14.

14, 30. Jud. 7, 23. 10, 4. 19, 16. Ps. 104, 7 (2 Ki. 23, 36 before ~>
; also before

p in Ps. 1 8, 49), and elsewhere in the later Books (as in Aramaic)
1

^ there

is besides a poetic by-form ^D (comp. 90. m) and ^D Is. 3Or ii. Its form

is most commonly -O with a following Daget, which may, however, be omitted

in letters which have S ewd (comp. 20. m). With a following
"" the 19 is, as

a rule, contracted to , e . g. 1TD = 1TD or 1TD (but comp. iJB>>b Dan. 12,2:
.., . -:r "

:

'jnBn^O 2 Chron. 20, n); before gutturals it becomes D (according to 22, c),

e.g. DIKD, ^i"5?J 9 occurs before H with the guttural virtually sharpened in

^np on the outside, and in D^TO Gen. 14, 23 ; before fl in fl^ilD (comp. 28. 6

and 63. q. The closed syllable here is inconsistent with the supposed virtual

sharpening of the H ; probably fl^HD is merely due to the analogy of ni'w.) ;

similarly Is. 14, 3 before "1
;
but in I Sam. 23, 28. 2 Sam. 18, 16

Sj'T'lS)
is to be

read, according to 22. s.

2. There are also three other particles, the most commonly used c

prepositions and the particle of comparison, which have been reduced

by abbreviation ( 99. c) to a single prefixed consonant with
ewd

(but see below), viz.:

3 in, at, with.

? towards, to, for, Lat. ad.

3 like, as, according to (no doubt the remnant of a substantive

with the meaning of matter, kind, instar).

With regard to the pointing it is to be observed that

(a) The S ewd mobile, with which the above prefixes are usually pronounced, d
has resulted from the weakening of a short vowel (an original a, according to

1

Konig, Einhitung ins A. T., p. 393 (cf. also the almost exhaustive statistics

in his Lehrgebaude, ii. 292 sqq.), enumerates eight instances of
ftp before a word

without the article in 2 Samuel and Kings, and forty-five in Chronicles.
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letter /) '; the short vowel is regularly retained before S'wd: before S ewd simplex

in the form of an f, attenuated from & : before a Hateph the prefix takes the vowel

of the Hateph, e. g. ^Qp for fruit, 'HKS as a lion, 'JJJS bd"nt, in affliction

(sometimes with the syllable subsequently closed, comp. 28. b, and the infinitives

with 2> 63. i): before weak consonants it follows the rule given in 24. c, e.g.

rn*n^ for ''p. When the prefixes 3, 1, 3, p precede D'H^K God, the $ ewa

and Hateph S
e

gh6l regularly coalesce in Serif, e.g. D'n6x3, &c., for '^|*3 ;
so

. t
"

'

" v : i v

with suffixes ITTpNI , &c. (once also in the sing., ^n?X? Hab. i, n) ; also regularly

Ibi6 to say, for lbxf>, see 23. rf.

e (V) When the prefixes precede the article, the H is almost always dropped, and

they take its vowel. See further in 35. n.

f (c) Immediately before the tone-syllable, i. e. before monosyllables and dis-

syllables with the tone on the penultima (in the fore-tone), they take Qames

(undoubtedly a lengthening of an original a, comp. 26. e, 28. a), but only in the

following cases :

(ad} ? before infinitives of the above-mentioned form, as Jir6 to give, p*1p

to judge, tab to plunder, fth to shear, tib to keep a festival, rnS-5 to bring
!<7

T
<}

T VVT

forth, J"l3;y
to go, J"inj5;> to take, except when the infinitive (as a nomen regens)

is closely connected with another word (especially its subject, 115. e), and

consequently, as being in a sort of constr. state, loses the principal tone, e.g.

DN^ Ex. 19, i, n3K>p Gen. 16, 3 (in such cases as annTin^ Ex. 5, 21 the

a is protected by the secondary tone ; before infinitives of verbs V'y ,
the ? is

retained even in close connexion ; comp. Ezek. 21, 20. 25. 22, 3) ;

g (bo} before many pronominal forms, e.g. Plj|3 (so also in i Sam. 21, 10; not

rtt3), JTP, iTD, nt^D (in close connexion, however, JlND Gen. 2, 23 ; DNT3

Gen. 45, 23); !"I^X3
as these; and especially DD3, D3?, D33 (Q?3)

and DH3,

Dn^ 0^3, see 103. e;

h (cc) before monosyllables or fore-toned nouns in such combinations as HS.5 HB

mouth to mouth, 2 Ki. 10, 21, QiD;) D^O p3 between waters and waters, Gen. 1,6 ;

rnib,) for a trouble, Is. i, 14, but always before the principal pause. The

instructive example in Deut. 1 7, 8, also shows that the punctuation ,) requires at

least the lesser pause after it; in Is. 28, 10 and 13 the ,) is twice repeated, even

before the small and smallest distinctives
;

i (dd) in certain standing expressions, which have become stereotyped almost

as adverbs, e. g. "Ijp to eternity, S1
!} in multitude, nC3? in security, nxjp to

eternity, but D^HW Hxlb to all eternity, Is. 34, 10. Cf. also ^D3^ for the dead,

Lev. 19, 28. Num. 5, 2. 9, 10.

k (d} With the interrogative HO they are pointed as in HB3 ;
in pause and

before N as in HD3 by what ? (before a following relative clause, as in Eccles.

3, 22, i"!l?3; comp. Delitzsch, Jesaia, 4th ed., on Is. 2, 22); JTO3 how much?

but also HQS 2 Chron. 18, 15, in close connexion, and at a greater distance from

the pause. The S*gh6l in these forms arises from a partial lengthening of the

1
Jerome (see Siegfried, ZA W. iv. 79) almost always represents 3 by ba.
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original a, while the D is sharpened in order to maintain the original & of

the prefixes.

When p (prop, la) is united to HD, it takes, according to 4<).f,g, the form /

HE)? (Job 7, 20 no?, i Sam, I, 8 no?, all Mil'tt, and hence the & in the tone

is lengthened to a) for what? why? Before the gutturals X, PI, ]), HID,' is used

for euphonic reasons (exceptions I Sam. 28, 15. 2 Sam. 14, 31. Jer. 15, 18, before PI;

2 Sam. 2, 23. Ps. 49, 6,' before X); PIEO, however, remains before PI. Before

letters which are not gutturals, PID? is found in Ps. 42, 10. 43, 2 (immediately
after a tone-syllable).

Rem. The divine name prfPts ,
which has not its own original vowels (probably m

PlliV) but those of VHX (see 17. c), takes the prefixes also, after the manner of

O'TIX, thus Him rrfrrb! rrfri'a, HIPPO (since they are to be read tflW tfl&6
T -;' T I-' T t

> T |- T ;l"
V T |-> T |*>

"tflXS, 'tflXJO);
for the X of 'riK, as of 3

fc

J
D'OhX, &c. (see below), quiesces

after the prefixes 3j 3, ?, \,
but is audible after D (for JO), K> (no instance

in the O. T.), and n (in D^hXH, the article, not n interrog., is intended,

since the only example with PI interrog., Jer. 8, 19, is to be pointed PliPlVl, i.e.

tflXH, not niiW). Hence the rule, Ss
if1O P!B>D Moses brought out (i.e* D, &, H

T | T ;
~ V

make the K audible), D^aO l^DI awa? Ca^f3 brought in (i.e. 1, 2, 7, 3 allow

it to quiesce)
J
. As regards the other plural forms of P"1K, syncope of the

N always takes place after 3, )
} 3, 2, except in the form "O^IN, thus

, &c.; but S3h, &c., wjlg, &c.,

103. Prepositions with Pronominal Suffixes and in the Plural Form.

1. As all prepositions were originally nouns ( 101) in the accusative, a

they may be united with the noun-suffixes (91. -/), e. g. yX (prop,

at my side) by me, VlK
(in my proximity) with me, Dflnn

(in their place)

instead of them, like the Latin mea causa, for my sake.

Rem. i. The preposition DX (usually TIX) near, with, is distinguished from ^

MX (comp. note i, p. 380), the sign of the definite accusative ( 117. a), in its

connexion with suffixes, by a difference of pointing, the former making ^flX

'jriX,
in pause TJflX, 2nd fern.

TJJJIX (Is. 54, 10
"iJfiX), ^IX, DSflXj DflX (also

in the later Books, especially in Kings, and in Jer. and Ezek., incorrectly

with me; TjrHXD from thee, i Ki. 20, 25; frlXO from him, i Ki. 22, 7;

with them}, while the latter retains its original o before the light suffixes.

Hence the following forms arise :

Sing. Plur.

i. VlX me. WriX us.

m. TJflX,

/. ?jnx

him. nnnx. anx \

them.

Another vox memor. is D^W fa'bs all is hidden in him.

( m. toX him. ^O1
??. DJPN

{

\

' '

T v : v > T
J
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Less common are the plene forms WN, *jrfiX (Num. 22, 33 H3riX before H),

jniK (Ex. 29, 35 nanfc), toix, nniN, unlx, onto. Moreover, for nans
we find D2r^N Jos. 23, 15 ;

for DflN, five times (Gen. 32, i. Ex. 18, 20, &c.),

DnriS, and in Ezek. 23, 45 DnrtfX ; for JDK (only found in Ezek. 16, 54; 35, 26

runs; 34, ai ronitf) also fnnX (Gen. 19, 8, &c. [13 times]) and JHriiK Ezek.

23, 47. No instance of the 2nd fern. plur. |3riX occurs in the O. T.
;
in Cant. 2,

7, &c., D3riK is used instead.

C 2. The preposition "Dy with (with suffixes on the model of stems y"y, ^tsy

?Jt3y [i Sam. i, 26 riDEiy], in pause IJE^; 2nd fern. TJDy; itS^, JTOy) is united

with the suffixes y, D3 and QH by a (pretonic) Qames, which causes the

sharpening of the Mm to be distinctly audible : faEy, 0313^ DHEy (so in

Num. 22, 21, and often in very late passages, otherwise DBy is generally used).

In the first person, besides *&]), we also find HBy (probably from original

^13y ;
cf. Arab, 'inda, beside, with).

d 3- It is but seldom that prepositions occur with verbal suffixes, as "OfirW

2 Sam. 22, 37. 40. 48 (for which Ps. 18, 37. 40. 48 'rinri), inSPiro? Gen. 2, 21

and *Jiy3 Ps. 130, n (here probably for the sake of the rhyme with I|

3D^5J^)
1
.

-:,- t

2. When pronominal suffixes are added to the prefixes ( 102), there

appears occasionally, especially in the case of the shorter suffixes,

an endeavour to lengthen the preposition, so as to give it more strength

and body. Hence to 3 is appended the syllable ID (see the Rem.),

and 3 and ? take at least a full vowel, 3 and ^ ( 102. d, /}. The

following deviations from the analogy of the noun with suffixes are

to be noticed (a) in the pausal forms ^3 } !);>, 1]riK ) TjPix, :jDy (not

bekha, &c.); (6) in the similar forms with the suffix of the 2nd sing,

fern, (not bekh, &c.), and in ^3, VV
} ttoy, &c. (not benu, &c.).

f (a) p with Pronominal Suffixes.

Sing. Plur.

i. V to me. v? to us.

(m. ^> (nai)), in pause "$>

z.\
. \tothee. , ^<'L\ to y u -

m. V? to him. Dn?, HGn?, poet

1 Pint and W/" (in me), in vulgar Arabic for ft and bt, are compared by Socin.

3
}3;) does not occur in the Old Testament, by a mere accident, no doubt ;

Ezek. 13, 1 8 rtiSb.TYT .^
8 The question whether to? can also stand for the sing, ip, which Rodiger

positively denied, must now decidedly be answered in the affirmative, since the
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2 takes suffixes in the same manner: ^, ^3 (Ex. 7, 29. 2 Sam. g
22, 30. Ps. 141, 8 naa, as in Gen. 27, 37. 2 Sam. 18, 22. Is. 3, 6

naij), i3, &c.; except that for the 3rd plur., besides BH3
(especially

in the later Books) and HBns (only in Ex. 36, i. Hab. i, 16; ntsn;>

only in Jer. 14, 16), the form D3 is also used; and for the feminine,

besides nana (which occurs three times), |H3 is found fifteen times,

and fn3j but only in i Sam. 31, 7. Is. 38, 16. Ezek. 42, 14. According

to the Masora, K? is found fifteen times for i^> (as conversely in

i Sam. 2, 16. 20, 2 ii? for N7), e.g. Ex. 21, 8. i Sam. 2, 3. Is. 9, 2.

Ps. 100, 3 (and, as has been conjectured, also Job 41, 4); comp.

Delitzsch on Ps. 100, 3. In Num. 32, 42. Zech. 5, n. Ruth 2, 14,

the Masora requires n? instead of f*b
(in all three places before

a following tone-syllable; comp. 23. k, and the analogous cases of

the loss of Mappiq in 58. -, 91.*).

(l>)
3 with Pronominal Suffixes. h

Sing. Plur.

\m. S)lD3] D33, D33, seldom tOteS)
.j

'

\asthou. '\asye.

m. ^D3 fc. DH3, [DH3, n^gs],

[TO TO

Phoenician suffix of the 3rd pers. sing, in D has been universally recognized as

the ground-form of the Hebrew suffixes in to (comp. Schroder, Phoniz. Sprache,

p. 153 sqq. and p. 154 for Schlottmann's explanation of this D). It is true that

in such places as Gen. 9, 26. 27. Deut. 33, 2. Is. 30, 5. Ps. 73, 10 (all in or

immediately before the principal pause; in Deut. 33, 2 with Zaqeph qaton

at least) \fj? can be better explained as plural (in reference to collective nouns) ;

and in Is. 53, 8 for to JJ33 we should read with the LXX nits JJ33 . On the

other hand, in Is. 44, 15 its explanation as plural would be extremely forced.

Even then there would remain presuming the traditional text to be correct

to"0a Ps. ii, 7 and fogS Job 27, 23, as well as tovJJ, the last occurring three

times, Job 20, 23. 27, 23 (beside Ivy), and especially Job 22, 2. In all these

places the most extreme exegetical artifices can only be avoided by simply

admitting a singular suffix (= VJE), VS3, I^V).
* The form

f
n ? occurs in Ruth i

, 13 in the sense of therefore.
8 The use of 13 here for *_ (cf. above, letter d} might be due to euphonic

reasons. Probably, however, it is a case of contraction from *3N HD3, see

letter k. IJJDS (defectively) only in the Pentateuch, Sjb3
Ex. 15, u.

'
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(<r) "P? with Pronominal Suffixes.

Sing. Plur.

poet. 'IP, in /a#.$<? also 13&P from us.

*JX) from me.

m. Q in ause 30 . D3"
2.

in pause $30} . D3)"
\ from thee.

} from you.
j ??Pr

z. ^3Dp, Job 4, 12 in pause ^P, &DP, ^HP, poet.
<

or ^3DJ from him. E^?P

m her.
[fTO],

from
them.

k The syllable to (in Arabic w4 KD = Heb. TO twi<tf) in ^DS (probably from

S3N HD3, prop, according to what /, for 0j /) is, in poetry, appended to the three

simple prefixes 3, 3, p y
even without suffixes, so that to3, ^D3, top appear

as independent words, equivalent in meaning to 3 3 {>. Poetry is here dis-

tinguished from prose by the use of longer forms
;
hi the case of fO, on the other

hand, it prefers the shorter, which resemble the Syriac and Arabic.

/ The form DH3, enclosed in brackets above, occurs only in 2 Ki. 17, 15 (in
<

'' T

pause}, Hans only in Jer. 36, 52 (in pause); fns (Baer following Qimhi fn3)

only in Ezek. 18, 14. Comp. Frensdorff, Massora Magna, p. 234 sqq. For

D33 as ye Qimhi requires D33 (invariably or only in Job 16, 4?); in Jos. r, 15.

Jud. 8, 2. Ezra 4, 2 Baer gives D33 .

Wl With regard to
ftp

with suffixes, "^CDD from me is usually explained as arising,

by a reduplication of
ft), from an original 'OIDJD, just as \-tGfQ from him, from

< v <

1H-3D3D, identical in form with ^3BD 1 from us, from 13-3D3D. while n3QD-.' T V

from her goes back to J13D3D. Far simpler, however, is Mayer Lambert's

explanation (Revue des etudes juives, xxiii. 302 sqq.), that ^31310, &c., have

arisen from ^SD, &c., and that the forms of the suffixes are to be explained on

the analogy of 'arN, I3liy, HSrinn, 100. o. The bracketed form ^HSD, for

which Baer, following Qimhi and others, writes ^nBp, occurs only in Ps. 68, 24,

and is there regarded by Delitzsch, Hupfeld and others (following Simonis) as

a substantive (JD
= portion). The expression MiVfp (for BO ?) Is. 18, 2. 7

is very strange. !TE>"Tt? occurs only in Jer. 10, 2. Eccles. 12, 12 (Job n, 20

DHSp); fnp (so Baer and Ginsburg, following the best authorities, instead of

the ordinary reading JHD) only in Ezek. 16, 47. 52.

n 3. Several prepositions, especially those which express relations

of space and time, are (like the German wegen) properly plural nouns

(for the reason, see 124. a), and are, therefore, joined with the

1 The Babylonian Masora writes 13130 (to distinguish it from the 3rd sing.),

which is justly blamed by Ibn Ezra.
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pronominal suffixes in the form of the plural construct state, just like

other plural nouns (91.^). On the other hand, the apparent connexion

of ~?K, ~iy, "?$? with plural suffixes is explained from the ground-

forms of those prepositions (from stems n"i>) V$ (v*$), ^IV., VJ!

(contracted to ^K, J*|, &C.)
1

.

Without suffixes these prepositions are

"tf}*?, more frequently
"""THK

(prop, hinder parts) behind, after.

"?, poet, also vN (region, direction}, towards, to, according to.

p3 (interval] between; the suffixes indicating the singular are added

to the singular pa, thus W3, *|3'3, &c . (Gen. 16, 5 *pfa, the second

Y6dh is, however, marked with a point as critically doubtful; 1^3,

which occurs three times, is only the Masoretic (?V/ for 13*3, which

is found e.g. in Gen. 30, 36). On the other hand, the suffixes

indicating a plural are attached to the plural forms V.*
1? or fifo*3.

2*3p (circuit} around, with suffixes always has the plural form, some-

times masc. 1*3*20, &c., sometimes, and more frequently, in the fern.

rri3*3D (surroundings). In Ezek. 43, 17 TCTfa 3*3p is abnormal for

~*iy (continuation, duration, from <Tiy) #,$ far as, unto, poet. V$.

In Job 32, 12 BS'ny, with the a retained in the secondary tone, is

abnormal. Also in 2 Ki. 9, 18 for Dn"iy read ^~^.
"^y /c, oivr (comp. the subst. 7V height, the top, from npy /<? ascend],

poet. $5[.

nnri ^?r (prop, what is beneath). On ^rinri, &c., comp. above,

letter d.

1 The reference of these forms to original plurals has been again expressly

supported by De Lagarde, Symmicta, ii. 101 sqq.; Nachrichten der G. g. G., 1881,

p. 376, cf. Mittheilungen, 1884, p. 63; also GGA., 1884, p. 280 sq. According
to Earth, ZDMG. xlii. p. 348 sqq., and Nominalbildung, p. 375 sqq., ^VlllFl,

&c., was only formed on the analogy of ^vy, &c., and I^TnN, &c., only on the

analogy of *3Dp, &c., since the real plural forms ought to be ^rirVl } I^.HX , &c.;

cf., however, Konig, Lehrgebaude, ii. 305 sq.
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With Suffixes.

1 Sing.

(after me) (between me) (around me) (beneath me) (to me) (unto me) (on me)

2 S. m. T7.n^ 1^3 ^nin^D l^nn
& ^pTStp

2 S.f. ^ini* =]ta^D

vnnn

nvinn n^N nny n^jTV:- T * T VT T v

&n1v :

^rrinn

T. PI m. nnnniS Dm^ dniniriD cn^nnn cn^x^ v **~:|- v ! v i : v :
~ v ~s

& Qrf3>3 & Qn^^ao usually DJjinFi & onbs

104. Conjunctions.

a 1. The conjunctions serve to connect sentences, and to express

their relations one to another. They may be either

(a) Original pronouns, e.g. the demonstrative ^ that, because, for.

(l>) Original substantives, which afterwards were reduced to the

rank of pronouns, adverbs or conjunctions ;
so probably "U5te

(see 36),

which is sometimes used to express the general idea of relation,

sometimes as a relative pronoun (=gui, quae, quod], and in many
cases stands simply for

S

3; also ~^ (nothing), that not; ~|B that not

(the Greek \u\ of prohibition), &c. To these may be added the

1 As Mayer Lambert observes, usage (cf. esp. Gen. 26, 28) distinguishes between

the two forms: 13
<in<

l3
l|3 means between us and you, whereas 13"0*3 (Jos.

22, 25. 27. 28 before DS^Ul) means between us on the one hand.

2 The poetical form tovN only in Ps. 2, 5; ilOvV, on which see note 3 on

letter /, frequently.
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adverbial combination of substantives with prepositions, e. g.
<

(in the not yef) earlier, before, for which B"}-?
1? is also used. On the

combination of two particles to express complex ideas (e. g. V?~*lN

added to this, that=much more), see Syntax.

(c] Prepositions, which with the addition of the conjunction ">^N b

or *3 together form one single conjunction, e.g. "Wfa |ST because, prop.

on account of the fact that; "TC'N ">nx
?
and more frequently TfK

after that; "^3 according as (with 3);
*3 2j5J7 and "tt?K 3j?j? *

quence of the fact that, for the reason that, because. Sometimes,

however, the conjunction in such cases is omitted, and the preposition

itself used as a conjunction, e.g. "vy (for "i^X'py) although, Job 16, 17.

So, at any rate, according to our linguistic principles. It would, however,

be more correct to say, that instead of the intermediary IB'K the whole of the

succeeding sentence is regarded as one substantival idea, under the immediate

government of the preposition. In the same way, all prepositions governing

the gerund in English may be paraphrased by conjunctions with the finite verb,

see 114 and 115, passim.

2. Besides those already mentioned, there are certain other small c

words now used as conjunctions, of which the derivation or original

meaning is altogether obscure, thus IK or, ~DN if (also or before the

second member of a double question), *!*? also, \ and, and others.

Rem. The pointing of the } (originally 1, as still before Hateph Pathah, and d
with a following Dage$ forte in wdw consecutive of the imperfect; cf. 49.^)

is in many respects analogous to that of the prefixes 3
}
3

? p ( 102. d-i~), but

as being a weak consonant, the wdw copulative has some further peculiarities :

(a) Usually it takes simple S*wd
(}).

(i>)
Before words which begin with a guttural having a compound S

e
wd, it takes

the vowel with which the Sewd is compounded (according to 28.
t>~), e.g. t33H1

and be thou -wise, D*"13XJ1_ and servants, WJJ1. and strength, /3K1 and eat thou,

*br\\
and sickness. On DYl^fcO

, *?*$, &c., see 102. d; on "TIKI, &c., see

102. m ; on such cases as "V2fVl Job 4, 2, comp. 28. b.

(c] Before words with simple S?wd under the first consonant (except in the g

cases under letter f\ the Wdw becomes the vowel u, e.g. ?bpS and to all, so

also (except in the case under letter ^) before the cognate labials 3, D, B, hence

TpC}. On the cases in which simple Sewd has become a Hateph after 1 copulative

(e.g. 2nn Gen. 2, 12), comp. 10. h.

(d} With a following
1 the 1 coalesces to form ^ according to 24. b, e. g. /

Wl and let him be. On the peculiar punctuation of the wdw copulative before

forms with initial S*wd from H^H to be and rpn to live (e. g. Dn^ni Jos. 8, 4,

rpri"! Gen. 20, 7), comp. 63. q.
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(t) Immediately before the tone-syllable it frequently takes Qames, like 3, 3, p

(see 102. /\ but in most cases only at the end of a sentence or clause (but

cf. also N31 2 Ki. 22, 30), e.g. J"ID1 Ex. 21, 12 (on the other hand, in verse 20

J"HM is in closer logical connexion with what follows) ;
2 Ki. 7, 4 DB> ^1?^, ^^}

and fcnDI ; Ruth 3, 3 ropj 5 Ps. 10, 15 jrvf; I Sam. 9, 4 }W ;
2 Sam. 13, 26

t6l; Ezek. 47, 9 ^hl ; comp. also (with Tifhha) Gen. 33, 13. 2 Sam. 15, 12.

The very frequent connexion of nouns expressing kindred ideas, by meams of }
}

is due simply to considerations of rhythm, for even in such cases the Waw must

immediately precede the tone-syllable, which must be marked by a disjunctive
* *

I \ <

accent, e.g. }nhl V\T\ Gen. i, 2. ro*7\ Di 11 Gen. 8. 22 (see also the previous
T:~ T <

examples) ; Gen. 13, 14 (thrice) ; Ex. 25, 3 C)D3J
3HT ;

Ps. 96, 7 tjfl "1133 ; Ps. 76, 7

l nan 1

); Gen. 7, 13 HEM DHl'DBn Hi; i Ki. 21, 10 Tj^ D'r6.K ; H3J H3

aw<f MJ; Est. i, 8 B^KrCJ^K at the end of the verse, but in Ps. 87, 5

tf, in spite of the D'hi with the second B^N, because it is closely

connected with the following predicate. Also with three words HSJ riHBJ
Tna

Is. 24, 17. On the other hand, the rapid pronunciation "I occurs before a con-

junctive accent (and, when farther removed from the principal pause, even with the

smaller disjunctives, in spite of a following tone-syllable), e. g. 13JJ1 fXlf
Gen.

32, 6
; comp. Gen. 31, 40. Lev. 7, 23. Deut. 2, 21, and among the examples given

above, Gen. 7, 13 and Ps. 76, 7. (Exceptions: HDnpl Gen. 13, 14, where

evidently the 1 is intended to ensure the slow and solemn recitation of the promise,

but also
P)^n Jos. 15, 55, inyi 19, 7, ftDIrt 19, 25, all immediately before the

pause.) For the same rhythmical reason } (not 1) is used regularly with certain

monosyllables which, by their nature, lean more closely upon the following word,

thus
PIT), DX^ N71, Da 1

! and others (to be distinguished from K?1 if not, with

Zaqepkgadol, 2 Ki. 5, 17).

105. Interjections.

a 1. Among the interjections some (as in all other languages) are

simply natural sounds, or, as it were, vocal gesticulations, called forth

involuntarily by certain impressions or sensations, e.g.
nnt* (Ezek. 30, 2

Fin),
HN ah I nn aha I (comp. this n also in ^0 and \?nx utinam /),

N3K Ex. 32, 31, &c. (Gen. 50, 17 N3N) ah! (from HN and W),

otherwise written H3K 2 Ki. 20,. 3. Jon. i, 14. Ps. 116, 4; also DH

(in pause Dn, even in the plural ton hold your peace! Neh. 8. n)
n (Amos 5, 16

Irrin) ha! woe! *te, iTiX
(Ps. 120, 5),

'

(in

Eccles. 4, 10
; IjV'N 10, 16) woe!

2. Others, however, originally expressed independent ideas, and

become interjections only by rapid pronunciation and by usage, e. g.

ID (
K
0) or nan behold! (prop, here); HN*] behold! (prop, imperative) j

nsn, plur.
ton

(prop, give, imperative of 27V
; comp. as to the tone,
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69. o), the Latin age, agite, come on! nap (also *jp),
w (prop, go,

imperative of :J?n) with the same meaning
1

; iyyn far be it! (prop.

ad profanum!) ^ (see the Lexicon) / foseech, hear me! N3 pray*!

used to emphasize a demand, warning, or entreaty, and always placed

after the expression to which it belongs
3

.

1
n$O (Deut. i, 8), fOn and ri3p are also used in connexion with the feminine

and the plural, which proves that they have become quite stereotyped as

interjections.

2 N3 serves to express the most various shades of expression, which are discussed

in the various parts of the syntax. It is used especially (a) after the imperative,

either in commands or entreaty, see no. d ; (ft)
with the imperfect, either in the

cohortative ( 108. K) or jussive ( 109. b}\ (c) once with perfect, Gen. 40, 14;

(d) after various particles : JM~nj|rl behold now ; particularly after the conjunctions

?S and DX : W"bK ne quaeso and N3~DN ifnow, nr/>, tiirore, if, in a deprecatory

sense, expressive of politeness or modesty. In Num. 12,13 N3 stands after a noun ;

but we ought certainly to read WPK . In polite language this particle is used

constantly in a variety of ways, Gen. 18, 3 sq. 19, 7 sq. 19, and 50, 17.

8
Against the usual view which regards K3 as a hortatory particle (

= up !

come! analogous to the original imperatives POP! and i"Dp and the Eth. nad,

properly hither, also come /), P. Haupt, in the Johns Hopkins University Circulars,

xiii, no. 114, p. 109, justly observes that we should then expect the particle to be

prefixed to the imperative, &c. He proposes to describe K3 as an emphatic

particle. Haupt's suggested identification of this S3 with the Assyrian, Arabic

and Ethiopic particle ma (which is also an enclitic of emphasis), and ultimately

with the interrogative md, we shall not discuss here.



THIRD PART.

SYNTAX.

CHAPTER I.

THE PARTS OF SPEECH.

I. Syntax of the Verb.

A. USE OF THE TENSES AND MOODS l
.

106. Use of the Perfect.

ft The perfect serves to express actions, events, or conditions, which

the speaker wishes to represent as in a state of completion, whether

they belong to a determinate past time, or extend into the present,

or, while still future, are thought of in their completed state.

The definition formerly given here (' the perfect serves to express completed

actions') applies, strictly speaking, only to some of the varieties of the perfect

discussed in letters b-p: hence the above modification based on the arguments
of Knudtzon (for the title see note i, and cf. further 107. a).

More particularly the uses of the perfect may be distinguished

as follows:

b 1. To represent actions, events, or conditions, which, after a shorter

1

Comp. the sketch of the tenses and moods used in Hebrew in 40; and on

the general characteristics of the perfect and imperfect see the note on 47. a ;

also Driver, A Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hebrew (Oxford, 1874; 3rd ed.

1892); Bennett, 'Notes on the Use of the Hebrew Tenses' (Hebraica, 1886,

vols. ii, iii). A partial modification of the accepted definition of the Semitic

perfect and imperfect was proposed by J. A. Knudtzon, Om del saakaldte Perfektum

og Imperfektum i Hebraisk, Kristiania, 1890; of which a summary entitled Vom

sogenannten Perf. und Imperf. im Hebr. appeared in the Transactions of the

Oriental Congress at Stockholm, section semitique b, p. 73 sqq. (Leyden, 1892).

C also Knudtzon's articles,
' Zur assyrischen und allgemein semitischen

Grammatik' in the Zeilschrift fur Assyriologit, especially vi. 422 sqq. and

vii. 33 sqq.
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or longer duration, were terminated in the past, and hence are finally

concluded, viz. :

(a) Corresponding to the perfect proper in Latin and the English b

perfect definite, in assertions, negations, confirmations, interrogations,

&c., e.g. Gen. 18, 15 then Sarah denied, saying, I laughed not

(Wjttnt i6) ; and he said, Nay, but thou didst laugh (?i?r);

Gen. 3, ii
*|p

T3n ip who told thee . . . .? Comp. 3, 13. 14. 17. 22.

Also pointing to some undefined time in the past, e.g. Is. 66, 8

DNT3 yptJ>~*D who hath (everyet) heard such a thing?

Rem. In opposition to this express use of the perfect to emphasize the com- C

pletion of an event, the imperfect is not infrequently used to emphasize that

which is still future, e.g. Jos. i, 5 as I was (Wjn) with Moses, so will I be

(iTHK) with thee ; Jos. i, 17. Ex. 10, 14. Deut. 32, 21. i Ki. 2, 38. 13.46,4. u.

Joel 2, 2. Eccles. i, 9.

(b} As a simple tempus historicum (corresponding to the Greek d

aorisf) in narrating past events, e.g. Gen. 4, 4 and Abel, he also

brought (N^n), &c.; Gen. 7, 20 the waters did prevail O"
1

?!), &c.;

Job i, i there was a man (Hjn B*N) in the land of .Uz, &c.; even

in relating repeated actions, i Sam. 18, 30.

Rem. As the above examples indicate, the perfect of narration occurs especially e

at the head of an entire narrative (Job I, i
; comp. Dan. 2, i) or an independent

sentence (e.g. Gen. 7, n. 13), but in co-ordinate sentences, as a rule, only when

the verb is separated from the copulative 1 by one or more words (comp. above

Gen. 4, 4 and 7, 20). In other cases, the narrative is continued in the imperfect

consecutive, according to HI. a. The direct connexion of the narrative perfect

with 1 copulative (not to be confounded with the perfect consecutive proper, 112)

agrees rather with Aramaic syntax (comp. Kautzsch, Gramm. des Biblisch-Aram.,

71, i. b}. On the examples (which are in many respects doubtful) in the earlier

texts, see \\2.pp-uu.

(c) To represent actions, &c., which were already completed in f
the past, at the time when other actions or conditions took place

(pluperfect), e.g. i Sam. 28, 3 now Samuel was (long since) dead 1
. . .

and Saul had put away ("VDn) those that had familiar spirits . . . out

of the land. Both these statements, being as it were in parentheses,

merely assign a reason for the narrative beginning at verse 6. Comp.
i Sam. 9, 15. 25, 21. 2 Sam. 18, 18. Gen. 20, 18 (for the Lord had

fast closed up, &c.); 27, 30. 31, 19. 34. Deut. 2, 10; and in a negative

1
Incorrectly e.g. in the Vulgate, Samuel autem mortuus est . . . et Saul

abst^^l^t magos, &c.

Y
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statement, Gen. 2, 5 for the Lord God had not (up to that time) caused

it to rain, &c. This is especially frequent, from the nature of the

case, in relative, causal and temporal clauses, when the main clause

contains a tense referring to the past, e.g. Gen. 2, 2 and he rested . . .

from all his work which he had made (^W)' Gen. 7 9- J 9- 2 7> ^c - :

29, 10 now when Jacob had seen Rachel ('"^ "^^r^) > Jacob went

near, &c.; so also in clauses which express the completion or incom-

pleteness of an action, &c., on the occurrence of another event, as in

Gen. 24, 15. 27, 30, &c.; cf. 164. b, with the note, and letter c.

2. To represent actions, events or conditions, which, although

completed in the past, nevertheless extend their influence into the

present (in English generally rendered by the present) :

(a) Expressing facts which were accomplished long before, or con-

ditions and attributes which were acquired long before, but of which the

effects still remain in the present (present perfect), e. g. Ps. 10, 1 1

1'3S he hath hidden hisface (and still keeps it hidden]; Ps. 143, 6

I have spread forth my hands (and still keep them spreadforIK). This

applies particularly to a large number of perfects (almost exclusively

of intransitive
J

verbs, denoting affections or conditions of the mind)

which in English can be rendered only by the present, or, in the case

mentioned above under letter f, by the imperfect
2

. Thus, "'WyT

I know (prop. / have perceived, have experienced] Job 9, 2. 10, 13,

'JI^T N7 / knoiv not Gen. 4, 9, &c.; on the other hand, e.g. in

Gen. 28, 1 6. Num. 22, 34, the context requires / knew not; ^1?J

we renumber Num. n, 5 ;
^3XD she refuseth Job 6, 7 ; P?V /'/ exulteth;

* <
<innpe> I rejoice i Sam. 2, i

; 5?i?3 he requireth Is. I. 12 ; WfJ I wait

Gen. 49, 18. Ps. 130, 5 (parallel with *6jlln);
win I delight Ps. 40, 9

(mostly negative, Is. i, u and elsewhere); ^??nK I love Gen. 27. 4 :

njfe> / hate Ps. 31, 7; V?DD / despise Amos 5, 21
; 3gn they

<

abhor me Job 30, 10; "'flnDZl I trust Ps. 25, 2
;
'n H

pn I put my trust
<

Ps. 31, 2
; ^Pl^f / am righteous. Job 34, 5. We may further include

a number of verbs which express bodily characteristics or states, such
\< .<

as
rijna

thou art great Ps. 104, i
; ^3B / am little Gen. 32, u ;

1 With regard to the great but very natural preponderance of intransitive verbs

(expressing an existing condition), cf. the lists in Knndtzon (see above, note on

letter a), pp. 117 and ia2 in the Danish text.

* Cf. novi, odi, memini ; oT&a, p.tfi.vrjpai, touea, StSopxa, Kixpaya. ; in the New

Testament, rjAiriAr
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they are high Is. 55, 9; ty>rn they stand aloof Job 30, 10;

ar<? goodly Num. 24, 5; VlfcO M^/ ar<? beautiful Is. 52, 7;

1 am old Gen. 18, 13; ^^ / aw zmz/7 Ps. 6, 7; ^nt? / am full

Is. i, u, &c.

Rem. To the same category probably belong also the perfects after *flO~T]J h
Ex. 10, 3 how long hast thou already been refusing (and refusest still . . . \

which really amounts to how long wilt thou refuse?} Ps. 80, 5. Prov. 1,22

(co-ordinate with the imperf.), and after fl3i<~*iy Ex. 16, 28. Hab. i, 2.

(<$)
In direct narration to express actions which, although really /

only in process of accomplishment, are nevertheless meant to be

represented as already accomplished in the conception of the speaker,

e.g. ^nb"in / lift up (my hand in ratifying an oath) Gen. 14, 22;

Viylf? I swear Jer. 22, 5 ; 'rnjFt I. testify Deut. 8, 19 ; 'riXJP / counsel

2 Sam. 17, ii (but in a different context in ver. 15, have I counselled];

^!n>?N (Pr P- 1 say) I decide (I consider as hereby settled] 2 Sam. 19, 30;

I declare Job 9, 22. 32, 10.

(c) To express facts which have formerly taken place, and are k

still of constant recurrence, and hence are matters of common

experience (the Greek gnomic aorist), e. g. Ps. 9, 1 1 for thou, Lord,

hast not forsaken (fl3TJT&O) them that seek thee. Comp. ver. 13, also

Ps. 10, 3. 119, 40 and Gen. 49, n (D33).

Rem. In almost all the cases discussed in No. 2 (included under the English /

present) the imperfect can be used instead of the perfect, wherever the action

or state in question is regarded, not as already completed, but as still continuing

or just taking place (see 107. a). Thus, ''JjlpS*
K? I am not able Ps. 40, 13

and ?3}K K? Gen. 31, 35 have practically the same meaning. Hence also

it very frequently happens that the imperfect corresponds to such perfects in

poetic or prophetic parallelism, e.g. Is. 5, 12. Ps. 2, 1 sq. Prov. i, 22. Job 3, 17.

3. To express future actions, when the speaker intends by an m
express assurance to represent them as finished, or as equivalent

to accomplished facts :

(a) In contracts or other express stipulations (again corresponding

to the English present), e.g. Gen. 23, n the field I give (WJJ) thee;

comp. ver. 13 and 48, 22. 2 Sam. 14, 21. 24, 23. Jer. 40, 4; in

a threat, i Sam. 2, 16. 15, 2. 2 Sam. 5, 6 (unless, with Wellhausen,

TT?: ^s to be read). Especially in promises made by God, Gen. i, 29.

15, 18. 17, 20. Jud. i, 2.

(b] To express facts which are undoubtedly imminent, and, therefore, ;/

in the imagination of the speaker, already accomplished (perfection

Y 2
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confidential), e.g. Num. 17, 27 UnaM ti ti*l3K Ujm ft

perish, we are undone, we are all undone. Gen. 30, 13. Is. 6, 5

('JTOia /OTH undone 1

}.
Prov. 4, 2. Even in interrogative sentences,

Gen. 18, 12. Num. 17, 28. 23, 10. Jud. 9, 9. n. Zech. 4, io(?).

Prov. 22, 20*. This use of the perfect occurs most frequently in

prophetic language (perfecium propheticuni). The prophet so trans-

ports himself in imagination into the future that he describes the future

event as if it had been already seen or heard by him, e.g. Is. 5, 13

therefore my people are gone into captivity (^S); 9, i sqq. 10, 28. n, 9

(after V?, as frequently elsewhere); 19, 7. Job 5, 20. 2 Chron. 20, 37.

Not infrequently the imperfect interchanges with such perfects either

in the parallel member or further on in the narrative.

(c) To express actions or facts, which are meant to be indicated

as existing in the future in a completed state (fulurum exactuni),

e.g. Is. 4, 4 pni DN when he has washed away= when he shall have

washed away (an imperfect follows in the co-ordinate sentence; cf.

the conditional sentences in 107. x); Is. 6, n (after
DK

as in Gen. 28, 15. Num. 32, 17; also 2 Sam. 17, 13 after

Gen. 24, 19 after EN *iy and elsewhere frequently after temporal

conjunctions); Mic. 5, -2 (rn); Gen. 43, 14 'r6pT
B>

n|)3B>
TO3 3W.

and I if I am bereaved (prbus fuero), I am bereaved, an expression of

despairing resignation. Comp. Prov. .23, 15. Est. 4, 16.

4. To express actions and facts, whose accomplishment in the

past is to be represented, not as actual, but only as possible (generally

corresponding to the Latin imperfect or pluperfect subjunctive), e. g.

Gen. 31, 42 except the God of my father . . . had been with me, surely

now hadsl thou sent me away empty (^nnpEJ); Gen. 43, 10. Ex. 9. 15

pjinptr I had almost put forth, &c.); Num. 22, 33. Jud. 13, 23. 14, 18.

i Sam. 13, 13 (P3H); 2 Ki. 13, 19; so frequently after DJttp? easily,

almost, Gen. 26, 10. Is. i, 9 (where Bjttp? is probably to be connected

1

Comp. the similar use of oXcuXa (8tt<f>0opas, II. 15, 128) and perii! On the

kindred use of the perfect in conditional sentences, comp. below, letter/.
* In Gen. 40, 14 a perf. confidentiae (after DN ^3, as in 2 Ki. 5, 20. 23, 9)

appears to be used in the expression of an earnest desire that something may
happen, but have me in thy remembrance, &c. Neither this passage, however,

nor the use of the perfect in Arabic to express a wish or imprecation, justifies

us in assuming the existence of a precati've perfect in Hebrew. In Job 21, 16.

22, 1 8 also, translate the counsel of the wicked is far from me. Comp. Driver,

The Use ofthe Tenses, p. 29 sqq.
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with the word after
it);

Ps. 73, 2. 94, 17. 119, 87. Prov. 5, 14. Cf.

also Job 3, 13. 23, 10 (^na). Ruth i, 12 (if I should think, &c.;

comp. 2 Ki. 7, 4); in the apodosis of a conditional sentence, i Sam.

25, 34. So also to express an unfulfilled desire, Num. 14, 2 ^p 17

would that we had died . . . ! (I?
with the imperfect would mean

would that we might- die ! i Sam. 14, 30). Finally, also in a question

indicating astonishment, Gen. 21, 7 ?.?9 *t? who would have said . . .j
3

quis dixerit? Ps. 73, n.

107. Use of the Imperfect
1

.

The imperfect, as opposed to the perfect, represents actions, events a

or conditions, which are regarded by the speaker at any moment

as still continuing, or in process of accomplishment, or even as just

taking place. In the last case, its occurrence may be represented

as certainly imminent, or merely as conceived in the mind of the

speaker^ or simply as desired, and therefore only contingent (the

modal use of the imperfect).

Knudtzon (see above, Rem. on 106. a) would prefer the term present rather

than imperfect, on the ground that the tense expresses what is either actually or

mentally present. In any case, the essential difference between the perfect and

imperfect consists, he argues, in this, that the perfect simply indicates what is

actually complete, while the imperfect places the action, &c., in a more direct

relation to the judgement or feeling of the speaker
2
.

More precisely the imperfect serves

1. In the sphere past time :

(a) To express actions, &c., which continued throughout a longer b

or shorter period
3

, e.g. Gen. 2, 6 a mist went up continually (
n^_)

2, 25. 37, 7. 48, 10. Ex. i, 12. 8, 20. 13, 22. 15, 6. 12. 14. 15.

Num. 9, 15 sq. 20 sq. 23, 7. Jud. 2, i. 5, 8. i Sam. 3, 2. 13, 17 sq.

2 Sam. 2, 28. 23, 10. i Ki. 3, 4. 7, 8. 21, 6. Is. i, 21. 6, 4 (**.???),

17, 10 sq. 51, 2 a. Jer. 13, 7. 36, 18. Ps. 18, 7. 14. 17 sqq. 38 sqq.

24, 2. 32, 4. 5 C^iS), 47, 5. 68, 10. 12. 104, 6 sqq. 106, 19.

107,18. 29. 139, 13. Job 3, 3. ii. 4,12. 15 sq. 10, 10 sq. 15, 7 sq.

1

Comp. the literature cited above, p. 320, note.

2 This is undoubtedly the view of De Lagarde also (Obersicht uber die Bildung
der Nontina, p. 6), when he defines the perfect as serving to express that of which

we are immediately sensible, the imperfect that at which we arrive by comparison

and imagination.
3
Comp. the Mesa' inscription, 1. 5, niHN3 B>D2 *J3iO *3 for Chemosh was

angry with his country.
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very frequently alternating with a perfect (especially with a frequenta-

tive perfect; cf. Num. 9, 15-23 and 112.^), or when the narration

is continued by means of an imperfect consecutive '.

Rem. i. The imperfect is frequently used in this way after the particles TN then,

D^t3 not yet, D^t33 before,*^ until, e.g. Ex. 15, I nK/t3~l^E^ TK then sang

Moses, &c.
;
Num. 21, 17. Deut. 4,41. Jos. 10, 12. i Ki. 3, 16. Ps. 126, 2.

Job 38, 21. (The perfect is used after TS when stress is to be laid on the fact

that the action has really taken place, and not upon its gradual accomplishment

or duration in the past, e.g. Gen. 4, 26 ?fflH IN then began, 8cc. ; Gen. 49, 4.

Ex. 15, 15. Jos.. 22, 31. Jud. 5, ii. Ps. 89, 2O 2
.) After D"1C e.g. Gen. 19, 4

}22B^ D7.t3 before they lay down ; Gen. 2, 5. 24, 45. i Sam. 3, 3. 7, always

in -the sense of our pluperfect. (In Gen. 24, 15 instead of the perf. n?3, the

imperf. should be read, as in verse 45 ; so also in I Sam. 3, 7 [y"TJ]
an imperf.

is co-ordinated with JHV) After D'ICIl (sometimes also simply D^.6 Ex. 12, 34.

Jos. 3, i), e.g. Jer. 1,5 NJfri D^03 before thou earnest forth; Gen. 27,33. 37, 18.

41, 50. Ruth 3, 14 (perhaps also in Ps. 90, 2 an imperf. was intended instead of

TIT ; comp. Wellhausen on 2 Sam. 3, 2). After "iy Jos. 10, 13. Ps. 73, 17

(until I wenf), 2 Chron. 29, 34; on the other hand, with the perf., e.g. Jos. 2,22*.

2. Driver (The Use of the Tenses, p. 32) rightly lays stress upon the inherent

distinction between the participle as expressing mere duration, and the imperfect

as expressing progressive duration (in the present, past, or future). Thus the

words K2T "IJU1 Gen. 2, 10 represent the river of Paradise as going out of Eden in

a continuous, uninterrupted stream, but TIB^, which immediately follows, describes

how the parting of its waters is always taking place afresh. In the same way

VVi- *-*en. 2, 6 represents new mists as constantly arising, and N?E>'' Is. 6, 4 new

clouds of smoke. Also those actions, &c., which might be regarded in themselves

as single or even momentary, are, as it were, broken up by the imperfect into their

component parts, and so pictured as gradually completing themselves. Hence

iDJpDJ;! Ex. 15. 12 (after a perf. as in verse 14) represents the Egyptians, in a vivid,

poetic description, as being swallowed up one after another, and "in}' Num. 23, 7

the leading on by stages, &c.

1

According to the Masora such imperfects occur in Is. 10, 13 bis (where,

however, "VD8O might also mean / am wont to remove, &c.), Is. 48, 3. 57, 17.

Ps. 18, 38 , also (according to 49. c) in 2 Sam. I, 10 and Ezek. 16, 10. In

some other cases
\

is no doubt a dogmatic emendation for 1 (imperf. consec.")

in order to represent historical statements as promises; comp. Is. 42, 6. 51, 2 bis,

63, 3 sqq. and the note on p. 151.
1 After TX then (to announce future events) the imperf. is naturally used in the

sense of a future, Gen. 24, 41. Ex. 12, 48. Mic. 3, 4. Zeph. 3, 9. Ps. 51, 21.

* As after TK, so also after D^B, 0^3 and
""IV. the imperf. may be used,

according to the context, in the sense of our future, e.g. 2 Ki. 2, 9. Is. 65, 24.

Job 10, 21
; after "Ty e.g. Is. 22, 14. The imperf. is used in the sense of our

present after D^t? in Ex. 9, 30. 10, 7.
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(<5)
To express actions, &c., which were repeated in the past, either e

at fixed intervals or occasionally (the modus rei repetitae), e.g. Job i, 5

thus did
(
n^_) Job continually (after each occasion of his sons'

festivities); 4, 3 sq. 22, 6 sq. 23, n. 29, 7. 9. 12 sq. Gen. 6, 4. 29, 2.

30, 38. 42. 31, 39 (I used to bear the loss of
it),

Ex. i, 12. 19, 19.

33) 7 sqq- C"
1^ used ,to take every time). 40, 36 sqq. Num. 9, 17 sq.

20 sqq. n, 5. 9. Jud. 6, 4. 14, 10. 21, 25. i Sam. i, 7. 2, 22. 9, 9.

13,19. 18,5. 27,9. 2 Sam. i, 22. 12,3. 13,18. i Ki. 5, 25 (of tribute

repeated year by year). 10, 5. 13, 33. 14, 28. 2 Ki. 4, 8. 8, 29.

13, 20. 25, 14. Jer. 36, 23. Ps. 42, 5. 44, 3. 78, 15. 40. 103, 7.

Est. 2, 14 ;
even in a negative dependent clause, i Ki. 18, 10.

2. In the sphere ofpresent time, again f
(a) To express actions, events, or conditions, which are continued

for a shorter or longer time 1

, e.g. Gen. 37, 15 ^^"HP what seekest

thou? 19, 19 ?2ttTK? / cannot ; 24, 50. 31, 35. Is. i, 13. Other

examples are Gen. 2, 10. 24, 31. i Sam. i, 8. n, 5. i Ki. 3, 7.

Ps. 2, 2. So especially to express facts known by experience, which

occur at all times, and consequently hold good at any moment,

e.g. Prov. 15, 20 a wise son maketh a glad father; hence especially

frequent in Job and Proverbs. In an interrogative sentence, e. g.

Job 4, 17 is mortal man just before God? In a negative sentence,

Job 4, 1 8, &c.

(6) To express actions, &c., which may be repeated at any time, g
including therefore the present, or are customarily repeated on

a given occasion (comp. above, letter e\ e.g. Deut. i, 44 as bees do

(are accustomed to do); Gen. 6, 21. 32, 33. 43, 32. Jud. n, 40.

i Sam. 2, 8. 5, 5. 20, 2. 2 Sam. 15, 32. Is. i, 23. 3, 16. Ps. i, 3.

So again (see letter
_/") especially to express facts known by experience

which may at any time come into effect again, e.g. Ex. 23, 8 a gift

blindeth p5.JP), &c.; Gen. 2, 24. 22, 14. Is. 32,6. Am. 3, 7. Mai. i, 6.

Job 2, 4, &c. Of the same kind also is the imperfect in such relative

clauses (see 155), as Gen. 49, 27 Benjamin is ^1^1 3KJ a wolf

that ravineth (properly, is accustomed to ravin). Finally, compare

also the formulae "TC?W // is (wont to be) said (to introduce proverbial

1
It is not always possible to carry out with certainty the distinction between

continued and repealed actions. Some of the examples given under letter f
might equally be referred to letter g. .
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expressions) Gen. 10, 9. 22, 14, and elsewhere; f? nt?^"^-' # is n l

(wont to be) so done (and hence may no/, shall not be, see letter
//).

Gen. 29, 26. 20, 9. 34, 7: 2 Sam. 13, 12.

(c) To express actions, &c., which although, strictly speaking, they

are already finished, are regarded as still lasting on into the present

time, or continuing to operate in it, e.g. Gen. 32, 30 wherefore is it

that thou dost ask (?$$ft) after my name? 24, 31. 44, 7. Ex. 5, 15.

2 Sam. 1 6, 9. In such cases, naturally, the perfect is also admissible,

and is sometimes found in the same formula as the imperfect, e.g.

Job i, 7 (2, 2)
N3fl j^KO whence comest thou (just now)? but Gen. 16, 8

(comp. 42, 7)
riKIl nfl?"

1** whence earnest thou? The imperfect

represents the coming as still in its last stage, whereas the perfect

represents it as an accomplished fact.

3. In the sphere of future time. To express actions, &c., which

are to be represented as about to take place, and as continuing a shorter

or longer time in the future, or as being repeated ; thus :

(a) From the standpoint of the speaker's present time, e. g. Ex. 4, i

they will not believe (^t?K*_) me, nor hearken (^-^) unto my voice:

for they will say (?*^), &c., 6, i. 9, 5, &e.

() In dependent clauses to represent actions, &c., which from

some point of time in the past are to be represented as future, e. g.

Gen. 43, 7 could we in any wise know that he would say pB^*) ? 2, 19.

43, 25. Ex. 2, 4. 2 Ki. 3, 27 Tp10^~~itJ>K <?ui regnaturus erat ; 13, 14.

Jon. 4, 5. Job 3, 3. Eccles. 2, 3. Ps. 78, 6 that the generation to come

might know, *r? Q^3 the children which should be born (qui nascituri

essent ; the imperfect here with the collateral idea of the occurrence

being repeated in the future).

(c) To represent a futurum exaclum ; comp. Is. 4. 4. 6, 1 1

(co-ordinated with a perfect used in the same sense, see 106. 0) ;

so also sometimes after the temporal particles T3 Ps. 132, 5 and

">S?K ny until Gen. 29, 8. Num. 20, 17, &c.

4. Finally to the sphere of future time belong also those cases

in which the (modal) imperfect serves to express actions, events,

or conditions, the occurrence of which is to be represented as willed

(or not willed), or as in some way conditional, and consequently only

contingent. More particularly such imperfects serve

(a) As an expression of will, whether it be a definite intention

and arrangement, or a simple desire, viz. :
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(1) Sometimes in positive sentences in place of the cohortative (comp.

e.g. Ps. 59, 17 with verse 18; 2 Sam. 22, 50 withPs. 18, 50; Jud. 19, n,

&c.), of the imperative (Is. 18, 3), or of the jussive (which, however,

in most cases, does not differ from the ordinary form of the imperfect),

e. g. '"l*nn let it appear Gen. i, 9. 41, 34. Lev. 19, 2. 3. 2 Sam. 10, 12

(and so frequently in verbs H"?; comp. 109. a, note); Zech. 9, 5

(^nn); PS . 61, 7 (TpiFl); Prov. 22, 17 (n'Kto); 23, i. Job 6, 23

(co-ordinated with the imperative), i-o, 20 Ke
th.; so probably also

PI* kt h*m judge! Ps. 72, 2. So also in the ist pers., to express

a wish which should have been subsequently accomplished at a fixed

point of time in the past, e. g. Job 10, 18 SftiK / should have (then,

immediately after being born) given up the ghost ; comp. verse 19

"""?. and 73tt< . Even to express an obligation or necessity according to

the judgement of another person, e. g. Job 9-, 29 V?H? Iam to be guilty ;

12, 4. Comp. Job 9j 15. 195 16; in a question, Ps. 42, 10. 43, 2.

(2) To express the definite expectation that something will not o

happen. The imperfect with &6 represents a more emphatic form

of prohibition than the jussive
1 with ~<>fcj! (comp. 109. <r),

and cor-

responds to our thou shall not do it! with the strongest expectation

of obedience, while ~?N with the jussive is rather a simple warning,

do not that! Thus N7 with the imperfect is especially used in

enforcing the divine commands, e. g.
23371 X? thou shalt not steal

Ex. 20, 15 ; comp. verses 3* 4. 5. 7. 10 sqq. So *O with the 3rd pers.

perhaps in Prov. 16, 10.

Rem. The jussive, which is to be expected after ~?X, does not, as a rule p
(according to letter n above, and 109. a, note), differ in form from the simple

imperfect. That many supposed jussives are intended as simple imperfects is

possible from the occurrence after "*?S of what are undoubtedly imperfect forms,

not only from verbs \\"? (comp. for these 109. a, note), but also from verbs ']} :

to express a prohibition or negative wish, t^SW/X Gen. 19, 17, "WDFTPN Jos. I, 7,

D"1

^"
1 WvS i Sam. 25, 25. Even with the ist pers. plur. (after an imperative)

rflWPKI that -we die not i Sam. 12, 19. Also to express the conviction that

something cannot happen, D^3s"vK he ivill not slumber* Ps. 121, 3; comp.

Jer. 46, 6. 2 Chron. 14, jo.

1 As stated in 46. a, a prohibition cannot be expressed by ~?S and the imperative.
2 To regard this as an optative (so Hupfeld) is from the context impossible.

It is more probably a strong pregnant construction, or fusion of two sentences

(such as, do not. think he -will slumber!}. Verse 4 contains the objective con-

firmation, by means of N? with the imperf., of the conviction which was previously

only subjective.
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(3) In dependent clauses after final conjunctions ( 165. b), as

1^5, Gen. n, 7 (WpE* t6 nsfct that they may not understand}; TOga

Gen. 21, 30. 27, 4. 19. Ex. 9, 14, and elsewhere; iB'fct fJJDp Num.

i7, 5; fi^S5 Deut. 4, i. Ps. 51, 6. 78, 6, and iBfe| fiT
1 Ez. 12, 12

Ma/ 2
; ^p?P //fa/. . . not Ex. 20, 20. 2 Sam. 14, 14; also after ~|3

that not, lest Gen. 3, 22. u, 4. 19, 15, and elsewhere 3
. In Lev. 9, 6

such an imperfect (or jussive? see the examples in 109./) is added

to the expression of the command by an asyndeton, and in Lam. i, 19

to the principal clause simply by }
: while they sought them food

CK>D3~nX Q'W to refresh their souls (cf. also Lam. 3, 26 ;'/ is good

and let him hope, i. e. that he should hope] ; so after an interrogative

clause, Ex. 2, 7. Finally also in a relative clause, Ps. 32, 8 ?J.?ri tt~ip.'l3

in the way which thou shouldst go.

(&) To express actions, &c., which are to be represented as possibly

taking place or not taking place (sometimes corresponding to the

potential of the classical languages, as also to our use of the auxi-

liaries can, may, should*}. More particularly such imperfects are

used

(1) In a permissive sense, e.g. Gen. 2, 16 of every tree of the

garden (/3IXF\ ?bK) thou mayest freely eat (the contrary in verse 17);

3, 2. 42, 37. Lev. 21, 3. 22. Job 21, 3. In the ist pers. Ps. 5, 8.

22, 1 8 (/ may, or can, tell};
in a negative sentence, e.g. Ps. 5, 5.

(2) In interrogative sentences, e. g. Prov. 20, 9 "IDK^D quis dixcrit?

Comp. Gen. 17, 17. 18, 14. 31, 43. i Sam. n, 12. 2 Ki. 5, 12

D2? rOI^'^fn may I not wash in them? Is. 33, 14. Ps. 15, i. 24, 3.

Eccles. 5, 5. So especially in a question expressing surprise after

TS, e.g. Gen. 39, 9 how then can I . . .? 44,34. Is. 19, n. Ps. 137, 4,

and even with regard to some point of time in the past, looking

forward from which an event might have been expected to take

1 But "2>N fJT in a causal sense {because, since), e.g. Jud. 2, 20
v
as "IC'X

Gen. 34, 27) is followed by the perfect. On Jos. 4, 24 see above, 74. g.

[
a R.V. because he shall not see.]

3
2 Ki. a, 1 6 ~J3 occurs with the perf. in a vivid presentment of the time, when

the fear is realized and the remedy comes too late. (In 2 Sam. 20, 6, since

a perfect consec. follows, read with Driver NXCP .)

*

By this, of course, is not meant that these finer distinctions were consciously

present to the Hebrew mind. They are rather mere expedients for making

intelligible to ourselves the full significance of the Semitic imperfect.
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place, e.g. Gen. 43, 7 #13 S^Ti] could we in any wise know . . . ?

Comp. 2 Sam. 3, 33 (J"ftBJ was Abner to die as afool, i.e. was he destined

to die .../'), and so probably also Gen. 34, 31 (should he deal ...?}.

Very closely connected with this is the use of the imperfect

(3) In a consecutive clause depending on an interrogative clause, u

e.g. Ex. 3, u who*am 1 (^.^ ^} that 1 should (ought, could} go?

16, 7. Num. ii, 12. Jud. 9, 28. i Sam. 18, 18. 2 Ki. 8, 13. Is. 29, 16.

Job 6, ii. 21, 15, similarly after "10* Gen. 38, 18. Ex. 5, 2.

Rem. In such passages as I Sam. u, 5. Ps. 8, 5. 114, 5, the context shows that V
the imperfect corresponds rather to our present. In such sentences the perfect

also is naturally used in referring to completed actions, e.g. Gen. 20, 10. Jud. 18, 23.

2 Sam. 7, 18. Is. 22, i.

(4) In negative sentences to express actions, &c., which cannot or ?u

should not happen, e.g. Gen. 32, 13 ^TIB "iSG^~fc6 "ttJ>$ which cannot

be numbered for multitude ; 20, 9 deeds (W^'tib "^) that ought not

to be done (comp. above, letter^) ;
Ps. 5, 5.

(5) In conditional clauses (the modus conditionalis corresponding x

to the Latin present or imperfect conjunctive) both in the protasis

and apodosis, or only in the latter, Ps. 23, 4 JH KTK"KJ> . . . Tjbtpa Da

yea, ihough I walk (or had to walk] . . . Ifear (or / wouldfear)
no evil ; Job 9, 20 though I be righteous, mine own mouth shall

condemn me. After a perfect in the protasis, e.g. Job 23, 10. Very

frequently also in an apodosis, the protasis to which must be supplied

from the context, e. g. Job 5, 8 but as for me, I would seek unto God

(were I in thy place); 3, 13. 16. 14, 14 sq. Ps. 55, 13. Ruth i, 12.

However, some of the imperfects in these examples are probably

intended as jussive forms. Comp. 109. h.

1O8. Use of the Cohortative.

The cohortative, i. e. according to 48. c, the ist pers.
1

sing, or a

plur. of the imperfect lengthened by the ending fl
2

, represents

in general an endeavour directed expressly towards a definite object.

While the corresponding forms of the indicative rather contain the

mere announcement that an action will be undertaken, the cohortative

1 For the few examples of cohortatives in the 3rd sing., see 48. d.

2 But verbs JY's, according to 75. /, even in the cohortative, almost always

have the ending n__; comp. e.g. in Deut. 32, 20 n&pN after
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lays stress on the determination underlying the action, and the

personal interest in it.

Its uses may be divided into

1. The cohortative, whether standing alone or co-ordinated with

another cohortative, and frequently strengthened by the addition

of the particle
W :

<

(a) To express self-encouragement, e. g. Ex. 3, 3 '31 tM'PnDK / will

turn aside now, and see . . . ! So especially as the result of inward

deliberation (in soliloquies), e.g. Gen. 18, 21. 32, 21 (rarely so used

after ~PN, Gen. 21, 16 /<?/ me not look . . . / Jer. 18, 18), and also as

a 'more or less emphatic statement of a fixed determination, e.g.

Is. 5, i / will sing^ . . . / 5, 6. 31, 8. Comp. also Gen. 46, 30

now let me die (I am willing to die), since I have seen thy face ; and

Ps. 31, 8. In the ist pers. plur. the eohortative includes a summons

to others to help in doing something, e.g. Ps. 2, 3 !

"
l

i?
J
I
1

-? come!

let us break asunder! Sec., and Gen. n, 3.

(b) To express a wish, or a request for permission, that one

should be allowed to do something, e.g. Deut. 2, 27 'TJ?^ may I be

allowed to pass through (let me pass through} ! Num. 20, 17 K3~rnziy3

may we be allowed to pass through! Jer. 40, 15 let me go, I pray thee!

&c.; 2 Sam. 16, 9; so after ~7K 2 Sam. 24, 14. Jer. 17, 18. Ps. 25, 2,

&c., 69, 15. After N3~7S Jon. i, 14.

2. The cohortative in dependence on other moods, as well as in

conditional sentences : (a) In dependence (with wdw copulative,

Ps. 9, 15 after i^Pp) on an imperative or jussive to express an

intention or intended consequence, e.g. Gen. 27, 4 bring it to me,

n/Efctt that I may eat, prop, then will I eat ; Gen. 19, 5. 23, 4. 24, 56.

27, 25. 29, 21. 30, 25 sq. 42, 34. 49, i. Deut. 32, i. Hos. 6, i.

Ps. 2, 8. 39, 14. Job 10, 20 tyre; Is. 5, 19 and let the counsel of the

Holy One of Israel draw nigh and come, n
VlH- that we may know it !

Gen. 26, 28. i Sam. 27, 5. Also after negative sentences, Gen. 18,

30. 32. Jud. 6, 39, and after interrogative sentences, i Ki. 22, 7.

Is. 40, 25. 41, 26. Am. 8, 5.

(3) In conditional sentences (with or without DK) to express a con-

tingent intention, e. g. Job 1 6, 6 rn3lN~DN should I determine to speak,

my grief is not assuaged, Hp'nnsi and should Iforbear, what am I eased?

[' R.V. let me sing.}
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without BN Job 19, 1 8. 30, 26 (where, however, rpfT'NI is probably

intended); Ps. 73, 16 (unless 'ns^ should be read), 139, 8 sq. After

the 3rd person, Job u, 17 though it be dark, &c. So perhaps

also 2 Sam. 22, 38 |

"
1

?'
:

!1^ if Idetermined to pursue, then . . ., comp.,

however, Ps. 18, 38.

(c) Likewise in the apodosis of conditional sentences, e.g. Job f
31, 7 sq. ifmy step hath turned out of the way . . .,

n
V11? ^en ^ me

sow; comp. 16, 4 sq. I also could speak as ye do, if . . . / So even

when the condition must be supplied from the context, e.g. Ps. 40, 6
"

else would I declare and speak of them; 51, 1 8 else would I (gladly]

give it, i. e. if thou didst require it (comp. the precisely similar NBM
PS - 55> J 3); Jb 6, 10. In the ist plur. Jer. 20, 10. To the same

category belong the cohortatives after the formula expressing a wish

JFIJ-V3, 33npO, e.g. Jer. 9, i oh, that I had . . .
, rOJJM then (i.e. if

I had) should I (or would /) leave my people, &c.; Jud. 9, 29. Job

6, 8 sqq., without Wdw Is. 27, 4. Ps. 55, 7. Job 23, 4 (comp. also

verse 7).

Rem. i. The question, whether a resolution formed under compulsion (a necessity) g
is also expressed by the cohortative (so, according to the prevailing opinion,

Is. 38, 10 nabx; Jer. 3, 25. 4, 19. 21. 6, 10. Ps. 55, 3. 18 (?) ; 57, 5, where,

however, with Hupfeld, HD3E' should be read; 77, 7. 88, 16, and in the ist plur.

Is. 59, 10), is to be answered in the sense that in these examples the

cohortative form is used after its meaning has become entirely lost, merely
for the sake of its fuller sound, instead of the ordinary imperfect. This view

is strongly supported by the rather numerous examples of cohortative forms after

wdw consec. of the imperfect (comp. 49. e, as also Ps. 66, 6 nntpfeO DE> there did

we rejoice^; Ps. 119. 163 !"QJM1K1 .Prov. 7, 7), which can likewise only be ex-

plained as forms chosen merely for euphony, and therefore due to considerations

of rhythm.

2. The cohortative is strange after "*1JJ Ps. 73, 17 until I went . . . Hi^N h
I considered their latter end ; possibly a pregnant construction for

'
until I made up

my mind, saying, I will consider,' &c. (but Di^DN Prov. 7, 7 is still dependent

on the preceding 1) ; ny^3"}X~lJJ Prov. 12, 19 is at any rate to be explained in the

same way (for which in Jer. 49, 19. 50, 44 we have 'N"*1

!) with a similar meaning),

as long as / (intentionally) wink with the eye-lashes (shall wink). On the

other hand, in Ex. 32, 30 1S3X, with the Samaritan, is to be read instead of

after 'blK.

1

Analogous to this cohortative (as equivalent to the imperfect) after D^ is the

use of the historic imperf. after ttf, 107. c.
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109. Use of the Jussive.

a As the cohortalive is used in the ist pers., so the jussive (com p.

for its form, which frequently coincides with that of the ordinary

imperfect'
1

, 4%.f, g) is especially found in the and and 3rd pers. sing,

and plur. to express a more or less definite desire that something

should or should not happen. More particularly its uses may be

distinguished as follows :

1. The jussive, either standing alone or co-ordinated with another

jussive :

b (a) In affirmative sentences to express a command, a wish (or

a blessing), advice, or a request ;
in the last case (the optative

or precative) it is frequently strengthened by the addition of NJ.

Examples: Gen. i, 3 "NN ^ let there be light I Gen. i, 6. 9. n. &c.

(the creative commands); Num. 6, 26 the Lord lift up his countenance

upon thee, and give thee peace! comp. verse 25. After particles

expressing a wish, Gen. 30, 34 *n? v / would it might be; Ps. 81, 9

v~J/'Jp5?rrDK if thou wouldst hearken unto me ! As a humble request,

Gen. 44, 33 ^ ">|D1 . . . ^ay M'3
?^. Ijt

thy servant, I pray

ihee, abide, &c., and let the lad go up, &c., Gen. 47, 4.

c
(l>)

In negative sentences to express prohibition or dissuasion,

warning, a negative wish (or imprecation), and requests. As the

prohibitive particle, "vfcjt is used almost exclusively (according to

107.0) before the jussive (in negative desires and requests frequently

HjT^*); e.g. Ex. 34, 3 H^K B*K neither let any man be seen! Prov.

3, 7 be not
(

<i

nrivN) wise in thine oivn eyes I Job 15, 31 J?X^'?X ;; t

confidat. In the form of a request (prayer), Deut. 9, 26 nniprrbtf

destroy not ! \ Ki. 2, 20. Ps. 27, 9. 69, 18.

d Rem. i. The few examples of SO with the jussive could at most have arisen from

the attempt to moderate subsequently by means of the jussive (voluntative) form

what was at first intended to be a strict command (X? with imperf. indie.) ; probably,

however, they are either cases in which the defective writing has been misunderstood

1 With regard to verbs iT"7, it is true that the full form of the imperfect

is frequently used with the meaning of the jussive (as also for the cohortative, see

108. a, note 2), e.g. nS"V~?K Job 3, 9 (but previously 1 let it look for!) :

especially in (Neh. 2, 3) and immediately before the principal pause, Gen. i. y

nN'V; Jnd. 6, 39 !T|!T , but previously NjPn?; Is. 47, 3 HiOn, previously bfl
;

Ps. 109, 7. On the attempt to distinguish such jussives from the imperfect by
means of a special ending iT__, see 75. ///;.
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(as in i Ki. 2, 6. Ezek. 48, 14), or (as in Gen. 24, 8) instances of the purely rhythmical

jussive form treated below, letter k. Moreover, cf. P|D^ K? Joel 2, 2 and from

the same verb Gen. 4, 12 (unless it is to be referred to letter A) and Deut. 13, I.

The same form, however, appears also to stand three times for the cohortative

(see below), and in Num. 22, 19 for the ordinary imperfect (see, however, below,

letter z). Thus it is doubtful whether an imaginary by-form of the ordinary imperf.
is not intended by the Masora in all these cases, and whether consequently fJpV, &c.

should not be restored. On
r|3*JJ DinrTN^, &c., Deut. 7, 16. 13, 9, &c. Ezek.

5, n, &c., cf. 7 2 - r, according to which D^HTl should probably be read in every

case. The jussive appears in the place of the cohortative after fcO i Sam. 14, 36

ONB'STOl co-ordinated with two cohortatives), 2 Sam. 17, 12; comp. Is. 41, 23

J^ih. (NIJl, i.e. KHJI, after another cohortative); also (see above) f)DN N^

Deut. 1 8, 1 6. Hos. 9, 15, and even without ts? Ezek. 5, 16.

2. ~J)K with the jussive (or imperf., comp. 107. f) is used sometimes to

express the conviction that something cannot or may not happen ; comp. Is. 2, 9

fin? K&Pl'vNl and thou canst not possibly forgive them [R.V. therefore forgive

them not] ; Ps. 34, 6. 41, 3. 50, 3. 121, 3 QrP~^K); Prov. 3, 25. Job 5, 22 K"Vrr^K

neither needest thou be afraid ; 20, 17. 40, 32.

2. The jussive when depending on other moods, or in conditional f
sentences :

(a) Depending
1

(with Wdw) on an imperative or cohortative to

express an intention or an assurance of a contingent occurrence,

e.g. Gen. 24, 51 take her and go, and let her be ('nrfl prop, and she

will be) . . .; 30, 3. 31, 37. 38, 24. Ex. 8, 4. 9, 13. 10, 17. 14, 2.

Jos. 4, 16. Jud. 6, 30. i Sam. 5, n. 7, 3. i Ki. 21, 10. Ps. 144, 5.

Prov. 20, 22. Also after interrogative sentences, which include

a demand, Est. 7, 2 (say) what is thy desire . . .
,

K'JJri'l and
(i.

e. in

order that) it shall be granted! i Ki. 22, 20. Is. 19, 12. Job 38, 34 sq.

Depending on a cohortative, e.g. Gen. 19, 20 nE>B> N3 nt3?!3K oh, lei

me escape thither . . . ^^ T^) that my soul may live ; even after

a simple imperf. (comp. below, letter^), i Ki. 13, 33 whosoever would,

he consecrated him . . .
<in l|

l that he might be a priest (read fH3) of the

high places, but probably the LXX reading *n?l is to be preferred.

Rem. In 2 Chron. 35, 21 a negative final clause with "vKI is dependent on an g
imperative, forbear from (meddling with) God . . . that he destroy thee not.

As a rule, however, negative clauses are attached to the principal sentence

by means of K7l and a following imperfect; so after an imperative, Gen. 42, 2.

i Ki. 18, 44; after a jussive, Ex. 30, 20. Neh. 6, 9; after a perfect consec., Ex.

28
->-5 43- Num. 18, 5; after Np with an imperfect, Num. 18, 3. Deut. 17, 17

1 This does not include the cases in which the jussive is not logically dependent
on a preceding imperat., but is merely co-ordinated, e. g. Gen. 20, 7. Ps. 27, 14, &c.
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neither shall he multiply wives unto himself (i23p "flD"' N?l) that his heart turn

not away; i Sam. 20, 14. 2 Sam. 21, 17. Jer. n, 21; after "7K with jussive,

Lev. 10, 9. 16, 2. 2 Sam. 13, 25. Jer. 25,6. 37, 20. 38, 24 sq. Even after a simple

imperfect, Jer. 10, 4 with nails . . . they fasten it (p^B
11

N?l) Ma/ *V /BOW ;;<?/;

after a participle, Job 9, 7.

() Frequently in conditional sentences (as in Arabic), either in

the protasis or in the apodosis, comp. Ps. 45. -12 1W^ should he desire

. . . then . . .; 104, 20 VM . TlB>ri if thou makesi darkness, then

it is night ; so also in the protasis, Ex. 22, 4. Lev. 15, 24. Is. 41, 28.

Ezek. 14, 7 ('JD.). Job 34, 29; in the apodosis, Ex. 7, 9 /&?* zw'// z'/

(not, then shall it) -become a serpent ; Job 10, 16. 13, 5. 22, 28. In

a negative apodosis, Gen. 4, 12 (^DJTKp, but see above, letter g).

In 2 Ki. 6, 27 'HW'^"-
1
*? (if the Lord do .not help thee, &c.) is to be

explained as a jussive in a negative protasis.

Rem. Undoubtedly this use of the jussive (in conditional sentences) is based

on its original voluntative meaning; let something be so and so, then this or that

must happen as a consequence. Certain other examples of the jussive, however,

show that in the consciousness of the language the voluntative has in such cases

become weakened almost to a potential mood, and hence the jussive serves

to express facts which may happen contingently, or may be expected, e.g.

Num. 22, 19 (PjD^TID. comp., however, above, letter (T) ; Job 9, 33 there is no

daysman betwixt us, that might lay (T\&*, hence plainly a subjunctive
= qui ponat ;

also in Num. 23, 19 SJD'^ fhal he should lie is probably intended as a jussive);

Eccles. 5, 14; so after interrogative sentences, Jer. 9, n who is the wise man,

f?
1

"! ?wz intelligat hoc.

Moreover, in not a few cases, the jussive is used, without any collateral sense,

for the ordinary imperfect form, and this occurs not alone in those forms, which

may arise from a misunderstanding of the defective writing, as Deut. 28, 21. 36.

32,8. i Ki. 8, i. Is. 12, i. Mic. 3, 4. 5, 8. Ps. u, 6. 18, 12. 25, 9. 47,4. 72,13.

90, 3. 91, 4. 107, 29. Prov. 15, 25. Job 13, 27. 15, 33. 18, 9. 20, 23 b. 27, 22.

33, u. 27. 36, 14. 38, 24. Eccles. 12, 6 (verse 7 2tJ*, but immediately afterwards

3U?fl) ; Dan. 8, 12, but also in shortened forms, such as NT Gen. 49, 17. Deut.

28, 8. i Sam. 10, 5. 2 Sam. 5, 24. Hos. 6, i. 11,4. Am. 5, 14. Zeph. 2, 13.

Zech. 9, 5. Ps. 72, 16 sq. 104, 31. Job 18, 12. 20, 23. 26. 28. 27, 8. 33, 21. 34, 37.

Ruth 3, 4. This use of the jussive can hardly be due merely to poetic license,

but is rather to be explained on rhythmical grounds. In all the above-cited

examples, namely, the jussive stands at the beginning of the sentence (and hence

removed as far as possible from the principal tone), in others it is immediately

before the principal pause (Is. 42, 6. 50, 2. Ps. 68, 15. Prov. 23, 25. Job 24, 14.

29, 3. 40, 19), or actually in pause (Deut. 32, 18. Job 23, 9 IT. Lam. 3, 50),

and is then a simply rhythmical shortening due to the strong influence of the tone.

Moreover, since the jussive in numerous cases is not distinguished in form from the

imperfect ( 48. g ,
it is frequently doubtful which of the two the writer intended.

This especially applies to those cases, in which a subjunctive is to be expressed

by one or other of the forms (comp. 107. k and m-x).
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110. The Imperative.

1. The imperative *, which, according to 46, is restricted to the a

2nd pers. sing, and plur., and to positive commands, &c., may stand

either alone, or in simple co-ordination (as in i Ki. 18, 44. Is. 56, i.

65, 1 8) with other imperatives :

(a) To express real commands, e.g. Gen. 12, i get thee out of thy

country ; or (like the jussive) mere admonitions (Hos. 10, 12) and

requests, 2 Ki. 5, 22. Is. 5, 3; on the addition of KJ see the Rem.

The imperative is used in the sense of an ironical request (often

including a threat) in i Ki. 2, 22 askfor him the kingdom also; 22, 15.

Jud. 10, 14. Is. 47, 12 (with NJ). Jer. 7, 21. Ezek. 20, 39. Am. 4, 4.

Job 38, 3 sq. 40, 10 sqq. Lam. 4, 21. The imperative has a con-

cessive sense in Nah. 3, 15 (though thou make thyself many, &c.), and

in the cases discussed under letter/^ e.g. Is. 8, 9 sq. 29, 9.

(l>)
To express permission, e.g. 2 Sam. 18, 23 after previous dis- b

suasion, (then) run (for my sake) ! Is. 21, 12. 45, n.

(c] To express a distinct assurance (like our expression, thou shalt C

have
z'/)

2
or promise, e.g. Is. 65, 18 but be ye glad, &c. (i.e. ye will

have continually occasion to be glad); and Is. 37, 30. Ps. no, 2;

in a threat, Jer. 2, 19. So especially in commands, the fulfilment

of which is altogether out of the power of the person addressed,

e.g. Is. 54, 14 be far from anxiety (meaning, thou needst not fear

any more); Gen. i, 28 and elsewhere: (for other examples, such as

i Ki. 22, 12. 2 Ki. 5, 13, see below, letter y). Most clearly in the

case of the imperative NipKal with a passive meaning, e. g. Gen. 42, 16

VlDSn DriK-j and ye shall be bound; Deut. 32, 50. 13.49,9 (Is- 45. 22
>

see below, letter f).

Rem. i. The particle S3 age! ( 105) is frequently added to the imperative, d
as to the jussive, sometimes to soften down a command, or to make a request

in a more courteous form (see above, letters), Gen. 12, 13. 24, 2, sometimes to

strengthen an exhortation uttered as a rebuke or threat (Num. 16, 26. 20, 10)

or in ridicule (Is. 47, 12).

2. The imperative after the desiderative particle v Gen. 23, 13 (at the end of e

1 On the close relation between the imperative and jussive (both in meaning and

form), comp. 46 and 48 i.

2
Analogous to these assurances in the form of an imperative are the threatening

formulae in the Latin comic writers, e.g.vapula, Ter. Phorm. v.
(r, \Q-vapulare

te iubeo, Plant. Cure. vi. 4, 12.

Z
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verses 5 and 14 also read }? for 17 and join it to the following imperative) is due to

an anacoluthon. Instead of the imperfect which would be expected here after v
the more forcible imperative is used in a new sentence.

/ 2. The imperative in logical dependence upon a preceding impera-

tive, jussive (or cohortative), or interrogative sentence, serves to express

the distinct assurance or promise that an action or condition will take

place as the certain consequence of a previous action. So especially :

(a) The imperative when depending (with wow copulative) upon

another imperative. In this case the first imperative contains, as

a rule, a condition, while the second declares the consequence which

the fulfilment of the condition will involve. The imperative is used

for this declaration, since the consequence is, as a matter of fact,

intended or desired by the speaker (comp. divide et imperd], e. g.

Gen. 42, 18 Vrn fe>j? n&ft this do, and live, i.e. thus shall ye continue

to live, i Ki. 22, 12. 2 Ki. 5, 13. Is. 36, 16. 45, 22 (W;^). Jer. 6, 16.

Am. 5, 4. 6. Ps. 37, 27. Prov. 3, 3 sq. 4, 4. 7, 2. 13, zoK'th., Job 2, 9.

2 Chron. 20, 20; in Jer. 25, 5. Job 22, 21 W is added to the first

imperative. In other cases, the first imperative contains a mocking

concession, the second an irrevocable denunciation, e. g. Is. 8, 9

Vihl D^ey }jh (continue to) make an uproar, Oye peoples, andye shall

be broken in pieces; comp. verse 9 b.

g Rem. i. If a promise or threat dependent on an imperative be expressed in

the 3rd pers. then the jussive is naturally used instead of the and imperative

Is. 8, 10. 55, 2.

Jl 2. In Prov. 20, 13 the second imperative (containing a promise) is attached by

asyndeton ; elsewhere two imperatives occur side by side without the copula,
where the second might be expected to be subordinated to the first, e. g. Deut. 2, 24

EH bnn (where BH is virtually, as it were, an object to ?nn) begin, take in

possession for to take in possession (comp., however, Jnd. 19, 6 fyl K3v>Nin

be content. I pray thee, and tarry all night, and for this kind of co-ordination
L L

in general, comp. 120. d}. But such imperatives as 7]? (ttp), D^p (1C^p% when

immediately preceding a second imperative, are for the most part only equivalent

to interjections, come ! up !

i (b} The imperative, when depending (with wow copulative) upon
a jussive (cohortative), or an interrogative sentence, expresses also

frequently a consequence which is to be expected with certainty,

and often a consequence which is intended, or in fact an intention ;

comp. Gen. 20, 7 and he shall pray for thee, n^ni and thou shall live ;

comp. Kx. 14, 13. 1 6. 2 Ki. 5, 10. Job n, 6. Ps. 128, 5 the Lord

bless thee . . . so that (or in order thaf) thou sees/, &c.; Ruth i, 9.
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4, ii
; after a cohortative, Gen. 12, 2. 45, 18. Ex. 3, 10 NXini that

thou mayest bring forth; Ex. 18, 22. i Sam. 12, 17. i Ki. i, 12
;

Jer. 35, 15 (after imperative and jussive); after an interrogative

sentence, 2 Sam. 21, 3 wherewith shall I make atonement, ^.^ that

ye may bless, &c. In Num. 5, 19 the imperative without } (in 32, 23

with 1) is used after a conditional clause in the sense of a definite

promise.

Rem. The 2nd sing. masc. occurs in Jud. 4, 20 ("TtDJ? , according to Qimhi an k

infinitive, in which case, however, the infinitive absolute ibjf should be read),

Mic. i, 13 and Zech. 13, 7 (after ^JJ) in addressing feminine persons; and in Is.

23, i. 32, ii the 2nd //wr. masc. Moreover, in the latter place there follow quite

abnormally four imperatives of the 2nd sing: masc. lengthened by H_ ,
These

can only be explained on the ground that the sharp commands, following closely

upon one another, remain in the most obvious form (viz. the 2nd sing. masc.

imperative), without any attention being paid to the gender or number of those

addressed. In Nah. 3, 15 the interchange of masc. and fem. serves to express

totality (the nation in all its aspects). Comp., moreover, 145. p on other

noticeable attempts to substitute the corresponding masculine forms for the

feminine.

111. The Imperfect with Waw Consecutive.

1. The imperfect with waw consecutive (49. a-g] serves to express a

actions, events, or conditions, which are to be regarded as the temporal

or logical sequel of actions, events, or conditions mentioned imme-

diately
* before. The imperfect consecutive is used in this way most

frequently as the narrative tense, corresponding to the Greek aorist

or the Latin historic perfect. As a rule the narrative is introduced

by a perfect, and then continued by means of imperfects with waw
consecutive (comp. for this interchange of tenses 49. a, and especially

112. a), e.g. Gen. 3, i now the serpent was ("IJO) more subtil . . . and

he said ("IEK*1) unto the woman; 4, i. 6, 9 sqq. 10, 9 sq. 15. 19.

ii, 12 sqq. 27 sqq. 14, 5 sq. 15, i sq. i6
;

i sq. 21, i sqq. 24, i sq.

25, 19 sqq. 36, 2 sqq. 37, 2.

Rem. i. To this class belong some of the numerous imperfects consec. after b
various expressions of time, whenever such expressions are equivalent in meaning
to a perfect

2
(viz. i"pn it came to pass], e.g. Is. 6, i in the year that king Uzziah

1 On an apparent exception (the imperf. consec. at the beginning of whole Books)
see 49. b note.

2
Comp. Is. 45, 4, where the imperf. consec. is joined to an abrupt statement

of the cause, and Job 36, 7, where it is joined to an abrupt statement of the

place.

Z 2
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died, /jaw(nK")Nl),&c.; Gen. 22,4. 27,34. Jud. 11, 16. iSam. 4, 19. 17, 57. 21,6.

Hos. n, i : on the use of *rP1 to connect expressions of time, see below, letter .

It is only in late books or passages that we find the simple perfect in a clause

following an expression of time, as I Sara. 17, 55 (cf. Driver on the passage),

a Chron. 12, 7. 15, 8, &c. Dan. 10, II. 15. 19; the Perfect after
\
and the subject,

2 Chron. 7, i.

C 2. The continuation of the narrative by means of the imperfect consec. may result

in a series of such imperfects as long as may be desired, e.g. there are forty-nine in

Gen. i. As soon, however, as the connecting Wdw becomes separated from the

verb to which it belongs, by the insertion of any word, the perfect necessarily takes

the place of the imperfect, e.g. Gen. i, 5 and God called (X"1p*l) the light Day,

and the darkness he called (N"lp TJS'rO}) Night; verse 10. 2, 20. n, 3 and

frequently.

d 3. Of two co-ordinate imperfects consecutive the former (as equivalent

to a temporal clause) is most frequently subordinate in sense to the latter,

e.g. Gen. 28, 8 sq. !|b
b
l . . . ib'JJ K~l1 when Esau saw that . . .

,
he went, &c. ;

so also, frequently yptJ^, &c., Gen. 37, 21 and elsewhere. On the other hand,

a second imperfect consecutive is seldom used in an explanatory sense, e. g. Ex. 2, 10

(TDNriT[for she said}; comp. I Sam. 7, 12. Other examples of the imperfect

consecutive, which apparently represent a progress in the narrative, in reality only

refer to the same time, or explain what precedes, see Gen. 2, 25 (VH*1 they were;

but Jos. 4, 9. i Ki. 8, 8 they are} ; 36, 14 (l^rn). 32 C^CW- i Ki. i, 44.

C 4. The imperfect consecutive sometimes has such a merely external connexion

with an immediately preceding perfect, that in reality it represents an antithesis

to it, e. g. Gen. 32, 31 and (yet) my life is preserved; 2 Sam. 3, 8 and yet thou

chargest me; Job 10, 8. 32,3; similarly in dependence on noun-clauses, Prov.

30, 25 sqq.

f 2. The introduction of independent narratives, or of a new section

of the narrative, by means of an imperfect consecutive, likewise aims

at a connexion, though again loose and external, with that which

has been narrated previously. Such a connexion is especially often

established by means of VM
(<cal fyivcro) and it came to pass, after

which there then follows either an imperfect consecutive (Gen. 4, 3. 8. 8, 6.

n, 2. Ex. 12, 29. 13, 17, &c.), or Wdiv with the perfect (separated

from it), Gen. 7, 10. 15, 12. 22, i. 27, 30, or even a perfect without

Wdw (Gen. 8, 13. 14, i sq. 40, i. Ex. 12, 41. 16, 22. Num. 10, n.

Deut. i, 3. i Sam. 18, 30. 2 Ki. 8, 21, &c.), or finally a noun-clause

introduced by Wow, Gen. 41, i.

g Rem. i. This loose connexion by means of VH is especially common, when

the narrative or a new section of it begins with any expression of time, see above,

letter ; comp., in addition to the above-mentioned examples ^e. g. Gen. 22, I

and it came to pass after these things, that God did prove Abraham}, the similar

cases in Gen. 19, 34. 21, 22. i Sam. n, n. Ruth i, i. Elsewhere the statement
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of time is expressed by 3 or 3 with an infinitive (Gen. 12, 14. 19, 17. 29. 39, 13.

15. 18 sq. Jud. 16, 25) or by an independent sentence with the perfect (equivalent

to a pluperfect, comp. io6./), e.g. Gen. 15, 17. 24, 15. 27, 30, or by a temporal
clause introduced by ""3 when, Gen. 26, 8. 27, i. Jud. 16, 16, "1^X3 -when,

Gen. 12, ir. 20, 13, TXO from the time that, Gen. 39, 5; or, finally, by a noun-

clause (comp. 116. ), e.g. 2 Ki. 13, 21 BK D^lp DH \T1 a</ # fa*? to pass,

as they were (just) burying a man (prop, they burying), that . . . ; Gen. 42, 35.

2 Ki. 2, ii (the apodosis in both these cases being introduced by n3fr1) ;
i Sam.

7, 10. 2 Sam. 13, 30. 2 Ki. 6, 5s 26. 19, 37 (
= Is. 37, 38). In I Sain. 10, 11.

II, ii. 2 Sam. 2, 23. 15, 2 a noun standing absolutely follows YM (as the

equivalent of a complete sentence; see below, letter /i), and then an imperfect
consecutive follows.

2. Closely related to the cases noticed in letterg are those in which the imperfect h

consecutive, even without a preceding TP1, introduces the apodosis either

(a) to whole sentences, or (3) to what are equivalent to whole sentences, especially

to nouns standing absolutely. As in certain cases of the perfect consecutive (see

1 1 2. x), so the imperfect consecutive has here acquired a sort of independent force.

Comp. for (a) i Sam. 15, 23 because thou hast rejected the -word of the Lord,

SJDXJO*^
he hath rejected tfiee (comp. Num. 14, 16. Is. 48, 4, where the causal

clause precedes in the form of an infinitive with preposition), Ex. 9, 21
; for ()

Gen. 22, 24 iE^S} an(t (as to) hi* concubine . .., "PHI she bare, &c.
;
Ex. 38, 24.

Num. 14, 36 sq. i Sam. 14, 19. 17, 24. 2 Sam. 4, 10. 19, 41 K*th. 21, 16.

i Ki. 9, 20 sq. 12, 17. 2 Ki. 25, 22. Jer. 6, 19. 28, 8. 33, 24. 44, 25 *. In I Ki.

15, 13. 2 Ki. 16, 14 the preceding noun, used absolutely, is regarded as the object

of the following imperfect consecutive, and is therefore introduced by ~T)X.

3. The imperfect consecutive serves, in the cases treated under i

letters a-h, to represent either expressly, or at least to a great extent,

a chronological succession of actions or events
; elsewhere it expresses

those actions, &c., which represent the logical consequence of what

preceded, or a result arising from it by an inherent necessity. Thus

the imperfect consecutive is used

(a) As a final summing up of the preceding narrative, e. g. Gen. 2, i. k

23, 20 '31 rnfrri Dj! so (in this way) the field became (legally) the

property of Abraham, &c.; i Sam. 17, 50. 31, 6.

(t>)
To express a logical or necessary consequence of that which /

immediately precedes, e.g. Gen. 39, 2. Job 2, 3 and he still holdeth

fast his integrity, '31 ^JVprn so that thou thus (as it now appears)

1
Comp. the MesV inscription, 1. 5 (Omri] the king of Israel, 13J7"

1
! who oppressed

Moab, &c. The peculiar imperfect consecutive in Gen. 30, 27 b (in the earlier

editions explained as equivalent to an object-clause) arises rather from a pregnant

brevity of expression : / have observed and have come to the conclusion, the Lord

hath blessed me, &c.
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groundlessly movedst me against him ; Ps. 65, 9 so that they are

afraid , . .; even a consequence which happens conditionally, Jer.

20, 17
s
nfil so that my mother should have been . . . Another instance

of the kind perhaps (if the text be correct) is Jer. 38, 9 no so that

he dies (must die).

Rem. Such consecutive clauses frequently occur after interrogative sentences,

e. g. Is. 51, 12 who art thou (i. e. art thou so helpless), *.K"}Vtt that thou art (must

needs be] afraid
1

? Ps. 144, 3 (comp. Ps. 8, 5, where in a very similar context ^3 that

is used with the imperfect) ; Gen. 12, 19 (I"1J3N1 ) ; 31, 27 ^n?K>N1 so that I might

have sent thee away; Job n, 3 SJpJjH so that thou mockest.

4. As regards the range of time it is to be carefully noticed

// (a) That the imperfect consecutive may represent all varieties of the

relations of tense and mood, which, according to 107. a, follow from

the idea of the imperfect ;

o (V) That the more precise determination of the range of time

to which an imperfect consecutive relates must be inferred in each case

from the character of the preceding tense (or tense-equivalent), to

which it is attached, in a more or less close relation, as temporal

or logical sequence. Thus the imperfect consecutive serves

p (i) To represent actions, events, or conditions, which are/aj/ (or

were repeated in past time), when it is united with tenses, or their

equivalents, which refer to an actual past.

q Comp. the examples given above, under letters a and/, of the imperfect

consecutive as an historic tense. The imperfect consecutive also frequently occurs

as the continuation of a perfect (praeteritutn] in a subordinate clause
; e.g. Gen. 27, i.

Num. ii, 20. Dent. 4, 37. I Sam. 8, 8. i Ki. 2, 5. n, 33. 18, 13, &c.; also in

Is. 49, 7 ?prQ*1 is the continuation of a preterite, contained, according to the sense,

in the preceding fDK3t "IB'N. In Job 31, 26. 34 the imperfect consecutive is joined

to an imperfect denoting the past in a conditional sentence. An imperfect

consecutive occurs in dependence on a perfect which has the sense of a pluperfect

( io6./), e.g. in Gen. 26, 18. 28, 6 sq. 31, 19. 34 (now Rachel had taken the

teraphim, DDK'PlI and had put thei,.8c.c.'}; Num. 14, 36. I Sam. 28, 3. 2 Sam.

2, 23. Is. 39, i. Finally there are the cases in which an infinitival or participial

construction representing past time, according to 113. r, 116. x, is taken up and

continued by an imperfect consecutive.

r (2) To represent present actions, &c., in connexion with tenses,

or their equivalents, which describe actions and conditions as being

either present or lasting on into the present (continuing in their

effect); so especially,
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(a) In connexion with the present perfects, described in 106. g,

e.g. Ps. 1 6, 9 therefore my heart is glad (np'5J>)
and my glory rejoiceth

(X?I!); Is. 3, 1 6 (parallel with a simple imperfect). Comp. also such

examples as Ps. 29, 10 3&*\ (pr P- he sat down, and has been enthroned

ever since), Ps. 41, 13.

() In connexion with those perfects which represent experiences s

frequently confirmed (see 106. k], e. g. Job 14, 2 he cometh up (NiP)

like a flower, and is cut down (?B1) ; he fleeth (H13J1) also as a shadow,

*^e5- ^'1 and continueth not; Job 20, 15. 24, 2. n. Is. 40, 24.

Prov. ii, 2.

(y) In connexion with imperfects which, in one of the ways /

described in 107. 2, are used in the sense of the present; e.g.

Job 14, 10 but man dieth
(J"rt^)

and wasteth away (B7.J]l), &c.,

i.e. remains wasted; Job 4, 5. 6, 21. Is. 44, 12 sqq. Hos. 8, 13.

Hab. i, 9 sq. Ps. 3, 5 (/ cry unto the Lord, and he answereth me ;

cf- 55. 18); 90, 3. Job 5, 15. 7, 18. 12, 25. 34, 24. 37, 8 (parallel

with a simple imperfect) ; 39, 15. In the apodosis of a conditional

sentence, Ps. 59, 16, so also after an interrogative imperfect, i Sam.

2, 29. Ps. 42, 6 (''Bnfll for which in verse 12 and in 43, 5 we have

^pnrrncfl and why art thou disquietedV).

(8) In dependence on participles, which represent what at present tt

continues or is being repeated, e.g. Num. 22, n. i Sam. 2, 6. 2 Sam.

19, 2 behold the king weepeth (^^) and mourneth (??&?n?!) for Absalom;

Am. 5, 8. 9, 5 sq. Nah. i, 4. Ps. 34, 8. Prov. 20, 26. Job 12, 22 sqq.,

but comp. e.g. Job 12, 4 Hfl'S?}?.
*T!P who called upon God, VWJJ^l

and

he answered him.

(e)
In dependence on other equivalents of the present, as in v

Is. 51, 12. Ps. 144, 3 (see above, letter m); Job 10, 22. So especially

as the continuation of an infinitive, which is governed by a preposition

(comp. 114. r), Is. 30, 12. Jer. 10, 13. Ps. 92, 8, &c.

(3) To represent future actions, &c., in dependence on (a) an w
imperfect which refers to the future, Ps. 49, 15. 94, 22 sq.; (8) a perfect

consecutive, or those perfects which, according to 106. n, are intended

to represent future events as undoubtedly certain, and therefore as

though already accomplished (perf. prophelicum); comp. Is. 5, 15

(parallel with a simple imperfect); 5, 16 (comp. 2, n. 17, where the

same threat is expressed by the perfect consecutive); 5, 25. 9, 5. 10 sq.
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13. 15. 17 sqq. 22, 7 sqq. Joel 2, 23. Mic. 2, 13. Ezek. 33, 4. 6.

Ps. 7, 13. 64, 8 sqq.; (>) a future participle, Jer. 4, I6 1
.

Rem. An imperfect consecutive in dependence on a perfect or imperfect, which

represents an action occurring only conditionally, is likewise vised only in a hypo-
thetical sense, e.g. Job 9, 16 *33yM V"lX~Jp~DN ifI had called, attti he had answered

me, yet.. .; Ps. 139, n 1DX1 if I should say (previously, in verse 8 sq.,

hypothetical imperfects are used). In Is. 48, 18 sq. an imperfect consecutive occurs

in dependence on a sentence expressing a wish introduced by Nv utinam ('rM

and it or so that it were equivalent to then should it be). Comp. also the examples
mentioned above, under letter / (Jer. 20, 17) and m (Gen. 31, 27), where the

imperfect consecutive expresses facts occurring contingently.

112. The Perfect with Wow Consecutive.

a 1. The perfect, like the imperfect ( in), is used with

consecutive (comp. 49. a; on the external differentiation of the

perfect consecutive by a change in the position of the tone, see 49. K)

to express actions, events, or conditions, which are to be attached

to what precedes, in a more or less close relation, as its temporal

or logical consequence. And as, according to in. a, the narrative

which begins with a perfect, or its equivalent, is continued in the

imperfect consecutive, so, vice versa, the perfect consecutive forms

the regular continuation to a preceding imperfect, or its equivalent;

see the examples.

b Rem. i. This alternation of perfect and imperfect or their equivalents is a

striking peculiarity of the consecutio temporum in Hebrew. It not only affords

a certain compensation for the lack of forms for tenses and moods, but also gives

to Hebrew style the charm of an expressive variety, an action conceived as being
still in progress (imperfect, &c.) reaching afterwards in the perfect a calm and

settled conclusion, in order to be again exhibited in movement in the imperfect,

and vice versa 2
. The strict regularity of this alternation belongs indeed rather

1 Also in Jer. 51,29 the imperfects consecutive are attached to the threat virtually

contained in the preceding imperatives. On the other hand ^?nM Hos. 8, 10

would be very remarkable as expressing a future ; the text is, however, certainly

corrupt, and hence the Cod. Babyl. and the Erfurt MS. 3 endeavour to remedy it

by TM, and Ewald reads ^ITV In Ezek. 28, 16 (comp. Jer. 15, 6 sq.) ^PIXI
appears to announce an action irrevocably determined upon, and therefore repre-

sented as already accomplished ; comp. the prophetic perfects in verse 1 7 sqq.
8

It is difficult to give a proper explanation of this phenomenon (according to

49. a, note, to be found only in the Canaanitish group of languages), when

we have given up the theory of a special wdu> conversivum in the unscientific sense

mentioned in 49. b, note, at the end, and if we accept the fact that the perfect
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to the higher style, and even then it depends upon the view and intention of the

speaker, whether he wishes the action, &c., to be regarded as the logical conse-

quence of what has preceded, or as simply co-ordinate with it, and so in the

same tense.

2. A succession of any number of other perfects consecutive may be co-ordinated C

with a perfect consecutive (comp. e.g. Ezek. 14, 13. Amos 5, 19. Ruth 3, 3, four

perfects in each case, Is. 8, 7 five, Ex. 6, 6 sq. eight). It is true, however, of the

perfect (as conversely of the imperfect ace. to in. c], that as soon as the Wdw
is separated by any intervening word from the verb to which it belongs, an imperfect

necessarily takes the place of the perfect, e.g. Gen. 12, 12 when the Egyptians
shall see thee, that they shall say (flON

1

)),
This is his wife : and they will kill me

OHN innp but they will save thee alive (VtV ?jriJO).

2. The perfect consecutive, like the imperfect consecutive, always d

belongs to the period of time expressed by the preceding tense, or

its equivalent, with which it is connected as the temporal or logical

consequence. The particular cases may be classed under three

heads : (a) the perfect consecutive in immediate dependence (see

letter
e), (3) in loose connexion (see letter x) with the preceding,

and (c) the perfect consecutive at the beginning of the apodosis to

other sentences, or what are equivalent to sentences (see letter^").

3. The perfect consecutive in immediate dependence on the e

preceding tense, or its equivalent, serves

(a) As a frequentative tense to express past actions, &c., i.e. actions

repeatedly brought to a conclusion in the past, and follows tenses,

or their equivalents, representing actions which have continued or

been repeated in the past:

(a) After a simple imperfect, e. g. Gen. 2, 6 n?JP_ "IX there went up

a mist (again and again) from the earth, nj385>rfl and watered (as it

were, and it always watered afresh), &c. This frequentative use of

the perfect consecutive is equally evident after frequentative imperfects,

and imperfect consecutive cannot possibly be used in a way which contradicts their

fundamental character as described in 106 and 107. In other words, even the

perfect consecutive originally represents a finally completed action, &c., just as

the imperfect consecutive represents an action which is only beginning, becoming
or still continuing, and hence in any case incomplete. The simplest view is to

suppose, that the use of faz perfect consecutive originated from those cases, in which

it had to express the conclusion (or final consequence! of an action which was

continued (or repeated) in fast time (see the examples above) ,
and that this use

was afterwards extended to other cases, in which it had to represent the temporal
or logical consequence of actions, &c., still in progress, and thus in the end a regular

interchange of the two tenses became recognized.
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Gen. 2, 10
('"l*rn

and it became afresh every time; *nM would mean,

and it became so once for all); 29, 2 sq. (four perfects consecutive

referring to actions repeated daily); Ex. 33, 7-11 H^> he used to take

at each new encampment the tent,
nD31 and to pitch it again every

time without the camp; notice, amongst the numerous frequent, perff.

consec., the imperf. in w. 7. 8. 9. n, always in a frequentative sense
;

34, 34 sq. Num. 9, 19. 21 (among several simple imperfects). 10, 17.

Jud. 2, 19. i Sam. 2, 19 nbjp she used to make . . . nrpypi and

brought it to him from year to year; 27, 9 (
n
t>^). i Ki. 14, 28. 2 Ki.

3,25. 12, 15 (in verses 16 sq. imperfects occur again). So also in

dependent sentences, Gen. 6, 4 (Vlj$ as a continuation of

Job 31, 29 \

f () After an imperfect consecutive, e.g. Ex. 39, 3 (Samaritan

i Sam. 5, 7 (?
see 112. rr). 7, 16. 2 Sam. 15, 2. 16, 13 and he threw

stones at him, ISP. and cast dust continually; 12, 1 6. 31. 2 Ki. 6, 10.

12, n sqq. 15. Jer. 37, 15. Job i, 5.

g Rem. The frequentative perfect consecutive is sometimes joined even with

imperfects consecutive which simply express one single action or occurrence in the

past; thus Ex. 18, 26. 40, 31 sq. i Sam. i, 4. 2 Sam. 15, i sq. i Ki. 14, 27

(comp. verse 28); i Ki. 18, 4. 2 Ki. 12, 10. For other examples of a loosely

connected frequentative perfect consecutive, see below, letter dd.

h (y) After a perfect, Gen. 37, 3 (i? '"l^W., i.e. as often as he needed

a new garment)
2

;
Num. n, 8. i Sam. 16, 14. 2 Ki. 3, 4*; in interro-

gative sentences, i Sam. 26, 9 who has ei'er, &c.; Ps. 80, 13. Job i, 1.4.

Ruth 4, 7; Gen. 26, 10, to express that which might possibly have

happened, one of the people might lightly . . .
,
and thou shouldest have

brought guiltiness upon us.

i (8) After an infinitive, Amos i, n iBT^'S? because he did pursue his

brother, nnKh and (on each occasion) did cast off all pity (then an

imperfect consecutive); after an infinitive absolute, Jos. 6, 13. 2 Sam.

13, 19. Jer. 23, 14.

1 Also in Ezek. 44, 12 (where Stade, ZAW. v. 293, would read VT)'J' and

the unusual tenses may have been intentionally chosen : because they continually

ministered and so always became afresh . . .

1
Driver, on this passage, rightly refers to I Sam. a, 19.

* Amos 4, 7 would also come under this head, if 'rntptprfl is really intended,

and the statement refers to the past ; VIJED might, however, also be a perfect

expressing positive assurance ( 106. /), and the passage then belongs to letter s.
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(*) After a participle, Is. 6, 3 (N">p1, &c., frequentative, as a con- k

tinuation of D^Bijf, verse 2); i Sam. 2, 22. 2 Sam. 17, 17*.

(f) After other equivalents of tenses, e.g. Gen. 47, 22 the priests I

had a portion from Pharaoh, v^M and did eat (year by year), &c.;

i Ki. 4, 7.

.

(6) To express 'present actions, &c., as the temporal or logical m
consequence of actions or events which continue or are repeated

in the present, especially such as have, according to experience,

been at all times frequently repeated, and may be repeated at

any time.

(a) After a simple imperfect, e.g. Gen. 2, 24 therefore a man leaves

(3TJP_ is accustomed to leave) . . . P^Tl and cleaves, &c., here, as frequently

elsewhere, clearly with the secondary idea of purpose, i. e. in order

to cleave
;

Is. 5, n (if
nvn is to be taken as a continuation of &i?.vT);

Is. 28, 28. Jer. 12, 3. Hos. 4, 3. 7, 7. Ps. 90, 6. Job 14, 9; also in

dependent clauses, Lev. 20, 18. Is. 29, 8. n sq. Amos 5, 19.

(/8)
After a participle, as the equivalent of a sentence representing n

a contingent action, &c., e. g. Ex. 21,12 riDI B*K H3D
(instead of H3D

there is in verse 20, &c. B^N HS! 31) if one smite a man and (so that)

he die, &c., Ex. 21, 16. Is. 29, 15. Amos 6, i. Hab. 2, 12.

(y) After an infinitive absolute, Jer. 7, 9 sq. will ye steal, murder, o

and commit adultery (simple infinitives absolute ; comp. 113. ee),

DriKlti and then come and stand before me . . . and say, &c.
; comp.

below, letter u.

(c) To express future actions, &c., as the temporal or logical /
consequence of tenses, or their equivalents, which announce or require

such future actions or events. Thus

(a) After imperfects in the sense of a simple future, e. g. Amos 9, 3 sq.

DNjinpp}
b>antf D$O / will search and iake them out thence, &c.

;

Gen. 4, 14. 40, 13. i Sam. 17, 32. 2 Ki. 5, n. Job 8, 6 sq. (also

with a change of subject, Gen. 27, 12. Jud. 6, 16 and elsewhere);

and in interrogative' sentences, Gen. 39, 9. Ex. 2, 7. 2 Sam. 12, 18.

2 Ki. 14, 10. Amos 8, 8. Ps. 41, 6
; comp. also Jud. i, 1 1

;
in sentences

1 That rD?ni, &c., are frequentatives (the maidservant used to go repeatedly andT : IT .

tell them} may be seen from top
11

(necessarily an imperfect, since it is separated

from 1 by D!"0 and }?3V ; on the other hand in verse 18 K"Vl and ^3,5*1 of actions
:

J
: i a

which happened^bnt once.
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expressing a wish, 2 Sam. 15, 4; as well as in almost all kinds of

dependent clauses. Also in conditional clauses after "OK Gen. 32, 9.

Ex. 19, 5. i Sam. i, n, or "? Gen. 37, 26 or fn Jer. 3. i ; in final

clauses after \W? Gen. 12, 13. Num. 15, 40. Is. 28, 13; afier "S^
Deut. 2, 25 or ~ff Gen. 3, 22. 19, 19. 32, 12. Is. 6, 10. Amos 5, 6

;

in temporal clauses, Is. 32, 15. Jer. 13, 16; and in relative clauses,

Gen. 24, 14. Jud. i, 12. i Sam. 17, 26.

(/3)
After the jussive (or an imperfect in the sense of a jussive or

optative) or cohortative, with the same or a different subject, e.g.

Gen. i, 14 sq.
Vrn . . . JViND W let there be lights . . . and lei

them be, &c.
;

Gen. 12, 3. 24, 4. 28, 3. 31, 44. i Ki. i, 2. 22, 13.

Ruth 2, 7. i Chron. 22, n ;
after a jussive expressing an imprecation,

Ps. 109, 10.

(y) After an imperative, also with the same or a different subject,

e.g. 2 Sam. 7, 5 ^IP^ '=!.? go and tell (that thou mayst tell), &c.;

Gen. 6, 14. 8, 17. 27, 43 sq. i Sam. 15, 3. 18. i Ki. 2, 36. Jer.

48, 26.

(S) After perfects which express a definite expectation or assurance

(comp. 106. m and n), e.g. Gen. 17, 20 irix warn ink *R3!2 nan

behold, I have blessed him, and will make him fruitful, &c.; Is. 2, n.

5, 14; on Amos 4, 7 see above, note 3 on letter h; in an interrogative

sentence, Jud. 9, 9. n, 13.

(e) After a participle, e.g. Gen. 7, ^ for yet seven days, 'T'BBO "23X

a</ 7 will cause it to rain . . . V^ntM and I will
(i.

e. in order to)

destroy, &c.; Jer. 21, 9; also with a different subject, Gen. 24, 43 sq.

the maiden which cometh forth (nKtfn) . . ., n^K WDJO to whom

I shall say . . .
,
"TlDW and she (then) shall say, &c. This use of the

perfect consecutive is especially frequent after a participle introduced

by nan, e.g. Gen. 6, 17 sq. ;
with a different subject i Ki. 20, 36.

Amos 6, 14; after a complete noun-clause introduced by nan (comp.

140), Ex. 3, 13 behold, I come (i.e.
if I shall come) Dn? WDM

and shall say unto them . . .
,

*~rt

?5*1
and they (then) shall say, &c.

;

i Sam. 14, 8 sqq. Is. 7, 14. 8, 7 sq. 39, 6.

(C) After an infinitive absolute, whether the infinitive absolute serves

to strengthen the finite verb (see 113. /), e.g. Is. 31, 5, or is used

as an emphatic substitute for a cohortative or imperfect ( 113. dd

and ee\ e.g. Lev. 2, 6. Deut. i, 16. Is. 5, 5. Ezek. 23, 46 sq.

(TI)
After an infinitive construct governed by a preposition (for
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this change from the infinitive construction to the finite verb, cf.

114. r\ e.g. i Sam. 10, 8 ib ^V^'7l T^? ^ny till I come unto

thee (prop, until my coming) and show ihee, Sec.
;
Gen. 18, 25. 27, 45.

Jud. 6, 18. Ezek. 39, 27; comp. i Ki. 2, 37. 42.

Rem. To the same class belong I Sam. 14, 24, where the idea of time precedes, IV

until it be evening ami until I be avenged, &c., and Is. 5, 8, where the idea of place

precedes, in both cases governed by ~iy.

4. The very frequent use of the perfect consecutive in direct x

dependence upon other tenses (see above, letters d-v) explains how

it finally obtained a kind of independent force especially for the

purpose of announcing future events and might depend loosely

on sentences to which it stood only in a wider sense in the relation

of a temporal or logical consequence. Thus the perfect consecutive

is used

(a) To announce future events, &c., in loose connexion with

a further announcement, e.g. Gen. 41, 30 *Dgl and two co-ordinate

perfects consecutive, equivalent to but then shall arise, &c.; frequently

so after nan with a following substantive (i Sam. 9, 8), or a participial

clause (comp. the analogous instances above, letter
/),

e. g. i Sam. 2, 31

behold, the days come, ^VIW that I will cut off, &c.; Is. 39, 6. Amos

4, 2. 8, ii. 9, 13, and very often in Jeremiah; after an expression

of time, Ex. 17, 4. 15.10,25. 29,17. Jer. 51, 33. Hos. 1,4. Further,

when joined to a statement concerning present or past facts, especially

when these contain the reason for the action, &c., expressed in the

jerfect consecutive; comp. Is. 6, 7 lo, this hath touched thy lips,

"1D1
therefore thine iniquity shall be taken away, &c., Gen. 20, 1 1. 26, 22.

Jud. 13, 3 (here in an adversative sense); Hos. 8, 14. In loose

connexion with a noun-clause, a long succession of perfects con-

secutive occurs in Ex. 6, 6 sqq. Also in Amos 5, 26 DflN^ may
be an announcement yea, ye shall take up; comp., however, below,

letter rr.

Rem. i. Very frequently the announcement of a future event is attached by y
means of nTTj and it shall come to fass (comp. the analogous addition of a past

by means of *PP1, in, 2), after which the event announced (sometimes after

a long parenthesis) follows in one or more (co-ordinate) perfects consecutive,

Gen. 9, 14. 12, 12
(^3 nTll = if, as in 46, 33. Ex. i, 10. 22, 26 and frequently).

i Ki. 18, 12. Is. 14, 3 sq. Amos 8, 9; or in the imperfect, Gen. 4, 14. Is. 2, 2.

3, 24. 4, 3. 7, 18. 21 sqq. (comp. 29, 8-); or in the jussive, Lev. 14, 9. It very

rarely happens that the verb which is thus loosely added, agrees in gender and
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number with the following subject, as in Num. 5, 27. Jer. 42, 16 nTlTII (before

nnnn), and in Jer. 42, 1 7 VH^I (before D^Nn'^p).
2 2. The jussive form ^rPI occurs (in the sense described in letter _y) instead of iT^HI

in I Sam. 10, 5. 2 Sam. 5, 24 (i Chron. 14, 15). I Ki. 14, 5. Ruth 3, 4, although

in the first three places a jussive is wholly inadmissible as regards the meaning,

and even in Ruth 3, 4 (where an admonition follows" i"Pi"fl would be expected

(see below, letter bb\ In i Ki. 14, 5, however, the form is merely a textual error,

and the pointing should simply be ""PH. In the other passages 'il*! (always before

an infinitive with a preposition) stands at the beginning of the sentence at an

unusually long distance from the principal tone, and hence is certainly to be

explained according to 109. , except that in i Sam. 10, 5, &c., the simply

rhythmical jussive form takes the place, not of the full imperfect form, but

(exceptionally) of the perfect consecutive.

aa (b) To introduce a command or wish: Deut. 10, 19 love ye

therefore the stranger ; i Sam. 6, 5. 24, 16. i Ki. 2, 6 (in Gen. 40, 14

the precative perfect consecutive, as elsewhere the cohortative, jussive,

and imperative, is strengthened by means of W)- So, also, in loose

connexion with participial and other noun-clauses (see above, letter x),

Gen. 45, 12 sq. i Ki. 2, 2 sq. Ruth 3, 3 sq. 3, 9. In Gen. 17, n
the perfect consecutive (D^r^ and ye shall be circumcised, &c.) is

used to explain a preceding command.

bb Rem. As in the cases mentioned above under letter y, the connexion may be

made by means of iT"!. Thus with a following perfect consecutive, e. g. Gen. 46, 33.

47, 24. Jud. 4, 20. Comp. also Gen. 24, 14, where the real wish, at least as regards

the sense, is contained in the next sentence.

cc (c) To introduce a question, whether in loose connexion with

another interrogative sentence (see above, letter
/>), e.g. Gen. 29, 15

art thou my brother (equivalent to, Surely thou art my brother),

'3rn?jn. shouldest thou then serve me for naught? or with a positive

statement, e.g. Ex. 5, 5 (DrQB>ni:
willye then make them rest?}; i Sam.

25, n, perhaps also Ps. 50, 21 (^P'l.nn^.

dd (d) To introduce actions frequently repeated (hence analogous to

the numerous examples of a frequentative perfect consecutive, above,

letters), e.g. i Sam. i, 3 ("?y\ of annual festival journeys); 13, 21

(where, however, the text appears radically corrupt); 27, 9 (i"l|ni }

i. e. every time, therefore continued by means of n*n^ fcOl) i Ki. 5, 7

(vSpIrt, parallel with a simple imperfect); 9, 23. Jer. 25, 4. Dan. 8, 4.

In Job i, 4 sq. a series of frequentative perfects consecutive is inter-

rupted by an imperfect consecutive, while a simple imperfect (as the

modus rei repetitae) forms the conclusion. In Jer. 6, 17 a similar
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perfect is expressly marked, by placing the tone on the final syllable

(according to 49. ti),
as parallel with the real perfects consecutive.

Rem. The loose connexion of tempora frequentativa by nTtt (comp. the Rem. 6

above, letters y and bb) is also very frequent in this sense ; thus with a following

perfect consecutive, Gen. 30, 41 sq. (but in verse 42 a, where the verb is separated

from the Wdw by an insertion, we find D^b" &O he used not to put them in,

according to 107. e~); Gen. 38, 9. Ex. 17, n. 33, 7 sqq. (see above, letter <?)

Num. 21, 9. Jud. 6, 3. 19, 30. i Sam. 16, 23 (followed by five perfects consecutive) ;

1 Sam. 15, 5 ;
with a following imperfect (as the modus rei repetitae), Jud. 2,19.

2 Sam. 14, 26. In Jud. 12, 5 flTT), contrary to what would be expected, is con-

tinued by means of the imperfect consecutive, and in i Sam. 13, 22 by N?1 with

the perfect (instead of the imperfect).

5. Finally the perfect consecutive is very frequently employed with ff
a certain emphasis to introduce the apodosis after sentences (or what

are equivalent to sentences) which contain a condition, a reason, or a

statement of time. Moreover, such an apodosis, as in the cases already

treated, may represent either future events, or commands and wishes,

or even events which have been often repeated in the past. Thus

(a) The perfect consecutive occurs in the apodosis to conditional

sentences *

( 159. ^ 0, j) :

(a) After DN with the imperfect, e. g. 2 Ki. 7, 4 b VTW3J WDpK
if {hey kill us, (well then) we shall but die; here the perfect consecutive

is used obviously with greater emphasis than the imperfect (
n.^)

which immediately precedes; Gen. 18, 26. 24, 8. 41. 32, 9. Num.

30, 15. Jud. 4, 20. i Sam. i, u. 20, 6. i Ki. 3, 14. Nah. 3, 12.

Eccles. 4, ii.

(/3)
After DN with the perfect (in the sense of zfuturum exactuni), gg

Num. 5, 27. 2 Ki. 5, 20. 7, 4 a. Is. 4, 4 sq. ;
as precative apodosis after

K3~DK with the perf. preteritum, Gen. 33, 10; as a frequentative

perfect consecutive, to represent past events in the apodosis after

EK with a perfect, Num. 21, 9. Jud. 6, 3. Job 7, 4; after DN with

^mperfect, Gen. 31, 8.

(y) After ^ (in case, suppose that] with the imperfect, Gen. 12, 12. hh

Ex. 18, 16. Jud. 13/17. Is. 58, 7. Ezek. 14, 13
2

. Frequentative with

1 In a number of the examples of this kind the protasis is already loosely

connected by means of nTTI ,
and hence some of them had to be already mentioned

above, letters y, bb, ee.

2 In i Sam. 24, 19 a question appears to be expressed by the perfect consecutive,

for if a man find his enemy, -will he let him go well away ? Probably, however,

with Klostermann, ''Cfl should be read for *O}.
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reference to the past, after
s
? with frequentative perfect, Jud. 2, 18.

Job 7, 13 sq.

ii
(S) After "i ; with the imperfect, Gen. 44, 9 noj . . , iflK KSB? "IB*

zw'/A whomsoever . . . it & found, let him die; with the perfect,

Ex. 21, 13 and if a man lie not in wait, &c.; Jud. i, 12.

//
(*) Very frequently after a perfect consecutive (one or more) con-

taining the condition, e.g. Gen. 44, 29 D^"!-^ nrnK~D3 D^n^p^ and

ifye take (or shall have taken) this one also . . .ye shall bring down, &c.;

comp. Gen. 33, 13. 42, 38. 44, 4. 22. 47, 30. Num. 30, 12. Ruth 2, 9,

and probably also Ezek. 39, 28. Also frequentative in reference

to the past, e.g. i Sam. 17, 34 sq.
*nNJM . . . ^n JO} and when

there came (as sometimes happened) a lion . . . I went out, &c.;

Ex. 33, 10. Num. 10, 17 sqq. i Ki. 18, 10. Jer. 20, 9 (the perfects

consecutive being regularly continued in the apodosis by &O1 with an

imperfect *).

// Rem. The perfect consecutive may be used also in the protasis to express

a condition when, the employment of the perfect consecutive in the apodosis has

become impossible, owing to an emphatic word having to stand before it
; thus

in Ezek. 14, 14 on account of nSH ; 33, 4 on account of iDT. In I Sam. 14, 52

the imperfect consecutive, contrary to what might be expected, stands in the

apodosis, and when Saul saw any . . . valiant man, he took him unto him,

where VlDDX'1 suggests the special case, rather than a repeated occurrence; cf.

2 Sam. 15, 2. Conversely, in i Sam. 2, 16. 17,35^ an imperfect consecutive

stands in the protasis.

mm (t) After various equivalents of sentences, which contain a condition;

thus, after a substantive standing absolutely, or a participle (a casus

pendens), Gen. 17, 14 '31 nrn331 "13T ?"iyi and the uncircumcised male

(in case such an one be found), he shall be cut
off,

&c.
; comp. Gen.

30, 32. Ex. 12, 15. 2 Sam. 14, 10. Is. 6, 13, and (after an infinitive

with a preposition) 2 Sam. 7, 14; in a wider sense also Ex. 4, 21.

9, 19. 12, 44. Is. 9, 4.

nn (6) The perfect consecutive serves as the apodosis to causal clauses
;

thus e.g. after ^ jy! with the perfect, Is. 3, 16 sq.; after "iB/it fjT with

perfect, i Ki. 20, 28; after 3pJ? with perfect, Num. 14, 24; also after what

1 In all these examples (not only in the frequentative perfects consecutive) the

original idea of the perfect, which also underlies the perfect consecutive, comes

out very distinctly. Gen. 44, 29 (see above) implies in the mind of the speaker,

If it ever shall have come to this, that ye have taken this one also, then ye have

thereby brought me down to Sheol.
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are equivalent to causal clauses, e.g. Ps. 25, n (^nppl
, .

for thy names sake . . . pardon . . .); Is. 37, 29 after fj with an

infinitive.

(c) The perfect consecutive occurs as the apodosis to temporal oo

clauses or their equivalents, e.g. i Sam. 2, 15 n^nrrns |V"t?K D
"?-9?

fnbn njW N2} , , .
'before they burnt the fat, the priest's servant came

(used to come), &c., hence a frequentative perfect consecutive relating

to the past, as in Ex. i, 19; also after participial clauses (
116. w),

e.g. i Sam. 2, 13 sq. K^ HSt naf KN~73 w/fo(ever) any man

offered sacrifice, then came, &c. (so Jud. 19, 30. 2 Sam. 20, 12), with

a frequentative perfect consecutive. The perfect consecutive is very

frequently used to announce future actions or events after simple

expressions of time of any kind
;
thus Gen. 3, 5. Ex. 32, 34 (after

DV"2

with the infinitive), comp. also such examples as Num. 44, 30. Jud.

16, 2. Jos. 6, 10. i Sam. i, 22. 16, 23 (numerous frequentative perfects

consecutive after the infinitive with a preposition; so 2 Sam. 15, 5,

see above, letter ee); i Sam. 20, 18. 2 Sam. 14, 26. 15, 10. Is. 18, 5 ;

moreover, Ex. 17, 4. Is. 10, 25. 29, 17. 37, 26; even after single

disconnected words, e. g. Ex. 1 6, 6 DPiVTj 2$? ai eoen (when it becomes

evening) then ye shall know ; comp. verse 7. Lev. 7, 16. i Ki. 13,

31. Prov. 24, 27.

6. Finally there still remains a number of passages which cannot //
be classed with any of those hitherto mentioned. Of these, some

are due to the influence of Aramaic modes of expression, while

in others the text is evidently corrupt. In a few instances we can

do no more than merely call attention to the incorrectness of the

expression.

(a) The influence of the Aramaic construction of the perfect with
\

as the

narrative tense, instead of the Hebrew imperfect consecutive (comp. Kautzsch,

Gramm. des bibl, Aram., 71. ft), is certainly to be traced in Qoheleth, and sporadi-

cally in other very late Books ', perhaps also in a few passages in the books of Kings,
which are open to the suspicion of being due to later interpolation ; so probably

i Ki. 12, 32 TDJJrn; 2'Ki. n, i Ke
th. finKf) ; 14, 14 flj (in the parallel

1 In the whole of Qoheleth the imperfect consecutive occurs only in I, 17 and

4, i. 7. Several of the perfects with
\
can no doubt be explained as frequentatives,

e.g. i, 13. 2, 5. 9. II. 13. 15. 5, 18 compared with 6, 2
; but this is impossible

in such passages as 9, 14 sqq. In Ezra, Driver reckons only five examples of

historical perfects with
\ ,

in Nehemiah only six, and in Esther six or seven.

A a
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passage, a Chron. 25, 24, the word is wanting); 2 Ki. 23, 4 NBW, &c.; verse 10

KBm, &c.; verse 12 TJvB'rfl, &c. ; verse 15 SJlbn, &C. 1
Cf. also Ezek. 37, 2. 7. 10.

<7<7 (b) The text is certainly corrupt in Is. 40, 6 (read with the LXX and Vulgate

"IDNY); Jer. 38, 28. where the narrative breaks off in the middle of the sentence;~
L L

40, 3 jTrfi , &c., wanting in the LXX) ; also in Jud. 7,13 ?ilNn 7Q31 is altogether

redundant; in I Sam. 3, 13 read, with Klostermann, the 2nd sing, rnasc. instead of

THJrn ; in i Ki. 21, 12 S3HJ>rfl is, no doubt, incorrectly repeated from verse 9,

where it is an imperative.

i')' Of other questionable instances, (a) the following, at any rate, may also be

explained as frequentatives, Ex. 36, 38. 38, 28. 39, 3. I Sam. 5. 7. 17, 20. 24. it

(but even so "IDN1 would be expected); Is. 28, 26 (parallel with an imperfect);

Amos 5,26 (unless it is rather, yea, ye shall take up ; see above, letter jr) ; Ps. 26,3.

Ezra 8, 36.

SS (/3) A longer or constant continuance in a past state is perhaps represented by
the perfect with

1 (as a variety of the frequentative perfect with 1), in Gen. 15, 6.

34, 5. Num. 21, 20; also, according to Driver, especially Jos. 15, 3-11. 16, 2-8

(ultimately parallel with an imperfect, as in 17, 9 and 18, 20'; 18, 12-21.

19, 11-14. 22, 26-29. 34; moreover, i Sam. I, 12. 25, 20 (both times JTrfl) ;

Is. 22, 14. Jer. 3, 9.

// (7) The following are due to errors in the text, or to incorrect modes of

expression: Gen. 21, 25. Ex. 36, 29 sq. Jud. 3, 23*. 16, 18. i Sam. 4, 19. 17,38.

a Sam. 16, 5. 19, 18 sq. (read VI^V and
VQJ^I).

I Ki. 3, n (where n^NBn

is, no doubt intentionally, assimilated to the four other perfects); 13, 3. 20, 21.

21, 12 (unless the imperative }N"]p, &c., is intended); 2 Ki. 14, 7 (where, with

Stade, B>Sri ybDnVlKl should be read); 14, 14. 18, 4 (where, at any rate, 12Kh

might be taken as a frequentative, but not J~n31 , &c, ; evidently the perfects are

co-ordinated only in form with T'OH fcfl!"l); Jer. 37, 15 (where dill, but not

yr01> might be frequentative); Ezek. 20, 22 (TQBTTl Mil'el before an imperfect

consecutive); Amos 7, 4 (i"D3X} after an imperfect consecutive); Job 16, 12.

JtU Finally, in I Sam. 10, 9. 1 7. 48. 2 Sam. 6, 16. 2 Ki. 3, 15. Jer. 37, n. Amos 7, 2

rM is to be read throughout instead of iTni , but in Gen. 38. 5 N^HI with the LXX.

1
According to Stade, ZAtV. v. 291 sqq., where he discusses, in connexion with

2 Ki. 12, 12, a number of critically questionable perfects with 1, the whole section,

2 Ki. 23, 4 from Kfe31 to verse 5 inclusive, is to be regarded as a gloss, since the

continuation of an imperfect consecutive by means of a perfect with
"\
never occurs

in pre-exilic documents, except in places where it is due to corruption of the

original text. At the same time, the possibility of frequentative perfects consecutive

(even immediately after imperfects consecutive), which has been supported above,

letters f and g, by a large number of examples, does not appear to have been

taken into account In 2 Ki. 23, 5 also JV3K>rfl ,
verse 8

JTI31,
and verse 14 "GK>1

may, at any rate, be understood as representing repeated actions.

3 Or does ?J?3! ,
as a frequentative, imply fastening with several bolts ? It is,

at all events, to be noticed, that in 2 Sam. 13, 18 also bj?Jl follows an imperfect

consecutive.
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B. THE INFINITIVE AND PARTICIPLE.

113. The Infinitive Absolute.

Cf. the dissertation of J. Kahan, and, especially, the thorough investigation by
E. Sellin, both entitled, Ueber die verbal-nominate Doppelnatur der hebrdischen

Participien und Infinitive, &c., Leipzig, 1889.

1. The infinitive absolute is employed according to 45 to a

emphasize the idea of the verb in the abstract, \. e. it speaks of an

action (or condition) without any regard to the agent or to the

conditions of time and mood under which it takes place. As

the name of an action the infinitive absolute, like other nouns in the

stricter sense, may form part of certain combinations (as a subject,

predicate, or object, or even as a genitive
1
,
see below); but such

a use of the infinitive absolute (instead of the infinitive construct

with or without a preposition) is, on the whole, rare, and, moreover,

open to question on critical grounds. On the other hand, the infinitive

absolute frequently exhibits its character as an expression of the

verbal idea by taking an object, either in the accusative or even

with a preposition.

Examples of the use of the infinitive absolute : b

(a) As subject, Prov. 25, 27 210 N? Di3"in BO"5

)
P3N it is not good to eat much

honey ; Jer. 10, 5. Job 6, 25. Eccles. 4, 17 ;
as an explanation of a demonstrative

pronoun, Is. 58, 5 sq. Zech. 14, 12.

(3) As predicate, Is. 32, 17 and the effect of righteousness (is) nCIM ^5?''"' c

quietness (prop, tofind rest] and confidence.

(c) As object, Is. i, 17 3CNT IIDp learn to do -well; Is. 7, 15. Prov. 15, 12; d
according to the sense also Jer. 9, 23. 23, 14, as well as Is, 5, 5 (IpH and fha

virtually depend on the idea of the wish contained in flfety) ;
Is. 22, 13, where

long series of infinitives absolute is governed by nSH, and 59, 13 (six infinitives

governed by DyyT* in verse 12); Deut. 28, 56 is strange since the object precedes

the infinitive absolute which governs it
z

, also Is. 42, 24, where the statement of

place precedes the infinitive absolute. In Jer. 9, 4. Job 13, 3 the infinitive absolute

as the object of the verb is placed before it for the sake of emphasis (with the verb

negatived by N? in Is. 57, 20. Jer. 49, 23), so also in Lam. 3, 45 where it is the

remoter object and co-ordinated with a substantive.

(d} As genitive, Is. 14, 23 IIOB'ri NEXDCQ -with the besom of destruction; e

so perhaps also 4, 4 "1JJ3 PHIS; comp. further, Prov. i, 3. 21, 16. The infinitive

1 The infinitive absolute can never be joined with a genitive or a pronominal
suffix.

2
Perhaps 35fn according to 53. k should be explained as an infinitive construct,

or should be written 31TTI.

A a 2
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absolute is never used in immediate connexion with prepositions
'

(which as being

originally substantives govern the genitive), but always the infinitive construct ;

but if a second infinitive is co-ordinated by *]
with such an infinitive construct, it has

the form of the infinitive absolute (since it is released from the immediate government

of the preposition), e.g. I Sam. 22, 13 C^SIL ^ ^XB>]
, , , DH^ i^> ^nn2

in that thou hastgiven himbrcad.. .and hast enquired of Godfor him; Ezek-36,3;

i Sam. 25, 26. 33 (after ftp) ;
after p Ex. 32, 6. Jer. 7, 18. 44, 17.

f (<?) Governing an accusative of the object, e.g. Is. 22, 13 fX2? Bhtjh
"Ipjjl

inn

slaying oxen and killing sheep; comp. Ex. 20, 8. 23, 30. Deut. 5, 12. Is. 37, 19,

and of the examples in a-d, Deut. 28, 56. Is. 5, 5. 58, 6 sq. Prov. 25, 27, &c. ;

followed by a preposition, e. g. Is. 7, 15 31133 "lin3^ JH3 DIND to refuse the evil

and choose the good; Prov. 15, 12 (i? PDifl).

g If the object be a personal pronoun, then, since the infinitive absolute can never

be united with a suffix (see above, note on letter a], it is affixed by means of the

accusative-sign DX (flk), e.g. Jer. 9, 23 VlN ylTI and knoweth me; Ezek. 36, 3.

h 2. -Analogous to the use of the infinitive absolute as the accusative

of the object, mentioned in letter d, is its employment as a casus

adverbialis* in connexion with some form of the finite verb, to

describe more particularly the manner or attendant circumstances

(especially those of time and place) under which an action or condition

has taken place, or is taking place, or will take place ; e. g. Jer. 22, 19

he shall be buried with the burial of an ass, ^I.??^ 3inD a drawing

and casting forth, i.e. being drawn and cast forth, &c.; Gen. 21, 1 6

(PCHD a removing, i.e. distant; comp. Ex. 33, 7. Jos. 3, 16); Gen.

30, 32. Ex. 30, 36. Num. 6, 5. 23. 15, 35 (where a subject is

added subsequently; see below, letter gg]\ Jos. 3, 17. i Sam. 3, 12

(n?3^ ?nrt a beginning and ending, i. e. from beginning to end); 2 Sam.

8, 2. Is. 7, ii
(P1?Jjp

and I!i33n, prop, a making deep . . ., and

a making high, i. e. whether thy request extend to the world below

or to the height above); 57, 17 pfitpn in hiding, sc. my face); Jer. 3, 15

(TSKVTl njn with knowledge and understanding); Hab. 3, 13 (J"li~W,

comp. for the form 75. ad); Zech. 7, 3. Ps. 35, 16 (P^C
1

,
to define

more precisely V]i5 verse 15); Job 15, 3
s

.

i Sam. i, 9 is impossible Hebrew, and as the LXX shows, a late

addition.

3 That this casus afrverbialis also was originally regarded as an accusative, may
be seen from classical Arabic, where an infinitive of this kind expressly retains

the accusative ending. In Latin the ablative of the gerund corresponds in many
ways to this use of the infinitive absolute.

3 Also in 2 Ki. 2 1, 1 3 for
TJDrfl nniO read with Stade and Klostermann

Tj

,
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Rem. i. To an adverbial infinitive absolute of this kind, there may further I

be added a casus adverbialis (the accusative of state or condition), or even

a circumstantial clause, to define more exactly the manner in which the

action is performed, e. g. Is. 20, 2 and he did so
sjn"

1

} DPJ? TpH walking naked

and barefoot, prop, in the condition of one naked, &c.
;

Is. 30, 14 a breaking in

pieces (ace. to the reading niD3 ; the Masora requires rfiHS) without sparing.

2. A few infinitives of this kind, all of which are in Hiph'il, have, through k

frequent use, come to be treated by the language as simple adverbs ; so especially

n3"in (comp. 75.^") multumfaciendo, i.e. multum, very frequently strengthened

by "JKC> very and even used without connexion with a finite verb (see the Lexicon) ;

also 3O*n benefaciendo, i. e. bene, used especially to express the careful and thorough

performance of an action (e.g. Deut. 13, 15); in Deut. 9, 21. 27, 8 it is added

epexegetically to another adverbial infinitive absolute, in Jon. 4, 9 it twice precedes

the verb for the sake of emphasis. Finally, DSB'n manefaciendo, i. e. early in the

morning, then in general early with the additional idea of earnestness
;

in i Sam.

17, 16 joined with the infinitive absolute 3"iy!"n a denominative from llj? evening

(morning and evening, i. e. early and late), elsewhere (with the exception of

Prov. 27, 14) always joined with the infinitive absolute of the governing verb,

e. g. Jer. u, 7 for I earnestly protested OrTIJjn) unto yourfathers . . .
"IJJni BSK'n

rising early andprotesting, i. e. with earnest protestation; Jer. 25, 3. 26, 5 (where

1 should be omitted before 'H) ; Jer. 29, 19. 32, 33. 2 Chron, 16, 15.

3. The infinitive absolute occurs most frequently in immediate /

connexion with the finite verb of the same stem, in order in various

ways io define more accurately or fo strengthen the idea of the verb
1

.

These infinitives absolute joined immediately to the finite verb belong in a sense 1)1

to the schema etymologieum treated in 1 1 7. p, i. e. they are objects of the finite

verb in question, except that the infinitive absolute (as a nomen abstractum) lays

stress rather on the actual occurrence or the energy of the action (see the examples

below), while the noun proper emphasizes the result or extent of the action;

comp. e.g. Ex. 22, 22 ipX pyif"
1

pj?S~DK if it actually happens that he cries to me,

with Gen. 27, 34 (as it were, he cried, so that a great cry was heard).

We must further distinguish

(a) The infinitive absolute used before the verb to strengthen the ;/

verbal idea, i. e. to emphasize in this way either the certainty (especially

in the case of threats) or the forcibleness and completeness of an

occurrence. In English, such an infinitive is mostly expressed by

1

Comp. A. Rieder, Die Verbindung des Inf. abs. mil dem Verb. fin. desselben

Stammes im Hebr., Leipz., 1872 ; also his Qttae ad syntaxin Hebraicam, qua infin.

abs. cum verbo fin. eiusdem radicis cottiungitur, planiorem faciendam ex lingua
Graeca et Latina afferantur, Gumbinnen (Programm des Gymnasiums), 1884.

G. R. Hauschild, Die Verbindung finiter und infiniter Verbalformen desselben

Stammes in einigen Bibehprachen, Frankfurt a. M., 1893, discussing especially

the rendering of such constructions in the Greek and Latin versions.
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a corresponding adverb, but sometimes merely by putting greater

stress on the verb ;
e. g. Gen. 2, 1 7 n^sri niD thou shall surely die,

comp. 18, 10. 18. 22, 17. 28, 22. i Sam. 9,6 (cometh surely to pass};

24, 21. Am. 5, 5. 7, 17. Hab. 2, 3. Zech. n, 17; with the infinitive

strengthened by ^ Gen. 44, 28 (but 27, 30 and Jacob was yet scarce

gone out, &c.); Gen. 43, 3 ^ "WQ "JJfn ^ <//</ solemnly protest unto

us ; i Sam. 20, 6 (7^3 /Nt?3 David earnestly asked leave of me) ;

Jos. 17, 13, Jud. i, 28 te^nin &6 B>nirtt and did not utterly drive

them out ; especially typical instances are Am. 9, 8 / will destroy

it from off the face of the earth 'X TDPK l^n t6 '3 DDK saving

that I will not utterly destroy, &c.; Jer. 30, n and will in no wise

leave thee unpunished; comp. further Gen. 20, 18. i Ki. 3, 26. Joel i, 7.

Job 13, 5.

The infinitive absolute is used before the verb with less emphasis :

(1) Frequently at the beginning of the statement; cf. Driver on

i Sam. 20, 6. However, in these cases a special emphasis on the

following verb is sometimes intended
; cf. above, letter

,
on Gen. 43, 3.

i Sam. 20, 6
;
also Gen. 3, 16. 26, 28. 32, 17. i Sam. 14, 28. 20, 3.

Elsewhere the infinitive absolute is evidently used only as possessing

a certain fullness of sound (hence for rhythmical reasons, like some

uses of the separate pronoun, 135. a), as in Gen. 15, 13. 43, 7. 20.

Jud. 9, 8. i Sam. 10, 16. 23, 10. 2 Sam. i, 6. 20, 18.

(2) Very frequently in conditional sentences after DN, &c. The

infinitive absolute in this case emphasizes the importance of the

condition on which some consequence depends, e.g. Ex. 15, 26 if

thou wilt diligently hearken, &c., Ex. 19, 5. 21, 5. 22, 3. 1 1 sq. 16. 22

(see above, letter ;); 23, 22. Num. 21, 2. i Sam. i, n. 12, 25; after

v i Sam. 14, 30.

The infinitive absolute is used to give emphasis to an antithesis,

e. g. 2 Sam. 24, 24 nay ; but I will verily buy (HJpS to) it of thee, &c.

(not receive it as a gift); Jud. 15, 13 no; but we will bind theefast . . .

but surely we will not kill thee; comp. further Gen. 31, 30 (thou art

indeed gone=) though thou wouldst needs be gone (Vulg. esto], because

thou sore longedst, &c.; Ps. 118, 13. 18. 126, 6 (the second infinitive

absolute as a supplement to the first see below, letter r comes after

the verb). Hence also, as permissive, Gen. 2, 16 sq. ?3Kh /3K thou

mayest freely eat, but, &c. (so that verse 1 6 is in antithesis to verse 17);

or concessive, i Sam. 2, 30 I said indeed . . .
, 14, 43.
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The infinitive absolute is used to strengthen a question, and ^

especially in impassioned or indignant questions, e.g. Gen. 37, 8

^\?V V^ V9H shall thou indeed reign over usf Gen. 37, 10. 43, 7.

Jud. 11,25. i Sam. 2, 27. 2 Sam. 19, 43. Jer. 3, i. 13, 12. Ezek. 28, 9.

Amos 3, 5. Zech. 7, 5; but comp. also Gen. 24, 5 must I needs

bring again?

(t>)
The infinitive absolute after the verb, sometimes (as in letter

) r

to intensify
1 the idea of the verb (especially after imperatives and

participles, since the infinitive absolute can never precede either,

e.g. Num. n, 15. Job 13, 17. 21, 2. 37, 2 yilOB> tyQ$ hearken ye

attentively; Jer. 22, 10; after participles, e. g. Is. 22, 17, also elsewhere,

e.g. Num. 23, n. 24, 10 thou hast altogether blessed them; Jos. 24, 10.

2 Ki. 5, ii. Dan. n, 10, and with the infinitive absolute strengthened

by means of 03 Gen. 31, 15. 46, 4. Num. 16, 13); sometimes to

express the long continuance of an action; here again after an

imperative, Is. 6, 9 yiD5? WBB' hear ye continually; after a perfect,

Jer. 6, 29; after a participle, Jer. 23, 17; after an imperfect consecutive,

Gen. 19, 9. Num. n, 32.

To this class belong especially those cases in which a second s

infinitive absolute is co-ordinated with the first; the latter then

expresses either an accompanying or antithetical action or the aim

to which the principal action is directed
;

e. g. i Sam. 6,12 Spn to?n

few lowing as they went (lowing continually; so after a participle,

Jos. 6, 131$ (?V/); Gen. 8, 7 ii went forth to and fro"
1
; Is. 19, 22

smiting and (i.e. but also) healing again; Joel 2, 26 (see above,

letter m).

Rem. i. Instead of a second infinitive absolute (see above) there is sometimes t

found a perfect consecutive (Jos. 6, 130 and a Sam. 13, 19, in both places as

perfect frequentative; Is. 31, 5 referring to the future, unless with Stade, ZAW.
vi. 189, we read /"'Jfill and tDvDHl), or an imperfect consecutive (i Sam. 19, 23.

2 Sam. 16, 13) or participle (2 Sam. 16, 5); comp. also letter u.

2. The idea of long continuance is very frequently expressed by the verb ^Qf\ #
to go, along with its infinitive absolute, or even by the latter alone, and this occurs

not only when it can be taken in its literal sense (to go, to ivalk, as in the examples

given above, Jos. 6, 13. i Sam. 6, 12. 2 Sam. 13, 19; comp. also, Is. 3, 16,

where both infinitives stand before the verb, and Ps. 126, 6, where tpPH precedes),

1 In Arabic also, the intensifying infinitive regularly stands after the verb, but

in Syriac before the verb.

2 Also in Ezek. i, 14 for the involved form KIJH read simply NIJT1
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but also in cases where Tjpn in the sense of to go on, to continue, merely performs

the function of an adverb. The action itself is added in a second infinitive

absolute, or sometimes (see above, letter /) in a participle or verbal adjective.

Examples, Gen. 8, 3 2i5J>l Tjvil . , , D^tSTl }2C?^ and the waters returned . . .

continually; Gen. 8, 5. 12, 9. Jud. 14, 9. 2 Ki. 2, n ; with a participle following,

Jer. 41, 6 (unless we read nb^, as in 2 Sam. 3, 16) ;
with an adjective following,

Gen. 26, 13. Jud. 4, 24. i Sam. 14, 19. 2 Sam. 5, 10 (i Chron. 11, 9).

2 Sam. 18, 25 '.

On the other hand, in i Sam. 17, 41 the participle Tjpn is used instead of the

infinitive absolute; of a different kind are the instances in which the participle TJP'n

is used as predicate along with the co-ordinate adjective (Ex. 19, 19. i Sam. 2, 26.

2 Sam. 3, i. 15, 12. Est. 9, 4. 2 Chron. 17, 12) or participle (i Sam. 17, 13.

Jon. i, ii. Prov. 4, 18).

V 3. The regular place of the negative is between the intensifying infinitive absolute

and the finite verb 2
, e.g. Ex. 5, 23 ^SyTlN r6sn~^ ^m neither hast thou

delivered thy people at all, Jud. 15, 13. Jer. 13, 12. 30, n ; comp. Mic. i, 10 (7K).

Exceptions are Gen. 3, 4 (where the negation of the threat pronounced in 2, 17

is expressed in the same form of words) ;
Amos 9, 8. Ps. 49, 8.

IV 4- With a finite verb of one of the derived conjugations, not only the infinitive

absolute of the same conjugation may be connected (Gen. 28, 22 Pi'el; 17, 13.

Ex. 22, 3. Ezek. 14, 3 Niph'al; Gen. 40, 15 Pu'al; Hos. 4, 18 Hiph'il; Ezek.

16, 4 Hoph'al), but also (especially with Niph'al, rarely with Pi'el and Hiph'il;

see Driver on 2 Sam. 20, 18) that of Qal as the simplest and most general

representative of the verbal idea, 2 Sam. 20, 18 (with Pi'el), Gen. 44, 28 (with Pu'al ;

but in Gen. 37, 33 P)^b is a passive of Qal, 52. i) ; 46, 4 (with Hiph'il) ; Ex. 19, 13.

21, 20. 2 Sam. 23, 7. Is. 40, 30. Jer. 10, 5. Job 6, 2 (with Niph'al) ; Is. 24, 19 (with

Hithpo'el ; flJH in the same verse must, according to the Masora, certainly be the

infinitive absolute Qal ; see 67. o), and so always HDV DllD he shall surely be put

to death. Elsewhere the infinitive absolute of a conjugation with kindred meaning
is found, Lev. 19, 20. 2 Ki. 3, 23 (Hoph'al for Niph'al) ;

i Sam. 2, 16 (Pi'el for

Hiph'il, unless fTltS^ is to be read) ;
Ezek. 16, 4 (Hoph'al for Pu'al)'. Finally,

the infinitive absolute may equally well be represented by a substantive of kindred

stem 1
,

i Sam. i, 6. Is. 24, 16. 22. 35, 2 (n^sT^X) ; Jer. 46, 5. Ezek. 25, 15.

1

Comp. in French, Le mal va toujours croissant, la maladie va toujours en

angmentant et en ernpirant,
'

continually increases and becomes worse and zuorsc.'

*
Comp. Rieder, Quo loco ponantur negationes K? et 7K, coniunctio D3

}

particula S3, cum coniuncla legunlur cum in/in., quern absolutum grammatici

vacant, verbo jinito eiusdem radicis addito (Zeitschrift fiir Gymn.-lVesen, 1879,

P- 395 sqq.).
3 In three passages even the infinitive absolute of another stem kindred in sound

occurs ; but in Is. 28, 28 B^VIX is no doubt a mere textual error for CM
1

*!, and in Jer.

8, 13, according to 72. aa, we should read DDDK, and in Zeph. i, 2 ^DX.
* On these substantives (and on the use of the infinitive absolute generally as

absolute object, see above, letter #z\ cf. the schema etymologicum treated in

connexion with the government of the verb in 1 1 7. /.
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27, 35. Mic. 4, 9. Hab. 3, 9. Job 27, 12. In Is. 29, 14 the substantive intensifying

the verb is found along with the infinitive absolute.

5. Instead of the infinitive absolute immediately connected with the finite verb, X
an infinitive construct form appears (cf. 73. <f), in Num. 23, 25 (3p D3 ; comp.

Ruth 2, 16 &> D3); Jer. 50, 34 (an; an) ;
prov . 23, i (pan pa). In the last

instances the infinitive is probably assimilated to the imperfect, like the infinitive

Niph'al in the forms noticed in 51. k and note. Cf. also 2 Ki. 3, 24 N3 }X3*1

3Nto~n nteni (read so with the LXX) before K, hence, no doubt due to the

dislike of a hiatus; so in Ps. 50, 21. Neh. I, 7 (?2n), all in rapid style; after

the verb, Jos. 7, 7, unless "Vayn is intended.

4. Finally the infinitive absolute frequently appears as a substitute y
for the finite verb, either when it is sufficient to mention simply the

verbal idea (see letter z), or when the hurrying or otherwise excited

discourse intentionally contents itself with this infinitive, in order

to bring out the verbal idea in a clearer and more expressive manner

(see letter aa).

(a) The infinitive absolute as the continuation of a preceding finite z

verb. In the later Books especially it frequently happens that in

a succession of several acts only the first (but sometimes several)

of the verbs is inflected, while the second (or third, &c.) is added

simply in the infinitive absolute. Thus after several perfects, Dan. 9, 5

(comp. verse n) we have sinned . . . and have transgressed thy law,

11D1 and have turned aside (prop, a turning aside took place); so after

a perfect, Ex. 36, 7 (?). i Sam. 2, 28. Is. 37, 19. Jer. 14, 5. 19, 13.

Hag. i, 6 (four infinitives). Zech. 3, 4. 7, 5. Eccles. 8, 9. 9, n.

Est. 3, 13. 9, 6. 12, 6 sqq. Neh. 9, 8. 13. i Chron. 5, 20. 2 Chron.

28, 19 '; after the perfect consecutive, Zech. 12, 10; after the perfect

frequentative, i Ki. 9, 2 5 (unless "^POI be intended) ;
after the simple

imperfect, Lev. 25, 14. Num. 30, 3. Jer. 32, 44 (three infinitives).

36, 23. i Chron. 21, 24 ;
after the imperfect consecutive, Gen. 41, 43

(as a continuation of 2?"!?.); Ex. 8, u. Jud. 7, 19. Jer. 37, 21. Neh.

8, 8. i Chron. 16, 36. 2 Chron. 7, 3; with te or after the jussive,

Deut. 14, 21. Est. 2, 2. 6, 9 ;
after the imperative, Is. 37, 30 b. Amos

4, 4 sq. ; after the participle, Hab. 2, 15 (strengthened by ^K, and

regarded, like the participle itself, as an adverbial accusative); Est. 8, 8.

(f>)
At the beginning of the narrative, or at least of a new section aa

1 In Ezek. 7, 14 a perfect is continued by means of an infinitive construct; it

is, however, plain that the text is wholly corrupt; Coraill reads yipfl
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of it. The special form of the finite verb which the infinitive absolute

represents must be determined from the context. The infinitive

absolute is most frequently used in this way, corresponding to the

infinitive of command in Greek, &c. ]
:

/;/; (a) For an emphatic imperative, e.g. "riot?
(thou shalt, ye shall)

observe Deut. 5, 12
; "tf3J (thou shalt) remember Ex. 13, 3. 20, 8 (the

full form of expression occurs in Deut. 6, 17 |^BB>n "tfDB'; 7, 18

"ibjJjl "ibT) ;
Lev. 2, 6. Num. 4, 2. 25, 17. Deut. i, 16. 2 Ki. 5. 10.

Is. 38, 5. Jer. 2, 2, followed by a perfect consecutive; Jos. i, 13.

2 Ki. 3, 1 6. Is. 7, 4. 14, 31 (parallel with an imperative; in Nah. 2, 2

three imperatives follow). But B^n Ps. 142, 5 may be only an

incorrect spelling of B2n imperative
2
.

cc (18)
For the jussive, Lev. 6, 7. Num. 6, 5. 2 Ki. u, 15. Ezek. 23, 46 ;

comp. also Prov. 17, 12 (let it rather meet}.

dd (y) For the cohortative, i Ki. 22, 30 (2 Chron. 18, 29), I will

disguise myself, and go into the battle; Is. 22, 13 b ifltJh 713K (the

exclamation of the mocker); Ezek. 21, 31. 23, 30. 46; perhaps also

Jer. 31, 2 (=]vn). Jos. 9, 20, co-ordinated by means of
\

with

a cohortative 8
.

ce (8) For the imperfect in emphatic promises, e. g. 2 Ki. 4, 43 ye shall

eat and leave thereof; 19, 29 (Is. 37, 30). 2 Chron. 31, 10; also in

indignant questions, Job 40, 2 shall he that cavilleth contend with the

Almighty*? (on the addition of the subject comp. the Rem. below);

Jer. 3, i and thinkest ihou to return again to me? Jer. 7, 9 sqq. (six

infinitives, continued by means of the perfect consecutive; comp.

112. 0).

ff () For any historical tense (like the Latin historic infinitive) in lively

narration (or enumeration) and description, even of what is still taking

1

Comp. also such infinitives in French as voir (page so and so, &c.),

iadresser . . .
,
se mtfier des volcurs !

3 In Ezek. 21, 31, for the infinitives construct "Vpn, D'")"?, ^S^O (beside (jOSH)

read with Cornill the infinitives absolute "ID!"!, &c. The Knhibh probably intends

VDH, &c.

8 In 2 Sam. 3, 18 the infinitive construct appears instead of the cohortative, but

JFB^K should certainly be read for JTBHil.
* In Job 34, 1 8 in a similar question instead of the infinitive constr. we should

rather expect the infinitive absolute (ibsn), unless with the LXX and Vulg. the

participle "ICND is to be read.
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place in present time, e. g. Hos. 4, 2 swearing and breaking faith,

and killing, and stealing, and committing adultery (in these they are

busied); 10, 4 (after a perfect); Is. 21, 5. 59, 4. Jer. 8, 15. 14, 19.

Job 15, 35 ; comp. further Jer. 32, 33. Eccles. 4, 2. In Ezek. 23, 30.

Prov. 12, 7. 15, 22 and 25, 4, the infinitive absolute is best rendered

by. the passive.

Rem. The subject is sometimes added to the infinitive absolute when it takes gg
the place of the finite verb, e.g. Lev. 6, 7. Deut. 15, 2. Prov. 17, 12. Job 40, 2.

Eccles. 4, 2. Est. 9, i (so, probably, also in Gen. 17, 10. Ex. 12, 48, although
here "I2t"v3 according to 121. a might also be taken as an object with a passive

verb; comp. Est. 3, 13); the subject follows an adverbial infinitive absolute in

Num. 15, 35 (see above, letter A) and Ps. 17, 5; and in I Sam. 25, 26. 33

it follows an infinitive absolute which is co-ordinated with an infinitive construct,

see above, letter e.

114. The Infinitive Construct.

1. The infinitive construct, like the infinitive absolute, may also a

represent a nomen verbale (45. a), but of a much more flexible

character than the infinitive absolute (comp. 113. a}. Its close

relation with nouns properly so called is especially seen in the readi-

ness with which the infinitive construct may be used for any case

whatever; thus,

(a) As the nominative of the subject, e.g. Gen. 2, 18 fl^n 3to"&6

IIS? ^7? > literally, not good is the being of man in his separation ;

Gen. 30, 15. i Sam. 23, 20. Is. 7, 13. Prov. 17, 26. 25, 7. 24

(but comp. 21, 9 fl?v 2it3 in the same statement); Ps. 32, 9,

prop, there is not a coming near unto thee, but the text is probably

corrupt. With a feminine predicate, i Sam. 18, 23. Jer. 2, 17.

() As genitive, e.g. Eccles. 3, 4 lip") HJfl "riBp flJJ a time of b

mourning and a time of dancing ; Gen. 2, 17. 29, 7. Neh. 12, 46.

2 Chron. 24, 14. This equally includes, according to 101. a, all

those cases in which the infinitive construct depends on a preposition

(see below, letter d}.

(c) As accusative of the object, e.g. i Ki. 3, 7 N3J HKif SHK JO c

I know not the going out or the coming in (I know not how to go out

and come in); Gen. 21, 6. 31, 28. Num. 20, 21. Is. i, 14. 37, 28

(even with HN). Jer. 6, 15. Job 15, 22 (comp. for the use of the

infinitive absolute as object, 113.f); as accusative with a verb

expressing fullness, Is. n, 9.

2. The construction of the infinitive with prepositions (as in Greek, d
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fV TO> e'^ai, Sta TO ticat, &c.) may usually be resolved in English into

the finite verb with a conjunction, e. g. Num. 35, 19 il~iy3Q3 in his

meeting him, i.e. if (as soon as) he meets him; Gen. 27, 45 (3W"*HJ)j

Is. 30, 12 D3DXO iJT because ye despise; Jer. 2, 35 ^"?.P9"7J? because

thou sayest ; Gen. 27, i rf ^z!r ^yw -i'<w dim J")N~>
_/r0/ seeing,

i. e. so that he could not see.

e This use of the infinitive construct is especially frequent in

connexion with 3 or 3 to express time-determinations (in English

resolved into a temporal clause, as above the combination of the

infinitive with [J or "PJ? is resolved into a causal clause), especially

afterW (see the examples, i n. g), e. g. i Sam. 2, 27 ^IVP? ^C1^??
when they were in Egypt; Gen. 24, 30 '31 JjBb* , . , BTSrrnx niqa W
# </ it came to pass, ivhen he saw (prop, in the seeing) the ring . . .

,
and

when he heard (prop, in his hearing), &c.

f But by far the most frequent is the connexion of the infinitive

construct with p
1

. Starting from the fundamental meaning of
p,

i. e. direction towards something, infinitives with p serve to express

the most varied ideas of purpose or aim, and very commonly also

(with a weakening or a complete disregard of the original meaning

of the
p)

to introduce the object of an action, or finally even (like

the infinitive absolute used adverbially, 113.^, and the Latin gerund

in -ndo) to state motives or attendant circumstances. See the instances

in the Remarks.

g Rem. i. The original meaning of the p is most plainly seen in those infinitives

with p which expressly state a purpose (hence as the equivalent of a final clause^,

e. g. Gen. 11,5 and the Lord came down, "VyiTflX J"lfcOp
to see the city ; also

with a change of subject, e. g. 2 Sam. 12, 10 and thou hast taken the wife of Uriah

the Hiltite n$Kp ^ J"lVn^>
to be (i.e. that she may be) thy wife; comp. Gen. 28, 4.

Jer. 38, 26 (H^Dp). If there is a special emphasis on the infinitive with
p,

it is

placed, with its complement, before the governing verb, e.g. Gen. 42, 9. 47,4.

Num. 22, 20. Jos. 2, 3. i Sam. 16, 2 (cf. Driver on the passage) with X13; Jud.

15, 10. i Sam. 17, 25 with r6y.

1

Comp. 45. g, according to which the close union of the ,) with the first

consonant of the infinitive (3TDP with a firmly closed syllable, as opposed to

arpa, irp3, &c.) seems to point to the formation of a special new verbal form.

Quite distinct are the few examples where the infinitive with p serves to express

time, as Gen. 24, 63 3~iy riiJDp at the eventide (prop, at the time of the return

of evening) ; comp. Deut. 23, 13
;

Ex. 14, 27. Jud. 19, 26; 2 Sam. 18, 29

Joab sent the king's servant,
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a. Just as clearly the idea of aiming at a definite purpose or turning towards an h

object may be seen in the combination of the verb !"Pn to be, with ,) and

an infinitive. In fact Fl&y? fTT! may mean, either (a) he was in the act of, he was

about to (as it were, he set himself), he was ready, to do something, or (&} he or

it was appointed or compelled, &c., to do the action in question. In the latter case

nib^7 !Tn corresponds to the Latin faciendum erat, cornp. also the English

1 am to give. In both cases FlM (as elsewhere when copula) is often

omitted.

Examples of (a) Gen. 15, 12 Nil? BfoBTI ^M and when the sun was going I

down (just about to set); 2 Chron. 26, 5 DTpX B>"nbW and he set himself to

seek God (here with the secondary idea of a continuous action) ; with the omission

of PIT! Is. 38, 20, ^iJfE'inp nirP the Lord is ready to save me; i Sam. 14, 21 (?).

Jer. 51, 49. Ps. 25, 14 (et foedus suum manifestaturus est eis] ; Prov. 18, 24 (?).

19, 8 (tfjfDp consecuturus esf) ; 20, 25. Eccles. 3, 15 fl^ni? "1K>K quodfuturum est;

2 Chron. n, 22. 12, 12 (in a negative statement); in a question, Est. 7, 8 (will

he even ...?). Comp. also I Sam. 4, 19.

Of (b) Jos. 2, 5 -Iiac6 -lyeriW </ the gate was to be shut (had to be shut) ;

Is. 37, 26. Ps. 109, 13
l
. Mostly with the omission of IT1

!"!, e.g. 2 Ki. 4, 13

'31 ^ fiVBty!? HO what is to be done for thee?
C-fy-Tirb t?V|) wouldest thou be

(lit. is it to be) spoken for to the king, &c. ? 2 Ki. 13, 19 flfcjn;) it was to smite

equivalent to thou shoiildest have smitten; Is. 5, 4. 10, 32. Ps. 32, 9. 68, 19 (?).

Job 30, 6 (habitandum est its'),
i Chron. 9, 25. 22, 5. 2 Chron. 8, 13 (?). 36, 19 (?).

Hos. 9, 13. Hab. i, 17. In a question 2 Chron. 19, 2.

Of the same kind also are the cases, in which the infinitive with p depends on
'

the idea of an obligation or permission (or prohibition) ; especially in such forms

of expression as 2 Sam. 18, II '31 fjp JVy vj? it was upon me, i. e. it would have

been my duty to give thee, &c. 2
; comp. Mic. 3, I (2 Chron. 13, 5) is it not for

you to (i.e. are ye not bound to)
3

? with a negative, 2 Chron. 26, 18 '31 ^p fcO

it pertaineth not unto thee, Uzziah, to burn incense unto the Lord, but only to the

priests; also P pK with an infinitive expresses it is not permitted (nefas est),

may not, e.g. Est. 4, 2 Xto? ^N ^for none might enter ; 8,8. I Chron. 15, 2*;

? PX with an infinitive is used in a somewhat different sense, equivalent to it is not

1 Somewhat different are the cases where p nTl with the infinitive (which is

then used exactly as a substantive) implies to become something, i. e. to meet with

a particular fate, as Num. 24, 2 2 (comp. Is. 5, 5. 6, 1 3) "Ijpp for wasting, for

which elsewhere frequently nTSU'p and the like; probably also ni?l> Ps. 49, 15

is to be explained in this way, the PIT! being omitted.

*
2 Sam. 4, 10 (cui dandum erat mihi] appears to be similar; it may, however,

be better, with Wellhausen, to omit the T^K .

s But in i Sam. 23, 20 after \y?\ and our part shall be the infinitive without ;)

stands as the subject of the sentence.

*
Quite different of course are such cases as Is. 37, 3 mbp f^K nbl ami there

is not strength to bringforth ; comp. Num. 20, 5. Ruth 4, 4.
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feasible, not possible, e. g. in Ps. 40, 6. Eccles. 3, 14. 2 Chron. 5, n '. With either

meaning JO can be used instead of pS, e.g. Amos 6, 10 "^3inp SO tufas esf,

to make mention of the name of the Lord : but Jud. I, 19 for it was not possible to

drive out, &c., perhaps, however, the text originally stood as in Jos. 17, 12

',-6 b? *6; I Chron. 15, 2.
: : P"

3. A further class comprises the very numerous cases, in which the infinitive

with ;) is used as the object
2 of a governing verb (hence, again, the direction which

an action takes). The verbs (or conjugations) which occur most frequently in this

combination with 2 and the infinitive are : PCITI (with an infinitive without ;)
:

i

e. g. Deut. 2, 25. 31. Jos. 3, 7), TWiT to begin, fpDIH, ^Q^ (prop, to add]

to continue, very frequently, even in prose, with an infinitive without
p,

as Gen. 4, 12.

8, 10. 12. 37, 5. i Sam. 3, 8. Job 27, i, &c.; 7"in to cease from, to desist;

!"l?3 to complete, to make an end of; DOO to be finished; S^lpH to come near to,

Gen. 12, ii; "1HD to hasten (with an infinitive without S Ex. 2, 18); rQK to bef T T

willing (with an infinitive without p Is. 28, 12. 30, 9. Job 39, 9) ; J*sn to will,

to desire; fSD to refuse (to be unwilling); E>jj>3 to seek; i>3
N to be able (with an

infinitive without
p, e.g. Gen. 24, 50. 37, 4. Ex. 18, 23. Job 4, 2); JH3 with an

accusative of the person in the sense of to give up some one. to cause, to permit

something to be done, e.g. Gen. 20, 6. Ps. 16, n (with an infinitive without p

Job 9, 1 8), J?T to understand how to do something (in Job 3, 8 "1~IJJ DHYiyn
is analogous) ; ID? to learn; i"Hj5 to expect (with a change of subject, e.g. Is. 5, 2

and he looked that it should bringforth grapes).

We must further mention here a number of verbs in Hiph'Jl (partly denominatives),

which express an action in some definite direction (comp. 53./), as T^SH
to do greatly, 713E'n to make (it) low, rl'

l33n to make (it) high, p^DJjn to make

(it) deep, p^rPH to make (it) far, distant, 3*tp'
tn to make (it) good (with an

infinitive without p Ps. 33, 3, but i Sam. 16, 17, in the same combination, with p) ;

D^SK'H to do anything early (Ps. 127, 2, along with its opposite "tHINI to do something

late, with an infinitive without p) ; D2in to make (it) much, JOSH to make (it)

wonderful (even with a passive infinitive 2 Chron. 26, 15)
s
, &c.

1 In 2 Sam. 14, 19 B'N (
= B^ V *>, there is) is used in a similar sense after DK

the negative particle of asseveration, of a truth it is not possible to turn to the

right hand or to the left.

'' This view is based upon the fact, that in numerous expressions of this kind

(see the examples above) the p may be omitted, and the infinitive consequently

stand as an actual accusative of the object (see above, letter c). However, the

connexion of the verb with the object is in the latter case closer and more emphatic

(hence especially adapted to poetic or prophetic diction"), than the looser addition

of the infinitive with ;); thus JflCt^ ^2K N/> Is. 28, 12 is equivalent to they desired

not obeying; but yfotJv ^3N 5O Ezek. 20, 8 rather expresses they could not make

up their mind as to hearkening. When connected with
p,

the governing verb has

a more independent sense than when it directly governs the accusative of

the object.
* In almost all these examples the principal idea is properly contained in the

infinitive, whilst the governing verb strictly speaking contains only a subordinate
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4. Finally, the infinitive with p is very frequently used in a much looser o

connexion to state motives, accompanying circumstances, or otherwise to define

more exactly. In English, such infinitive constructions must frequently be turned

by that or a gerund; e.g. i Sam. 12, 17 ?plD D32 7NBO in asking you a king;

14, 33. Gen. 3, 22. 34, 7. 15. Ex. 33, 2. Lev. 5, 4. 22. 26. 8, 15. Num. 14, 36.

i Sam. 19, 5. 20, 36. i Ki. 2, 3 sq. 14, 8. Ps. 63, 3. 78, 18. 101, 8. 103, 20.

104, 14 sq. in, 6. Proy. 2, 8. 8, 34. 18, 5. Neh. 13, 18. Sometimes the infinitive

with p is used in this way simply by itself, e. g. i Chron. 12, 8 as the roes upon the

mountains "IHDp (as regards hasting) in swiftness ; Gen. 2, 3. 2 Sam. 14, 25

P?Tlp) ;
Is. 21, i (*|vn); Joel 2, 26. Prov. 2, 2. 26, 2 and so very frequently

the infinitive "ibX? dicendo which has become stereotyped as an adverb to introduce

direct narration (in the sense of thus, asfollows).

5. In a number of instances especially in the later Books the infin. constr. P
with p appears to be attached by Waw (like the infinitive absolute, 113. 2), as the

continuation of a previous finite verb. In most examples of this kind it is,

however, evident, that the infinitive with p virtually depends on an idea of intention,

effort, or being in the act of, which, according to the sense, is contained in what

has preceded, whilst the copula, as sometimes also elsewhere, is used in an

emphatic sense (and that too} ;
thus e.g. Ex. 32, 29 (if the text be right) fill your

hand to-day (sc. with an offering) for the Lord . . . and that to bring a blessing

upon you, i.e. that ye may be blessed ; comp. I Sam. 25, 31 (otherwise in verses

26 and 33 where the infinitive absolute is used, see 113. e]; Ps. 104, 21 l
.

Job 34, 8. Eccles. 9, I. Neh. 8, 13. 2 Chron. 7, 17. In Lev. 10, 10 sq. ^"Ilinlfl

might be regarded as an explanatory addition to the command contained

in verse 9^ (
= this prohibition of wine before the service shall ye observe, and

that in order to put a difference, &c.) ; but probably the text has been disturbed

by a redactor. In 2 Chron. 30, 9 2}>7l depends on the idea of receiving a favour

which lies in Dlprpp. On the other hand, in i Sam. 8, 12 it is sufficient to

explain and in order to appoint them unto himfor captains of thousands (sc. he will

take them). In Is. 44. 28 translate and he (Cyrus) shallperform all my pleasure',

even saying ofJerusalem, &c.

adverbial statement, and is therefore best rendered in English by an adverb ;

e.g. Gen. 27, 20 how is it that thou hast found it so quickly? (,prop. how thou

hast hastened to find
!),

Gen. 31, 27 wherefore didst thouflee secretly
1

? So frequently

with i"Q~)n (=often, abundantly), Ex. 36, 5. i Sam. i, 12. 2 Ki. 21, 6. Is. 55, 7.

Am. 4, 4. Ps. 78, 38, &c. ; with 3}&? (
= again), Deut. 30, 9. i Ki. 13, 17.

Hos. n, 9. Ezra 9, 14; cf. also 2 Sam. 19, 4. Jer. I, 12. Jon. 4, 2 and the

analogous instances in 120. g; also 2 Ki. 2, 10 thou hast asked a hard thing.
1 \Vhen Delitzsch on Ps. 104, 21, referring to Hab. i, 17, explains the infinitive

with ,) as an elliptical mode of expressing the coniugatio periphrastica (equivalent

to flagitaturi sunt a deo cibum suum), this is, in point of fact, certainly true

in this and a few other places mentioned above
;
but all these passages, in which

the infinitive with p} follows, are to be distinguished from the cases treated above

under letter h, where the infinitive with p without Wdw corresponds to a Latin

gerundive, or is actually used to express the coniugatio periphrastica.
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q 3. The period of time to which an action or occurrence represented

by the infinitive construct belongs, must sometimes be inferred from

the context, or the character of the subordinate tenses
; comp. e. g.

Gen. 2, 4 these are the generations of the heaven and of the earth,

EK"]3n3 when they were created (prop, in their being created) ; Jud. 6, 1 8

'31 V6ny until I come unto thee, and bringforth, &c. Cf. i Sam. 18, 19

(= when she should have been given); 2 Ki. 2, i. Hos. 7,1.

1' Rem. i. The constructions of the infinitive with a preposition, described above

in letter d, are almost always continued in the further course of the narrative by
means of the finite verb, i. e. by an independent sentence, not by a co-ordinate

infinitive. Such a finite verb we regard as governed by a conjunction, which

corresponds to the preposition standing before the infinitive. Thus the infinitival

construction (frequently even with a change of subject) is continued by a perfect

(with b), Jer. 9, 12 because they have forsaken (D3Jjri>JJ) my law . . . typt? &\
and have not obeyed my voice; Gen. 39, 10. i Sam. 24, 12. Amos i, 9; without

JO Job 28, 25 ; by a perfect with I (comp. 112.* andz>) Amos 1,11 '31 iDTT7y
because he didpursue his brother with the sword, DPlKh and did cast (^"continually

all pity (a frequentative perfect ;
for examples of the perfect consecutive proper

see Gen. 27, 45. Jud. 6, 18. i Sam. 10, 8. 2 Ki. 18, 32 [Is. 36, 17], always after

""KiinjJ until I come); by a simple imperfect, e.g. Prov. i, 27 (after 3) ;
Is. 30, 26

(after Di^S in the day, a temporal phrase which has here become equivalent

to a preposition) ; Is. 5, 24 (after 3). 10, 2. 13, 9. 14, 25. 45, i. 49, 5. i Sam. 2, 8.

Prov. 2, 8. 5, 2. 8, 21 (always after p)
1

; by an imperfect consecutive, e.g. Gen.

39, 1 8 and it came to pass, N"lpS1 yip
<lD <l

"ir|3 as I lifted up my voice and cried,

that . . . ; i Ki. 10, 9. Job 38, 13 (after b) ;
i Ki. 18, 18. Is. 38, 9. Job 38, 7.

9 sqq. (after 3); Is. 30, 12. Jer. 7, 13. Ezek. 34, 8 (after fj).

S The negation of an infinitive construct, on account of the predominance of the

noun-element in its character, is effected not by the verbal negative fcO (except

in the compound H?3 ,
which has come to be used as a preposition, without,

Num. 35, 23. Prov. 19, 2), but by ''fipS, originally a substantive (see the Lexicon),

with p prefixed (comp., however, Num. 14, 16 l|

fl|)3O), e.g. Gen. 3, II ^p3p
IIBtp'/SN not to eat of it ; in a final sense, 4, 15 lest any finding him should

smite him; only in 2 Ki. 23, 10 is p repeated before the infinitive. In Ps. 32,9

(if the text be right) t>3 negatives, not the infinitive, but the predicate which

is understood.

1 The great frequency of examples of this kind, especially in the poetical Books,

is due to a striving after what is called chiasmus in the arrangement of the parallel

members in the two halves of the verse, i. e. in the instances given, the finite verb

at the end of the second (co-ordinate) clause is parallel with the infinitive at the

beginning of the first. In this way the verbal form necessarily became separated

from the
*j ,

and consequently the imperfect had to be used instead of the perfect

consecutive. Such a parallelism of the external and internal members of a ver.-e

is frequent also in other cases, and was evidently felt to be an elegancy ot

elevalid poetic or prophetic style.
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115. Construction ofthe Infinitive Construct with Subject and Object.

1. Like the infinitive absolute (see 113. a\ the character of the a

infinitive construct as a verbal noun is shown by its power of taking

the case proper to its verb, and hence in transitive verbs *
the accu-

sative of the object, e.g. Num. 9, 15 fS^BnVlX D^pn D^3 on the day

the tabernacle was reared up; i Sam. 19, i "N^TIN rponp that they

should slay David; Gen. 14, 17. 19, 29. Ex. 38, 27. i Ki. 12, 15.

15, 4; with a negative, e.g. Lev. 26, 15 'TiiXKrbl'nx ni^j? ^^> so

that ye will not do all my commandments ; with the accusative of the

personal pronoun, e.g. Deut. 29, 12 10N~D
s

j?n i^PP that he may
establish thee; Gen. 25, 26. Jer. 24, 7 ;

with a verbal suffix, e.g.

Ex. 2, 14 ?;nnb to kill me; Jer. 38, 26 3y#n V>|>a|>
that he would

not cause me to return (on the suffix, cf. letter c]. In Is. 49, 6 the

object even precedes the infinitive with p ;
on this order cf. the note

on 114. r. If the verb governs a double accusative, the infinitive

may also take the same, e.g. Gen. 41, 39 ^jnix Z^nfrtf JPTln "nnx

nxr73~nX forasmuch as God hath showed thee all this ; Deut. 21, 16.

Rem. i. The object after the infinitive construct must also always be regarded b

as in the accusative, even when it is not expressly introduced (as in all the above

examples), by the nota accusative ~flK, and when therefore the substantive in

question might easily be taken as the genitive of the object governed by the

infinitive (the usual construction in Arabic), e.g. Prov. 21, 15 BBtJ'p rflK>J? to do

judgement. Against regarding it as a genitive, which is in itself possible, (the doing,

the executing ofjudgement?) is the fact (a) that elsewhere the nota accusative is so

frequently added ; (K) that in such a case the secondary forms of the infinitive,

such as i"!N~1 for (^p3S) J"!fcO Gen. 48, n (comp. Ps. 101, 3. Prov. 16, 16), would

be unintelligible; (V) that certain infinitive forms, if they were to be regarded as

in the construct state, could hardly retain the pretonic Qames without exception,

whereas, when connected with suffixes (i. e. with real genitives ; comp. 33. c],

this Qames necessarily becomes vocal STwa; e.g. Gen. 18, 25 p^5? TT'Onb to slay

the righteous (never as IVtprP; comp., on the other hand, above, <l

!Q^B'n) ;

2 Ki. 21, 8. Ezek. 44, 30. Similarly in such cases as Is. 3, 13 (Ps. 50, 4) instead

of D^tSJJ '^y we should rather expect fTp, if the infinitive were regarded as in

the construct state, and D^SJ? as the genitive. Hence also in cases like Is. 58, 9

(rvK> for n^S?) we must, assume, with Sellin, op. cit., p. 78, a merely 'external

phonetic connexion' and not the genitive construction.

2. The verbal suffixes added to the infinitive are (with the exception of SHNifin;? c

Jer. 39, 14) only the suffix of the ist pers. sing, (besides the above examples comp.
also i Sam. 5, 10. 27, i. 28, 9. Ruth 2. 10. i Chron. 12, 17, &c.) and plural;

e. g. yTOt'np to destroy us, Deut. i, 27 (immediately after ^flN fin?, so that

1 For examples of the accus. of the object with a pass, infin., see 121. c.

Bb
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y_ is doubtless a verbal not a noun-suffix, although in form it might be

either) ; UrVOr> Num. 16, 13. Jud. 13, 23 (after ^QH). Elsewhere the pronominal

object is appended either by means of the accusative sign (e.g. Gen. 25, 26

DJHN JTlbs prop, in the bearing them; >HN njH^ to know me, Jer. 24, 7) or in

the form of a noun-suffix (as genitive of the object). The latter occurs almost

always, whenever the context excludes the possibility of a misunderstanding;

e. g. i Sam. 20, 33 inbnp (prop, for his smiting) to smite him, not, as the form

might also mean, in order that he might smite; comp i Ki. 20, 35; with the

suffix of the 3rd sing. fern. Num. 22, 25 ;
of the 3rd plur. Jos. 10, 20. 2 Sam.

21, 2, &c. Hence also the suffixes of the 2nd sing, with the infinitive, as ^fOrO

Jer. 40, 14, comp. Mic. 6, 13, and even ^Jp'IS
to magnify thee, Jos. 3, 7, must

certainly be regarded as nominal not verbal suffixes. The connexion of the nonn-

s.uffix, as genitive of the object, with the infinitive was so fully established, that

it could be used not only in such strange cases, as Gen. 37, 4 u}V?? V"Q"! ^~>\ &O

they could not speak to him peaceably, comp. Zech. 3, i fatpfev to be an adversary

to him, but ultimately even in the ist sing., as in Num. 22, 13 ^Hp to give me

leave, [Deut. 25, 7
<ID3' n3K tO he will not perform the duty of a husband's

brother unto me ; i Chron. 4, 10 S
3SJJ ^in,* that it may not grieve me .']

3. The power of governing like a verb is also retained in those verbal nouns

which, although originally secondary forms of th'e infinitive, have fully acquired

the value of nouns, e.g. Is. n, 9 Pr1n*~rlK nj?
1

;! (prop, to know the Lord) tkf

knowledge of the Lord; "TIN HST1

^ to fear me, Deut. 4, 10. 5. 26. 10, 12;

an accusative follows rQntfj) Deut. 10. 12. 15. Is. 56, 6 (comp. also Hos. 3, T) ;

nDJn!? Is. 30, 28; tiJTIX niiT nWB>3 Deut. I, 27; after verbal nouns formed by

prefixing D (comp. 45. e\ Num. 10, 2. Is. 13, 19. Amos 4, n. Ezek. 17, 9.

The accusative of the object likewise remains after infinitives (or their secondary

forms) which have the article, e.g. Gen. 2, 9. Jer. 22, 16, or a suffix, e.g.

Gen. 5, 4, &c., 28, 4. 6. 29, 19 sq. 30, 15. 38, 5. 2 Sam. 3, n. Is. 29, 13.

2. The subject of the action represented by the infinitive is mostly

placed immediately
*

after it, either in the genitive or nominative.

The subject is in the genitive ( 33. c) whenever it has the form of a

noun-suffix, and when the infinitive has the termination of the constr.

st. fern. sing, (see letter/" ) ; probably also in many other cases, where

the infinitive in form and meaning is used more like a substantive,

and accordingly governs like a noun. On the other hand, the subject

of th'e infinitive is certainly to be regarded as a nominative, when

it is separated from the infinitive by any insertion, and according

1 In Gen. 24, 30 the subject of nN~l3 is wanting (but iyOBG follows) ;
the

original reading was undoubtedly inN~)3, and the text is now in a state of confusion ;

verse 30 a should come before verse 29 b. In Gen. 25, 26. Ex. 9, 16. i Sain.

18, 19. Ps. 42, 4 the subject, although not indicated, is easily supplied from the

context. The infinitive in such cases is best rendered in English by a passive.
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to certain indications (see letter g) very probably also in many other

instances.

Rem. i. Examples of genitives of the subject after infinitives in the connective f
form, are Dent. 1,27 ^flX !"lirV ntOfe>3 prop, in the Lord's hating us; comp. 7, 8.

Gen. 19, 16. i Ki. TO, 9. Is. 13, 19. 47, 9. Hos. 3, i. Am. 4, n. The subject

of the infinitive is probably also to be regarded as genitive in such cases as

Ex. 17, i and there was no water QJ?n T\r&?for the people to drink (prop, for the

drinking of the people), and in cases like Gen. 16, 16 ("ttn JT1P3); Gen. 16, 3.

Ex. 19, i. Num. 20, 3. 4. 33, 38. I Ki. 6, I. Ps. 133, l. 2 Chron. 7, 3, &c.

2. Examples in which the subject is separated from the infinitive by an insertion, g
and hence must certainly be regarded as a nominative, are Job 34, 22 Q5J> "TTlDHp

[IK \P1?3 that the workers of iniquity may hide themselves there (prop, for the hiding

themselves there the workers of iniquity) ; cf. Gen. 34, 15. Num. 35, 6. Deut. 19, 3.

Jud. 9, 2. 2 Sam. 24, 13. Ps. 76, 10, and below, letter i. The subject is likewise

to be regarded as a nominative, whenever the Lamedh is prefixed to the infinitive

by means of a pretonic Qames (comp. letter b above), e. g. 2 Sam. 19, 20 TjPBn DV{?;>

i2p~?SI, since, if the infinitive were used as a nomen regens, we should rather

expect D&6 according to 102. /. That the subject of the infinitive is regarded

elsewhere also as nominative, is again (see above, letter b) probable, since in such

forms as PI^H Deut. 25, 19. Is. 14, 3, "VEn Ps. 46, 3, &c. the pretonic Qames
is retained without exception, whereas on the analogy of sn*3n Ezek. 24, 13,

itD^pn Jer. 23, 20, &c., we should expect ITOn "Wi"), &c., if the infinitive were

regarded as a nomen regens. Or was the retention of the Qames (assuming the

thorough correctness of the Masoretic punctuation) rendered possible even before

a following genitive, because that vowel was characteristic of the form ? It is at

all events certain that owing to the lack of case-endings
l
, a distinction between

the genitival and nominajtival constructions could not have been consciously made

in the case of most infinitives, e. g. in unchangeable forms like 7bp 5 D^p, &c.

3. When both a subject and an object are connected with the h

infinitive, the rule is, that the subject should immediately follow

the infinitive, and then the object. The latter, in such a case, is

necessarily in the accusative, but the subject (as in letter e) may
be either in the genitive or in the nominative. The noun-suffixes

again are, of course, to be regarded as genitives, e.g. Gen. 39, 1 8

vip "O'nro as I lifted up my voice (comp. i Ki. 13, 21, and the

examples, Gen. 5, 4, &c., enumerated above, under letter d), and so

also substantives which follow a connective form, Deut. i, 27, &c.;

see above, letters d and f.

1 In Arabic, where the case-endings leave no doubt as to the construction,

it is equally possible to say either qatlu Zaidin (gen. of subj.) 'Amran (ace.),

literally Zaid's killing 'Amr. or qatlu 'Amrin (gen. of obj.) Zaidun (nom. of subj.),

or even el-qatlu (with article) Zaidun (nom. of subj.) 'Amran (ace. of obj.).

B b 2
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On the other hand, the subject appears necessarily to be in the

nominative in such cases as Is. 10, 15 VO"n~ns B3t!> T??? as if

a rod should shake them thai lift it up (for the plur. Wi comp.

124. /), not T^H-?, as would be expected (see letter g above), if B3B>

were in the genitive; comp. Job 33, 17. And so probably also

in other cases, as Gen. 5, i. 13, 10. Jos. 14, 7. i Ki. 13, 4. 2 Ki. 23, 10.

Is. 32, 7. The subject is separated from the infinitive by an insertion

(and consequently must necessarily be in the nominative ; see letter g

above), e.g. in Jer. 21, i.

Rem. Less frequently the object is placed immediately after the infinitive,

and then the nominative of the subject, as a subsequent complement, e. g. Is. 20, i

P3"1D iflN I"6t?3 when Sargon sent him', Gen. 4, 15. Jos. 14, u. 2 Sam. 18, 29.

Is. 5, 24. Ps. 56, i. Prov. 25, 8. In Num. 24, 23 the subject follows an infinitive

which has a noun-suffix in place of the object.

116. The Participles.

Cf. Sellin (see above at the head of 113), p. 6 sqq., and Kahan, p. II sqq.

1. Like the two infinitives, the participles also occupy a middle

place between the noun and the verb. In form they are simple nouns,

and most nearly related to the adjective; consequently they cannot

in themselves be employed to represent definite relations of tense

or mood. On the other hand, their verbal character is shown by their

not representing, like the adjectives, a fixed and permanent quality

(or condition), but one which is in some way connected with an action

or activity. The participle active indicates a person or thing conceived

as being in the continual uninterrupted exercise of an activity. The

participle passive, on the other hand, indicates the person or thing

in a condition which has been brought about by external actions.

Rem. That the langunge was fully conscious of the difference between a state

implying action (or effected by external action) and a mere passive condition,

is seen from the fact, that participles proper cannot be formed from the simple

stative Qal, but only verbal adjectives of the form qatel v&OD, "1?3> &c.) or qatol

(FD3, &c.), whereas the transitive Qal KpE> to hate, although it coincides in form

with the intransitive Qal (as a verb middle E\ nevertheless forms a participle active

N3B>, and participle passive M3b> (comp. the feminine HN^i?). In cases where

the participle proper and the verbal adjective both occur, they are by no means

synonomous. When the Assyrians are called in Is. 28,11 HSt? 'ay? men ofstammer-

ing lips, a character is ascribed to them which is inseparably connected with their

personality. On the other hand ^ )$) ri;>3 Jer. 20, 7, describes those about the

prophet as continually engaged in throwing ridicule upon him. Cf. also Ps. 9, 18

Onst?) with 50, 22 OHD'CO.
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On the difference between the participle as expressing simple duration and the C

imperfect as expressing progressive duration, comp. what has been stated above in

107. d. Nevertheless the participle is sometimes used especially in the later

Books, comp. e.g. Neh. 6, 17. 2 Chron. 17, n where we should expect the action

to be divided up into its several parts, and consequently should expect the finite

verb. But the substitution of the participle for the tempus historieum, which

becomes customary in Aramaic (comp. Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl. Aram.,

76. 2. d and e), is nevertheless quite foreign to Hebrew.

2. The period of time indicated by (a) a participle active, either d
as an attribute or predicate, must be inferred from the particular

context. Thus J"IB may mean either mon'ens (Zech. n, 9), or mortuus

(so commonly; with the article Htsn regularly =the dead man), or

moriturus (Deut. 4, 22);
N3 coming, come Gen. 18, n and elsewhere,

venturus i Sam. 2, 31 and elsewhere; ?S>i falling, but also fallen,

i Sam. 5, 3, and ready to fall (threatening ruin, Is. 30, 13. Amos 9, n).

For other examples of perfect participles see Gen. 27, 33. 43, 18 (3$n
that was returned ; comp. Ezra 6, 21 and elsewhere, D^^n which

were come again out of captivity); Gen. 35, 3. Ex. n, 5. Zech. 12, i.

Ps. 137, 7. Prov. 8, 9. Job 12, 4 (NIP), and letter m below. For

future participles see Gen. 41, 25. i Ki. 18, 9. Is. 5, 5. Jon. i, 3, &c.,

probably also ^npp Gen. 19, 14. On the futurum instans (esp. after

nan) see letter p below.

(b) Of the passive participles, the participle Qal (e. g.
2V13

scriptus)
e

always corresponds to a Latin or Greek perfect participle passive,

those of the other conjugations, especially Ntph'al, sometimes to

a Latin gerundive (or to an adjective in
-btlis}. e. g.

NliJ metuendus,

to befeared, Ps. 76, 8 and elsewhere; *tt?n3 desiderandus (desiderabilis)

Gen. 3, 6. Ps. 19, n, &c.
; ^33 creandus Ps. 102, 19; Tjto, usually

natus, but also (like "1?PD Jud. 13, 8) procreandus, nasciturus I Ki. 13, 2.

Ps. 22, 32; HJjjJ
terribilis Ps. 89, 8; 3?ri? abominable Job 15, 16

;
atfPB

aestimandus Is. 2, 22
; J"lP3N3.n that may be eaten (an animal) Lev. 11,47.

In Pual, ??ni? laudandus, who is worthy to be praised Ps. 18, 4. In

Hoph'al, 2 Sam. 20/1 '^E'P; i Sam. 19, n. 2 Ki. n, 2

Is. 12, 5

1 Such examples as JO13
}
*TEn3

} ??np show plainly the origin of this gerundive

use of the participle passive. A person or thing feared, desired, or praised at all

times, is shown thereby to be terrible, desirable, or praiseworthy, and therefore

also to be feared, &c. From such examples this use then appears to have been

extended to other cases.
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f 3. The participles active, in virtue of their partly verbal character,

possess the power of governing like verbs, and consequently, when

used in the absolute state, may take after them an object either in the

accusative, or with the preposition with which the verb in question

is elsewhere usually construed, e.g. i Sam. 18, 29 "in~nN 2"j< prop.

one hating David; Gen. 42, 29 ;
with the suffix of the accusative,

e.g. *$?$ that made me Job 31, 15; UNH 1? who seeth us? Is. 29, 15

(in Is. 47, 10 ^KT is abnormal) ; DT1

ruling them Ps. 68, 28 (also with

the article, e.g. 2 Sam. 22, 33 [=Ps. 18, 33] T^tpp that girdeth me,

LXX 6 Kparaiwv pe) ; Deut. 2O, I. 2 Sam. I, 24. Is. 9, 12. 63, II.

Ps. 103, 4. i Ki. 9, 23 DV3 ^"Pp which bare rule over the people ;

2 Ki. 20, 5 $ KBi n
behold, I will heal thce \

By an exhaustive examination of the statistics, Sellin (see the title at the head /
of H3\ p. 40 sqq., shows that the participle when construed as a verb expresses

a single and comparatively transitory act, or relates to particular cases, historical

facts, and the like, while the participle construed as a noun (see letter g) indicates

repeated, enduring, or commonly occurring acts, occupations, and thoughts.

So also the verbal adjectives of the form qatel may take an

accusative of the person or thing, if the finite verb from which they

are derived governs an accusative, e.g. Deut. 34, 9 nil NTD full of

the spirit; i Ki. 9, 23 ;
Ps. 5, 5 V?n pan that hath pleasure in

wickedness.

g As a sort of noun the participle may, however, also exercise the

same government as a noun, being in the construct state, and followed

by the object of the action in the genitive (see 89. a; comp. also

128. .*), e.g. Ps. 5, 12 ^JBIp *5n^ that love thy name; comp. Ps.

19, 8 sq.; also when a verbal adjective, e.g. Gen. 22, 12 D'npx N"V

one fearing God, and Hab. 2, 15; with an infinitive, Ps. 127, 2; with

A noun-suffix (which, according to 33. c, also represents a genitive),

e.g. Gen. 4, 14 *N^b~?3 whosoever findeth me (prop, my finder; comp.

T'y my maker); 12, 3 T?!-JE (hat bless thee, ^i?9 that curset'h thee;

27, 29. i Sam. 2, 30. Is. 63, 13. Jer. 33, 2. Ps. 18, 49*.

1 On the other hand, in Is. 11,9 as the waters D^DDtD Dv covering the sea,

the ? serves only to introduce the object preceding the participle ; [cf. the Arabic

parallels cited by Driver, Tenses, 135, 7 Obs.~\ Comp. Hab. 2, 14.
*
When, as in Job 40, 19, the participle with the noun-suffix iB^H he that

made him, also has the article (comp. 127. i), the anomaly is difficult to under-

stand, since a word determined by a genitive does not admit of being determined
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Rem. To the class of objective genitives belong also specifications of place after h
the participles N3 inietts and K2f* egrediens, since the verbs X13 and X\ in the

sense of ingrcdi, egredi, can be directly connected with an accusative ; e. g. Gen.

23, 10. 1 8 ^"Vy ty> 'XS that -went in at the gale of his city; Lam. i, 45 after

'NJf^
Gen. 9, 10. 34, 24. 46, 26, and elsewhere. In poetic language the participle

in the construct state may be connected not only with a genitive of the object,

but also with any other specifications (especially of space) which otherwise can

only be made to depend on the verb in question by means of a preposition ; comp.
Is. 38, 18, and frequently, "li3~ l|TlV they that go down into the pit (the grave);

Ps. 88, 6 13J5 '331? that lie in the grave; Deut. 32, 24 (Mic. 7, 17) ;
i Ki. 2, 7.

2 Ki. u, 5. 7. 9 those that came in (or went out} on the sabbath, Prov. 2, 7. i Chron.
^

5, 18, and elsewhere; instead of the construction with "JO, e.g. Is. 59, 20 (those

who turnfrom transgression). Mic. 2, 8.

These genitives of nearer definition appear also in the form of a noun-suffix, i

e.g. Ps. 18, 40. 49 VDp (for "'pP D'TOP) that rise up against me; comp. Ex. 15, 7.

32, 25. Dent. 33, n. Ps. 44, 6. 53, 6
(TJjh) ; 102, 9. Prov. 2, 19 !"PX3~;>3 all that

go unto her; the construction is especially bold in Is. 29, 7 rim'XEfl n'QS'/'S

all that fight against her and her stronghold (for 'JD^y
1

! il^V D'K32?rr^3). In

Is. i, 30 as a terebinth npy rp33 fading as regards its leaf, it remains doubtful

whether J"v33 is in the absolute state, and consequently H^y in the accusative, or

whether it is to be regarded as construct state, and n^y as the genitive. In the

latter case it would be analogous to Prov. 14, 2 (see letter k}.

4. The passive participles also may either be in the absolute state, k

and take the determining word in the accusative 1

,
or may be connected

with it in the construct state, e.g. Jud. 18, n. i Sam. 2, 18. Ezek. 9, 2

D^S Kto? clothed in linen, comp. verse 3 D^Si? EO?n
(even with

a suffix ifljra yng rent as regards his coat 2 Sam. 15, 32 ;
with the

participle following in Jud. i, 7); but Ezek. 9, n Q^Sn &?w the one

clothed with linen; 2 Sam. 13, 31 B^"!-!? ^JTji?
rent in respect of clothes,

by the article. No less remarkable is the use of the constr. st. of the participle

before the accusative in Jer. 33, 22 "TIK ''rnt/'D that minister unto me (for which

there is THK'D in verse 21) and Amos 4, 13 where an accusative of the product

follows the genitive of the object, nS>"'J? IH^ nby maker of the morning into

darkness. In Jer. 2, 17 !J5pi>0 0^3 is supposed to mean at the time when he

led thee; perhaps the perfect Cvii"!) should be read as in 6, 15. In Ezek. 27, 34,

the ancient versions read ^"13^3 (H)ny now thou art broken, instead of the difficult

rn3KO ny. In i Ki. 20, 40' read
n'0?

before H3ni HSH.
1 On the proper force of this accusative when retained in the passive construction

comp. below, 117. cc, &c., and 121. c. So also Neh. 4, 12 is to be understood,

and the builders were T'jritD^y D'HIDX i3~in fc^N girded every one with his

sword on his side, and building.
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equivalent to with their clothes rent (comp. Jer. 41, 5); Num. 24, 4.

Deut. 25, 10. Is. 3, 3. 33, 24. Joel i, 8. Ps. 32, i (V?
;

B-'fc'3 forgiven

in respect of transgression,
""INCH ^D3 covered in respect of sin); with a

suffix to the noun, Prov. 14, 2 ^?T| fv3 ^ />fo/ perverse in his ivays.

I Rem. The passive participle occurs in the construct state before a genitive

of the cause, e.g. in Is. i, 7 E>X fliS"^ burnt -with fire ; comp. Gen. 41, 6.

Ex. 28, ii. Deut. 32, 24; before a genitive denoting the author, e.g. Gen. 24, 31

njiT !pn3 blessed of the Lord (but Ps. 115, 15 HIH^ DW3, see izi./);

comp. Is. 53, 4. Ps. 22, 7. Job 14, i (15, 14. 25, 4) ; hence also with noun-suffixes

(which are accordingly genitive) Prov. 9, 18 rVK^p her invited ones, i.e. those

invited by her; comp. 7, 26. Ps. 37, 22.

m 5. The use of the participle as predicate is very frequent in noun-

clauses (which, according to 140.6, describe established facts and

conditions), in which the period of time intended by the description

must again (see above, letter d} be inferred from the context. Thus :

;/ (a) As present, in speaking of truths which hold good at all times, e. g. Eccles. 1,4

K3 ~li"11 Tpn in one generation goeth, and another generation corneth ; and the

earth abideth (DlD'y) for ever', comp. verse 7 als to represent incidental

(continuous) occurrences which are just happening, Gen. 3, 5. 16, 8 (I amfleeing);

32, 12. Ex. 9, 17. i Sam. 16, 15. 23, i. 2 Ki. 7, 9. Is. i, 7 ;
also when the subject

is introduced by the emphatic demonstrative PISH behold!
( 100. o and 105. K),

e.g. Gen. 16, n mn !]3n behold, thou art with child, &c. ; 27, 42 ; frequently also

in circumstantial clauses (connected by VVaw], comp. 141. e, e.g. Gen. 15, 2, and

elsewhere.

t> b) To represent past actions or states, sometimes in independent noun-clauses.

e.g. Ex. 20, 1 8 riSiprrnN D'JO Dyrrbsi and all the people saw the thunJerings,

&c.; i Ki. i, 5; in negative statements, e.g. Gen. 39, 230; sometimes in relative

clauses, e.g. Gen. 39, 23 b. Deut. 3, 2, (comp. also the frequent combination of the

participle with the article as the equivalent of a relative clause, e.g. Gen. 32,10 ICNH
which saidst ; 12, 7. 16, 13. 35, I. 3. 36, 35. 48, 16. 2 Sam. 15, 31, &c.); sometimes

again (see letter n) in circumstantial clauses, especially those representing actions

or states which occurred simultaneously with other past actions, &c., e. g. Gen. 19, i

and the two angels came to Sodom 3E^ Dvl and Lot sat, &c. ; 18, i. 8. 16. 22.

25, 26. Jud. 13, 9. 2 Chron. 22, 9; also with the subject introduced by HSH Gen.

37, 7. 41, 17. (On Tjp'n with a following adjective or participle to express an

action constantly or occasionally recurring, cf. 113. .)

P (c} To announce future actions or events, e.g. i Ki. 2, 2. 2 Ki. 4, 16, at this

season when the lime cometh round, f3 J"lp5n PIN thou shall embrace a son ; so

after a specification of time, Gen. 7, 4. 15, 14. 17, 19. 19, 13. Is. 23, 15 (where,

however, after riTII we should rather expect a perfect consecutive; Qimhi therefore

explains nn3t?31 as the 3rd sing. fern, of the perfect\ Hag. 2, 6; or in relative

clauses, Gen. 41, 25. Is. 5, 5 what I am doing, i.e. am in the act of doing;
in a deliberative question, Gen. 37, 30; but especially often when the subject
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is introduced by HSn (especially also if the subject be attached as a suffix to

nan as
''Sijn, fJSn, &c.), if it is intended to announce the event as imminent, or

at least near at hand (and sure to happen), when it is called futurum instans,

e.g. Gen. 6, 17. 15, 3. 20, 3. 24, 13 sq. 48, 21. 50, 5. Ex. 3, 13. 8, 25. 9, 3.

34, 10. Jos. 2, 1 8. Jud. 7, 17. 9, 33. i Sam. 3, 11. 2 Ki. 7, 2. Is. 3, 1. 7, 14. 17, i.

Jer. 30, 10. Zech. 2,13. 3, 8 ; with a participle passive, 2 Sam. 20, 21 : comp. also

112. t.

Rem. i. As the above examples show, a noun-clause with a participle as (J

predicate may have for its subject either a substantive or a personal pronoun ;

in both cases the participle, especially if there be a certain emphasis upon it, may

precede the subject. Also in noun-clauses introduced by flSH the subject may be

either a substantive, or (e. g. Gen. 37, 7) a separate personal pronoun, or a suffix

attached to nSH. In the same way, the subject may also be introduced by {?*

(est, see the Lexicon) with a suffix, and in negative sentences by pNI (non esf) with

a suffix, e.g. Jud. 6, 36 JTB'to ^Ipr *5 if thou milt save; Gen. 43, 5 ^N-DN
npK>D if thou wilt not send; i Sam. 19, n. In such cases as Is. 14, 27 n^C|n IT

the stretched out hand is his, n^t53n is not, like n^tD3 in 9, n. 16, &c., the

predicate (in which case the participle could not take the article), but the subject ;

comp. Gen. 2, n. 45, 12. Is. 66, 9. Ezek. 20, 29. Zech. 7, 6 (cf. 126. k), where

the participle with the article likewise refers to the present, also Num. 7, 2. Deut.

3, 21. 4, 3, &c., and i Sam. 4, 16, where it refers to the past. In i Ki. 12, 8

and 21,11 even in relative clauses after "1t?X .

2. To give express emphasis to an action continuing in the/atf, the perfect HTI V

in the corresponding person is sometimes added to the participle, and similarly

the imperfect rPrP (or the jussive *H\ or the imperfect consecutive) is used

to emphasize an action continuing in thefuture, e. g. Job i, 14 DiBnh VH "Ip3n

the oxen (cows) -were plowing; Gen. 37, 2. 39, 22. Ex. 3, i. Deut. 9, 24. Jud.

1, 7. i Sam. 2, n. 2 Sam. 3, 6; the same occurs with a passive participle, e.g.

Jos. 5, 5. Zech. 3, 3 ; JViT with a participle is found e. g. in Is. 2, 2
;
the jussive

in Gen. i, 6. Ps. 109, 12 1
; and Wl with a participle in Jud. 16, 21. Neh. i, 4.

3. The personal pronoun which would be expected as the subject of a participial s
clause is frequently omitted, or at least (as elsewhere in noun-clauses, comp. Is. 26, 3.

Ps. 16, 8. Job 9, 32) the pronoun of the 3rd pers. fctt!"l, e.g. Gen. 24, 30. 37, 15.

38, 24. 41, i. i Sam. 10, ii. 15, 12. Is. 29, 8 (the participle always after flfin) ;

comp., moreover, Gen. 32, 7. Deut. 33, 3. i Sam. 17, 25. 20, i. Is. 33, 5. 40, 19.

Ps. 22, 29. 33, 5. 55, 20. Job 12, 17. 19 sqq. 25, 2. 26, 7; JOn is omitted in

Lev. 18, 28; nt2n in I Ki. 5, i. Is. 32, 12. Ezek. 8, 12. Neh. 9, 3 ;
in a relative

clause, Gen. 39, 22. Is. 24, 2. The personal pronoun of the 2nd pers. masc. (nflX)

is omitted in Hab. 2, ID ; the 2nd fern. (JjlK) in Gen. 20, 16 (where, however,

for the participle HriDJI the 2nd fern. perf. is really intended); the pronoun
of the ist sing, in Hab. i, 5. Zech. 9, 12. Mai. 2, 16; the 2nd plur. (DIHS) i Sam.

2, 24 (if the text be right), 6, 3. Ezek. 13, 7(?).

1 A jussive is practically to be supplied also in the formulae of blessing and

cursing, :pt3 blessed be . . . Gen. 9, 26 and elsewhere ; iVtK cursed art thou . . .

3, 14 and elsewhere.
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/ Of a different kind are the cases in which some undefined subject is to be

supplied with the participle; e.g. Is. 21, n fcOp ^^ there is one calling unto me

( one calleth ; 144. d) ; comp. Is. 30, 24. 33, 4. So with participles in the plur.,

e.g. Ex. 5, 16 (D^DX sc. the taskmasters); Jer. 33, 5. 38, 23. Ezek. 13, 7 (?).

36, 13. 37, ii (equivalent to sunt qui dicanf).

I/ 4. We must mention as a special class those noun-clauses which occur at the

beginning of a period, and are intended to lay stress upon the fact that the first

action still continues on the occurrence of the second (always introduced by Y); e.g.

Gen. 29, 9. Job I, 16 sq. &O iTH ~O"1P "T| "lij? he was yet speaking, and (
= when)

another came, &C. 1

; comp. i Sam. 9, u. 27. 20, 36. I Ki. 14, 17 she was enter-

ing the threshold of the house, when the child died; 2 Ki. 2, 23. 4, 5. Dan. 9, 20 sq. ;

also in Jud. 19, 22. I Sam. 9, 14. 17, 23. i Ki. i, 42. Job i, 18 sq., in all which

passages the apodosis is introduced by HSHI. On the other hand, in i Ki. 1,14

the noun-clause itself is introduced by fiSH (as in verse 22 by HSHI), and denotes

an action only just impending-. Finally, when the whole sentence is introduced

by means of 'rH (comp. in.^f), and the apodosis by njJHl, Gen. 42, 35. 2 Ki.

2, ii. 13, 21 ; without rt3n in the apodosis, I Sam. 7, 10. 2 Ki. 19, 37 (Is. 37, 38).

V Participles active, which are used in the sense of the perfect participle, and also

participles passive, in accordance with their meaning, express in such noun-clauses

a state still continuing on the occurrence of the principal action, e. g. Gen. 38, 25

i"in,)B> {Oni nXiftO KYI she was being broughtforth, when she sent, Sec,
; comp.

Gen. 50, 24; [see further in Driver, 7enses, 166-169.]

IV 5. Different from the examples treated in letters and v are the instances

in which a participle (either alone or as the attribute of a noun) stands at the

beginning of the sentence as a casus pendens (or as the subject of a compound

noun-clause, see 143.^) to indicate a condition, the contingent occurrence of

which involves a further consequence; e.g. Gen. 9, 6
0"JN3 ^"^'1 ^ ^1?^'

TJDB^ ilOT shedding mans blood, i. e. if any one sheddeth man's blood, by man

shall his blood be shed; Ex. 21, 12. Ps. 75, 4. Prov. 17, 14. Job 41, 18
; so

especially if ~j~Zevery precedes the participle, Gen. 4, 15. i Sam. 3, n (2 Ki. 21, 12).

The apodosis is generally introduced by 'I (waw apodosis}, e.g. Ex. 12, 15 (with

a following perfect consecutive), Num. 35, 30; I Sam. 2, 13 raj PDT C^N'/'S

fH3n iy3 K31 when any man offered sacrifice, the priesfs servant came,

2 Sam. 14, i o (participle with article); 22, 41 (where, however, the text is to be

emended in accordance with Ps. 18, 41); 2 Sam. 23, 3 sq. Prov. 23, 24 K*lh.;

1 The independent noun-clause here lays stress upon the simultaneous occurrence

(and consequently the overlapping) of the events far more forcibly than could

be done by a subordinate expression of time (as e.g. ^3"13 W1). In English

it may be represented by scarcely had he finished speaking when ... As the

above examples show, the apodosis also frequently consists of a noun-clausi.-.

* At the same time the preceding "liy still shows that what is announced is not

merely a future event, but a future event contemporaneous with something else ;

the case thus entirely differs from the examples given in 1 12. /, where HSH refers

to the following participle, while here it belongs properly to the apodosis, before

which it is therefore generally placed ; see the examples.
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29, 9. As in the instances discussed under letter u, such sentences are sometimes

preceded by YP1, comp. i Sam. 10, u. n, 11. 2 Sam. 2, 23 K3iTv3 VM and

it came to pass, that as many as came, &c. On the other hand, fTlSB'anl Dan. 8, 22

is a mere catchword (equivalent to and as for that which was broken) to call

to mind the contents of verse 8.

6. On the use of the participle after the infinitive absolute TJvH comp. 113. .

7, Almost as a rule the participial construction beginning a sentence (like the X
infinitival construction according to 114. r] is continued by means of a finite

verb with or without 1, before which the English construction requires us to

supply the relative pronoun implied in the participle ; thus, continued by means

of a perfect, Is. 14, 17 D^H inj^
"13*1133 ^3TI DK> that made the world as

a wilderness, and overthrew the cities thereof
1
; 43, 7. Ezek. 22, 3. Ps. 136, 13 sqq.

1'rov. 2, 17; by a perfect without Wdw, Gen. 49, n; by a simple imperfect

(as the modus reirepetitae in the present), Is. 5, 23. 46, 6. Prov. 7, 8. Job 12, 17.

19 sqq. 24, 21
; by an imperfect without Waiv, e. g. I Sam. 2, 8. Is. 5, 8. Prov.

2, 14. 19, 26; by an imperfect consecutive, Gen. 27, 33. 35, 3. i Sam. 2, 6.

Jer. 13, 10 (after several participles); Ps. 18, 33. 136, 10 sq.

C. THE GOVERNMENT OF THE VERB.

117. The Direct Subordination of the Noun to the Verb as

Accusative of the Object. The Double Accusative.

1. The simplest way in which a noun is subordinated to a verbal

form is by the addition of an accusative of the object to a transitive

verb 2
. In the absence of case-endings

3
,

this accusative can now

be recognized only from the context, or by the particle
~J"1N

(n&? ,
before

1 On the parallelism between the external and internal members, which appears
here and in many other examples of this kind, see the note on n^.r.

* The verb in question may either have been originally transitive, or only have

become transitive by a modification of its original meaning. Thus the vocalization

shows that pDH (to have pleasure, usually with 3) to desire, X?D (to be full

of something, also transitive) to Jill, were originally intransitive. Comp. also such

cases as H33 to weep (generally with "vj? ~?N or ?), but also to bewail with an

accusative ; 35?* to dwell (usually with 3), but also to inhabit with an accusative

^comp. further, letter u below). The examples are different in which verbs of

motion such as &03 intrare, also aggredi, NIP egredi (comp. 116. h above),

2*.B> redire, Is. 52, 8, take an accusative of the aim of the motion, while fc^3

according to the Old Semitic usage, even takes an accusative of the person (at least

in poetry, equivalent to ~?K N13 in prose).
3 On traces of these endings, especially the remains of a former accusative

ending in a, cf. 90. c above.
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suffixes also MN
, HiN)

l

prefixed to it. The use of this nota accusativi

is, however, somewhat rare in poetry, and even in prose it is not

invariably necessary but is restricted to those cases in which the

accusative of the object is more closely determined by being a proper

name, or by having the article, or by a following determinate genitive

(hence also by the suffixes), or in some other way (see below, letter c),

e.g. Gen. 4, i and she bare pi?"J"IR Cain; 6, 10. i, i God created

nl? INI B^n n the heaven and the earth (but 2, 4 ttBBn pK);

i, 25 <z</ GW made !$*} ^D'fi? M* 3w/ of the earth; 2, 24.

Rem. i. The rare occurrence of the nota accusativi in poetic style (e. g. it never

occurs in Ex. 15, 2-18. Dent. 32. Jud. 5. I Sam. 2, &c. ; on the other hand,

it is frequent in the late Psalms) may be explained from the fact that in this as in

other respects (comp. 2. q} poetry represents a somewhat more archaic stage

of the language than prose. The need of some external means of indicating the

accusative could only have been felt after the case-endings had become wholly
extinct. Even then the J1X would probably have been used at first to indicate

only an object placed before the verb (when it followed, it was already sufficiently

characterized by its position as depending on the verb), or proper names 2
. Finally.

however, the nota accusativi became so customary everywhere in prose, that even

the pronominal object was expressed rather by fltf with suffixes than by verbal

suffixes, even when none of the reasons mentioned under letter e can be assigned

1
"TIN (toneless owing to the following Maqqeph), and DN (with a tone-long e,

~fiX only in Job 41, 26), JIN or J"liN before the light suffixes according to 103. b.

Phoenician JVK i.e. probably iyyath (for the Phoenician form, cf. G. Hoffmann.

Einige phbnik. Inschriften, Gb'ttingen, 1889, p. 39 sq.), Punic yth or (according

to Euting) pronounced even as a mere prefixed t, Arabic, before suffixes, 'ijyd,

Aram. JT1

,
JV, was no doubt originally a substantive, meaning essence, substance,

self (like the Syriac^rtM; on the other hand, any connexion with the Hebrew JliK,

Syriac 'dta, Arabic 'ayat, a sign, must, with Nbldeke, ZDMG. xl. 738, be rejected),

but now united in the construct state with a following noun or suffix stands for the

pronoun ipse, avros. [In later Assyrian the pronominal suffixes are attached to the

substantive at-tu, essence, and the two together form an emphatic repetition of

a preceding suffix, e. g. zir-ya at-tu-a, my own race, prop, my race (which is

mine, G.W.C.] In common use, however (cf. Wilson,
' The particle J"lN in Hebrew,'

Hebraica, vi. 2, 3), it has so little force (like the oblique cases avrov, avry,

aiirov, sometimes also ipsius, ipsum, and the Germ, desselben, &c.) that it merely

serves to introduce a determinate object ; D^D$n J"IN prop. aini>v TOV ovpav6v

(comp. aiirty \pvarjtSa, Iliad i. 143) is no stronger than the simple D^?$n
TOV ovpavuv.

3
Thus, in Deut. 33, DN occurs only in verse 9 (twice with an object preceding

the verb), in Gen. 49 in the blessing of Jacob only in verse 15 with a co-ordinate

second object (consequently farther removed from the verb). Of the thirteen

instances of JIN in the Mesa' inscription, seven stand directly and four indirectly

before proper names.
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for it; comp. Giesebrecht in ZAW. 1881, p. 258 sqq., and the statistics of

H. Petri, cited above at the had of 58. Such examples as ijlN
HJif

IB'X 733

Q\n^S Gen. 6, 22 in the Priestly Code, beside
HJn^ rHJnB'K 733 7, 5 in the

Jahvist, are especially instructive.

2. As accusatives determined in other ways, we have in the first place to C

consider the collectives introduced by 73 entirety, without a following article or

determinate genitive, inasmuch as the meaning of 73 includes a determinative

sense, comp. e.g. Gen. i, 21. 30. 8, 21. Deut. 2, 34. 2 Ki 25, 9. 73~nK is used

absolutely in Gen. 9, 3, comp. 39, 23 ; similarly, ijp is determinate of itself, since it

always denotes a person, hence "'O'DS! quern? e.g. Is. 6, 8. 37, 23 and elsewhere,

but never TOTlX quid? so also the relative "IJJ'K in the sense of eum qui or

quern, &c., e.g. I Sam. 16, 3, or id quod, Gen. 9, 24 and elsewhere. Comp. also

such examples as Jos. a, 10. i Sam. 24, 19, where "It^X DN is equivalent to

M<r circumstance, that, &c. Elsewhere DX stands before nouns which are determi-

nate in sense, although the article is omitted (which according to 126. h is very

frequently the case in poetic or otherwise elevated style) ; thus Lev. 26, 5. Is. 41, 7.

50, 4. Ezek. 13, 20. 43, JO. Prov. 13, 21 (where the D <I

J5
<I<:TX are to be regarded as

a distinct class) ; Job 13, 25; also Eccles. 7, 7 may be a quotation of an ancient

maxim.

On the other hand DNI occurs very seldom in prose before a noun actually d
or apparently undetermined. In i Sam. 24, 6 f|33 is more closely defined by means

of the following relative clause ;
in 2 Sam. 4, 1 1 p^Jf B^N refers to Ishbosheth

(as if it were him, -who was an innocent man); also in 13, 17 DXT refers

to a definite person, and in i Ki. 6, 16 ntSK &~&y to the particular twenty cubits.

In Ex. 21, 28 (otherwise in verse 29) perhaps the ~fiX is used in order to avoid the

combination E^N "I1B' (as in Num. 21, 9 to avoid the cacophony B^N ETI3n TJBO ?) ;

in Lev. 7, 8 and 20, 10 the accusatives are at any rate defined by the context.

In Num. 16, 15 DHD *inN~nN! probably means even a single one (and then eo ipso

a definite one) of them, as also in i Sam. 9, 3 D S
"}J?3'T? *H"lX~nX. ma7 refer to some

definite one of the men-servants. In -Gen. 21, 30 we should read fV&JQSn VZB^nNl

as in the Samaritan Pentateuch, since the seven lambs have been already mentioned ;

and in Ex. 2, i the original reading probably was '7 711330 HtS'N ;
in Ex. 28, 9

read DrtS'n with the Samaritan ;
in Lev. 20, 14 i"IK'X'

1

TlK is probably a scribal

error due to TONTl!*
1

! ; in i Sam. 26, 20 read 'B>33 with the LXX for inX B>jn9 ;

in 2 Sam. 5, 24 read myjfn according to I Chron. 14, 15 ; in 2 Sam. 15, 16 the

"DX is incorrectly inserted from 20, 3, where it refers to the women already

mentioned
;

in 2 Sam. 1 8, 1 8 read rDi*13ri , or omit both ~J1X and IK'X with the

LXX and Lucian
;

in i Ki. 12, 31 and Est. 2, 3 omit ~J"lK ;
in 2 Ki. 23, 20

probably DflilDlfjrnS! is to be read; in 2 Ki. 25, 9 the text is obviously corrupt.

In Ezek. 16, 32 D^T~flNI might refer to the strangers in question; see however,

Smend on the passage.

3. The pronominal object must be represented by HX with a suffix (instead of ^

a verbal suffix), when (a) it precedes the verb, e.g. Num. 22, 33 "'fiyvi n^HN

T'V.~jl ^^i^l I had sfa"1 thee and saved her alive; Gen. 7, i. Lev. 22, 28.

I Sam. 8, 7. Is. 43, 22. 57, n. Jer. 4, 17/22. 7, 19; [b] when a suffix is already
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attached to the verb, and as a rule when a second accusative with
\ follows,

e.g. 2 Sam. 15, 25 ink ^JOHl and he will show me it; Ex. 17, 3 "FIX JVer6

*33~nfcO to kill us and our children; Num. 16, 32. I Sam. 5, n. 2 Sam. 14, 16

(but cf. also Dent, n, 6. 15, 16, &c., and Driver on i Sam. 5, 10) ; (c) after an

infinitive absolute, see above 1 13. a note; (d) after an infinitive construct, when

it is immediately followed by the subject, e.g. Gen. 41, 39, or when the combination

of a suffix with the infinitive might lead to a misunderstanding, e.g. Gen. 4, 15

inJCnisn S
r6:?!) lest one should smite him, &c., where iniSH "Tlbaij might also

mean lest he should smite.

f 4. The pronominal object is very frequently omitted, when it can be easily

supplied from the context ; so especially the neuter accusative referring to

something previously mentioned (the English it) after verba sentiendi (JJDB'} and

dicendi, e.g. Gen. 9, 22, &c., 13*1 and he told (it) ; also after JH3 to give, Gen.

18, 7. 24, ii and elsewhere, T\\k to take, fc^Dn to bring, D*1

'^ to lay, Gen. 9. 23

and elsewhere, NlfD tofind. Gen. 31, 33, and others. A personal object is omitted.

e.g. in Gen. 12, 19. 24, 51 (after Pip,)). The omission of the plural object is

remarkable, because it leaves an opportunity for a misunderstanding, in Gen. 37. 17

D'HpX ^riy^f
l / heard them saying; perhaps, however, we should read D'FV'-'-"

with the Samaritan Pentateuch.

g 5. In common formulae the substantival object is also sometimes omitted an

elliptical expression) ; thus e.g. rO2 i Sam. 20, 16 and elsewhere (see the Lexicon)

stands for JV"13 fPS like the English to close (sc. a bargain) with any one :

"1133 to keef (sc. 6]K anger) equivalent to to be resentful, Ps. 103, 9 and elsewhere;

so also 1CE> Jer. 3, 5 (beside 1B3) ; RtW for ^>ip NB>3 to lift up the voice, Is. 3, 7 ;

p NBO for p fiy NB>3 to take away any one's sin (to forgive), Gen. 18, 24. 26.

Is. 2,9; r\?V to putforth (sc. T the hand) equivalent to to reath after something.

2 Sam. 6, 6. Ps. 18, 17.

n 6. Verba sentiendi may take a second object, generally in the form of a participle

or adjective and necessarily indeterminate, to define more exactly the action or

condition in which the object is perceived, e.g. Num. n, 10 Dyn~nX H'^D J?Pl??l

H33 and Moses heard the people weeping; Gen. 7, I p^X WiO ^HX thee have

I seen righteous. Frequently, however, the second object is expressed by a

separate clause. This is especially frequent with !"lfcO to see, e.g. Gen. I, 4

and God saw the light, that it was good ; Gen. 6, 2. 12, 14. 13, 10. 49, 15.

Ex. 2, 2. Ps. 25, 19. Prov. 23, 31. Job 22, 12. Eccles. 2, 24. 8. 17; so with J7T

to know, Ex. 32, 22. 2 Sam. 3, 25. 17, 8 (with two objects); I Ki. 5, 17.

/ 7. In certain instances DS serves apparently to introduce or to emphasize
a nominative. This cannot be regarded as a reappearance of the original substan-

tival meaning of the DK, since all unquestionable examples of the kind belong

to the later Books of the Old Testament. They are rather (apart from textual

errors or other explanations) cases of virtual dependence on an implied verbum

regens understood. The constant use of DK to indicate a clause governed by the

verb, necessarily led at length to the use of J"1K generally as a defining particle

1

According to the ordinary rules of syntax (comp. 116. /) we should translate,

I heard men who said, &c.
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irrespective of a governing verb. So in the Hebrew of the Mishna *

(see above,

3. a) ink and PlHS are prefixed to a nominative even without any special

emphasis.

Naturally the above does not apply to any of the places in which J"1K is not the

nota accttsativi, but a preposition (on J1X with, comp. 103. a), e.g. Is. 57, 15.

I Sam. 17, 34 (2nn~nSi'j and that, with a bear; ~flfc< here, however, has probably

been interpolated from verse 36, where it is wanted) ; nor the places in which

the accusative is subordinate to a passive (according to 121. c) or to a verb of

wanting as in Jos. 22, 17 and Neh. 9, 32, see below, letter 2. In Ezek. 43, 17

i'DD about governs like a verb, being followed by HOIK.

Other cases are clearly due to attraction to a following relative pronoun in the *

accusative (Ezek. 14, 22. Hag. 2. 5. Zech, 8, 17) or the accusative depends on

a verbal idea, virtually contained in what has gone before, and consequently present

to the speaker's mind as governing the accusative. Thus Num. 3, 26 (the verbal

idea contained in mtWl verse 25 is they had to take charge of) ; in Jos. 17, n

p TV1 implies it was given up or they gave him; I Sam. 26, 16 see, where

is equivalent to search now for ; in 2 Sam. n, 25 "J^SD y"V"vX is used in the

sense of noli aegre ferre*; Jer. 36, 33 and he had the brazier before him; in

Eccles. 4, 3 a verb like I esteem is mentally supplied before ~I5?X J"IX .
On Jos.

22, 17. Neh. 9, 32, see below, letter aa. Aposiopesis occurs in Deut. n, a for not

your children (do I mean) ;
still more boldly in Zech. 7, 7, where either DPiyiQB>

or tyD^n O^p) is to be supplied.

Setting aside a few undoubtedly corrupt passages
3 there still remain the follow- W

ing examples, in which TlK in the later Hebrew manner (almost in the sense

of the Latin quod attinet ad} introduces a noun with more or less emphasis,

Num. 3, 46. 5, 10. 35, 6. Jud. 20, 44. 46. Ezek. 17, 21. 20, 16. 35, 10. 44, 3.

Neh. 9, 19. 34. Dan. 9, 13. 2 Chron. 31, 17. In Ezek. 47, 17-19 (comp. also 43, 7)

it is easy to emend DNT for ~J"IR, according to verse 20. However, even the LXX,
who have raCra only in verse 18, can hardly have known any other reading

than OX ; consequently in all these passages DN must be regarded as virtually

dependent on some governing word, such as ecce (LXX 43, 7 Iwpawas), and 47,

17 sqq. as equivalent to thou shalt have as a border, &c.

8. Among the solecisms of a later period is finally the introduction of the object
#

by the preposition p (prop, in relation to, in the direction of), as sometimes

1

Comp. Weiss, nJC?n fltJ DBB> (Vienna, 1867), p. 112.

2 So also in r Sam. 20, 13 the Qal (3D
1

*) is, with Wellhatisen, to be read

instead of the Hiph'il.
3 Thus i Sam. 26, 10, where

""Si"!
is to be read for US'! ; I Ki. u, 25, where at

present the predicate of the relative clause is wanting ;
in 2 Ki. 6, 5 the J"1N

is probably derived from a text which read the Hiph'il instead of ?S3. In

Jer. 23, 33 instead of the artificial explanation what a burden (is, do ye ask?)

we should read with the LXX and Vulg. Nfc>Dri DfiK>^ are^ burden. In Ezek.

10, 22 DniiO DiTN"]?p is unintelligible; in 37, 19 read with Hitzig ~7K for HX;
in Hag. 2, 17 read with the LXX DaiB'' for D3riN.
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in Ethiopia
1 and very commonly in Aramaic 3

. Less remarkable is this looser

connexion of the object with a participle, as with ?DN Lam. 4, 5, t|DS Num. 10, 25,

e]i?T
Ps. 145, 14 (but cf. 146, 8), "m Num. 25, i8,

T

K'abn and HOB' Job 12, 23;

before the participle Is. n, 9. To introduce an object preceding the finite verb

p is employed in Job 5, 2 (comp. also Dan. 1 1, 38) ;
also after DHK Lev. 19, 18. 34 ;

TpNH Ps. 129, 3; y=nn Ezra 8, 24. 2 Chron. 25, 10; fan Job 9, n; -pa

1 Chron. 29, 20 (immediately before with an accusative) ; i"l?3n i Chron. 5, 26 ;

Bni Ezra 6, 21. i Chron. 22, 19. 2 Chron. 17, 13; /?n i Chron. 16, 36.

2 Chron. 5, 13; a^H 2 Sam. 3, 30. Ps. 135, 11 (verse 10 with accusative), 136, 19 ;

COP! (/* bind up} Is. 6 1, i (Ezek. 34, 4 before the verb' ; J?T Ps. 69, 6;
PIj^)

Jer. 40, 2
; TppDH and n5?B i Chron. 29, 22

; pna 2 Chron. 28, 15 ; 7]D Ps. 145, 14 ;

DTP i Chron. 16, 37; nV] Ezek. 26, 3; firi3 Ps. 116, 16; S]T1 Job 19, 28;

jF'lJfn Is. 53, ii ; "OS? 2 Chron. 24, 12 (previously accusatives); D'5? i Sam.

22, 7 (but probably D2;O1 is to be read) ; S^n (in the connexion h "IIH 3'B>n)

2 Chron. 10,6 (but verse 9 and i Ki. 12, 9 with an accusative ; fiHC' Num. 32, 15.

1 Sam. 23, 10 ; ]VB> Ps. 73, 18; |->B> Ezra 8, 16. 2 Chron. 17, 7; ICt?

2 Ch'ron. 5, n.

O 9. Sometimes the verb, on which an accusative of the object really depends,

is contained only in sense in the verb which apparently governs, e.g. Is. 14, 17

nj"P3 nn2~fcO VVOS his prisoners he let not loose nor sent them back to their
T .

IT
- T T -:

home. Comp. Ps. 74, 15 and on this constritctio praegnans in general, see \\<j.ff.

p 2. With the proper accusatives of the object may also be classed

what is called the internal or absolute object (also named schema etymo-

logicum or figura etymologica), i.e. the addition of an object in the form

of a noun derived from the same stem 3
, e.g. Ps. 14, 5 ina Vina they

feared a fear (i.e. they were in great fear) Prov. 15, 27; also with

the object preceding, e. g. Lam. i, 8 E/?''!"
1
?
n?tpn Ntpn Jerusalem hath

sinned a sin; with a double accusative (see below, letter cc), e.g.

i Ki. i, 12 Hif}? N: TJiTS let me, 1 pray thee, give thee counsel ;

i Sam. 1,6*.

(J
Rem. (a) Strictly speaking the only cases of this kind are those in which the

verbal idea is supplemented by means of an indeterminate substantive (see

the examples above). Such a substantive, except in the case of the addition

of the internal object to denominative verbs (see below), is, like the infinitive

1
Dillmann, Grammatik der Athiopischen Sprache, p. 349.

2 With regard to Biblical Aramaic, see Kautzsch's Grammatik des Bibl. Aram.,

p. 151 sq. In other ways, also, a tendency may be observed in later Hebrew

to make use of the looser connexion by means of prepositions instead of the closer

subordination of the noun in the accusative.

3 On a kindred use of the infinitive absolute as an internal object, see above,

113. w.
*

Comp. /3ofAds /3oi/Ati5(M'. II. x. 147.
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absolute, never altogether without force, but rather serves like it to strengthen the

verbal idea. This strengthening is implied in the indeterminateness of the internal

object, analogous to such exclamations as, this was a man 1
! Hence it is

intelligible that some intensifying attribute is very frequently (as in Greek usually)

added to the internal object, e.g. Gen. 27, 34 IKCny rn1 H^U nj^X pyXM
he cried (with) an exceeding great and bitter cry ; comp. the Greek voatTv v6aov

Kcueriv, tx^prjaav \apav pey6.\r)i' (Mat. 2, 10); magnam pugnare pugnam, tutiorem

vitam vivere, &c.

Examples of an internal object after the verb, and without further addition, are

Ex. 22, 5. 2 Sam. 12, 16. Is. 42, 17. Ezek. 26, 15. Zech. i, 2. Prov. 21, 26;

with an intensifying attribute, Gen. 27, 33. Ex. 32, 31. Jud. 15, 8. 2 Sam. 13, 36.

i Ki. i, 40 (comp. Jon. 4, 6. i Chron. 29, 9); Is. 21, 7. 45, 17. Jon. i, 10.

Zech. i, 14. 8, 2 a. Dan. n, 3; along with an object proper the internal object

occurs with an attribute in Gen. 12, 17. 2 Sam. 13, 15; comp. also Is. 14, 6.

Jon. 4, i. An internal object with an attribute is found before the verb, in

Jer. 14, 17. Zech. i, 15 (comp. also Gen. 30, 8. Jer. 22, 19. 30, 14. Ps. 139, 22).

Instead of the substantive which would naturally be expected, another of kindred

meaning is used in Zech. 8, 2.

(b) Only in a wider sense can the schema etymologicum be made to include V

cases in which the denominative verb is connected with the noun from which

it is derived, e.g. Gen. i, n. 9, 14. n, 3. 37, 7. Ezek. 18, 2. Ps. 144,6, probably
also Mic. 2,4, or where this substantive, made determinate in some way, follows

its verb, e. g. Gen. 30, 37. Num. 25, n. 2 Ki.4, 13. 13, 14. Is. 45, 17. Lam. 3, 58
a
,

and, determinate at least in sense, Jer. 22, 16; or precedes it as in 2 Ki. 2, 16.

Is. 8, 12. 62, 5. Zech. 3, 7; comp. also Ex. 3, 9. In both cases the substantive

is used, without any special emphasis, merely for clearness or as a more convenient

way of connecting the verb with other members of the sentence.

3. Verbs which denote speaking (crying out, weeping), or any external s

act, frequently take a direct accusative of the organ or means by which

the action is performed. In this case, however, the accusative must

be more closely determined by an attributive adjective or a noun

in the genitive. This fact shows the close relation between these

accusatives and the internal objects treated above, letter/, which also,

according to letter q, mostly take an intensifying attribute. On the

other hand, they must not be regarded as adverbial (instrumental)

accusatives, nor are they to be classed with the second (neuter)

subjects treated below in 144. /.

Examples of the accusative following the verb are ?il5~,tfp pjft^l and I cried t

a loud voice i.e. with a loud voice, Ezek. 11,13. 2 Sam. 15, 23 (after the proper

1 The Arab grammarians assign to the indeterminate cases generally an

intensive sense in many instances ; hence the commentators on the Qordn usually

explain such cases by prefixing and what kind of . . . ! see 125. b.

a Also in Ps. 13,4 lest I sleep the sleep of death, fllSn is only used pregnantly

(comp. Jer. 51, 39), as nipl? Is. 33, 15

c c
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object, Dent. 5, 19. i Ki. 8, 55) ; Ps. 109, a they have spoken unto me 1J5E>

a tongue of deceit, i.e. with a lying tongue; Prov. 10, 4 he becometh poor """,'

n*tp"r*j3 dealing a slack hand, i . e. who dealeth with a slack hand
; comp. the German

tint schb'ne Slimme singen, to sing a fine voice, eine tilchtige Klinge schlagen,

to smite a trusty sword, Schlittschuhe lanfen, to run skates (i. e. to skate), and onr

to write a good hand, to play ball, &c. Examples of the accusative preceding are

<3-^!T nfori Tlfe> my mouth shall praise (thee) with joyful lips, Ps. 63, 6
;

comp. Ps. 1 2, 3, where a casus insintmenti with 3 follows the accusative.

n 4. ]\Iany verbs originally intransitive (sometimes even in form;

see above, letter a, note 2) may be used also as transitives, in con-

sequence of a certain modification of their original meaning, which

has gradually become established by usage ; comp. e. g.
3"n to strive.

but also with an accusative causam alicuius agere (so even in Is. i, 17,

&c.
;

elsewhere with ? of the person for whom one strives) ;
73*

absolutely to be able, with an accusative to prevail over any one;

K?C* to &e inclined and HiH to have pleasure (usually with ?), with an

accusative to wish for some one or something ; S?!? cubare, then in the

sense of concumbere, originally always joined with ~DJ? cum, but in later

Hebrew also with the accusative, Gen. 34, 2, equivalent to comprimere

(feminam), &c.

V Rem. i. It is certainly difficult to decide whether some verbs, which were

afterwards used absolutely or joined with prepositions, were not nevertheless

originally transitive, and consequently it is only the supposed original meaning,

usually assigned to them in English, which causes them to appear intransitiic '.

In that case there is of course no syntactical peculiarity to be considered, and a list

of such verbs would at the most be requisite only for practical purposes. Moreover,

it is also possible that certain verbs were originally in use at the same time both

as transitive and intransitive, e. g. perhaps l?2;> to be clothed along with BOp to put

on (a garment). Finally the analogy of certain transitives in constant use may
have led to intransitives of kindred meaning being also united directly with the

accusative, so that, in other words, whole classes of verbs came to be regarded

in a particular aspect as transitives. See below, letter y.

W 2. The modification of the original meaning becomes especially evident when even

reflexive conjugations (Nipk'al, Hithpdel, &c.) take an accusative (cf. 57, note 3) ;

e.g. K33 to prophesy, Jer. 25, 13 ; 2D3 (prop, toput oneselfround} to surround, Jud.

19, 22
; Dfl;53 tofight, Ps. 109, 3 (where, however, the Qal ""J^CripM

should be read ;

comp. Ps. 35, i) ;
also npifin to shave (something)for oneself, Num. 6, 19 ; Pnjnrt

1 Thus e.g. !"ljy to reply to (dptififoOai nva\ to ansii<erany one i !"HJf to command

(inbere aliquem) ; ~GT to remember ; !"flp (also with p) to waitfor any one (to expect

any one) ; ~\\&3 to bring glad tidings to any one (see the Lexicon) ; 5]N3 and f]S3

to commit adultery (adulterare matronam) ; 13V to serve (colere) ; IPJ? to become

suretyfor . . ., rnd many others.
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to take some one for oneself as a possession, Is. 14, i
; ?33nn to make some one

an object of craft, Gen. 37, 18; PJpnn to strip a thing off oneself, Ex. 33, 6;

"Qyrin to bring on oneself the anger of any one, to anger him
; |312Tin to consider

something, Job 37, 14. Cf. ^.f.

3. So also it is only owing to a modification of the original meaning of a verb X
(except where the expression is incorrect, and perhaps derived from the popular

language), when sometimes the remoter object (otherwise introduced by ?) is

directly subordinated in the form of an accusative suffix, e. g. Zech. 7, 5 DISH
S3K 'WDif didyefast at all unto me, even to me ? as though to say, have ye be-fast'ed

me? have ye reached me with your fasting? Still more strange is Job 31,1 8 3&Q *'3?
<

|12

he (the orphan) grew up to me as to afather ; comp. Is. 27, 4. 65, 5. Jer. 31, 3,

and in Aramaic Dan. 5, 6
;
but *3flri3 233H fOK Jos. 15, 19 is to be regarded as

a double accusative after a verb of giving. In Is. 44, 2 I
,
instead of the Niph'al,

read "OK^ri ;
in Ezek. 29, 3 either VH^y is to be read with Olshausen or Q l|

ri
<

'B>y

(and previously ^~JN*)
with Smend; in Ps; 42, 5 iT^HS or DT]K.

4. "Whole classes of verbs, which, according to letter v above, are regarded as y
transitive, either on account of their original meaning or (for the sake of analogy)

by a modification of-that meaning, are

(a) Verba induendi and exuendi, as KQ? to put on, BB'S to put off a. garment,

my to put on ornaments, to adorn oneself -with (cf. also 3HT D^ifBK'E enclosed

in gold, Ex. 28, 20). Also in poetic expressions such as Ps. 65, 14 D'HD ^EQ?

fXSn the pastures are clothed -with flocks, comp. Ps. 109, 29 ; 104, 2 (DBS?) ;

65, 14 b (5]By), &c. *

(b) Verba copiae and inopiae (also called verba abundandi and defidendi), as tOO z
to be full of something, Ex. 8,17; here, and also frequently elsewhere, construed

with VIX, and hence evidently with an accusative; Gen. 6, 13; with a personal

object, Ex. 15, 9 my lust shall be satisfied upon them; with an accusative preceding
the verb for the sake of emphasis, e. g. Is. i, 15 your hands INSo D^tD"1

! arefull of

blood, comp. Is. 22, 2; so also the AT
iph. tOD3 to fill oneself with something, e.g.

Gen. 6, ii. Ex. I, 7 (where the object is connected by flK) ; Is. 2, 7 sq. 6, 4.

Prov. 3, 10; JH73 to be fructified with, Num. 5, 28; fit? to swarm with,

Gen. i, 20. 21. Ex. 7, 28; ynb> (y?b>) to be full of, Is. i, 11. Joel 2, 19. Prov.

12, ii
; ~Q3 to become strong, to wax mighty in something, Job 21,7; fHB to 0zw-

flow with something, Prov. 3, 10 (with the object preceding) ; IT1

prop, to descend,

poetically also to pour down, to overflow with something (comp. in Greek irpopttiv

vScap, SctKpva arativ}, e. g. Lam. 3, 48 ^y T1J-1 D^jp iJlpQ mine eye runneth down

with rivers of water ; i, 16. Jer. 9, 17. 13, 17. Ps. 119, 136; so also t|pn to ?

over with, toflow with, Joel 4, 18; ,5]3
to gush out with, Jer. 9, 17; P)tD3 to V0/,

to overflow with, Jud. 5, 4. Joel 4, 18 a; IT1S to break forth, Ex. 9, 9; 5]P^
to- overflow, to pour forth, but also (transitively) to over/low with, Is. 10, 22;

2^3 to bud with, Prov. 10, 31 ; so perhaps also "Hy to /aw 02^;-, to overflow with,

1 From the idea of covering oneself with something, we might also, if necessary,

explain Ex. 30, 20 Q>p ^HT they shall wash themselves with water; but the

reading is simply to be emended to the ordinary D133.

C C 2
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Jer. 5, 28; fc*y to go forth with, Amos 5, 3. Especially bold, but still on the

analogy of the above examples, is Is. 5, 6, where it is said of a vineyard rOlf\

JVE>1 TDE> but it shall come up (it shall be overgrown) with briers and thorns ;

comp. Prov. 24, 31, and still more boldly, Is. 34, 13.

aa With the opposite idea, "IDPl to be in want of, to lack, Gen. 18, 28; ^35? to be

bereaved of (&s though it were to lose}, Gen. 27, 45. In Jos. 22, 17 even }3b~OyOn

(prop, was there too little for us of . . . ?) as being equivalent to a verbum inopiae

(
= had we too little of ... ?) is construed with an accusative ; cf. Neh. 9, 32.

bb 00 Several verbs of dwelling; the accusative in this case expresses either the

place or the thing at which or -with which any one tarries ; thus Gen. 4, 20 after 3B^,

cf. 118. g; Jud. 5, 17. Is. 33, 14 after "fla ; Is. 33, 16 with |DK>; or even

the person (the people) with whom any one dwells or is a guest, as Ps. 5, 5. 120, 5

after 113 .

cc 5. Two accusatives (usually one of the person and one of the thing)

are governed by

(a} The causative conjugations (Pi*el, HipKil, sometimes also

Pilpel, e.g. ?|p? Gen. 47, 12 and elsewhere) of verbs which are

simply transitive in Qal, and hence also of-verda induendi and exuendi,

&c. (comp. above, letters a and u, and also y, z), e.g. Ex. 33, 1 8

^"ibjrnN
W ^$T]n show me, I pray thee, thy glory. Thus very

frequently JP*pn to cause some one to know something; T^p docere

aliquem aliquid, &c.; comp. further, Gen. 41, 42 B^Ta ink fc?2p>1

and he caused him to put on vestures of fine linen (fie arrayed him in

vestures, &c.); comp. in the opposite sense, Gen. 37,23 (both accusa-

tives after B^sn introduced by TIN) ;
so with K?O to fill, to fill up

with something, Gen. 21, 19. 26, 15. Ex. 28, 3; "W* to gird some

one with something, Ps. 18, 33 ; ">9V to crown, Ps. 8, 6 and elsewhere
;

"iE>n to cause some one to lack something, Ps. 8, 6
; '^xn to feed some

one with something, Ex. 16, 32; nj?E>n to make some one drink

something, Gen. 19, 32 sqq.

dd () Many verbs (even in QaV) which express an influence upon
the object through some external means. The latter, in this case,

is attached as a second object. They are especially

(a) Verbs which express covering, clothing, overlaying, "Ijn Ex. 29, 9, flfilf

Ex. 26, 29 and elsewhere, PflO Ezek. 13, 10 sqq., ")0y Ps. 5, 13; comp. also

pK Di"1 Jos. 7, 25 and elsewhere; hence also verbs which express sowing

CyTJ Jud. 9, 45. Is. 17, 10. 30, 23), planting (Is. 5, 2), anointing (Ps. 45, 8) with

anything.

ff (&} Expressions of giving, thus JHS Jos. 15, 19 where the accusative of the

thing precedes ; endowing, H3T Gen. 30, 20 ; and its opposite taking away, as

jn^ Prov. 22, 23 ; !p3 to bless some one with something, Gen. 49, 25. Dcut. 15, 14 ;
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to give graciously, pn Gen. 33, 5; to sustain (i.e. to support, to maintain, to

furnish) -with anything, e.g. Gen. 27, 37. Ps. 51, 14 (TJ10D) ; Jud. 19, 5 OVD) ;

to do something to one, bp3 Gen. 50, 15. 17. I Sam. 24, 18; comp. also D^p
to come to meet any one -with something, Ps. 21, 4, DpE' to repay some one with

something (with two accusatives, Ps. 35, 12. Prov. 13, 21), and for the accusative

of the person comp. tv, KOKUS irparreiv riva. In a wider sense we may also include

such phrases as they hunt every man his brother -with a net, Mic. 7, 2
;

to shoot

at one with arrows, Ps. 64, 8 (though this is against the accents), &c.

(7) Expressions of asking some one for something, desiring something from gg
some one (btftJ' Deut. 14, 26. Ps. 137, 3) ; answering any one anything (n3J? Mic.

6, 5 and elsewhere; comp. in the other conjugations "Q"1
! S^H prop, verbum

reddere with an accusative of the person, i Ki. 12, 6 and elsewhere, also in the

sense of announcing; sometimes also T'SH to declare something to some one,

Job 26, 4 and elsewhere, for p T3H) ; HIS to enjoin aperson something, Ex. 34, 32.

Deut. i, a8. 32, 46. Jer. 7, 23.

(5) Expressions which mean to make, to build, toform something out 0/"something ; hJl

in such cases, besides the accusative of the object proper, another accusative is used

for the material of which the thing is made, e.g. Gen. 2, 7 D^rDK HilT1 ">Jf"*1

nOlSrrjO "ISP nnKnVlK and Yahweh Godformedman of the dust of the ground;

so with 1^
T

also "iiTi Ki. 7, 15 ; further Ex. 38, 3 n^TO ilb>y PJSr6| all the

vessels thereof made he of brass (for another explanation of the accusative flSTI^

linguistically possible but excluded by the context, see below, letter ii with kit) ;

comp. Ex. 25, 18. 28. 26, i. 14 sq. 29. 27, I. 36, 8. I Ki. 7, 27; with a preceding

accusative of the material, Ex. 25, 29. 29, 2. Deut. 27, 6 njOfl niOpK' D'OIlK

nin^ n2T~nK ofunhewn stones shalt thou build the altar of the Lord.

(c] Verbs which express making, preparing, forming into anything, ii

along with the object proper, take a second accusative of the product,,

e.g. Gen. 27, 9 D'SVCD Ofik nb>JJK / will make them (the kids) into

savoury meat ; comp. Gen. 6, 14. 16. Ex. 26, i b. 30, 25. 32, 4.

Is. 44, 15. Hos. 8,4. i Ki. 1 8, 32 nan? D'aattfrnK nnl and he built

the stones (into) an altar; so also ""1?^, with two accusatives, to bake

something into something, Ex. 12, 39. Lev. 25, 4; D 11

'^ (prop. /0 ^/

up for something, comp. Gen. 27, 37. 28, 18. Ps. 39, 9, and

Q^H Gen. 31, 45) to change into something, Jos. 8, 28. Is. 50, 2.

51, 10. Mic. i, 7. 4, 13
a

;
with two accusatives of the person (to

appoint, promote any one to the position of a . .
.),

Is. 3, 7 ; f^J is also

used in the same sense with two accusatives, Gen. 17, 5, and rw
i Ki. ii, 34; as a rule, however, the description of the position, and

also frequently of the product, is introduced by p to, 119. /; also

[
1 This occurs also in Syriac, see Knos, Chrest., p. 87, 15 ; and still more

extensively in such languages as the Dyak. The Semitic languages dislike

adjectival formations to indicate the material. G.W.C.]
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JVC? to make a thing so and so (Is. 5, 6. 26, i
;
with a personal object,

Ps. 21, 7 \ 91, 9) ; TC
;nn /0 flzafo <for, Am. 5, 8. Of the same class

also are instances like Job 28, 2 HB^ru p^ f3K a stone they smelt

into brass; i Ki. n, 30 D^P "<?'
D'^ OHi?'

1
- and rent il (the

garment) into twelve pieces ; cf. Is. 37, 26, accusative of the product

before the object proper, after niKB'np to lay waste. On a second

object with verba sentiendi (as
V" to know something to be something,

Eccles. 7, 25 ; '"IN"} to see, find to be, Gen. 7, i
;
3C'n /<? ^j/^w one to be

something, Is. 53, 4, elsewhere always construed with ? or 3), cf. letter h.

kk Rem. At first sight some of the examples given above appear to be identical

in character with those treated under letter hh; thns it is possible, e.g. in

i Ki. 1 8, 32, by a translation which equally suits the sense, he builtfrom the stones

an altar, to explain I"G*19 as the nearer object and D^SXrrnK as an accusative-
: T -:IT

of the material, and the construction would then be exactly the same as in Deut. 2 7, 6.

In reality, however, the fundamental idea is by no means the same. Not that

in the living language an accusative of the material in the one case, and in the

other an accusative of the product were consciously distinguished. As Driver

(Tenses, 195) rightly observes, the remoter accusative in both cases is, strictly

speaking, in apposition to the nearer. This is especially evident in such examples
as Ex. 20, 25 thou shalt not btiild them (the stones of the altar) JY13 as hewn stones,

comp. also Gen. i, 27. The main point is, which of the two accusatives, as being

primarily affected (or aimed at) by the action, is to be made the more prominent ;

and on this point neither the position of the words (the nearer object, mostly

determinate, as a rule follows immediately after the verb), nor even the context

admits of much doubt. Thus in I Ki. 18, 32 the treatment of the stones is the

primary object in view, the erection of the altar for which they were intended

is the secondary; in Deut. 27, 6 the case is reversed.

// (d) Finally, the second accusative sometimes more closely determines

the nearer object by indicating the part or member specially affected

by the action
2
,

e. g. Ps. 3,8 for thou hast smitten all mine enemies

'0? (as to) the cheek bone, equivalent to upon the cheek bone; comp.

Gen. 37, 21 let us not smite him VQ in the life, i.e. let us not kill

him; Deut. 22, 26. 2 Sam. 3, 27; also with ^ Gen. 3, 15; with

njn Jer. 2, 16
;

in poetry the object specially concerned is, by a bold

construction, even placed first, Deut. 33, 1 1 (with

1
Comp. the very pregnant expression of the same character in Ps. 21, 13

fWn S3 for thou shalt make t)iem (as) a neck, i. e. thou shalt cause them

to turn their necks (backs) to me; similarly Ps. 18, 41 (2 Sam. 23, 41. Ex. 23, 27) ;

spV "? nnn3 ^N thou hait given mine enemies unto me as a back; comp.

Jer. 1 8, 17.
a
Analogous to this is the ffx^a xaff uKov KOI Kara ftipos in Greek epic poetry,

e. g. *oi<jt> at tiros <pvyt tpxos
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118. The Looser Subordination of the Accusative to the Verb.

1. The various forms of the looser subordination of a noun to the a

verb are distinguished from the different kinds of the accusative

of the object ( 117) by their specifying not the persons or things

directly affected by the action, but some more immediate circumstance

under which an action or an event takes place. Of such circumstances

the most common are those of place, time, measure, cause, and finally

the manner of performing the action. These nearer definitions are,

as a rule, placed after the verb
; they may, however, also precede it.

Rem. That the cases thus loosely subordinated to the verb are to be regarded b
as accusatives, is seen first from the fact that in certain instances the nota

accusative (PX) may be prefixed ; secondly from the fact that in one form of the

casus loci a termination (H ) is employed, in which (according to 90. c)

the old accusatival ending is preserved ;
and finally from the consistency with

which classical Arabic puts these nearer definitions in the accusative (which may
be recognized by its form) even under circumstances in which one would be

rather inclined to expect a nominative in apposition.

The relation subsisting between the circumstantial accusative and the accusative C

of the object is especially apparent when the former (as e. g. in a statement of the

goal after a verb of motion) is immediately connected with its verb. But even

the more loosely connected circumstantial definitions are certainly to be regarded as

originally objects of a governing word habitually omitted, only that the conscious-

ness of this closer government was at length lost, and the accusative more and

more acquired an independent value as a casus adverbialis,

2. The accusative serves to define more precisely the place d
(accus. loci], either (a) in answer to the question whither? after verbs

of motion 1

,
or

(<5)
in answer to the question where? after verbs of

being, dwelling, resting, &c. (but also after transitive verbs, see the

examples), or finally (c) to define more precisely the extent in

space, in answer to the question howfar? how high? how much? &c.

Instead of the simple accusative, the locative (see above, 90. c}
a

is frequently e

found in the cases mentioned under letterf (sometimes also in those under letter )

or the preposition "P&?
3

, especially before persons as the aim of the movement,

or 3, usually to express being at a place.

Examples of (a) : rnfrn NJfjj let us go out into the field, i Sam. 20, 1 1
; comp. f

Gen. 27, 3. 31, 4. Job 29, 7; U> l|Ehri fOp? to go to Tarshish, 2 Chron. 20, 36;

1 So commonly in Sanskrit; in Greek only poetically, e.g. II. L 317 Kviaarj

5" ovpavbv IKIV : in Latin, e. g. rus ire, Romam proficisci.

Hence e.g. in i Sam. 9, 26 the Masora requires naan instead of the Ke
th. 33H.

3 So in Jud. 19, 1 8 for
" JV3TIX the better reading^ '3~i>K.
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comp. Gen. 10, n. 13, 9. 24, 27. 26, 33. 31, 21. Ex. 4, 9. 17, 10. Jud. i, 26.

2 Ki. n, 19. Nah. I, 8 (?). Ps. 134, 2 ; with
fflj Jos. 6, 24; with the accus. loci

emphatically preceding (cf. Driver on i Sam. 5, 8), I Ki. 2, 26. Is. 23, 12. Jer.

2, 10. 20, 6. 32, 5; with N13 (in the sense of aggredi equivalent to ~?y &03,

comp. 117. a, note 2^ the personal aim also is poetically added in the accusative,

Ezek. 32, ii. 38, ii. Prov. 10, 24. 28, 22. Job 15, 21. 20, 22; but in the last

passage it is better taken as an accusative of the object (comp. the German einen

ankommen, iiberkommeii}. See also Num. 10, 36 (where 3^B> can hardly be

transitive); Jud. ii, 29. I Sam. 13, 20. Finally, comp. also the use of "l^S for

ffi2E> * ~I5?S whither, Num. 13, 27. The accus. loci occurs after a passive,

e.g. Gen. 12, 15.

(r Examples of (b) : Gen. 38, 1 1 remain a widow TpIlN IT'S,
in thyfather s house ;

comp. Gen. 24, 23. i Sam. 17, 15. 2 Sam. 2, 32. Is. 3, 6. Hos. 12, 5. Mic. 6, 10.

2 Chron. 33, 20; ?riKn 1105 in the tent door, Gen. 18, I. 10. 19, ii and fre-

quently. As observed by Driver on i Sam. 2, 29, accusatives of this kind are

almost without exception (but cf. Is. 16, 2. 2 Chron. 33, 20) connected with

a noun in the genitive. In all the above examples, however, the accusative may
have been preferred to the natural construction with 3 for euphonic reasons, in

order to avoid the combination of such sounds as '33 and 'S3 ; comp., moreover,

Gen. 2, 14. 4, 16. Ex. 18, 5. Lev. 6, 8 (nSUSTI instead of the usual nrQttpn

Ex. 29, 13 &c.) ; Deut. i, 2. 19
l
. 2 Sam. 17, 26. i Ki. 7, 8. Prov. 8, 3. 9, 14.

On Is. i, 30 see 116. i; on 3S?11

,
with the accus. loci, see 117. bb. On the

other hand, in Deut. 6, 3, according to the LXX, a verb of giving has dropped
out before f^lX.

fl Examples of (c) : Gen. 7, 20 fifteen cubits upward did the waters prevail; Gen.

31, 23. 41, 40 i]Blp ? %!

!3^ KB?? PI onty "l *& throne will I be greater than

thou ; Deut. i, 19 we went (through) all thatgreat and terrible wilderness; comp.

Job 29, 3. Of the same kind also are such cases as Ex. 16, 16 (according to the

number ofyour persons ,
for which elsewhere "ISDlOp is used); i Sam. 6, 4 (with

the accus. preceding); 6, 18. 2 Sam. 21, 20. Job i, 5. A statement of weight

is put in the accusative in 2 Sam. 14, 26.

i 3. The accusative is employed to determine more precisely the time

(accus. temporis), (a) in answer to the question when? e.g. Di'n the

day, i. e. on the day (in question), at that time, but also on this day,

i. e. to-day, or finally by day, equivalent to BB^, like S'lJ? at evening,

.rD noc/u, "l3 in the morning, early, Ps. 5, 4 and elsewhere, ^^1;l-f at

noonday, Ps. 91, 6; comp. also 1!?^ Ei* on one and the same day,

Gen. 27, 45; also MB> in sleep, Ps. 127, 2; Dnyb -vxp n^TPi (Q*rt

k. 'H3) at the beginning of barley harvest, 2 Sam. 21, 9 ;
in stating a date,

Gen. ii, 10. 14, 4 in the thirteenthyear.

k (b) In answer to the question how long? e.g. Gen. 3, 14 and

1 In Ps. 2, 12 T)^ is not to be taken as an accus. loci (on the way}, but as an

accus. of respect (with regard to the way) ; see below, letter m.
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elsewhere, 1V.H ^r^? all the days of thy life; 7, 4 forty days and

forty nights ; 7, 24. 14, 4. 15, 13. 21, 34. 29, 18. Ex. 20, 9 (for

six days); 23, 15. 31, 17; E'wiy _/0r ftw, i Ki. 8, 13; also with

the accusative made determinate, Ex. 13, 7 E^n riyaB? DK throughout

the seven days in question, mentioned immediately before; comp.

Jud. 14, 17. Deut. 9, 25.

4. The accusative is sometimes used of abstract ideas to state the /

reason (accus. causal), e. g. Is. 7, 25 thou shall not come thither riN"V

T'tttJ' y#r fear of briers.

5. Finally the accusative is used very variously (as an accus. m
adverlialis in the narrower sense), in order to describe more precisely

the manner in which an action or condition takes place. In English

such accusatives are mostly rendered by in, with, as, in the form or

manner of . . .
, according to, in relation to, with regard to. For

more convenient classification we may distinguish them as

(a) Adjectives expressing condition, placed after the verb to describe more n
accurately some bodily or other external state, e.g. Is. 20, 2 walking PjrVI DViy

naked and barefoot ; comp. verse 3. 8, 21. Gen. 15, 2. 33, 18 (Dpt?). Jud. 8, 4.

Mic. i, 8. Ps. 15, 2 (unless D^FI be a substantive and directly dependent on
i

* T

l]7)n
= he that walketh in uprightness} ; 107, 5. Job 30, 28 ; after an accusative,

e.g. Deut. 15, 18 ;
to specify some mental state, e.g. Gen. 37, 35 (?5^)- Before

the verb (and then with a certain emphasis), Am. 2, 16. Job I, 21. Eccles. 5, 14;

Lev. 20, 20. Job 19, 25. 27, 19. 31, 26 (unless ~lp
s be a substantive); Ruth i, 21

(ntf;t3 parallel with the adverb D^D- 1 Mic. 2, 7 the text is clearly corrupt.

Those examples are especially instructive in which the adjective expressing o

condition, although referring to several, is nevertheless used in the singular, e. g.

Job 24, 10 13;>n DViy naked, i.e. in the condition of one naked, they go about ;

comp. verse 7 ; in 12, 17 and Is. 20, 4 the singular occurs after a plural object.

This construction clearly proves that the term expressing the condition is not

conceived as being in apposition, but as an indeclinable adverb.

(V) Participles, again either after the verb, Gen. 49, n. Num. 16, 27. i Sam. p
2, 18. Jer. 2, 27. 43, 2. Ps. 7, 3. Job 24, 5. Cant. 2, 8, or before it, Ex. 3, 18. Is.

57, 19. Ezek. 36, 35. Ps. 56, 2. 92, 14. Prov. 20, 14; comp. also the substantival

use of the participles Niph'al nifcOIJ in a fearful manner (Ps. 139, 14) and

n*!>OD3 in a wonderful manner, Job 37, 5. Dan. 8, 24. Also participles in

connexion with genitives^ as TJjTiriD Gen. 3, 8 (comp. also PIK3 i Ki. 14, 6), are

to be regarded as expressing a condition and not as being in apposition, since

in the latter case they would have to take the article. In 2 Sam. 13, 20. i Ki. 7, 7

and Hab. 2, 10 the explicative Waw (equivalent to the German, und z-uaar) is

also prefixed to the participle. In Ps. 69, 4 for bfVp read bn s
O.

(c ) Substantives * in the most varied relations : thus, as describing an external q

1
Comp. above, 100. c, on certain substantives which have completely become

adverbs; and 113. h and k on the adverbial use of the infinitive absolute.
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condition, e.g. Mic. 2, 3 HDH WpH K?} neither shall ye -walk haughtily (as

opposed to ninE? Is. 60, 14); Lev.6,9 (accns. before theverb = as unleavened cakes),

Dent. 2, 9. 4, n. Jnd. 5, 21. Is. 57, 2. Prov. 7, 10. Job 31, 26. Lam. i, 9; as

stating the position of a disease, i Ki. 15, 23 he was diseased IvIfrnS in his

feet (2 Chron. 16, 12 IvIQS,), analogous to the cases discussed in 117. // and

121. d(d~)\ as describing a spiritual, mental, or moral condition, e.g. Num.

32, 14. Jos. 9, 2 (ins HS ft>*Y/j 0^ accord, i Ki. 22, 13 ; comp. Ex. 24, 3. Zeph.

3, 9), i Sam. 15, 32. a Sam. 23, 3. Jer. 31, 7. Hos. 12, 15. 14, 5. Ps. 56, 3.

58, 2. 75, 3. Prov. 31, 9. Job 16, 9. Lam. i, 9; Lev. 19, 16, &c., in the expres-

sion Trn -pn to go up and down as a tale-bearer ; also !"lt23 unawares, Gen.

34, 25. Ezek. 30, 9; D'HE^O uprightly, Ps. 58, 2. 75, 3 (in both places before

the verb) ;
as stating the age, e. g. i Sam. 2, 33 (if the text be right) D^93X VW

they shall die as men, i. e. when they be men ; comp. i Sam. 2, 18
(">J?3).

Is. 65, 20,

and Gen. 15, 16; as specifying the number more accurately, e.g. Jer. 13, 19

DW/B' wholly; comp. Deut. 4, 27. 2 Ki. 5, 2. Jer. 31, 8; as stating the con-

sequence of the action, Lev. 15, 18, &c.

;- The description of the external or internal condition may follow, in poetry,

in the form of a comparison with some well-known class, e.g. Is. 21, 8 ITHS &Op*1

and he cried zs a lion', comp. Ps. 22, 14. Is. 22, 18 ("1V13 like a ball] ;
Is. 24, 22.

Zech. 2, 8. Ps. n, i (unless IISJ? be vocative); 58, 9 b (unless the force of the

preceding 3 is carried on, as in Ps. 90, 4) ; Ps. 144, 12. Job 24, 5 (D^JOS, before

the verb) ; 41, 7 shut tip together as with a close seal 1
.

s 6. To the expressions describing condition belong finally those

nouns which are introduced by the comparative particle
3 2

,
since the

3 is to be regarded as originally a substantive
8
in the sense of amount,

kind (instar\ standing in the accusative (so that 3 is equivalent to

as a kind of, after the manner of, according to),
while the following

noun represents a genitive governed by the 3. From this, which

is the proper meaning of the 3, may be explained its power of

representing a great many pregnant relations, which in English

1 It is, as a matter of fact, permissible to speak of the above examples as

comparatio decurtata, but it must not be assumed that the comparative particle 3,

which is otherwise regularly prefixed (see letter j), has actually dropped out.

2 On the use of 3 as a prefix, cf. 102. c.

3 Schwabe (3 nach seinem Wesen und Gebrauch im alttestam. Kanon ge-

ivurdigt, Halle, 1883) has recently again contested this explanation (which is

defended especially by Fleischer). He, with Gesenius and Ewald, places 3 as

a preposition on the same footing as 3. and p, and believes it to be probably

connected with the stem \\2 as well as with *3 and J3. The above view of 3 as

a substantive of course does not imply that the language as we have it is still

in every case conscious of the substantival meaning. On 3 in numerical state-

ments, in the sense of about, nearly, see the Lexicon.
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can only be rendered by the help of prepositions
1

. Thus the

comparison may refer to

(a) The place; e. g. Is. 5,17 Q"ni3 after the manner of, i. e. as in theirpasture ; t

23, 15 as (it is said) in the song of the harlot ; 28, 21. 29, 7 DvH3 as in a dream.

(b) The time, especially in the connexion DV3 after the manner of the day, U

equivalent to as in the day, Is. 9, 3. Hos. 2, 5 ;
I|b'l3 as in the days . . ., Is. 51, 9.

Hos. 2, 17. 9, 9. 12, 10. Am. 9, n ; comp., moreover, Lev. 22, 13. Is. 17, 6.

Job 5, 14. 29, 2, and the expressions DV3 QV3 aj a'oy /y/ day = as in former

days, i Sam. 18, 10; DJ7S3, DyS3 <" <tf 0Afor &V&r, i Sam. 3, 10, &c.; H3B'3

rUEO aj in former years, 2 Ki. 17,4; cf. 123. c. Of a different character

is the use of 3 as a simple particle of time, e.g. Gen. 18, 10 i"l
s n D}?3 at this

time (not about the time], when it lives again, i. e. at the end of a year ;

intD J"I}J3 to-morrow at this time; comp. Is. 23, 5, and the frequent connexion

of 3 with the infinitive construct to express a definite time, Gen. 12, 14. 27, 34.

Ex. 9, 29, &c.

(c) The person, e. g. Gen. 34, 31 should he deal -with our sister as with a harlot ? V

(d) The thing, e.g. Is. 10, 14. Ps. 33, 7. Job 28, 5 E^~iO3 as a fire, i.e. as <&

it were by fire (comp. Is. i, 25 "133 as with lye); Job 29, 23 113133 as for the

rain 'they waited for me) ; Job 38, 14 (as in a garment') ; 38, 30 |I1K3 as to stone

(the waters are contracted in freezing).

Rem. According to the earlier grammarians, 3 is sometimes used pleonastically, X
i. e. not to indicate a similarity (as in Lev. 14, 35 as it were, i.e. something like),

but simply to introduce the predicate {Kaph veritatis}, e.g. Neh. 7, 2 for he was

HtDK E^S3 a faithful man; cf. i Sam. 20, 3 VK'DS, Lam. i, 20 JTIT33. Such

a pleonasm is of course out of the question. At the most a Kaph veritatis can

only be admitted in the sense that the comparison is sometimes introduced by 3

with a certain emphasis (equivalent to in every respect like) ;
thus J"ttDX ^K3

in Neh. 7, 2 means simply of the nature of a faithful man, i. e. as only a faithful

man can be; comp. Num. n, i. Is. i, 7. 13, 6. Hos. 4,4. 5, 10. Ot>. n. Job

24, 14. 27, 7. Lam. i, 20. 2, 4; also CJttpS in such passages as Ps. 105, 12 yea,

very few ; but e.g. in Is. i, 9 onlyjust, a very small . . .

119. The Subordination of Nouns to the Verb by means of

Prepositions.

1. In general. As is the case with regard to the looser subordina- a

tion of nouns to the verbal idea ( 118), so also their subordination

by means of prepositions is used to represent the more immediate

1 It would be altogether unsuitable here also (see above, note on letter r) to

assume a loss of the preposition. Such examples as Is. I, 26 (nSB'K'HS and

n^nn^l), Lev. 26, 37 (^EO3) are to be explained from the fact that here the

preposition and substantive had already become simply one word before the 3

was prefixed. We find also ^3 Is. 59, 18. 63, 7. Ps. 119, 14, and 2 Chron.

32, 19; cf. Driver on i Sam. 14, 14 (^33), where the text is wholly corrupt.
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circumstances (of place, time, cause, purpose, measure, association,

or separation) under which an action or event is accomplished. In

the case of most prepositions some idea of a relation of space underlies

the construction, which then, in a wider sense, is extended to the

ideas of time, motive, or other relations conceived by the mind.

On the origin of the prepositions and the original case-relation in which they

stand to the nouns governed by them, comp. 101, where a list of the prepositions

is given with their original meanings. Comp. also 102 on the prefixes, and

103 on the union of prepositions with suffixes.

2. A not unimportant part is played in Hebrew by the compounding

of prepositions to represent more accurately the relations of place,

which may either precede or follow the action. In the former case

~f, and in the latter (which is not so frequent) "7$ occurs before

other prepositions of place; comp. e.g. Amos 7, 15 the Lord took me

?? ^yw&from behind theflock; 2 Ki. 9, 18 turn thee^^ to behind

me, i.e. turn thee behind me; ~DiN?, FINDfrom with . . .
,
as in French

de chez, d'aupres, quelquun \ For further examples, see letter c .

Rem. i . We must not regard as combined prepositions in the above sense either

those substantives which have become prepositions only by their union with

prefixes, as "'iSP before,
n

jJfiD, }J?Pp on account of (but e.g. ^s^O from before,

Gen. 4, 16, &c., is such a compound) ; nor adverbs, which are also formed by

combining words which were originally substantives (also used as prepositions)

with prepositions, as pTO without, DrWD in the sense of beloiv"-, Pyo above

1 In other cases French, as well as English and German, can only emphasize
one of the two combined ideas

; thus, such expressions as il prend le chapeau
sur la table, German and English er nimmt den Hut vom Tisch, he takes his hat

from the table, all regard the action from one point of view only ;
the Hebrew

here brings out both aspects of it by means of "PPD from upon, comp. e. g. Is. 6, 6.

3 Hence not to be confounded with Dnnjp from under, in such examples as

Prov. 22, 27, which is a real compound preposition. In the above-mentioned

adverbs also the "fD was originally by no means pleonastic; finTID denotes

properly the locality, regarded primarily as a place from beneath which something

proceeds, and so on. This original sense of the ~}O, however, has become so

much obscured by its regular combination with words of place to form

independent adverbs, that it is even prefixed (evidently only on the analogy of

such common abverbs as /JTD, nfVlO) in cases where it is really inadmissible,

owing to the meaning of the adverb, e.g. in HJJpSDj 13?Q without, comp. also

such examples as v3D, ,^BO, "122O, D^D (there}, &c. Since a "ftp is not

usually repeated after "I32tp, it appears as if 129p by a transposition of the ~JD
stood for the usual ~JD "Hp. In reality, however, the preposition which forms

the adverb into a preposition is omitted here, as in ?ytD, nnriD, without a

following p (see above). Properly "Dptp has a purely adverbial meaning = taken
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(so also in Gen. 27, 39. 49, 25, not from above}. These adverbs of

place, however, may become prepositions by the addition of p, e. g. p pnp
outside as regards . . ., i. e. outside of something ; p flfWp below as regards . . . ,

i.e. under something (cf. p flnflp""!}? until they came under . . ., I Sam. 7, u),

? ^y?? ^^ something, &c.; 13J3 prop. * separation "flD 13? * separation from,

i. e. apart from, besides. Only rarely in such a case is the p omitted for the sake

of brevity, e. g. Job 26, 5- DM0 JlrWp beneath the waters; Neh. 3, 28 (~?yp).

2. Real combinations of prepositions (each retaining its full force) occnr #

(a) With -[p, in inSlD,
v
?.n

v
*? (see above) /WOT fo/fcrnaT something; HNO

and Dyp y9-0;w o/i'M (see above) ; pap or J"li^3p from between something (with

motion in either direction, see e.g. Gen. 49, 10) ; \JB3p from before (see above);

sometimes also ^ISO Lev. 5, 8 and elsewhere; ~?yb /row upon, i.e. / from ;

nnflp awayfrom under (see foot-note 2, on p. 396).

(0) With -^X, in <l

1.nX-^N /<? MzW, n^-^ A? between; *? JVSp'^X /0rM

between, 2 Ki. n, 15 ; p pnp~7K _/0r/A without, i. e. 0w/ m /raw* 0/", Num. 5, 3 ;

flrViv'X flfozew under 1
. In Job 5, 5 the two prepositions of motion are combined

in a peculiarly pregnant construction, Q^Stp/K (he goes thither and takes it)

out of the thorns, i. e. he taketh it even out of the thorns.

3. A general view of the union of certain verbs, or whole classes f
of verbs, with particular prepositions, especially in explanation of

certain idioms and pregnant expressions
2

.

(a) ~?K CvN)
s
tmvards, properly an expression of motion or at least direction g

towards something (either in the sense of up to = iy, or into = TjiJTvX), is used

after verbs not only in answer to the question whither? but by a specially pregnant

construction, in answer to the question where? e.g. Jer. 41, 12 they found him

D^SH dVp~?X by the great -waters; comp. Deut. 16, 6. i Ki. 13, 20, and a still

more remarkable instance in 8, 30 D^ip&TTvK *jrnt$ diptp/X. This combination

of two different ideas, of motion to a place and being or acting in the place

(very plainly seen in Deut. 16, 6 but to the place -which the Lord thy God shall

choose . . . shalt thou bring thine offering and there shalt thou sacrifice, &c.), is

the same as the Greek use of (Is, es for ev, the Latin in potestatem, in amicitiam

ditionemque esse, manere (Cic. Verr. 5, 38; Div. 2, 14, and elsewhere); cf. also

the common German expressions zu Hause, zu Leipzig sein, zu Bette liegen, &c.

by itself, like
iftSOj !"yD?p (Syriac men le'el} above (adv.), as distinguished

from p ?y?3p or pvj?p (Syriac le'el men} over, upon something. Also "JD^

from . . . onward is not for ?"|p ,
but the p serves merely (just like the Latin

usque in tisqtie a, usque' ad, usque ex) to indicate expressly the starting-point in

question, as an exact terminus a quo (of place or time).
1 Also in i Sam. 21,5 nnflvS by a pregnant construction is virtually de-

pendent on the idea of coming into, contained in the preceding "pN.
2 A summary of all the relations and senses in which a preposition may be

used, belongs not to the Grammar but to the Lexicon.
3

Cf. Mitchell, 'The preposition el,' in the Journal of the Society of Biblical

Literatttre and Exegesis, 1888, p. 143 sqq.
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h (b~] 3
l
. Underlying the very various uses of this preposition is either the idea

of being or moving within some definite region, or some sphere of space or time,

or else the idea of fastening on something, close connexion with something (also

in a metaphorical sense, following some kind of pattern, e.g. the advice or

command of some one, or in a comparison), or finally the idea of relying or depend-

ing upon . . . ,
or even of merely striking or touching something.

I Thus the use of 21 is explained

(i) In the sense of among (in the domain of), e.g. Mic. 7, 2 fX D1X3 "IB*

there is none upright among men ; in the sense of consisting of, in specifying

the constituents of a collective idea, e.g. Gen. 7, 21 and all flesh died . . . in

(
=

consisting of) fowl, &c. Also after ideas of appearing, manifesting oneself,

representing, being, in the sense of as, in the capacity of (prop, in the sphere,

after the manner of, see above), consisting of . . ., tanquam, the 3 essentiae of

the earlier grammarians, corresponding to the Greek >, the Latin in 2
,
and the

French en, e.g. Ex. 6, 3 I appeared unto Abraham . . . ""It? ,5X3 as El Shaddai ;

Ps. 68, 5 iC^ FP3 his name is Jah (comp. Is. 26, 4);

T

Job 23, 13 into K1H1

but he is (manifests himself as) one, i. e. he remains always the same
;
Deut. "26, 5.

28, 62 BJflp
s
JHt?3 in the condition of beingfew ; Is. 40, 10. Ps. 39, 7. 55, 19.

Comp. also such examples as Ex. 18,4 (Ps. 35, 2. 146, 5) ^$3 as my help;

Prov. 3, 26, perhaps also Ps. 31, 22. 37, 20 (102, 4). For the origin of all these

forms of expression Ps. 54, 6 is especially instructive, since ^23 *?l?b3 "^'"IX

is not meant to refer to the Lord as belonging to the D'GDD , but only to ascribe

to him a similar character, i. e. the Lord is one -who upholds my soul ; so also

Ps. 118, 7. Jud. ii, 35 [the plur. as in 124. g-i\. Comp. Gesenius, Thcs.

Linguae Hebr., i. I74sq., and Delitzsch on Ps. 35, 2.

k (2) To introduce the object after transitive verbs, which denote touching, striking,

reaching to (thus to some extent a fastening on, see above) something, in English

sometimes rendered by at, on, &c., and in German generally by compounds with

an, e. g. anfassen = 3 tflX, anriihren = 3 J?33, &c. To the same category belongs

also the construction of verbs denoting authority (TJ^D PJjiO B^3 HT1
,
the last

prop, to tread on , . .) with 3, inasmuch as the exercise of the authority is regarded

as a laying hold of the person ruled
; so also, the introduction of the object by 3

after certain verba dicendi, or when the mental action is to be represented as

extending to some one or something; e.g. 3 NTp to call on some one, 3 y3E>3

iurare per aliquem, 3 PfcfttJ' to enquire of some one. Again, 3 n&O to look upon,

3 yOB* to hearken to (but cf. also letter m), generally with the secondary idea

of participation, or of the pleasure with which one sees or hears anything, especially

pleasure at the misfortunes of others, hence 3 PI8O to see his desire on any one or

anything ; comp. however, Gen. 21, 16 let me not look upon the death of the child;

i Sam. 6, 19 because they had looked [irreverently] at the ark of the Lord.

Closely related to this is the use of 3 :

/ (3) To introduce the person or thing, which is the object of a mental act,

1

Comp. \Vandel, De particular Hebr. 3 indole, vi, usu, Jena, 1875.
a E. g. res in praeda captae, i. e. things taken as spoil ; see Nagelsbach, Lat.

Stilistik, 123,4.
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e. g. 2 pONH to trust in (to cleave trustingly to) somebody or something ;

3 J"1D3 to have confidence in.. .; 3 niDB> /<? r*/ or at something, &c. ; 3 "Q'l

to speak of (about) some one or something, Deut. 6, 7. i Sam. 19, 3 sq. &c.

(4) The idea of an action as extending to something, with at the same time the wi

secondary idea of participation in something, underlies finally the partitive use of 3,

e.g. 3 P3K to share in eating something, Ex. 12, 43 sqq. Lev. 22, n ;
also simply

to eat, to taste 0^ something, Jud. 13, 16. Job 21, 25 ;
so also 3 DH;3 to eat of, and

3 nrrc?
1
to drink */ something, Prov. 9, 5 ; 3 JflQ{5> to hear a whisper ofsomething,

Job 26, 14; 3 NK^ to bear a share of something, Num. n, 17. Ezek. 18, 20.

Job 7, 13. Comp. also 3 ppp to Sive a share ^"something, Job 39, 17; 3 !133

ft? do building to, Neh. 4, 4.

(5) With the idea of touching, striking against anything is naturally connected //

that of proximity and vicinity near, and further that of association with something ;

comp. Gen. 9, 4 i&?S23 with the life thereof; 15, 14. 32, u VJ5D3 with my staff.

Sometimes 3 combined with a verb of motion (to come with something) expresses

the idea of bringing, e.g. Jud. 15, i Samson visited his wife with a kid, i.e. he

brought her a kid; Deut. 23, 5. I Chron. 15, 19 sqq. 16, 6.

(6) From the idea of connexion with something, being accompanied by something O

(see letter n), is developed, finally, the instrumental use of 3, which represents

the means or instrument (or even the personal agent), as something with which one

has associated himself in order to perform an action ; comp. Mic. 4, r 4 t33tf'3

they smite with the rod; Is. 10, 24; Ps. 18, 30 rj3 by thee (so also 44,6,

parallel with ^JOB'S) ; Is. 10, 34. Hos. i, 7. 12, 14; comp. also 3 13J? to labour

by means o/"some one, i.e. to cause him to labour at it, Ex. i, 14 and elsewhere.

On 3 with the passive to introduce the means or the author, see 121. f.

A variety of the 3 instrumenti is 3 pretii (the price being considered as the p
means of acquiring a thing), comp. Gen. 23, 9. 29, 18 (?n"l3); 30, 16. 33, 19.

34, 15 (HNT3 on this condition) ; 37, 28
; also, in a wider sense, Gen. 18, 28 3 for

the sake of; 29, 18. I Sam. 3, 13.

Rem. The use of 3 instrumenti to introduce the object is peculiar in such q

expressions as Ps. 44, 20 and thou coveredst over us JTlD;>X3 with the shadow of

death; Job 16, 10 DrVS3 vj? ^J?3 they have opened wide their mouth against

me (prop, have made an opening with their mouth); comp. Ps. 22, 8. Ex. 7, 20

he lifted up nt3E>3 the rod; Jos. 8, 18. Lam. i, 17. Analogous to some English

expressions we find both to gnash the teeth, Ps. 35, 16, and to gnash with the

teeth, Job 16/9 ;
to wink the eye, Prov. 10, 10, and to wink with the eye, Prov.

6, 13; so to shake the head, Ps. 22, 8, and to shake with the head, Jer. 18, 16.

Job 1 6, 4. In all these instances the verb (intransitive) construed with 3 has

a greater independence, and consequently more emphasis than the verb construed

with a direct accusative
;
the latter conveys a sort of necessary specification of the

action, while the noun introduced by 3 is used rather as a merely adverbial

1 To be distinguished from 3 nHB' = to drink from (a cup, &c., Gen. 44, 5.

Amos 6, 6), as in Arabic and Aramaic (Dan. 5, 2). Comp. also kv Trorijpiots (Xen.

Anab. 6, i, 4), kv xpu<Tu>/un mvf.iv (3 Ezra 3, 6), in ossibus bibere in Florus, and

the French boire dans une tasse.
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complement. An instructive example of this is Pip |03 vocetn emitiere, to utter

a voice, also to thunder, while in ip3 fflj
Ps. 46, 7 (68, 34. Jer. 12, 8), fn3 has

an independent sense = he thundered with his voice (i. e. mightily).

(c] p
1

to, a very general expression of direction towards anything, is used to

represent the most varied relations of an action or condition with regard to a person
or thing. On the use of p as a periphrasis for the genetivus possessoris or auctoris

(the idea of belonging to), see 129 ;
on p with the passive, to introduce the author

or the cause, see 121. _// on ;) in a purely local sense (e.g. ^J3
I|

D*;) at thy right

hand, prop, towards thy right hand}, or temporal (e.g. 2,")^b at evening, &c.)

or distributive, see the Lexicon.

The following uses of ,) properly belong to the government of the verb :

(1) As a nota dativi* to introduce the remoter object ;
also

(2) To introduce the dativus commodi. This dativus commodi (or incommodi,

e.g. Ezek. 37, n) is used especially in colloquial language and in later style

in the form of a pronoun with ,), as an apparently pleonastic dativus ethicus, with

many verbs, in order to give emphasis to the significance of the occurrence

in questioner a particular subject. In this construction the person of the pronoun
must always agree with that of the verbal form 3

. By far the most frequent use

of this p is with the pronoun of the 2nd person after imperatives, e. g.
1?

Jp~!p go,

get thee away, Gen. 12, i. 22, 2. Deut. 2, 13 (also in the feminine, Cant. 2, 10. 13) ;

^Ip npj turn thee aside, 2 Sam. 2, 21; D3.J typ take your journey, Deut. i, 7 ;

03^5 raj? pass ye over; ^TTPtiL flee ! (to save thyself), Gen. 27, 43; TjV^py

get thee up, Is. 40, 9 ; D3? US turn you, Deut. i, 40 ; D3P \'3ttf return ye, Deut.

5, 27; ^ ^p rise up, Cant 3, 10; D3^ 13B> abide ye, Gen. 22, 5; "$ !?nn

forbear thee, 2 Chron. 35, 21 (in the plural, Is. 2, 22); D3? ^2H take you, Deut.

i, 13. Jos. 18, 4. Jud. 20, 7. 2 Sam. 16, 20, and so almost regularly ^

(see above, 51. n) cave tibil and D3? r\D$n take heed to yourselves ;

be thou like, Cant, a, 1 7 (cf. verse 9). 8, 14, is remarkable ; after a perfect consecutive,

i Ki. 17, 3. i Sam. 22, 5 ; after an imperfect consecutive, e. g. Is. 36, 9 *jp HtpnTll

and puttest thy trust. In the 3rd person, e.g. H? 32'FH and sat her down,

Gen. 21, 16; comp. Ex. 18, 26. Ps. 120, 6. 123, 4. Job 6, 19; even after

a participle, Hos. 8, 9. In the 1st person plural, Ezek. 37, II.

(3) To introduce the result after verbs of making, forming, changing, appointing

to something, esteeming as something ;
in short, in all those cases in which, accord-

ing to 117. ii, a second accusative may also be used.

(4) In loose connexion with some verbal idea in the sense of in reference to,

with regard to . . . ( 143. e} ; so after a vtrbum dicendi, Gen. 20, 13; after

a circumstantial expression, i Ki. 10, 23 ; comp. Is. 36, 9; even before the verb,

Jer. 9, 2. To the same class belongs also tbeZamedA inscriptions (untranslatable

1

Comp. Giesebrecht, Die hebr. Frapos. Lamed, Halle, 1876.
3
Just as in the Romance languages the Latin preposition ad (Italian a, before

vowels ad, French a, Spanish <) and in English to are used as a periphrasis for the

dative. On the introduction of the nearer object by p, cf. 117. n,

* Such expressions as the analogous English he plucked me ope his doublet, bul

me. no huts, and the like, are accordingly inadmissible in Hebrew.
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in English, and hardly more than a mere quotation-mark) which introduces the exact

wording of an inscription or title ;
thus Is. 8, i write upon it . . . (the words)

"\y\ sJV? "inJD (comp. verse 3, where the p naturally is not used) ; Ezek. 37, 16.

(d) f?p, originally (according to 101. a) prop, separation
1

, represents both 1)

the idea of distance, separation or remoteness from something, and that of motion

awayfrom something, hence also descent, originfrom a place, Amos I, I.

(i) From the idea of -separation is naturally derived on the one hand the sense w
of (taken)from among . . ., e numero, e.g. Gen. 3, i subtil as none other ofthe beasts,

&c.
; comp. 3, 14. Deut. 33, 24. I Sam. 15, 33. Jud. 5, 24 (so especially after

the idea of choosing out of* a larger class, I Sam. a, 28; comp. Ex. 19, 5 and

elsewhere), and on the other hand, the sense of without (separated, free from . . .\

e. g. Is. 22, 3 V1E1N r\&\2& without the bow
(i.

e. without one needing to bend a bow

against them) they were made prisoners ; comp. Jer. 48, 45 HStp without strength ;

Mic. 3, 6. Job n, 15. 19, 26. 21,9, also such examples as Num. 15, 24 far

from the eyes, i. e. unobserved by the congregation ; Prov. 20, 3.

Here also belongs the use of
ftp

after the ideas of restraining, withholdingfrom, x
refusing to any one, frequently in pregnant expressions, which we can render only

by complete final or consecutive clauses, e.g. i Sam. 15, 23 he hath rejected thee

!pKJp awayfrom (being) king, instead of 'D fi^riD (as in verse 26), that thou be

no longer king; comp. I Ki. 15, 13. Is. 17, I "^JJE so that it is no longer a city ;

Jer. 17, 16. Job 28, n he bindeth the streams ^330 that they trickle not ; Gen.

1 6, 2. 23, 6 "GJ5K) that thou shouldst not bury thy dead; Is. 24, 10.

The
ftp

has a still more pregnant force in those examples in which the idea of y
precluding from anything is only indirectly contained in the preceding verb,

e. g. Gen. 27, I his eyes were dim flfcOD awayfrom seeing i. e. so that he could not

see ; Is. 7, 8 Ephraim shall be broken in pieces DJ?D that it be not a people (just as

in Is. 23, i. Jer. 48, 2. 42. Ps. 83, 5); Lev. 26, 13. Is. 5, 6. 49, 15. 54,9.

1
Cf. O. Molin, Om prepositionen min * Bibelhebreisken, Upsala, 1893, and

especially N. Zerweck, Die hebr. Praep. min, Leipzig, 1893, who, instead of the

partitive meaning (formerly accepted by us also), more correctly takes '

separation'

as the starting-point of its various uses.

2 All the partitive uses of
ftp

come under this idea of separation out of a. larger

class. Thus |D is used in the sense of some, something, and even one, in such

expressions as and he slew . . . also 7N"lfe* ^.Ktp (divers') of the princes of Israel,

2 Chron. 21, 4; ~7It? Lev. 4, 2 ; I Ki. 18, 5; 1SH D'TO some of the blood of

the bullock, Ex. 29, 12 and elsewhere; Job 27, 6 my heart doth not reproach me

^O'tp for any, i. e. for one, of my days ; 38, 12 *pO
sp one of thy days, i. e. ever in

thy life (this explanation is confirmed by i Ki. i, 6; comp. also i Sam. 14, 45.

25, 28). In this way also, the frequently misunderstood Hebrew (and Arabic)

idiom is to be explained, by which
ftp

before "1HX, ntlN is equivalent to ulhis ;

e. g. Lev. 4, 2 and shall do HUHO HnNJO any one of these things ; 5, 13. Deut. 15, 7.

Ezek. 1 8, 10. "ftp is used in the sense of the Arabic min el-beydn or explicative

min (often to be simply translated by namely), e.g. in Gen. 7, 22 ofall that was,

i. e. sofar as it was, probably also Gen. 6, 2 (
= whomsoever they chose},

od
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Ezra 2,63* (for other pregnant constructions with JD see below, letter^) ; on y2D
and pNtD without, cf. i^.y.

Z (a) On the sense of motion awayfrom anything depends the use of fD after such

ideas as to go away from, to beware, to be afraid of, to flee, to escape, to hide one-

self from (comp. KoXvinoi diro, custodire ab], sometimes again in pregnant

expressions, e. g. Is. 33, 15. On the idea of startingfrom anything depends finally

the very frequent causative use of JO on account of, in consequence of (comp. our

that comesfrom . . .\ prae, e. g. ?f\Qfor multitude, i Ki. 8, 3.

aa (e) "by
2
- The two original local meanings of this preposition are upon (kirl)

*

and over (vvip, super).

(i) From the original meaning upon is explained the use of "by after ideas of

commanding, commissioning ("by IpB), &c., inasmuch as the command, obligation,

&c, is laid upon the object. The construction is self-evident in the case of to lie,

rest, lean, rely, press upon something; comp. also, for the last, such examples as

Is. i, 14. Job 7, 20. 23, a and especially 2 Sam. 18, 1 1 v^l prop, upon me would

it have been, it would have been incumbent upon me, &c.

fob (2) From the original meaning over is explained the use of "by after ideas of

covering, protecting, guarding ~? HD3, "by p3 ; also the combinations "by DPI"}

to have compassion upon . . ., "by D^H, "by /DPI to spare some one, arise from the

idea of a compassionate or protective bending over something. Comp. also

"by Onpj) Jud. 9, 17 = tofightfor some one, i. e. in his defence.

CC (3) Moreover "by is used after verbs of standing and going, to express a towering

over some one or something, sometimes in phrases, in which the original local idea

has altogether fallen into the background, and which are therefore to be rendered

in English by means of other prepositions (by, with, before, near}, e.g. Gen. 41, I

and elsewhere, Pharaoh . . . stood "IN^rfby by the Nile (above the water level ;

comp. Ps. I, 3), and so especially "by "TOy in the pregnant sense to stand serving

before some one (prop, over one who sits or reclines at table) Zech. 4, 14 (comp.

Is. 6, 2, where p byDO is used for "by); "by ^JTHH to present oneself'by command

before some one, Job I, 6 and elsewhere. Comp. also "P/y, ^ 'JJ (Job I, 14)

near, at (on) the side of some one or something.

1 On the use of |D to express the comparative, which likewise depends on the

idea of distancefrom . . ., comp. below, 133.0; on
ftp

as expressing the distance

of time from a fixed limit, in the sense of after, e.g. Ps. 73, 20 f'pniD after awaking

(comp. if dpiffTov, ab itinere], or after the lapse of . . ., e.g. Gen. 38, 24. Hos.

6, 2, and very frequently J(j)D from the end of i. e. after the lapse of
'

. . ., see the

Lexicon ; also for the use of [D to represent resting beside anything, like the Latin

prope abesse ab . . .

3
Comp. Budie, Die hebr. Prdpos. 'Al (bj?), Halle, 1882.

* Since the placing upon anything is an addition to it, "by also implies

in addition to something, comp. Gen. 28, 9 (31, 50); 30, 40. 32, 12 (probably

a proverbial saying= motherand children) ; Dent. 22,6. Also by notwithstanding

is no doubt properly in addition to, e.g. Job 10, 7 although thou knowest, prop.

in addition to thy knowing. From the original meaning upon is also derived that

of on account of (prop, upon the ground of) and in agreement with, according to,

since the pattern is regarded as the foundation upon which a thing stands or rests.
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(4) From the original meaning above (not, as formerly explained, on to something, dd
at something) there arise finally all the various constructions with ~?y in the sense

of towards, against. The original idea (which in many of these constructions has

become wholly unrecognizable) starts from the view that the assailer endeavours

to take up his position over the person attacked, so as to reach him from above, or

to overpower him
; comp. especially "by D^p to rise up over i. e. against some one,

then with a transference of thought applied to any kind of hostile approach,

~/y DH?? to fight against . . ., "by njn to encamp against . . ., "by f]DS3 to be

gathered together, to assemble against (Mic. 4, n ; comp. Ps. 2, 2), &c. ; even after

verbs which express a mental action, e. g. "by njn 2TI to imagine evil against

any one, &c.

4. Sometimes a preposition appears to be under the immediate ec

government of a verb, which, by its meaning, excludes such a union.

In reality the preposition is dependent on a verb (generally a verb

of motion), which, for the sake of brevity, is not expressed, but in sense

is contained in what is apparently the governing verb.

Various examples of this constructio praegnans have been already noticed above ff
in letters x and y under "JO; for "[D comp. also Ps. 22, 22 D^D"! <l

3"1j5Jp1

^JT'jy and thou hast answered and saved me from the horns of the wild oxen

(in Is. 38, 1 7, which Delitzsch translates by thou hast loved and delivered my soul

from the pit, read rOKTl with the LXX); Gen. 25, 23. 2 Sam. 18, 19. Job 28, 12
;

comp. also ~|D !"!3T Ps. 73, 27 to go a whoringfrom any one i.e. to be unfaithful

to him; "f yah Ps. 18, ii=to depart wickedlyfrom God; "[ID KHPI Ps. 28, i

to be silentfrom one (to turn away in silence) ; comp. Job 13, 13.

Pregnant constructions with "nnX : Num. 14, 24 equivalent to "HnX T&s? NpCM gg
and he made full to walk i.e. walked fully after me; i Sam. 13, 7 V1HX 3"nn

T~: I : i'

they trembled after him i. e. went after him trembling; with "PS! Gen. 43, 33

"b&? RDri to turn in astonishment to some one (comp. Is. 13, 8) ; vK Bni
Is. II, 10 and elsewhere, to turn inquiringly to some one; "btf B^nn Is. 41, i

to turn in silence to some one; "btf "PH Gen. 42, 28 to turn trembling to some

one (comp. n&Oj?p "PH to come trembling to meet, I Sam. 21, 2) ; comp. further

Jer. 41, 7. Ps. 7, 7. 2 Chron. 32, i
;
with 3 Ps. 55, 19 he hath redeemed and

hath put my soul in peace, exactly like Ps. 1 1 8, 5 ; with p Ps. 74, 7 they have

profaned and cast . . . even to the ground; comp. 89, 40.

5. In poetic parallelism the governing power of a preposition JiJi

is sometimes extended to the corresponding substantive of the second

member 1

; e.g. ? Is. 40, 19. 48, 14 he shall perform his pleasure ?3?3

on Babylon, and his arm shall be D^t?? (for D^fe'33) on the Chaldaeans ;

Job 15, 3; p Is. 28, 6. Ezek. 39, 4. Job 34, 10 (perhaps also Gen.

1
Similarly the force of a negative is sometimes extended to the parallel member;

see 152. z.

D d 2
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45, 8
;
?Kfo may, however, be regarded here as a second accusative

according to 117. n); ^ Is. 48, 9; 'JO Is. 58, 13. Ps. 141, 9 ;

-iy Is. 15, 8; nrw is. 61, 7.

ii 6. Adverbs which have acquired a substantival value are sometimes

governed by prepositions, e.g. B3n~7K in vain, Ezek. 6, 10; f?"
1
"

1

!}}*

offer this; JM (Eccles. 8, 10. Est. 4, 16) then; \& and fr^V therefore;

il'iy hitherto.

120. Verbal Ideas under the Government of a Verb. Co-ordination

of Complementary Verbal Ideas.

a 1. When a relative verb (incomplete in itself) receives its necessary

complement in the form of a verbal idea, the latter is, as a rule,

subordinated in the infinitive construct (with or without
p),

less

frequently in the infinitive absolute, in a few instances in the form

of a participle (or verbal adjective), or finally in the imperfect without

the copula. In these combinations the principal idea is very frequently

represented by the subordinate member of the sentence, whilst the

governing verb rather contains a mere definition of the manner of

the action
; comp. letters d and g below, and 114. n, note 3.

fi (a.} On the subordination of an infinitive construct as an accusative of the

object, and as the complement of relative verbal ideas, see above, 114. c,

and the numerous examples given in 114. m; on the infinitive absolute as

object, see 113. d. The complement in the form of a participle (as in Greek,

and also frequently in Syriac) occurs in Is. 33, i "Hit? ^Jlprin3 (comp. for the

form, 67. v) -when thou hast ceased as a spoiler, i.e. to spoil; Jer. 22, 30

2E^ . . < rDi"1 & h ^all never prosper, sitting, i.e. so as to sit, &c. ; Jon. I, 6

what meanest thou, sleeping
1

? i.e. that thou sleepest
1

; by a verbal adjective,

i Sam. 3, 2 now his eyes J"lin3 ^HH had begun as dim, i. e. to wax dim.

C (V) Examples of the subordination of the complementary verbal idea in the

imperfect
2

(in English usually rendered by to, in order to or that] are (i) with

both .verbs in the same person : after the perfect, Is. 42, 21 7^3' . . . fDH nirT1

it pleased the Lord . . . to magnify,' Sec.; Job 32, 22 H33X "'PIVT K7 / know not

to give fiattering titles ; after a perfect consecutive, i Sam. 20, 19 (where for

~lfl we should read with the LXX 1j5J;l) ;
after an imperfect, Ps. 88, 1 1. 102, 14.

1 In J33D jn* i Sam. 16, 16, which appears to be a case of this kind, two

different readings are combined, J33p JH* and the simple ?33p.
a This kind of subordination is frequent in Arabic and in Syriac (comp. e. g.

the Peshitta, Luke 18, 13); as a rule, however, a conjunction (corresponding

to our that) is inserted. Comp., moreover, the Latin quid visfaciam ? Terence ;

vofo hoc oratori contingat, Cicero, Brut. 84 ; and our / would it were ; I thought
he would go.
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Job 19, 3. 24, 14. (2) with a difference in the persons : after a perfect, Lev.

o, 6 this is the thing )&yF\ HIIT rHX~"lB'8< -which the Lord commanded (that) yef:r T : T* v ~:

should do; a negative imperfect follows i"HX in Lam. I, 10; after the imperfect,

Is. 47, I (5) Ij^Nn^ HIV ^Din N^ "3 /<" thou shalt no more continue (that)

they call thee, i.e. thou shalt no longer be called, &c. ; Num. 22, 6 peradventure

1 shall prevail (that) w OTy .?//'/<; Mm, and (that) / way </rz'z>e them out of
the land (/O^S may, however, be a scribal error for PM , due to the preceding

v^K, and in that case the example would belong to No. i) ; after a participle,

2 Sam. 21, 4. A perfect is possibly subordinated in Lam. i, 10; but the explana-

tion of 3X3 as a relative clause is preferable.

2. Instead of subordination (as in the cases mentioned in letters a-c\ d
the co-ordination of the complementary verbal idea in the form of

a finite verb (cf. above, letter c) frequently occurs, either

(a) With the second verb co-ordinated in a form exactly corre-

sponding to the first (but see below, letter e) by means of
} (1, J)

1

.

As a rule, here also (see above, letter a) the principal idea is

introduced only by the second verb, while the first (especially 2^J>,

f]p}
2

, *ppin) contains the definition of the manner of the action,

e.g. Gen. 26, 18 "I9n*l 2K>*1 and he returned and digged, i.e. he

digged again; 2 Ki. i, n. 13 ;
in the perfect consecutive, Is. 6, 13;

with Tpin, e.g. Gen. 25, i and Abraham added and took a wife,

i.e. again took a wife; Gen. 38, 5 and frequently; with ?nn

Gen. 9, 20; with T^in in the jussive, Job 6, 9; in the imperative

(comp. no. K], Jud. 19, 6 fy] KJ"vKin be content, I pray thee, and

tarry all night (comp. the English he was persuaded, and remained

for to remain); 2 Sam. 7, 29; with "ViD Gen. 24, 18. 20 and else-

where
;
with T?n Cant. 2, 3.

Rem. i . Instead of an exact agreement between co-ordinate verbal forms, other e

combinations sometimes occur, viz. imperfect and perfect consecutive (comp.

112. d), e.g. Deut. 31, 12 that they niJTVlS IN'VI VTDJ)? may learn, and fear

the Lord, i.e. to fear the Lord; Is. I, 19. Hos. 2, n. Est. 8, 6. Dan. 9, 25 b ;

perfect and imperfect, Job 23, 3 (0 that I knew how I might find him} ; perfect

and imperfect consecutive, Jos. 7, 7- Eccles. 4, i. 7 ; jussive and imperative, Job

17, to; comp., finally, Gen. 47, 6 D3~t?^ n^"V~D5O and if thou knowest and

there are among them, &c., i. e. that there are among them.

1

Comp. the English colloquial expression / will try and do it,

1 Of a different kind are the cases in which t)D
s with a negative is co-ordinated

with a verb to emphasize the non-recurrence of the action; cf. Num. n, 25 they

prophesied and added not, sc. to prophesy, i. e. but they did so no more ; Deut.

5, 19. Job 27, 19 (reading fppfcO N71).
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f 2. Special mention must be made of the instances in which the natural com-

plement of the first verb is suppressed, or is added immediately after in the form

of an historical statement, e.g. Gen. 42, 25 then Joseph commanded and theyfilled^-

(prop, that they should fill, and they filled . . .; comp. the full form of expression

in Gen. 50, 2) ; a further command is then added by means of p and the infinitive ;

Ex. 36, 6
;
another instance of the same kind is Gen. 30, 27 I have divined and

the Lord hath blessed me, &c., i. e. that the Lord hath blessed me for thy sake.

<" (b) With the second verb (which, according to the above, represents

the principal idea) attached without the copula
*
in the same mood, &c.

In this construction (cf. no. h} the imperatives Dip ("""^P, ^P,

&c.) and U? (
n
?r> ^P, &c.) are exceedingly common in the form

of interjections, before verbs which express a movement or other

action, e. g. U?'J?? Q!|P arise, walk, Gen. 13, 17. 19, 15. 27, 43; in

the plural, Gen. 19, 14; Ex. 19, 24 TPR go, get thee down; i Sam. 3, 9;

with a following cohortative, i Sam. 9, 10 n3?3 rDp come, let us go;
Gen. 31, 44 and frequently. Also with ^pin, Hos. i, 6 litf *PpiN N^

BH1N / will not addfurther and have mercy, i.e. will no longer have

mercy; Is. 52, i. Prov. 23, 35 ;
31B>

(likewise a periphrasis for again) in

the perfect, Zech. 8, 15; in the imperfect, Mic. 7, 19. Ps. 7, 13. 59, 7.

71, 20; in the jussive, Job 10, 16; in the cohortative, Gen. 30, 31 ;

in the imperative, Jos. 5, 2. i Sam. 3, 5 lie down again; T'ltfn (some-
times to express the idea of willingly or gladly) in the perfect, Deut.

i, 5. Hos. 5, 1 1
;
in the imperative, Job 6, 28

; 7^'~^=much, i Sam. 2, 3

pny 1"l3in irirr^K do not multiply and talk, i.e. talk not so much

arrogancy ; in the imperative, Ps. 51, 4; bnn, Deut. 2, 24 &?"> ?nn

begin, possess; 73*, Lam. 4, 14 1JW W3V N73 without men's being able to

touch, &c.; ^^=quickly, in the perfect, Ps. 106, 13 ;
in the imperative,

Gen. 19, 22. Jud. 9, 48. Est. 6, 10. Other examples are: Hos. 9, 9

p^?jn= deeply, radically; Zeph. 3, 7 W2Wt\ early (even in the participle,

Hos. 6, 4. 13, 3); Is. 29, 4 ^V=low, comp. Jer. 13, 18; Jos. 3, 16

VGR= wholly ; Ps. 112, 9 "^^plentifully.

'i Rem. This co-ordination without the. copula belongs (as being more vigorous

and bolder) rather to poetic or otherwise elevated style (comp. e.g. Is. 52, r.

Hos. i, 6, with Gen. 25, i, &c.). Asyndeton, however, is not wanting even in

prose ; besides the above examples (especially the imperatives of D^p and !];>n

Gen. 30, 31. Dent, i, 5. a, 24. Jos. 3, 16. I Sam. 3, 5) cf. also Neh. 3, 20.

1

Comp. the analogous examples in Kautzsch's Gramm. des Bibl. Aram., 102.
* To be distinguished, of course, from the cases in which two equally important

and independent verbs are used together without the copula in vigorous poetic

imagery, e.g. Ex. 15, 9. Job 29, 8, and elsewhere.
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t Chron. 13, 2. For special reasons the verb representing the principal idea may
even come first; thus Is. 53, II V3b>> nS"V he shall see, he shall be satisfied (sc.

with the sight), for the satisfaction does not come until after the enjoyment of the

sight ; Jer. 4, 5 3KpD ^O|? cry, fill, i. e. cry with a full (loud) voice.

121. Construction of Passive Verbs.

1. Verbs which in the active take one accusative (either of the a

proper object, or of the internal object, or of nearer definition
; comp.

1 17. #,/>, ) may in the passive, according to our mode of expression,

be construed personally, the object of the active sentence now becoming

the subject, e.g. Gen. 35, 19
~

l

?i?
J
;
1! 'D"} r

"?
i?1- an^ Rachel died, and

was buried, &c. The passive, however, is very frequently used im-

personally (in the 3rd sing, masc.), either absolutely, as Deut. 21, 3 sq.

Ezek. 1 6, 34 (with a dative added, 2 Sam. 17, 16. Is. 53, 5. Lam. 5, 5),

or with the object of the active construction still subordinated in

the accusative 1
, e.g. Gen. 27, 42 1PJJ n3T1K Hjjrnb nal and there

were told (i.e. one told) to Rebekah the words ofEsau; 2 Sam. 21, n.

1 Ki. 18, 13.

Other examples are : after Niph., Gen. 4, 18 TVjrnX
^fonj?

1^*1 and unto b

Enoch was boi~n Irad (comp. Num. 26, 60, and after an infinitive, Gen. 21, 5) ;

Gen. 17, 5. 21, 8 (after an infinitive); 29, 27. Ex. 21, 28. 25, 28. Lev. 6, 13. Num.

7, 10 (after an infinitive) ; 26, 55 (comp. verse 53) ; Num. 16, 29. Deut. 20, 8

(where, however, for OB*1 the Hiph. DG^ should be read, according to I, 28) ; Jos.

7, 15 ;
with the object preceding, Ex. 13, 7. Lev. 2, 8. 19, 20. Is. 16, 10. Dan.

9, 24
2
. Also after Pu'al, Jer. 50, 20; before Pu'al, Is. 14, 3 ("IS'X equivalent to

the internal object mij? = which they have caused to be performed by thee) ; Job

22, 9; according to the Masoretic text also Gen. 46, 22, where, however, the

Samaritan and LXX read m?"1 for "lp^ ;
the Samaritan in Gen. 35, 26 and 46, 27

also reads IT? 11

,
and this (or I? 11

) should certainly be read instead of IT?* in

2 Sam. 21, 22. After Hoph., Ex. 10, 8. 27, 7. Lev. 10, 18. 16, 27. Num. 32, 5.

i Ki. 2, 21. Job 30, 15; after the infinitive Hoph., Gen. 40, 20. Ezek. 16, 4sq.;

before Hoph., Is. 17, i. 21, 2. Hos. 10, 6. Zech. 13, 6. Ps. 87, 3; after the infini-

tive Hothpa'el, Lev. 13, 55 sq.

1 When this is not recognizable either by the nota accusativi, or by its disagree-

ment with the passive form in gender, number, and person, it naturally cannot

be determined whether the construction is really impersonal. The construction

itself can only be explained by supposing that while using the passive form

the speaker at the same time thinks of some author or authors of the action

in question, just as on the theory of the Arab grammarians a concealed agent

is included in every passive. This accounts for the possibility (comp. 144. g)

of using the active without a specified subject as a periphrasis for the passive.
a In 2 Ki. 1 8, 30 friS

1 is to be read or ~J"|K is to be omitted, as in the parallel

passage Is. 36, 15.
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c 2. Verbs which in the active take two accusatives (according to

117. ) retain in the passive construction at least one accusative,

namely that of the second or remoter object, whilst the nearer

object now becomes the subject. Thus, corresponding to ?]?"!*?
n^

which I will show thee (Gen. 12, i) the passive is ^KID nfiK
T^fc* (Ex.

25, 40) which thou hast been shown, i.e. which has been shown to

thee; comp. Ex. 26, 30 (but in Lev. 13, 49 with an accusative of the

person); Job 7, 3. In Ps. 22, 1 6 ^ippP P?"]
1

? depends on an assumed

transitive p"
1

?"]? governing two accusatives (= my tongue is made to

cleave to my jaws); also in Is. i, 20, ^?W? 3!0 ye shall be devoured

with the sword, ^.n is not an accus. instrumenti, but most probably

an accusative of the object retained from the active construction 1
.

d Rem. i. Examples of the retention of the second accusative are (a) with

verba induendi and exuendi ( 117. cc), Ps. 80, n RpX D^n ^D3 the mountains

were covered with the shadow of it (the vine) ; Prov. 19, 23. So also some of

the examples in 116. k of passive participles of these verbs, Jud. 18, n. i Sam.

2, 18. 17, 5. i Ki. 22, 10. Ezek. 9, 2. 3"; with the accusative preceding, Neh.

4, 12. (b) with verba copiae and inopiae, Ex. I, 7. Is. 38, 10 (equivalent to

/ must forego the residue of my years) ; Is. 40, 20. (c) an accusative of the

result ( 117. ii} with the passive, Is. 6, n. Zech. 14, 4. Job 28, 2; with the

accusative preceding, Is. 24, 12. Mic. 3, 12 (Jer. 26, 18). Job 15, 7. 22, i6 :
.

Also in Ezek. 40, 17 and 46, 23, the accusative preceding (in 41, 18 following)

^t?y can only be taken as the accusative of the result ; some general idea, such

as that of place, is to be understood as the subject of ^6?y . (d) an accusative

of the member or part specially affected by the action ( 117. //), Gen. 17, II. 14.

24. Jud. i, 7 (accusative before part, pass.) ;
2 Sam. 15, 32 (accusative with suffix

after the part. pass.).

C 2. Both accusatives are retained in an unusual manner after the passive of

a verbum implendi in Num. 14, 21
; instead, however, of the Niph. K^tS*

1

! the

1 In the active, the sentence would be / will cause the sword to devour you ;

by the rule stated above, letter c, this would become in the passive, the sword

(nom.) shall be made to devour you (ace.). Instead of this, the remoter object

is here made the subject, and the nearer object is retained in the accusative.

Otherwise, the only possible explanation would be, according to the Arabic idiom,

to cause one to devour the sword (remoter object), i. e. to give him over to it.

2
Analogous to D^SH B^3?n who was clothed in linen, Ezek. 9, 3, would be

"HP pDnrrnX inian 1

!

2 Chron. 31, 10
; but we must certainly read there "V1131

with the LXX. Still less can Ps. 87, 3 be so explained, D^233 being not an

accusative, but the subject of a noun-clause. On the other hand, nvE> i Ki. 14, 6

may be explained with Ewald in the sense of being charged with something, so

that, like fHX, it may be construed with an accusative.

* In reality D"1*l Ex. 16, 20. 26 (ft became putrid) is equivalent to a passive

(it was changed), to which D^jnifi is added as an accusative of the result.
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Qal (which is sometimes used transitively elsewhere) should simply be read with

the LXX; similarly in Ps. 72, 19, although there the LXX also translate the

passive.

3. The efficient cause (or personal agent) is, as a rule, attached f
to the passive by P (thus corresponding to the Greek and Latin

dative), e.g. Gen. 25, 21 nin^ v "^V*- Yahweh let himself be intreated

by him; comp. 14, 19. Lev. 26, 23. 2 Sam. 2, 5 (Ps. 115, 15). Ps. 73, 10;

before the verb, Prov. 14, 20 and frequently. Less commonly by ~f?

(called "JP of origin = coming from), e.g. Gen. 9, n. Job 28, 4;

before the verb, Ps. 37, 23. Job 24, i
; by 3

(3 instrumenti). Gen. 9, 6

(DHN3 by man); Num. 36, 2. Is. 14, 3. Hos. 14, 4, always to introduce

a personal agent. On the connexion of the passive participle with

a genitive of the agent, cf. 1 1 6. /.

II. Syntax of the Noun.

122. Indication of the Gender of the Noun.

Cf. F. Schwabe, Die Genusbestimmung des Nomens im bibl. Hebr., Jena, 1894,

and especially the thorough investigation by K. Albrecht,
' Das Geschlecht der

hebr. Hauptworter,' in ZAW. 1895, p. 313 sqq., and 1896, p. 61 sqq.

1. According to 80. a, Hebrew, like the other Semitic languages, a

distinguishes only a masculine and feminine gender. To indicate the

latter a special feminine ending is generally used ( 80. b and 87. /')

both in the singular and plural (see, however, S'j.p), its use being

most consistent in adjectives and participles; comp. 87. r. The

employment of these special endings is most natural, when by means

of them the feminine names of persons or animals are distinguished

from the masculine of the same stem and the same formation, e. g.

HK brother, J"riHK sister; a$. ayoung man, n^rV ayoung woman, maid;

"if iuvencus, rns iuvenca; 73J? vitulus, n?3J? vitula. On the other

hand, the feminine plays an important part in denoting the gender

of whole classes of ideas (see below, letter/, &c.), which the Hebrew

regards as feminine. The language, however, is not restricted to the

use of the feminine ending either for the purpose of distinguishing

the sex of animate objects (see letter b), or as an indication of the

(figurative} gender of inanimate things which are regarded as

feminine (see letter h).

2. The distinction of sex may be effected even without the feminine b

ending, (a) by the employment of words of different stems for the
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masculine and feminine; (<5) by the different construction (either

as masculine or feminine) of the same word (commum'd). But the

distinction may also, (c) in the case of names of animals, be entirely

neglected, all examples of a species being included under one par-

ticular gender, either masculine or feminine (epicoena).

C Examples of (a) are : 2K father, DK mother ; .J^fcj! ram, ?n~l ewe ; U'Tl he-goat,

TJ? she-goat', "lien he-ass, |iOK she-ass ; iVlK lion, N^D? lioness. Sometimes with

the additional feminine ending, e. g. "nj; male slave, man-servant, ilDN or i"inQB>

female slave, maid ; fj"in bridegroom, n?3 bride.

d Of (!>} : ?E3 camel. Plur. D^plDS construed as masculine, Gen. 24, 63 ;
as

feminine, Gen. 32, 16; *1p3 collect, oxen, Ex. 21, 37, construed as masculine, but

Gen. 33, 13. Job I, 14 as feminine. In Jer. 2, 24 the construction of PHB wild

ass, changes directly from the masculine (intended as epicene) to the feminine.

Comp. in Greek 6, ij iraiY 6, $ fiovs.

e Of (c) : analogous to the epicene nouns of other languages, many species of

animals which are strong and courageous, are regarded in Hebrew as always

masculine, while the weak and timid are feminine ; comp. 6 \VKOS, ^ x*^'&*"'>

and the German der Lowe, der Tiger, der Panther, der Wolf, der Adler, &c.,

but die Katze, die Taube, die Biene, &c. Similarly in Hebrew, e.g. *]v>S ox

(Ps. 144, 14 even referring to cows in calf), ZR bear, Hos. 13, 8 P33E> 3H (a bear

that is bereaved of her whelps ; comp., however, a Ki. 2, 24. Is. n, 7), 3X] wolf,

3^3 dog, all masculine; but rpriK hare, HJV dove, HTDH stork, iT^n"
5

]
bee,

i"6}D3 ant, &c., feminine.

f Rem. i. Masculine nouns which either have a separate feminine form or might

easily form one, are but seldom used as epicene ; such are, "llCH ass, 2 Sam. 19, 27

for jinx ; pJX hart, Ps. 42, 2 for r6jK. In Gen. 23, 4sqq. TO a dead body, refers

more especially to the body of a woman
; D^HPN god, is used of a goddess, i Ki.

n, 5, elsewhere always masculine; pN a master workman, in Prov. 8, 30 refers

to wisdom (nOSH feminine, comp. Plin. 2, i natura omnium artifex ; and our

use of friend, teacher, servant, neighboiir, either as masculine or feminine; in

German, Gemahl 1 stands also for Gemahlin, &c.).

2. Of words denoting persons "Ijp Trafs, according to the commonly received

opinion, was in early times used as epicene (see, however, above, 2. n). The

use of the plural D^~iy3 in Job I, 19 and Ruth 2, 21 in the sense tfyoungpeople

(of both genders) does not, however, prove this. In this and in similar cases

1 So in early Arabic, ba'l (lord) and zaug (conjux) are used both for maritus

and uxor ; 'ariis for bridegroom and bride; the later language, however, distin-

guishes the feminine from the masculine in all these cases generally by the ending

a (at}. In early Arabic also the feminine ending is commonly omitted in such

participles as hdmil, bdtin (gravida), and the like, which from the meaning of

the word can only be used of females. Thus also fON, at least in Num. 11, 12

(Is. 49, 23?), probably means nurse (for 03DN 2 Sam. 4, 4, &c.), not nursing-

father.
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(comp. e.g. DDK Gen. i, 27 and DHJ1K 32, i) the masculine as prior gender

includes the feminine 1
.

3. The following classes of ideas are usually regarded as h

feminine 2
, although the substantives which express them are mostly

without the feminine ending
3

:

(a) Names of countries and towns, since they are regarded as the

mothers 4 and nurses of the inhabitants; e.g. "fl#K Assyria, 0"l

Idumaea, "& Tyre; comp. also such expressions as >33 713
} }^Sf fl3

daughter of Babylon, daughter ofZton, &c.

Rem. The same proper nouns, which as names of countries are regarded as I

feminine, are frequently used also as names of the people, and may then, like

national names in other languages, be construed as masculine
;
thus n"flfls masc.

Is. 3, 8, and elsewhere, Judaei ; but Is. 7, 6, fern., Judaea; DIN masc., Idumaei,

Num. 20, 20; fern., Idumaea, Jer. 49, 17. Nevertheless, it sometimes happens
that by a very common transference of thought (like our expression Turkey
concludes peace} these names are construed as feminine, even when they denote

not the country but the inhabitants
; so n"fliT Lam. I, 3 ; comp. Gen. 41, 8.

Ex. 10, 7. 12, 33. i Sam. 17, 21. 2 Sam. 8, 2. 24, 9. Is. 7, 2. 21, 2. 42, n. Jer.

50, 10. Job i, 15. Hence the frequent personification of nations (as well as of

countries and towns, see below, note 4) as female beings, e.g. Is. 50, i. 54, I sqq.,

and the transference of the expressions 733 fl3 Is. 47, I sqq., |^
SX fl3 &c. (see

above) from the town to the inhabitants.

(6) Appellative nouns, which denote a circumscribed space, such as k

H? earth, land, i>3n world, *?V& the abode of the dead, ">|? circle (of

the Jordan valley), "Vy a town, 1N3 a well, fiB* the north, f?"
1

^1 the south.

1 The Arab grammarians call this use of the masculine plural and dual (e. g.

'el-'abawdni, the two fathers, i. e. parentes) taghlib or the making (the masculine)

prevail (over the feminine). Comp. M. Griinert, Die Begriffs-Prdponderanz und
die Duale a potiori im Altarab., Vienna, 1886.

2 The masculine gender is attributed
'

by the Hebrews and the Semites generally

to whatever is dangerous, savage, courageous, respected, great, strong, powerful . . . ;

the feminine to whatever is motherly, productive, sustaining, nourishing, gentle,

weak, . . . subject, &c.' (Albrecht, ZAW. 1896, p. 120 sq.).
3 When, on the other hand, words with a feminine-ending, such as flB'TO brass,

nK>j?
a bow (stem BHp), DJ? time (see the Lexicon), are sometimes construed as

masculine, this is owing probably in some cases to a misunderstanding of the

formation of the word, the D of the feminine being regarded as a radical.

4
Comp. a city and a mother (DN) in Israel, 2 Sam. 20, 19. In the same

way, DNI (like Fnrrjp, mater} on Phoenician coins stands for mother-city, ^rpdiroAiy.

The same figure is used in such expressions as sons of Zion, Ps. 149, 2; sons of

Babylon, Ezek. 23, 15, &c., as also in speaking of the suburbs of a city as its

daughters, e.g. Jos. 15, 45 sqq., and elsewhere. The comparison of Jerusalem
to a woman is especially frequent in allegorical descriptions, e.g. Ezek. 16.

Lam. i, i, and elsewhere.
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/ In the majority of nouns denoting place the gender is variable, e. g. ITIX and

!JT1 a way (usually feminine ; the masculine gender only begins to predominate

with Ezekiel; cf. Albrecht, I.e., 1896, p. 55^, fcO3 (^3) valley, ]Z garden (fern. Gen.

2, 15, unless IVGyb, &c., is to be read), ^H palace, temple, "I2?n court, Qn3

vineyard, ~\y& door*, &c.; also DlpD place, at least in Gen. 18, 24 (referring to

Sodom), Job 20, 9, and 2 Sam. 17, 12 Kf
thtbh, is construed as feminine. The

mountains and hills commanding the surrounding country are almost without

exception masculine (see Albrecht, I.e., p. 60 sq.).

in (c) The names of instruments, utensils, and (on the same analogy)

members and parts of the body in man .or beast, since these are all

regarded as subservient and subordinate (consequently as feminine).

n Thus nnn swrd, 1JV tent-peg, H3 bucket, D13 cup, ^JJ3 shoe, fenj? bed, &c. ;

in other cases, as fHK chest, ark, ~A2F\ oven, the gender is variable. (' Instruments

for binding or holding, girdles and the like, as constraining and mastering, are

masculine,' Albrecht, 1. c. p. 89.) Also JTK ear, JJ3X finger (and so probably jn'3

thumb, great toe], T and CJ3 hand, pty right hand, T^nfttt, '^knee, "^ thigh,

S1H3 shoulder, 'f6 cheek, 7B3 belly: F|33 wing, Jlp horn, DXJ? bone, }V tooth;T .
:

' : ; * '
'T T 'I

'. . v v

as a rule also ^r\\arm (masc. Is. 17, 5 and elsewhere), (IK'? tongue (masc. Ps. 22, 16

and elsewhere), |^JJ eye (masc. Zech. 3, 9 and elsewhere), pi5^ thigh (masc.

Ex. 29, 27)*.

o (d) Certain names of natural forces or substances are feminine,

being probably regarded as instruments, while in the names of the

heavens, the heavenly bodies and natural phenomena, the masculine

generally predominates (cf. Albrecht, 1. c., p. 323 sqq.); thus feminine

are && sun (but often also masc., Ps. 19, 6. 104, 19); &$ (Eth. 'esdf)

fire (rarely masc.); H23 brightness^ }3K a stone, as a rule also nn wind,

spirit ;
B*S3 breath, soul; also "UN light in Jer. 13, 16. Job 36, 32,

and others.

p 4. The following classes of ideas, which are also regarded as

feminine in Hebrew (see above, letter h), are usually indicated by the

feminine form, notwithstanding their occasional transference to mascu-

line persons (see letters r and s) :

n (a] Abstracts* (sometimes along with masculine forms from the same stem,

as nD3 vengeance, as well as Dj?3, rnty help, as well as 1TJJ), e.g. TWC&firmness ,

1

^i?n? camp is feminine only when it is a collective, denoting the persons

in a camp.
>

]K nose, ^tail, HXD forehead, 3p^ heel, *)$ back of the neck, HB mouth,

~WVt neck, also DPIT womb, except in Jer. 20, 17, are invariably construed as

masculine.
s

Cf. the list of masculine and feminine abstracts in Albrecht, I.e., 1896,

p. Ill sqq.
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faithfulness, rnttS strength, n ?V13 greatness, DXjfcfullness, flpBT3D dominion, &c.

Similarly, the feminine (sing, and plur.) of adjectives and participles is used

substantially in the sense of the Latin and Greek neuter, e. g. H3i33 stedfastness,

Ps. 5, 10, fniB goodness, njH wV, Gen. 50, 20, n?j53 a ///// Mz- (i.e. a trifling

thing), Jer. 6, 14; so especially in the plural, e. g. T\)/\% great things, Ps. 12, 4;

nlD^nan the ruined places, Ezek. 36, 36, along with ni3tJ
;

|n that which was

desolate, J"li2'O kindnesses, 2 Ki. 25, 28, J"linb3 uprightness, honesty, Is. 26, 10,

niO"'y3 amoena, Ps. 16, n (but in verse 6 in the same sense B^C'JW), 111X^33

wonderful things, Ex. 34, 10 and frequently, TWp hard things, roughly, Gen.

42, 7. 30 (but cf. also D^T 0am things, Prov. 12, n. 28, 19). Comp. more-

over, the very frequent use of J1NT, JO PI (as well as PIT and WPI), Jud. 14, 4. Ps.

1 1 8, 23 and elsewhere, in the sense of hoc, illud (also nan equivalent to ilia,

Is. 51, 19); also the use of the feminine form of the verb in Is. 7, 7 D^pD N?

iTjnri N7j # shall not stand, neither shall it come to pass ; Jud. 14, 41. Jer. 10, 7 ;

so too the suffixes Gen. 15, 6. Ex. 10, n. Job 38, 18, referring back to a whole

statement \

(6) Titles and designations of office, properly a subdivision of the abstract ideas T

treated above, under letter q, and specially noticed here only on account of their

peculiar transference to concrete male persons. Thus we have fnPJp Eccles. i, I,

&c. (as a title of Solomon), properly no doubt that which takes part in or speaks

in a religious assembly, hence LXX fnic\r]ffiaar^s, i. e. concionator, preacher;

the proper names rPQD Ezra 2, 55. Neh. 7, 57, and fl^OS Ezra 2, 57. Neh. 7, 59,

and the foreign word nHS viceroy"*; in the plural J"tf33 prop, cognomina, then

like named, colleagues; flijTlB princes (if this be the true meaning)
3

. All these

words, in accordance with their meaning, are construed as masculine (in Eccles.

7, 27 instead of 'p PPDN the words should rather be divided as 'pnT :IT r -

comp. 12, 8).

1 While in all these instances it is simplest to speak of thefeminine in Hebrew

as being used for the neuter (which in Latin, Greek, and German is commonly

employed for similar purposes), it must yet not be forgotten that since the language
is wholly wanting in neuters, the Semitic mind regarded the above-mentioned forms

primarily as actual feminines. Hence the Arab commentators are accustomed

to explain the feminines of adjectives and participles (which would be neuter in

Latin, &c.) by the addition of a feminine substantive.

[" An Assyrian word, found at least as early as the time of Sargon, who

appointed pahdti over South Babylonia. The view that it is of Persian origin is

a mistake : see Schroder's*Cuneiform Inscriptions and the Old Testament, on i Ki.

10, 15. G.W.C.]
3 This use of the feminine form is far more frequent in Arabic, Ethiopic and

Aramaic
; comp. e. g. in Arabic halifa (fern, from Jjalif, following after, taking

the place of) in the sense of the successor or representative (of Muhammad), and

'alldma (great wisdoni) as a title of learned men. Analogous to this is the Latin

magistratus , magistracy, for magistrate, and our his Majesty, Excellency,

Highness, &c.
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S Abstract ideas include also

(c) Collectives in the fern, form *, generally fern, participles used substantially,

especially as the comprehensive designation of a number of persons, e. g. nn~)N

(fern, of travelling), prop, the travelling (company), i.e. travelling persons

(a caravan) ; ripiH (fern, of i"l;>3 one going into exile} the company of exiles (also

frequently used of those who had returned home again) ; rOB'V (that which inhabits)

i.e. the population, Is. 12, 6. Mic. I, usq. ; rQ^N (Pr P- ^at which is hostile)

the enemy, Mic. 7, 8. 10 (comp. Mic. 4, 6 sq. the halting, cast off, driven away i.e.

those who halt, &c.); run (the abject) the poorest sort ; of living beings which are

not persons, comp. n*n (that which lives) in the sense of cattle, beasts; njl a shoal

ofjish, Gen. I, 26 (but in Jon. 2, 2 as a nomen unitatis, comp. letter t, for 31 afish,
which in verses I and 1 1 is used as a nomen unitatis}. Comp., moreover, n,523

dead body, Is. 26, 1 9, and elsewhere (construed as masculine), for a heap of dead

bodies. On the poetic personifications, comprising the mass of a nation, by means

of ffi daughter, in 7113 713, '"QJJ 03 (equivalent to
'"QJJ *33) my countrymen,

see above, letter i.

t (d) Conversely the feminine form of substantives is sometimes used (as in Arabic)

as a nomen unitaiis, i. e. to indicate a single example of a class which is denoted

by the masculine form; comp. 'ON a fleet (i Ki. 9, 26), n*3N a single ship (Jon.

i, 3 sqq.) ; 1J?t5> hair (coll.), rnjKJ> a single hair (Jud. 20, 16
;

in the plural, I Sam.

14,45. PS - 4> J 3); "V& a poem, frequently collective, iWl? a single song; so prob-

ably also n3NJ1 a fig (the corresponding masculine ttn is collective in Arabic) ;

TCSKJVff a lily (also |B^E>) ; HJIlb a brick (Arab, libina, but libin collective), &c.

U (e} The feminine is also used for things without life (as being weaker or less

important), which are named from their resemblance to organic things expressed

by the corresponding masculine form ; comp. 7]"V side (of the body), thigh, H3"V

or n3"V back part, border (of a country, house, &c.) ; HSDforehead, rinQ greaves.

On a similar distinction between the masculine for natural, and the feminine for

artificial objects, see 87. o.

V Rem. The juxtaposition of the masculine and feminine from the same stem

serves sometimes to express entirety; e.g. Is. 3, I rttJfB'pl $^P stay and staff,

i.e. every kind of support. For similar groupings in the case of persons, see

Is. 43, 6. 49, 22. 60, 4 (sons and daughters); 49, 23. Eccles. 2, 8.

123. The Representation of Plural Ideas by Means of Collectives,

and by the Repetition of Words.

a Besides the plural endings treated in 87. a-i, the language employs

other means to express a plurality of living beings or things :

(a) Certain words employed exclusively in a collective sense, while

the individual members of the class are denoted by special words

(nomina unitatis, but not in the same sense as in 122. /).

1

Comp. in Greek 1} Twiros, the cavalry (as well as TO bnruc^r), ij tfd/zj/Xos, Hdt.

i, 80 and elsewhere, the camel corps.
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Thus "Ip3 cattle, oxen 1

(even joined with numerals, e.g. Ex. 21, 37 1p

Jive head of cattle}, but "lit? an ox ; fKif small cattle, i. e. sheep and goats (^77X0),

comp. Job i, 3 fX2T"'DpK Hy^t? seven thousand sheep; but i"lb> a single head of

small cattle (a sheep or a goat). Other more or less common collectives are :

W (prop, that which prowls or roams) wild beasts, C]t3 (perhaps prop, tripping)

a number of little children; fflj^fresh green herb, i. e. young plants, p"V green, i.e.

vegetation in general ; Cpj? birds, fowl; 33T chariots or cavalcade, HD"! worms,

\PQ~\ creeping things (of small creatures), Y~)$ swarming things.

() The collective use of substantives which at the same time serve b

as nomina unitatis ; thus, Q^N (never in plur.) means both man (homo)

and men (homines); B^N a man (vir) and men (viri);
n$K woman and

women (Jud. 21,16. i Sam. 21, 6); n3"]X tf locust, but usually a swarm

of locusts; t?B3 j0#/ and jow/j (persons); ?jj>p j/o^ and staves (Gen.

30, 37); ^y a bird ofprey and ^z'r^r ofprey ; "Vy /j/ and '// (Jud.

19, 12. Jer. 4, 29); i"6? a leaf and foliage; 2t?JJ # ^/a/ and plants,

herbs; Y$ a ^ree and ^<?^ (as it were foliage') ; ^"^ fruit &&& fruits;

0^ a j^r3 and shrubs ; in isolated instances also nouns like "nj?

man-servant, HHSB' maid-servant,"^^. ass, ~\]W ox (comp. Gen. 32, 6).

On the singular (especially of gentile names) with the article to include

all individuals of the same species, comp. 126.7. On the special

meaning of the plurals formed from certain collectives, see 124. /.

(c) The feminine ending; see 122. s.

(d) The repetition of single words, and even of whole groups c

of words, especially to express entirety, or in a distributive sense.

The following cases are more particularly to be noticed :

i. The repetition of one or more words to express the idea of every, all,

as DV Di"1 Gen. 39, 10, &c., day by day, every day; niB* HJB' year by year,

Deut. 14, 22; t^K {J^N every man, Ex. 36,4; with 3 before the second word

(but only in late passages), e.g. Di"
1

!! Di"
1

day by day, i Chron. 12, 22
; njtJO fUB'

year by year, Deut. 15, 20. I Sam. i, 7 (but in verses riO^D 11 D^D), DJJB3 DJ?S3

Num. 24, i. Jud. 16, 20. 20, 30 sq. I Sam. 3, 10 or at other times ; or before both

words, as "lpJ33 "1J533 Ex. 16, 21, mry morning (so before a group of words,

Lev. 24, 8) ;
in the same sense also with the distributive p, "13? "l32 : Chron.

9, 27; with a single plural, D"np3;> Ps. 73, 14, or D"]p3p Job 7, 18 along with

D^y^p every moment. Also with the two words united by means of waw copulative,

N Ps. 87, 5, or B*N B^K Est. I, 8; 1H1 "ifa all generations, Deut. 32, 7 ;

1 The plural form D^")p3 from 1p3 is found only in very late Hebrew,

Neh. 10, 37 (where according to the Mantua edition, Ginsburg, &c., yjJKl? our

sheep, is also to be read ; Baer, however, has 'UJKJf), and 2 Chron. 4, 3. In Amos

6, 12 read, with Hitzig, D"1

1p33.
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Oil Di 11 Est. 3, 4; comp. Est. 8, 9. Ezra 10, 14. i Chron. 26, 13 (cf. Cheyne,

Bampton Lectures, p. 439, and Driver, Introd. p. 505, No. 35); sometimes (but

with the exception of Ps. 45, 1 8 only in very late passages) with a pleonastic ~?3

preceding, Ps. 145, 13. Est. 2, u. 9, 28. 2 Chron. n, la and elsewhere.

d 2. Repetition of words in an expressly distributive sense l

(which may to some

extent be noticed in the examples under letter c) equivalent to one each, &c.,

e.g. Num. 14, 34 forty days T\y2 D^ ^W? ^ counting for every day a year;

comp. Ezek. 24, 6. Ex. 28, 34 (three words repeated) ; also with the addition of

13p apart, n3p "Tty "liy every drove by itself, Gen. 32, 17 ; comp. Zech. 12, 12.

Most frequently with the addition of a numeral (comp. for the simple repetition of

numerals for the same purpose, 1 34. q], and with the words not only in groups
of two (Lev. 24, 8. Num. 13, 2. 31, 4) or three (Num. 7, u. 17, 21), but even

of six (Ex. 26, 3) or seven (Ex. 25, 33. 26, 19. 21. 25) ; in Ex. 25, 35 five words

even three times repeated *.

C 3. Repetition to express an exceptional or at least superfine quality ; e. g.

2 Ki. 25, 15 -which were of gold, gold, of silver, silver, i.e. made of pure gold

and pure silver; Deut. 2, 27 lp.13 lp/{3 onfy along by the high way; comp.

Num. 3, 9. 8, 16 they are given, given to him, i. e. given exclusively for his sen-ice,

for hi* very own. Also with a certain hyperbole in such examples as 2 Ki. 3, 16

D'33 D'33 nothing but trenches; Gen. 14, 10 1n rhN3 J"hX3 all asphalt-pits.

Repetition serves to intensify the expression to the highest degree in Jud. 5, 23

by reason of the violent pransings of his strong ones, Ex. 8, 10 (countless

heaps}, and Joel 4, 14 (countless multitudes^ ; cf. also BJ?D ByO Ex. 23, 30

by little and little, very gradually ; cf. 133. k.

f 4. Repetition with the copula to express ofmore than one kind; thus Deut. 25, 13

(Prov. 20, 10) }3N1 pX a wight and a weight, i. e. two kinds of weight (hence

the addition great and small) ;
Ps. 12, 3 371 3?3 with two kinds of heart, i.e.

with a double-dealing heart ; cf. 371 3? 6O3 I Chron. 12, 33.

124. The Various Cses of the Plural-form
s

.

a 1. The plural is by no means used in Hebrew solely to express

a number of individuals or separate objects, but may also denote them

collectively. This use of the plural expresses either (a) a combina-

tion of various external constituent parts (plurals of local extension},

1

Comp. in the New Testament St. Mark vi. 39 sq. avpirooia avnv6aia, irpaatal

irpacriai (Weizsacker, iischweise, beetweise).
* These repetitions of larger groups of words belong entirely to the Priestly Code

in the Pentateuch, and are unquestionably indications of a late period of the

language. Of quite a different kind are such examples as Ezek. 16, 6, where

the repetition of four words serves to give greater solemnity to the promise, unless

here, as certainly in i, 20, it is a mere dittography ; the LXX omit the repetition

in both passages.
3
Comp. Dietrich,

' Cber Begriff nnd Form des hebr. Plurals,' in the Abhandl.

tur hebr. Grammatik, Leipzig, 1846, p. 2 sqq.
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or
(b) a more or less intensive focussing of the characteristics inherent

in the idea of the stem (abstractplurals, usually rendered in English

by forms in -hood, -ness, -ship}. A variety of the plurals described

under (b), in which the secondary idea of intensity or of an internal

multiplication of the idea of the stem may be clearly seen, is
(<r)

the

pluralis excellentiae or pluralis maiestatis,

Examples of (a) : Plurals of local extension to denote localities in general, but b

especially level surfaces (the surface-plural), since in them the idea of a whole

composed of innumerable separate parts or points is most evident, as OVO??

( 88. d} heaven (comp. also D^2>V"ltp heights of heaven, Is. 33, 16. Job 16, 19;

elsewhere dV")JD) ; D^D water ; D^GP (the broad surface of the sea) poetically for

D 1
*

sea; D^S (prop, the side turned towards any one, then) surface in general,

usually face ; D"ninX the back, Ex. 26, 12. 33, 23, &c., D"nX1 neck, nape of the

neck 1

; also Ttftf&jnib the place at the head, n^JnD place \t the feet ; D'HIiy

place on the other side (of a river) ; D^pyD depth, D^jprPD (also pfVIE) distance,

D"Q3t/D bed, Gen. 49, 4 (unless, with Dillmann, it is to be explained in the sense

of double bed, i.e. torus}, D'OSB'IO Ps. 46, 5, and J"|fa3>D 132, 5, dwelling (perhaps

also DyHX encampment, in passages like i Sam. 4, 10). The last four belong,

however, to poetic style, and are better reckoned amongst the plurals of amplifica-
tion treated under letters d-f. So perhaps D^JP bed (Ps. 63, 7. Job 17, 13;

but Gen. 49, 4. Ps. 132, 3, and elsewhere, in the singular) ; probably, however,

D^yiP (prop, strata) refers to a number of coverings or pillows.

The plural of extension is used to denote a lengthened period of time in D^D^y
eternity (everlasting ages).

Rem. The plural of extension includes also a few examples which were formerly c

explained as simply poetic plurals, e.g. Job 17, i ^ ^"Pi? graves are (ready)

for me, i. e. the place where there are many of them (as it were the graveyard*)

is my portion, Job 21, 32. 2 Cbron. 16, 14; cf. 2 Ki. 22, 20.

Of (b) : the tolerably numerous abstract plurals, mostly of a particular form d
(cftulim, qittulim, &c.) may be divided into two classes. They sum up either

the conditions or qualities inherent in the idea of the stem, or else the various

single acts of which an action is composed. Comp. for the first class, D^flll

and retina youth, Wl\>\ old age, D'Hiy? youth; D^irfl maidenhood, Jlf\7^?3

bridal state ; D^IJO condition ofa sojourner, U^WZfleshliness (only in Prov. 14,30;

cf. Delitzsch) ; Dssn life (the abstract idea of the qualities of a living being) ;

childlessness, D^yp blindness, D^yiy perverseness.

1

Comp. the same use of the plural in TO, arepva, TO. VUITO., ra Tpa\rj\a, prae-

cordia. cervices, fauces ; on plurals of extension in general, comp. the prepositions

of place and time hi the plur. form, 103. n. D ST2D is not a case in point,

in the sense of letter (properly a sheet folded into several pages ; elsewhere also

1QD) i Ki. 21, 8sqq. 2 Ki. 10, i. 19, 14 (Is. 37, 14; referred to afterwards by
the singular suffix); Is. 39, i. Jer. 29, 25. 32, 14 (after being folded, previously

>?!?)

E e
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f There are also a number of plurals, found almost exclusively in poetry (some-

times along with the singular), which are evidently intended to intensify the idea

of the stem, as D'jiK might, Is. 40, 26
; D^IDK ,as well as PMBK) and rfolDX

faithfulness ; ^t?R (according to 93. /, only in the construct state plural or

with suffixes = //fo happiness of), happy ; fifa'S Is. 27, n and nfattfl Is. 40, 14,

&c. (keen) understanding ; D^y
1

;] Job 37, 16 and fi^H i Sam. 2, 3 (thorough)

knowledge; ninB3 Job 12, 6 and D^B^D Is. 32, 18 (full) confidence; JlblS

(abundant) blessing, Ps. 21, 7 ; rtfVI Ps. 5, 10 (very) destruction; flVnon Dan.

9> 2 3 (greatly
1

) beloved; fifon Ps. 76, u, &c. (fierce) wrath; niD"in Dan. 12, 2

(utter) contempt ; fliOD Gen. 46, 2
v
an important) vision ; D^B^D uprightness;

ntosnn perversity; D^BT] and DUETTO (thick) darkness; DnriCD a (close)

hiding-place; D^TM nobility; D^CE> Is- 28, i fatness; nilijfnx (com-

plete) aridity ; D^jpriDD sweetness; D^CnO precionsness ; Wytyyy delight;

D^nj; and D^i^Pl pleasure ; D'CITI compassion; nrftJD Ps. 23, 2 r/, refresh-

ment; fifo^np Am. 3, 9 tumult. On the other hand, nfoan wisdom (Prov. I, 20

and elsewhere) can hardly be a plural (
= the essence of wisdom, or wisdom per-

sonified), but is a singular (see 86. /).

^ The summing up of the several parts of an action is expressed in D^tpJH tht

embalming, 0^*133 atonement, D^N^D (prop, filling, sc. of the hand) ordination

to the priesthood, D^npttf dismissal, D*C?E> retribution, D^nRB engraving (of

a seal, &c.); D*3HX fornication, D*1^ whoredom, D^SNU adultery ; D'tpn} (prop.

no doubt, warm compassion) consolation, D'OUnn supplication, DH"13 Job 7, 4

(restless) tossing to and fro, flv.?y gleaning ; perhaps also nfo 11^ Ps. 4, I. 6, I,

and elsewhere, if it means the playing on stringed instruments, and D^bptt'
Is. i, 23 bribery, unless it be a plural of number 1

.

Of (c) : the pluralis excelhntiae or maiestatis, as has been remarked above,

is properly a variety of the abstract plural, since it sums up the several charac-

teristics 2
belonging to the idea, besides possessing (like some of the substantives

under letter e) the secondary sense of an intensification of the original idea ;

so especially D^rPN Godhead, God (to be distinguished from the numerical plural

gods, Ex. 12, 12, and elsewhere). The supposition that D\T;>N is to be regarded

as merely a remnant of earlier polytheistic views (i. e. as originally only a

1

Mayer Lambert in the Revue des etudes juives, xxiv. p. 106 sqq., enumerates

no less than ninety-five words ending in fm, which in his opinion are to be regarded
as pluralia tantum.

2 The Jewish grammarians call such plurals Din'SH ^3T phir. virium or

virtutum ; later grammarians call them pliir. excellcntiae, magnitttdinis, or plur.

maiestaticus. This last name may have been suggested by the we used by kings

when speaking of themselves (comp. already T Mace. 10, 19. u, 31); and the

plural used by God in Gen. i, 26. u, 7. Is. 6, 8 has been incorrectly explained
in this way. It is, however, either communicative (including the attendant angels ;

:-o at all events in Is. 6, 8, comp. also Gen. 3, 22), or according to others, an

indication of the fullness of power and might implied in DVl/X (see Dillmann

n Gen. i
, 26) ; but it is best explained as a plural of self-deliberation. The use

of the plural as a form of respectful address is quite foreign to Hebrew.
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numerical plural) is at least highly improbable, and, moreover, would not explain

the analogous plurals (see below). That the language has entirely rejected the

idea of numerical plurality in D'TON (whenever it denotes one God), is proved

especially by its being almost invariably joined with a singular attribute (comp.

132. h}, e.g. pHS Q"'!?''?!?
PS- 7 I0 >

and elsewhere. Accordingly, D\T>N

must have been used originally not only as a numerical but also as an abstract plural

(corresponding to the Latin numen, and our Godhead}, and, like other abstracts

of the same kind, have been transferred to a concrete single god (even of the

heathen).

To the same class (and probably formed on the analogy of Q%
n?K) belong ft

the plurals D^Ehp the Most Holy (only of Yahweh), Hos. 12, i. Prov. 9, 10. 30, 3

(comp. D^Ehp D^rOK Jos. 24, 19, and the Aram. fWpJ? the Most High, Dan.

7, 18); and probably D^Q"!!;! (usually taken in the sense of penates) the image of

a god, used especially for obtaining oracles. Certainly in I Sam. 19, 13. 16 only

one image is intended
;
in most other places only one image may be intended 1

;

in Zech. 10, 2 alone is it most natural to suppose a numerical plural. In Eccles.

5, 7 D^rnS supremus (of God) is doubtful
; according to others it is a numerical

plural, superiores.

Further, D^rN*, as well as the singular pIS, (lordship) lord, e.g. PIB'j? D^'lN i

a cruel lord. Is. 19, 4; }HXn "'JTlK the lord of the land, Gen. 42, 30, comp.

Gen. 32, 20; so especially with the suffixes of the 2nd and 3rd persons ^"jj'lN,

VjhfcJl, &c., also ^yiK (except i Sam. 16, 16) ; but in 1st sing, always ^'iS
2
.

So also DyJ?2l (with suffixes) lord, master (of slaves, cattle, or inanimate things ;

but in the sense of maritus, always in the singular), e.g. 1vJ?3 Ex. 21, 29.

Is. 1,3, &c.

On the other hand, we must regard as doubtful a number of participles in the k

plural, which, being used as attributes of God, resemble plurales excellentiae ;

thus, 'fety my Maker, Job 35, 10; ^fcty Is. 54, 5 ; VBty Ps. 149, 2; JVfety Is.

22, ii
; DfVtpfa stretching them out, Is. 42, 5; for all these forms may also

be explained as singular, according to 93. ss
3

. Vtwi Is. 3, 12 might also be

regarded as another instance, unless it be a numerical plural, their oppressors ;

moreover, VO*"1Q him who lifteth it up, Is. 10, 15 ; Vlpt? him who sendeth him,

Prov. 10. 26. 22, 21. 25, 13 (in parallelism with I'O'lS). These latter plurals,

however (including WID), may probably be more simply explained as indicating

an indefinite individual, comp. letter o below. For
^plB{J> Ps. 121, 5 (textus

receptus) and TpK")13 Eccles. 12, i (textus receptus) the singular should be read,

with Baer.

1 Even in Gen. 31, 34, notwithstanding the plural suffix in D)DCW;11 and DHvJ?,

since the construction of these abstracts as numerical plurals is one of the pecu-

liarities of the E-document of the Hexateuch; comp. Gen. 20, 13. 35, 1, and

145- *

" On
^'"IN (for ^'"IN) as a name of God cf. 135. f.

3

TJvy'a, which in Is. 54, 5 is in parallelism with TptPy, must then be explained

as merely formed on analogy.

E 6 2
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/ Rem. i. (a) Coherent substances, &c., are mostly regarded as single, and are,

accordingly, almost always represented by nouns in the singular, comp. p2N fine

dust, -ISN ashes, "13 linen, ^"13 lead, 3HT gold, PJD3 silver, nB>n3 brass, l^H
milk, p' wine, "ISy dust, the ground, J*y

wood. Plurals are, however, formed

from some of these words expressing materials in order to denote separate portions

taken from the whole in manufacture (plurals of the result} or parts otherwise

detached from it; thus, D'HS linen garments ; DSDD3 silverpieces , Gen. 42, 25. 35 ;

DTlK'nS (dual) fetters of brass ; D'VJJ ligna (timber for building or sticks for

burning) ; also in a wider sense, Dy^S alloy to be 'separated by smelting, Is.

ij 25; nV"lDy fragments of earth, Prov. 8, 26, comp. Job 28,6 3H7 Di"13y dust

of gold.

ill (ft)
To the class of plurals of the result belong also a few names of natural

products, when represented in an artificial condition
; thus, Dst3H wheat in grain

(threshed wheat), as distinguished from nt2H wheat (used collectively) in the ear;

comp. the same distinction between D^DEG and D10EI3 spelt ; D^KHV and ntJHJJ

(the singular only preserved in the Mishna) lentils ; D^y'^ and rnyb> barley,

also DWB'B linen, Pi&& (to be inferred from Vl$3) flax.

H (c) Finally, the distinction between Oft blood and D"1^ requires to be specially

( noticed. The singular is always used when the blood is regarded as an organic

unity, hence also of menstrual blood, and the blood of sacrifices (collected in

the basin and then sprinkled), and in Num. 23, 24 of the blood gushing from

wounds. On the other hand, tfftft as a sort of plural of the result and at the same

time of local extension, denotes blood which is shed, when it appears as blood-

stains (Is. I, 15) or as blood-marks (so evidently in Is. 9, 4). But since blood-

stains or blood-marks, as a rule, suggest blood shed in murder (although D^fpl

also denotes the blood which flows at childbirth or in circumcision), D^DT acquired

(even in very early passages) simply the sense of a bloody deed, and especially of

bloodguiltiness, Ex. 22, i sq. and elsewhere.

2. In some few cases the plural is used to denote an indefinite singular ;

certainly so in Deut. 17, 5
'

;

p"}yC>~bN unto one of thy gates ; Jud. 12, 7 *nya

"'V-
*n *^e f**ies> i' e> *n one f ^e cities of Gilead ; Zech. 9, 9 nfahtf~f3 (comp.

Cant. 2,9) ; Ex. 21, 22 fin,^ (where evidently only one child is thought of, though

certainly in connexion with a contingency which may be repeated) ; comp. also

Eccles. 4, 10 (if one of them fall). So probably also Gen. 8, 4. i Sam. 17, 43.

Neh. 3, 8. 6, 2
;

but not Gen. 19, 29, since the same document (Gen. 13, 12)

makes Lot dwell in the cities of the Jordan valley ;
in Gen. 21,7 QS33 denotes

the class with which the action is concerned.

2. When a substantive is followed by a genitive, and the compound
idea thus formed is to be expressed in the plural, this is done

(a) Most naturally by using the plural of the nomen regens, e. g.

^D <l
"

1

.^
2
? mighly men of -valour (prop, heroes of strength), i Chron.

7, 2. 9 ;
so also in compounds, e.g. ^D) *?.3 i Sam. 22, 7, as the

plur. of *3^?J"J3 Benjamite; but also
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(b) By using the plural of both nouns ', e.g. fivVl *"$* i Chron. 7, 5; q
in prison houses, Is. 42, 22; comp. Ex. 34, i, &c.

/arc /<jJ/ of stone; but Ex. 31, 18 ?3K nr6); Num.

13, 32. Deut. i, 28. Jos. 5, 2. 6, 4. 2 Ki. 14, 14. 25, 23. Jer. 41, 16.

Ezra 3, 3, &c. niJHKn ttsy /^ />>//<? of the country; 2 Chron. 26, 14;

so perhaps OyN l|

j>.
3iJ<w of God, Ps. 29, i. 89, 7 (according to others

JW/.T of gods}; or finally even

(<r) By using the plural of the nomen rectum; e.g. Di3K TV3 Ex. r

6, 14. Num. i, 2. 4 sqq. and elsewhere, as plur. of 2N 7V3 father 's

house, family; ni3n JV3 the houses of the high places, 2 Ki. 17, 29

(alsontoan VS 23,19); Dn>3Xj; T\^ the houses of their idols, i Sam.

31, 9. Ezek. 46, 24 ; comp. also Jud. 7, 25 /A? ^<?#</ of Oreb and Zeeb,

i. e. the heads, &c.

Rem. When a substantive (in a distributive sense) with a suffix refers back to S

a plural, the singular form of the substantive suffices, since the idea of plurality

is already adequately expressed by the suffix, e.g. iWQ os (for ord) eorum, Ps.

17, 10 ; DJ"
1^ their right hand, Ps. 144, 8 [so in the English RV.].

125. Determination of Nouns in general. Determination of

Proper Names.

1. A noun may either be determinate in itself, as a proper name a

or pronoun (see below, letters d and i\ or be made so by its context.

In the latter case, the determination may be effected either by prefixing

the article (see 126), or by the connexion of the noun (in the

construct state) with a following determinate genitive, and consequently

also (according to 33. c) by its union with a pronominal suffix

( 127. a). It is to be taken as a fundamental rule, that the deter-

mination can only be effected in one of the ways here mentioned;

the article cannot be prefixed to a proper name, nor to a noun

followed by the genitive, nor can a proper name be used in the

construct state. Deviations from this rule are either only apparent

or have arisen from a corruption of the text.

Rem. Only in a few passages is a noun made expressly indeterminate by the b

addition of IPIS in the sense of our indefinite article; comp. Ex. 16, 33. Jud. 9, 53.

13, 2. i Sam. i, i. 6, 7. 7, 9. 12. 27, i. i Ki. 13, n. 19, 4. 20, 13. 22, 9. 2 Ki.

1 Cf. Konig, Lehrgebdude, ii. 438 sq., according to whom the plural of the

principal word exercises an influence on the determining genitive.
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4, i. 7, 8. 8, 6. 12, 10. Ezek. 8, 8. 37, 16. Dan. 8, 3. 10, 5 (in 8, 13 tfilj?

i. e. one, viz. a holy one, is opposed to another).

C It is further to be noticed, that in Hebrew the phenomenon sometimes occurs,

which the Arab grammarians call indeterminateness for the sake of amplification;

e. g. Is. 31, 8 and he shall flee TirT^Elp from a sword, i.e. from an irresistible

sword (God's sword); comp. Is. 28, 2 T3; 2 Sam. 6, 2 D*; Hos. 3, i nt^N JKC^

a woman, without doubt to be referred to the Gomer mentioned in cap. i
;
Amos

6, 14 Ma ; Ps. 77, 16 JTU3; Prov. 21, 12 p^X, if with Delitzsch it is to be referred

to God; Job 8, 10 D^pD meaning important words, but in 15, 13 ppp reproachful

words. Comp. on this point, 117. q, note i, and Delitzsch, Psalmen, ed. 4, p. 79.

d 2. Real proper nouns, as being the names of things (or persons)

only once met with, are sufficiently determinate in themselves. Such

names, therefore, as njiV, in, 3
PJ(r> IV??, B'""p do not admit of the

article *, nor can they be in the construct state. On the other hand,

not only Gentilic names (as denoting the various individuals belonging

to the same class), but also all those proper names, of which

the appellative sense is still sufficiently evident to the mind, or at least

has been handed down from an earlier period of the language,

frequently (often even as a rule) take the article (according to 126.^),

and may even be followed by a genitive.

e Examples. Like the above-mentioned proper names of individuals, countries,

and cities, so also national names, which are identical in form with the name of

the founder of the race (e. g. 7&OB^ ,
tf"lN

, 3K1D), are always determinate in

themselves. Of Gentilic names (e. g. ^13JM the Hebrew, D H13JM the Hebrews,
: IT . "

: pr

Gen. 40, 15; "OyjSn the Canaanite} the plural QTIS5OB, even when meaning

the Philistines, is generally used without the article (but cf. i Sam. 4, 7, &c., 'BH) ;

so always D^lhlEG. Evident appellatives (analogous to such modern names as

the Hague, le Havre) are njnan the hill, in the construct state ^NB> 0^33, i.e.

the Gibeah named after Saul to distinguish it from others; ilDin the height;

"JJH the heap; |i33pn (prop, the -white mountain) the Lebanon; ">NTI (prop.

the river) the Nile; comp. Amos 8, 8 D'HifD "flK"^ like the river of Egypt ;

fTVn 'the Jordan (according to Seybold, Mittheil. und Nachr. des DPV., 1896,

p. II, probably, originally the drinking-place).

f Rem. i. In a few instances original appellatives have completely assumed the

character of real proper names, and are therefore used without the article
;
thus

1

Consequently, n$3Dn Deut. 3, 13. Jos. I, 12, &c. (in the Deuteronomist) in

the combination n$3tpri 03^ (for which elsewhere nt&JD B3C?) is to be regarded

not as a proper name but as a Gentilic name (
= ///<? tribe of the Manassites), for

which in Deut. 29, 7 'Bfopn 'tJ> is used, as in 10, 8 ^J>n 'tJ* the tribe of the Levitts,

and in Jud. 18, i ^3in 'V the tribe of the Danites.lo. Jos. 13, 7 H^OOn (like

Gentilic names in *__ ) is even used adjectivally.
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N God, to denote the one true God (as elsewhere HIPP) Gen. i, i and so

generally in this document of the Pent, up to Ex. 6, elsewhere sometimes DSTJNH

6 Ot6s (comp. 126.*) ;
also the sing. Pli^N God, \ty the Most High (after ^K), and

^5? the Almighty never take the article. Moreover, D1K Adam from Gen. 5, i

onwards (previously in 2, 7, &c., DTKn the first man) ; ]ti& Satan, i Chron. 21, i

(but Zech. 3, I. Job I, 6 and elsewhere fB&TI the adversary}.

To the class of nouns originally appellative, which the language regards as g
proper names, and which consequently never take the article, belong also certain

archaic words mostly used only by poets, such as biNS? Hades, ?3F\ world, DirW

ocean, of the body of water which encircles the earth, Gen. I, 2 and elsewhere ;

but Is. 63, 13. Ps. 1 06, 9 nilD'nrO through the depths, viz. of the Red Sea 1
.

2. When nouns which the usage of the language always treats as proper names //

occasionally appear to be connected with a following genitive, this is really owing
to an ellipse whereby the noun which really governs the genitive, i.e. the

appellative idea contained in the proper name, is suppressed. So evidently in the

case of n*IN3if nil"!"
1 as an abbreviation of the original (2 Sam. 5, 10, &c.), ni!T

,
T : T :

niiOi? *rpN Yahweh, the God of hosts. So also in geographical names such as

D^S "UN Ur (the city) of the Chaldees, Gen. u, 28; D?V13_ D^S Aram (the

region) of the two rivers; iTflrP Dr6 JV3 Bethlehem (the city) ofjudah; ?2N

nayo rV3 2 Sam. 20, 14, &c, to distinguish it from DVp ,QN Abel by the water,

2 Chron. 16, 4 ; 1^3 t^aj
i Sam. n, i, &c. ; ilTV plT Num. 22, i. 26, 3. 63, &c. ;

n$n "OK rnSS? Jud. 8, 32 (but in 6, 24 niQy)'; njh? Snip p2f the Zion of the

Holy One ofIsrael, Is. 60, 14 ; D^Bi D^HD^n i Sam. i, i. Some of these examples

(comp. also Amos 6, 2) come very near to the actual construct state (comp. above,

^Nti* ny33), since e. g. the addition of the genitive serves to distinguish the place

from four others called Aram (see the Lexicon), or from another Bethlehem.

Aram, Bethlehem, &c., are accordingly no longer names found only in one special

sense, and therefore also are no longer proper names in the strictest sense.

3. Of the pronouns, the personal pronouns proper (the separate i

pronouns, 32) are always determinate in themselves, since they can

denote only definite individuals (the 3rd person, also definite things).

For the same reason the demonstrative pronouns ( 34) are also

determinate in themselves, when they stand alone (as equivalent to

substantives), either as subject (Gen. 5, 29) or as predicate (e.g.

Di*n rn this is the day, Jud. 4, 1 4 ; D^^L1

""l|$ these are the words,

Deut. i, i), or as object (e.g. flKrnK 2 Sam. 13, 17), or as genitive

1 That various other words, such as BM3K man, niDpX deep darkness, P prince,

^"Vff Jield, n^B'Vl effectual working, are always found without the article is not

to be attributed to any special archaism, but is to be explained from the fact that

they belong solely to poetic language, which avoids the article ;
in other cases,

such as TO^nPI deep sleep, there is no occasion for the article in the passages we

possess.
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(nt
VTO i Ki. 21, 2), or finally when joined to a preposition

Gen. 2, 23; nn i Sam. 16, 8, see 102.^).

So also the personal pronouns Nin, KVi, Dn, TOn, nan when they

are used as demonstratives (= t's, ea, id, ilk, &c.) are always deter-

minate in themselves, e.g. "^L1 ^ this is the thing, Gen. 41, 28.

They are made determinate by the article, when they are joined like

adjectives (see 126. u) with a determinate substantive, e.g. njn B*Nn

this man; fi^Nn tttfagji /& w/ ^nn nj?M nDnn on?;? in those

days, and in that time, Joel 4, i. The demonstrative, however, even

in this case, is frequently used without the article, as being sufficiently

determinate in itself.

126. Determination by Means of the Article.

a L The article (?, n, n, 35) was originally, as in other languages

(clearly in the Romance
; comp. also 6, r\,

TO in Homer), a demonstra-

tive pronoun. The demonstrative force of the article, apart from its

occasional use as a relative pronoun (see 138. ;'), appears now,

however, only {a) in a few standing phrases, and
(<$)

in a certain class

of statements or exclamations.

/; (a) Comp. DiH this day, hodie ( 100. c] ; n^?H this night, Gen. 19, 34;

Dysn this time, Gen. 2, 23 ; !"Wg?n this year (
= in this year) Is. 37, 30. Jer. 28, 16.

(b] includes those instances in which the article, mostly when prefixed to

a participle, joins on a new statement concerning a preceding noun. Although
such participles, &c. are no doubt primarily regarded always as in apposition to

a preceding substantive, the article nevertheless has in some of these examples
almost the force of fcflH (&0n, HDH) as the subject of a noun-clause ; e. g. Ps. 19, 10

the judgements of the Lord are true . . ., verse n '31 D'HOniin prop, the more

to be desired than gold, i. e. they are more to be desired, or even they, that are more

to be desired^, &c. ; comp. Gen. 49, 21. Is. 40, 22 sq. 44, 2759. 46, 6. Amos 2, 7.

5, 7. Ps. 33, 15. 49, 7 (QTIOan in the parallel half of the verse continued by
a finite verb); Ps. 104, 3. Job 6, 16. 28, 4. 30, 3. 41, 25 and frequently. \Yhen

such a participle has another co-ordinate with it, the latter is used without the article,

since according to the above it strictly speaking represents a second predicate, and

as such, according to letter i, remains indeterminate; e.g. Job 5, 10 -who giveth

(jn-in) rain, &c., and sendeth (0^), &c.

C The article is sometimes used with similar emphasis before a substantive, which

serves as the subject of a compound sentence ( 140. rf) ; e.g. Deut. 32, 4 I^Jfn

iPyS DH

)pri
i. e. as a fresh statement (not in apposition to the preceding dative),

really equivalent to he is a rock, perfect is his work (i. e. whose work is perfect} ;

comp. Ps. 1 8, 31.

1 On the analogous use of the article before participles which have a verbal

suffix, as in Ps. 18, 33 and elsewhere, comp. above, n6.y.
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2. The article is, generally speaking, employed to determine a d
substantive wherever it is required by Greek and English ;

thus :

(a) When a person or thing already spoken of is mentioned again,

and is consequently more definite to the mind of the hearer or reader;

e. g. Gen. i, 3 and God said, Let there be light : verse 4 and God saw

the light ("liKrrnK); -i Ki. 3, 24 fetch me a sword : and they brought

the sword ; Eccles. 9, 15. (In 2 Sam. 12, 2 therefore "^JJ? must

be read.)

(b) With a title understood and recognized by every one, e. g.

TC&yp TjbBn 6 3ao-iXeir 2aAa>/z&>v: Gen. 35, 8 under the oak (the well-known

oak which was there).

(c) With appellatives to denote persons or natural objects which are

unique, e. g. ^3n fnbn the high priest, Bto#n the sun, H?? the earth,

(d) W
T

hen ideas relating to whole classes are restricted (simply by e

usage) to particular individuals (like 6 iroirjrf^s, meaning Homer)
or things, e. g. \ti& adversary, fBfrn the adversary, Satan; PV? lord,

byan Ba'al as proper name of the god; E"J? the
(first) man, Adam;

B'nbKn 1
or ?NH <5 feos, the one true God (comp. also 6 Xpiaros in the

New Testament) ; also "in?? the river, i. e. the Euphrates ;

the circle, sc. of the Jordan, the Jordan plain [Gen. 19, 17, &c.].

(e) As a rule, with the vocative, e.g. 2 Sam. 14, 4 ?J?sr

help, O king; Zech. 3, 8 i>H3n fnbn y^in) <9 /^ a the high priest;

i Sam. 17, 58. 24, 9. 2 Ki. 9, 5 ;
in the plural, Is. 42, 18. Joel i, 2. 13 ;

but cf. also Jos. 10, 12. Is. i, 2 (EFQ& and H9)j 2 3> J 6- Hos. 13, 14.

Joel i, 5. Eccles. 10, 17. n, 9 (see Konig, Lehrgebaude, ii. 6). The

vocative occurs without the article in Is. 22, 2, since it has been

already defined by a preceding accusative.

Rem. Strictly speaking in all these cases the substantive with the article f
is really in apposition to the personal pronoun of the and person, which is either

expressly mentioned or virtually present (in the imperative), e.g. i Sam. 17, 58

thou, the young man. But such passages as Is. 42, 18, where the vocative precedes

the imperative, prove that in such cases the substantive originally in apposition

eventually acquired the value of a complete clause.

(/} With words denoting classes (see more particularly under g
letter /).

(g) In a peculiar way, to specify persons or things, which are

1 On the subsequent change of
JCb', D-1K, D^n^N into real proper names by the

omission of the article, cf. above, 125. f.
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so far definite as to be naturally thought of in connexion with a given

case, and must be assumed accordingly to be there (see letters q-s).

(Ji]
With adjectives (also ordinal numbers and demonstrative pro-

nouns used adjectivally) which are joined to substantives determined

in some way (see letter u).

k Rem. The article may be omitted in poetry in all the above-mentioned cases
;

in general it occurs in poetry far less frequently than in prose. Its use or omission

probably often rests on rhythmical grounds
1

; it is omitted also for rhetorical

reasons. Comp. e.g. JHX for plNH Ps. 2, 2
; D^D as vocative, verse 10; 7]bo

for !pJ3n 21, 2
; BOW 7113 'JOJJ' (contrary to letters u, v") 99, 3. In the instances

in which the H of the article is omitted after a prefix ( 35. ), the vowel of the

article is often retained after the prefix even in poetry, e. g. D^lp^H Ps. 2,4 and

elsewhere.

i (/')
On the other hand, the article is always omitted when a person

or thing is to be represented as indefinite (or indefinable) or as yet

unknown ; consequently also before the predicate, since this is from

its nature always a general term, under which the subject is included,

e. g. Gen. 29, 7 ?H3 Ei*n "liV as yet the day is great, i.e. it is yet high

day; 33, 13. 40, 18. 41, 26. Is. 66, 3.

k Rem. As exceptions to the above rule it is usual to regard those examples in

which a determinate adjective or participle (equivalent to a relative clause) is used

apparently as a predicate, e. g. Gen. 2, 1 1 33t3n WH it is the compassing, i. e. that

is it which compasseth; 42, 6. 45, 12. Ex. 9, 27. Deut. 3, 21. 8, 18. n, 7. i Sam.

4, 1 6. Is. 14, 27 (cf. in Greek, e.g. St. Mat. 10, 20, where Winer, Gram, des mutest.

Sprachidioms, 58, 2, Rem., explains ol \a\ovvres as a predicate with the article).

In reality, however, these supposed predicates are rather subjects (ace. to 116. q) t

and the only peculiarity of these cases is that the subject is not subsumed under

a general idea, but that the predicate is equated with it.

/ 3. The use of the article to determine the class is more extensive

in Hebrew than in most other languages. In this case the article

indicates universally known, clearly circumscribed, and therefore

well defined classes of persons or things. The special cases to be

considered are

(a) The employment of general names as collectives in the singular, to denote

the sum total of individuals belonging to the class (which may, however, be done

just as well by the plural) ;
e. g. the righteous, the -wicked man, Eccles. 3, 1 7 ; the

woman, i. e. the female sex, 7, 26
; ITKn the enemy, i. e. the enemies, Ps. 9, 7 ;

2"1NH the lier in wait, i.e. the Hers in wait; Vvfin the armed man, i.e. soldiers;"
ff T IV

1 Cf. the useful statistics of J. Ley in the Neue Jahrbucherfur Philologie und

Pddagogik, 2te Abteilung, 1891, Heft 7-9.
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*]BNpn the rearguard; JVnB'lSn the spoiler, i Sam. 13, 17'; so also (as in

English) with names of animals, when something is asserted of them, which applies

to the whole species, e. g. 2 Sam. 1 7, 10 as the courage of rVINn the lion. Especially
:
~

JT

also with Gentilic names, e.g. the Canaanite, Gen. 13, 7 (comp. 15, 19 sq.) ;

so in English the Russian, the Turk
} &c., in Attic writers 6 'AOrjvatos, 6 ~S,vpa~

KUfflOS, &.C.

(t>~)
Names of materials known everywhere, the elements and other words 1H

denoting classes, even though only a part and not the whole of them is considered,

in which case in other languages, as e. g. in English, the article is usually omitted

(comp., however, our to fall into the water, into the fire, &c.), e.g. Gen. 13, 2

and Abram was -very rich 3TO^ ^033 n3j?B3 in cattle, in silver and in gold;

Jos. ii, 9 and he burnt their chariots t?K3 -with fire; comp. Gen. 6, 14. 41, 42

(unless this means, the chain necessarily belonging to the official dress) ; Ex. 2,3.

31, 4 (35, 32). Is. I, 22, &c. Similarly the article is used with terms of measure-

ment, as nSKH Ex. 16, 36, &c.: "IDhn and fiSH Ezek. 45, n ; "UDJjn Ex. 16, 22
;

^ara 2 Sam. 8, a.

(c) The expression of abstract ideas of every kind, since they are likewise used H
to represent whole classes of attributes or conditions, physical or moral defects, &c.

;

e. g. Prov. 25, 5 (p"l)f3) ; Gen. 19, n and they smote the men . . . D^"1)3D3 with

blindness ; Is. 60, 2 1Jt?nn darkness ; Amos 4, 9, &c.

(d) Comparisons, since the object compared is treated not (as usually in English) Q

individually but as a general term, e.g. Is. i, 18 white 3?$3 as snow, "119X3
V V - V V "*

as wool; red JJpins like crimson; Is. 34, 4 and the heavens shall be rolled together

"IQD3 as a scroll; comp. Num. n, 12. Jud. 8, 18. 16, 9 as JTTy3n~,>
l

'n3 a string

of tow is broken; i Sam. 26, 20. I Ki. 14, 15. Is. 10, 18. 34, 20. 27, 10. 29, 8.

53, 6. Nah. 3, 15. Ps. 33, 7. 49, 15; comp. also such examples as Gen. 19, 28.

Jud. 14, 6, where the object compared is determined by a determinate genitive

which follows (according to 127).

Examples of indeterminate comparisons, such as JTnKS Ps. 17, 12, "11333 p
Job 16, 14, 3N3 31, 18, 1333 38, 3, are rare, and perhaps due only to the Masora,

so at least in the case of singulars, while in such plurals as those in Gen. 42, 30.

Joel 2, 4. 7, the omission of the article may be explained by the ordinary rules.

On the other hand, the article is regularly omitted, when the object compared
is already denned by means of an attribute (or relative clause, Ps. 17, 12),

e.g. Is. 1 6, 2 nptJ'D }J3
1113 *]ty? as wandering birds, (as) a scattered nest (but

comp. 10, 14^3); 14, 19. 29, 5 13J? pfo3 (but Ps. i, 4 pQ3) ; Jer. 2, 30. Prov.

37, 8. Job 30, 14.

4. Peculiar to Hebrew z
is the employment of the article to denote q

a single person or thing (primarily one which is as yet unknown, and

1 But in Ex. 1 2, 23 'DH is either to be explained as the destroyer (now mentioned

for the first time) according to letter q, or a particular angel is meant whose regular

function it was to inflict punishments. Others again take 'Dil even in Ex. 12, 23

impersonally = destruction.

3
Comp., however, analogous examples in Biblical Aramaic in Kautzsch's

Gramm. des Bibl. Aram.
t 79. yj e.g. Dan. 2, 14. 3, 2, and elsewhere.
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therefore not capable of being denned) as being present to the mind

under given circumstances. In such cases in English the indefinite

article is mostly used.

Thus Amos 5, 19 as if a man didflee from a lion (
s

"}Sn, i.e. the particular

liofi pursuing him at the time), and a bear (inn) met him, &c,, comp. 3, 12.

I Ki. 20, 36 (John 10, 12); also Gen. 8, 7 sq. 14, 13 (DySH, i.e. one that

had escaped, the particular one who came just then ;
so also Ezek. 24, 26. 33, 21 ;

comp. 2 Sam. 15, 13); Gen. 15, I. 18, 7 the servant, who is regarded as being

constantly at hand and awaiting his commands; comp. 2 Sam. 17, 17 (but "\JJ3n

Num. n, 27 is used like CyEil above); DipE)3 Gen. 28, n, according to

Dillmann, upon the place suitable for passing the night, or the right place, but

it may possibly also refer to the sanctuary of Bethel afterwards so sacred and

celebrated; Gen. 50, 26. Ex. 2, 15. 3, 2. 21, 20 (2 Sam. 23, 21). Lev. 24, 10

(Samaritan yN"lfe^ without the article); Num. 17, n. ai, 9. 25, 6. Deut. 19, 5.

Jos. 2, 15. Jud. 4, 18. 8, 25. 13, 19. 16, 19. 19, 29. 20, 16. i Sam. 17, 34. 19, 13.

21, ID. 2 Sam. 17, 17. i Ki. 6, 8. Is. 7, 14 (nobyn, i.e. the particular maiden,

through whom the prophet's announcement shall be fulfilled ; we should say

a maiden [cf. Driver on i Sam. 1,4. 6, 8. 19, 13].

So always to write in the book (or on the scroll, Num. 5, 23. Jer. 32, io
x

, i.e.

not in the book already in use, but in the book which is to be devoted to that

purpose, equivalent to in a book, on a scroll, Ex. 17, 14. I Sam. 10, 25. Job 19, 23.

Especially instructive for this use of the article is the phrase Di4H \T1 ,
which does

not simply refer back to the previous narrative in the sense of the same day, but

is used exactly like our one day (properly meaning on the particular day when

it happened, i.e. on a certain day), i Sam. i, 4. 14, i. 2 Ki. 4, 8. n. 18. Job

i, 6. 13. In Gen. 39, u even run DW3.
The article is sometimes used in this way before collectives in the singular, which

are not meant to denote (like the examples given under letter /) a whole class, but

only that part of it which applies to the given case; thus njnsfn Ex. 23, 28;

pnjn Num. 21, 7.

u 5. When a substantive is defined by the article, or by a suffix,

or by a following genitive determinate in any way (see the examples

below), the attribute belonging to it (whether adjective, participle,

ordinal, or demonstrative pronoun) necessarily takes the article (see,

however, the Rem.), e.g. Gen. 10, 12 nbhan "pyn the great city ; 28, 19

wnn DipBH that place ; Gen. 2, 2 T?$? D^ on the seventh day;

Deut. 3, 24 "t^p 1" thy strong hand. A genitive following the sub-

stantive may, according to 1 2 7, be determined either by the article,

e.g. i Sam. 25, 25 W 7y>p2n tTK this worthless man (prop, this man

of worthlessness ; comp. also such examples as 2 Chron. 36, 18, where

the article is prefixed only to a second genitive following the noun);

or as a proper name, e. g. Deut. 11,7 ?13Q "rinj HB^O the great work
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of the Lord; or by a suffix, e. g. Is. 36, 9 B'aOipn
tflK Hny the least

of my master's servants.

When several attributes (either connected by Waw or added by v

asyndeton) follow a determinate substantive, each of them takes the

article, e.g. Deut. 10, 17 tniani Taan \hs\ ^?n /fc ^r*z/ GH the

mighty, and the terfible. Comp. also Ex. 3, 3. Deut. i, 19, in both

of which places a demonstrative with the article also follows the

adjective '.

Rem. i. The article is, however, not infrequently used also

(a) With the attribute alone, when it is added to an originally indefinite sub- W
stantive as a subsequent limitation

;
so especially with ordinals after Di"1 2

, e. g.

Gen. i, 31 (comp. 2, 3. Ex. 20, 10, and elsewhere) ""t^n Di"1 the sixth day (prop.

a day namely the sixth; but ^ff Di"1 a second day, Gen. i, 8); Ex. 12, 15

JB>K"in DiMD/nw? the first day onward (not before Dan. 10, 12 and Neh. 8, 18

is jiKWH Dis
n~}D used instead of it

;
on the other hand, the article is always

found after 2, hence 'B^H Di*2, &c.) ;
in Jud. 6, 25 the text is evidently corrupt

(see verse 26). Especially also in certain frequently recurring combinations, as in

particularizing gates ( Jer. 38, 14. Ezek. 9, 2, and elsewhere ; Zech. 14, 10) or courts

i Ki. 7, 8. 12, and elsewhere; Ezek. 40, 28), and very often when the attribute

consists of a participle, e.g. Deut. 2, 23. Jud. 21, 19. i Sam. 25, 10. Jer. 27, 3.

46, 16 i"l3i
sn 3"nn the sword which oppresses ; Ezek. 14, 22. Zech. n, 2 Ke

th.

Prov. 26, 18. Ps. 119, 21.

Of the other examples, Gen. 21, 29 (where, however, the Samaritan Pentateuch X
reads JTiK>33n), 41, 26 (but cf. verse 4), Num. u, 25. Jud. 16, 27. i Sam. 17, 17

and 20, 3 may at any rate be explained on the ground that the preceding cardinal

number is equivalent to a determinant; in Gen. i, 21. 28. 9, 10, and elsewhere,

the substantive is already determined by v3, and in I Sam. 14, 29 (BO"
5

]) by

Byip. In i Sam. 12, 23. 2 Sam. 12, 2. 4. Is. 7, 20 (where, however, flT3frn

might also be understood as a subsequent explanation of "lyHZl) and Neh. 9, 35,

the omission of the article after the preposition is certainly due merely to the

Masora. In I Sam. 16, 23. Zech. 4, 7. Ps. 104, 18, the omission of the article

(before "1, n) may be due to a regard for euphony (see letter z below).

1 The demonstrative used adjectivally is generally placed after the adjective

proper; in such cases as bl"13n iTfH DJJH the adjective forms a further (fresh)

addition to HP Dyn .

3 Cf. Driver, Tenses,' yd ed., 209. The omission of the article from the

substantive is not to be regarded in this instance as an indication of late style,

and consequently cannot be put forward as a proof of the late origin of the

'Priestly Code' (comp. Dillmann on Gen. i, 31, and especially Driver in

the Journal of Philology, xi. 229 sq., against Giesebrecht in ZAW. 1881,

p. 265 sq.). On the other hand, the common omission of the article from the

substantive before a determinate adjective (e.g. rpnSn HD33 thegreat synagogue,

in the Hebrew of the Mishna) is certainly a later idiom.
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On the other hand, in I Sam. 6, 18 (to be read '3H }?Sn). 17, 12 (H^n is a later

addition). 19, 22 (comp. the LXX). 2 Ki. 20, 13 (cf. Is. 39, 2). Jer. 6, 20. 17, 2.

32, 14. 40, 3 .AT'/A. Ezek. 2, 3 (omit D^3 with Cornill). Mic. 7, II. Ps. 62, 4,

either the text is corrupt, or the expression incorrect.

y (b) No article with the attribute, while the substantive is determined either

by the article, or a suffix, or a following genitive. Thus the article is sometimes

omitted with demonstratives, since they are already to a certain extent determined

by their meaning (comp. also the Mesa' inscription, 1. 3, J1KT DO2n this high

place} ; thus with JflPI Gen. 19, 33 (evidently for euphony, and so probably often; ;

30, 16. 32, 23. i Sam. 19, 10; with KTJ Gen. 38, 21 ; with }f Ps. 12, 8 (according

to the Masora IT is a relative pronoun here, as always elsewhere) ; with !"I?X

i Sam. 2, 23, according to the present corrupt text (the original reading HIPP DJTV3

became D^PpS DJTP3 ,
and D'PJPK was then corrupted to PtVt<) ; so, almost with-

out exception, when the substantive is determined only by a suffix, e. g. Jos. 2, 20.

Jud. 6, 14. 2 Ki. i, 2 and 8, 8 sq., where vPI, as in Jer. 10, 19, arises by contrac-

tion from "?n, or we should simply read "vPI (in all these passages with PW ; Gen.
. . y ;

T .

24, 8 (with DNT); Ex. 10, i. i Ki. 22, 23. Jer. 31, 21 (with iTpS).

Z Of the other remaining examples Is. n, 9 explains itself; the direct connexion

of the attribute with its substantive is interrupted by the insertion of D*p. In

Ezek. 34, 12. Hag. I, 4. Ps. 143, 10. Cant. 6, I2(?) the substantive is also (see

above) determined by a suffix, and consequently the demonstrative is less closely

attached; the same applies to Gen. 37, i. 42, 19. 43, 14. Ps. 18, 18, except

that in these passages the omission of the article before ~\, N, y may at the same

time be due to considerations of euphony (as also in Jos. 16, i before JJ, Gen. 7, n
cf. Jos. II, 8. Am. 6, 2. Num. 14, 37 before ~\, 28, 4. Ezek. 10, 9 before N, 21, 19

before H)
1
. In Num. 28, 4. I Sam. 13, 17 sq. (inS) and 2 Ki. 25, 16

vD^p> after

a determinate substantive), the attribute again, being a numeral, is determinate in

itself (see above, letter x) ; finally, in 2 Chron. 26, 15 D^SfrO and D^3I1N3 are to

be read, as in Jer. 2, 21 |D3 for fDSPJ, in 22, 26 fltf for 'Kn ;
in 2 Sam. 6, 3

omit PIKnn, and in Ezek. 39, 27 omit D^jP. \Vithout any apparent reason the

article is omitted in Dan. 8, 13 and u, 31.

aa 2. When, as in Mic. 7, 12 (WPI DY1 in that day*}, the article is omitted from

both substantive and demonstrative, and in Ezra 3, 12, the demonstrative even

precedes (JV3PI PIT equivalent to H-fn JV3H), this is obviously due in both cases

to a radical corruption of the text (not only in the words quoted). In Jos. 9, 12

yen? is either in apposition to the independent demonstrative !T| {
= (his our

bread, &c.), as in verse 13 flHW is to HpK, or they are complete sentences, this

is our bread, &c. So also in Ex. 32. i nK'D { that [iste] Moses, &c.), in

i Sam. 17, 55 "lyDH, in Ps. 48, 15 D^n;>N are to be taken in apposition to !"IT.

On Ps. 68, 8 and Is. 23, 13, comp. 136. cf.

1 The same reason no doubt also favoured the omission of the article before

Wn and npNI, as also in such cases as i Ki. 10, 8 (where a vowel precedes the n).

Also in Is. 23, 7 (is this your joyous . . . ?) the article is omitted before nr?J?

probably only for euphony.
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127. The Noun determined by a following Determinate Genitive.

When a genitive, determined in any way, follows a nomen regens, a

it also determines the nomen regens, which, according to 89. a,

is always in the construct state. Moreover, every pronominal suffix

attached to a substantive is, according to 33. c, to be considered

as a genitive determinate by nature. An independent genitive may
be determinate

(a) By its character as a proper name (according to 125. a), e.g.

ni.T W the word of the Lord.

(3) By having the article, e. g. non^sn B*K (prop, the man of the

war) the soldier (but nPli>O fc^K
Jos. 17, i, a soldier);

HOPlbtsri 'tWK

Num. 31, 49, the soldiers; KV?3n "m the word of the prophet, Jer. 28, 9

(but e.g., on the other hand, 'T1D7O D^S niifD a commandment

of men which hath been taught, Is. 29, 13 ; "lj3]B'"O
<ll

J
word offalsehood,

Prov. 29, 12).

(f) By the addition of a pronominal suffix (see above), e. g. ^NTPa

my father s house.

(d) By construction with another genitive determined in some way,

e. g. Gen. 3, 2 fanTjP
"nets Of the fruit of the trees of the garden.

Thus in Is. 10, 12 four, and in 21, 17 even five, members of a series

are determined by a concluding determinate genitive.

Rem. i. The above explains also the various meanings of 73 (prop, a substantive b

in the sense of aggregate, whole], according as it is followed by a determinate or

indeterminate genitive. In the former case 73 has the meaning of the entirety, i.e.

all, the -whole (like the French tous les hommes, toute la ville), e. g. jnX!T73
the whole (prop, the entirety of the) earth, D"IN"~73 all men 1

; cf. also Ex. i, 22

(}3n~73 all sons, n3n~73 all daughters); 18, 22. Num. 15, 13. Jer. 4, 29,

and cases like Num. 4, 23. 47. 21, 8 where 73 is followed by a singular participle

with the article. On the other hand, before an indeterminate genitive 73 is used

in the more indefinite (individualizing) sense of of all kinds, any (comp. tout

homme, a tout prix), or distributively each, every, e.g. f*}J~73 every (kind of) tree,

Gen. 2, 9; comp. 4, 22. 24, 10. i Chron. 29, 2
; "DTPS any thing, Jud. 19, 19;

DV~733 every day, every time, Ps. 7, 12.

It is, however, to be observed c

(a) That the article may in this case also (see 126. K) be omitted in poetic

style, although the substantive in question is to be regarded as determinate,

e. g. nfor6e>'73 all (the) tables, Is. 28, 8.

being a collective : in itself D'lNiT73 could also mean the -whole man.
TTT (T
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() That the meaning every is frequent even before singulars used collectively ;

afterwards the idea of quisque passes naturally into that of totality, e.g. TT/'S each

living thing, i.e. every (not every kind of ) living thing; *V{5>3-i>3 all flesh, i.e.

all men or all living creatures (with the article only in Gen. 7, 15 before a rela-

tive clause, and in Is. 40, 6) ; sometimes also fVvS all trees, f)ijT73 all birds;

finally

(f) That before the names of members of the human body, "v3 frequently

(as being determinate in itself) denotes the entirety, e. g. Is. 1,5 the whole head,

the whole heart (the sense required by the context, not every head, &c., which the

expression in itself might also mean) ; 9, n. a Ki. 23, 3. Ezek. 29, 7 all (i. e. the

whole of) their shoulders . . . all (the whole of} their loins; 36, 5. On 73 with

a suffix when it follows a noun in apposition (e. g. Is. 9, 8 i,?3 DVH the people,

a'll of it. i. e. the -whole nation, more emphatic than DUn/S ; cf. Driver on
T T T

2 Sam. 2, 9), as well as when it follows absolutely in the genitive (
= all men,

every one, e. g. Gen. 16, 12) *,
see the Lexicon.

d 2. Gentilic names (or patronymics), derived from compound proper names

(consisting of a nomen regens and genitive), are determined by inserting the article

before the second part of the compound (since it contains the original genitive;,

e.g.
>

3'T3^~|3 (see 86. 5) a Benjamite ; "TO^rrfS Jud. 3, 15 and elsewhere,

the Benjamite; "'HDnpivrPS the Bethlehemile, i Sam. 16, i and elsewhere (comp.,

however, I Chron. 27, 12 Qfre ^CP }3^) ; 'B>D$nTP3 the Beth-shernite, I Sam.

6, 14; "HTyn "DX the Abiezrite, Jud. 6, n and elsewhere, cf. i Ki. 16, 34.

C 3. In a few instances the nomen regens appears to be used indefinitely notwith-

standing a following determinate genitive ; it is not so, however, in Gen. 16, 7,

where the reference is to a well-known fountain; 21, 28, where in the original

context there must have been some reason for the seven ewe lambs of the flock;
2 Sam. 12, 30 the spoilfound in the city ; but probably (unless the article is to be

omitted as a textual error) it is so in Lev. 14, 34 in a house, &c. ; Deut. 22, 19
a virgin of Israel; i Sam. 4, 12 a man of Benjamin; so also in I Sam. 20, 20

three arrows ; 2 Sam. 23, n rntJ'n flppH a plot of ground ;but see Gen. 33, 19.

Jos. 24, 32) ; Jud. 13, 6. Jer. 13, 4. 41, 16. Ps. 113, 9. Prov. 25, I, and repeatedly

in Cant, (i, n. 13 sq. 5, 13. 7, 3. 8, 2; 2, I. 3, 9). On the other hand, TE>

ni^ysn in the titles of Psalms 120 to 134 (except lai, i nil>J?8b "W) was

most probably originally the title of a collection, in the sense of the pilgrimage-

songs' (according to 124. r), and was subsequently added to these Psalms

severally, so Cheyne, Bampton Lectures, p. 59.

f 4. The deviations mentioned under letter e, from a fundamental rule of syntax,

are in some cases open to suspicion on textual grounds, but much more doubtful

are the instances in which the article is found before a noun already determined in

some other way, as

(a) Before a noun which appears to be determined by a following independent

determinate genitive. The least questionable are the instances in which the genitive

is a proper name, since these may be elliptical forms of expression like the apparent

construction of proper names with a genitive, noticed in 125. h, e.g. Num. 21, 14

^n|n the valleys, namely the valleys ofArnon ; 2 Ki. 23, 1 7 7NTJV3

1 In Lzia. io
; 17 instead of D'B>3X ^33 read simply
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the altar, namely the altar of Bethel (i. e. with the suppression of the real nomen

regens, n3tO without the article; by the pointing COUpl"! the Masora evidently

intends to allow the choice either of reading n3ttpn or correcting it to 11370) ;

^VPa ^Xn the God of Beth-el 1

(equivalent to '3, ^N ^Xil), Gen. 31, 13; TJ^Sn

"IVJ'S the king of Assyria, Is. 36, 16 (probably a scribal error due to verse 13;

it does not occur in the parallel passage, 2 Ki. 18, 31), comp. 2 Ki. 25, n.

Jer. 38, 6; in the vocative, Jer. 48, 32. Lam. 2, 13. On the other hand, iOK rnb>

Gen. 24, 67 is no doubt only a subsequent insertion ; so also ?X"JB^ 2 Sam. 20, 23.

2 Ki. 7, 13, Torn Dan. 8, 13, and K^MPI Tiy 2 Chron. 15, 8. In Ex. 9, 18

read with the Samaritan Dis
O;>; in 2 Sam. 19, 25 DD? might possibly be taken

in apposition to Di sH JO?.

A similar ellipse must also be assumed in 2 Ki. 23, 17 the sepulchre is the or

sepulchre of the man of God (but most probably "Qj? ^as dropped out after "13i5^)

and Ps. 123, 4 (comp., however, the LXX, and observe that in the parallel member
the genitive is paraphrased by p).

In Jos. 3, 14 JTHIin has been added to the original

filXH by a redactor ; comp. similar syntactically impossible additions in verses

11 and 17 (also in i Sam. 4, 3 and elsewhere, where the LXX still had simply

ITliT p~lK) ;
in *in <in Jud. 16, 14 the Masora evidently combines two different

readings "10*11 and IQSn "1JY1

; and similarly in Jer. 25, 26 (where fltfn was only

subsequently introduced into the text), the two readings ntopOOn and 'NH fiDpOO
are combined. In Jos. 8, n. i Ki. 14, 24. Jer. 31, 40. Ezek. 45, 16 the article,

being usual after ~?3, has been mechanically prefixed, and so also in 2 Chron. 8, 16

after "iy ;
in 2 Ki. 9, 4 the second "iy|n (instead of ~y3) is occasioned by the first

;

in Ezek. 7, 7 nO*nQ belongs as a nominative to what follows; in Ezra 8, 29 the

meaning perhaps is in the chambers, in the house of the Lord, or the article is to

be omitted; in i Chron. 15, 27 the text is manifestly corrupt.

Of another kind are the instances in which a determinate noun is followed by h
a definition of the material in apposition (hence, not .in the genitive ; comp. 131),

e.g. Zech. 4, 10 ?"n3n pSH the weight, the lead, i.e. the leaden weight ; Ex. 39, 17.

2 Ki. 16, 14. (DSJ'nSin, both here and in verse 17, is probably only a later addition,

while ]"l132On flnaDDH in verse 1 7 has arisen from a confusion of two readings,

lT)33On nriaDO and JYMOnO nnaDCn). In Jer. 32, 12 also mp^n (unless the

article is simply to be omitted) is in apposition to "1QDH.

(b) Before a noun with a suffix (which likewise represents a determinate genitive ; /

see above, at the beginning of this section). This does not apply to cases in which

a -verbal (i. e. accusative] suffix is affixed to a participle which has the article, e. g.

^riStSn Is. 9, 12, the one smiting him; in Deut. 8, 15. 13, 6 also
^J

is a verbal suffix,

but hardly the \ in VBfyn for inbfyn Job 40, 19, nor the FL_ in PH^n Dan. u, 6 ;

116. -. In ^3"!^^ Lev. 27, 23, the suffix, as appears from verses i. 3. 5. 7. 13,

1

According to Philippi (St. Constr., p. 38) PNTTO is rather a case of

'

sub-position
'
in the accusative, as also

}i?nn Tp.'in Ezek. 47, 1 5 (for which,

however, in 48, I there is the correct reading fvrin Ip/J) ty fhe way to Hethlon;

and in fact, Ezek. 4.7, 15 may without difficulty be explained in this way ; so K>K>

Ex. 39, 27 as an accusative of the material.

Ff
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must have entirely lost its meaning (comp. also 128. </). Of the remaining

examples Piri")333 Is. 24, 2 (probably an intentional alliteration with the eleven

other words beginning with 3), ^npytS? Prov. 16, 4, and ^"ty? (so Baer, following

the best authorities) Ezra 10, 14, rest only on the authority of the Masoretes, not

of the authors. So also in yHXn Jos. 7, 21, ^IftlH Jos. 8, 33 (previously Vifn),

n\T)iinn 2 Ki. 15, 16 (dittography of the fl), the article is simply to be omitted

as syntactically impossible; the 1 of VU'nn Mic. 2, 12 is the copula belonging

to the next word.

128. The Indication of the Genitive Relation by means of the

Construct State,

Cf. especially Philippi's work cited at the head of 89.

a 1. The genitive relation is regularly expressed (see 89) by the close

connexion of the nomen regens (in the construct state) with the nomen

rectum (in the genitive). Since only one nomen regens can be

immediately connected with one nomen rectum, it follows that the

same genitive cannot depend on two or more co-ordinate nouns,

but a second (sometimes even a third, &c.) regens must be added

with a suffix referring to the nomen rectum, e.g. Vrt>33 in '33 the

sons of David and his daughters (not
in J"li32}

*33) comp. i Ki.

8, 28 \ The language even prefers to avoid a series of several

co-ordinate 2
genitives depending upon one and the same nomen

regens (such as occur in Gen. 14, 19. Num. 20, 5. 31, 54 [i Chron.

13, i]. Is. 22, 5. Ps. 8, 3), and rather tends to repeat the nomen

regens, e. g. Gen. 24, 3 H?? ^1 D>Qt?n f$N the God of hear.?:

and the God of the earth (so in Jer. 8, i the regens is five times

repeated). A lengthened series of genitives may, however, be formed

by a nomen rectum serving at the same time as regens to a genitive

depending on it (comp. 127. a
[</]); e.g. Gen. 47, 9 VPN "Pi *3B> 'D?

the days of the years of the life of myfathers ; comp. Job 12, 24, where

there are three genitives, Is. 10, 12 four, and 21, 17 five. As a rule,

1
Very rare, and only possible in very rapid utterance, are such exceptions as

Ezek. 31, 16 (Jianb'aittt innp) ; Prov. 16, 11. In Is. II, 2 the spirit of knowkdge
and of the fear of the Lord, ny^ may at any rate also be taken as an absolute

genitive, so also "1DD Dan. i, 4.

* In Ps. 114, i a second genitive is added even without the copula, but the

parallelism of the members renders any misunderstanding impossible.
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indeed, such an inconvenient accumulation of genitives is avoided by

means of a circumlocution in the case of one of them (see 129. d\

Rem. As the fundamental rules stated above are the necessary consequence not b

merely of logical but more especially of rhythmical relations (see 89. a), we must

feel the more hesitation in admitting the examples in which genitives are sup-

posed to be loosely attached to forms other than the construct state. Some of these

examples (the supposed' genitives following a regens which is determined by the

article) have been already discussed in iz'j.f-h. Compare, moreover:

(a) Genitives after the absolute state, e.g. Is. 28, i 'D^n D'3Brfc^3 the fat C

valley of them that are overcome with wine. The usual explanation, according to

which D"'310K'~N'
I

3 forms one single idea (in German Fettigkeitsthal), on which the

genitive f^ ^IjWrj then depends, in reality explains nothing ; the text is almost

certainly corrupt. In Jos. 3, n fl
s"13n is a later addition; in Is. 32, 13 (b^fetS),

and Ps. 68, 22 ("$>), the absolute for the construct state probably rests only on

the authority of the Masoretes. In Jtid. 6, 25 sqq. the text is obviously in

confusion. In Jud. 8, 32 (cf. 6, 24) iT)By3 should come either after "I3j3*l or at

the end of the verse ;
in Is. 63, 1 1 HtJTD is probably a gloss on BpljT^ which has

crept into the text ;
in 2 Sam. 4, 2 ntJ'STJ^Np, according to the LXX, has dropped

out before f3; Dijn Ezek. 6, n is to be omitted with the LXX; if originally in

the text, it could only be genitive (
= aJl abominations of evils\ not an adjective;

Prov. 21, 6 the text is altogether uncertain (the LXX read ''K'piD for ''K'p^D); in

I Chron. 9, 13 the preposition j) (after a 7) has dropped out before fDNJpt? (comp.

12, 25). Elsewhere (Deut. 3, 5. I Ki. 4, 13. 2 Chron. 8, 5) the supposed geni-

tives are to be taken rather as words of nearer definition standing in apposition,

i. e. with high -walls, gates and bars. In Jer. 8, 5 QpKV^ is either in apposition to

fim DJ?n or is better (since not in the LXX) omitted as a gloss.

(3) Genitives after a noun with a suffix (where the suffix prevents the direct a

government by the nomen regens}. Thus in Lev. 27, 3. 5. 6, where 12}n after

*|3"1J7 might be taken, contrary to the accents, as subject of the following clause ;

however, from verses 13 and 23 (see above, 127.?") it appears that the suffix

in this word had entirely lost its meaning. In Lev. 6, 3 13 faD his garment,

namely the garment of linen, unless simply in apposition, comp. 131. d ; Lev.

26, 42, where 131 3J5JT
<in l|

"}3 could at most be explained as an elliptical form

of expression for Spy
1

",
TV"!!! <in'rO, comp. 125. h (probably, however, it is

a case of dittography of the *, which was repeated also before DiV13K ;
so Valeton,

ZA W. xii. 3) ; similarly, D1*n NTH3 Jer. 33, 20, &c. On the other hand, DK

nin*1 D3K t|33 !"PrP Num. 12, 6 could not possibly mean if your prophet be a

prophet of the Lord ; Ithe text is manifestly corrupt (probably ?Tin*D l^ 11

??

is to be read, with Marti). In Ps. 55, 7 DVyK ^XD3 (usually explained as thy

divine throne}, D*n7K is most probably a later addition. In Jer. 52, 20 two

readings are probably combined, DfiB>n3;> without any addition, and

.T
i

(f) The interposition of a word is assumed between ~73 (the -whole; comp.

127. b) and the genitive governed by it in 2 Sam. l, 9. Job 27, 3 (liy),

and Hos. 14. 3 (NOT). In reality, however, in all three places the genitive

F f 2
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relation is destroyed by the transposition of the words (instead of ~?3 "ity, &c.),

and ",53 is rather to be taken adverbially (equivalent to wholly}, e. g. 2 Sam. i
, 9

because my life is yet wholly in me, i.e. my whole life; comp. Philippi, Stat.

Constr., p. 10. On the instances in which the original construct state pSI non-

existence is used without a following genitive, see the negative sentences, 152. o.

f 2. The dependence of the nomen rectum on the nomen regens

by no means represents merely what is, properly speaking, the genitive

relation (see the examples under letters g-i\ Very frequently the

nomen rectum only adds a nearer definition of the nomen regens,

whether by giving the name, the genus or species, the measure,

the material, or finally an attribute of it (genit. epexegeticus, see the

examples under letters k-q).

Examples. The nomen rectum represents

g (a). A subjective genitive, specifying the possessor, author, &c., e. g. TjbtSrTJV!

the kings house ; !"liiT "Q^j the word of the Lord.

h (b} An objective genitive, e.g. Obad. ver. 10 ^pHN DDHD/flr the violence done

to thy brother^ (but in Ezek. 12, 19 DDTO is followed by a subjective genitive);

Prov. 20, 2 TJ^D np l|K the terror of a king; Gen. 18, 20 DID flj^r the cry

concerning Sodom ; Is. 23, 5 "12? yO2> the report of (about} Tyre, comp. 2 Sam.

4, 4; Am. 8, 10 TiT ,OK the mourningfor an only son ; Deut. 20, 14 ^p3/N ?y&

praeda hostibus tuts erepta ; comp. Is. 3, 14. In a wider sense this includes

such examples as D^nn
f'JJ Tjl'l

the way of (i.e. to] the tree of life, Gen. 3, 24;

comp. Prov. 7, 27. Job 38, 20
; D*n TJ^H the way of (by] the sea, Is. 8, 23; ^nilt

DWXAfc sacrifices of (i.e. pleasing to) God, Ps. 51, 19 ; ilirV njDt? the oath of

(i. e. sworn before} the Lord, I Ki. 2, 43.

T (f) A partitive genitive ; this includes especially the cases in which an adjective

in the construct state is followed by a general term, e.g. H'THIE' niDDPI the

wisest of her ladies, Jud. 5, 29; comp. for this way of expressing the superlative,

133. h, and also letter r below.

k Merely formal genitives (genit. explicativus or epexegeticus] are those added

to the construct state as nearer definitions

(d} Of the name, e. g. rHS "irij the river Euphrates-, $33 pK the land of

Canaan; 7S"ltJ^ J"6vi2 the virgin Israel (not of Israel}, Am. 5, 2.

/ (e) Of the genus, e.g. Prov. 15, 20 (21, 20) DIN ^D3 a fool of a man (
= a

foolish man}; comp. Gen. 16, 12. Is. 29, 19. Mic. 5, 4, &c.

m (f) Of the species, e.g. D'HRH H?3S men of (the class of) merchants, i Ki. 10, 15 ;

"Qj? njnN a possession of a burying-place, i. e. hereditary sepulchre, Gen. 23, 4,

and elsewhere ; nVl33H ^ySRjigs of (the class of) first ripe ones, Jer. 24, 2.

1

Comp. in Latin a similar use of the genitive after iniuria (Caes. B. G. i, 30),

melus (hostinin, Pompeii, &c.), spes, and other words. In Greek, comp. tvvoia

ruiv <f>i\wv, VIOTIS TOV Ofov, <J \6yos <5 rov aravpov, I Cor. I, 18.
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() Of the measure, weight, extent, number, e. g. "IBDD "flD people of number, n

i. e. few in number, Gen. 34, 30. Deut. 26, 5 ; comp. also Ezek. 47, 3-5 waters

of the ankles, waters of the loins, waters of swimming, i. e. which reached up to

the ankles, or loins, or necessitated swimming ; but in verse 4 in apposition

(k) Ofthe material * ofwhich something consists, e. g. '{jnn v3 a vessel ofearthen- O
i '-'AT :

ware, Num. 5, 17 ; PJB3 ^3 vessels of silver (comp. the French des vases a"or) ;

yy JY1X an ark of wood, /r]3 E3B> a r d of iron, Ps. 2, 9; comp. Gen. 3, 21.

6, 14. jud. 7, 13, &c.

(*) Of the attribute of a person or thing, e.g. Gen. 17, 8 Cvty rW"lX an ever- p
lasting possession ; Prov. 17, 8 a precious stone ; comp. Num. 28, 6. Is. 13, 8.

28, 4. Ps. 23, 2. 31, 3. Prov. 5, 19. 14, 5. Job 41, 19, and the examples of the

genitive with a suffix given in 135. . Such a periphrasis for the expression of

attributes frequently occurs, even when the corresponding adjectives are in use.

Thus especially BHp holiness very frequently serves as a periphrasis for the

adjective BHTp (e-g- ETIpn H33 the holy garments, Ex. 29, 29), since t5>Vlp

is used almost exclusively in reference to persons (hence also with Dy and ^3

people, and with DK> the name of a person) ;
the only exceptions are ?np

holy place, Ex. 29, 31, and elsewhere; D^tjnp D^O ^0/y water, Num. 5, 17;

as the predicate of D1
S
<&y, Neh. 8, iosq., and of rDHO fz/, Deut. 23, 15. So

also the use of p^X righteous is always confined to persons, except in Deut. 4, 8
;

elsewhere the periphrasis with plX or HplX is always used, e. g. p"1X ^JJSQ /J/
balances, Lev. 19, 36.

In a wider sense this use of the genitive also includes statements of the purpose q
for which something is intended, e. g. nCQtp fNX sheepfor the slaughter, Ps. 44, 23;

yiDibB' "ID^C the chastisement designedfor ourpeace, Is. 53, 5 ; comp. 51, 17 (the cup

which causes staggering). Ps. 116, 13; finally, also, the description of the material,

with which something is laden or filled, e. g. i Sara. 16, 20 |^ 1W1 Dn^3 "\bn an ass

laden with bread and a bottle of wine (but probably rPBTJ is to be read for ~fon) ;

comp. Gen. ai, 14. Prov. 7, 20, and elsewhere.

Rem. i. Certain substantives are used to convey an attributive idea in the r
construct state before a partitive genitive ; thus "^HIlC) choice, selection, as in Gen.

23, 6 ^3'n3p iniltp the choice of ottr sepulchres, i.e. our choicest sepulchres;

Ex. 15, 4. Is. 22, 7. 37, 24; other examples are, Is. i, 16 the evil ofyour doings,

emphatically for your evil doings ; Is. 17, 4. 37, 24 (
= the tall cedars thereof}.

Ps. 139, 22. This is the more common construction with the substantive ?3

entirety, for all, the whole, every, see 127. b; it is also frequent with DSHD

a little, forfeiv, i Sam. 17, 28, &c.

2. To the periphrases expressing attributive ideas (see letter / above) by means s

of a genitive construction, may be added the very numerous combination of the

construct states B' 1|N a man, 7JQ master, possessor, ~|3 son, and their feminines

1 In the almost entire absence of corresponding adjectives (ft"1N made of cedar,

a denominative from J1SI ,
and K^!"I2 brazen are the only examples), the language

regularly has recourse to the above periphrasis. On the form qatul, as

expressing an inherent property, compl 50./; comp. also the proper
erreas.
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and plurals (including *riD men, used only in the plural), with some appellative

noun, in order to represent a person (poetically even a thing) as possessing some

object or quality, or being in some condition. In English, such combinations are

sometimes rendered by single substantives, sometimes by circumlocution.

Examples :

(a) Of B*K ,
&c. : O^in E^N an eloquent man, Ex. 4, 10 (but DTIS'E* B>'K

Job u, 2 a man of lips, i.e. a boaster}; fit?? E^S = a slanderer, Ps. 140, 12;

njn B*N a /aw </ knowledge, Prov. 24, 5 ; HOn B^X a wrathful man, Prov.

15, 18; D^D"5
! E*X a /<z of blood, 2 Sam. 16, 7. Ps. 5, 7; comp. further, i Sam.

16, 18. I Ki. 2, 26. Is. 53, 3. Prov. 19, 6. 26, 21. 29, I. Ezra 8, 18; also I"C'X

D*ynD a contentious woman, Prov. 27, 15 ;
in the plural, e.g. Gen. 6, 4 Ct?n ""':S

the men ofrenown, famous; comp. Gen. 47, 6. Is. 41, u. Job 34, 8. 10 (33? "P'^

men of understanding}; with ^riD, e.g. Is. 5, 13 V3JH "TID famished men};

Job n, ii.

() Of ^3, &c.: nyb> 7y.3 hairy, 2 Ki. i, 8 ; ntoVlH 7JJ3 the dreamer, Gen.

37, 19; comp. JJah. i, 7. Prov. 1, 17. 18, 9 (a destroyer]. 22, 24. 23, 2 (disposed

to eat, greedy}. 24, 8
;
feminine 3iX~r6y.3 a woman that hath a soothsaying spirit,

i Sam. 28, 7 ; comp. Nah. 3, 4 ; in the plural, e.g. D^TI vj?3 archers,

confederates, Gen. 14, 13; nyi3E> "vjn sworn supporters, Neh. 6, 18.

(c] Of~}3,&c.: 7?n-,'3 a //<??, warrior; pEfo'fS &rzr, Gen. 15, 2;

yearling, Ex. 12, 5, and elsewhere ; PUS' nXD~f3 centum annos natus. Gen. 21,5;

H1D~f3 worthy to die, I Sam. 20, 31 ^Luther, 2 Sam. 12, 5 ein Kind des Todcs ;

coir.p. Deut. 25, 2 ni3n |3 worthy to be beaten; feminine, e. g. ?yv3~n3 a wicked

woman, \ Sam. i, 16; frequently also ^^3 tTtf, '1 ^3, "3 *C/JK, and even

simply ?yv3, like the Latin scelus for scelestissimus, 2 Sam. 23, 6. Job 34, 18;

plural masculine, e. g. Dnp~^3 children of the east, orientals ; HC "'JZl children

of rebellion, Num. 1 7, 25. ~f3 is used poetically of things without life, e. g.

Is. 5, i
\Cfly~\2i

a fat, i.e. a fruitful (hill); Jon. 4, 10 r6v~|3 i.e. grown in a

night ; Job 41, 20 son of the bow (i.e. an arrow) ;
so also F|Jjn ""PS

= sparks,

Jk 5 7 ! Lam. 3, 13 ; J1133 Eccles. 12, 4 the daughters ofsong, probably meaning
the individual notes.

3. Special mention must be made of the not infrequent idiom by which

adjectives (sometimes also ordinals, see 1 34. o] are added in the genitive, as

substantives, rather than as attributes in the same state, gender, and number
as the noun which they qualify ; thus, Is. 28, 4 73J n^S the flower ofthat which

fades, for which verse I has 733 pX the fadingflower ; comp. further, Is. 22, 24.

Jer. 22, 17 (?). 52, 13. Ps. 73, 10. 74; 15. 78, 49 ; also the use of JH as a sub-

stantive, e.g. in Prov. 2, 14 . 6, 24 (JP DB'S) and elsewhere, analogous to the

New Testament phrase 6 OIKOVOUOS TTJJ uSiKias, Luke 16, 8, and the French un homme
de bien l

. Finally, an adverb (treated as a substantive) may likewise be used as

1 On the other hand, in such passages as Is. 36, 2 (2 Ki. 18, 17). Zech. 14, 4.

Eccles. 8, 10, and others, there is no apparent reason why the Masora requires the

construct state instead of the absolute; hence T^n Is. 36, 2 and tOS. Zech. 14, 4
must be intended as forms of the absolute state, shortened in consequence of their

close connexion.
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an epexegetical genitive; comp. D3H ^ID^J blood shed without cause, i Ki. 2, 31;

Prov. 24, 28. 26, 2; Ezek. 30, 16 (DOl").

3. The epexegetical genitives include finally the numerous nearer #

definitions which follow the construct state of adjectives (and of active

and passive participles, or verbal adjectives, comp. n6.y-/). For,

while the word of 'nearer definition is added to the verb in the

accusative (e.g. IvJYTl? n?Pl fa was diseased in his feet, i Ki. 15, 23),

it may, with participles and verbal adjectives, be either in the accusa-

tive
( n6.y and K) or in the genitive, the case of a word depending

on a noun. Such a genitive relation is usually termed an improper

annexion. The nearer definition contains a statement either of the

material, e. g. Ex. 3, 8, &c. Bfr"p
3;n fDJ jnK a land flowing with

milk and honey; or of the means, e.g. ^nrrylsn slain with the sword,

Is. 22, 2; or the cause, Cant. 2, 5 sick of love; or of the scope of

the attribute
1

, e.g. Gen. 39, 6 "iSJrnB? fair of form; cf. Gen.

41, 2. 4. Ex. 34, 6. i Sam. 16, 12. Jer. 32, 19. Nah. i, 3. Ps. 119, i.

Job 37, 16; or of the manner, e.g. Ps. 59, 6 ?JN *"$& faithless ones

of wickedness (wickedly faithless).

Especially frequent is the use of this genitive to name the part y
of the body described as being affected by some physical or mental

condition, e.g. Ps. 24, 4 D?3? ''jM clean as regards hands, &c.;

2 Sam. 9, 3. Is. 6, 5. Job 17, 9; Is. 19, 10 $B3"'tMK grieved in soul ;

i Sam. i, 10. Job 3, 20. Also such examples as Amos 2, 16. Prov.

19, i, where a suffix is attached to the substantive, must be regarded

as instances of the genitive construction, on the analogy of Prov. 14, 2,

see 1 1 6. k.

129. Expression of the Genitive by Circumlocution.

Besides the construction of a nomen rectum dependent upon a

a nomen regens in the construct state
( 89 and 128), the connexion

of two nouns may also be effected otherwise, either by simply

attaching the dependent noun by means of the preposition p, which,

according to 119. r, expresses, besides other ideas, also that of

belonging to"
2
-,

or by the addition of a relative clause (p
"
1^, see

letter h below).

1

Comp. the Latin integer vitae scelerisque purns ; trisles animi, &c.
2
Comp. the <rxfj/jta Ko\o^xi>viov in Greek, e.g. i) Kf<pa\r) T> avOpdnrcy for TOW

avSpuirov (Bernhardy's Syntax, p. 88). The Arab grammarians distinguish
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i . The introduction of a genitive by p sometimes occurs even when the construction

with the construct state would be equally possible, e.g. i Sam. 14, 16 piStt'i) D'BJM

the watchmen ofSaul; Ps. 37, 16. 2 Chron. 28, 18 (where indeed the circumlocution

makes the sense much plainer) ;
as a rule, however, this use is restricted to the

following cases :

(a) To prevent a nomen regens being determined by a following determinate

genitive, e.g. I Sam. 16, 18 ^y |3 a son ofJesse OB^~f3 would be, according to

127. a, the son ofJesse] ; comp. Gen. 14, 18. 36, 12. 41, 12. Num. 16, 22 (27, 16 .

i Sam. 17, 8. 2 Sam. 19, 21. i Ki. 2, 39 two servants of Shimei; Ps. 122, 5.

Hence, regularly THp "liCIO (Ps. 3, i,&c.) a psalm ofDavid (properly belonging

to David as the author), for which "N"lj> of David is used alone elliptically in

Ps. n, i. 14, i and elsewhere. Such a case as "NETO "Ip? (Ps - 2 4> T an(^

elsewhere) is not to be regarded as a transposition, but "ttDflO is used epexegetically

for the general term omitted before Ipp (as it were, a poem of David, a psalm .

Moreover, the introduction of the author, poet, &c., by this Lamed auctoris is the

customary idiom also in the other Semitic dialects, especially in Arabic.

(V). \Vhen a genitive is to be made dependent on a nomen regens, which is itself

composed of a nomen regens and rectum, and represents, as a compound, one unittd

idea, e. g. tjpb rnfrn npbn the portion offield belonging to Boaz (Tyb rHB> 'PI

would be the portion of thefield of Boaz) \
2 Ki. 5, 9 at the house-door of Elisha.

This especially applies to the cases in which the compound regens represents

a term in very common use, the fixed form of which cannot be altered, e.g.

I Ki. 14, 19 i?JOfe>? *5^6 D"1

!?'? TO"
1
! 1SD~i>y in the book of the chronicles of

the kings of Israel; 15, 23 and elsewhere ; comp. also Jos. 19, 51.

(c) When for any reason the construction with the nomen regens in the construct

state is impossible ; comp. e. g. Lev. 18, 20, where "5JPO21?, on account of the suffix,

cannot be used in the construct state; but Lev. 15, 16 sqq. and elsewhere,

y"Vrr)33E>; Jud. 3, 28 the Jordan fords of Moot (pl"V as a proper name cannot

be used in the construct state) ; Ex. 20, 5 upon the third and upon the fourth

generation of them that hate me ; D^y3"1vJ?l must be kept in the absolute state

for the sake of conformity with D'E^B*' v$J, and for the same reason also

f (d} After statements of number in such cases as Gen. 8, 14 Dl"
1

D'nb'i'l ">'--'-

C'lhb on the seven and twentieth day of the month; comp. 7, n. 16, 3 and

frequently, or as in Hag. i, i BTTlp E^fiK' J"Cp>3 in the secondyear ofDarius; the

numeral here is always one compound idea with the substantive numbered, and con-

sequently (as in the examples under letter P does not admit of being in the constr. st.

with a genitive. The same naturally applies also to such examples as I Ki. 3, 18

^rnp? *J5>y$n Di*3 on the third day ofmy giving birth (i.e. after my giving birthX

Comp. also the standing phrase EHhp inS3 on the first (day) of the month,

Gen. 8, 5 and frequently.

a twofold genitive, one of which may be resolved by ?, and the other by fD, [see

\Vright*s Arabic Grammar, vol. ii. 75 sqq. G.W.C.] The de of the Romance

languages is a development of the latter idea ; the Gascon, however, says e. g.

lafille a Air. N.
t laying stress upon the idea of belonging to and not that of origin,

as in lafille de . . . of the literary language.
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Rem. In cases like 2 Sam. 3, 2 and his firstborn was Amnon DyJTlN? of g
. I|~

Ahinoam, the genitive expressed by circumlocution with p is in reality dependent

on a regens which is omitted (Dy'^nK? }3 a son of Ahinoam] ;. comp. 2 Sam.

3, 3. 5. I Ki. 14, 13. Am. 5, 3, and the remarks on "ttOTtt *lpp m ^etter c above.

2. The periphrastic expression of the genitive by means of p "1E>K is used fl

principally to state the possessor, e.g. Gen. 29,9 'T'lSfcO "IB'tf ffc&H her father's

sheep (prop, the sheep which belonged to her father) ; Gen. 47, 4 and frequently.

So also (according to 128. a) when a genitive depends on more than one

substantive, e. g. Gen. 40, 5 the butler and the baker who (belonged) to the king

of Egypt (D'Hi'D 'j^lp HDM would indicate only the baker as belonging to the

king) ; or when a genitive (as in the examples in letter d above) is added to

a compound, which expresses one united idea (Ruth 4, 3) ; or when, as a fixed

term (e. g. a title), it appears always in the same form, e. g. Cant, i, i D'H^H "V$

nb?K>p ~IB>X the Song of songs, of Solomon ; I Sam. 21, 8. 2 Sam. 2, 8. I Chron.

n, 10; comp. also Gen. 41, 43
J
.

130. Wider Use of the Construct State.

The construct state, which, according to 89. a, primarily represents a

only the immediate government by one substantive of the following

word (or combination of words), is frequently employed in rapid

narrative as a connecting form, even apart from the genitive relation
;

so especially

(i) Before prepositions, particularly in more elevated (prophetic

or poetic) style, especially when the nomen regens is a participle.

Thus before 3
; "^3 nnB> the joy in the harvest, Is. 9, 2. 2 Sam. 1,21.

Ps. 136, 8 sq. ;
in participles, Is. 5, n. 9, i. 19, 8. Ps. 84, 7, and

especially often when 3 with a suffix follows the participle, e. g.

Ps. 2, 12 13 'Dirrba; comp. Nah. i, 7. Jer. 8, 16 (Ps. 24, i); Ps. 64, 9

(unless H&n should be read); 98, 7
2

. Before
f

5

,
Hos. 9, 6. Ps. 58, 5

(before to)j Prov. 24, 9. Lam. 2, 18 (before ?J?); i Chron. 6, 55.

23, 28; in participles, Ezek, 38, n. Job 18, 2. 24, 5; before ? with

an infinitive, Is. 56, 10, and again before ^ with a suffix, Gen. 24, 21.

1 In New Hebrew ?B> (derived from pB>
==

p "ItPN ,
see 36, and comp. Cant.

J 6. 3, 7 'pjjJ' nb^B'pB') is used like the simple relative ^ "^
in Aramaic, as an

independent sign of the genitive.
2 In Jud. 8, 1 1 the article is even used before a construct state followed by 3 ,

in order to determine the whole combination DvHN3 I|3^3K' tent-dwellers, taken
TT: IT ;

as one word
; comp., however, the remarks in 127. f-i, on similar grammatical

solecisms.
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Is. 30, 18. 64, 3
1

;
before ~2K, Is. 14, 19. Ezek. 21, 17; before

~nK
(with], Is. 8, 6; before p?, Gen. 3, 22. Is. 28, 9 (a participle);

Jer. 23, 23. Ezek. 13, 2. Hos. 7, 5; before "vj, Jud. 5, 10; before

^P?, Is. 14, 6
;
before the no/a accus. JIN, Jer. 33, 22; before a locative

(which in such cases also serves as a genitive), Ex. 27, 13. Jer. i, 15.

(2) Before wdw copulative, e.g. Ezek. 26, 10; but npsn Is. 33, 6,

n^? 35> 2
.
and n^-??' 51, 21 may be cases of an intentional reversion

to the old feminine ending ath, in order to avoid the hiatus (J) \
n __.

(3) When it governs the (originally demonstrative) pronoun "IK'K
;

so especially in the combination "IB^ DipD the place where (prop, of that

which} . . ., Gen. 39, 20. 40, 3 ;
or ~W$ DipB3 Lev. 4, 24. 33. 2 Sam.

15, 21. i Ki. 21, 19. Jer. 22, 12. Ezek. 21, 35. Hos. 2, i. We should

expect TfN DipED, n^
!X Dips?, as in Gen. 35, 13 &c., at the place

whic-h . . ., cf. 138; 15?K is treated as a nomen rectum instead

of as an attribute. Cf. also 'N Di*P followed by a perfect in i Sam.

29, 8, and ' ^ Lev. 13, 46. Num. 9, 18; also ^nfnp 131
(the

matter of that which, i. e.) whatsoever he showeth me, Num. 23, 3
2

.

(4) When it governs independent sentences (cf. 155), which

virtually stand to the construct state (as nomen regens) in the genitive

relation, e.g. Ex. 4, 13 ryEWjll'3 prop, by the hand of him whom
thou wilt send; Is. 29, i in njn

rp"]j5 the city where David encamped;

Jer. 48, 36. Ps. 1 6, 3 (if the text be right). 65, 5 (Prov. 8, 32). Ps. 81, 6.

Job 1 8, 21 the place ofhim that knoweth not God; Job 29, 16. Lam.

i, 14 (if the text be right) into the hands of those against whom I can-

not Sac? In Gen. 39, 4 (v~K^~?3) the v3 takes after it a noun-clause, and

1 These are to be distinguished from the cases where p follows a construct state,

which in conjunction with JO (and the following p) has become a sort of preposi-

tion or adverb of place; thus, we have p~JV3Q Ex. 26, 33 (for which in E/ek.

i, 27 merely p JV3) meaning simply within; p PD^J? (2 Ki. 23, 13. Ezek. lo, 3)

on the right hand (i.e. south) of; p fiDi?'? (Jos - **, " 13- Jud. 2, 9) on the north

of; comp. also Jos. 15, 21 and |D ''pEJp
Neh. 13, 4.

1 In Deut. 23, 5 the construct state governs a sentence introduced by the

conjunction 1y?N O5?N "I?"
1

] vj? by reason of the fact that, i. e. because] ;
so also

in i Sam. 3, 13.

3
Probably Gen. 22, 14 is also to be so explained (contrary to the accents),

and certainly (contrary to the very unnatural division of the verses) 2 Chron.

30, 1 8, which should read on thus : pDH i337"^3 1JJ3 ISjT 3il3n Hi IT the good
Lordpardon every one that setleth his heart to seek God, [See Wickes' Accentua-

tion of the Twenty-one Prose Books of the Old Testament, p. 140. G. W. C.]
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in Ex. 9, 4, still more boldly, a subst. with p. Very often a time-deter-

mination governs the following sentence in this way; thus, ^1)!* followed

by a perfect, i Sam. 5, 9 ;
E^S Ps. 102, 3 (before a noun-clause). Ex. 6,

28. Num. 3, i. Deut. 4, 15. 2 Sam. 22, i. Ps. 18, i. 59, 17. 138, 3 (in

every case before a following perfect). Ps. 56, 10 (before an imperfect) ;

Oi*? followed by the perfect, Jer. 36. 2; "^"PS Lev. 14, 46. i Sam.

25, 15. Job 29, 2
(''I?''?

as in the days when . . .; comp. fli^a and

ni3fc? before a perfect, Ps. 90, 15); riya before a perfect, Jer. 6, 15

(cf. 49, 8. 50, 31); before an imperfect, Job 6, 17; njrw before a

perfect, Hos. i, 2.

(5) Connected with a following word in apposition ; certainly e

so in such cases as P^TI? J"6vi3 the virgin, the daughter of Zion,

Is. 37, 22
; comp. 23, 12. Jer. 14, 17 ;

also i Sam. 28, 7 2iN~rpJ?3 r>J?X

a woman, possessor of a soothsaying spirit; comp. Deut. 21, n. Gen.

14, 10. Jud. 19, 22. 2 Ki. 10, 6. 17, 13 tyre ; Jer. 20, 15. 46, 9.

Ps. 35, i6(?). 78, 9. Job 20, 17 b (unless ^nJ or vnp_ be a gloss);

Dan. n, 14.

Rem. Some of the above passages may also be explained by supposing that f
there exists a real genitive relation towards the preceding construct state, which

has been, as it were, provisionally left in suspense, in consequence of the insertion

of some interrupting word, e. g. Is. 37, 22, &c.; Job 20, 17 a. Elsewhere (Deut.

33, 19. Ps. 68, 34) the natnen regens probably governs the following construct

state directly \

(6) The numeral 1D one for *1H in close connexion, and even g
with small distinctives, e.g. Gen. 48, 22. 2 Sam. 17, 22. Is. 27, 12.

Zech. ii, 7.

The character of these passages sKows that the numeral here cannot be in the

construct state, but is merely a rhythmical shortening of the usual (tone-lengthened)

form. Analogous to this are the apparent construct states ^tf, ""fi^, &/&, &c.,

in the compound numerals from eleven to nineteen, see 97. d-

131. Apposition.

1. Apposition in the stricter sense is the collocation of two sub- a
stantives in the same case in order to define more exactly (or to

complete) the one by the other, and, as a rule (see, however, below,

letter g), the former by the latter. Apposition in Hebrew (as in the

1 So also Is. 28, 1 6 a corner stone of the preciousness (rnp"
1 is a substantive not

an adjective) of a groundedfoundation, i.e. a precious corner stone of surest founda-

tion. In 2 Sam. 20, 19 the text is wholly corrupt; in Ps. 119, 128 rea
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other Semitic languages
1

)
is by no means confined to those cases

in which it is used in English or in the classical languages. It is not

infrequently found when either the subordination of one substantive

to the other or some more circumstantial kind of epexegetical addition

would be expected.

2. The principal kinds of apposition of nouns in Hebrew are the

following:

(a) The collocation of genus and species, e. g.
i"1
?

1

??** i"l$K a woman

(who was) a widow, i Ki. 7, 14 ; ""yVl? "T)Xl a damsel (that is)
a virgin,

Deut. 22, 23.28. Jud.2i,i2. i Sam. 30, 17. iKi. i, 2; comp. Gen. 13, 8.

21, 20 (where, however, n$2 is probably an explanatory gloss); Ex.

22, 30. 24, 5 (i Sam. n, 15). Lev. 6, 13. i Sam. 7, 9. 2 Sam. 15, 16.

i Ki. 3, 16. 5, 29 (but probably i>2D should be read instead of '??);

Is.
3,, 24. Jer. 20, i. No doubt also t?SOn fnb the priest (who is)

the

chief man, 2 Ki. 25, 18, &c. In 2 Sam. 10, 7 read '33H K35TP3 with

the LXX.

(<$) Collocation of the person or thing and the attribute, e. g. Job

20, 29 (27, 13) ysn D"lN~p;!n nt this is the portion of a man, (who is)

a wicked man; comp. Prov. 6, 12. Prov. 22, 21 J"IDN D'HON words

(which are) truth; comp. Ex. 30, 2. i Sam. 2, 13. Mic. i, n (where,

however, flBfr is most probably a gloss on ^~^)> Zech. i, 13. (
= com-

fortable words]', Ps. 45, 5 (?). 68, 17 (comp. verse 16). In a wider

sense this includes also such cases as Ps. 60, 5 npjnn ^ wine which

is staggering (intoxicating drink), which causes staggering
2

;
i Ki.

22, 27 (Is. 30, 20) f*D2 D^ water which is affliction, drunk in trouble

(imprisonment). Still more boldly, i Ki. 5, 3 "jn ~$$ oxen which

were taken out of the pastures, and i Ki. 6, 7 undressed stones

which come from the quarry, probably a corruption of

1 On certain uses of apposition peculiar to the Semitic languages, comp. the

exhaustive discussion by Fleischer,
' Ueber einige Arten der Nominalapposition

im Arab.' (Kleine Schriften, ii. 16) ; [and see also Driver, Tenses, Appendix IV.]
" Unless it is to be translated thou gavest us intoxication to drink as

wine (and so in I Ki. 22, 27 give him affliction to eat as bread, &cO; comp.
Ps. 80, 6 and the analogous examples of apposition in the form of a second

accusative in 117. kk. Moreover, having regard to HjVin j^ spiced wine, Cant.

8, 2, and N'lS "VJJ a -wild ass's colt, Job n, 12 (in which passages and
"VJf

must certainly be in the construct state) we cannot but ask whether the Masora

does not intend the p' in Ps. 60, 5 to be taken as construct state (for which

elsewhere p).
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A person and a condition are in apposition in Ezek. 18, 6 (unless

nrn33 js to be read). In i Sam. 4, i read 'yn f^K, according to

5, i. 7, 12.

(c) Collocation of the person (Deut. 28, 36) or thing (form) and d

material^, or of the place or measure and its contents, e.g. i Chron. 15, 19

niynjl
DWC3 with 'cymbals which were brass, i. e. of brass

;
Ezek.

22, 18, comp. Ex. 26, 25. Dan. n, 8. i Chron. 28, 15. 18; Ex. 28, 17

four rows, namely stones (for which 39, 10 has f?X "ntt3) ; comp.
2 Chron. 4, 13. Lev. 6, 3 (see, however, 128.^); 2 Ki. 7, i nbb HKD

a j#z^ of fine flour; comp. 2 Ki. 7, 16. 18. Gen. 18, 6. Ex. 16. 33.

Lev. 3, n. Ruth 2, 17. i Ki. 16, 24. 2 Ki. 5, 23 ^DS D?133 /wo talents

of silver* ; comp. 5, 17. Ezek. 22, 18
(if the text be right). With the

material placed before the measure, Ex. 30, 23 sq. A period of time

and its contents are placed in apposition in D^ KHH a month of

days, i.e. a month's time = for a whole month, Gen. 29, 14. Num.

n, 20. 21, comp. Deut. 21, 13. 2 Ki. 15, 13, and E 11^ EVUK' iwo

years' time, i.e. two full years, Gen. 41, i. 2 Sam. 13, 23. 14, 28.

24, 13. Jer. 28, 3. ii. Dan. 10, 2 sq.

Finally, under this head may be included all the cases in which

a numeral (regarded as a substantive) is followed by the object

numbered in apposition, e.g. D^Il ntJvB> trias sc. filii, 97. a

and 134. 6.

(d) Collocation of the thing and the measure or extent, number, &c., e

e.g. Num. 9, 20 "^DD D"1^ a'ay.y, (a small) number, i.e. only a few

days ; H^'O ^03 money, repetition, i. e. twice as much money,

Gen. 43, 12; E?3~!3 D^Jp water which was of the measure of the

knees, which reached to the knees, Ezek. 47, 4 (also E^niO ^ water

that was to the loins, in the same verse). This likewise includes the

cases in which a noun is followed in apposition by a numeral (see

134. c] or an adverb, originally conceived as a substantive, e.g.

Neh. 2, 12 cyt? &WM men, a few, i.e. some few men; i Ki. 5, 9

nTin rutori understanding, much-making, i.e. much understanding:

comp. 2 Sam. 8, 8 and elsewhere.

(e) Collocation of the thing and its name, e. g, "Vy5? &T)? *'# /#r f
mountainous district, Seir (perhaps only a subsequent gloss), Gen. 14, 6;

1

Comp. also the examples treated above in 127. h.

" On the anomalous form 0^133 (instead of 0^133 ; cf. D^33 immediately

before), cf. 88, 6.
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the land Canaan, Num. 34, 2; comp. Ezra 9, i. i Chron.

5, 9 (see letter g below). For examples of nouns in the construct

state before a noun in apposition, see 130. e above.

Rem. i. Only in certain combinations does the noun of nearer definition come

first, e. g. in :^13ri , nfo$!p !)bn king DaviJ, king Solomon (less frequently

Ijbon nn &c. 2 Sam. 13, 39. i Ki. a, 17. 12, 2. 2 Ki. 8, 29. 9, 15, &c.)

2. \Yhen the nota accusative (DX, ~J"lX) or a preposition precedes the first

substantive, it may be repeated before the noun in apposition, e. g. Gen. 4, 2.

22, 2. 24, 4. 47, 29. Is. 66, 21 ; this usually occurs when the nearer definition

precedes a proper name. As a rule, however, the repetition does not take place

(Deut. 18, i. Jer. 33, 18. i Sam. 2, 14). A noun in apposition is made deter-

minate, even after a noun with a prefix, in the ordinary way, e.g. 2 Chron. 12, 13

"iVtfn DvK'WS in Jerusalem, the city which, &C. 1

3. Sometimes a second adjective is used in apposition to a preceding adjective.

in order to modify in some way the meaning of the first, e.g. Lev. 13, 19 vV^

ncnEHK rm^ a white-reddish (light red) bright spot.

4. Permutation is to be regarded as a variety of apposition. It is not com-

plementary like apposition proper (see letter a above), but rather defines the

preceding substantive (or pronoun, see below), in order to prevent any possible

misunderstanding. This includes cases like Gen. 9, 4 with the life thereof (which

is) the blood thereof; Deut. 2, 26. 2 Ki. 3, 4 an hundred thousand rams, the

wool, i.e. the wool of the rams; Jer. 25, 15 this cup of the wine that is offun 1

(but nDnn is probably a gloss) ;
Is. 42, 25 he poured upon him fury, namely his

anger* ; but especially the examples in which such a permutative is added to

a preceding pronoun, viz.

(a) To a separate pronoun, e. g. Ex. 7 ,
1 1

;
with regard to the vocative, comp.

126./
() To an accusative suffix, e. g. Ex. 2, 6 she saw him, the child (unless ^n~DX

be a later gloss); Ex. 35, 5. Lev. 13, 59 . i Ki. 19, 21 (where, indeed, "lb>3n

appears to be a late gloss); 21, 13. 2 Ki. 16, 15 K'th. Jer. 9, 14. 31, 2. Ezek.

3, 21. Prov. 13, 24 (comp., however, Delitzsch on the passage); Eccles. 2, 21

(according to Delitzsch rather a double accusative)
3
.

(r) To a noun-suffix, e. g. Ezek. 10, 3 B^NH iN33 when he went in, the man ;

42, 14; comp. Prov. 13, 4(?). Ezra 3, 12
; so also after a preposition with

suffix, e.g. Eccles. 4, 10 "iHNin ip *"{< woe to him, the one alone; with a repetition

1 In i Ki. II, 8 participles after VB>3~, as in 2 Ki. 10, 6 after
T T T ;

pn, in 19, 2 after a determinate accusative, and in Hag. I, 4 after
* T

are used without the article ; these, however, are probably to be explained not as in

apposition, but according to 118. /.
* But D^D Gen. 6, 17 (comp. 7, 6) is to be regarded as a later gloss upon the

archaic ?}3tp.
* For teK>*1 i Sam. 21, 14 either n3Efy is to be read or the K'thibh is to be

explained according to 75. i>, note. Also iJ"13p? Prov. 5, 22 has hardly preserved
the correct form.
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of the preposition, Num. 32, 33. Jos. i, 2 PNHK^ ^32p DHp to M*;, to M<f

children of Israel; Jer. 51, 56. 2 Chron. 26, 14
J

. Comp., finally, Cant. 3, 7,

where the suffix precedes the genitive periphrastically expressed by
/
?B' (as in

Ezra 9, i, where the genitive is expressed by p)
a

.

Of a different kind are the cases in which the permutative with its proper suffix

follows as a kind of correction of the preceding suffix, e. g. Is. 29, 23 -when he (or

rather) his children see, &c. (but V\y* is clearly a gloss); comp. Ps. 83, 12,

perhaps also Job 29, 3.

5. Cases of apposition in a wider sense are those in which the nearer definition p
added to the noun was originally regarded as an adverbial accusative ; on its use

with the verb and on the relative correctness of speaking of such an accusative

in Hebrew, cf. 118. a and m. Owing to the lack of case-endings, indeed, it is

in many instances only by analogies elsewhere (especially in Arabic) that we can

decide whether the case is one of apposition in the narrower or in the wider

sense ; in other instances this must remain quite uncertain. However, the follow-

ing are probably cases of apposition in the wider sense :

(a) Such phrases as P)D3 >"OB>O a double amount in money, Gen. 43, 15 ; comp. <J

2 Sam. 21, 20. Jer. 17, 18; I Sam. 17, 5 five thousand shekels in brass; certainly

such cases as Job 15, 10 older than thy father in days, and the expression of the

superlative by means of 1ND (originally a substantive), e. g. *1ND HID very good,

Gen. i, 31 (comp. also Eccles. 7, 16 il^in P12 righteous over much}, and the

very frequent "1NQ i"l3"in prop, a much-making exceedingly, i. e. exceedingly great,

Gen. 15, i and elsewhere, also Prov. 23, 29 D3n D^3?3 wounds without cause 3
,

perhaps also Gen. 34, 25 (flBS).

(o~) A few examples, in which an epexegetical substantive is added to a f

substantive with a suffix; thus, Ezek. 16, 27 illSt :J3TTO ofthy conduct in lewdness

(but it is also possible to explain this according to letter c, of thy conduct, which

is lewdness} ; cf. Ezek. 24, 13. 2 Sam. 22, 33 7TI *flJJO my fortress in strength,

i. e. my strong fortress (comp., however, Ps. 18, 33); Hab. 3, 8. Ps. 71, 7. While

even in these examples the deviation from the ordinary usage of the language

(comp. 135. n) is strange, it is much more so in 2iD iflton Ezek. 18, 7, i.e.

according to the context his pledge for a debt ; Ezra 2, 62 D^rPntSn &3J12)
}

i. e. their register, namely of those that were reckoned by genealogy (but perhaps

'YlBH is in apposition to the suffix in D3TI3), also the curious combinations

1 But in Is. 17, 6 we should certainly divide the words differently and read

JVlisn 'Qyp3, and in Prov. 14, 13 nriBfrn rVnntf; in Gen. 2, 19 n>n t5>S3 is a

late gloss upon i?.

2 Some of the examples given above are textually (or exegetically) doubtful,

whilst in the case of others, especially those from the later Books, we cannot

help asking whether such a prolepsis of the genitive by means of a suffix (as e. g.

Ezek. 10, 3) is not due to the influence of Aramaic, in which it is the customary

idiom; comp. Kautzsch's Gramm. des Biblisch-Aram., 81. e and 88.

3 In Ps. 69, 5 D3H (like "Ij^ in a false way, falsely, Ps. 35, 19 and 38, 20) is

used as an adverbial accusative with a participle; comp. 118. q.
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(mentioned in 128. d) of W"121 with a proper name (Lev. 26, 42), and in Jer.

33, 20 with D^'H *.

6. In Deut. 33, 4 (HBniD, perhaps "ite^
is to be read), 33, 27 (Hj'yO).

Jud. 7, 8 (mS)j and Job 31,11 (fiy), the absolute state appears to be used instead

of the construct to govern a following logical genitive ; this, however, cannot

be explained either as a special kind of apposition, or (with Hitzig) as a peculiarity

of the dialect of Northern Palestine, but merely as a textual corruption. On the

other hand, the remarkable combination DifcOif D^rPX Ps. 80, 8. 15 arises from

the fact, that in Pss. 42-83 D^rnN has almost throughout been subsequently

substituted by some redactor for the divine name HliT ; on JliS35? mrv comp.

125. A. In Ps. 59, 6. 80, 5. 20 and 84, 9 niPP has been reinstated in the text

before rtiNZtf DTOtf'.

.7. Lastly, the nearer definition (qualification) of a noun may be effected by
means of a preposition (either with a suffix or with an independent noun), but

must then be distinguished from the cases in which the preposition is dependent
on a verb or verbal idea, e. g. Gen. 3, 6 and she gave also fifty rltt"{<p

unto her

husband "with her (= her husband who was with her) ;
in Gen. 9, 16 (that I may

remember the everlasting covenant between God and every living creature of all

flesh) and other places, the qualification of the noun is itself also qualified.

132. Connexion of the Substantive with the Adjective*.

a 1. The adjective (like the participle used adjectivally), which serves

as an attribute of a substantive, stands after the substantive, and agrees

1 But in Num. 25, 12 DvB' may also be explained according to letter c, as

really in apposition. Comp. on the whole question Delitzsch, Psalmen, 4th ed.,

p. 203, note I.

2 Without this assumption it would be inconceivable that J"flN3i? "'HPS illiT

should not have been written ;
that the author of these Psalms regarded niiOJ?

already as an independent name of God (so Gesenius and Olshausen: is out of

the question.
3 On the expression of attributive ideas by substantives, comp. above, 127. h

t

and 128.0, with the note; 135. and 141. c (substantives for adjectives as

predicates of noun-clauses) and 152. (periphrases for negative qualities". On
the use of the feminine of adjectives (and participles') to express abstract ideas,

see 122. q. It remains to mention further the employment (mostly only in

poetry) of certain epithets in place of the substantives to which the quality

in question belongs; e.g. "VI1K the strong one, i.e. God ; "V3N the strong one, i.e.

the bull (Jer. 8, 16, and elsewhere, the horse] ; Pp swift = the runner (of the

horse, Is. 30, 16); !"IJ3p alba, i.e. luna; n*"19 (fructifera) a fruitful tree, Is. 17, 6

(so rpS Gen. 49, 22] ; f*Tl a croucher, i.e. a crouching beast of prey, Gen. 4, 7.

Comp. also |p (gravis, augustus) and fcOB>3 (elatusl), i.e. a prince. This use of

adjectives and participles for substantives is much more extensive in Arabic. In

Greek and Lalin poetical language comp. such examples as i/ypj)
= t/ie sea ; rnerum

for vinum, &c.
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with it in gender and number, e. g. 7^3 E^N a great man, HBJ

a beautiful woman. If the substantive is immediately connected with

a genitive, the attribute follows the latter, since, according to 89

and 128. <z, the construct state and the absolute state belonging

to it are inseparably united, e.g. Est. 8, 15 n?i"l3 2nt n^BSf a great

crown of gold. Ori the attribute when attached to a determinate

substantive, see above, 126. u.

Rem. I. Where an adjectival attribute appears to stand before its substantive
*

(according to the usual explanation, for the sake of special emphasis) the relation

is really appositional in character ; thus, Is. 10, 30 ninJJJ i"l*3y O thou poor

one, Anathoth ! (but probably !"I^J?
answer her, is to be read); comp. 23, 12.

53, ii (a righteous man, my servant ; but in 28, 21 "IT and n*"133 are predicates

preceding the substantives); Jer. 3, 6. icsq. Ps. 18, 4 him who is worthy to be

praised will I call upon, the Lord; 92, 12 (apposition after participles). But

D*2n and fliBT many, are sometimes placed, like numerals, before the substantive

Jer. 16, 16. Ps. 32, 10. 89, 51. Neh. 9, 28 ;
in Ps. 145, 7 31 is a subst. regens} ;

an appositional relation can scarcely be intended in these instances.

2. In a few expressions (mostly poetic) the adjective appears not as an attribute C

after the substantive, but in the construct state governing it
;
so in the singular,

Ex. 15, 16 (unless P13 should be read) ;
i Sam. 16, 7 (the height of his stature] ;

in the plural, i Sam. 1 7, 40 D^32S "'ppH
smooth ones of (among) stones, i. e. smooth

stones ; Is. 35, 9. Ezek. 7, 24. Ps. 46, 5, and with a following collective instead

of a plural, e.g. Is. 29, 19 D"1X ^).V3S the poor among men, i.e. poor men ; Jer.

49, 20. Zech. ii, 7; comp. in Latin canum degeneres. However, in almost all

these cases the adjective which is made into a regens is strongly emphatic, and

is frequently equivalent to a superlative (see below, 133. ).

3. When two adjectives follow a feminine, sometimes only that standing next d
to it takes the feminine termination, e.g. i Ki. 19, n 'lai p7H} r6'"13 HY1 ;

i Sam.

15, 9 (comp., however, on this passage 75.^) ; Jer. 20, 9. Ps. 63, 2. A similar

dislike of the feminine form may also be observed in the case of verbal predicates

referring to feminine subjects, comp. 145. / and /.

When an attribute qualifies several substantives of different genders, it agrees

with the masculine, as being the prior gender (cf. 146. </), e.g. Neh. 9, 13

D^aiB rriXBI D'jpn ; Jer. 34, 9. Zech. 8, 5.

When three attributes follow a substantive, the first two may stand without

a conjunction, and the last be attached by waw copulative, comp. Zech. i, 8.

4. After feminines plural ending in Ds__ ( 87. p) the adjectival attribute (in 6

accordance with the fundamental rule stated above, letter a) takes the ending fri,

e.g. Is. 10, 14 ni3Ty D^J?1% forsaken eggs ; Gen. 32, 16. For a strange exception

see Jer. 29, 17 (differently in 24, 2).

5. With regard to number it is to be remarked that f

(a} Substantives in the dual are followed by adjectives (or participles) in the

plural, e.g. Ps. 18, 28 (Prov. 6, 17) niCH Q^JJ haughty eyes ; Is. 35, 3. Job

4, 3 sq., comp. 88. a.

() Collective ideas are not infrequently joined with the plural of the adjective g
or participle (constructio ad sensuni} ; thus, e.g. ft = men, i Sam. 13, 15. Is. 9, i

;
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;WE^~/>3 = all the Israelites, i Sam. 2, 14; Hv3 -the exiles, Jer. 28, 4; comp.

also D^t? B'D3 two souls, Gen. 46, 27 *.

(c) The pluralis excellentiae or pluralis tnaiestalis is joined, as a rule, to the

singular of the attribute, e.g. Ps. 7, 10 p^S D'rPX ;
i Ki. 19, 4. 16

(
= Is. 37, 4.

17) ;
Is. 19, 4 ; comp., however, D^PI D^PuX 2 Deut. 5, 23. I Sam. 17, 26. 36. Jer.

10, 10. 23, 36, perhaps also Ex. 20, 3 D^HX D'rpK = another god, and Jos. 24, 19

D^E^lp D*n;)N (comp., however, above, 124. -). On the other hand, i Sam.

4, 8 is to be explained as having been said by the Philistines, who supposed that

the Israelites had several gods. On the connexion of D'rOX with a plural

attribute, see 145. i.

2. On the adjective (in the construct state) governing a following

genitive, comp. 128. x; for the participle in the same construction,

see \i6.f-L

. 133. The Comparison of Adjectives. (Periphrastic Expression

of the Comparative and Superlative?)

1. Hebrew possesses no special forms either for the comparative or

superlative of the adjective
3

. In order to express a comparative, the

person or thing which is to be represented as excelled in some

particular quality is attached to the attributive word by the preposition

~fD (-D), e.g. i Sam. 9, 2 Dyn"/3Q
ITQJJ higher than any of the people.

The fundamental idea evidently is, tall away from all the people

(beyond all the people); comp. Jud. 14, 18 S1O 15? HIM BO"1

]!? piDG'TO

what is sweeter than honey i
3 and what is stronger than a lion? Ezek.

1 But it is impossible to take DD^Cri in Ezek. 46, 6 as an attribute of ~lp3 ;

probably it is a correction intended to harmonize the passage with Num. 28, n,
where two young bullocks are required.

2
Comp. i Sam. 28, 13, where D^ITPX (in the sense of a spirit] is followed by

DyV as a second accusative; conversely in i Sam. 19, 13. 16, a singular suffix

refers back to D^Enri household god (but not so in Gen. 31, 34), as in Ps. 46, 4

to the plural of amplification D^GP sea. On the other hand, it is very doubtful

whether H2T Ps. 78, 15 is to be regarded as an attribute of nfoiTTI and not rather

as the adverb, abundantly.
3 There is in Arabic a special form of the adjective (the elative) for the com-

parative and superlative, which in Hebrew would have the form /DpK. Instances

of it, perhaps, are "W3X daring, cruel, 2T3K deceptive (of a brook drying up), and

its opposite ffVK (contracted from 'aitan) constantly flowing, perennis. These

forms are, however, used without any perceptible emphasis, and cannot be

regarded as more than isolated relics of an elative formation which has become

obsolete, much as the Latin comparative disappears in Italian, and still more so

in French, and is supplanted by the circumlocution with/t,//wj.
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28, 3. Amos 6, 2. Frequently an infinitive appears as the object

of the comparison, e.g. Gen. 29, 19 // is better that I give her to thee,

than that I should give her, &c.; Ex. 14, 12. Ps. 118, 8 sq.
1

Rem. i. This use of "ftp is also very common when the attributive idea is b

represented by an intransitive verb, e. g. i Sam. 10, 23 DJjrrpItp rl32J1
and he

was higher than any of the people ; Nah. 3, 8. Job 7, 6. Elsewhere, especially

after transitive verbs, "ftp rather represents (on its different senses see 119. v-z]

the idea of a separation, distinction or siiperiority of one person or thing from
or over others

2
. This is evident in such cases as "ftp ^FI3 to choose some-

thing (to prefer it) before something else, e. g. Job 7, 15, comp. Deut. 14, 2 (also

"ftp . t . pin*
1 the excellence of . . . over . . ., Eccles. 2, 13); it is also seen in

examples like Gen. 37, 3 VSSvStp $|Di''"T)Sl 3i1N bbpb^l now Israel lovedJoseph

more than all his (other) children ; 29, 30. I Sam. 2, 29. Hos. 6, 6 3
.

2. A somewhat different idea underlies the use of "JO after adjectives, or c

intransitive verbs possessing an attributive sense, when the thought to be expressed

is that the quality is too little or too much in force for the attainment of a particular

aim or object, e.g. Is. 7, 13 D3O CJ?tpn is it a small thing (i.e. too little) for

you to . . .? Job 15, ii
; after an intransitive verb, e.g. Gen. 32, ii / am too

insignificant (""Jjljbp) for all the mercies (I am not worthy of . . .), &c.; comp.

also the expressions "ftp 133 to be too heavy for one, Ex. 18, 18. Num. ii, 14.

Ps. 38, K; ~fD nyp to be too hard for one, Deut. i, 17; ~fO 3yD to be too few* T T ' * T

for something, Exod. 12, 4; "ftp "OS to be too strong for one, Ps. 65, 4; "ftp DSJ?

to be too mighty for one, Gen. 26, 16; "ftp DY^ to be too high for one, Ps. 61, 3;

"ftp "IX to be too narrow for one, Is. 49, 19 ; "ftp IXp to be too short for something,

Is. 50, 2, and very frequently "ftp 8OD3 to be too wonderful for one (and, con-

sequently, inconceivable or unattainable), Gen. 18, 14. Deut. 17, 8. 30, ii. Jer.

37, 17. Prov. 30, 1 8. This use is especially seen in the numerous instances in

which the attribute is followed by "ftp with an infinitive, e.g. I Ki. 8, 64 the

brazen altar . . . was P'OHD |fop too little to receive (to be able to receive) the

burnt offering, comp. Gen. 4, 13. 36, 7 too great for them to dwell together ; after

verbs, e. g. Ex. 12, 4. Is. 28, 20. Ps. 40, 6. Finally, cf. "ftp D3.5 3T ,
followed by

the infinitive, it is enough (prop, too much] for you to . . ., meaning ye have . . .

1 In Jud. ii, 25 the adjective is specially intensified by repetition, art thou

so much better than Balak ? It would also be possible, however, to translate

art thou really better . . .?

2
Comp. the Latin ablative with the comparative ;

also the etymology of such

words as eximius, egregius, and the Homeric ! iravruv fiAKiaTa, II. 4, 96 ;
tx

Tafftojv, 1 8, 431.
* On the other hand, the phrase "ftp JV1X expresses not a comparison, but only

a relation existing between one person and another; thus, in Gen. 38, 26

'3Btp np"lV means, she is in the right as against me; comp. Job 4, 17. 32, 2.

In Prov. 17,12 rather (to meet with so and so) than ... is expressed by "?K1

before the second member.

G g 2
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long enough, \ Ki. 12, 28
;

cf. Ex. 9, 28 and Ezek. 44, 6 (~fO followed by a sub-

stantive)
l
.

d In all these instances ~[B expresses either the removal of a thing from a person,

or the severance of the person from some aim or object ; comp. also the expression

131 73 DTO ~l}fIP~N? nothing will be unattainable for them (prop, there shall

not be cut off from them anything which, &c.), Gen. u, 6. Job 42, 3.

f 3. The attributive idea, on which "jtp logically depends, must sometimes, in

consequence of a pregnant use of the "JO (see the analogous examples in \\<).ff),

be supplied from the context, e.g. Is. 10, 10 DvB^1 <lp Dn'v l|

pS} -whose graven

images were more numerous than those at Jerusalem, &c. a
; Mic. 7, 4 worse than

a thorn hedge ; Ps. 62, 10 lighter than a breath ; Job u, 17 clearer than the

noonday; Eccles. 4, 17 better than, &c.

f
'

2. The correlative comparatives greater less (older -younger) are

expressed by the simple adjective with the article (the great, equivalent

to the greater, &c.); Gen. i, 16. 19, 31. 34. 27, 15. 29, 16. 18. 26.

"

3. To express the superlative it is also sufficient (see above, letterf)
to make the adjective determinate, either by means of the article

or a following partitive genitive (or suffix); in this case the article

or genitive indicates that the attribute in question belongs especially

to one or more definite individuals 8
; e.g. i Sam. 9, 21 '"nysn the

least; 1 6, 1 1 [OiJ>n the little one, i. e. the youngest of eight sons ; 17,14

David was fCn the youngest, and the three great, i.e. elder, &c.;

Gen. 42, 13. 44, 2. Cant, i, 8. So also with a qualifying adjective,

e.g. Gen. 9, 24 |Bi3ri ^ his youngest son; comp. Jos. 14, 15; also

with a following genitive, 2 Chron. 21, 17 V33 fbp the youngest of his

sons ; Prov. 30, 24 the least upon the earth ; with suffix, Mic. 7, 4 D21D

their good one, i. e. the best of them; Jon. 3,5 DJOp IJ?1 CPn? from
the greatest of them even to the least of them; comp. the inverse order

in Jer. 6, 13. 31, 34.

Il Rem. i. The above examples apply only to the most common relative attributes

great, small, good), and to expressions which by usage easily came to be recognized

as periphrases for the superlative. Other adjectives, however, when followed

by a partitive genitive, also acquire the sense of a superlative ; this appears from

the context, e.g. Deut. 33, 19 the most hidden treasures of the sand; Jud. 5, 29

the -wisest amongst her ladies ; Is. 19, II. 23, 8sq. 29, 19. Jer. 49, 20. Ezek. 28, 7.

1

Comp. also 2 Ki. 4, 3, where the idea of doing something too little is para-

phrased by the Hiph. tJ'yBn = do not too little, sc. /NBv in borrowing empty
vessels.

1 On this comparatio decurtata, cf. the still bolder pregnant construction in

Ps. 4, 8, njJD greater gladness than at the time, &c.

1
Comp. also fiyJJ the one above, i. e. the Most High.
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Zech. 11,7. Ps. 45, 13. Job 30, 6 (in the mostfrightful ofvalleys}. 41, 23 ; probably
also Ps. 35, 1 6. On this government by the adjective generally, cf. 132. c.

Moreover, the combination of a substantive in the construct state with an adjective

used substantially (discussed in 128. w} sometimes serves as a periphrasis for

the superlative, e.g. Is. 22, 24 |Bj2n \^3 73 all the smallest vessels ; Cant. 7, 10

3it3n f"3 like the best -mint (where indeed SitSH f^3 may have been originally

intended).

2. Other periphrases for the superlative are the use of a substantive in the /

construct state before the plural of the same word (which is naturally to be

regarded as a partitive genitive; comp. our book of books], e.g. Ex. 26, 33

D^Eh^.n Bhp the most holy plate; Dn^H Ttf (Cant, i, i) the most excellent

song; comp. Gen. 9, 25 (
= servus servorum, the lowest servant); Num. 3, 32.

Deut. 10, 17
l

(Ps. 136, 3" ; i Ki. 8, 27. Is. 34, 10 (comp. Gal. i, 5. Rev. 22, 5);

Jer. 3, 19. Ezek. 16, 7. 26, 7 (king, of kings, of Nebuchadrezzar; comp. i Tim.

6, 15. Rev. 17, 14. 19, 16, and another kind of circumlocution in Ps. 95, 3);

Eccles. i, 12. Similarly in Jer. 6, 28 two participles are combined, and in Hos.

10, 15 two substantives in the singular. Finally, the same object is attained

by connecting one substantive in the construct state with another of the same

stem ( [irQC? fl3K> a sabbath of solemn rest, i. e. an obligatory day of rest, Ex.

31, 15, &c.) or of the same meaning (e.g. HpDX ^H a thick darkness, Ex. 10, 22).

3. The intensification of attributes by means of repetition belongs rather to rhetoric k
than to syntax, e.g. Eccles. 7, 24 pbj? pby exceeding deep ; i Sam. 2, 3. Prov.

20, 14 ; the adjective is even used three times in Is. 6, 3. Comp. the repetition

of adverbs for the same purpose in Gen. 7, 19. Num. 14,7 ("1KO 1KB exceeding,

also "IXp "1ND3 Ex. i, 7 and elsewhere) ;
Ezek. 42, 15. On the other hand, in

Deut. 28, 43 the repetition expresses a continuous progress, i. e. higher and higher

. . . lower and lower ; in Deut. 2, 27 (see 123. e) and 16, 20 (nothing butjustice)

the constancy of the action. Comp. Ex. 23, 30 BytZ) t3J?D very gradually*.

The repetition of substantives serves ako as a periphrasis for the superlative /

in such cases as T1 Tip (Ex. 3, 15)
= to the remotest generations ; comp. 17, 16.

Jer. 6, 14. 8, n (pet-feet peace} ;
Ezek. 21, 32 (!"Hy repeated three times)

3
; 35, 7.

Nah. i, 2. Sometimes the completeness of an action or condition is expressed

by placing together two or even three substantives of the same stem and of

similar sound, comp. Ezek. 6, 14 (33, 28sq. 35, 3); 32, 15. Nah. 2, n. Zeph.

' *5 (J b 3, 3- 38. 27).

1 God ofgods, and Lord of lords, just as the supreme god of the Babylonians

is called bel beli (Tiele, Compend. der Rel.-Gesch., p. 87).
* Adverbs of the same stem are connected in this way in Num. 6, 9. Is. 29, 5.

30, 13; of different stems in Is. 5, 26 and Joel 4, 4. In Num. 12, 2 the particles

7]K pT appear to be placed together for a similar purpose, equivalent to simply

and solely.

3 Different in kind from the thrice repeated exclamation of the same words in

2 Sam. 1 8, 33. Jer. 7, 4 and 22, 29, and the double exclamation in Jer. 4, 19 and

Lam. i, 16 (?).
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134. Syntax of the Numerals.

Cf. the exhaustive statistics collected by Sven Herner, Syntax der Zahlwb'rter

tw A. T., Lund, 1893.

1. The numerals from 2 to 10, as being originally abstract

substantives, may be connected with their substantives in three

different ways. They may stand either

(a) In the construct state before the substantive (the object

numbered being consequently in the genitive), e. g. D^ n&'V a triad

of days, i.e. three days; D^JNp ^ the two men; or

(b) In the absolute state before it (the object numbered being

in apposition, 131.^), e.g. D1

?^ nt59K> a triad, viz. sons. i.e. three

sons; D^JK D^fc? two men; or

(c) In the absolute state (likewise in apposition) after the object

numbered, e.g. VrOW rfQIl. So especially in long lists, since in these

the substantives naturally come first, e.g. Gen. 32, 15. Num. 7, 17.

28, 19. Apart from such cases, the frequency of this order in the

later Books is due to the fact that the character of the numeral

tended more and more to become adjectival rather than substantival
1
.

Rem. In Lev. 24, 22 "HIS follows the construct state D5B>tp, but here as in

Num. 15, 16 CEBto should be read. In Gen. 42, 19 IPIX is in apposition to
T |

* TV
a substantive with a suffix (

= one ofyou brethren ; but verse 33 the one ofyou

brethren). In Num. 31, 28 ins precedes the substantive in the Aramaic manner

(
= one each}. For rUK^ilND (Gen. 7, 17, &c.) we find regularly in the Priestly

Code (except in Gen. 17, 17. 23, i) n3B> DSD (Gen. 5, 3, &c.) an hundred years.

On the connexion of abstract numerals with suffixes, as DH^E? their duality, i. e.

they two, Gen. 2, 25 and elsewhere (also with a strengthening separate pronoun,
as yn3N IVIES' i Sam. 20, 42), comp. 97. **.

2. The numerals from 2 to 10 take the object numbered in the

plural
2
,
with very few exceptions, such as Ex. 16, 22 (where

1 From Herner's tables (op. cit., pp. 55-66) it appears, according to p. 68, that

in the documents J, E, D of the Pentateuch, in Jos. 1-12, Judges, Samuel, Isaiah,

Jeremiah, the Minor Prophets, Psalms, Megilloth, and Job, the numeral never,

or very rarely, stands after its noun ; in Kings and Ezekiel it stands several times

after ; in the Priestly Code and Jos. 13-24 nearly always after ; in Chronicles,

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Daniel, nearly as often after as before the noun. In Ex.

28, 10 the Masora makes the numeral in the genitive follow the construct state of

the substantive numbered
;
we should, however, read HtS'tJ'n J"liCB'"TlfcO : for the

omission of the article before '6?, cf. 1 26. w.
* On examples such as Gen. 46, 27 (D'JE* tJ*D3 two souls), comp. 132.

(collectives joined with the plural of the adjective).
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= the double of an omer\ 2 Ki. 22, i. Ezek. 45, i, comp. 2 Ki. 8, 17

and 25, 17 Ke
th. The numerals from n to 19 generally take

the plural, but with certain substantives frequently used with numerals

the singular is more common (see further, under letter/"). The tens

(from 20 to 90), when they precede, take the singular (in the

accusative, comp. 131.^) of certain nouns frequently used with

numerals (^S a thousand, E*N, Di"1

, 13, tfSJ, 7\& but only in Ezekiel

and the Priestly Code), otherwise the plural, as 0^3, niJ3, any (but

cf. also Jud. n, 33), &c.; on the other hand, the plural is necessary

when they follow the object numbered in apposition (e. g. a^fry DIDS

twenty cubits, 2 Chron. 3, 3 sq.; with the exception of 2 Sam. 24, 24,

only in late Books). After nWD and ^R the substantive numbered

may be used either in the singular or plural, see further, letter g
below.

Rem. i. After the numerals from n to 19 the singular is used, as a rule, with f
aV day, TWO year, eJ'N man, BB3 soul (person), D3S? tribe, rQXD pillar (Ex.

24. 4), sometimes with ilBK cubit, Bnh month, "Vy city, spy shekel (compare our

four-year-old and the German sechzig PfuneT), e.g. Deut. I, 2 Dl"1

"IB?y 1PIS

(comp., however, such exceptions as Deut. I, 23. Jos. 4, 2, and elsewhere).

Substantives other than these are used in the plural with the numerals from 1 1 to

19, and the numeral may even follow the substantive, especially in later passages,

as Num. 7, 87 sq. I Chron. 4, 27. 25, 5.

a. After ilKD (HSC) [so almost exclusively in the Priestly Code, e. g. always g
P!^K no], nfow, DTIND) and BK (D-E^K, ^K, D?si>N) the substantives

B*N, P|^K,
ilBK (except in Ezek. 40, 27), Di\ 73Q, 1O2f are regularly used in

the singular, generally also i"l3K'
) 133, 13, bj^B' (with the exception of Jos. 7, 21.

2 Sam. 14, 26. and elsewhere); comp., moreover, Gen. 33, 19. Est. r, i. Jud. 21, 12.

Dent. 7, 9. I Ki. 5, 12. 2 Chron. 9, 15. Examples of the plural after ilKD are

Gen. 26, 12. i Sam. 18, 25. 2 Sam. 16, i. i Ki. 18, 4; after JINO Ex. 38, 27;

after niNO Jud. 15, 4. 2 Sam. 8, 4. i Ki. 10, 17. Ezek. 42, 17; "after D^riXD
i Sam. 25, 18. i Ki. 7, 20; after PpS i Sam. 25, 2. i Ki. 3, 4. 5, 6. 2 Ki. 3, 4.

Ps. 90, 4 ; after Q^K I Sam. 1 7, 5. Job 42, 1 a
; after >s|)K Mic. 6, 7 ; after D^X

Is. 36, 8. In Dan. 12, n the plural D^D"1

precedes the numeral twelve hundred.

3. Numerals compounded of tens and units (like 21, 62) take the h

object numbered either after them in the singular (in the accusative),

e.g. Gen. 5, 20 fWt? D'BhSh. DTIS? two and sixtyyears (rut? in the singular,

according to letter e, since it conforms to the ten immediately pre-

ceding; but also fi3^ nib^i D'B9^ Deut. 2, 14), or &/0r? them

in the plural, especially in the later Books, Dan. 9, 26 and elsewhere;

or the object is repeated (but only in i Ki. 6, i, and the Priestly
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Code; sometimes even several times, e.g. Gen. 23, i. 25, 7. 17 thrice)

in the plural with the units (according to letter b\ and in the singular

with the tens (see letter e) and hundreds, e.g. Gen. 12, 4 D^t? KT?n

nrj;

D^3Bh seventy and five years ; Gen. 23, i n3B> Dnbjn nJB> nt

// hundred and twenty and sevenyears. Cornp. Gen. 5, 6 sqq.

Rem. i. It may further be remarked with regard to the order, that the thousand

or thousands always precede the hundreds, &c., and the hundreds almost always

come before the smaller numbers (in Kings and Ezekiel sometimes, and in the

Priestly Code usually, after the smaller numbers), the tens in the earlier

Books (documents J and D of the Pentateuch, Joshua i-i 2, Judges, Samuel, Isaiah,

and also in Ezra and Nehemiah) before the units, but in Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the

Priestly Code, Joshua 13-24, after the units (see Herner, op. cit., p. 73). After

the hundreds the smaller number is very frequently added p.avvotT<us, without 1
,

especially in Ezra, Nehemiah, and Daniel.

On the syntax of the cardinals in general :

a.- The cardinals are determined by the article, when they refer back (without

being connected with the object numbered; comp., however, Lev. 25, losq. Num.

16, 35. Jos. 4, 4. 2 Sam. 23, 13) to a number or list already mentioned, e.g. Gen.

2, ii pB"9 "iHXn DB' the name of the one (the first) is Pishon; Gen. 14, 9 four

kings against ike five (enumerated in verse 2); comp. I Chron. u, 20 sq., and

the determinate tens in Gen. 18, 29. 31 sq. A demonstrative with the article may
also be added to a numeral determined in this way, e.g. Deut. 19, 9 (but comp.
also Gen. 9, 19. 22, 23, where the numeral and demonstrative are practically

determinate in themselves). In the case of the numerals from it to 19 the

article may stand either before the unit (i Chron. 25, 19. 27, 15) or before
"ftpy

(Jos. 4, 4); it is used before all three members of a compound number (273)

in Num. 3, 46.

In apposition with some determinate substantive the cardinal number is used

without the article, not only when it precedes the substantive, as in Jos. 15, 14

(pJS?n ^Q !"IBM?B'~nK, where ftwbw is equivalent to a substantive determinate

in itself; comp. Gen. 18, 28. Jos. 6. 8. 22. i Sam. 17, 14. i Ki. n, 31, and the

passages discussed above in 126. x ; Gen. 21, 29, &c.), but also when it follows

the substantive, e.g. I Ki. 7, 27. 43 sq. -\tJ> and
i"TJ0? ; the omission of the article

may here, as in the cases noticed in 1 26. s, be also due to the dislike of a

hiatus. This would also be a very simple explanation of THS Num. 28, 4. I Sam.

13, i? sq. Jer. 24, 2. Ezek. 10, 9, instead of the more usual HHXH, and of DPIS

i Sam. i, 2 for nriNH.
r

Such cases as D'D'H 1"IJJ2$ Jud. 14, 17 v
which is determined by a following

determinate genitive) are explained from 127. ; I Chron. 9, 25 perhaps from

1 26. q ; in Is. 30, 26 probably the light of all the seven days of the week is

meant; on the other hand, in I Sam. 9, 20 and 25, 38 the article is, with Well-

hausen, to be omitted.

3. Certain specifications of measure, weight, or time, are commonly omitted after

numerals, e.g. Gen. 20, 16 6]D3 ^K a thousand (shekels) of silver ; so also before

3H1 Gen. 24, 22. i Ki. 10, 16. Is. 7, 23, comp. Ps. 119, 72. Moreover, Ruth 3, 15
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D^"]'y'K> $K> six (ephahs) of barley; i Sam, 17, 17 DPI^ rnb'y /# (according to

10, 3 loaves} of bread; comp. 2 Sam. 16, 1, where before
}^J3

a measure, or perhaps

some term like cakes, is to be supplied. The number of cubits is stated in the

Priestly Code ^Ex. 26, 2 and elsewhere) and in I Ki. 6 and 7 (otherwise only in

Ezek. 40, 5. 21. 47, 3. Zech. 5, 2. i Chron. n, 23. 2 Chron. 4, 2 sq.) by the

addition of ntS3 prop, by the ciibit. Also in Ex. 27, 1 1 the Samaritan and LXX
read JIBfcta after' Tjnk, and in 27, 15 TOK after rnb>.

4. The ordinals above 10 have no special forms, but are expressed

by the corresponding cardinals, which may then stand either before

or after the object numbered, e.g. Gen. 7, n DV1

"tipy
ny^3 M*

seventeenth day; Deut. i, 3 nJB> DS

S?3"]K3 /' the fortieth year ; comp.

Gen. 14, 5. 2 Ki. 25, 27, and, with repetition of H3^ in a compound

number, i Ki. 6, i
; such a cardinal occurs without 3 (and therefore

in the accus. temporit, according to 118. K) in Gen. 14, 4 (the

Samaritan, however, has {J9KO1); with the article (but without

a numbered object, see above, letter K), i Ki. 19, 19*. On the

position of the numeral as a genitive following its noun, comp. e. g.

1 Ki. 1 6, 10 JHBh D"1

")'^
J")3K>3 in the twenty and seventh year, and

with a determinate numeral, Ex. 12, 18. Num. 33, 38. Deut. 15, 9.

In this case, however, n3B> is very frequently repeated, e. g. Gen. 7, 1 1.

2 Ki. 13, 10; after a determinate numeral, Lev. 25, io 2
.

Rem. In numbering days of the month and years, the cardinals are very fre-

quently used instead of the ordinals even for the numbers from i to io, e.g.

D^rilp
n3B>3 i Ki. 15, 25; vhv JW3 2 Ki, 18, i, &c., comp. Deut. 15, 9. The

months themselves are always numbered by the ordinals
(fiE'fcOa, *0$3, &c.,

up to VTW?)> but not the days of the month, e.g. Bnh!? "IHK3 Gen. 8, 5 and

elsewhere, Bhr6 ny3-)N3 Zech. 7, i; Ehhb PlBtonS Ezek. i, i" and elsewhere,

Khr6 ny3B>3 2 Ki. 25, S, Eh'r6 nyipn3 Lev. 23, 32 (always, however, "1^3
l?lh;> on the tenth day of the montK). On the omission of Di s in all these cases

see above, letter n; only in late passages is DV added, e.g. 2 Chron. 29, 17

Ehhb rotoi? Di^3; Ezra 3, 6 EHr6 nnX Di^p. Finally, when the year is stated

by rOK'Zl governing a determinate ordinal, e.g. 2 Ki. 17, 6

1 Somewhat different from this is Ex. 19, 15 be ready D^D"1

DBvB'P prop, after

three days, i. e. on the third day (in verses n and 16 and in Ezra io, 8 the ordinal

is used), also I Sam. 30, 13 DB'?B' Di*H VlvPI ""?
because three days agone I fell

sick, prop, to-day three (days).
a All these expressions may indeed be explained by supposing that, e. g. in Lev.

25, 10, the proper meaning is the year of the fifty years which it completed, i. e.

the fiftieth year; but it is more correct to regard rot? or n3 !3 in such cases

not as a real nomen regens, but simply as a connective form to be explained on

the analogy of the cases mentioned in 128. k.
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in the ninth year (comp. 25, I. Jer. 28, I Ke
th. 32, i K*th. 46, 2. 51, 59.

Ezra 7, 8), T13E'3 in such cases is again (see note 2 on letter 0) to be explained

according to 128. k. This is supported by the fact that the Masora on

Jer. 28, i. 32, i, requires in the Q
erf rOB>3 for rUB3.

q 5. Distributives are expressed either by repetition of the cardinal

number, e.g. Gen. 7, 9. 15 D^B* D^B
5 two and two; 2 Sam. 21, 20

B'B/I $E> ju; #<:/$; with the numbered object also repeated, e.g.

Jos. 3, 12 B3B6 *inK B^K in B^N/^ every tribe a man; Num. 13, 2.

34, 18
(ft? "1p, as in Neh. n, i, one out of every ten); comp. 123. d ;

or a periphrasis with p
1HN is used, Num. 17, 18. Deut. i, 23, comp.

Is. 6, 2 "Iptf? after six wings twice repeated; the simple distributive

P is, however, sufficient (as in 'D'Hjw, 123. c), e.g. D'B/w!?} DiXDp

by hundreds and by thousands.

r 6. The multiplicatives are expressed either (like the ordinals

above 10, see letter o above) by the cardinals (in the feminine,

probably owing to the omission of OV?, D*t?yB ;
so Konig, Lehrgeb.,

ii. 228), as DMilB' twice, Job 40, 5; JOB5
seven times, Lev. 26, 21. 24.

Prov. 24, 1 6
; comp. also nns once, 2 Ki. 6, 10. Job 40, 5, for which

in Job 33, 14 J"inS3 x

along with D^^3 (the latter also in i Sam. 18, 21);

or by the dual of the numeral, thus DTiyn^ Gen. 4, 15 (in verse 24

along with the cardinal 77 for 77 times) ;
Is. 30, 26. Ps. 12, 7. 79, 12

;

D^^TIS 2 Sam. 12, 6 2
;

or periphrastically by DJ?3 a time (prop.

a step, with the article, OS?!? /&J time; comp. also rwn DJ?K1, with

3, like nrKtt above), as nnK Oys 0^ (Neh. 13, 20 DV)^ DPS o

and twice), D^>5|,? /zf?'^, D^VS BOB*
(for which in Ex. 23, 14. Num.

22, 28. 32 DyJ") B'PB') M/w times ; comp. Ezek. 41, 6 thirty-three

limes; 2 Sam. 24, 3 an hundred times; Deut. i, n a thousand times;

i Ki. 22, 1 6 E^y? '"lQ3~iy until how many limes, i.e. how often.

Cf. also D^b rn'B/X /f times, Gen. 31, 7. 14, and D^

A>, Neh. 9, 28. In Gen. 43, 34, five limes is expressed by

(prop, five hands)*, and in Ex. 16, 5 the double is expressed by

~?y HiB'p (prop, a repetition over and above that which, &c.). Of the

ordinals rWB/ is used as a numeral adverb, Gen. 22, 15, &c., a second

1 But J"inN3 Num. 10, 4 is to be translated on one (trumpet).
*
Probably also D^D3 Job n, 6 (from ?Q3 doubling) does not mean doubled

but manifold.
J But

rriljn y3~]N Gen. 47, 24 means the
(other)/our farts; comp. 2 Ki. n, 7.

Neh. u, i.
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time, comp. the Latin tertium consul ; flB'y^a the third time, i Sam.

3 , 8; JVB*t?n Dy3 a fifth time, Neh. 6, 5; rVjn?>3 <?/ the seventh

(time), i Ki. 18, 44, and '#n &y?? Jos. 6, 16.

Rem. The collocation of a numeral with the next above it (either in the same s

or in different sentences) is a rhetorical device employed in numerical sayings

to express a number, which need not, or cannot, be more exactly specified. It must

be gathered from the context whether such formulae are intended to denote only
an insignificant number (e. g. Is. 17, 6, two or at the most three), or a considerable

number, e. g. Mic. 5, 4. Sometimes, however, this juxtaposition serves to express

merely an indefinite total, without the collateral idea of a gradation from a lower

to a higher number. Thus one. and two are connected by \,
Deut. 32, 30. Jer. 3,14.

Job 33, 14. 40, 5 (without 1, Ps. 62, 12) ;
two and three, Is. 17, 6 (Sirac. 23, 16.

26, 28), and without 1, 2 Ki. 9, 32. Hos. 6, 2. Amos 4, 8; three and four,

Jer. 36, 23. Amos 1,3. 2, 4. Prov. 30, 18. 21. 29 (Sirac. 26, 5), and without \,

Prov. 30, 15 ; four and five, without 1, Is. 17, 6; six and seven, Job 5, 19.

Prov. 6, 16
; seven and ^/, Mic. 5, 4. Eceles. 1 1, 2

; (nine and tew, Sirac. 25, 7).

III. Syntax of the Pronoun.

135. The Personal Pronoun.

1. The separate pronouns, apart from their employment as the a

subject in noun-clauses (comp. 141. a) and the idiom mentioned

under letters d-h, are used, according to 32. b
t

as a rule, only

to give express emphasis to the subject; e.g. Gen. 16, 5. 2 Sam. 24, 17

*3itf i.e. / myself, so also "^ 2 Sam. 12, 28. 17, 15 (after the verb).

Ezek. 34, 15. Ps. 2, 6 1

;
but i Sam. 10, 18. 2 Sam. 12, 7. Is. 45, 12

*?b / and none else; cf. also '?K *3K /, // Hos. 5, 14, &c.; rWK

Gen. 15, 15. Jud. 15, 18. i Sam. 17, 56 (as in 20, 8. 22, 18. Ex. 18, 19.

Deut. 5, 24. Jud. 8, 21, after the imperative); i Ki. 21, 7; DriK Gen. 9, 7.

Ex. 20, 19 (after the verb, Jud. 15, 12); fem. Gen. 31, 6; Wn i Sam.

22, 18; N^n Gen. 3, 20. Jud. 14, 3; nisn
Jer. 5, 5. Sometimes,

however, the separate pronoun appears to be placed before the verb'

1 Also Kin, N^n he himself, she herself (of persons and things), e.g. Is. 7, 14

Kin 'riN M* Lord himself-,
Est. 9, i nSH DnirVH /fo/w themselves. In the

sense of fo same (& avros) or (<wc and) the same, Kin is used in Is. 41, 4.

43, 10. 13. 46, 4. 48, 12 (always Kin "OK), Ps. 102, 28 (^Nln nflK), and probably

also Job 3, 19. The position of i"!t3n, as an accusative of the object, before

a perfect in i Chron. 9, 22, can at most be explained on the analogy of Aramaic

(Ezras, 12).
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more on rhythmical grounds, i.e. in order to give the statement a fuller

sound than that of the bare verbal form
(cf.

the similar use of the

infinitive absolute, 113. o). Thus Gen. 14, 23. Ps. 139, 2, and most

clearly in such passages as Gen. 21, 24. 47, 30. Ex. 8, 24. Jud. 6, 18.

ii, 9. i Sam. 12, 20. 2 Sam. 3, 13. 21, 6. i Ki. 2, 18 (in solemn

promises). The same explanation applies to ^N at the beginning

of sentences, e.g. Gen. 24, 45. Hos. 5, 3. 10, n. 12, n. Ps. 39, n.

82, 6. Job 5, 3 '.

/; Rem. i . Different from this is the pleonastic addition of the separate pronoun

immediately after the verb (according to Delitzsch on Cant. 5, 5 perhaps a trace

of popular language), e. g. i Sam. 23, 22 (?). Cant. 5, 5, and (like other

indications of the very late origin of the book) very frequently in Ecclesiastes, e. g.

i, 16. 2, i. ii. 15. 3, 17 sq. &c. ; comp. Delitzsch, Das Hohelied und Koheleth,

p. 207 ;
in Aramaic, Dan. 5, 16.

C 2. Substantival subjects also are somewhat frequently resumed, and thus expressly

emphasized, by the insertion of the corresponding separate pronoun of the 3rd person

before the predicate is stated, e. g. Gen. 3, 1 2 the woman -whom thou gavest to be

with me, she (KYI) gave me, &c. ; 14, 24 (DH) ; 15, 4. 24, 7, &c. ; but Mil in

Is. 7, 14 after the predicate and subject is equivalent to he himself*.

d 2. Not infrequently the separate pronoun serves to give strong

emphasis to a suffix of the same person which precedes (or sometimes

even to one which follows), whether the suffix be attached to a verb

(as accusative) or to a noun or preposition (as genitive). In Engli>h

such an emphasis on the pronoun can generally be rendered only

by laying greater stress upon it, or sometimes by repeating it
; comp.,

on the contrary, the French mon livre h moi. The separate pronoun
in such instances is not to be regarded as a casus obliquus (accusative or

genitive), but as the subject of an independent sentence, the predicate

of which must in each case be supplied according to the context.

g Examples of emphasis :

(a) On a verbal suffix by means of 'JK (>}A), Gen. 27, 34 ^NTD? ^3^)3 bless me,

even me also (prop, bless me, I also would be blessed) ; Zech. 7, 5 ; comp. also

Ezek. 6, 3. 34, ii. 20 '3N 'Mil ; by TWK (nriN) Prov. 22, 19. The separate

pronoun precedes in Gen. 34, 27 OpiX) > 49, 8 (nntjt notJttdaA, thou art he whom,

1 As early as the Mesa' inscription (line 21 sqq.) "J3N frequently stands at the

beginning of a new sentence after the dividing stroke.

*
Analogous to this is the resumption of a noun dependent on a preposition,

by means of a pronominal suffix united with the same preposition, e.g. Gen. 2, 17.

2 Sam. 6, 22. 2 Ki. 22, 18, or of an object by means of the nota accusativi J1S

with suffix, e.g. i Sam. 15, 9. Is. 8, 13.
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\>vitjudah thee, thee thy brethren shallpraise ! but the vocative would also be possible,

Judah! thou! thy brethren shall praise thee! as in 24, 60), and Eccles. 2, 15 "OX 03.

() On a noun-suffix with a substantive, by means of "OX 2 Sam. 19, 1. Prov. 23, 15, f
perhaps also Lam. i, 16 (against the accents) ; by nflK i Ki. 21, 19 ^JETJIX

nP)X~D2 thy blood, even thine; by N^H 2 Sam. 17, 5. Jer. 27, 7. Mic. 7, 3;

by Un3X i Sam. 20, 42, after WINS', but without special stress
;
Neh. 5, 2 (?) ;

by. DflK Num. 14, 32; by DH Ps. 38, n (without special stress), nt2H Ps. 9, 7.

The separate pronoun precedes in Job 21,4 ("ObS); Gen. 40,16. 13.45, 12> l Chron.

28, 2 ("OX.); Zech. 9, 11 (J-lK) ; Jos. 23, 9 (OfiX) ; Ezek. 33, 17 (HEn). In

Ps. 89, 48, where ''iK might be taken as strengthening "pn (equivalent in sense to

^pH), we should read "OHX for 'ON ,
as in verse 5 1 .

(c) On a suffix united with a preposition, i Sam. 25, 24 "OX S3 upon me, upon g
me; i Ki. i, 26 *gt , .,'*>; 2 Chron. 35, 21 HJPIK ^biTKb w/ against thee;

i Sam. 19, 23 NIP! D3 l^V upon him also; Deut. 5, 3 WnjN riN ""S <W wVA J,

v us; Hag. i, 4 DRX ttpforyou yourselves; Jer. 25, 14 Hl3n~D3 D3. The

separate pronoun precedes in i Sam. 12, 23 y . . "Oitf; i Ki. i, 20
^J vV HflN ;

Mic. 5, i ^Bn , . . nriK, and 2 Chron. 28, 10 03^0^.
The same principle also explains Gen. 4, 26 Nln~Q3 ritJv to Seth, to him also h

(not v D2) ; comp. 10, 21, and Ex. 35, 34. Num. 4, 22.

3. The oblique cases of the personal pronouns expressed by means i

of a preposition (or the nota accus. Dtf) may be used either in

a demonstrative or reflexive sense 1

,
as i? to him, but also to himself

(sibi), e.g. Jud. 3, 16 and Ehud made i? for himself a sword, comp.

Gen. 33, 17 ;
so also D^p sibi, Is. 3, 9 ;

iflN with him, and Gen. 22, 3

TW'/^ himself'; H^y zr///5 &>r, and i Sam. i, 24 with herself; IvN unto

him, and Gen. 8. 9 #/0 himself; also apparently as a pleonastic

dativus ethicus (see 119. s), Job 12, n. 13, i.

Rarely, and only when marked emphasis is intended, is the accusative k

of the reflexive pronoun represented by the nota accusativi DX with

a suffix (this being ordinarily expressed by the reflexive conjugations

Niph'al and ffMpa'el
2

); thus, ink himself and his habitation, 2 Sam.

I 5 2 5 j ^CK se ipsos, Ex. 5, 19. Jer. 7, 19 in sharp antithesis to VINH
;

Ezek. 34, 2. 8. 10. Comp. 57 at the end, together with note 2.

Rem. There is a similar emphasis in Is. 49, 26 on DIB'Il and QD1 in the sense /

of their ownflesh, their own blood. On the sometimes demonstrative, sometimes

reflexive meaning of noun-suffixes of the 3rd person singular and plural, cf. 91.

/ and q. For other circumlocutions to express the idea of self',
see 139.^

1 As in Luther's Bible jm (thm\ jr (ihr] for sich, and in our version him, her

for himself, herself.
'

Niph'al according to 51. e (like Hithpa*el according to 54-/) may also

include the dative of the reflexive pronoun.
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in 4. The possessive pronouns are, according to 33. c. expressed

by the suffixes of the noun (in the genitive)
l

,
which may represent

either a subjective genitive, or (like the genitives proper, 128. K)

an objective genitive, e.g.
1|

I?9^ ^e w ng done against me, Gen. 16, 5.

Jer. 51, 35; comp. Gen. 9, 2. 1 8, 21. 27, 13 (2 Sam. 16, 12 Ke

th^};

Gen. 30, 23. 39, 21 (comp. Ex. 3, 21 and else\vhere); 50, 4. Ex. 20, 20.

21 > 35- Jud- 4> 9- *3> I2 O l

"
l^9 ^ treatment of him]; Is. 56, 7.

Jer. 9, 7. Nah. 3, 19. Prov. i, 27. 24, 22. Job 20, 29. 23, 14. 34, 6.

Comp. also such pregnant expressions as Ps. 20, 3 ^p$ ryB* fo a;///

send thy help (helpfor thee], i.e. he will send thee help; Gen. 30, 18. 39,21.

Ex. 2, 9. Is. i, 26 (#</ / will restorejudges for thee); Ezek. 37, 15.

\Vhen several substantives are co-ordinated, the pronominal suffix mnst be

attached to each singly, e. g. Gen. 36, 6 and Esau took ~T\&\ V33T)SO WJT1X
Vrf33 his -wives and his sons and his daughters, &c. ; 38, 18, &c. In 2 Sam. 23. 5

the text is hardly correct.

;/ 5. When the genitive, following a construct state, is used periphras-

tically to express the idea of a material or attribute (
128. o and />),

the pronominal suffix, which properly belongs to the compound idea

(represented by the nomen regens and genitive), is, like the article

( 127), attached to the second substantive (the genitive), e.g. ^"]5~"^

prop, the hill of my holiness, i.e. my holy hill, Ps. 2, 6 and elsewhere;

1B>15 -VJ? thy holy city, Dan. 9, 24 ; ISO? Mtf his idols of silver,

Is. 2, 20. 30, 22. 31, 7
2

; comp. Deut. r, 41. Is. 9, 3. 28,4. 41, n.

Ezek. 9, i sq. Ps. 41, 10. 150, i. Job 18, 7 UiK V$ his steps of

strength; 38, 6; after an adjective as nomen regens, Is. 13,3 (Zeph. 3, 1 1)

V11K3 "TpV y; proudly exulting ones. On the same analogy is the use

of e.g. Deut. i, 41 WDPipD \p3 his weapons of war
[cf.

Is. 41, 12]:

Is. 56, 7 Vl??^ 1^3 my house of prayer, although the genitive here

does not convey the idea of an attribute.

1 Like the substantival genitive, accprding to 1 29. /*, the possessive pronoun

may also be paraphrased by a relative clause, e. g. Ruth 2
,
21 v "UPS D^VSH

the young men, -which are to me, i.e. my young men; so especially, when the

substantive, which should take a genitive suffix, is already followed by a genitive,

e.g. i Sam. 17, 40. In this case, however, the suffix also is sometimes attached

pleonastically, e.g. Cant, i, 6 *;>& ""1313 my -vineyard, -which belongs to me.

Comp. Cant. 3, 7, and the analogous pleonasms in 2 Sam. 22, 2 (but see Ps. 18, 2)

and Ps. 27, 2.

1 On the other hand, more explicitly in prose, Gen. 44, 2 5)D3n

my cup, the silver cup.
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Rem. I. Through an inaccuracy, \vhich probably passed from the colloquial

language
* into that of literature, masculine suffixes (especially in the plural) are

not infrequently used to refer to feminine substantives ; thus a noun-suffix in the

singular, Ex. n, 6. 25, 19. Jud. n, 34
2

; in the plural, Gen. 31, 9. 32, 16.

41, 23. Ex. I, 21. 2, 17. Num. 27, 7 (but the feminine suffix twice immediately

after); 36, 6; Jud. 19, 24. 21, 22. i Sam. 6, 7. 10 b (DrV03) ; 9, 20. Is. 3, 16.

Ezek. 23, 45. Amos 4, I sq. (but afterwards a feminine suffix) ; Job i, 14. 39, 3

(Devlin in parallelism with
JHHp^) ; 42, 15. Cant. 4, 2. 6,6. Ruth i, 8 sqq.

(along with feminine suffixes) ;
verbal suffixes in the singular, Ex. 22, 25 ; in the

plural, Jud. 16, 3. Prov. 6, 21. Job i, 15. But Gen. 26, 15. 18. 33, 13. Ex. 2, 17.

i Sam. 6, 10 a are to be explained according to 60. h. On HlSn as feminine,

see 32. . On the use of the masculine in. general as the prior gender, see

122.^.

2. The suffix of the 3rd person singular feminine (as aLo the separate pronoun p
SOP! Num. 14, 41. Jos. 10, 13. Jud. 14, 4) sometimes refers to the verbal idea

contained in a preceding sentence (corresponding to our if) ; thus the verbal suffix,

Gen. 15, 6. Num. 23, 19. i Sam. n, 2. I Ki. II, 12. Is. 30, 8. Amos 8, 10;

comp. Gen. 24, 14 (FQ thereby}, 42, 36. 47, 26. Ex. 10, n (PlJlN that], Is. 22, n.

47, 7. Elsewhere the suffix of the 3rd singular feminine refers to the plurals

of things, e. g. 2 Ki. 3, 3. Jer. 36, 23. Job 6, 20. 39, 15 (but previously DBnn), and

to the plurals of names of animals, Is. 35, 7. Conversely, plural suffixes refer

to collective singulars, e.g. in Gen. 15, 13. Num. 16, 3. i Sam. 2, 8. Zeph. 2, 7;

and to a verbal idea contained in the preceding clause, in Ezek. 33, 18. Job 22, 21

(DH3 thereby), Ezek. 18, 26. 33, 19 (DnvJJ on that account, thereby)*. But the

suffix in 13D3 Deut. 21, 10 refers to the collective idea contained in tp^X ; in Ton.T : 'Til.
I, 3 DHDy refers to the sailors included in sense under the term fl*3X. In

Jos. 2, 4 read DJBlTJjll;
in Is. 30, 6 (DTO). 38, 16. Ps. 19, 5 (Dn3) the text is

most probably corrupt.

3. In a few examples the force of the noun-suffix or possessive pronoun has q
become so weak that the language appears to be almost entirely unconscious of it.

Thus in "i'ltf my Lord from the pluralis maiestatis Q'O'lK ( 124. *) with the

suffix of the ist singular (always with Qames and thus distinguished from \j'"lK my
lords, Gen. 19, 2), used exclusively of God, not only in addressing him (Gen. 15, 2.

1 8, 3. Ps. 35, 23), but ultimately (see, however, the note below), without any

1
According to Diehl (see the title at the head of 91. a), who adduces numerous

instances on pp. 44 sqq. 54 sqq. 67 sq., many of these cases may be set down
to corruption of the traditional text, while the sudden (and sometimes repeated)

change of gender in suffixes is mainly due to the influence exercised on the copyists

by the Mishnic and popular Aramaic dialects, neither of which recognizes such

distinctions.

a The Masora reckons six instances of }3ftO, where HUDD would be expectedV T V r

(Jud. n, 34, where, however, the text is most probably corrupt), Ex. 25, I5(?).

Lev. 6, 8. 7, 18. 27, 9. Jos. 1,7; almost all these passages can, however, be easily

explained in other ways.
8 In 2 Ki. 7, 10 for "$$& (the LXX read 1^) we should read nj?fe?.
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regard to the pronoun, as equivalent to the Lord 1

. On *31S as a (frt perftttatm
of the Masoretes for m!"P see 17 and 102. ;//.

A similar loss of vitality in the suffix occurs most probably in 111V prop, in hi$

unitednesses , i.e. he &c. together, e.g. l^fT Dyrr?3 Ex. 19, 8, then, without regard

to the suffix, even after the ist person "RiV ^HiN I Ki. 3, 18 in reference to two

women
;

Is. 41, i. Job 9, 32. Neh. 6, 2. 7 ; after the 2nd person, Is. 45, 20 and

elsewhere. Also in D?3 prop, their entirety, but also after the 2nd person equivalent

to all together, i Ki. 22, 28. Mic. i, 2 hear, ye peoples, all ofyou, even before the

2nd person, Job 17, 10 (in I Sam. 6, 4 read D3? with theLXX). On the redundant

suffix in ?J3^J?n Lev. 27, 23 and elsewhere, comp. 127. i.

136. The Demonstrative Pronoun.

The demonstrative pronouns are H], fern. HNT, plur. n?N
( 34),

hie, haec (hoc), hi, &c., and the personal pronoun ^n, likewise used

as a demonstrative, fem. Wn, plur. masc. HDn, fern, nan
( 32.^), *>,

ra
(*'</),

or ille, &c., ,
#z<? or illi, &c. The distinction between them

in usage is that HT (like hie, oSe) almost always points out a (new)

person or thing present, while WH
(like is, ille, avros, tKfwos) refers to

a person or thing already mentioned or known (see the examples

below) *.

Rem. i. Compare on the above the instructive examples in Gen. 32. 3. Jud. 7, 4

ofwhom I say unto thee, this (iTf) shall go with thee, he (Mil) shall go with thee

(so afterwards with negatives). Moreover, iljtn
D^H this day, i. e. the actual day

on which one is speaking or writing (Gen. 26, 33 and elsewhere), but KV"IH

1

Comp. the same weakening of the force of the possessive pronoun in ^T prop.

my master, from the second century A.. D. onwards the master; so also in Syriac "HO

my lord, and ultimately as a title the lord; in Italian madonna, French Afadame,

Notre Dame, Monsieur, Monseigneur, &c. It is, however, more than doubtful,

whether the regular distinction between "OIK as a holy name, and ^"IX as an

ordinary appellative is not merely due to the practice of the later Rabbis.

G. H. Dalman, Der Gottesname Adonaj und seine Geschichte (Berlin, 1889), in an

exhaustive discussion, shows that apart from the book of Daniel and the eight

critically doubtful passages, in which S31N is used by God himself, there is nowhere

any necessity to regard the suffix as entirely meaningless, since ^3"1N is always used

either in an address to or (like
S3"IS ,

which also is never a mere phrase or title)

in reverent language about God as the Lord of the speaker like the Assyrian

beli-ia, my Lord. Against any original distinction between "^"IX and "^"IX it may
be urged especially that when unconnected with suffixes the singular |HN is always

used of God, and not the pluralis maiestatis presupposed by
H3"1N .

* On HI and WH standing separately as determinate in themselves, see u 5 . /'.

On the use of determinate demonstratives as adjectives, see 1 26. u.
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the day or period of which the historian has just been speaking (Gen. 15, 1 8. 26, 33)

or of which the prophet has just been foretelling (Is. 5, 30. 7, 18. 2osqq.) and

of which he continues to speak or foretell. Nevertheless HI and n ?N are also found
V

in certain common combinations where fcMn and HSH would be expected, and

vice versa; thus almost always mn THn, plur. nWn Qnmn, but ntsnnJ {- T T - ' f Y " T T :
- ' T " T

(or Dnn D^a), and only in Zech. 8, 9. 15 njKTI DID'a, Est. i, 5. 9, 28
* T "T- V T T-

npxn. With a secondary sense of contempt (like Latin iste) nt occurs, e.g. in

i Sam. 10, 27. 21, 16. i Ki. 22, 27. Is. 6, 10, &c.; in the sense of the neuter,

this, DKt is more common than nt, as Is. 5, 25. 43, 9, &c., but Mil rnore common

than KYI.

2. Both nt and Wil are sometimes used almost as enclitics to emphasize C

interrogative words (like the Latin nam in quisnam ; comp. also quis tandem} ;

e.g. Job 38, 2 nt "'ID who now (darkeneth, &c.) . . .? i Sam. 17, 55 sq. Is. 63, I.

Jer. 49, 19. Ps. 24, 8. 25, 12, and elsewhere; rvrnjp -what now? i Sam. 10,

ii
; how now? Gen. 27, 20; why now? Jud. 18, 24; but before the verb nfe'y

it is usually flN'mO Gen. 3, 13. 12, 18. Ex. 14, 5. Jud. 15, n; Hpis!? where-

fore now? Gen. 18, 13. 25, 22. I Sam. 17, 28. 2 Sam. 12, 23, and elsewhere.

So also N^rnO Is. 50, 9. Job 4, 7sqq.; and still more emphatically iljTWH "TO

Ps. 24, 10. Jer. 30, 21.

3. nt is likewise used as an enclitic (see letter c above) : (a) ofplace, in such d
passages as Gen. 27, 21 r

\S\ nt WISH whether thou (that art here) be my son

Esau? 2 Sam. 2, 20 is if thou? ntTljin behold, here, i Ki. 19, 5. Is. 21, 9*; cf.

also the strengthening of the separate pronoun by NiD Is. 43, 25 (
I)

33S). i Sam.

7, 28. Is. 37, 16. Ps. 44, 5 (nflK), and Dn H?S these are, Gen. 25, 16. i Sam. 4, 8.

(tf) of time: nt nnj? now, i Ki. 17, 24; just now, 2 Ki. 5, 22, and rather fre-

quently before words denoting number, e.g. Gen. 27, 36 D*DJ?D nt twice, now ;

comp. 31, 38. Job i, 12. 7, 3. 19, 3; separated from the numeral in Gen. 31, 41

*?~nt elliptically for this, i. e. this present period, is to me, or makes altogether,

twenty years, &c. The other examples are similarly elliptical.

1 On the other hand, it is very questionable whether nt in Ps. 104, 25 (D*n nt),

Is- 2 3> J 3 (W1
""lp> Jud- 5> 5- PS- ^8, 9 O^D fit) can be taken, according to the

common explanation, simply as a prefixed demonstrative particle (the sea yonder,

&c.). In Ps. 104, 25 D sn (unless in apposition to nt; comp. 126. aa, and

Zech. 5, 7, where nnK n^X is in apposition to HNt depending on n3n, and also

Ezek. 40, 45, where n3^pn is in apposition to nt) is most naturally taken as the

subject, this is the sea. Is. 23, 13. Jud. 5, 5, and Ps. 68, 9 would be most naturally

explained in the same way ;
but in these passages the text is almost certainly

corrupt. In Jud. 5, 5 in fact ^""D nt is most probably to be regarded with Moore

as a very early gloss, which subsequently found its way from this passage into

Ps. 68.

Hh
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137. The Interrogative Pronoun.

a The interrogative pronoun ""O who may refer either to a masculine

or feminine person (Cant. 3, 6), or even to a plural, e. g.
DPiX M3 who

i <

are ye? Jos. 9, 8; n?X~ l|D Gen. 33, 5. Num. 22, 9 (more minutely,

"Ol
""tp Ex. 10, 8, i.e. wfo exactly, who in particular?}. It is used

of the neuter only when the idea of a person is implied, e. g. &9?'~^

who are the Shechemites ? Jud. 9, 28. 13, 17. Gen. 33, 8. Mic. i, 5;

even more boldly, with the repetition of a ""P used personally, in

i Sam. 1 8, 1 8. 2 Sam. 7, 18.

b Moreover, *& may also be used in the sense of a genitive, e. g.

ns VSTG whose daughter art ihou? Gen. 24, 23. i Sam. 17, 55. 56. 58 ;

"O "a 1

"! whose word? Jer. 44, 28. i Sam. 12, 3; in the accusative.

M3"nS quemnam? i Sam. 28, u. Is. 6, 8; with prepositions, e.g.
"Q3

i Ki. 20, 14 (in an abrupt question by whom?}; Vpp Gen. 32, 18;

^ ID;-?
i Sam. 24, 15. Similarly HE, "'"^j '""? what? is used for the

nominative, or accusative, or genitive (Jer. 8, 9), or with prepositions,

e. g. n~?y whereupon? Job 38, 6
; why ? ""?"iy quousque ? Ps. 74, 9.

C Rem. Both 'O and TO are used also in indirect questions (on the merely relative

distinction between direct and indirect questions in Hebrew, see the Interrogative

Sentences), e.g. Gen. 39, 8. 43, 22. Ex. 32, i. On the meaning of ""D and TO
as interrogatives is based also their use as indefinite pronouns (equivalent to

quisquis, quoifcunque or quicquani), e.g. Jud. 7, 3. i Sam. 19, 3. 20, 4. Prov.

9, 4. 16
; even "OTICI? have a care, -whosoeverye be, &c., 2 Sam. 18, 12

;
so also

TO (whatever it be) Job 13, 13. 2 Sam. 18,22. 23; comp. Num. 23,3 *3Nn*~TO ~Q"1^

and -whatsoever he showeth me. A still further weakening of the indefinite use of

TO is the combination 'tin-ID M<tf -which, Eccles. I, 9. 3, 15 (just like the Syriac

"1 KT3). On TO1ND 1

quicquam, anything at all (usually with a negative), and

as an adverb in any -way, i Sam. 21, 3, see the Lexicon.

138. The Relative Pronoun.

The text of this section (and of . 155) has been entirely remodelled on the

basis of V. Baumann's excellent essay Hebrdischt Relativsdtze, Leipzig, 1894.

a Relative clauses are most frequently (but not necessarily; cf.

155. a] introduced by the indeclinable "*Bte
(see 36)

2
. This is

[
x
Comp. the Assyrian ma-am-ma, anybody; and mi-im-ma, anything.

G. W. C.]
8 The etymology of the word is still a matter of dispute. Against the identifica-

tion of "tt?X, as an original substantive, with the Arabic 'alar, trace, Aram. "1T1X
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not, however, a relative pronoun in the Greek, Latin or English

sense, nor is it a mere nota relationis
l
,
but an original demonstrative

pronoun [as though isle, istius, &c.]
2

. Hence it is used

(i) In immediate dependence on the substantival idea to be defined,

and virtually in the same case as that (hence belonging syntactically

to the main clause) ;
e. g. Gen. 24, 7 ... npt^ Kttl , , , ^n^b ISPK ni.T

the Lord, isle, he look me ... he shall send, &c. (
= who look me} ;

Is. 37, 4 the words ofRabshakeh, "fl$S ^B inpt?^ isiius, the king

of Assyria hath sent him (= whom the king of Assyria hath sen/);

Gen. 2, 2 and God finished nEty "1B>K ins&OP his work, istud, he

had made
(it).

Such qualifying clauses may be called dependent

relative clauses.

Rem. i. In the above examples ~*E>X Gen. 24, 7 is virtually in the nominative,
*

Is. 37, 4 in the genitive, Gen. 2, 2 in the accusative. A further distinction between

the examples is that in Gen. 24, 7 the main idea (i"rJi"P), to which "IK'X is added,

in apposition, is only resumed in the qualifying clause by the subject (Jie] inherent in

ynpp, in Is. 37, 4 it is resumed by the accusative suffix of !"!?{?, while in Gen. a, 2

it is not resumed at all. This suppression of the retrospective pronoun
3 takes

place especially when it (as in Gen. 2, 2) would represent an accusative of the

object, or when it would be a separate pronoun representing a nominative of the

subject in a noun-clause, e. g. Gen. i, 7 JPp"!;' rinriD "IK'S D^DH ike waters, those,

under the firmament, &c. In negative sentences, however, the retrospective

place, trace, Noldeke urges (ZDMG. 1886, p. 738) that the expression trace of . . .

could hardly have developed into the relative conjunction, while the meaning
of place has been evolved only in Aramaic, where the word is never used as

a relative. According to others, "IJJ'X is really a compound of several pronominal

roots ; cf. Sperling, Die Nota relationis im Hcbraischen, Leipzig, 1876, and Konig,

Lehrgeb., ii. 323 sqq., who follows Ewald and Bottcher in referring it to an original

bt^S . According to Hommel (ZDMG. xxxii. p. 708 sqq.) "\B>{< is an original

substantive, to be distinguished from > and 'K> (an original pronominal stem),

but used in Hebrew as a nota relationis, or (as PIT and ft are also sometimes

used, see below, letters g and Ji) simply for the relative pronoun. Baumann (op.

cit., p. 44) sees in the Assyrian $a, Phoenician, Punic, and Hebrew t?, the ground-

forms, of which the Phoenician and Punic B'X (see above, 36, note) and the

Hebrew "IK'S are developments.
1 Somewhat like Luther's so, e. g. die fremden Cotter, so unter euch sind,

Gen. 35, 2.

a This is the necessary conclusion both from the analogy of the Arabic 'alladi,

which is clearly a demonstrative (like the Hebr. T?n. i"lT?n), and from the use

of nt and ^ as relatives.

s The instances in which, instead of a retrospective pronoun, the main idea

elf is repeated (Gen. 49, 30. 50, 13: Jer. 31, 32) are most probably all due

subsequent amplification of the original text by another hand.

H h 2
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pronoun is not infrequently added, e.g. Gen. 17, 12 tflfl; 7, 2 KYI ; i Ki. 9, 20

TOH; Dent. 20, 15 nSH; but cf. also ""H KVl T.?X Gen. 9, 3. The addition of

NYl in a verbal clause, 2 Ki. 22, 13, is unusual.

The very frequent omission of the retrospective pronoun is noticeable in cases

where the predicate of the qualifying clause is a verbum dicendi, e. g. Num. 10, 29

we are journeying unto the place, D3^ [PIS frlX nirV 1DX "lt?X that place, the

Lord said (of it), // will Igive to you ; cf. Num. 14, 40. Gen. 3, 17. Deut. 28, 68.

Jud. 8, 15. i Sam. 9, 17. 23. 24, 5. I Ki. 8, 29. Jer. 32, 43.

2. When the substantive followed by "IK'S and the qualifying clause expresses

an idea of place, it may also be resumed by the adverbs of place D5? there,

n?3e> thither, DSi? thence, e.g. Gen. 13, 3 r6nx DB> nvnS>N D^pBrny unto

theplace, that one, his tent had been there, i.e. where his tent had been ; cf. Gen. 3, 23

DBTD, Ex. 21, 13 nt2t5>. But even in this case the retrospective word may be

omitted, cf. Gen. 35, 14. Num. 20, 13. Is. 64, 10, where D5? would be expected,

and Gen. 30, 38. Num. 13, 27. i Ki. 12, 2, where i"lEU> would be expected.

\Vhen the appositional clause is added to a word of time, the retrospective

pronoun is always omitted, e.g. i Sam. 20, 31 for all the days, ^Pl ^"[3 "IB'X

those the son ofJesse is living (in them} ; cf. Gen. 45, 6. Deut. i, 46. 9, 7. i Ki.

ii, 42 ; see Baumann, op. cit., p. 33.

3. If the governing substantive forms part of a statement made in the first

or second person, the retrospective pronoun (or the subject of the appositional

clause) is in the same person, e.g. Gen. 45, 4 I am Joseph, V1N DFn2D~"12>tf he

ye sold me, i. e. whom ye sold; Num. 22, 30. Is. 49, 23 ; 41, 8 thou, Jacob, ~^'X

^j'JTirQ he / have chosen thee ; Jer. 32, 19. Eccles. 10, 16 sq.; Gen. 15, 7 / am
the Lord, ^JTlXSin TS he I brought thee out, &c., Ex. 20, 2 (Deut. 5, 6).

(2) Not depending (adjectivally) on a governing substantive, but

itself expressing a substantival idea. Clauses introduced in this way

may be called independent relative clauses. This use ofIPX is generally

rendered in English by he who, he whom, &c. (according to the context),

or that which, &c. In reality, however, the "^X;
is still a demonstrative

belonging to the construction of the main clause as subject or object,

or as a genitive dependent on a noun or preposition, e.g. Num. 22, 6

1NV nkn "it?K iste thou cursest (him) is cursed, i.e. he whom thou

cursest, &c. '; Ex. 22, 8; "W* as object, Gen. 44, i. 49, i. i Sam.

1 6, 3 sqq. Mic. 6, i ("^ J"IK),
and even preceding the verb, e.g.

Is. 52, 15. Ps. 69, 5; "rt?X. as genitive, Ezek. 23, 28 7 will deliver

thee nN3.B> -iB>S V3 into the hand ofthose thou hatest (them) ;
i Sam. 7, 7 ;

depending on a preposition, e.g. ~&$?. Gen. 44, 4. 2 Ki. 10, 22;
-J'S2 Gen. 21, 17, Dt? Nin

"IS'SJ in that (place) he is there, i.e. where

1 The absolute use of T^S is very peculiar in the formula ~K '" 13T HV

V is it):/ ^aw<; <7.r M* word of the Lord to .. ., Jer. 14, 1. 46, i. 47, i. 49, 34.
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he is; cf. Jud. 17, 8 and Ruth i, 16 IS'K''K ivhither^ ; i Ki. 18, 12

JBte^y whither; IB^O Ex. 5, n.
From these examples it follows that in independent relative clauses the retrospective f

suffix, or adverb of place, may be, and in fact generally is, omitted. As a rule,

however (as in the dependent relative clause), this does not apply to cases in

which the retrospective pronoun, by the construction of the sentence, depends

on a preposition
2

,
e. g. 'Gen. 44, 9 sq. DOl . . frlN KYt^ "IB'S he it (the cup)

is found with him, shall die (for the Wdw of the apodosis in
fllpl cf. 143. <f).

In such cases "IK'K preceded by the preposition is quite anomalous, as in Gen.

31, 32 NJftpri "IK'S Dp with whomsoever thoti findest, where "IK'K is a relative

pronoun in the English sense; on the other hand, in Is. 47, 12 (aad probably

also 56, 4) ~lk?K3 is to be explained (with Baumann, op. cit, p. 37) by reference

to 47, 15, as a demonstrative pronoun, stand now with thine enchantments . . .,

with those thou hast laboured (with them).

[With regard to the preceding explanation of "^S ,
the student will of course

understand that, in Hebrew as we know it, IK'S never occurs as a mere demon-

strative. A particle which, whatever its origin, is uniformly used with reference

to something in another, contiguous clause, will naturally have acquired in practice

that force which we denote by the term '

relative.']

Like the original demonstrative pronoun "^^., the demonstratives g
proper nt, it,

tt
(the last commonly)

3
,
and sometimes the article, are

used somewhat frequently in poetic language to introduce both

dependent and independent relative clauses. With regard to the

construction of HT, &c., the remarks on "&$., in letters a and e, also

hold good.

Examples :

(a) nt in apposition to a governing substantive in the nominative, Ps. 104, 26

JTlSrmj [JVp (there is) leviathan, he thou hast formed (him), i. e. whom thou

hast formed ; Is. 42, 24. Jer. 30, 21
;
in the accusative, Is. 25, 9. Ps. 74, 2 (in both

cases with a retrospective pronoun; it is used without it in Ps. 132, 12) ;
in apposi-

tion to a genitive dependent on a preposition, Prov. 23, 22 ^JT^ i"IJ *P?fcO yp2*

hearken unto thy father, him he begat thee, i. e. who begat thee ; Ps. 17,9 (tf).

In Ps. 104, 8 Drp JTlD^ Ht DiptyvX unto the place which thou hodst founded

for them (cf. 130. c), Ht is in the genitive after the construct state DipD to the

place of that, thou hadst founded (it) for them ; on the same analogy we may
also take, with Banmann (op. cit., p. 48), Ps. 78, 54 (Ht VI) and Ex. 15, 13 (3t~DJ?

r6N3). 15, 16. Is. 43, 2.1. Ps. 9, 2. 10, 2. 31, 5. 32, 8. 142, 4. 143, 8 (all exam-

ples of fi).

1 In Zech. 12, 10 also, instead of the unintelligible IK'S DX vK, we should

probably read "13'K'vN, and refer the passage to this class.

2 Such a strong ellipse as in Is. 31, 6, where ^3BC) would be expected after

, is only possible in elevated poetic or prophetic language.

The etymological equivalent ^ } "^
in Aramaic is always a relative.
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// To introduce independent relative clauses JTf is used as a nominative in Job 19, 19 ;

as accusative, Job 15, ij and Ps. 68, 29 (after a preposition, Ex. 13, 8; but the

text is evidently corrupt).

i (b~) More certain examples of the use of the article as a relative pronoun (more

correctly, perhaps, of the demonstrative which is otherwise used as article) are

i Chron. 26, 28 ^MCE> E^pnn ^3 all that Samuel had dedicated, &c.; 2 Chron.

29, 8 (where XSE3 can only be perfect Niph'al}; 29, 36. Ezra 10, 14. In con-

nexion with a plural, Jos. 10, 24 the chiefs of the men of ivar iflN tt>~in who

-vent with him ; Ezra 8, 25. 10, 17. I Chron. 29, 17. Finally, in the sense of

id quod, Jer. 5, 13 (where, however, we should read with the LXX "Qin). Comp.
moreover i Sam. 9, 24 the thigh nvjjm and that which was upon it (but see

below) ; 2 Chron. I, 4 pan3 equivalent to pan ~I2'S3 to the place, that he had

prepared.

k In all the examples adduced except I Sam. 9, 24 (where if.Km should probably
> T:

"~
IT ;

be read for rivjjm) the H is followed by undoubted perfects; almost all the

examples, however, belong to the latest Books (Ezra and Chronicles). On the

other hand, another series of instances (even in the older texts) is extremely

doubtful, in which the Masora likewise requires perfects, either by placing the
<

tone on the penultima, as in Gen. 18, 21. 46, 27. Job 2, n nXSH; Is. 51, 10

rtC$n; Ezek. 26, 17 r6;>nn; Ruth i, 22. 2, 6 and 4, 3 natjJn, or by the punc-

tuation, Gen. 21, 3 "7^3H ; i Ki. n, 9. Dan. 8, i HKIjiri; Is. 56, 3 Hl!)3n, while

no doubt the authors in all these cases intended participles (and indeed perfect

participles, comp. 116. d} with the article, thus nS3n &c.. Ezek. 26, 17 r6?iin
LL

T T -
. r T -..I

for l"D;>nDn according to <$2. s. and in the other examples IpiSH
. T T .. :

- T - y

ITOK1.

139. Expression ofPronominal Ideas by means of Substantives.

Analogous to the periphrases for expressing materials and attributes

by means of substantives ( 128. o and/), is the use of substantives

to represent certain kinds of pronominal ideas, for which no special

expressions exist. Thus

i. B^K, n$N man, woman, are used to express

(a) The idea of each, every (in the sense of each severally) with reference

to persons
1

,
and even animals (Gen. 15, 10), e. g. Gen. 10, 5, feminine Ex. 3, 22 ;

JJ^N is the object, e.g. in Jer. 12, 15. Op E^K t7'N comp. 123. c.

In a few passages E^X in the above sense is placed for the sake of emphasis

before the governing noun (always a substantive with a suffix), thus V!"!N B^X TD
Gen. 9, 5, according to the usual explanation, stands for K^N ^I"IN "1*D at the

hand of the brother of every man. But although this explanation seems to be

1 As a rule E^N is used in the particularizing sense of each man, with the plural

of the verb, e. g. Gen. 44, 1 1 ; sometimes, however, as subject to a verb in the

singular, e.g. Gen. 44, 13.
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supported by Gen. 42, 25 and Num. 17, 17, it is inconceivable that such an
inversion of nomen regens and rectum should occur. It is more likely, either that

the second substantive is in apposition to 5J*K (hence Gen. 9, 5 at the hand of every

man, his brother, i. e. who is really his brother and is therefore so much the more

guilty ; so 15, 10 and he laid each or, more exactly, one piece of it, &c., and so

probably also Num. 17, 17 every one, sc. his name}, or B^K precedes as a kind of

casus pendens, and only receives its nearer definition from the following substantive

with suffix; thus Gen. 41, 12. 42, 25 (according to the context = to every one in

his sack); 42, 35, where ij3B>3 iSp3~~lVljr is virtually the predicate of E^N ; Ex.

12, 4. 28, 21. Num. 5, 10. 26, 54. 2 Ki. 23, 35, and especially Zech. 7, lo 1
.

(b) Any one, some one, e.g. Gen. 13, 16. Cant. 8, 7, with a negative no one 7
; d

so after ~pS Ex. 1 6, 19. 29; before K? Gen. 23, 6 and frequently. Instead of ^X
we sometimes find in a similar sense D"JX man, homo, e. g. Lev. i

,
2 (comp.

DHNH TnS3 as any one else, Jud. 16, 7. n), K>B3 (soul) person, Lev. 2,1. 5, I,

&c., and in a neuter sense "Ql (prop, word, thing) equivalent to anything, Gen.

18, 14, or "QVpS Lev. 5, 2. Num. 31, 23. With a negative "OT means nothing;

thus after -*?$ Gen. 19,8; after K^ Eccles. 8, 5. Cf. finally, ^PIND any one,

Deut. 15, 7; anything, Ezek. 18, 10 (but in Lev. 4, 2. 5, 13 JinSO) and the

expressions noticed in 144. e. The latter include also instances like Ezek. 18, 32

I have no pleasure flSn rfcll in the death of him that dieth, i. e. of

any man.

(c) In connexion with VHK his brother or
^"IJTl

his neighbour, EJ^N one, masc. e

(as i"!$K one, fern., in connexion with PlrfnX her sister or flrfljn her neighbour)

is used to represent the ideas of alter alter, the one the other 3
(in reference

to persons, animals, or things without life
; see the Lexicon) or the idea of one

another, e.g. Gen. 13, n and they separated themselves VnK bjJlD K^N the one

from the other ; Ex. 26, 3 five curtains (njP"V fern.) shall be coupled together

one to another.

2. K>D3 soul, person expresses the idea of self*, both in the singular, Prov. 19, 8. f
16. 18. 29, 24. Job 18, 4 (in all cases MJ>33 equivalent to himself), and in the

1
Comp. on the whole question the thorough discussion by Budde, Die bibl.

Urgeschichte, p. 283 sqq.: according to him, VHN t^K came to be treated by the

language as expressing a single idea ' one another ;

' and the words in Gen. 9, 5 are

to be rendered at the hand of one another (from men mutually) -will I require it.

[In support of this view, Budde points to Zech. 7, 10
IZ^nrrbtf VHN t

D33?S?> which to the listo of 8
>

J 7> E??^? ttpnrriw injn nyrn
can only, he observes, be rendered ' and devise not the hurt of one another in your

heart.' So also K6nige Syntax, 33.]
2
Comp. also B^N~pK Gen. 39, n. On the expression of the idea of no one

by means of pK with a following participle, see the Negative Sentences, 152. /.

3 Elsewhere nj . . . nj are used in a similar sense, Ex. 14, 20. Is. 6, 3 ; also

in^rt , , , Tnsn 2 Sam. 14, 6, or the substantive is repeated, e.g. Gen. 47, ai
T v rr T v IT

(from one end . . . to the other end).
* On the representation of this idea by pronouns, separate and suffixed, see

135. a and k.
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plural, Jer. 37, 9 and elsewhere. Similar to this is the use of rlZnp3 Gen. 18, 12

(prop, in her inward parf) in the sense of within herself
1
.

3. D^y bone (then metaphorically for existence'} expresses the idea of self, self-

same, very same, in reference to things (as J?D3 to persons), e.g. !"lj|n
Di*H

in the selfsame day, Gen. 7, 13, comp. Jos. 10, 27. Ezek. 24, 2
; D^?$n

"into? as it were the very heaven for clearness, Ex. 24, 10
; ifiPl DXJ73 I'M /A? very

fullness of his strength (equivalent to I'M the midst of his full strength}, Job

21, 23.

4. The simple plural of words denoting time sometimes includes also the idea

of a few, some 2
; thus D'D1

' a few days, Gen. 24, 55. 40, 4 (here even of a longer

period,
^for some time); Is. 65, 20. Dan. 8, 27 (on the other hand, Gen. 27,44. 2 9> 2O

D^ntf Dl?^; see 96 and inK); Q"3B? some years, Dan. n, 6. 8.

1 In a similar way the idea of self in Arabic, as in Sanskrit (dtman), is para-

phrased by soul, spirit ; in Arabic also by eye ; in Rabbinic by fjfcl body, D"}.3 or

Di*J? bone, in Ethiopic and Amharic by head, in Egyptian by mouth, hand, &c.;

comp. also the Middle High German mtn Itp, dtn Itp, for ich, du. However,
tJ>B3 in such cases is never (not even in Is. 46, 2 DtJ'SJ they themselves) a mere

otiose periphrasis for the personal pronoun, but always involves a reference to the

mental personality, as affected by the senses, desires, &c.
2 Some in reference to persons in Ex. 16, 20 is expressed by D^tpfaK, and in

Neh. 5, 2-4 by IB'X K^ sunt qui, with a participle following.
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CHAPTER II.

THE SENTENCE,

I. The Sentence in General.

140. Noun-clauses, Verbal-clauses, and the Compound Sentence.

P. Dorwald, 'Zur hebr. Syntax (der hebr. Satz),' in Neuejahrbilcher fur Philo-

logie und Padagogik, 1890, ii. p. 115 sq.q.

1. Every sentence, the subject and predicate of which are nouns a

or their equivalents (esp. participles), is called a noun-clause, e.g.

ttSJJD
nin> fa Lord is our king, Is. 33, 22

;
D'KBm D'JH D'nD W)X] now

the men of Sodom were wicked and sinners, Gen. 13, 13 ;
OH? HS

a mouth is theirs, Ps. 115, 5 ; see further, 141.

2. Every sentence, the subject of which is a noun (or pronoun b

included in a verbal-form) and its predicate a finite verb, is called

a verbal-clause, e. g. DWX IBN'1 and God said, Gen. 1,3; ? ;}?*! and he

divided, i, 7; see further, 142.

Rem. In the last example the pronominal subject is at least indicated by the C

preformative (*), and in almost all forms of the perfect by afformatives. The

3rd pers. sing. perf. however, which contains no indication of the subject, must

also be regarded as a full verbal-clause.

3. Every sentence, the subject or predicate of which is itself a full d

clause, is called a compound sentence, e. g. Ps. 18,31 iS"^ WOn ?Kn

God his way is perfect, equivalent to God's way is perfect; Gen.

34, 8 Danaa lefeJ n^n '33 03^ my son Shechemhis soul longeth

foryour daughter; see further, 143.

4. The above distinction between different kinds of sentences e

especially between noun- and verbal-clauses is indispensable to the

more delicate appreciation of Hebrew syntax (and that of the Semitic

languages generally), since it is by no means merely external or

formal, but involves fundamental differences of meaning. Noun-

clauses with a substantive as predicate, represent something fixed,
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a state, or in short a being so and so
;

verbal-clauses on the other

hand, something moveable and in progress, an event or action. The

latter description is indeed true in a certain sense also of noun-clauses

with a participial predicate, except that in their case the event or

action (as distinguished from that expressed by the verbal-clause)

is of a fixed and abiding character.

f Rem. By the Arab grammarians every clause beginning with an independent

subject is regarded as a noun-clause, and every clause beginning with a finite verb

as verbal. If a finite verb follows the noun-subject the two together (since the verb

comprises its own subject and is thus a complete verbal-clause) form a compound

noun-sentence, just as when the predicate consists of an independent noun-clause.

Though this definition of the different kinds of sentence, which we formerly

accepted (in 144. a of the 22nd to the 24th editions of this Grammar), is rejected

above, nos. 1-3, we must, nevertheless, mention here the point in which this more

complicated view of the Arab grammarians may be regarded as at least relatively

correct, namely, in classifying verbal-clauses according as the subject precedes

or follows the verb, a distinction which is often of great importance in Hebrew

also; see further, in 142. a.

141. The Noun-clause.

a 1. The subject of a noun-clause (see 140. d) may be

(a) A substantive, e.g. f]V? X?T 1^1 and a river went out (was

going out) ofEden, Gen. 2, 10.

(6) A pronoun, e.g. Gen. 7, 4 "Vt?BB ^$ I will cause it to rain;

14, 1 8 fnb SOni and he was priest; 2, 23 (HSft before a feminine

predicate, as JVN before a plural in Ex. 32, 4); D^C1 ^ who is wise?

Hos. 14, 10. In i Chron. 5, 2 ^BO THp^ and of him one became

a prince, the subject is contained in ^3QD '.

b 2. The predicate of a noun-clause may be

(a) A substantive, e.g. Deut. 14, i 'W BfiK D"1

?^ ye are children

of the Lordyour God; Gen. 42, 13. Specially characteristic of the

Semitic mode of expression are the cases in which both subject and

predicate are substantives, thus emphasizing their identity ('
the thing

is its measure, material, or equivalent'), e.g. Ezek. 41, 22 D3]t3n

"# IV^'i?} H? ^e altar (was) wood . . ., and the walls fAcreof (vten)

wood, i. e. of wood. Cf. below, letter c .

(b) An adjective or participle, e.g. Gen. 2, 12 2it3 N^nn fjsn 3HP

and the gold ofthat land is good; 3B" JHBjn now Ephron was sitting, &c.,

1 For other remarkable instances of ellipse in the Chronicler, see Driver,

Introduction, p. 504 [ed. 6, p. 537], no. 27.
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Gen. 23, lo 1
. Very frequently such noun-clauses, attached by Wow

to a verbal-clause, are used to represent a state contemporaneous with

the principal action ; comp. letter e below.

(c) A numeral, e.g. Gen. 42, 13 T"J?^ "^ ^^? ^e tw^e (of us)

are thy servants.
m

(d] A prdnoun, e.g. Gen. 10, 12
(
N^), Ex. 9, 27 C"?^), Gen. 24, 65

(n?j, iKi. 9, 13 (n?)
2
.

(^) An adverb or (esp. if formed with a preposition) any specification

of time, place, quality, possessor, &c., which may be regarded as

the equivalent of a noun-idea, e.g. n;>"l3n DK> there is the bdellium^

Gen. 2, 12
;

f2ft *N where is Abel? 4, 9 ; npn DpijP his mercy endureth

for ever, Ps. 136, i sqq. ;
^T1

?^ ~&V riches are *' his house, Ps. 112, 3 ;

^^^ ^ we are his, Ps. 100, 3 Q^re.

Rem. i. The employment of a substantive as predicate of a noun-clause is C

especially frequent, either when no corresponding adjective exists (so mostly with

words expressing the material; comp. 128. o) or when the attribute is intended

to receive a certain emphasis. For in all cases there is a much greater stress upon
a substantival predicate

3
,
where it represents something as identical with the subject

, see above, letter b [a]), than upon an adjectival or verbal predicate ; comp. Cant,

i, 10
; Ps. 25, 10 all the paths of the Lord are nOXI HDH lovingkindness and

truth (i.e. -wholly lovingkindness, &c.
; comp. Jer. 10, 10); Ezek. 38, 5. Ps. 10, 5.

19, 10. 23, 5. 88, 19. Prov. 3, 17*. Job 22, 12. 23, 2. 26, 13. Ruths, 2. Some-

times the emphasis on the predicate is obtained by the use of the plural form

(according to 124. ), e.g. Ps. no, 3 thy people are J"Q"T3 altogether willing-

ness; Cant. 5, 16. Dan. 9, 23.

Sometimes the boldness of such combinations is modified by the repetition

of the subject, as regens of the predicate, e. g. Job 6,12 T13 D'32K n*3~DK is my

strength the strength of stones? Prov. 3, 17. That the language, however

especially in poetry is not averse even to the boldest combinations in order to

emphasize very strongly the unconditional relation between the subject and predi-

cate, is shown by such examples as Ps. 45, 9 myrrh and aloes and cassia are all

1

Comp. the numerous examples in 1 1 6. n-p.
2 Why in these examples the pronouns, notwithstanding appearances to the

contrary, are to be considered as predicates and not as subjects, may be seen from

what has been remarked above, 126. k.

3 The same naturally 'applies to most of those cases which are not simple noun-

clauses, but have the substantival predicate connected with the subject by ITn

(e.g. Gen. I, 2 and the earth -was a waste and emptiness ; comp. Ps. 35, 6. Prov.

8, 30. Job 3, 4) or where a preposition precedes the substantival predicate, as

Ps. 29, 4 the voice ofthe Lord is with power, i. e. powerful.
* DvB' here, as in Job 21, 9, is evidently a substantive after a plural subject;

on the other hand, it is doubtful whether OvE* in such passages as Gen. 43, 37.

2 Sam. 20, 9. Ps. 120, 7, &c., is not rather to be regarded as an adjective.
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thy garments (i. e. so perfumed with them that they seem to be composed of

them); Cant, i, 15 thine eyes are deves, i.e. dove's eyes (but 5, 12 D'OVQ)
1

; Ps.

33, 5. 109, 4. Job 8, 9. 12, 12. In prose, e.g. Ex. 9, 31. Ezra 10, 13 &VV5 n$Jn

the season is rain showers, i. e. the rainy season ; with a bold enallage of the

number, Gen. 34, 30 1DD STO ''iXI and I (with my family) am few in

number. For similarly bold expressions with i"Pn cf. Gen. u, I. 12, 2. Ex. 17, 12.

Is. 5, 12. Jer. 2, 28, and again with a bold enallage of the number, Job 29, 15

/ was eyes to the blind, and feet was I to the lame. Also in prose, Num. 10, 31

and thou shall be to us D^J?b.

3. The nonn-clanse connected by wata copulative to a verbal-clause, or its

equivalent, always describes a state contemporaneous with the principal action, or

(when the predicate is a transitive participle) an action represented in constant

duration (comp. 107. dt
as well as 1 16. n and on e. g. Gen. 19, i and the two

angels came to Sodom at even, 3B^ DIP} while Lot sat, &c.> 18, I. 8. 16. 22.

25, 26. Jud. 13, 9. 2 Sam. 4, 7. II, 4 (always with a participle); with an adjectival

predicate, Gen. 18, 12
; with a substantival predicate, 18, 27; with an adverbial

predicate, 9, 23. Not infrequently such a circumstantial clause indicates at the

same time some contradictor)' fact, so that 1 is equivalent to whereas, whilst,

although, e.g. Gen. 15, 2. 18, 27. 20, 3. 48, 14 (although he was the younger) ;

Jud. 1 6, 15 hew canst thou say, I love thee, 'JjlK pX *}3,5l
whereas thine heart is

not with me ? 2 Sam. 3, 39. Ps. 28, 3 whilst mischief is in their hearts. These

clauses describing a state are, however, only a subdivision of the large class of

circumstantial clauses, on which see 156.

f 3. As the examples given under letters a and b show, the syntactical

relation existing between the subject and predicate of a noun-clause,

is as a rule expressed by simple juxtaposition, without a copula of

any kind.

To what period of time the statement applies, must be inferred

from the context
; e. g. i Ki. 18,21 0*rpNj? nJT the Lord is the true

God; i Sam. 9, 19; Is. 31, 2 D3H Wn~D3 yet he also is wise; Gen.

42, 1 1
;
on the other hand, Gen. 19, i 3K" DiS and (=while) Lot sal ;

Ezek. 28, 15; Gen. 7, 4 "W?DD *33N / am raining, i.e. / will cause it

to rain. Sometimes even a jussive or optative is to be supplied as

predicate, Gen. 27, 13 upon me be thy curse; Gen. n, 3. 20, 13.

Ex. 12, 2. Cf. 116. r, note.

g Not infrequently, however, a connexion is established between

subject and predicate (a) by adding the separate pronoun of the

1 As a rule, in such comparisons 3 (which is then to be regarded as nominative]

stands before the predicate, e. g. Is. 63, 3 wherefore are thy garments 023 ^"\"I

like those of one that treadeth in the wine-press ? (prop, the like of one that

treadeth, instar calcantis] ; Jer. 50, 9. Certainly, however, the comparison is then

much less emphatic than in the noun-clauses cited above.
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3rd person singular or plural, expressly resuming and therefore

strengthening the subject, or (6) (especially for the sake of a more

exact specification of time) by the help of the verb n*n.

Examples of (a} : Gen. 41, 26 the seven good kine HUH D S3B> y3E> they are seven h

years; Deut. i, 17. 4, 24; Eccles. 5, 18 &OH D^rpN riflD i"li this it is a gift

of God; Num. 3, 27 DH Hptf ;
in a question, Gen. 27, 38. Sometimes NV1 is

used in this way to strengthen a pronominal subject of the first or second person *,

e.g. fcttn
"OJjSI

"ObK Is. 43, 25 I, even 7, am he that blotteth out, &c.; 51, 12;

N^n flFlS 2 Sam. 7, 28. Is. 37, 16. Ps. 44, 5. Neh. 9, 6. 7 ;
in an interrogative

sentence, Jer. 14, 22 2
;

in Jer. 49, 12 N1H in a zw<fa/-clause strengthens nfiK.

Of (): naturally this does not apply to the examples, in which flTl, in the i

sense of to become, to fare, to exist, still retains its full force as a verb, and where

accordingly the sentence is verbal, and not a noun-clause ; especially when the

predicate precedes the subject. On the other hand, such examples as Gen. I, 2 and

the earth was (rtTTTI) waste and emptiness, can scarcely be regarded as properly

verbal clauses; riDM is used here really only for the purpose of referring to past

time a statement which, as the description of a condition, might also appear in

the form of a simple noun-clause; comp. Gen. 3, i. This is especially true of

the somewhat numerous instances in which llTl occurs as a connecting word

between the subject and the participial predicate; e.g. Jud. i, 7. Job i, 14

(immediately afterwards a simple noun-clause). The imperfect of HT! announces

what is future in Num. 14, 33 and elsewhere; comp. 116. r. However,

especially in the latter case, PIT! is not wholly without verbal force, but comes

very near to being a mere copula, and this use is more frequent in the later

Books 3 than in the earlier.

Rem. On the employment of W* existence, and f^K non-existence, which were k

originally substantives (on their tendency to be used as verbs, equivalent to est

and non est, cf. 100. o, and the Negative Sentences, 152) as a connecting link

between a pronominal subject and a participial predicate (especially in conditional

and interrogative sentences, Gen. 24, 42. 49. 43, 4 and elsewhere), see above,

1 1 6. q, and the various kinds of subordinate clauses mentioned in 150, 159.

4. The natural arrangement of words in the noun-clause, as describ- /

ing a state, is subject predicate; the principal stress falls on the former

since it is the object of the description. Very frequently, however

(and not merely in poetry, where greater freedom is naturally allowed

1 On a similar use of the separate pronoun of the third person in Aramaic

(Dan. 2, 38. Ezra 5, n, &c.) see Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl. Aram., 87. 3.

2 This is of course to be distinguished from the use of N}H (to be inferred from

the context) as predicate in the sense of o avros; see above, p. 459, note; or

in such cases as Deut. 32, 39 see now MM "^X "OX ^3 that I, even I, am he ;

\ Chron. 21, 17.
3
According to Albrecht, ZAW. 1888,, p. 252, especially in Deuteronomy and in

the Priestly Code.
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in the arrangement of words), the reverse order is found, i.e. predicate

subject. The latter order must be used when special emphasis is laid

on the predicate
a

,
or when it consists of an interrogative word

;
thus

with a substantival predicate, e.g. Gen. 3, 19 nj
? "^V dust thou art;

4, 9. 12, 13 (my sister, not my wife) ; 20, 2. 12. 29, 14. Job 5, 24.

6, 12; with an adjectival predicate, e.g. Is. 6, 3. 28, 21. Jer. 10, 6;

with a participle. Gen. 30, i. 32, 12; with an interrogative pronoun,

e.g. Gen. 24, 65
a

; with an adverbial interrogative, e. g. Gen. 4, 9.

Rem. Comp. on the above the exhaustive investigations of C. Albrecht,
' Die

\Vortstellung im hebr. Nominalsatze,' ZA W. 1888, pp. 218 sqq. and 249 sqq.; with

a complete list of the exceptions to the order subject predicate, p. 254 sqq. The

predicate must precede for the reasons stated (an adjectivalpredicate is particularly

emphatic when it has the force of a comparative, e.g. Gen. 4, 13 ;
the predicate

expressed by means of a preposition precedes with especial frequency when it

serves to convey the ideas of having, possessing, e.g. Gen. 18, 14. 29, 16 and

elsewhere; comp. also 26, 20. 31, 16. 43).

The predicate may precede : (a} when the subject is a pronoun, for
' the person

as being assumed to be generally known, does not excite the same interest as that

which is stated about him ;' (t>)

'

in order not to be a mere appendage to a subject

which consists of several words,' e.g. 2 Ki. 20,19; (<:)
in interrogative sentences

(with a substantival or adjectival predicate or one compounded with a preposition),

e.g. I Sam. 16,4; finally (d} when the predicate is adverbial or compounded with

a preposition, in a relative clause, as a rule closely united (by Maqqeph) with TJ'X .

e.g. Gen. 2, n DB^^X ; i, 29 sq.

142. The Verbal-clause.

1. By i4O.ythere is an essential distinction between verbal-

clauses, according as the subject stands before or after the verb. In

the verbal-clause proper the principal emphasis rests upon the action

which proceeds from (or is experienced by) the subject, and accord-

ingly the verb naturally precedes (necessarily so when it is in the

perfect consecutive or imperfect consecutive). Nevertheless, the subject

does sometimes precede even in the verbal-clause proper, in the

continuation of the narrative, e.g. Gen. 7, 19. 2 Sam. 19, 12;

especially so if there is special emphasis upon it, e.g. Gen. 3, 13

(it is not I who am to blame, but) the serpent liguiled me, comp.

1 For the same reason specifications of place (e. g. Gen. 4, 7) or other adverbial

qualifications may stand at the beginning of the sentence.
* The only exceptions, according to Albrecht (see the Rem. above), are Ex.

16, 7. 8.
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Gen. 2, 5 and elsewhere 1
. In the great majority of instances,

however, the position of the subject at the beginning of a verbal-clause

is to be explained from the fact that the clause is not intended to

introduce a new fact carrying on the narrative, but rather to describe

a state. Verbal-clauses of this kind approximate closely in character

to noun-clauses, and" not infrequently (viz. when the verbal form might

just as well be read as a participle) it is doubtful whether the writer

did not in fact intend a noun-clause.

The particular state represented in the verb may consist b

(a) Of an act completed long before, to which reference is made only because

it is necessary for understanding the sequel of the principal action. If the predi-

cate be a perfect (as it almost always is in these cases), it is generally to be

rendered in English by a pluperfect ; comp. the examples discussed above in

io6./(i Sam. 28, 3, &c.); also Gen. 6, 8 (not Noah fottnd grace); 16, i. 18, 17.

20,4. 24, 1. 39, 1 (andJoseph in the meanwhile had been brought doivn to Egypt);

41, 10. Judg. i, 16. I Sam. 9, 15. 14, 27. 25, 21. i Ki. I, I, &c. In a wider

sense this applies also to such verbal-clauses as Gen. 2, 6 (see further, 112. e"),

where they serve to represent an action continuing for a long period in the past,

and thus to some extent a state.

() Of a fact, contemporaneous with the principal events or continuing as the C

result of them. To the former class belong all those instances in which the

predicate is combined with HTl (provided that rPH has not, as in Gen. I, 2. 3, I,

&c., been weakened to a mere copula, in which case the precedence of the subject

is fully explained from the character of the clause as a noun-clause; comp.

141. i, and the examples of HTl, &c., with a participle, 116. r)\ as an example

of the second class, comp. e.g. Gen. 13, 12 "131 jy33~}OX2 2K* D^?S Abraham

accordingly continued to dwell in the land of Canaan, but Lot dwelt, &c.

Rem. i. The close relation between verbal-clauses beginning with the subject d
and actual noun-clauses, is seen finally from the fact that the former also are some-

what frequently added with 1 (or subordinated) to a preceding sentence in order

to lay stress upon some accompanying circumstance ; on such noun - clauses

describing a state or circumstance, cf. 141. e. This is especially the case, again,

when the circumstance which follows involves an antithesis; comp. Gen. 18, 18

seeing that nevertheless Abraham shall surely become, &c. ; 24, 56. 26, 27. Is.

29, 13. Jer. 14, 15. Ps. 50, 17. Job 21, 22, and such examples as Gen. 4, 2. 4.

29, 17, where by means of
\
a new subject is introduced in express antithesis to

one just mentioned. Moreover, in the examples treated above, in letters b and c

(i Sam. 28, 3,&c.), the subject is frequently introduced by \, which then corres-

ponds to the Greek 5e, used to interpose an explanation, &c., see Winer, Gramm.

des neulesl. Sprachidioms, 53. 7. b.

1 This of course applies also to the cases, in which the subject consists of

a strongly emphasized personal pronoun, e.g. Gen. 32, 13 nflX thou thyself;

33, 3 fcttn he himself.
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e a. By a peculiar construction verbal-clauses may be joined by means of
\
and

a following subject to participial clauses, e.g. Gen. 38, 25 nnpj? JOni HKS1O N^H

she was already brought forth, when she sent, &c.; 44, 3. 4. Jud. 18, 3. 19, n.
2 Sam. 20, 8 ; for other examples, see 1 16. u (according to the remarks there made,
note I, the apodosis also frequently appears in the form of a wtfww-clause, a further

proof of the close relation between verbal-clauses beginning with the subject and

noun-clauses proper). Without doubt there is in all these cases a kind of inversion

of the principal clause and the temporal subordinate clause ; the latter for the sake

of greater emphasis being raised to an independent noun-clause, while the real

principal action is added as though it were an accompanying circumstance, and

hence in the form of an ordinary circumstantial clause.

f 2. According to what has been remarked above, in letter a, the

natural order of words within the verbal sentence is : Verb Subject,

or Verb Subject Object. But as in the noun-clause ( 141.1) so also

in the verbal-clause, a variation of the usual order of words frequently

occurs when any member of the sentence is to be specially emphasized

by priority of position *. Thus the order may be :

(a) Object Verb Subject : Gen. 30, 40. i Sam. 2, 9. 15, i. 2 Ki.

23, 19 and frequently. Naturally the examples are far more numerous,

in which the object precedes a verbal form which includes the subject

in itself, e.g. Gen. 3, 10. 14. 18. 6, 16. 8, 17. 9, 13. 37, 4. Ex. 18, 23.

Jud. 14, 3. i Sam. 18, 17. 20, 9. 21, 10. 2 Ki. 22, 8. Prov. 13, 5

and elsewhere.

(b} Verb Object Subject: Gen. 21, 7. Num. 5, 23. i Sam. 15, 33.

2 Sam. 24, 1 6 (but *jN?cn is probably only a subsequent addition);

Is. 19, 13. Ps. 34, 22. Job n, 19 and elsewhere.

(c) Subject Object Verb: Is. 3, 17. n, 8. 13, 18. Hos. 12, n.

Ps. 6, 10. n, 5. Job 29, 25
2

.

1 Not infrequently also the striving after chiasmus mentioned in 1 14. r, note,

occasions a departure from the usual arrangement of words.
1 This sequence occurs even in prose (Gen. 17, 9. 23, 6 and elsewhere); it is,

however, more doubtful here than in the above prophetical and poetical passages,

whether the preceding subject should not be regarded rather as the subject of a

compound sentence ( 143), the predicate of which is an independent verbal-clause ;

this would explain why the verbal-clause is usually separated from the subject by
one of the greater distinctives. On the other hand, the sequence Subject Object'
Verb is quite common in Aramaic (e.g. Dan. 2,7. 10); comp. Gesenius, Comm.
on Is. 42, 24, and Kautzsch's Gramm. des Bibl. Aram., 84. i. b. The pure

Aramaic usage of placing the object before the infinitive occurs in Hebrew in

Lev. 19, 9. 21, 21. Dent. 28, 56. 2 Sam. n, 19. Is. 49, 6. 2 Chron. 28, 10. 31, 7.

36,19(0-
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(d) Object Subject Verb (very rarely): 2 Ki. 5, 13. Is. 5, 17.

28, 17. Ps. 51, 5
1

.

(e) A substantival complement of the verb nvi is placed first in

Is. 1 8, 5 HX3 flST 7C3 ICOl a<f a ripening grape theflower becometh.

Rem. Of specifications componnded with a preposition those of place stand g
regularly after the verb, unless they are specially emphatic as e. g. Gen. 19, 2. 30, 16.

32, 5. Mic. 5, 1. Est. 9, 1 2
;
in Gen. 29, 25 bni3 with 3 pretii precedes for the sake

of emphasis. Comp., however, in Gen. 35, 13 the order verb specification of

place subject. The remoter object precedes for the sake of emphasis, e. g. in

Gen. 13, 15 (26, 3). 15, 3; even before the interrogative, Gen. 27, 37 (cf. Jer.

32, 15 where the subject precedes an interrogative, and i Sam. 20, 8. Job 34, 31

where a prepositional specification precedes). Prepositional specifications of time,

such as rVK'fcra (Gen. i. i), DV3 fcttnn Dto &c. (but not n3S?iO3, nor the*";
f f

" ~ T |* T

simple n3k?iO, flpnria, D?ty?), stand, as a rule, before the verb, provided it be

not in the perfect consecutive or imperfect consecutive ; so also certain adverbs

of time, such as IN HflJ?, whilst others like 1
s

\])
i
TW1 regularly follow the verb.

143. The Compound Sentence.

A compound sentence ( 140. d) is formed by the juxtaposition a

of a subject
2
(which always precedes, see letter c) and

(a) An independent noun-clause, which (a) refers to the principal

subject by means of a pronoun, e.g. Nah. i, 3 te*n nWDa njn*

the Lord in the storm is his way; 2 Sam. 23, 6. Ps. 18, 31. 104, 17.

125, 2. Eccles. 2, 14; comp. also Gen. 34, 23, where the predicate is

an interrogative clause. A personal pronoun is somewhat frequently

used as the principal subject, e.g. Is. 59, 21 DON 'n'TS DKT "3X1 and

as for me, this is my covenant with them, &c.
; Gen. 9, 9. Is. i, 7.

17, 4. i Chron. 28, 2
3

;
with an interrogative noun-clause, Gen. 37, 30.

Job 21, 4. 38, 19 : or () is without a retrospective suffix (in which

case naturally the connexion between the subject and predicate is

much looser), e.g. i Sam. 20, 23 and as touching the matter

1 This sequence occurs more frequently in noun-clauses with a participial predi-

cate, e.g. Gen. 37, 16. 41, 9. 2 Sam. 13, 4, &c., in interrogative sentences, e.g.

2 Ki. 6, 22. Jer. 7, 19 ;
in all which cases the emphasized object is placed before

the natural sequence of subject predicate. [Cf. Driver, Tenses, 208.]
2 In Gen. 31,40 a verbal-clause (V^Tl / was) occurs instead of the -subject,

and is then explained by another verbal-clause.

s In i Chron. 28, 2 (comp. also 22, 7 ^a^'Dy !Vn "ON) '3S might also be taken

as strengthening the pronominal suffix which follows (equivalent to / myself

had it in my mind}, as e.g. Ezek. 33, 17 -whereas their own way is not equal;

comp. 135.7.

I i
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which, &c. . . . behold the Lord is between thee and me for ever ;

Prov. 27, 2.

b (6) An independent verbal-clause : (a) with a retrospective suffix ',

e.g. Gen. 9, 6 (comp. 1 16. w) ; 17, 15 asfor Saraithy wife, thou shalt

not call her name Sarai; 26, 15. 28, 13. 34, 8. Ex. 30, 37. 32, i.

i Sam. 2, 10. 2 Ki. 10, 29. Is. 9, i. n, 10. Ezek. 33, 2. Hos. 9, n.

Ps. n, 4. 46, 5. 65, 4. 74, 17. Dan. i, 17; with a pronoun as the

principal subject, Gen. 24, 27; (/3)
without a retrospective suffix,

Is. 19, 17 every one that mentions it (Judah) to it (Egypt), it (Egypt)

is afraid.

C ' Rem. i. In all the above examples prominence is given to the principal subject

(by its mere separation from the context by means of a greater distinctive, as

a casus pendens*) in a manner which would be quite impossible in a simple noun

or verbal-clause (e.g. Nah. i, 3 if it were nS^D3 Hil"^ !JV|); comp. the French

c'est moi quori a accuse
1

. But the statement or question contained in the clause

which forms the predicate also receives greater weight. For the same purpose

other members of the sentence also are sometimes placed at the beginning and

resumed again by a following suffix; thus the object, Gen. 13, 15. 21, 13. 35, 12.

47, 21 (with the Samaritan and LXX read T3JM); I Sam. 25, 29 ;
a specification

v:|V .

of place, Gen. 2, 17. 2 Ki. 22, 18 and elsewhere; a substantive with ;>, i Sam.

9, 20. 2 Sam. 6, 23; comp. the examples in 135. a. In Num. 15, 29 a dative

is co-ordinated with the casus pendens, i. e. there is a transition to a different

construction.

d 2. To compound sentences belong also the numerous examples already treated

in the account of the tenses, where the predicate of a casus pendens is intro-

duced by the wdw apodosis. The isolation and prominence of the principal

subject is in this case still more marked than in the instances treated above ; on

the casus pendens with a following imperfect consecutive (e.g. Jer. 6, 19. 33, 24),

cf. in. A; with a following perfect consecutive (e.g. Ex. 4, 21. 12, 44. Num.

23, 3. i Sam. 25, 27. 2 Sam. 14, 10. Is. 9, 4. 56, 6sq.), 112. t and mm; on the

participle as casus pendens, 112.00 and 116. w. In Job 15, 17 wdw apodosis

follows with the cohortative; in Job 23, 12. Ps. 115, 7 the imperfect is separated

by fcO from the wdw apodosis; in Job 4, 6 as for thy hope, it is the integrity of

thy ways, and 36, 26, an incomplete noun-clause is appended by wdw apodosis.

On 7vdw apodosis after disconnected specifications of time, comp. 112. oo at the

end, and Gen. 40, 9. 2 Sam. 15, 34 f;py "0X1 nnyi and now (so far as the pre-

sent is concerned) / will be thy servant, Num. 12, 12.

e 3. Sometimes a substantive introduced by p (in respect to; comp. 119. u)

serves the same purpose as the casus pendens beginning the sentence, as Num.

1

Comp. the Mesa' inscription, 1. 31 and Horonain, therein dwelt, &c.
' But this term must not (any more than that formerly used ' the subject pre-

ceding absolutely*) be misunderstood to mean that the principal subject is, as it

were, floating in the air, and that the whole sentence results in an anacoluthon.

On the contrary, to the Semitic mind, such sentences appear quite as correctly

formed as ordinary noun and verbal-clauses.
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18, 1 8 (unless the /> here serves to introduce the object, according to 117. );

Is. 32, i (where, however, D^lfe^ should most probably be read); Eccles. 9, 4.

I Chron. 7, i. 24, 20 sqq. 2 Chron. 7, 21. On the other hand, Ps. 16, 3. 17, 4.

32, 6. 89, 19. 119, 91 are very doubtful. The suggestion of P. Haupt

(Johns Hopkins University Circulars, xiii. no. 114; Baltimore, 1894) also

deserves attention, that in passages like Eccles. 9, 4, and in Pbp Gen. 9, 10. 23, 10.

Ex. 27, 3. 19. Ezek. 44, 9, &c., p is not the preposition, but an emphasizing

particle, answering to the Arab. Id, surely; Assyrian l&; with 73 it is equivalent

to in short. Cf. also p p sive sive, et et, Jos. 17, 16. Ezra i, n, Assyrian

M M.

144. Peculiarities in the Representation of the Subject

(especially in the Verbal-clause].

1. According to 40 sqq. most forms of the finite verb include a

a specification of the subject in the form of personal afformatives (in

the imperfect also in the form of preformalives). Not infrequently,

however, masculine forms are used with reference to the feminine,

e.g. EnyT). Ezek. 23, 49 ; ttfW). Ruth i, 8 ;
in the imperfect, Joel 2, 22.

Cant. 2, 7 ;
in the imperative, Amos 4, i. Zech. 13, 7 (for other

examples, see no. K). On emphasizing the pronominal subject by

the addition of the separate pronoun, see 135. a and b.

On the masculine as prior gender, cf. 122. g; on similar anomalies in the use

of the personal pronoun, 135. o, in the connexion between substantive and

adjective, 132. d, between subject and predicate, 145. p, t, u.

2. The third person singular is frequently used impersonally, b

especially in the masculine, e. g. W. and it came to pass, H^ffl and it

shall come to pass; rnn followed by i?, &c., /'/ became hot to him,

i. e. he became angryt
Gen. 4, 6 and elsewhere

;
v "ISW lit. and it became

strait to him, he was distressed, Gen. 32, 8 *

;
even |Fr] like the German

es giebt, there is (followed by an accusative), Prov. 13, 10. Job 37, 10;

on Gen. 38, 28, see letter d below; also in the feminine, e.g. i Sam.

30, 6 (Jud. 10, 9) inb nmt; Jud. ii, 39. Jer. 7, 31. Ezek. 12, 25.

Job 15, 32 ; comp. also the impersonal passives, Is. i, 6. 29, 6.

Prov. 15, 6. Somewhat different are the instances in which the

3rd singular feminine occurs as the predicate of a feminine subject

1 In Arabic and Ethiopic the masculine is commonly used in this case, in Syriac

the feminine. The forms DPI hot, 21D good, well, ~WD bitter, ~>X narrow, JH evil

(frequently joined with ^ v, &c.), which many regard as impersonal, are no

doubt to be regarded in most cases not as forms of the 3rd pers. sing, perf, but,

with Hupfeld on Ps. 18, 7, as adjectives.

i i 2
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which is not mentioned, but is before the mind of the speaker, e. g.

Is. 7, 7. 14, 24. Jer. 10, 7. Job 4, 5. 18, 15 (in 2 Ki. 24, 7
"v
<?$*~-

)3

is used in this way with a feminine predicate, and in Jer. 19, 5
"

l^
alone) : different, too, are the instances in which the 3rd singular

masculine refers. to an act just mentioned, e.g. Gen. 17, n njn
1

! and

this (the circumcision) shall be a token of a covenant, &c.

C Rem. The expressions for natural phenomena may be either in the 3rd sing.

masculine or feminine, e. g.liK it becomes light, I Sam. 29, 10 (but with an explicit

subject, Gen. 44, 3); "tifcOl and it became light ; so also TJB'rP
it grows dark. Jer.

13, 16; but nre>rn Mic. 3, 6; nayri though there be darkness, Job 11, 17;

"VCCn it rains, Amos 4, 7 (where, however, the context requires the reading

T>t:OS) ; Ps. 50, 3 rnyfeO it is lempestuous.

d 3. The indefinite personal subject (our they, one, the French on, and

the German man J

) is expressed

(a) By the 3rd person singular masculine, e.g. &OP one (sc. any one

who named ft, see the Rem.) called (or calls), Gen. n, 9. 16, 14.

Ex. 15, 23, comp. Is. 9, 5; ~MNS
1 one said, Gen. 48, i. i Sam. 16, 4.

19, 22 2
; other examples are Gen. 38, 28 one put out a hand ; Num.

23, 21. i Ki. 22, 38. Is. 6, 10 i? NS>7! and one heals them; 8, 4 (^^);

46, 7 (py,lP); Am, 6, 12. Mic. 2, 4. Job 27, 23 ; by the 3rd singular

feminine (
n
*]fr)

Num. 26, 59.

e Rem. The Jewish commentators, following the Arab grammarians, usually

explain these singulars by the addition of the participle (generally determinate)

of the same stem, e.g. iOpn &TJP-
As a matter of fact, such a complement

sometimes occurs, e. g. Is. 16, 10 lipMn Tji"!"
1 the treculer treads out, for one treads

out ; 28, 4. 24 (<fo/ one plow continually?}; Deut. 17,6 (Ezek. 18,32). Deut. 22, 8.

2 Sam. 17, 9 (Ezek. 33, 4). Jer. 9, 23; with an indeterminate participle (as in

Arabic, e. g. yd/a qailun, a sayer says, i. e. some one says}, e. g. Num. 6, 9. Amos

9, i
; cf. above, 116. t. [Comp. Driver, on i Sam. 16, 4.]

f (o) Very frequently by the 3rd plural masculine, e. g. Gen. 29, 2

for out of that well ^pt?! they watered (German trdnkte man) the flocks ;

26, 18. 35, 5. 41, 14. 49, 31. i Ki. i, 2. Is. 38, 16. Hos. 12, 9.

Job 18, 18. 34, 20. Est. 2, 2. Neh. 2, 7.

1 In i Sam. 9, 9 B^XH (prop, the man) is used in exactly the same sense as

our one.

3 Elsewhere in such cases VM3N4
1 usually occurs (but not in the perfect, e.g.

i Sam. 23, 22), so that it is doubtful whether the present reading of Gen. 48, i, &c.,

would not be better explained according to 7. d, note 2. In Gen. 48, 2 for the

extraordinary 1|M the common form 13>T is to be read ; so in 50, 26 for Db^'1

(after a plural) either ti&V\ or the 3rd plur.; in 2 Ki. 21,
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Rem. The 3rd plur. also is sometimes used to express an indefinite subject, g
where the context does not admit of a human agent or at least not of several,

e.g. Gen. 34, 27. In such a case the 3rd plur. comes to be equivalent to a passive,

as very commonly in Aramaic (see Kautzsch's Gramm. des Bibl. Aram.. 96. I. c) ;

e. g. Job 7, 3 wearisome nights v~^3D have they allotted to me (equivalent to were

allotted to me ; to make 'invisible powers' the subject is a merely artificial device);

Job 4, 19. 6. 2. 18, 18. 19, 26. 34, 20. Ezek. 32, 25. Ps. 63, 11. Prov. a, 22 (in

parallelism with a passive); 9, n.

(c) By the 2nd singular masculine, e.g. Is. 7, 25 net? Ni2r,~&6 k

one will (or can) not come thither (prop, thou wilt . . .); Jer. 23, 37.

Prov. 19, 25. 30, 28 (unless the reading should be K'SnW). Comp.
also 1N3~*1J? or simply ^JX3 (Gen. 10, 19. 30. 13, 10 n

?^.3) prop, until

thy coming, i.e. until one comes.

(d) By the plural of the participle, e.g. Jer. 38, 23 and all thy wives i

and thy children D^XlfiD
(prop, are they bringing ouf) they will bring

out, &c. ; comp. Is. 32, 12. Ezek. 13, 7. Neh. 6, 10 {for some are

coming to slay thee] and the passages discussed above, 116. /*. In

i Ki. 5, i the text is corrupt.

(e) By the passive, e.g. Gen. 4, 26 &npp 7PBn TK then (was it k

begun =) began men to call upon, &c.

4. A peculiar idiom, and one always confined to poetic language, /

is the not infrequent occurrence of two subjects in a verbal sentence 2
,

one of the person and the other of the thing. The latter then serves

whether it precedes or follows to state the instrument, organ, or

member by which the action in question is performed, and may be most

often rendered in English by an adverb, as a nearer definition of the

manner of the action. All the examples of this kind have this in

common, that the subject denoting the thing takes a suffix in the

same person as the personal subject
3
. They are thus distinguished

from the accusatives treated in 117. s, with which they are often

confused.

1 That this form of expression also (see letter ) comes to be equivalent to

a passive, is seen from the analogy of such Aramaic passages as Dan. 4, 22,

which exclude any idea of human agency. Comp. Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl.

Aram., 76. 2. e at the end, and in post.-bibl. Hebrew, e.g. Pirqe Aboth 2, 16.

3, 5 and elsewhere.
2 Two subjects occur in a noun-clause in Ps. 83, 19.
* In Ex. 6, 3 *DJ? is subordinated to the following passive ""fljnfa ( 121. b}\

in i Sam. 25, 26. 33 *T, J"V
are subjects to the infinitive absolute JJEHn, according

to 113.^. In Ps. 69, li read nsyXI for H33W.
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(a) Examples where the subject denoting the thing precedes, fcOpX niiT~;>X 'p^p

my voice / cry unto the Lord, i. e. / cry aloud unto the Lord, Ps. 3, 5. 27, 7.

142, 2; TUOp^S my mouth I cried, i.e. / cried aloud, Ps. 66, 17 (comp.

17, 10); Is. 26, 9 ^D2 with my soul, \. e. fervently, and parallel with it s
rfl~T5]t< ;

but *t?S3 Ps. 57, 5 is rather a periphrasis for the ist pers. /.

(b} Where the subject denoting the thing follows, 7]S^p vHV cry thy voice

(i.e. aloud), Is. 10, 30; so also after an imperative, Ps. 17, 13 Cj3~in) and 14 (rJT );

60, 7. 108, 7 OJ3'D?); after a perfect, Hab. 3, 15 (SpWD); after a cohortative,

Ps. 1 08, 2 (
1
"lto3~5|X). The subject denoting the thing stands between the

personal subject and the predicate in Ps. 44, 3 *JT !"URX
l
.

Rem. i. Sometimes (as in other languages) an action is ascribed to a subject

which can only have been performed at his direction by another person ; comp.

elg. Gen. 40, 22 (41, 13). 41, 14. 43, 34 (and he commanded to set before them, &c.) ;

46, 29. 2 Sam. 12, 9.

2. Supposed ellipses of a definite subject are due either to a misunderstanding

of the passage, or to a corruption of the text. Thus in i Sam. 24, n after DHni

either ^JJ has dropped out (through confusion with ^JvV) or we should read with

the LXX DHX1. In 2 Sam. 13, 39 (in 73J;I1) the text is obviously corrupt.

3. In poetic (or prophetic) language
2 there sometimes occurs (supposing the

text to be correct) a more or less abrupt transition from one person to another.

Thus from the 2nd to the 3rd pers. (i. e. from an address to a statement), Gen.

49, 4(?). Is. 22, 19. 31, 6 (?). 42, 20. Mai. 2, 15 (where, however, for "7JZT1 we

should undoubtedly read
*122J;1);

Ps. 22, 9 ; in a relative clause, Is. 54, i, comp. also

Is. 22, 16. 52, 14 sq. 61, 7. From the 3rd to the 2nd pers., Deut. 32, 15. Is.

i, 29(?). 5, 8. Jer. 29, 19. Job 16, 7, comp. also Deut. 32, 17. From the ist to

the 3rd pers., Lam. 3, i (in a relative clause). In Job 13, 28 the 3rd pers.

is probably employed S(IKTIK<J>S for the ist.

145. Agreement between the Members of a Sentence, especially between

Subject and Predicate, in respect of Gender and Number.

a 1. As in other languages, so also in Hebrew, the predicate in general

conforms to the subject in gender and number (even when it is

1 In several of the examples quoted above it might naturally be supposed
that the subject denoting the thing (especially when it follows the verb) is to be

explained rather as a casus instrumental, i. e. as an accusative, analogous to the

adverbial accusatives treated in 118. q. But although it is true that the subject

denoting the thing often defines more closely the manner in which the action

is performed, and although in similar (but still different) examples, Ps.Sg, 2. 109, 30.

Job 19, 1 6, *9 occurs with 3 instrumentale, the explanation given above must

nevertheless be accepted.
* In prose, Lev. 2, 8

; but niP*1pni here is hardly the original reading. Different

from this is Gen. 26, 7, where there is a transition to direct narration.
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a pronoun, e.g. *W~$ *1 this is my covenant, Gen. 17, 10). There

are, however, numerous exceptions to this fundamental rule. These are

due partly to the construct ad sensum (where attention is paid to the

meaning rather than to the grammatical form
;
see letters b-l below),

partly to the position of the predicate (regarded as being without

gender) before the subject.

2. Singular nouns which include in themselves a collective idea b

( 123. a), or which occasionally have a collective sense
( 123. 6),

may readily, in accordance with their meaning, be construed with the

plural of the predicate, whether it precedes or follows. This is also

the case, when the collective is itself feminine but represents, exclusively

or at least generally, masculine persons.

Examples :

(a) Of collectives proper : (a) with the predicate preceding, Gen. 30, 38 C

JKXnTjtOTI (comp. verse 39. 31, 8 and 33, 13); Jud. i, 22 sq. JV3 representing

persons belonging to the tribe; Mic. 4, 3 Ma ;
2 Ki. 25, 5 7TI army; Prov. n, 26

DiNp the people; Num. 10, 3 mj?n~73 all the congregation (comp. i Ki. 8, 5);

1 Ki. 1,40. Is. 9, 8. 25, 3. Amos I, 5 DJJ ;
i Sam. 17, 47. Ezra 10, 12 7HJ5 assembly.

Comp. also the construction of national names, as D"1X ( 122. *), e.g. i Ki. 20, 20

DIN ^Dp'l and the Syrians fled; \ Sam. 4, 5. (/3) with the predicate follow-

ing, i Ki. 8, 5 "IfOl JNJf sheep and oxen, construed with the plural in the following

relative clause; Job i, 14 niEnh VH IpBH the cattle (cows) -were ploughing ;

2 Sam. 3, i and I Chron. 10, 6 JVI1 =family, and in a place-name, I Sam. 6, 13;

Hos. n, 7. Ezra 4, 4 Dy; Ps. 68, n H s n herd ; Is. 26, 19 n?23 a heap of dead

bodies ; Is. 27, n "VlFp boughs ; I Sam. 4, i bN"1S5'^ > preceded by a predicate

in the singular.

(b} Of substantives occasionally used as collectives : (a) with the predicate d
preceding, Gen. 34, 24 "Of 5 Jud. 9, 55. 15, 10 B*K; Is. 16, 4 DDT the treader

down. () with the predicate following, Job 8, 19 "IFIS = others ; Ezek. 28, 3

D^DD a secret.
T

(c) Of feminines as collective terms denoting masculine persons : (a) with the e

predicate preceding, i Sam. 17, 46 JHtfrrbs W} that all the earth may know,

i.e. all the inhabitants of the earth; cf. Deut. 9, 28. Ps. 66, i. 96, i. 9, &c.;

Amos i, 8 JV"1NB> remnant. (/3) with the predicate following, Gen. 41, 57. 2 Sam.

15, 23. i Ki. 10, 24. Ps. 33, 8 (fnKn-^3); Gen. 48, 6 rnSitt issue; i Sam. 2, 33

rP2nt?/3 all the increase ; Job 30, 12 nn")3 rabble. In Hag. 2, 7 read JY"IDn

with' the LXX.

Examples of predicates in the singular, notwithstanding the collective meaning f
of the subject, occur in Gen. 35, n. Ex. 10, 24. 14, 10. Deut. i, 39, &c. For

examples of bold enallage of the number in noun-clauses with a substantival

predicate, see above, 141. c.

Rem. Not infrequently the construction begins in the singular (especially when g
the predicate precedes; see letter o below), but is carried on, after the collective
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subject has been mentioned, in the plural; e.g. Ex. I, 20

and the people multiplied, and waxed very mighty ; 33, 4.

3. On the other hand, plurals which have a singular meaning

( 124. a) are frequently construed with the singular, especially the

pluralis excellentiae or maiestatis ( 124. g-i; on the union of these

plurals with attributes, cf. 132. h), as BwX Gen. i, i. 3, &c. (see,

however, the Rem.), D*?'"IK master; Ex. 21, 4, Eyys master, owner,

Ex. 21, 29; comp., moreover, D'3B with the singular, 2 Sam. 10, 9.

Job 1 6, 1 6 K e

th., D^rri Prov. 12, 10. So feminine forms with a mas-

culine meaning are construed with a masculine predicate, e. g. Eccles.

12, 9 E?n fvn'p !Vn the preacher was wise.

Rem. The construction of D^rpK God with the plural of the predicate may
be explained (apart of course from such passages as I Ki. 19, 2. 20, 10, where the

speakers are heathen, and D^iTPN may, therefore, be a numerical plural) partly

as an. acquiescence in a polytheistic form of expression, partly from the peculiar

usage of one of the early documents of the Hexateuch, called E by \\~ellhausen,

&c., B by Dillmann; comp. his commentary on Numbers Joshua, p. 618,

and above, 124. g, note 2. So Gen. 20, 13 (but in conversation with a

heathen); 31, 53. 35, 7, comp. also Jos. 24, 19. That this construction was

afterwards studiously avoided from fear of misconception, is shown by such

passages as Neb.. 9, 18 compared with Ex. 32, 4. 8, and i Chron. 17, 21 compared
with 2 Sam. 7, 23. Cf. Strack's excursus in Die Bueher Gen. Exod. Lev. und

Ar

um., Munich, 1894, p. 6754.

4. Plurals of names of animals or things, and of abstracts, whether

they be masculine or feminine, are frequently construed with the

feminine singular of the verbal predicate
1

(on the collective sense of the

feminine form, cf. 122. s) ;
thus Joel i, 20 tyR nib' I"lton3 the beasts

of the field long ; Jer. 12, 4 (where the predicate precedes), comp. also

Job 12, 7 ; names of things with the predicate preceding occur in

2 Sam. 24, 13. Is. 34, 13. Jer. 4, 14. 51, 29. Ps. 18, 35. 37, 31.

73, 2 Ke
th. 103, 5. Job 14, 19. 27, 20; with the predicate following,

Gen. 49, 22
(J">fo3

= branches); Deut. 21,7. i Sam. 4, 15

1

Comp. in Greek the construction of the neuter plural with the singular of the

predicate TO. irp60ara fiaivti ;
in Attic Greek the plural of the predicate is allowed

only when the neuter denotes actual persons, as rat, av&pdiro&a t\a{iov. In Arabic

also the pluralis inhumanus (i. e. not denoting persons) is regularly construed

with the feminine singular of the attribute or predicate, as are all the plurales

fracti (collective forms).
* On the possibility of explaining forms like !"IDp as 3rd plural feminine, cf.

above, 44. m; but this explanation would not apply to all the cases under this

head, cf. Joel i, 20. Ps. 37, 31. 103, 5.
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Is. 59, 12. Jer. 2, 15 K*th.; 4, 14. 48, 4 1. 49, 24. Prov. 15, 22.

20, 18. Job 20, ii. 41, IO 1
.

6. Moreover, the plurals of persons (especially in the participle) /

are sometimes construed with the singular of the predicate, when

instead of the whole class of individuals, each severally is to be

represented as affected by the statement. Undoubted examples of this

distributive singular are Gen. 27, 29 (Num. 24, 9) V?--? 1?* "^"^ TT$
rjra those that curse thee, cursed be every one of them, and those that

bless thee, blessed be every one of them; Ex. 31, 14. Lev. 17, 14 and

19, 8 (in both places the Samaritan has i^X) ;
Is. 3, 12 unless 1^33

is to be regarded as zpluralis maiestatis according to 124. g; Prov.

3, 18. 35 (?). 18, 21
(?). 21, 27 6. 27, 16. 28, i b. 28, 16 Kc

th.

Rem. Analogous to the examples above mentioned is the somewhat frequent
2 Wl

use of suffixes in the singular (distributively) referring to plurals ; comp. the

zw&z/-suffixes in Deut. 21, 10. 28, 48. Amos 6, 10 ; and the noun-suffixes in Is.

2, 8. 30, 22. Jer. 31, 15. Hos. 4, 8. Zech. 14, 12. Ps. 5, 10 (where, however, faB
is clearly to be read with all the early versions); 62, 5. 141, io(?). Job 38, 32.

Eccles. 10, 15 ; finally, the suffixes with prepositions in Is. 2, 20 v^fcjty "V<?X which

they made each one for himself; according to others, -which they (the makers)

madefor him; 5, 26. 8, 20. Job 24, 5, in each case v ; in Gen. 2, 19 v refers to

the collectives n*n and S)iy; comp. further, Is. 5, 23 ^3BD after D^p'HS, and

J Sam. 5, 10 ^N after D'Oipyn. Conversely in Mic. i, 11 D3^ 'nap [cf. Jer.

13, 20 Ji
e
th.~], but the text is undoubtedly corrupt.

6. Subjects in the dual are construed with the plural of the predicate, n

since verbs, adjectives, and pronouns, according to 88. a, have no

dual forms; thus D^JJ, Gen. 29, 17 Hi31 nNp 'jpjfl and Leah's eyes were

dull ; 2 Sam. 24, 3. Is. 30, 20. Jer. 14, 6. Mic. 7, 10. Ps. 18. 28.

38, ii (on the other hand, in i Sam. 4, 15 the predicate is in the

feminine singular after the subject, and in Mic. 4,11 before it
; comp.

for both, letter k above); so also ^?]N ears, 2 Chron. 6, 40; D?!J

bands, Is. i, 15. Job 10, 8. 20, 10 (in Ex. 17, 12 even with the plural

masculine ^1?3; cf. letter />);
DVlSb

lips, i Sam. i, 13. Job 27, 4;

&!$ breasts, Hos. 9, 14.

7. Variations from the fundamental rule (see above, letter a) very o

frequently occur when the predicate precedes the subject (denoting

1 In Prov. 14, i an abstract plural niDDH (to be read thus with 9, i, &c., instead

of rfiGGn) is construed with the singular ;
but comp. 124. e.

2 In several of the above examples the text is doubtful, and hence Mayer
Lambert (A'evue ties ttudes juives, xxiv. no) rejects the theory of distributive

singulars generally.
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animals or things
1

).
The speaker or writer begins with the most

simple form of the predicate, the uninflected 3rd singular masculine,

and leaves us without indication as to which of the following subjects

(and so which gender or number) is to define the predicate thus left

temporarily indefinite
2

. Thus inflexions are omitted in

(a) The verb, with a following singular feminine, Is. 2, 17 n
:̂

^?IT ^n-?5 and bowed down shall be the loftiness of man; 9, 18. 14, 1 1.

28, 18. 47, ii
;

i Sam. 25, 27 (see note i below); i Ki. 8, 31.

22, 36. 2 Ki. 3, 26. Jer. 51, 46. Eccles. 7, 7; with a following plural

masc., Is. 13, 22 0'*K njyi and there shall cry wolves, &c.
; Jud. 13, 17

K*th. 20, 46. i Sam. i, 2. 4, 10. 2 Sam. 24, 15. i Ki. 13, 33. Jer.

51, 48. Ps. 124, 5. Est. 9, 23 (see note i below); Gen. i, 14 rf)ND W
let there be lights ; with a following plural feminine, Deut. 32, 35.

Is. 8, 8. Jer. 13, 1 8. Mic. 2,6. Ps. 57, 2
;
before collectives and mixed

subjects, e.g. Gen. 12, 16. 13, 5. 30, 43. 32, 6, &c.
;
before a following

dual, Is. 44, 1 8. Ps. 73, 7 (where, however, with the LXX iEjPJ? should

be read).

Rem. i. The instances in which a preceding predicate appears in the plural

masculine before a plural (or collective singular) feminine of persons (Jud. 21, 21.

1 Ki. n, 3), of animals (Gen. 30, 39) or of things (Lev. 26, 33. Jer. 13, 16. Hos.

14, 7. Ps. 16, 4. Job 3, 24. Cant. 6, 9), or before a dual (2 Sam. 4, i. Zeph. 3, 16.

2 Chron. 15, 7) are to be explained not on the analogy of the examples under

letter o, but from a dislike of using the 3rd plur. fern, imperf. (for this is the

only form concerned in the above examples ; comp., however, Nah. 3, 1 1
^iTJjl

instead of "^nfl); comp. the examples of a following predicate in the 3rd plur.

masc., instead of the fern., under letters t and
,
and on an analogous phenomenon

in the imperative, see no. k.

2. As in the case of verbs proper so also the verb PP!"I, when used as a copula,

frequently remains uninflected before the subject ; comp. Gen. 5, 23 sqq. 39, 5.

Deut. 21, 3 (according to the accents); 22, 23. Is. 18, 5 rtt?3 rPH* ?D3 "1D21

and a ripeninggrape the flower becometh.

(Z>)
The adjective in a noun-clause, e.g. Ps. 119, 137 T?? 1^1? "^

upright are thy judgements ; comp. verse 155". In German also

the adjective as predicate remains uninflected. On the other hand,

1

Only rarely does an uninflected predicate precede a personal subject, as i Sam.

25, 27 (but rifcOSn should probably be read, as in verse 35); Est. 9, 23 (before

a plur. masc.). Such examples as Job 42, 15 are tq be explained according to

121. a.

2 In a certain sense this is analogous to the German es kommt ein Mann, cine

Frau, &c.
1 This does not include such cases as Job 24, 7. 10, where Dl~iy is rather to

be explained as an accusative denoting a state, 118. .
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njJi in T^S? }&& njp thy servants are shepherds, Gen. 47, 3, is either

an unusual orthography or simply a misspelling for ''Jp.

Rem. i. As soon as a sentence which begins with an uninflected predicate is S

carried on after the mention of the subject, the gender and number of the sub-

sequent (co-ordinate) predicates must coincide with those of the subject, e.g.

Gen. i, 14 Vi"tt rriNQ VP (see letter o above) ; Num. 9, 6. Ezek. 14, I
;

comp. also Gen. 30, 39 (see letter / above).

2. The dislike mentioned in letter/ above, of using the feminine form (comp., t

further, 144. a, with the sections of the Grammar referred to there, and below,

letter
), is exemplified sometimes by the fact that of several predicates only that

which stands next to the feminine substantive is inflected as feminine; thus in

Is. 14, 9 HTp, and afterwards Vlty ; 33, 9 jn H^boN ^K mourneth, lan-

guisheth the land. Comp. Jer. 4, 30, and the examples ( 47. K) where only the

earlier of several consecutive forms of the 2nd sing. fern, imperf. are provided with the

afformative t, Is. 57, 8. Jer. 3, 5. Ezek. 22, 4. 23, 32 (fVnri after
""Pit?];));

on

the converse sequence of genders in imperatives, Nah. 3, 15, comp. no. k.

Of a different kind are instances like Lev. 2, I. 5, I. 20, 6, where {^33 person

(fern.) as the narrative continues, assumes (in agreement with the context) the

sense of a masculine person.

3. The instances in which the gender or number of the following predicate u
appears to differ from that of the subject, are due partly to manifest errors in the

text, e.g. Gen. 32, 9 read with the Samaritan inxn instead of nnSH ; [fill

then follows correctly; i Sam. 2, 20 read with Wellhausen ,'XB', according to

i, 28, instead of ^KB>; i Sam. 16, 4 read nDN'l; 2 Sam. 14, 10 read infcOHl;

Ezek. 1 8, 29 instead of J3JT
1 read the plural as in verse 25 ; so also Ezek. 20, 38

for Nto11
,
and in Job 6, 20 for J1D3; in Lam. 5, 10 read "1D33, and comp. in

T AT T . T ;

general, 7. d, note 2; i Chron. 2, 48 read nip
11

; in Jer. 48, 15 the text is

certainly corrupt. Other instances are due to special reasons. The variations in

Is. 49, ii. Hos. 14, i. Prov. i, 16 (after 1^31),
Ps. n, 4 (after TO

1

^), Prov. 5, 2.

10, 21. 32. 18, 6. 26, 23. Job 15, 6 (all after DYiafcq, Prov. 3, 2 (after "Tfaflp),

Ps. 102, 28. Job 16, 22 (after Jli3E>), Dan. n, 41 (read n^rVl), and perhaps

Gen. 20, 1 7 are also to be explained (see letter p) from the dislike of the 3rd plur.

fern, imperf.; moreover, in Jer. 44, 19. Prov. 26, 23 even the plur. masc. of a

participle occurs instead of the plur. fern. In Gen. 31, 8sq. HYP, after a plural

subject, is explained as a case of attraction to the following singular predicate
J

.

In Gen. 4, 7 ^Tl is a substantival participle (a lurker, a coucker). In Gen. 47, 24

!"PiT remains undefined in gender (masc.), although the noun precedes for the

sake of emphasis ; so also in Ex. 12, 49. 28,7.32. Num. 9, 14. 15,29. Jer. 50, 46.

Eccles. 2, 7 (v nsn as if the sentence began afresh, and servants born in my

probably an error for 1X2\ The Masora on Lev. 1 1, 34 reckons fourteen

instances of N3J , where we should expect the plural.
2 So also the pronoun N!|n emphatically resuming the subject (see 141. h}

is attracted to the predicate in number in Jos. 13, 14 ir6n3 fcttn . !"lirp ^K
the offerings of the Lord . . . that is his inheritance; in number and gender, Lev.

25. 33 Q?rg; Jer. 10, 3.
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house . . . there fell to my lot this possession also". In Job 20, 26 n93~X,5 may

(unless t?K is regarded as masculine, 122.0} be taken impersonally, fire, without

its being blown upon it. In Is. 16, 8 and Hab. 3, 17 the predicate in the singular

is explained from the collective character of niD"TK> (see letter h above) ;
on the

other hand, the masculine form of the predicate is abnormal in Ps. 87, 3. Prov.

2, 10. 12, 25. 29, 25. Job 8, 7.

146. Construction of Compound Subjects.

1. When the subject is composed of a nomen regens (in the construct

state) with a following genitive, the predicate sometimes agrees in

gender and number not with the nomen regens, but with the genitive,

when this represents the principal idea of the compound subject
1
.

Thus i Sam. 2, 4 CWH D'133 JltPp ihe bow of the mighty men is broken,

as if it were the mighty men with their bow are broken ; Ex. 26, 12. Lev.

13, 9. i Ki. i, 41. 17, 16. Is. 2, ii. 21, 17. Job 15, 20. 21, 21. 29, 10.

32, 7 (O^B* Tl equivalent to manyyears]; 38, 21
;
with the predicate

preceding, 2 Sam. 10, 9, unless it is to be explained according to

MS- *

Rem. i. The cases in which pip (veice, sound) with a following genitive stands

at the beginning of a sentence, apparently in this construction, are really

of a different kind. The ?ip is there to be taken as an exclamation, and the

supposed predicate as in apposition to the genitive, e.g. Gen. 4, 10 the voice of

thy brother s blood, which crieth (prop, as trying, 108. /)...! = iark ! thy brothers

blood is crying, &c.; Lev. 13, 9. Is. 13, 4. 66, 6. In Is. 52, 8 an independent verbal-

clause follows the exclamation the voice ofthy watchmen ! in Jer. 10, 22 and Cant.
L- .

2, 8 an independent noun-clause; in Is. 40, 3 fcOp ?1p the voice of one that crieth
'

i. e. hark ! there is one crying is followed immediately by the direct discourse ;

in Mic. 6, 9 Pip hark ! may be used disconnectedly (cf. the almost adverbial use

of bip in 144. m) and nii"P be taken as the subject to fcOpV

2. When the substantive ?3 ("73) entirety is used in connexion with a genitive

as subject of the sentence, the predicate usually agrees in gender and number

with the genitive, since ?3 is equivalent in sense to an attribute (whole, all) of

the genitive ; hence, e. g. with the predicate preceding, Gen. 5, 5 DIN ^"73 VH*1

and all the days of Adam were, &c. (in 9; 29 W1 ; but the Samaritan reads Vi~n

here also); Ex. 15, 20; with the predicate following, Ps. 150, 6 and elsewhere.

Exceptions are, e.g. Lev. 17, 14 (but cf. 145. /). Is. 64, 10. Prov. 16, 2. Nah.

3, 7. On the other hand, in such cases as Ex. 12, 16 the agreement of the predi-

cate with "PS is explained from the stress laid upon the latter, JO i"l3N;p~,'3

being equivalent to nothing at all of work.

1

Sometimes, however, the attraction of the predicate to the genitive may be

merely due to juxtaposition.
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2. When the subject of the sentence consists of several nouns d
connected by waw copulative, usually

(a) The predicate following is put in the plural, e.g. Gen. 8, 22

seed lime and harvest, and cold and heat . . . shall not cease (VteB^ K?) ;

after subjects of different genders in the masculine (as the prior gender,

cf.. 132. d}, e.g. Gen. 18, n fi'3j5| fnfc]
Drn3K Abraham and Sarah

were old; Deut. 28, 32. i Ki. i, 21.

Rem. Rare exceptions are Prov. 27, 9 y^TKXS^ JTltopS fCS? ointment and

perfume rejoice the heart, where the predicate agrees in gender with the masculine

jOK*; on the other hand, in Ex. 21,4 (where rVlTI !"l$Nn are the subjects)

it agrees with n$Kn as being the principal person ; in the compound sentence,

Is. 9, 4, it agrees with the feminine subject immediately preceding
1
.

(Z>)
The predicate preceding two or more subjects may likewise f

be used in the plural (Gen. 40, i. Job 3, 5 and elsewhere); not

infrequently, however, it agrees in gender and number with the first,

as being the subject nearest to it. Thus the predicate is put in the

singular masculine before several masculines singular in Gen. 9, 23.

n, 29. 21, 32. 24, 50. 34, 20. Jud. 14, 5; before a masculine and

a feminine singular, e. g. Gen. 3, 8. 24, 55 then said ("^'!) her brother

and her mother; 33, 7; before a masculine singular and a plural,

e.g. Gen. 7, 7
1
S

3^ n'3 K3M and Noah went in, and his sons, &c. ;

Gen. 8, 18 (where feminines plural also follow); 44, 14. Ex. 15, i.

2 Sam. 5, 21
; before collectives feminine and masculine, 2 Sam. 12, 2.

Similarly, the feminine singular occurs before several feminines g
singular, e.g. Gen. 31, 14 nsS brn fj?rn then answered Rachel and

Leah; before a feminine singular and a feminine plural, e.g. Gen.

24, 6 1
; before a feminine singular and a masculine singular, Num. 12, i

rhrw Dnp "OlPn then spake Miriam and Aaron; Jud. 5, i
;
before

a feminine singular and a masculine plural, e.g. Gen. 33, 7 (comp., on

the other hand, Ps. 75, 4 n"3^)~^31 jn D^b3 dissolved are the earth

and all the inhabitants thereof}. The plural feminine occurs before

a plural feminine and a plural masculine in Amos 8, 13. In Jer. 44, 25

for 03^3} DFIK read b^|n DfiK with the LXX, and cf. verse 19.

(c)
When other predicates follow after the subjects have been h

mentioned, they are necessarily put in the plural; comp. Ex. 21, 32.

24, 61. 31, 4. 33, 7, &c., and 145. s.

1

Similarly with a mixed object, Gen. 33, 2 he put . . . Leah and her children

HS after; D^iHN agrees with the masculine immediately preceding.
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147. Incomplete Sentences.

1. Sentences are called incomplete, in which either the subject or the

predicate or both must in some way be supplied from the context \

Besides the instances enumerated in 116. s (omission of the personal

pronoun when subject of a participial clause) and the periphrases for

negative attributes 152. u, this description includes certain (noun-)

clauses introduced by nan
(see letter b below), and also a number of

exclamations of the most varied kinds (see letter c below).

2. The demonstrative particle ?n ,
nan en, ecce may be used either

absolutely (as a kind of interjection, comp. 105. b] before complete

noun- or verbal-clauses, e.g. Gen. 28, 15 ^ijy
'Obx narn and, behold!

I am with thee; 37, 7. 48, 21. Ex. 3, 13. 34, 10, or may take the

pronoun, which would be the natural subject of a noun-clause, in the

form 'of a suffix, see 100. o. Whether these suffixes are to be regarded

as in the accusative has been shown to be doubtful in ioo./>.

However, in the case of nan the analogy of the corresponding Arabic

demonstrative particle 'inna (followed by an accusative of the noun)

is significant
2

. If nan with a suffix and a following adjective or

participle (see the examples in n6./> and q) forms a noun-clause,

the subject proper, to which nan with the suffix refers, must, strictly

speaking, be supplied again before the predicate
3

. Sometimes,

however, the pronoun referring to the subject is wanting, and the

simple nan takes the place of the subject and copula (as Gen. 18, 9

/nJQ nan behold she is in the tent ; 42, 28), or there is no indication

whatever of the predicate, so that the sentence is limited to nan with

the suffix, as in the frequent use of ^an, *33n here am 7, in answer to

1 This does not apply to such cases as Gen. 33, 8, where an infinitive

with p appears alone in answer to a question, the substance of the question

being presupposed as a main clause; comp. also Gen. 26, 7, where ton must

again be supplied after 'riK'K .

* On the same analogy any substantive following nan would have to be regarded

as originally a virtual accusative. Since, however, Hebrew does not possess case-

terminations (as the Arabic does, and uses the accusative necessarily after 'inna},

it is very doubtful whether, and how far, substantives following nan were felt to be

accusatives.

* That these are real noun-clauses and that the participle (e.g. J"ID in DD ^J2n

Gen. 20, 3) cannot be taken as a second accusative (something like ecce te

moritttrum}
,

is also shown by the analogy of Arabic, where after ''inna with an

accusative the predicate is expressly in the nominative.
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an address. Elsewhere a substantive follows nan
(or fn Gen. n, 6.

Job 31, 35), and nan then includes the meaning of a demonstrative

pronoun and the copula, e.g. Gen. 22, 7 D^Q"! B'Xn nan here is the

fire and the wood, &c.
; 12, 19 behold thou hast thy wife 1 Ex. 24, 8

;

with reference to the past, e.g. Amos 7, i "& V[k nan^ and, lo, it was the

latter growth, &c. By a very pregnant construction the simple nan is

used as the equivalent of a sentence in Job 9, 19 lo, here am I!

3. Examples of exclamations (threatening, complaining, triumphing, c

especially warlike or seditious) in which, owing to the excitement of

the speaker, some indispensable member of the sentence is suppressed,

are (a) with suppression of the predicate (which has frequently to be

supplied in the form of a jussive), e.g. Jud. 7, 20 a swordfor the Lord

andfor Gideon 1 (verse 18 without !"}); 2 Sam. 20, i and 2 Chron.

10, 1 6 (comp. also i Ki. 22, 36) every man to his tents, O Israel!

(i.
e. let every man go to or remain in his tent} ;

the same exclamation

without B*K i Ki. 12, 1 6
; moreover, Is. i, 28. 13, 4 (on the exclama-

tory ?ip equivalent to hark I cf. 146. 6); 28, 10. 29, 16 (D33Qn

O your perversity! i.e. how great it is!); Jer. 49, 16 (if ^rilfpEfi be

equivalent to terror be upon ihee!}; Joel 4, 14. Mai. i, 13 (""INOTD
nan

behold what a weariness/}; Job 22, 29; perhaps also Gen. 49, 4*

D^33 TPI3 a bubbling over as water (sc. happened), unless it is better to

supply a subject
nriN

(thou wast}. (b} With suppression of the

subject, Job 15, 23 nK where sc. is bread? (c} With suppression of

both subject and predicate, Jud. 7, 18 (see above); i Ki. 12, 1 6 (see

above); 2 Ki. 9, 27 frlN E2 him also! explained immediately after-

wards by Vi3n smite him ! Hos. 5, 8 after thee, Benjamin I sc.

is the enemy (differently in Jud. 5, 14); Ps. 6, 4. 90, 13. Hab. 2, 6

Vyony- PS . 74, 9 noiy. On *fy and if not, 2 Sam. 13, 26. 2 Ki.

5, 17, see 159. dd.

Rem. i. To the class of incomplete sentences naturally belong exclamations d
introduced by interjections HHN *1K ''in Dn l

; comp. 105. The object of the
T -: ' ' .

threat or imprecation (with MS) follows regularly (except Ezek. 24, 6. 9) with p

(comp. vae tibt), e.g. lj? "OK woe unto us ! i Sam. 4, 8. Is. 6, 5 ; on the other hand,

the object of commiseration (with 'in) follows mostly in the vocative, or rather in the

accusative of exclamation (comp. vae te in Plautus); so in lamentation for the dead,

N1N ^in alas, my brother! i Ki. 13, 30. Jer. 22, 18; Nt3h '13 ^n ah sinful nation !

1 We do not consider here the cases in which these interjections (e. g. Dn

Jud. 3, 19. Amos 6, 10) stand quite disconnectedly (so always nX and J"INn).
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Is. 1,4. 5, 8. II. 18. 20. 22, &c. (with ^K Jer. 48, I
; ^f 50, 27. Ezek. 13, 3;

|> Ezek. 13, 18). nnS occurs in the expression (HIIT) njrP ^nS nri$ Jos. 7, 7, &c.

(10 times); and in Dlv rlHS alas for the day! Joel i, 15. For DH comp. Hab.

2, 20. Zeph. i, 7. Zech. 2, 17 absolutely, Jud. 3, 19. Am. 6, 10. 8,3.

2. Finally, instances of noun- clauses shortened in an unusual manner may perhaps

occur in DH^ and DrVprt Ps. 115, 7, for OH? D^T Mey Aaw hands, &c. ; comp.

verses 5 and 6 Dn?~n9, &c. Perhaps also itJ'3T2} Gen. 22, 24, and ivni

Eccles. 5, 16 (but hardly D3N*23 Num. 12, 6; cf. 128. d above) are to be

regarded in the same way.

II. Special Kinds of Sentences.

148. Exclamations.

a The originally interrogative HO is used to introduce exclamations

expressing wonder or indignation = O howl or ridicule, why I how!

sometimes strengthened by nt or J")XT according to 136. c. Astonish-

ment or indignation at something which has happened is introduced

by yx how (likewise originally interrogative) with the perfect; the

indignant refusal of a demand by T^? (but also by HD Job 31, i)

with the imperfect; an exclamation of lamentation by '"9
<

'N
) less

frequently TN how ! in Joel i, 18 by HO.

Examples :

b HD (or TID with a following Daget, see 37) expressing admiration (or astonish-

ment) before verbal-clauses, e.g. Gen. 27, 20 (iTTnt?' ; 38, 29. Num. 24, 5 (how

goodly are . . ./) ; Cant. 7, a
;
before the predicate of noun-clauses, e.g. Gen. 28, 17.

Ps. 8, 2 ; mockingly before the verb, 2 Sam. 6, 20 (how glorious was .../); Jer.

22, 23. Job 26, 2 sq. ; indignantly, Gen. 3, 13 DNIVID ; 4, 10. 20, 9. 31, 26 what

hast thou done !

!^S with the perfect, e.g. Gen. 26, 9. Ps. 73, 19; in scornful exclamation,

Is. 14, 4. 12
;
in a lament (usually H^X), 2 Sam. i, 25. 27; with the imperfect,

in a reproachful question, Gen. 39, 9. 44, 8. Ps. n, i. 137, 4 ; in a mocking
imitation of lament, Mic. 2, 4.

!"1D*X with the perfect, Is. i, 21. Lam. i, i
; with the imperfect, Lam. 2, i. 4, i.

C Rem. i. The close relation between a question and an exclamation appears also

in the interrogative personal pronoun
SD in such cases as Mic. 7, 18 ^J1D3 ^N~^0

who is a God like unto thee? and so in general in rhetorical questions as the

expression of a forcible denial
; similarly in the use of an interrogative sentence to

express a wish, see 151. a.

d 2- A weaker form of exclamation is sometimes produced by the insertion of

a corroborative ^3 verily, surely, before the predicate, Gen. 18, 20; comp. 33, n.
Is. 7, 9, and the analogous cases in the apodoscs of conditional sentences,

i 159-
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149. Sentences which express an Oath or Asseveration.

The particle DK, in the sense of certainly not, and K7"DK
(rarely *? ft

Gen. 22, 1 6) in the sense of certainly, are used to introduce promises

or threats confirmed by an oath (especially after such formulae as

ninpn, ^B^n 1

, "?K n, 'njQBO <3, &c
., as well as after imprecations,

see below), and also simple asseverations, e.g. 2 Sam. 20, 20. Job 27, 5

after y ^?^ far be itfrom me, but mostly without any introductory

formula.

Rem. No certain explanation of these particles has yet been given. According b

to the usual view, phrases expressing an oath depend on the suppression of an

imprecation upon oneself; e. g. the Lord do so unto me, if I do it equivalent to

I certainly will not do it; then naturally N?~DX properly if I do it not equivalent

to / certainly will do it. It is indeed difficult to understand such self-imprecations

spoken by Yahweh, as in Deut. i, 34 sq. Is. 14, 24. 22, 14. Jer. 22, 6. Ezek. 3, 6.

35, 6. Ps. 95, 1 1. Possibly, however, the consciousness of the real meaning of the

formula was lost at an early period, and K?~DK simply came to express verily,

DX verily not. In i Sam. 25, 22, where, instead of a self-imprecation, a curse

is pronounced upon others, read Ipj) with the LXX for 1H '^N^.

Examples :

(a) The particles DK and K^'DK used after the utterance of an oath and after C

formulae of swearing, e.g. 2 Sam. n, n (see note on letter a) ^J2>S3 *ff\ nin <l
""

in

i"Hn Q'nrrnK nj?yX~DK as the Lord liveth. and as thy soul liveth, I will not do
T T- ; : v:iv

'

this thing; i Sam. 14, 45. 2 Ki. 5, 16 (after nilT1

""fl; in i Sam. 14, 39 and 28, 6

'^n is followed by a simple
<I

3); Cant, a, 7. 3, 5 (after ^fiy^B'n I adjure you) ',

comp. also Gen. 14, 23. 21, 23. 26, 29; spoken by Yahweh, Deut. i, 34 sq. i Sam.

3, 14. Ps. 95, ii ; similarly N?~DX Gen. 24, 37 sq.; spoken by Yahweh, Is. 14, 24,

where N7~D{< occurs first with the perfect in the sense of a prophetic perfect,

106.
, but in the parallel clause with the imperfect; Jer. 22, 6

; in Gen. 31, 52

the negative oath introduced by "ON'DX, i"iriK~DX is immediately afterwards

continued by X7 with the imperfect. In Ezek. 34, 10 the threat introduced in

verse 8 by NP~DK is, after a long parenthesis, resumed with l|

33n.

() DN and N^~DN after formulae of cursing, e.g. i Sam. 3, 17 ^^71^* H3

'31 nnn 'Slap irorrDN fppi
1
' nb 1

! DV6N God do so to thee, and more also! thou

shalt not hide anythingfrom me, &c. ; comp. i Sam. 25, 22. On the other hand,

^3 introduces the facts sworn to, in I Sam. 14, 44. i Ki. 2, 23 (here with

a perfect), and in 2 Sarr>. 3, 35 DN *3
',
in i Sam. 25, 34 the preceding 13 is repeated

before QX; in i Sam. 20, 13 the purport of the asseveration is repeated (after the

insertion of a conditional sentence) in the perfect consecutive.

1 Also combined ^23 *ni nin^n i Sam. 20, 3. 25, 26 as the Lord liveth, and

as thy soul (i. e. thou} liveth ! (Also in 2 Sam. n, n read niiTl<"in instead of the

impossible ^pn). On ''PI and sn in these noun-clauses (prop, living is the Lord,

&c.), cf. 93. aa, note.

Kk
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C (0 EN and N7~DK as simple particles of asseveration, e.g. Jud. 5, 8 nX'V'DX J3D

'31 F!Qy\ truly, there was not a shield and spear seen, &c. ; Is. 22, 14. Job 6, 28

(in the middle of the sentence) ; after i"6yn absit, twice repeated, 2 Sam. 20, 20
;

N?~DX with the perfect, Job 22, 20.

150. Interrogative Sentences.

(i 1. A question need not necessarily be introduced by a special

interrogative pronoun or adverb. Frequently the natural emphasis

upon the words (especially when the most emphatic word is placed

at the beginning of the sentence) is of itself sufficient to indicate an

interrogative sentence as such; comp. Gen. 27, 24 IB'y. "OS nt nrix

thou art my son Esau? Gen. 18, 12. Ex. 33, 14 (" "OB); i Sam.

n, 12 to^y "ipt^ ;NXB> Saul shall reign over us? i Sam. 22, 7.

2 Sam. 1 6, 17. 1 8, 29 "lyi? DW is it well with the young man?

i Sam. 16, 4. i Ki. i, 24. Zech. 8, 6 (should it also be marvellous in

mine eyes?}. So especially, when the interrogative clause is connected

with a preceding sentence by }, e.g. Jon. 4, u Wnx K? "OX1_ and I should

not have pity? Ex. 8, 22 will they not stone us? Jud. n, 23. 14, 16.

1 Sam. 20, 9. 24, 20. 25, ii. 2 Sam. n, u. Is. 37, n. Jer. 25, 29.

45, 5. 49, 12. Ezek. 20, 31. Job 2, 10. 10, 9; or when (as in some

of the examples just given) it is negative (with NP for X?n nonne?\

e.g. 2 Sam. 23, 5 D^OJP fcO~*3 verily will he not make it to grow?
2 Ki. 5, 26. Lam. 3, 38 '.

fa Rem. The omission of the interrogative particle (i"I !"l) occurs especially before

a following guttural for the sake of euphony (comp. 126. 2); thus before N, Gen.

18, 12. 27, 24. i Sam. 30, 8. I Ki. i, 24. 21, 7. Job 14, 3 (as Dan. 5, 13 in Aramaic);

before n, i Sam. 22, 15. 2 Sam. 19, 23. Hab. 2, 19. Job 38, 18
;
before n, i Sam.

21, 16; before y, Gen. 19, 12. Ex. 9, 17. Job 2,9; but comp. also Job 37, 18

and 39, 2 (before H) ; 40, 30 (before ").

C 2. As a rule, however, the simple question is introduced by He

interrogative
n

(n as to its form, cf. i oo. k-n) tie ? num ? the

disjunctive question by n (num?.utrumf] in the first clause, and ON

(also CW, less frequently ix) an? in the second 8
, e.g. i Ki. 22, 15

7JH3
3 DK . . . ^jin shall we go ... or shall we forbear ?

1 But in i Sam. 27, 10 instead of "vN (which according to the usual explanation

would expect a negative answer) read either ^pvK (^"PJ?) with the LXX, or

better, JK (H3X) -whither, with the Targum.
*
Quite exceptional is the use of the particle pX num ? (common in Aramaic)

in i Sam. 21, 9 HB~B* piO num est hie? The text is, however, undoubtedly
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The particular uses are as follows :

(a) The particle H stands primarily before the simple question, when the ques- d
tioner is wholly uncertain as to the answer to be expected, and may be used either

before noun-clauses, e. g. Gen. 43, 7 DN D3;> B'V]
* DS'OX "ityn is your father

yet alive
1

? have ye another brother? for *n comp. Gen. 24, 23. i Sam. 9, u ;

for TDn is it that ? Job 6, 22 ; for ~E^_ "On is there yet ? 2 Sam. 9, i (but in 2 Sam.

23, 19 for \pn read inn with i Chron. u, 25); for ftfri is there not? I Ki. 22, 7

and elsewhere; or before verbal-clauses, e.g. Job 2, 3 hast thou considered

(T|2;> riDtyn) y servant Job ? In other cases
j"j (equivalent to w;w ?) is used

before questions, to which, from their tone and contents, a negative answer is expected,

e.g. Job 14, 14 if a man die, nVVi"] shall he indeed live again? Sometimes

a question is so used only as a rhetorical form instead of a negative assertion,

or of a surprised or indignant refusal *, e. g. 2 Sam. 7, 5 JTQ I|;>~n33n HF.Sn

shall thou build me an house ? (in the parallel passage i Chron. 17,4 '31 nfiN N?
,< . .

thou shalt not, &c.); Gen. 4, 9
S33X ""HN IJDK'n am I my brother's keeper? comp.

2 Ki. 5, 7, and the two passages where H is used before the infinitive (constr. Job

34, 18, absol. Job 40, 2
; comp. for both, 113. ee, with the note). On the other

hand, in i Ki. 16, 31 for ^J33n (after YP1) read |)p3n.

Rem. i. A few passages deserve special mention, in which the use of the 6

interrogative is altogether different from our idiom, since it serves merely to

express the conviction that the contents of the statement are well known to the

hearer, and are unconditionally admitted by him. Thus, Gen. 27, 36 N"lp "OH

prop, is it so that one names? &c., equivalent to of a truth he is rightly named

Jacob; Gen. 29, 15 verily thou art my brother; i Sam. 2, 27 I did indeed, &c. ;

1 Ki. 22, 3 ye know surely . . . ; Job 20, 4. In i Sam. 23, 19 (comp. Ps. 54, a)

a surprising communication is introduced in this way (by NPH) in order to show

it to be absolutely true, and in Amos 9, 7 a concession is expressed by Nvfl

/ have
,
it is true, &c. Finally, we may include the formula of quotation KYl NpH

i"Qin3 Jos. 10, 13 or D^3^n3 Dn~Nbn equivalent to surely it is, they are written

(the latter in I Ki. u, 41. 14, 29, and very often elsewhere in the Books of

Kings and Chronicles), synonymous with the simple formula of assertion nittnp fiSH

2 Sam. i, 18, and D^TO D3H i Ki. 14, 19. 2 Ki. 15, n. 2 Chron. 27, 7. 32, 32.

corrupt ; according to Wellhausen, Text der Bucher Sam., the LXX express the

reading B^n PIX"1 . The above does not apply to interrogative sentences introduced

by interrogative pronouns ( 37) or by the ir.terrogatives compounded with TO

what? such as nt33 how many? HE? why? (see 102. K), JfllO why? ( 99. e\

or by n*N where ? IpS 'HD^N how ? (
1 48 ,

&c. On the transformation of pro-

nouns and adverbs into interrogative words by means of a prefixed *N , see the

Lexicon.

3 On the use of the imperfect in deliberative questions, see 107. /; on the

so-called perfectum confidentiae in interrogative sentences, see 106. n.

4
Analogous to this is the use of the interrogative JTD in the sense of a reproach-

ful remonstrance instead of a prohibition, as Cant. 8, 4 ^TyrrTO why should

ye stir up ? comp. also Job 31, i
; see above, 148.

K k 2
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Of very frequent occurrence also are questions introduced by TO?, which really

contain an affirmation and are used to state the reason for a request or warning, e.g.

a Sam. 2, 22 turn thee aside . . . -wherefore should I smite thee to the ground? i. e.

otherwise I will (or must} smite, &c.; cf. I Sam. 19, 17, and Driver on the passage;

a Chron. 25, 16 ; also Gen. 27, 45. Ex. 32, 12 (Joel 2, 17. Ps. 79, 10. 115, 2);

Cant. I, 7. Eccles. 5, 5. 7, 17. Dan. i, 10.

f 3. The rare cases in which a simple question is introduced by DK (as sometimes

in Latin by an? is it?}, are really due to the suppression of the first member of

a double question ; thus i Ki. i, 27. Is. 29, 16. Job 6, 12. 39, 13.

g (6} Disjunctive questions are, as a rule, introduced by DS H (utruman T) or

sometimes by DNV H, e. g. Joel i, 2. Job 21, 4 (even with H repeated after DX1

in a question which implies disbelief, Gen. 17, 17). In Job 34, 17. 40, 8 sq.

special emphasis is given to the first member by f)Ntn prop, is it even ? The

second member is introduced by IK or in Job 16, 3. 38, 28. 31. 36, in each case

before D, and hence no doubt for euphonic reasons, to avoid the combination

'O DN.

ll Double questions with (DNI) DX H need not always be mutually exclusive;

frequently the disjunctive form serves (especially in poetic parallelism ; but comp.
also e. g. Gen. 37, 8) merely to repeat the same question in different words, and

thus to express it more emphatically. So Job 4, 17 shall mortal man be just

before God? or (DN) shall a man be pure before his Maker? Job 6, 5 sq. 8, 3.

10, 4sq. n, 2. 7. 22, 3. Is. 10, 15. Jer. 5, 29. The second member may, there-

fore, just as well be connected by a simple 1, e.g. Job 13, 7. 15, 7 sq. 38, 16 sq.

22. 32. 39 ; comp. also Ps. 8, 5 after HC ; Job 21, 17 sq. after TO2 ;
or even with-

out a conjunction, Job 8, n. 22, 4; after HID Ps. 144, 3.

I (c} With regard to indirect questions
2

after verbs of inquiring, doubting,

examining
3
, &c., simple questions of this kind take either H whether, Gen. 8, 8*,

or DN Gen. 15, 5. 2 Ki. i, 2. Cant. 7, 13; even before a noun-clause, Jer. 5, i
;

in i Sam. 20, 10 the indirect question is introduced by itf', i.e. probably if per-

1 D{O occurs in Prov. 27, 24 after a negative statement; we should, however,

with Dyserinck read ptfl. Not less irregular is N?H instead of N7 DN in the

second clause of Jud. 14, 15, but the text can hardly be correct (comp. Moore,

Judges, New York, 1895, p. 337); in I Sam. 23, n the second n introduces

r\ fresh question which is only loosely connected with the first. In Num. 17, a8

and in the third clause of Job 6, 13, DNH is best taken with Ewald in the sense

of tOn, since DN from its use in oaths (see above, 149. b) may simply mean

verily not.

1
It should here be remarked that the distinction between direct and indirect

questions cannot have been lecognized by the Hebrew mind to the same extent

as it is in Latin or English. In Hebrew there is no difference between the two

kinds of sentence, either as regards mood (as in Latin) or in tense and position of

the words (as in English). Comp. nlso 137. c.

* In Gen. 43, 6 the H after T'inp is explained from the fact that the latter,

accoiding to the context, implies to give information upon a question.
4 Also in Eccles. 3, 21 we should read nbjJH and TTTVn (whether whether)

instead c/f the article which is assumed by the Masora.
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chance. In disjunctives (whether or] DK H Num. 13, 18 at the end (or t6~DK H

Gen. 24, 21. 27, 21. 37, 22. Ex. 16, 4), and H H Num. 13, 18, which is followed

by DK H; also ^K H Eccles. 2, 19. The formula DK JJli
11 *B has an affirmative

force, who knows whether . . . not, like the Latin nescio an, Est. 4, 14.

In Jon. i, 7 and 8 the relative pronouns > and "IJJ'K owing to the following k

T)p have become also interrogative, for whose cause ?

(d) HI and KM (comp. 136. f) immediately after the interrogative serve to /

give vividness to the question ; so also K1BK (for which 1BK five times in Job)

then, now, Gen. 27, 33 KM KiBK~^3 who then is he? Jud. 9, 38. Is. 19, 12. Job
J 7> Z 55 ^BK n*K where then is . . .? However, K1BK may also be placed at

the end of the entire question (Ex. 33, 16. Is. 22, i
; also Hos. 13, 10, since either

YlK is a dialectical form of n*K, or H*K should be read instead of it) or at the

beginning of the question proper, after a strongly emphasized word, as in Gen.

37. 37
1
>

(e) Sometimes one interrogative governs two co-ordinate clauses, the first of in

which should rather be subordinated to the second, so that the interrogative word

strictly speaking affects only the second ; thus Is. 5, 4 after yno wherefore looked

I... and it broughtforth, equivalent to, wherefore brought it forth, while I looked,

&c.; Is. 50, 2
; after H Num. 32, 6. Jer. 8, 4, also Num. 16, 22 (read E^Kn); after

KPn Jos. 22, 20; after riT2,5 Is. 58, 3. 2 Chron. 32, 4*. But H Job 4, 2 and K7H

4, 21 are separated from the verb to which they belong by the insertion of a

conditional clause.

3. The affirmative answer is generally expressed, as in Latin, by n

repeating the emphatic word in the question (or with the second

person changed to the first, Gen. 24, 58. 27, 24. 29, 5. Jud. 13, n),

Gen. 29,6. 37, 32 sq. i Sam. 23, n. 26,17. i Ki. 21, 10. Jer. 37, 17.

(On B^ if it be so in the corrected text of 2 Ki. 10, 15, see 159 dd.)

As a negative answer the simple $/ is sometimes sufficient, as in

Gen. 19, 2 and elsewhere; comp. 152. c; and in Jud. 4, 20 the

simple r.% equivalent to no or no one.

151. Desiderative Sentences.

A wish may be expressed not only by the simple imperfect (107. n), a

cohortative ( 108, especially with W 108. c\ jussive ( 109;

with W 109.3), imperative ( no. a), perfect consecutive ( 112. aa)

or by a simple noun-clause (
116. r, note, and 141. g) but also in

the following ways:

1 On the other hand, in Job 9, 24 and 24, 25 ^BK is not prefixed to the ''D,

but appended to the conditional sentence.

3
Comp. the analogous sentences after fjT because, Is. 65, 12. Jer. 35, 17; after

causal ~\JJ>K i Sam. 26, 23 ; after *3 Is.. 12, i
;
likewise after Djj 153 at the end ;

after ~|S Deut.,8, 12-14. 25, 3. Jos. 6, 18.
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1. By exclamations in the form of interrogative clauses \ e.g. 2 Sam.

15, 4 BBS? *3CB^~*D -who makeih me judge f i. e. O that I were made

judge! i Sam. 20, 10. 2 Sam. 23, 15. Especially frequent is the use

of ffiplp (prop, who gives f] to introduce all kinds of desiderative

clauses (see letter b\ In Mai. i, 10 the desiderative clause proper

is co-ordinated with an interrogative clause D^D?*
5

]
"^CW DDITDJ vp would

that one were among you and would shut the doors, i. e. O that one

would shut the doors !

b Rem. Sometimes the original sense of ffl^O is still plainly discernible, e. g.

Jud. 9, 29 ^T3 njtn Dyn~nN fri'
l

~*p who gives this people into my hand? equiva-

lefit to, O that this people were given into my hand ! comp. Ps. 55, 7. In these

examples, however, fri^D is still equivalent to had I ! and in numerous other

instances the idea of giving has entirely disappeared, jri
<l
~

<l ?D having become

stereotyped as a mere desiderative particle (utinani). The construction is either

() With the accusative (in accordance with its original meaning) of a substan-

tive, Deut. 28, 67 -would that it -were even! . . . morning!' Jud. 9, 29. Ps. 14, 7

(53, 7). 55, 7; with an accusative and a following infinitive, Job u, 5 ; with two

accusatives, Num. 1 1, 29. Jer. 8, 23 ;
with the accusative of an infinitive, Ex. 16, 3.

2 Sam. 19, i Tpnnn ^K VIVO fnpo would that I had died for thee (for ^S
cf- 135. ./) 5

of a participle, Job 31, 35 ;
of a personal pronoun (as a suffix), Job

29, 2 (with a following 3; but
*33J;J^"V3

Is. 27, 4 and Jer. 9, i with a following

accusative is not simply equivalent to y |fP~Vp, but is properly who endows

me with, &c. ; comp. 117. jf). With a still greater weakening of the original

meaning frP^O is used with an adjective in Job 14, 4 could a clean thing but come

out ofan unclean! i.e. how can a clean thing come, &c.
; similarly in Job 31, 31

who canfind one that hath not been satisfied!

C (f>) With a following perfect, Job 23, 3 (comp. 120. e); with a perfect con-

secutive, Deut. 5, 26 that they had such an heart!

(I (c) With a following imperfect, Job 6, 8. 13, 5. 14, 13 ; in Job 19, 23 the

imperfect is twice added with Waw (comp. letter a above, on Mai. i, 10).

On the cohortative in the apodosis to such desiderative clauses, comp. io8./.

e 2. The wish may also be expressed by the particles
DK

(Ps. 81, 9.

95 7- X 39> X 9- Prov. 24, n. i Chron. 4, 10; always with a following

imperfect) and v
(for which in Ps. 119, 5 we have V 1

?^, 2 Ki. 5, 3

\?n**i from HN ah! and v = v;' both with a following imperfect)

si, o si! utinam*. v is followed by the imperfect, Gen. 17, 18.

1 The transition from a question to a wish may be seen, e.g. in Num. n, 4

who shall give usfiesh to eat ? i. e. that we had fiesh to eat !

*
Comp. a similar transition from a conditional to a desiderative particle, in

consequence of the suppression of the apodosis, in the English, if I had!

and the like; e.g. Num. 22, 29 if there were ("B^ \? :
a sword in my hand now

had I surely killed thee !
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Job 6, 2
; by the jussive, Gen. 30, 34 (rather concessive, equivalent

to let it be so) ; by the perfect, as the expression of a wish that something

might have happened in past time (comp. io6./>), Num. 14, 2 ^np V
would that u'e had died; 20, 3 and Jos. 7, 7 (both times *?}) ;

on

the other hand, Is. 48, 18 and 63, 19 (both times Nv) to express

a .wish that something expected in the future may already have

happened. On v with the imperative (by an anacoluthon) Gen. 23, 13

comp. no. <?. On the perfect after &N ^ Gen. 40, 14. 2 Ki. 5, 20,

comp. 106. n, note 2.

152. Negative Sentences.

1. Independent sentences are made negative by the adverbs & a

(Job 6, 21 Ke
th. perhaps preserved as a substantive)= the Greek ol, not,

vX = the Greek /xi? (Job 24, 25 as a substantive), P&? (it is) not;

DIE not yet,
DDK not,

<ID2K (comp. 90. m) not. The forms ?%,

p3, ^p3 not belong almost entirely to poetry. With regard to N7 and

PN the main distinction is that verbal-clauses (rarely noun-clauses, see

letter e) are regularly negatived by fcO (besides its use as negativing

single words *), while PS is used exclusively with noun-clauses (see the

examples below).

1

Especially in compounds, e.g. ?NTJ<7 lit. a not-God (Germ. Ungotf) who is

indeed called a god, but is anything but really a god, Deut. 32, 21 ; PON N?

verse 17, comp. Jer. 5, 7. 2 Chron. 13, 9; DJTiO lit. a not-people (Germ. UnvolK),

Deut. 32, 21
; -Q"7 JO nothing, Amos 6, 13 ; J^J?

N? lit. not-wood, Is. 10, 15 ;

1*106, 0*JN~&6
lit. not-man, superhuman (of God), Is. 31,8; plS'N^ un-

righteousness, Jer. 22, 13, comp. Ezek. 22, 29; Q'niCTtO disorder, Job 10, 22;

DDn~fc^ not-violence, 16, 17; after p Job 26, 2 sq. (nb~&O, TJTN? helplessness,

noan N? insipientia) ; comp. also Is. 55, 2 njnb>;> Ni?2 y^r Tf/fca/ w unsatisfying;

Ps. 44, 13. Job 8, ii. 15, 32. i Chron. 12, 33. In Num. 20, 5 a construct state

with several genitives is negatived by N?- N7 is also used with an infinitive,

Num. 35, 23; with an adjective, D3n JO z6/, . Deut. 32, 6. Hos. 13, 13;

TpfTlfo impius, Ps. 43, 1 ; TJJ'N^ and tmjrfc6 not strong, Prov. 30, 25 sq. ; ?5'fc6

unsuitably, 2 Ki. 7, 9; 3it2~N7 not-good, Is. 65, 2. Ezek. 20, 25, &c.; linO N?

not-clean, 2 Chron. 30, 17 ;
with a participle, e. g. Jer. 2, 2 (unsown) ; 6, 8. Ezek.

4, 14. 22, 24. Zeph. 2, i. 3, 5 ;
the Masora, however, requires JTDrU in Is. 54, n,

rOTyj. in 62, 12, i"Qjp3
in Jer. 6, 8, HlDni in Hos. i, 6, i.e. always 3rd sing.-

fern. perf. in pause -= she was not comforted, &c., and consequently not compounds,
but either relative clauses or (Is. 54, n. Hos. I, 6, and especially 2, 25) main

clauses instead of proper names. On the above compounds generally, cf. the

dissertation mentioned in Si. d, note 2
;
on their use in sentences expressing

a state, to convey attributive ideas, see letter u below.
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b The conjunctions ~}9 and "W^p that not, serve to negative dependent

clauses. The particular uses of these particles are as follows :

(a) N/> (less frequently Nib), like ov, OVK, is used regularly for the objective,

unconditional negation, and hence is usually connected with the perfect or imper-

fect (as indicative); on X? with the imperfect to express an unconditional pro-

hibition, see 107. o ; on its use with the jussive, see 109. d. On NP for N/n

nonne, in interrogative sentences, comp. 150. a. In connexion with ?b, ;3

(
= <my), K7 is used to express an absolute negation, nullus, none whatever (comp.

the French ne . . .fersonne, ne . . . Hen), usually in the order 23 , , , NP, e.g.

Gen. 3, I fan p}J y3D ^>3Nn tib ye shall not eat ofany tree of the garden ; 9. u.

Ex. 10, 15. 20, 10. Lev. 7, 23. Deut. 8, 9. Jer. 13, 7. 32, 17 ("OT^S ; . *&

nothing at all ; comp. the same statement in a rhetorical question, Jer. 32, 27);

Prov. 12, 21. 30, 30 pb'^ED . . . N.J and turneth not away for any; 2 Chron.

32, 15; but comp. also the inverted order, Ex. 12, 1 6 nb>y
n
~N,' !"l2fcOp"v3 no

manner of work shall be done ; 12, 43. 15, 26. 22, 21. Lev. 16, 17. Job 33, 13.

Dan. ii, 37. The meaning is different when ?3 by being determinate is used

in the sense of whole, e. g. Num. 23, 13 i"J&Ori fcO 1?3 thou shaft not see them all,

but only a part.

Analogous to 73 . . N? is the use of if? * t EJ^X Gen. 23, 6 and elsewhere,

in verbal-clauses in the sense of no one at all, not a single one.

C Rem. I. The examples in which N? is used absolutely as a negative answer,

equivalent to certainly not! no! must be regarded as extremely short verbal-

clauses, e.g. Gen. 19, 2 (N? according to the context for "flD3 N7 &c.); 23, n.

43, 10. Hag. 2, 12. Job 23, 6, sometimes with a following ""3 but, Gen. 19, 2 (see

above); Jos. 5, 14. i Ki. 3, 22.

ft 2. The negation of 0-clanses by Xy (as opposed to the regular negation by

pX) always includes a certain emphasis, since the force of the negation falls rather

upon a particular word (comp. e.g. Ezek. 36, 32), than upon the whole clause.

In 2 Sam. 3, 34 ni"ftDN~K;> TT thy hands were not bound, a participle is thus
:

.[
' VT

.1

specially negatived by fcO ; cf. Ps. 74, 9, where, however, fcO is separated from the

participle by VriK, and Job 12, 3. As a rule, noun-clauses with a pronominal

subject are thus negatived by X7, Gen. 20, 12. Num. 35, 23 (Deut. 4, 42. 19, 4) ;

i Sam. 15, 29. 2 Sam. 21, 2. Jer. 4, 22. Ps. 22, 7. Job 28, 14, parallel with pX ;

generally with vb before a substantival predicate, e.g. Ex. 4, 10 D'HDl t?'X N?

'3iN / am not a man of words ; Amos 5, 18. Noun-clauses with a substantival

subject, Gen. 29, 7. Num. 23, 19. Is. 22, 2. 44, 19. Hag. I, 2. Ps. 22, 3. Job 9, 32.

18, 17. 21, 9. 22, 16. 36, 26 (with \
of the apodosis); 41, 2 ; in Job 9, 33 even

B^ N/> non est is used instead of pN. In Prov. 18, 5 vb is used before an adjec-

tival predicate ;
in i Sam. 20, 26 (where a preceding noun-clause is negatived

by V63) read nnb tib with the LXX, for ifac N^. On vb for PS in circum-
:

' T T

stantial clauses to express attributive ideas, see letter u below.

g 3. As a rule vb stands immediately before the verb, but sometimes is separated

from it (frequently to bring into special prominence another word which follows

it) ; thus Job 22, 7. Eccles. 10, 10 before the object and verb
;
Num. 16, 29 before

the subject and verb; Deut. 8, 9. 2 Sam. 3, 34. Ps. 49, 18. 103, 10. Job 13, 16.
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34, 23, before a complementary adjunct. In Deut. 32, 5 &O according to the

accentuation even stands at the end of the clause (they offend him not}; but

undoubtedly D S33 K? are to be taken together. On the position of K? with the

infinitive absolute, see 113. v.

(If] "vK is used like ^77 and ne to express a subjective and conditional negation, /

and hence especially in connexion with the jussive ( 109. c and e) to introduce

prohibitions, warnings, negative desires, and requests. On vK with the imperfect,

see 107. /; on 2 Ki. 6, 27, see 109. h.

Rem. i. ~?N (like N7, see letters, note, above) may be used to form a com- g
pound word, as in Prov. 12, 28 JYlD~vK not-death (immortality); though all the

early versions read J"ttD~!?K. The instances in which ?K appears to stand

absolutely, equivalent to no, certainly not (like /XT; for /IT) ytvrjrcu*), e. g. Ruth i, 13

^ri33 ,5N nay, my daughters, and Gen. 19, 18. 33, 10 (W?K), are also due (see

letter c) to extreme shortening of a full clause (in 2 Sam. 13, 25 such a clause is

repeated immediately afterwards); thus in 2 Sam. i, 21. Is. 62, 2. Ps. 83, 2 S?V

is evidently to be supplied, and in Joel 2, 13. Amos 5, 14. Prov. 8, 10 the

corresponding jussive from the preceding imperatives (in Prov. 17, 12 from the

preceding infinitive absolute).

2. ~bN, like NP, regularly stands immediately before the verb, but in Is. 64, 8. h

Jer. 10, 24. 15, 15. Ps. 6, 2. 38, 2 before another strongly emphasized member of

the sentence l
.

(c) pX construct state (unless it be sometimes merely a contracted form, cf. i

D'W for D*OKJ) of pK not-being (as also the absolute state, see below) is the

negative of & being; comp., for example, Gen. 31, 29 with Neh. 5, 5. As E"

(he, she, it is, was, &c.) includes the idea of being in all tenses, so pXj fK
includes the idea of not being in all tenses. Hence

(1) The absolute state pK, with an evident transition to the meaning of a k
verbal predicate, there does not exist, always follows the word negatived, e.g.

Is - 37; 3 ( 2 Ki. 19, 3) my? pN nbl and strength does not exist to bring forth;

Gen. 2, 5 J'K was not present ; Ex. 17, 7 N~DK or is he not? after B>Y| is he . . . ?

(cf. Num. 13, 20); Lev. 26, 37. Nam. 20, 5. Jud. 4, 20 (pK no). In I Sam. 9, 4

and 10, 14 pK is used in reference to a plural; I Ki. 18, 10. Is. 41, 17. 45, 21.

59, ii. Mic. 7, 2. Prov. 13, 4. 25, 14. Job 3, 9 pXI and let there be none, let

none come ! (comp. Prov. 5,17); Eccles. 3, 19. Also comp. finally pNTDN if it be

not so, Gen. 30, 1. Ex. 32, 32. Jud. 9, 15. 2 Ki. 2, 10. Quite anomalous is pK Job

35, 15 before a perfect as an emphatic negation; the text, however, can hardly

be correct.

(2) The construct state pK stands in its natural position immediately before /

the substantive whose non-existence it predicates, or before the subject of the

sentence which is to be negatived. To the former class belong also the very

numerous instances in which px is joined to a participle, e. g. i Sam. 26, 1 2

was not one seeing, &c., i. e. and no man

1 In Jer. 51, 3 the pointing "PX occurs twice instead of "vN, and is thus, in the

opinion of the Masoretes, equivalent to against him that bendeth; but undoubtedly

we should read T^K.
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saw it, nor knew it, neither did any awake ; so especially pXl with a participle

in subordinate circumstantial or descriptive clauses, such as Is. 5, 29 DvSH
7*lfO pxi and he shall carry it away, while there is none delivering, i. e. 'without

any one's delivering it; Ps. 7, 3, &c,; Lev. 26, 6 and elsewhere, THHO pXI

without any one's makingyou afraid; comp. 141. e. PX is used as the negation of

an entire noun-clause, e.g. Gen. 39, 23. Num. 14, 42 D33~!i?3 HIPP pX the Lord

is not amongyou ; Gen. 37, 29 "1123 ^DV'pXyiw/A was not in the pit.

Ml (3) When the subject which is to be negatived is a personal pronoun, it is joined

as a suffix to pX , according to 100. o, e. g. *3JPN / am not, was not, shall not be ;

^X, fern. Tjrx, thou art not, &c.; ISJ/X,
fern. HS^X he, she is not, &c.; also

absolutely, Gen. 42, 13 he is (5, 24 he was) no longer alive ; D3*X they are not,

&c. When the accompanying predicate is a verb, it follows again (see letter /) in

the form of a participle, since pX always introduces a noun-clause, e.g. Ex. 5, 10

fnb ^N I will not give; 8, 17. Deut. i, 32.

n Rem. In Neh. 4, 17 'JX pX for
'
I
33'

IX is due to its being co-ordinate with

three other (substantival) subjects ;
these are again expressly summed up in

yn3X~pX. In Hag. 2, 17 D2fiX pX the pronominal complement of pX appears

to follow with the sign of the accusative '

; but most probably we should read with

the LXX D33t? for D?nX.
O (4) The fact that pX (like pX) always includes the idea of a verb (is not, was

not, &c.) led finally to such a predominance of the verbal element, that the

original character of pX as a construct state (but cf. letter * above) was forgotten,

and accordingly it is very frequently separated from its noun (substantive or

participle); especially so by the insertion of shorter words (of the nature of

enclitics), e.g. 13 Is. i, 6, i? Lev. u, 10. 12, PI") Gen. n, 30, DJ Ps. 14, 3, D^
Jud. 18, 10. Ex. 12, 30; but comp. also Ps. 5, 10. 6,6. 32, 2, and pX used

absolutely in Ex. 22, 2. I Ki. 8, 9. Ruth 4, 4. Hence, finally, the transposition

of pX and its noun was even possible, e.g. Gen. 40, 8 and 41, 15 iflX pX "IHQ}

and there is none that can interpret it ; Gen. 47, 13. Jud. 14, 6. i Sam. 21, 2. Is.

i, 30. Jer. 30, 13. Hab. 2, 19. Prov. 5, 17 (pXI
= neve sint ; comp. letter k

above, on Job 3. 9); 30, 27. In Gen. 19, 31. Ex. 5, 16 pX is placed between

the subject and predicate.

p Rem. i. Like bb , . . *6 or X'b . . , ^3 (see letter b above) so also ^3 pX

expresses an absolute negation, e.g. Eccles. i, 9 Enn~;>3 pX there is no new thing,

&c. ; Dan. I, 4 (comp. also ilD^XD pX there is nothing, i Ki. 18, 43. Eccles.

5, 13) ; as also pX . . . '^3 Hab. 2, 19 ; comp. pX TOlXO Jud. 14, 6.

q a. Undoubtedly akin to pX in origin is the negative syllable "'X occurring in

the two compounds 1133 *X (as a proper name, i Sam. 4, 21 ; Baer 1133">X ) and

*|33"
SX not innocent, Job 22, 30; but the proper name "HOJTX is doubtful, and

the fern. 553t
sX very doubtful. In Ethiopic this SX is the most common form of

negation, prefixed even to verbs.

1

According to De Lagarde, Novae psalterii graeci editionis specimen, p. 26,

Ps. 3, 3 is also an accusative after pX.
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(</) D"1t3 not yet, when referring to past time is used, as a rule ( 107. c\ with f

the imperfect, Gen. 2, 5 D^.tD
. 4 , ?3 none . . .j^; see letters b and / above;

Gen. 19, 4. 24, 45. Jos. 2, 8. i Sam. 3, 3 ; with the imperfect in the sense of

a present, Ex. 10, 7 JHFI D^H knowest thou not yet? Ex. 9, 30.

() D2K (prop, a substantive, cessation} no longer, including the verbal idea S

of existing, comp. Dent. 32, 36. Is. 45, 6. 14. 46, 9 ; used absolutely, Amos 6, 10 ;

used interrogatively C^K "lijj DQXH is there none left? &c., 2 Sam. 9, 3 ; frequently

also in the sense of non nisi ; with '_ paragogic ( 90. m) ''DDK Is. 47, 8. 10.

Zeph. 2, 15 *riy "'pSJO ''iS /am, and there is none else.

(/) ;>3 ', in poetic and prophetic style, and with a certain emphasis, = JO, is t

used with the imperfect, e. g. Is. 26, 14. 33, 20. 23 (immediately afterwards with

a perfect); Hos. 7, 2. Ps. 49, 13. Prov. 10, 30 (but Is. 14, 21 before the jussive,

equivalent to ~?K); before an adjective, Prov. 24, 23.

(g) y3 with a perfect, Gen. 31, 20. Is. 14, 6 ; with an imperfect, Job 41, 18
; to

negative a participle, Hos. 7, 8. Ps. 19, 4; to negative an adjective, 2 Sam. i, 21.

(K) "Wbll to negative an adjective, i Sam. 20, 26; on s
rip3 Ezek. 13, 3, see

letter jr; on Vl/Op as the regular negative with the infinitive construct, see

114. s; on ^pllp as a conjunction, see letter x below.

On DN as a negative particle in oaths (verily not), see 149. c above.

Rem. on JO, fN, y3. To the category of negative sentences belongs also the M
expression of negative attributes by means of JO, y3 not (both so used almost

exclusively in poetic language) or ftf with a following substantive, mostly in

the simplest form of circumstantial clause, e.g. 2 Sam. 23, 4 fl!3y JO "1(53 a morn-

ing when there are not clouds, i. e. a cloudless morning ; comp. Job 12, 24. 26, 2 .

38, 26 (E^K~JO where no man is, i. e. uninhabited") ;
i Chron. 2, 30. 32 0*33 JO

childless; so also ''pS e. g. Job 24, 10 and fK e. g. Ps. 88, 5 / am as a man

*?*N~pJ< there is not help, i.e. like a helpless man; Is. 47, i. Hos. 7, n ; 1ED~pN
countless, Cant. 6, 8, &c., but usually (Ps. 104, 25, &c.) like a proper circumstantial

clause (comp. 141. e) connected by Wd-w, "ISpp'pXI. Less frequently such

periphrases take the form of relative clauses (comp. 155. e], e.g. Job 30, 13

ID? "Vfjj JO they for whom there is no helper, i. e. the helpless (but probably "Hy

is only an intrusion from 29, 12, and we should read lify without any one's

restraining them; in 29, 12 translate thefatherless and him that had none to help

him; in Ps. 72, 12 'yfW is used in the same sense); Hab. i, 14; with pj<

Is. 45, 9 thy work is that of a man -who hath no hands; Zech. 9, n out of the

waterless pit
2
.

How far such compounds finally came to be re'garded by the language simply ir

as negative adjectives, may be seen partly from the fact that they (as also relative

clauses analogous to the above) are frequently co-ordinated with real adjectives,

Joel i, 6. Ps. 72, 12. Job 29, 12; comp. also Is. 59, 10, where D^JTpNS is

1
Evidently from HP3 to waste away, from which stem also y3 and HPS (whence

'R;>3 90. m], originally substantives, are formed.

* In Prov. 9, 13 (perhaps also 14, 7 ; but see Delitzsch on the passage) a verbal-

clause is used co-ordinately in this way as a periphrasis for an adjective.
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parallel with D^yS ; partly from their being introduced by the sign of the

dative ?, e. g. Is. 40, 29 (= and to the powerless); Job 26, 20. 3. Neh. 8, 10.

W (0 ~l? ''*' *hat not, at the beginning of a clause expressing a fear or precaution,

hence especially after such ideas as fearing, Gen. 32, 12 and elsewhere (comp.

StiSw nij, vereor ne\ taking heed, frequently after ~\E&r\
}

"lD'.?n Gen. 24. 6. 31, 24

and elsewhere, taking care, 2 Ki. 10, 23, &c. Not infrequently the idea on

which ~J9 depends, is only virtually contained in the main clause, e. g. Gen. 19, 19

/ cannot escape to the mountain (because I am afraid), njHH *3p3"lJT"}9 lest some

evil overtake me ; Gen. 26, 9. 38, n ; also in Gen. 44, 34 from the rhetorical

question how shall I . . . ? we must understand / cannot, governing fS . This is

especially the case after an appeal to do or not to do an action by which some-

thing may be prevented (in which case ~|S is simply equivalent to the final nt) ;

comp. e.g. Gen. n, 4. 19, 15. Num. 20, 18 (where ~|3 lest is separated from

the verb by a strongly emphasized substantive); Jud. 15, 12 after swear unto me ;

Prov. 24, 1 8. In Gen. 3, 22 and now, lest he put forth his hand, &c., ~J9 is to

be regarded as virtually dependent on a cohortative, which immediately afterwards

(verse 23) is changed into an historic tense; cf. also Gen. 26, 7. 31, 31. 42, 4. Ex.

13, 17. i Sam. 13, 19. 27, ii. Ps. 38, 17, in every case after ^rnipN
><3

}
IDS S3

&c. = I thought, &c., / must beware lest. &c.

Rem. According to 107. q, ~JS is naturally followed by the imperfect (or

jussive); for the exceptions, 2 Sam. 20, 6. 2 Ki. 2, 16, see 107. q, note 3; comp.,

moreover, 2 Ki. 10, 23 n3T"~[3 1X"1 look lest there be here, &c.

X () 'JjV^P that . . . not, with the imperfect, Ex. 20, 20. 2 Sam. 14, 14 (in Jer.

23, 14 read" the infinitive Itttf for }3B>, in 27, 8
1N3}

for 1N3). In Ezek. 13, 3

}tf"} ""rip? is a relative clause governed by p = according to things which they have

not seen.

y 2. Two negatives in the same sentence do not neutralize each

other (as in nonnulli, non nemo], but make the negation the more

emphatic (like OVK oiStt'r, OVK oiSa/iwr, nulli non, nemo non)] e.g.

i Ki. 10, 21 ncttttpp . . . 3^03 N7 *)D3 px silver was accounted as

nothing at all (in 2 Chron. 9, 20 without &&); Zeph. 2, 2
(if the text

is correct) Ktop6 D^a before there shall (not) come. This especially

applies to the compounds formed by the union of pNt or yl with

~JO without ( 1 19. _y), e.g. Is. 5; 9 (6, n) l&V p^D (for which in

Jer. 2, 1 5 3E* *?2Q), prop, without no inhabitant, i. e. so that no

inhabitant is left tJiere. On the other hand, in Is. 50, 2 DV? p$t?

the ~}O is causative, because there is no water; as also in Ex. 14. 11

"pN v2pn is it because there were no . . .? 2 Ki. i, 3. 6. 16. In Eccles.

3,11 t6 *^K ^ZO except that (yet so that man cannot, &c.).

z 3. The negative sometimes extends its influence from the first

to a second negative sentence parallel with it (which may or may not
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have Waw}; e.g. i Sam. 2, 3 talk not so much arrogancy; let (not)

boasting come out of your mouth; Ex. 28, 43. Lev. 19, 12. 22, 9.

15 sq. Num. 16, 14. 23, 19. Deut. 7, 25. Is. 23, 4. 28, 27. 38, 18.

47, 14. Ezek. 16, 47. Ps. 9, 19. 13, 5. 35, 19. 38, 2. 44, 19. 75, 6.

Job 28, 17 (so K? nap why . . . not ? in Job 3, n also affects the

parallel clause).

153. Restrictive and Intensive Clauses.

The particles ^]K, pi only, serve to introduce restrictive clauses,

and D3, *]K also, besides, even, intensive clauses. It is to be observed,

that the force of these particles does not necessarily affect the word

which immediately follows (as is the case with ?]X Gen. 7, 23. 34, 15;

PI Gen. 6, 5. Amos 3, 2; even ?]K pin hath he indeed only? Num. 12, 2;

33 Gen. 27, 34. Job 7, u; *] Deut. 15, 17), but very frequently

extends to the whole of the following sentence. Thus with :]&?, e.g.

Num. 14,9. i Ki. 17, 13. Prov. 17, n. Job 13, 15. 14, 22. 16, 7. 23,6;

PI Gen. 20, ii. 24, 8. Ps. 32, 6. Prov. 13, 10; 03 Gen. 27, 33.

32, 21 (nan D3); i Sam. 22, 7. 28, 20. Zech. 9, n. Prov. 17, 26.

20, ii
; *1K Job 14, 3. 15, 4. In Mai. i, 10 and Job 2, 10 D3 is

placed before two co-ordinate sentences, although, strictly speaking,

it applies only to the second. Comp. the analogous examples

in 150. m.

154. Sentences connected by Wdw.

Waw copulativum^ (}) serves to connect together two or more

sentences, or single words (on its various vocalization, cf. 104. d-g).

1 For further particulars of the use oiwdw copulativum, see Gesenius' Thesaurus,

i. 393 sqq. On its use in the co-ordination of similar tenses and moods (e. g. five

imperfects consecutive in Gen. 25, 34, five perfects with DJ1) as well as of dissimilar

tenses and moods, the remarks made in the treatment of the tenses will suffice.

With regard to the interconnexion of single nouns by 1 (which strictly speaking

is always really a contraction of so many clauses into a single sentence) the follow-

ing observations may be made :

(a) Contrary to English usage, which in lengthy enumerations uses the and

to connect only the last member of the series, in Hebrew polysyndeton is customary,

as in Gen. 12, 16 waw copulativum six times, 24, 35 seven times, 15, 19 sqq. nine

times, and in Jos. 7, 24 ten times. Sometimes, however, only the last two words

are joined (so in a series of three members, Gen. 5, 32. 10, i. n, 26. 13, 2. 14, i.

30, 39, &c. ; the last three out of a series of four, Jer. 2, 26); less frequently only

the first two, Ps. 45, 9; cf. 132. d. .The formula DIB'^B' ?icri yesterday (and)

the day before ^yesterday, Ex. 5, 8 and elsewhere, is always without the copula.
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Its use, however, is by no means restricted merely to joining together

sentences which are actually co-ordinate. Frequently the language

employs merely the simple connexion by Wdw ,
even to introduce an

antithesis (Gen. 17, 21. 19, 19. Lev.2,i2. Job 6,25, and very frequently

in circumstantial noun-clauses), or when one of the two clauses is

not co-ordinated, but subordinated to the other. On the use of
\
to

introduce circumstantial clauses, cf. especially 141. e and 142. d;

introducing causal clauses, 158. a; comparative clauses, i6i.a;

final clauses, 165. a; consecutive clauses, 166. a. On wow

apodosis, comp. 143.^, and the sections there cited; on the use

of Wdw in numerical sayings, comp. 134. s.

On the other hand, the constructio asyndctos in a series of verbs is used as a

rhetorical expedient to produce a hurried and so an impassioned description ; e. g.

Jud. 5, 27 at her feet he bowed, he fell, he lay ; Ex. 15, 9. I Sam. 15, 6. Jer. 4, 7.

Amos 5, 21. Ps. 14, i. Job 20, 19. 28, 4. 29, 8. Cant. 2, n. 5, 6.

() Frequently wdw copulativum is also explanatory (like isque, et quidem, and

the German und zwar, English to wit) ,
and is then called wdw explicativum, e. g.

Gen. 4, 4 and (i.e. namely) of the fat thereof; Ex. 24, 12. 25, 12 (to wit two) ;

27, 14. 28, 23. I Sam. 17, 34 and that too with the bear ; 2 Sam. 13, 20. Is. 57, II.

Jer. 17, 10. Amos 3, II. 4, 10. Zech. 9, 9. Prov. 3, 12. Neh. 8, 13. 2 Chron. 23, 10

(but in r Sam. 28, 3 the 1 before 11^3 is to be omitted with the LXX); cf. also

such combinations as lyi ftp from . . . and even to . . .
, Gen. 13, 3. 14, 23. 19, 4.

II, &c. In i Sam. 6, n (see Driver on the passage), 2 Sam. I, 23, &c., 1 is

equivalent to yea, and; in Is. 32, 7 even ; I Ki. I, 21. Job 6, 14 else.
}

is used

to express emphasis (= and especially], e.g. in Gen. 3, 16 TlJTni ; Is. 2, i. Ps. 18, I,i..
r

. .

perhaps also in Job 10, 17 yea, a whole host; 2 Chron. 16, 14. An undoubted

example of what is called wdw concomitantiae occurs in Job 41, 12 a seethingpot

fbjKI with burning rushes ; cf. Ex. 10, 10 (with your little ones), 12, 8. Lev. I, 12.

Is. 42, 5. In Arabic this wdw concom. is followed by the accusative. "I 1 is used in

the sense of bothand in Ps. 76, 7. Dan. i, 3. 8, 13. On 1 \
as meaning sive

tive, comp. 162. b.

(c) See the Lexicon on adverbs used in a copulative sense, such as D3 also,

moreover, summing up a number, e.g. D^tJ^Dj! both together, Gen. 27, 45. Prov.

*7> J 5'> ?3~D3 all together; as an intensive and, e.g. Gen. 30, 8. 37, 7. I Sam.

30, 8
; comp. also such examples as I Sam. 24, 1 2 see, yea see ! DJ D3 or Djl D3

Gen. 24, 44 = both and ; 03 occurs three times in Gen. 24, 25 and 32, 20; also

t|N, which is generally still more intensive, in the sense of also, in addition to this,

even, and belongs rather to poetry, and to the later language ; frequently also

equivalent to a mere and, but sometimes adversative but n<ni>, Ps. 44, 10 and

elsewhere; and 6]S SJK (also three times repeated), equivalent to both and;

comp. D3 S|fcO and even, Lev. 26, 44 ; 'S^K prop, add to this also thai, equivalent

to not to mention, according to the context either quanta magis or quanta minus.
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Rem. Sometimes waw copulativum joins a sentence apparently to what immed- b

iately precedes, but in reality to a sentence which is suppressed and which must,

therefore, be supplied from the context. So especially \
with imperatives to

express inferences, e.g. i Ki. 2, 22 yKE'1 ask nmu rather ; Ezek. 18, 32 for I have no

pleasure in the death of him that dieth . . ., 'Q^B'ni wherefore turn yourselves.

Also at the beginning of a speech in loose connexion with an act or speech

of another person, e.g., Ex. 2, 20. 2 Sam. 18, n. 24, 3. 2 Ki. 4, 14. 41. 7, 13.

2 Chron. 25, 9; comp. also Jos. 7, 7 (vl). Ps. 2, 10. 4, 4. Is. 8, 7. Sometimes

the suppression of the protasis is due to passionate excitement or haste, which

does not allow itself time as it were for the full expression of the thought ;
this

is especially illustrated by Num. 12, 14. 20, 3 (vl). i Sam. 10, 12. 15, 14. 22, 14.

28, 16. 2 Sam. 18, 12. 24, 3. I Ki. 2, 22 (HTsS). 2 Ki. i, 10. 7, 19 (comp.

verse 2) ; Is. 3, 14. Zech. 2, 10. Ps. 2, 6 (at the same time a circumstantial clause

whereas I = and yet I have, &c.) ; comp. also a new clause beginning with the

formula of wishing ""Ip}
Num. u, 29. Jud. 9, 29; on the disconnected use of &O1

and Eh cf. 159. dd.

155. Relative Clauses.

See V. Baumann, Hebrdische Relativsatze, Leipzig, 1894 (cf. the heading of

138 above).

1. By 138. a, e, relative clauses are divided into two classes : those a

which are used for the nearer definition of a noun (substantive

or pronoun), and those which are not dependent on a noun. The

former may be called incomplete, the latter complete relative clauses.

Complete relative clauses, as a rule (see the exceptions under b

letter ),
are introduced by the originally demonstrative pronoun "i^K ;

see further in 138. e. Similarly, incomplete relative clauses may
also be introduced by "*% or by some other demonstrative pronoun;

see further in 138. a and g-k. Very frequently, however, especially

in poetic style, the attributive relation is expressed by simple

co-ordination
1

.

The governing substantive or pronoun is frequently (in certain c

cases always] resumed by a pronominal suffix or an adverb. The

resumption may, however, be omitted, just as in relative clauses

introduced by ~^N, &c.; see 138. f.

In Arabic a distinction is made between relative clauses used for the nearer d
definition of a determinate substantive (silo), and those which are attached to an

1 The old view that all these cases arise from the omission of TW is unsatis-

factory. These co-ordinated attributive clauses are rather a mere subdivision of

the various kinds of circumstantial clauses (see 156) which may be attached

to a nomen regens. Cf. in English this is the letter (which) he wrote to me.
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indeterminate substantive (sifd). The former must be introduced by the demon-

strative pronoun alladt, the latter are always simply co-ordinated. The same

distinction was no doubt originally observed in Hebrew, since simply co-ordinated

relative clauses are most commonly found after indeterminate substantives (see

the examples below), and in cases like Dent. 2$, 49 (iife>i> X?CB>rr&6 T^tf
*13

a nation whose tongue than shall not understand ; cf. Is. 66, 13, and especially

i Sam. 3, n), the addition of "ISJ'tf is explained from the special stress laid on

the indeterminate substantive 1

,
a nation of such a kind, thou tinderstaudest not

their tongue. On the other hand, in poetic style at least, T^fct is somewhat

frequently omitted even after a determinate noun, but only rarely in prose (except

by the Chronicler; cf. i Chron. 12, 23. 29, I. 2 Chron. 15, n ; after ~P3 i Chron.

29, 3. 2 Chron. 30, i8sq. 31, 19. Ezra I, 5); so Ex. 18, 20. Jud. 8, i. 20, 15.

i Ki. 13, 13. 2 Ki. 3, 8. 2 Chron. 18, 23. Neh. 13, 23; after a pronominal subject,

i Sam. 6, 9.

2. If the nearer definition of a substantive or pronoun is effected

by simple co-ordination of the relative clause, it may take the

forrn

(a) Of a noun-clause, e.g. 2 Sam. 20, 21 a man of the hill country

of Ephraim fc& SQ^ whose name was Sheba; i Ki. 13, 2. Zech. 6, 12.

Job i, 6. 3, 15 with princes DH^ 3HT that had gold; Ps. n, 4. Prov.

22, n ;
when referring to a noun-suffix, e.g. Ps. 49, 14 ^"> 'PI B3"n rn

this is the way of them who have (K\f-)confidence. On periphrases of

this kind to express negative attributes, as in Job 38, 26 E^N~JO n$"?S
on a land where no man is, see 152. u, and comp. for this very

short form of the relative clause, Gen. 15, 13 Biy *? ~$3 in a land

that is not theirs; Deut. 32, 17 (r^K t6 DH$); Hab. i, 6. Prov. 26, 17

f (l>) Of a verbal clause.

Here we must distinguish the cases in which the retrospective

pronoun

(i) Is the subject of the relative clause, and is contained in the

verb ; so after a determinate substantive, Ps. 34, 9 happy is the man
\-sn\Vrtn that trusteth in him; Job 3, 3 b "O* nj>n the night which

said; after Wn i Sam. 6, 9. Is. 50, 9. Job 13, 19; after "v| Ps. 71, 18;

after an indeterminate substantive, e.g. Job 31, 12 it is a fire (that)

devoureth unto Abaddon; Deut. 32, 17 b. 15.55,13. 56,2. Ps. 68, 31.

78, 6. Prov. 30, 17. Lam. i, 10. 2 Chron. 28, 9; referring to the

preceding suffix in ^n Is. 28, 16, prop, behold me, who have laid,

&c.; 29, 14. 38, 5. Ezek. 25, 7; depending on a vocative, Is. 54, i;

1 So Baumann, op. cit., p. 14 sq., following Bottcher, Lehrfruch, ii. 80.
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on a noun-suffix (see letter e above), Ps. 16, 4. The relative clause

is used in this way, especially to supply the place of an adjective,

e.g. Gen. 49, 27 *^$$\ 2$} a wolf that ravineih, i.e. a ravining wolf;

Is. 51, 12; to express a negative quality, e.g. Is. 40, 20. Hos. 4, 14

p3^~Np Dy an undiscerning people.

Rem. Very frequently such relative sentences are attached to substantives which g
have the particle of comparison 3, e. g. Job 7, 2 ,)5f~5|XtJ^ "QJ'? ^ a servant

that earnestly desireth the shadow, &c.
; Deut. 32, n. Is. 62, i. Jer. 23, 29. Hos.

6, 3. Ps. 42, 2. 83, 15. 125, i. Job 9, 26. n, 16 ; so also after 1D3 Ps. 58, 5 ;

after a determinate substantive, e.g. Is. 53, 7. 61, losq. Hab. 2, 14. Ps. 49, 13. 21 ;

see also the examples under letter h. Sometimes it seems simpler in such cases,

to take the verb directly as predicate to the preceding substantive, and to explain 3

(for "IB>K3 ; see Comparative Clauses, 161. ft)
as a conjunction a view which

even Hupfeld was ready to accept, at least as regards Ps. 90, 5. 125, i. Is. 53, 7.

6 1, ii. In all such cases, however, the Masora has provided rightly for the

correct understanding of the passage by the use of greater or lesser distinctives ;

at the same time, in judging the accents, the rule mentioned in 15. o, as to the

change of certain distinctives into conjunctives, must not be forgotten.

(2) The cases in which the retrospective pronoun represents an h

accusative of the object, or would do so if not suppressed, as it usually

is in such cases in relative clauses with ">?'?$, cf. 138. b. Examples

with the retrospective pronoun are, Deut. 32, 17 DW"J? *O DTOS gods

ivhom they knew not (see also the end of the verse); Jer. 5, 15; after

a substantive with 3
(see above, letter g], Jer. 23, 9. Job 13, 28.

Without a retrospective pronoun, after a determinate substantive,

Jud. 8, i. i Ki. 13, 12 (2 Ki. 3, 8. 2 Chron. 18, 23); Ps. 33, 12 (pre-

ceded by a relative clause with "^N); Prov. 23, 8. Job 23, 17. 28, i.

Other examples of this kind, though the article is omitted according

to poetic usage, are Is. 15, 7 ('"t'^V '"HO?, for which Jer. 48, 36 nfe'V rHJV

with the substantive in the construct state governing the relative clause,

see 130. d\ Ps. 7, 16. 51, 10. Lam. i, 21. Without the retrospective

pronoun, after an indeterminate substantive, e. g. Is. 6, 6 D^pica nsin

n3TDn 7VD nj57 a live coal which he had taken with the tongs from off

the altar; Ex. 15, 1.7. Is. 42, 16 (48, 17. Ps. 25, 12, all after ^JTH? 5

but Ps. 32, 8 ^n fl-!|Ti3); Is. 64, 2; Eccles. 10, 5 (in 6, i the same

clause with T^); moreover, in Jer. 14, 1 8 read with the LXX H?'?
^7r ^ *n* a land that they know not.

(3) The cases in which the retrospective pronoun is dependent i

on a preposition, or its place is taken by the adverb &&, as in Jer. 2, 6

end. Thus after a determinate substantive, Ps. 18, 3 i2~non!< nttf

Ll
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my rock in which I take refuge; Ex. 18, 20. Is. 42, i
;

in Job 3, 3 a

also, the omission of the article with Di"1

is only a poetic licence.

After an indeterminate substantive, Jer. 2, 6, last clause but one
;

Ps. 32, 2.

In this case also the retrospective word is not infrequently sup-

pressed, giving rise to extremely short, bold expressions, such as

Is. 51, i look unto the rock Bfl?Jfn (whence) ye were hewn, and to the

hole of the pit &*}"}& (whence) _y* were digged; Job 21, 27 the devices

(wherewith) ye act violently against me. A retrospective adverb is

suppressed in Job 38, 19 where is the way (to the place where) the

light d-welleth? cf. 38, 24.

Rem. i. The omission of the retrospective word occurs most frequently in

relative clauses which are governed by the construct state of a preceding substan-

tive (especially an expression of time) and hence are virtually in the genitive.

In addition to the instances already given in 130. d, cf. the following: after

Lev. 7, 35. Ps. 56, 10
; after DiVp Jer. 36, 2; after simple D1^ Ps. 56,4

Di' on the day when / am afraid) ; after n^3 2 Chron. 29, 27 (bnn DJ?3

n at the time when the burnt offering began); 20, 22. 24, u; after nyb
Deut. 32, 35. Job 6, 17 ;

after JIJTHy Mic. 5, 2 ; after DJ7D Ps. 4, 8 thou hast put

gladness in my heart more than (their gladness) at the time (when) their corn and

their wine are increased. In a wider sense also Job 8, 12 it is yet in its greenness,

(while) it is not cut down.

1H 2. The agreement ( 138. </) of the retrospective pronoun with a pronominal

regens in the ist or 2nd person also takes place in a simple co-ordinated relative

clause in I Sam. 26, 14 who art thou (that) criest? Cf., however, Is. 63, 19 we
are become as they over whom (D3 not W2) thou never barest rule.

n 3. Occasionally chiefly in poetic or otherwise elevated style even

independent relative clauses are simply co-ordinated with a regens,

whereas we should expect them always to be preceded by a demon-

strative pronoun, on the analogy of the examples in 138. e. The

suppressed pronoun would stand

(a) As subject, Is. 41, 24 an abomination (is he) that chooseth you;

Job 30, 13, cf. 152. K.

(b) As object, Is. 41, 2, with a retrospective pronoun; Mai. 2, 16

nDai and him that covereth; Job 29, 12 I delivered . . . the fatherless

also, and him that had none to help him.

(c) In the genitive governed by a substantive, Ex. 4, 13 NJ"np^
"
1-2 send, I pray thee, by the hand of him whom thou wilt send,

i.e. by the hand of some one else; Ps. 65, 5 and Prov. 8, 32, verbal-

clauses after ^IfK the happiness of the man, &c.; Ps. 81, 6. 141,9.
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Job 29, 16. Lam. r, 14; after "73 Gen. 39, 4, but in verse 5
fcffh "Wtor?? ;

Ex. 9, 4 ; verbal-clauses after '^3 i Chron. 29, 3.

30, 18 sq. 31, 19. Ezra i, 5.

(d) Governed by a preposition ; so verbal-clauses after ^n Jer.

2, 8; after "?K (=/# the place where), i Chron. 15, 12, but Ex. 23, 20

before the same verb'1^ Diptsrr^K; after 3
Jer. 8, n. 2 Chron. i, 4

(
=z>z the place where) ;

after f> Is. 65, I ^NB> Ki^b by them that asked not

for me ... S
3E>P.3 &6p them /&*/ sought me not; Ezek. 13, 3 that

which they have not seen, after ?y Ps. 119, 136, cf. 158. b; after

Dy 2 Chron. 16, 9. A noun-clause follows p in Neh. 8, xo 1
.

156. Circumstantial Clauses*

1. The statement of the particular circumstances under which a
a subject appears .as performing some action, or under which an

action (or an occurrence) is accomplished, is made especially (apart

from relative clauses, see 155) by means of noun-clauses connected by
Waw with a following subject (see further on this kind of circumstantial

clause in 141. e\ and by verbal -clauses (see 142. </). Very

frequently, however, such statements of the particular circumstances

are subordinated to the main clause by being simply attached without

Wdw, either as noun-clauses, sometimes extremely short (see letter c
) r

or as verbal-clauses (see letters d-g).

Rem. Among relative clauses of this kind the commonest are the various noun- ^

clauses, which are most closely subordinated to a preceding substantive without

ISJ'X, e.g. Gen. 16, 12
; also statements of weight, Gen. 24, 22

; of name, Job i, i

(also introduced by i?2B>} Gen. 24, 29. i Sam. i, i, and elsewhere, or HIDE^ Gen.

16, i. 22, 24, and elsewhere); of a condition of body, Jud. i, 7, and others.

Noun-clauses which begin with wdw and the predicate have a somewhat more

independent character than those introduced by wdw and the subject'
1
(Gen. 19, I,

&c.). The former, however, are also to be regarded as circumstantial clauses,

in so far as they describe a condition which is simultaneous with the principal

action ; thus Is. 3, 7 / will not be an healer, DH? fN! ^3.3^ while in my house

is neither bread nor clothing ; Is. 6, 6 (Amos 7, 7); 2 Sam. 13, 18. 16, i.

1 An analogous instance in Aramaic is Ezra 5, 14 to one whose name was Shesh-

bazzar.
3 In Deut. 32, 31 this form of sequence appears to be selected for another

purpose, and indeed our enemies are judges thereof, with wdw emphatic ; to take

it as a circumstantial clause is too artificial.

Ll2
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c 2. Characteristic examples of circumstantial 0-clauses are

Gen. 12, 8 and pitched his tent D-J3D *yrn D'O fo-rva / <?/&/

r> /& aw/ #</ .<4/' o the east; Num. 22, 24. 2 Sam. 18, 14 through

the heart of Absalom, *D yiiy while fo was _y<?/ alive; Jer. 30, 6.

Ezek. 9, 2 (comp. Cant. 3, 8). Nah. 3, 8. Zech. 14, 5. 2 Chron. 23, 10
;

with the predicate preceding, e.g. i Sam. 26, 13. Ps. 32,8. In

Gen. 41, 29 a noun-clause serves to announce a future condition. We

may also include here certain set phrases, as D^B~bx D^B face to face

(prop, while face was turned towards face], Gen. 32, 31. Ex. 33, u.

Deut. 34, 10, and elsewhere 1

;
so also to cast oneself down, nifis D?3K

the face being turned to the earth, Gen. 19, i, and elsewhere (for

nsnK we find !$ in i Ki. i, 31. Is. 49, 23)
2

. Comp. finally the

formula E^S'^y ON mother with children, Gen. 32, 12; comp. Hos.

10, 14 and 119. aa, note 3.

Rem. On circumlocutions of this kind to express negative attributes by means

of short noun-clauses (complete or incomplete), comp. 152. u.

d 3. As circumstantial verbal-clauses 3
,
we find (i) sometimes affirma-

tive clauses (see below), but far more frequently (2) negative clauses

(see letter f\ and among these (3) a certain number of expressions

which may be regarded simply as equivalent to negative adverbial

ideas (see letter g).

Examples of (i) Is. 5, lib woe unto them, that tarry late in the evening,

DjVpT \^_
while wine inflames them; Is. 30, 31. Jer. 7, 26. 20, 15. Ps. 4, 3.

5, 12. 62,5. The circumstantial verbal-clause is used to particularize an action

which has before been expressed generally, e.g. Gen. 44, 12. 48, 14 = crossing
his hands; Dent. 2, 27. Jud. 6, 19; antithetically, i Ki. 13, 18 V> t?n3 where-

with however he lied unto him. The verbal-clause seems to assign a reason in

Ps. 7, 7 flMJf BSB>D since thou hast commanded judgement ; a consequence

in Ps. 103, 5.

Rem. On the cases in which an imperfect in the sense of a final clause is

subordinated to a verb of motion (generally Dip), see 120. c. Comp. also

1 The expression D^D HfcOrin to look one another in the face (i.e. to contend

in combat) 2 Ki. 14, 8. n. 2 Chron. 25, 17. 21 is probably only a shortened form

1 That njnN QnX) is really to be regarded as a virtual predicate to D^SS, and

not D^3K as a casus instruments, is seen from Is. 49, 23, where f}K Q?BN> precedes

the verb.

3 Some examples of these have been already discussed in another connexion

above, 1 20. a-c.
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examples like Is. 5, n a that they may follow strong drink ; Hab. 3, 16

that he may invade them; Job 16, 8. 30, 28.

Of (2), subordinate verbal-clauses with fcO (in English usually rendered by jf
without and the gerund, if the subject be the same as in the principal clause N

,

e.g. Lev. I, 17 ?^IP K} -without dividing it asunder; Job 31, 34; &O with the

perfect is so used in Gen. 44,4. Ex. 34, 28. I Sam. 30, 2. Job 20, 26 (without its

being blown upon if}. With a different subject, equivalent to a consecutive clause in

English, e. g. Is. 27, 9 ^Dp^"S? so that they shall rise up no more. Moreover,

verbal-clauses in the same sense (without doing, &c.) are frequently connected

by 6O1; comp. i Sam. 20, 2. Job 24, 22. 42, 3; in a concessive sense, Is. 33, i.

Ps. 44," 1 8.

Of (3), comp. y*VJ K? (prop, he knows it not} unawares, Ps. 35, 8. Prov. 5, 6 g
?brV Np unsparingly; Is. 30, 14 (after an infinitive absolute); Hab. I, 17. Job

6, 10 (but bbrP a& Job 16, 13. 27, 22; see letter/ at the end); VIPO t6

(prop, they hide not) openly, Is. 3, 9 (but Job 15, 18 V1H3 fcOl); TfETI y3 (prop.

he restrains not) unceasingly, Is. 14, 6
; Bil3^~;>3 Job 41, 15 (Ps. 93, i BiBJjT,)2)

and
Dit;^ N,) Is. 40, 20 equivalent to without tottering, immovably ; comp. also

lyjpS &O without wavering, Ps. 26, i.

157. Object- Clauses.

Clauses which depend on a transitive verb, especially on what are a

called the verba cordi's, i. e. verbs denoting any mental act, such as

to see, to hear, to know, to perceive, to believe, to remember, to forget,

to say, to think, &c., may be subordinated to the governing verb

without the help of a conjunction by simple juxtaposition ( 120. a),

or they may be co-ordinated with it either with or without waw

copulative ( 120. d-h). As a rule, however, the objective clause

is introduced by the conjunction *3 that, less frequently by "tt?N that.

Examples :

(a) Object-clauses without a conjunction. Besides the passages mentioned

in 1 20 (especially tinder letter e) there are a number of examples, in which

a clause depending on a verbum dicendi or sentiendi (the oratio obliqua of the

Latin and English Grammar) is added in the form of an independent noun-clause

or verbal-clause; e.g. Gen. 12, 13 JjlK
<inhK W^OK say, I pray thee, than

art my sister; Zech. 8, 23 (after VQW); Ps. 9, 21 (after J7T); verbal-clauses, e.g.

Ps. 50, 21 thou thoughtest ^ICO rPnX~ni\n / was altogether like thyself; Gen.

41, 15. Jud. 9, 48 what ye have seen me do ; Is. 48, 8. Hos. 7, 2.

(b) Object-clauses introduced by *3, e.g. Gen. 6, 5 J1JH H31 *3
iljrP

N"l>1 ^
D1NH and the Lord saw that the wickedness of man was great. &c. Direct
TT |T

narration also is very frequently introduced by ^3 (analogous to the on recita-

tivum ; frequently, indeed, with the secondary idea of a particle of asseveration,

as in Gen. 26, 9. 27, 20), e.g. Gen. 21,. 30. 22, i6sq. 26, 22. 29, 32. 37, 35. Jos.

2, 24, &c., even when the direct narration is not expressly indicated, Gen. 4, 25.
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32, 31. 41, 51 sq. Ex. 1 8, 4. On the expression of a second object by means of

a clause introduced by ^3 , see 1 17. h
l
.

(0 Object-clauses introduced by IB^, e.g. Est. 3, 4 fcfliTT^K
Dr6 T?rn3

HIPP /0r he had told them that he was a Jew ; \ Sam. 18, 15. Ezek. 20, 26.

Eccles. 8, 12*, even before direct narration, i Sam. 15, 20. 2 Sam. i, 4. Some-

what frequently "G'K is preceded by the nota accitsativi ~J1X (equivalent to the.

circumstance, the fact, that], e.g. Jos. 2, 10. I Sam. 24, n. 19. 2 Sam. II, 20.

Is. 38, 3, but in Gen. 30, 29. Deut. 29, 15 equivalent to the way in which.

158. Causal Clauses.

a A complete clause, which assigns the reason for statements,

demands, threats, &c., sometimes follows with the simple wow

copulative, e. g. Ps. 60, 1 3 give us help against the adversary, and

(for) vain is the help of man; Gen. 22, 12. Ex. 23, 9. Job 22, 12,

perhaps also Ps. 7, 10; or even without Wow, e.g. Gen. 17, 14.

As a rule, however, special conjunctions in various combinations are

used to introduce causal clauses.

(7 The most common causal conjunctions are *3 |JT Is. 3, 16 and elsewhere, and

"C'K jy* because, prop, on account of the fact that ; both, however, may also be

shortened to the simple fj
Num. 20, 12 and elsewhere, or to ''3 because, Gen.

3, 14. 17 and elsewhere, or to "ItJ'S Gen. 30, 18. 31, 49. 34, 13. 27. i Sam. 15, 15.

20, 42. 26, 16. 23. i Ki. 3, 19. 8, 33. Hos. 14, 4. Zech. i, 15; also "tf?X3 Gen.

39> 9- 2 3- On the other hand, the simple fy' is sometimes repeated for emphasis,

fy'3^ jy* (something like the German sintemal und alldieweil) Lev. 26, 43. Ezek.

13, 10 (without } 36, 3); also
">pN~!?y

2 Sam. 3, 30, and 'S'by
3 Deut. 31, 17.

Jud. 3, 12. Mai. a, 14 on the ground that ; "^X "OV^y because of the circum-

stance that, Deut. 23, 5 ; T>X nnN~b|"^y 'for this very cause that, Jer. 3, 8.

But just as the simple fJT is used for "C'X fy* ,
so also the simple "\>y with the

perfect stands for IS'N'/'y Ps. 119, 136. Ezra 3, ii; comp. v2~?y Gen. 31, 20

1 Instead of a complete objective clause we sometimes find a kind of accusative

and infinitive construction, especially after fri3 (prop, to give up) in the sense of

to allow, e.g. Num. 21, 23 i^3J3 "OS? ^{O'^TlS frVD fnrt<^! and Sihon did

not suffer Israel to pass through his border ; 20, 21; followed by an infinitive

with i, e.g. Gen. 20, 6. 31, 7. Ex. 3, 19. Comp. also the analogous examples in

Deut. 28, 56 (after HD3 to venture; see 113. d); Jud. 11, 20 (after pDNH to

trust} ; i Ki. 19, 4 (after PNl? to request).
a In Jer. 28, 9 a subject-clause is thus introduced by "^X instead of the

usual *3 .

* Also (3~.jy~
l

'3 prop, for therefore, Gen. 18, 5. 19, 8. 33, 10. 38, 26. Num.

10, 31. 14, 43. 2 Sam. 18, 20 (re, and |3~by ~l
;N Job 34, 27 always mean

forasmuch as.
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and y3O Deut. 28, 55, both with the perfect, equivalent to because . . . not.

Comp. further, "1JPX 3J5J? Gen. 22, 18. 26, 5. 2 Sam. 12, 6, all with the perfect,

and 13 3J5J? (2 Sam. 12, 10 with the perfect; Amos 4, 12 with the imperfect) prop.

in return for the fact that ; similarly again the simple 3j?J? Num. 14, 24 with the

perfect, and Deut. 7, 12. 8, 20 with the imperfect; finally, "IK'KO Is. 43, 4 arising

from the fact Ma/1

,
= because ; ~IE>X nnJR i Sam. 26, 21 and elsewhere, and *3 nnri

Deut. 4, 37. Prov. i, 29 /ir the reason that.

Rem. i. The preposition ~?y (because of, on account of) with the infinitive

( 114. *) is frequently used as the equivalent of a full causal clause; comp., e.g.

Amos i, 3. 6. 13. 2, i. 6. Such a construction with the infinitive may, however,

according to 114. r, be continued by means of a finite verb, in which case "PV

governs the verb as a conjunction ; e. g. Amos i, 9 V13T fcOl . . D"V3pnvJJ because

they delivered up... and remembered not, &c. ; i
,
1 1 . 2, 4 ;

without Waw, Is . 30, 1 4.

2. The choice of tense is regulated by the general principles stated in io6sqq.,

viz. the perfect (comp. especially io6./~) refers to causes already brought fully into

effect, the imperfect to those which may contingently arise; comp. e.g. Deut. 7, 12.

8, 20. i Ki. 8, 33, where the imperfect leaves the possibility still open that the

persons addressed will perhaps escape the threatened punishments by avoiding

disobedience. Comp. further, 1 1 1 . h on the imperfect consecutive, and 1 1 2. nn

on the perfect consecutive in the apodosis to causal clauses.

159. Conditional Sentences.

Comp. H. Ferguson,' The Use of the Tenses in Conditional Sentences in Hebrew '

{Journal of the Society of Bibl. Lit. and Exeg., Middletown, Conn., June and

September, 1882). P. Friedrich, Die hebr. Conditionalsa'tze, Konigsberg, 1884

(Inaug.-Dissertation). Driver, Use of the Tenses, 3rd ed., p. I74sqq.

1. The great variety of construction in conditional sentences is a

owing to the fact that it frequently depends on the subjective judge-

ment of the speaker, whether he wishes a condition to be regarded as

capable offulfilment (absolutely, or at least possibly), thus including

those already fulfilled, or as incapable of fulfilment. On this dis-

tinction depends the choice both of the conditional particle to be

used (see below), and especially (as also in Greek and Latin) of the

tense. The use of the latter is naturally determined according

to the general principles laid down in 106 sqq.
1 In the following

sketch, for the sake of clearness, conditional sentences without con-

ditional particles will be first discussed (letter b), and afterwards

sentences with these particles (letter /).

1 It may, moreover, happen that a different idea is introduced in the apodosis,

from that with which the protasis started a source of many further variations.
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b 2. The relation between condition and consequence may be

expressed, as in English, by the simple juxtaposition of two clauses.

At the same time, it is to be observed in general, as a fundamental rule

(in accordance with the original character of the two tenses), that

the imperfect, with its equivalents (the jussive, cohortative, imperative,

perfect consecutive, and participle), is used to express a condition

and consequence which are regarded as being capable offulfilment

in present or future time, while the perfect represents a condition

already fulfilled in the past, and its consequence as an accomplished

fact. The other use of the perfect to represent conditions regarded

as impossible occurs only in connexion with particles.

Examples :

C (a) Imperfect (comp. 107. x~) in protasis and apodosis, Jos. 22, 18. Ps. 104,

28 sqq. pDpp
u DHp (FIR if thou givest unto them, they gather, &c.; Ps. 139, 18.

Job 20, 24. Eccles. I, 18. Neh. i, 8; with an interrogative imperfect in the

apodosis, Jud. 13, 12
;

with the jussive, Job 10, 16; with the cohortative, Prov.

i, 23; with the perfect, Is. 26, 10 (yet will he not learn righteousness ; the apo-

dosis forcibly denies what the imperfect in the protasis had represented as still

conceivable; comp. Hos. 8, 12); with the perfect consecutive, Gen. 47, 25. Ex.

33> 5 ; with the protasis suppressed, Job 5, 8 (see 107. x).

d (V) Jussive in protasis (comp. 109. h, z) and apodosis, Ps. 104, 20 'JSJ'rrnK'n

HPv ""H
1

*! if thou makest darkness, it is night ; imperfect in the apodosis, Ps.

104, 29 />. Also in Ex. 7> 9 P^r *"?*
*' s^a^ become a serpent, is the apodosis to

a suppressed protasis ifthou cast it down; so in 2 Ki. 5, 10 3K^1 is the apodosis

to a protasis if thou wash, contained in what precedes.

e (e) Cohortative (see 108. e) in the protasis; perfect in the apodosis, Ps. 40, 6 ;

imperfect consecutive, Job 19, 18 S
T"VO"1^ nD^pK if I arise, they speak against

me ; on the cohortative in the apodosis, comp. ioS./.

f (d) Imperfect consecutive in the protasis ( in. x), Ps. 139, u "TOX1 if I say.

&c. (with a noun-clause as the apodosis); with a frequentative perfect consecutive

in the apodosis, i Sam. 2, 16.

g (e] Perfect consecutive in the protasis and apodosis (see the examples, 112. kk

and //), Gen. 44, 22 DD1 V3K 2TJT! and should he leave his father, his father

would die; 9, 15. 44, 29. Ex.4, *4- 12
>
J 3- * Sam. 16, 2. 19, 3. 2 Sam. 13, 28. i Ki.

8, 30; with frequentative perfects, Ex. 16, 21 (referring to the past, Jer. 20, 9);

with imperfect in the apodosis (being separated from the Waw by N^>), Num. 23, 20.

1 On the termination
jl comp. 47. m. In verse 28 b also fty3b>'

1 is probably to

be explained from its immediately preceding the greater pause. These terminations

in verses 28-30 and Ps. 139, 18 can scarcely have any connexion with the con-

ditional sentence, although it is strange that
f)

in Num. 32, 23 appears after Np~DX
even in the protasis. In Num. 16, 29. 32, 20 p before N (as in Job 31, 10 in the

apodosis) is to be explained from the dislike of hiatus.
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Job 5, 24 ; separated by an infinitive absolute, I Ki. 2,37; an interrogative clause

in the apodosis, Lev. 10, 19; a noun-clause, Ps. 37, 10. Job 7, 21.

(f) A simple perfect (to represent actions which are to be regarded as completed) Jl

in the protasis and apodosis, Prov. 18, 22 2113 ND Ht^K K2fD has one found
a wife he has found a good thing; 24, 10; an imperfect in the apodosis, Job 19, 4.

23,10; an imperfect consecutive, Ex. 20, 25. Prov. 11,2. Job 3, 25. 23, 13^. 29, 1 1
;

an interrogative clause, Num. 12, 14. Job 7, 20 ifI have sinned (prop., well, now

1 have sinned !) what can I do unto thee ? 21, 31. 35, 6. Amos 3, 8
;
a noun-clause,

Job 27, 19.

(.) A participle as casuspendens (comp. 143. d, and the sections of the Grammar i

there referred to) or a complete noun-clause in the protasis ; the apodosis mostly

introduced by waw apodosis, e. g. Prov. 23, 2\Ke
th. fa npfc

><l1 DDH "]y\i if one

begetteth a wise child, he shall have joy ofhim ; with perfect frequentative in the

apodosis, i Sam. 2, 13 and elsewhere; but also with a simple imperfect, e. g. Ex.

21, 12 (comp. 112. ); with an interrogative imperfect, 2 Ki. 7, 2. 19; with an

interrogative perfect, Jud. 6, 13.

(h) Infinitive with preposition (also as the equivalent of a conditional clause) k
in the protasis, and a perfect consecutive in the apodosis (comp. 112. mm), e. g.

2 Sam. 7, 14 sqq.
f
y\ VJjirDHI iniyHll if he commit iniquity, I will correct him

with the rod ofmen ; Ex. 34, 34 sq. (with imperfect, followed by perfects frequen-

tative in the apodosis).

Rem. On the expression of condition and consequence by means of two co-

ordinate imperatives, see no.f.

3. Particles used to introduce conditional sentences are ON
(for /

which in the later and latest Books sometimes ID, see below, letter w)
and b 1

(i Sam. 14, 30. Is. 63, 19 K^; Eccles. 6, 6. Est. 7, 4 &K,

from v DN) jf} negative *O DN and N.?v C.?^) unless; ^ supposing

that (Lat. uf], in case that, sometimes used almost in the same sense

as EN. With regard to the difference between EN (N? DN) and ^

(**.?'), it is to be observed, as a fundamental rule, that DK is used

if the condition be regarded either as already fulfilled, or if it, together

with its consequence, be thought of as possibly (or probably) occurring

in the present or future. In the former case, EN is followed by the

perfect, in the latter (corresponding to the Greek lav with the present

subjunctive) by the imperfect or its equivalent (frequently in the

apodosis also). On the other hand, V> (^^) is used when the con-

dition is to be represented as not fulfilled in the past, or as not capable

offulfilment in the present or future, and the consequence accordingly

as not having occurred or never occurring. In the former case, v
and H^? are necessarily followed by the perfect (mostly also in the

1 On };) cf. Kohler in Geiger's Zeitschr.fur Wiss. tend Leben, vi (1868), p. 21 sqq.
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apodosis) corresponding to the Greek with the indicative of an

historic tense, and the Latin imperfect or pluperfect subjective. In

the latter case (which is extremely rare) the perfect, or the participle,

or even the imperfect, may be used.

Rem. Since it again frequently depends on the subjective judgment of the

speaker (see letter a\ whether a condition is to be regarded as possible or impos-

sible, we cannot wonder that the distinction between DX and \) is not always

consistently observed. Although naturally v and &O3? cannot take the place

of DN and fcO DN (on the strange use of V} in Gen. 50, 15, see below), yet con-

versely DN is sometimes used where v would certainly be expected ; comp. e. g.

Ps. 50, 12. 137, 5. 139, 8. Hos. 9, 12 (comp. verse u). These examples, indeed

(D{<5 with the imperfect), may without difficulty be explained from the fact that

the connexion of }.) with the imperfect was evidently avoided, because the imperfect

by its nature indicates a still unfinished action, and consequently (as opposed

to V}) a still open possibility. But DX is also used for V} in connexion with the

perfect, especially when an imprecation is attached by the apodosis to the condition

introduced by DN, e.g. Ps. 7, 4 sqq. '31 fJ^T . . . HST 'JVB'jrDN if I have done

this . . ., let the enemy pursue my soul, &c., comp. Job 31,9 sqq. The speaker
assumes for a moment as possible and even actual, that which he really rejects

as inconceivable, in order to invoke the most severe punishment on himself, if it

should prove to be the case.

On the frequent addition of an infinitive absolute to the verb in clauses with

DN, see 113. o above.

Examples :

A. DN i. with perfect in the protasis to express conditions, &c., which have

been completely fulfilled in the past or which will be completely fulfilled in the

future (the perfect is here equivalent to the futurum exactum, 106. o). The

apodosis
1 takes

(a) A perfect also, e.g. Prov. 9, 12
!J? F1D3H fiDSrrDtf if thou art U'ise, thou

art wise for thyself'; Ps. 73, 15 (see below on 17).

() Imperfect, e.g. Deut. 32, 41 "Tlia^'DN if I whet my glittering sword . . .

I"_"X / will render vengeance, &c.; Job 9, 15 sq. and 30 (in both cases we should

expect }? rather than ~DN ; so also Ps. 44, 2 1 sq., with an interrogative imperfect

in the apodosis); Job n, 13 (the apodosis is in verse 15).

(c) Jussive (or optative), e.g. Job 31, 9 sqq. (see letter m above); Gen. 18, 3.

(d~) Perfect consecutive (see the examples in \\i. gg), e. g. Gen. 43, 9 &O~DX

'31 VflJOSn if I bring him not . . . then I shall have sinned, &c.; Jud. 16, 17.

2 Sam. 15, 33. 2 Ki. 7, 4. On the other hand, e.g. Gen. 47, 6. Mic. 5, 7. Job 7, 4

refer to actions already completed; in Gen. 38, 9 and Num. 21, 9 the perfect

with 1 is a perfect frequentative and refers to past time.

1 \Ve are not here concerned with the fact that the logical apodosis (the con-

sequence of the condition) is sometimes mentioned before the condition ;
as in

Gen. 18, 28. 30. Jud. II, 10. Ps. 63, 6 sq. 137, 6, and according to Dillmann

I*. 4, 4-
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(e) Imperfect consecutive (see in. q), e.g. Job 8, 4 if thy children have sinned

ONCn) . .
., Dn^l he has delivered them, &c.

(/) Imperative, e. g. Gen. 50, 4 '31 WT^ D^rjQ fn "TlNSID t~DK if now

I have found grace in your eyes, speak, Ipray you, &c. ; the imperative precedes

hi Gen. 47, 16 and Job 38, 4. 18.

() A (complete or incomplete) noun-clause, e. g. Jer. 14, 18 (a vivid realization p
of the future) ifI have goneforth into thefield (

= if I go, &c.), then, behold, the

slain with the sword I &c. ; Prov. 24, 14 (B'^'l with warw apodosis'].

2. DN with imperfect in the protasis, to express what is possible in the present g
or future, as well as (according to 107. b} what has continued or been repeated

in the past. The apodosis takes

(a) The perfect, e.g. Num. 32, 23 DTlNBn flSH f3 $pyn &6~DK1 fctf #">* TOT//

wo/ afo w, behold, ye have sinned ; here the apodosis represents the time when

the consequence has already taken place; so also Job 20, 12-14. On the other

hand, Num. 16, 29 (as also i Sam. 6, 9 and i Ki. 22, 28) is a case of a pregnant

construction, if these men die as all men die, then (it will follow from this) the

Lord hath not sent me.

(b) The imperfect, e. g. 2 Ki. 7, 4 i"lT!3 ^*PP~DK if they save us alive, we shall r

live, &c. ; Gen. 13, 16. 18, 28. 30. 28, 2osqq. Ex. 20, 25 (the second imperfect is

equivalent to a jussive); Is. i, 18. 10, 22. Amos 9, 2-4. Ps. 50, 12 (where DN

ironically represents an impossibility as possible) ; Job 8, 5 sq. (with the insertion

of a second condition in the form of a noun-clause) ; 9, 3. 20. 14, 7 ; a frequenta-

tive imperfect referring to the past, Gen. 31, 8 "1DN* n3~DN if (ever) he said thtts

. . ., 1*17^1 then they bare . . .; Ex. 40, 37. In Gen. 42, 37 the consequence (on

JVDD cf. 107. j) precedes the condition.

(c) Thejussive (or optative}, e.g. Ps. 137, 5 ; comp. 109. h.

(d) The cohortative, e.g. Gen. 13, 9. Job 31, 7; comp. io8./.

(e) The perfect consecutive (see the examples in H2.jfa.nAg/), e.g. I Sam. s

20, 6 rnONl ^paN "Onpa^ IpS'DX */% father miss me at all, then shall thou

say, &c. ; Gen. 24, 41 . Jud. 4, 20
; with a frequentative perfect consecutive, Gen.

31, 8 if he said (as often happened) . . ., then, &c.

(/) The imperfect consecutive; so perhaps Ps. 59, 16, if ^ y*1 is to be explained

according to in. /.

(g) The imperative, e.g. Gen. 31, 50. i Sam. 20, 21 (with wdw apodosis, but

in verse 22 simply TJp). 21, 10. Job 33, 5.

(K) A noun-clause, e.g. Gen. 4, 7. Ps. 139, 8. Job 8, 6. 31, 26 sq. /

3. DN with cohortative, e.g. Gen. 30, 31 ; comp. the passages in 108. e.

4. ON with infinitive, Job 9, 27 HtpfrTDK prop, if my saying is (probably, u
however, we should read ''Jji'ipx).

5. DN with a noun-clause, e.g. Deut. 5, 22 (in the apodosis a perfect with 1'

U'dw apodosis), .Gen. 27, 46. Jud. 9, 15 (imperative in the apodosis); 11,9 (imper-

fect in the apodosis); 2 Sam. 12, 8 (cohortative in the apodosis); Hos. 12, 12;

especially if the subject of the conditional clause be a personal pronoun. In an

affirmative sentence this pronoun is often joined to &* ,
in a negative sentence to

pN (comp. on both, loo. o}, while the predicate (cf. 116. q} is represented

by a participle, usually expressing the future, e. g. Jud. 6, 36 sq.
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if thou -wilt serve, &c. ; Gen. 24, 49 D'fcfy DatPfDN if ye will deal, &c.; i Sam.

23, 23. In Gen. 24, 42 sq. the condition is expressed in a more humble form

by the addition of X3 . With fX Gen. 43, 5 n^B'O ^X-DXI but if thou wilt

not send, &c.; 20, 7 (with imperative in the apodosis); Ex. 8, 17. 9, 2 sq. i Sam.

19, II (all with a participle also in the apodosis). But K^ and ^X may also be

used after DX without a suffix; thus E^J
Gen. 23, 8. I Sam. 20, 8. 2 Ki. 9, 15,

and elsewhere, pX~DX (if it be not the case) Gen. 30, i. Ex. 32, 32. Jud. 9, 15.

2 Ki. 2, 10; comp. also f2~DX if it be so, Gen. 25, 22.

B. fn if, according to the common opinion originally identical with JH behold!

Probably, however, }H if, is a pure Aramaism, and since the Aramaic word never

has the meaning behold, it is at least improbable that it had originally any

connexion with fn or niin. Comp. Ex. 8, 22. Is. 54, 15. Jer. 3, i. 2 Chron. 7, 13.

But in Job 12, 14 and 23, 8 the meaning behold is to be preferred.

i. With perfect in the protasis and apodosis (comp. io6./), e.g. i Sam. 14, 30

"S\ D^n Din b?X bbX X=6 'S f]X how much more, if (he people had eaten

freely . . . ,
had there not been a great (

= much greater] slaughter? &c. ; Jud. 8,19;

}->X is used in the same sense as v in Est. 7, 4, comp. Eccles. 6, 6 (with a question

in the apodosis). With the perfect in protasis and apodosis after Xpv Gen. 31, 42.

43, 10. Jud. 14, 18. i Sam. 25, 34. 2 Sam. 2, 27. Is. 1,9. On the other hand,

in Deut. 32, 29 };> with a perfect is followed by an imperfect in the apodosis, if

they were wise, they would understand this; in Mic. 2, 1 1 by a perfect consecutive.

y 1. With imperfect after Xpv Deut. 32, 27, "flUX probably as the modus rei

repetitae, were it not that I ever and again feared, &c.
;
so also the imperfect after

},) with the apodosis suppressed, Gen. 50, 15 supposing thatJoseph should hate us ;

since, according to the context, the danger was real, the use of v here is strange ;

conversely in other cases, e.g. Ps. 73, 15. Job 9, 15 sq. 30, v would be more

natural than DX.

2 3 A noun-clause occurs after v 2 Sam. 18, 12. 2 Ki. 3, 14. Ps. 81, 14, all

with imperfect in the apodosis; Job 16,4 E* v, with cohortative in the apodosis.

D. *3 supposing that, if:

act i. '3 with perfect in the protasis, e. g.. Num. 5, 20 JVtpb' ^3 JlfcO but thou, if

thou hast gone astray, &c.; with a frequentative perfect consecutive in the apodosis,

Job 7, 13 sq. ;
with an imperfect consecutive, Job 22, 29.

bb 2. *3 with imperfect in the protasis, e.g. Ps. 23,4 TpX"^ D3 yea, though

I walk (have to walk) . . ., / will fear, no (XT'X'Xp) evil; 37, 24; Ex. 21, i

'31 "HZiy 13J? njlprHS if thou buy an Hebrew servant, six years shall he serve

(but in verses 3-5 a series of definite conditions with definite consequences is

introduced byDX; so also the ^ in verse 7 is followed in verses 8-n by the

special cases with DX ; cf. also verse 17 sqq.); comp. Gen. 4, 24. 24,41. Job 38, 5;

with a perfect consecutive in the apodosis, Gen. 32, i8sq. Ex. 18, 16; with a

noun-clause, Is. I, 15.

3. *3 with a noun-clause (and imperfect in the apodosis), 2 Sam. 19, 8.
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REMARKS.

1. In 2 Ki. 5, 13 the particle ^N (Masora *3K, probably in the sense of my CC

father) appears exceptionally for \) ; its meaning here is unquestionable, but its

origin is obscure. Comp. the exhaustive discussion of Delitzsch and Wetzstein

on Job 34, 36, where this ^2K appears to be used as a desiderative particle.

Sometimes when one case has been already discussed, another of the same

character is added by means of itf or, e.g. Ex. 21, 36 "S\ jni3 IX or (another

possible case) it is known thai, &c., i. e. but if it be known, &c., LXX iav St,

Vulg. sin autem ; comp. Lev. 4, 23. 28. 5, i. 25, 49. 2 Sam. 18, 13; with a

following imperfect, Ezek. 14, i?sq. On the hypothetical use of "IB'K (which

is interchangeable with ^3 in other senses also) Lev. 4, 22 (in verses 3 and 27 DK),
Deut. it, 27 (verse 28 DX), Jos. 4, 21, see the Lexicon.

2. The conditional sentence is frequently found in an abridged form, where the dd
suppressed clauses can be easily supplied from the context; comp. Gen. 13,9.

24, 49. i Sam. 2, 16 X;>~DJO and if not, equivalent to and if thou wilt not

give it to me, then I take it (perfect according to 106. ) by force ; comp.
i Sam. 6, 9. The use of Kfy alone in Jud. 6, 13 is peculiar, as also in 2 Ki. 10, 15

(where we should read with the LXX &*) tfliT lEfcOl) B*1 in the sense of
T ..

...
- ..y

if it be so; so in 2 Sam. 13, 26. 2 Ki. 5, 17 XT) alone is used in the sense

of if really . . . not, in each case with a following jussive equivalent to may there

at least, &c. (cf. 143. d}, In i Sam. 13, 13. Job 3, 13 the condition must be

supplied from the preceding clause to complete the sentence introduced by
nriy ^ (Job 31, 28 by ^3, 2 Ki. 13, 19 by TX). The apodosis also appears some-

times in an abridged form (e. g. Gen. 4, 24. Is. 43, 2) or is entirely suppressed,

e.g. Gen. 30, 27. 38, 17. 50, 15 (see letter y above), Ex. 32, 32. Ps. 27, 13. Job

38, 5, where properly "13n must be supplied with JHn ""S as in verses 4 and 18
;

cf. 167. a. In Ps. 8, 4, instead of the apodosis I exclaim which we should

expect, the exclamation itself follows.

3. The absolute certainty with which a result is to be expected, is frequently 66

emphasized by the insertion oP3 Is. 7, 9; TX ^3 2 Sam. 2, 27. 19, 7. Job n, 15;

or fifty l|3 now verily, Num. 22, 29. i Sam. 14, 30 after \), Gen. 31, 42. 43, 10

after vv>, JOD 8, ^ a&eT EX. On this corroborative ^3 comp. such passages as

Gen. 18, 20, &c., and 148. d.

4. Sometimes the force of a hypothetical particle extends beyond the apodosis ff
to a second conditional clause, as in the case of DX Prov. 9, 12. Job 10, 15. 16, 6.

22, 23, and ^ Is. 43, 2.

5. In Ex. 33, 20 a negative statement takes the place of a condition with a gg
negative consequence, for a man doth not see me and live, instead of for if a man

sees me, he does not live ; comp. the similar passages, Deut. 22, i. 4 thou shall

not see . .. and hide thyself, instead of if thou seest . . . thou shalt not hide thyself.

160. Concessive Clauses.

Besides the use of the imperative in the sense of a concession, a

meant either seriously (
no. a) or mockingly ( no./"), and of
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concessive circumstantial clauses ( 141. e, 142. d, and 156./),

concessive clauses may be introduced

(a) By a simple CN if: thus Job 9, 15 with perfect, if (
= though} I had been

in the right; Is. i, 18 and 10, 22 with imperfect in reference to a contingent event.

() By *3 D3 yea though, Is. I, 15 with imperfect; for which we find simply

D3 in Is. 49, 15 with imperfect, yea, though these may forget, yet . . . ; on the other

hand, with perfect, Jer. 36, 25. Ps. 95, 9. Neh. 6, i; finally D: ^3 even if, though,

Eccles. 4, 14.

(<:) By the preposition ~?y governing a complete noun-clause, as Job 16, 17

"333 DEIVN? 7y notwithstanding that no violence is in mine hands, or a verbal-

clause, Is. 53, 9. On "?JJ with the infinitive in a similar sense (equivalent to in

addition to the fact that = notwithstanding that), comp. 119! aa, note 2.

161. Comparative Clauses.

1. A comparison between two facts is sometimes established by

simply uniting them with wow copulative, especially in gnomic poetry,

when facts of a moral nature are compared with those of the physical

world, e. g. Job 5, 7 man is born unto trouble, and the sons offlame

fly upward, i.e. as the sparks by nature fly upward, so man, &c.;

Job 12, ii (in an interrogative form; in 34, 3 the same comparison

as a statement); more commonly in the opposite order, 14, n sq.

Prov. ifj 3. 25, 3. 26, 3. 9. 14. 27, 21, &C. 1 Even without the

connecting \ Job 24, 19 drought and heat consume the snow waters,

3KOn
isiKlp so doth SheSl those who have sinned (comp. 155. n);

comp. Jer. 17, n.

2. The conjunction "^3 (comp. 155. g ; the simple "^ occurs

in the same sense in Ex. 10, 6. 14, 13. 34, 18) as, quemadmodum,

is used as a comparative conjunction (Obad. 15), frequently with

J3 so, corresponding to it in the apodosis, Is. 31, 4. 52, 14 sq.

Sometimes, however, J3 (so also) occurs even after independent state-

ments, Is. 55, 9. Jer. 3, 20. Exact coincidence of two facts is

expressed in Eccles. 5, 15 by ? nsjTPS in all points as.

1 On this wdw adaequationis, and in general on \hesejigurative maxims of

comparison, see Delitzsch, Das Salomonische Spruchbuch, p. 9 sq. Moreover,

instead of entire clauses, the nouns alone (without predicates) are frequently

grouped together, e. g. Prov. 25, 12. 25 sq. (called by Delitzsch, the 'emblematic

Mashal '). The expressions DJJ 2C^n3 prop, to be counted with some one, Ps. 88, 5,

and DV PBTM to be likened with some one, Ps. 28, I. 143, 7, also arise from the

idea of comparison implied in grouping things together. On this use of DJJ cf.

Job 9, 26, where with is equivalent to like.
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Rem. On the use of 3 as, with single nouns or pronouns to introduce com- C

parisons, comp. 118. s; on the alleged use of 3 as a conjunction (equivalent to

"IK'S?), comp. 155. . It is to be further remarked that 33 when used in

correspondence with one another, as so (e. g. Lev. 7, 7. Is. 24, 2. Hos. 4, 9 ;

also so as, Gen. 18, 25. 44, 18; in Jos. 14, n. i Sam. 30, 24 3^ 3; Ps. 127, 4

J3 3, comp. Joel 2, 4), are not to be regarded as conjunctions, but as virtual

substantives with a following genitive; PPfT 133 D33 Num. 15, 15 properly means

the like ofyou shall be the like of the stranger, i. e. your duty shall be (also) the

stranger's duty ; cf. Lev. 24, 22.

162. Disjunctive Sentences.

The introduction of another possible case, excluding that which a

preceded, is effected by is or, e.g. Ex. 21, 36, equivalent to the

Latin vel; but also equivalent to aut with an exclusive antithesis,

2 Ki. 2, 16; so Is. 27, 5 to?= z'/ would then happen that, for which

elsewhere *? to*.

In the sense of * z>* we find to*
to*, or ON ON, or OKI ON

(see the examples in the Lexicon), also
\ \

Lev. 5, 3. Num. 9, 14.

Deut. 24, 7. Is. 2, 13 sqq. Jer. 32, 20. Ps. 76, 7. Job 34, 29, perhaps

also Ex. 21, 1 6 (but not Prov. 29, 9 ; comp. Delitzsch on the passage),

and p P (see 143. e); cf. also 03 03
(in Gen. 24, 44 03} 03)

both and; but N!> 03 *6 03
(in Gen. 21, 26 *6 D3V i6 D; Zech.

1, 18 1C 03 03) neither nor. On disjunctive questions, see 150. .

163. Adversative and Exceptive Clauses.

1. After negative sentences (especially after prohibitions) the a

antithesis (but) is introduced by ON <<3
t e.g. i Sam. 8, 19 and they

said, Nay, but we will have a king over us; Ps. i, 2 and elsewhere;

frequently also by ^ alone, e.g. Gen. 18, 15. 19, 2, or even simply

connected by },
Gen. 17,5, n$l as perfect consecutive; 42, 10;

cf. Ex. 5, 1 8.

Rem. Sometimes the negation is only virtually contained in the preceding sen- $

tence, e. g. in the form of a rhetorical question (Mic. 6, 3 sq.) or of conditions

which are to be regarded as not having been fulfilled (Job 31, 18);
l|3 or DN ^3

in such cases becomes equivalent to nay, rather.

2. Exceptive clauses, depending on another sentence, are introduced c

by
* D2K except that, and (again after negative sentences, see letter a

above) ON ^ 1
unless; especially

ON *3 with the perfect (equivalent

1
Very probably this use of DN "'S arises from the original meaning for if,

surely if (""3 in an affirmative sense); so evidently in Ex. 22, 22 as a forcible
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to unless previously) after imperfects which contain a declaration, e. g.

Gen. 32, 27 I will not lei thee go, except thou hast previously blessed me;

Lev. 22, 6. Is. 55, 10. 65, 6. Amos 3, 7. Ruth 3, 18. Finally, DX Vy3
unless. Amos 3, 4 (with perfect after a rhetorical question), or simply

"Tips Gen. 43, 3 with a noun-clause, except your brother be with you;

Is. 10, 4 after a rhetorical question, with a verbal-clause.

d Rem. The principal statement, to which DX ^3 appends an exception, must

sometimes be supplied from the context ; thus, Gen. 40, 14 (I desire nothing else)

except that thou remember me, equivalent to only do thou remember, &c. (comp.
106. n, note 2). Comp. Mic. 6, 8, where DN *3, equivalent to nothing but, is

used before an infinitive, and Job 42, 8, equivalent to only, before a noun.

164. Temporal Clauses.

a 1. The relations of time existing between two different actions

or events are frequently expressed without the aid of a conjunction

simply by juxtaposition :

(a) Actions or events are represented as wholly or in part simultaneous by connect-

ing a noun-clause with another noun-clause or verbal-clause introduced by 1 (or Hi HI
,

e.g. Gen. 7, 6 and Noah was six hundred years 0/tf (prop, a son of six hundred

years), HM ,fl3Sni and (i.e. -when} the flood was. This is especially the case

when the predicate of the noun-clause (frequently introduced by *liy still) is

expressed by an active participle, e.g. Job i, 16 sq. 'il K3 JIT) "O"ltp HT "liy

he was yet speaking, and there came another, &c.; see the numerous examples
in in. g and 116. u. Instead of a complete noun-clause there often occurs

a simple casus pendens after "v3 with a participial attribute in the sense of when-

ever any one . . . , e. g. i Sam. 2
,

1 3 '31 X2^ PI3 T PQT C*N"v3 whenever any man

offered sacrifice, then came, &c. ;
2 Sam. 2, 23 and elsewhere; see the examples

(in which the second member is generally introduced by wdw apoJosis) in 1 16. w.

b (b} Sequence is expressed by the juxtaposition (i) of two imperfects consecutive,

e.g. Gen. 24, 19 "IDXfll inpB>np 73J11 and when she had done giving him drink,

she said, &c.; 28, 8 sq. 29, 31. 30, 9. 32, 26, &c.; comp. in. d; (2) of a

noun-clause with a passive participle as predicate, and a verbal-clause attached

by \, e.g. Gen. 38, 25; comp. 116. v ; in Gen. 49, 29 an imperative follows

without 1 ; (3) of two perfects (frequently with the secondary idea of rapid succes-

sion 1 of the two actions or events in past time), e.g. Gen. 19, 23 , , , NV S
L'

resumption of the preceding DN. Thus, e.g. Jud. 15, 7 is simply surely when
I have been avenged ofyou, after that I will cease, equivalent to, I will not cease,

until I have, &c. \Vhen the exception follows, an ellipse must be assumed, e. g.

Rath 3, 18 surely (or for) when he has finished it (then the man will restX It is

far less natural to assume such an ellipse with DN '3 but (before entire clauses

as before single nouns) ; see letter a above.
' This secondary idea is implied here by the mere co-ordination of two independent

tvrte/-clauses, just as the idea of simultaneous occuirence (according to 116. u,
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f
y\ K3 Dvl the sun was just risen . . ., and Lot came, &c., comp. i Sam. 9, 5.

2 Sam. 2, 24; Gen. 44, 3 sq. Jud. 3, 24. 15, 14. 20, 39 sq. In all these examples the

subject follows immediately after the connective Wdw, and then the (simple)

perfect. On the other hand, (4) a perfect consecutive follows another perfect

consecutive to express the contingent succession of future actions, e. g. Gen. 44, 4

Dnbs PHON"! DrD&n 1

) and when thou dost overtake them (as soon as thou shalt

have overtaken), thou shalt say unto them. Naturally, examples of this kind are very

closely related to conditional sentences ; see, therefore, the examples in \\i.kk

and 159.^. On the connexion of an imperfect consecutive or a perfect with

detached expressions of time (as equivalent to complete clauses), cf. in. b ;

on the imperfect consecutive after 'nyi and a statement of time, cf. \ii.g; on

the perfect consecutive following a detached statement of time, as in Ex. 16, 6,

cf. 1 1 2. oo. In i Sam. 29, 10 an imperative with 1 follows the perfect consecutive.

(5) The fact that one action or event has not yet taken place on the occurrence C

of another, is expressed by D^C (an adverb, not a conjunction) with the imperfect

(according to 107. c). The apodosis, which may consist of a subject and perfect

or even of a noun-clause (Gen. 24, 15 '), is then connected by \ (or PISHI) as in the

examples above, under no. 3, e.g. Gen. 19, 4 (comp. Jos. 2, 8)
I|5J'3S1 W2K' 11

D^ltD

'31 ^3D3 ... . "Vyn they had not yet lain down, and (= when) the men of the

city . . . compassed, &c. ; Gen. 24, 25.

2. Conjunctions used to introduce temporal clauses are *? and "I5W 2 d
when

(""I
with the imperfect also= as often as, Ps. 8, 4); less frequently

DX S

(joined with a perfect), e.g. Gen. 38, 9. Num. 21, 9. Jud. 6, 3.

Ps. 41, 7. 94, 1 8, comp. also Is. 24, 13 = quotiescunque ; also in the

same sense with an imperfect, Num. 36, 4 ;
with a perfect equivalent

to the futurum exactum, Is. 4, 4. Other conjunctions of time are the

compounds i>3 when, Gen. 19, 15; ~>^3 when, after that; "^N~iy,

"any until (also the simple ~"iy, e.g. Gen. 38, n. Jos. 2, 22. i Sam.

i, 22 [with the imperfect = only when, as in 2 Sam. 10, 5]; 2, 5 and
\ \

elsewhere
; especially in the formula v "T'NB'n Winy until there was

none left remaining to him, Num. 21, 35. Deut. 3, 3. Jos. 8, 22. 1 1, 8
;

but i Sam. 14, 19 while, as long as); &O "IB'K iy before that, Eccles.

12, i. 2. 6 with an imperfect, as in Prov. 8, 26 *iy with a perfect;

ON nete-ny until the time when; l^-nnx (for wnich in Ezek.

note i) is implied in -the co-ordination of a noun-clause with another clause.

In Gen. 27, 30 the immediate succession is especially emphasized by T]X and the

infinitive absolute, Jacob was yet scarce gone out . . . then Esau his brother came ;

in Ps. 48, 6 by |3 and the addition of two more perfects without \ .

1 On the perfect in the protasis, which is critically doubtful, comp. 107. c.

1 On TJ'N as an original demonstrative, cf. 138.0; hence 2^3
Tffrpiy

is properly up to that (moment) we shall return.

*
Analogous to the frequent use of wenn [prop. if\ for wann \_when\ in German.

M m
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40, i "WPSpro?; Lev. 25, 48. i Sam. 5, 9 simply *?!)*?; Lev. 14, 43.

Jer. 41, 16. Job 42, 7 simply "10$) <?/"/<?r Ma// W? (prop. r Ma/

//>*/ the dependent clause is attached to it in the same way as the

attributive clause to the demonstrative "^ 138. e) since, Gen. 39, 5 ;

07.92 (and simply OTVO 107. c) before; npne (for
"ffite npnp) ^r*,

Ps. 129, 6.

Rem. i . With regard to the tenses used with the above conjunctions, the rules

are practically the same as those given in 158. d for causal clauses. The

perfect indicates actions completed in the past or future (in the former case

corresponding to the Latin pluperfect, io6./, and in the latter to the Latin

futurum exactum, 106. o), the imperfect denotes actions occurring contingently

in the future. On D^B, Dlt?3, arjd ^J? with tne imperfect as a tempus historicum,

comp. 107. c.

f 2. Clauses introduced by 1JJ, ^3~iy, or IC'N'iy, sometimes express a limit

which is not absolute (terminating the preceding action), but only relative, beyond

which the action or condition described in the principal clause still continues ;

thus, *1JJ
with the imperfect, Ps. no, i

; *3~ny with the perfect, Gen. 26, 13;

nB>K~*iy with the perfect, Gen. 28, 15 ; with the imperfect, Ps. 112, 8. Like the

Arab. J^. IV may even introduce a main clause; e.g. Ex. 15, 16 "UlT~"iy
L5

~:r
~

prop, no doubt= thus it came to this they passed over, i. e. so they passed over,

a- 3. The infinitive construct governed by a preposition ( 114. d, e} is very

frequently used as the equivalent of a temporal clause ; the infinitive with 3 may

usually be rendered in English by when, as, or whilst ; the infinitive with 3 by

when, as soon as (in Prov. 10, 25 followed by a noun-clause introduced by wdw

apodosis), or, when referring to the future, by if; the infinitive after }O by since.

According to m.g such statements of time are generally preceded by *rM

and the apodosis follows in the imperfect consecutive; hence in i Sam. 17, 55

(cf. Driver on the passage) nitO^I with a simple perfect following, is unusual.

On the continuation of these infinitival constructions by means of the perfect

consecutive, comp. 112. v, and in general, 114. r. With the participle 3

appears to be used as the equivalent of a conjunction in 3%EhD3 as he drew back,

Gen. 38, 29 (unless we should read 3^n3), and in DPnbS when it budded, 40, 10.

165. Final Clauses'1 .

a 1. Like most of the dependent clauses hitherto treated, the final

clause may also be joined by a simple wow copulative to the main

clause, unless the final clause is directly subordinated to the

governing verb.

Examples of the connexion : (a) of a final imperfect (or jussive !) with a perfect

by means of 1, Lam. I, 19, see 107. q; with an interrogative sentence, 2 Sam.

1

Comp. H. G. T. Mitchell, Final Constructions of Biblical Hebrew, Leipzig,

1879.
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9> * 3- Job 38, 24; with an optative, Ps. 51, 9; (#) of a cohortative with an

imperative by 1, Gen. 29, 21. i Sam. 15, 16, or a jussive, Neh. 2, 5 ( 108. d) ;

(7) of a jussive with an imperative by I, Ex. 9, i. 2 Sam. 16, n. i Ki. 5, 20. Ps.

59, 14. 86, 17; with a jussive, Job 21, 19, or cohortative, 109. /, ^ (comp. also

2 Sam. 24, 21 the infinitive with p, Jon. I, II HID with the ist plur. imperf., and

2 Chron. 29, 10 "'IDp'Dy, which are equivalent to cohortatives) ; (5) of an impera-

tive with a jussive, cohortative, or interrogative sentence by 1, no. *"; () of a

perfect consecutive after another perfect consecutive, Lev. 14, 36; after an imper-

fect, iia. m and/; similarly after a jussive, na. q; after an imperative,

H2. r. On negative final clauses joined by K?} to the imperfect (so Ex. 28, 43.

30, 20
; and 2 Sam. 13, 25 after WvS with a jussive in the main clause) see the

Rem. on 109. g. In Ex. 28, 32. 39, 23 the negative final clause is simply con-

nected by K} . On the use of an historical statement after verbs of commanding,
where we should expect a final clause (e.g. Neh. 13, 9 then I commanded, and

they cleansed, equivalent to that they should cleanse, and they cleansed ; in Job 9, 7

a negative final clause is connected in this way by &O1), comp. 120. f.

For examples of the direct subordination of the final imperfect (without 1) see

120. c,

2. Final conjunctions are "IB?** fypp f the end that; also simply b

Gen. 12, 13. 27, 25. Ex. 4, 5. Ps. 51, 6 and elsewhere; "iBte "fl3SD

prop, for the purpose that, Gen. 27, 10, and simply ">^3 Gen. 27, 4.

Ex. 9, 14. 20, 20; also the simple ^&$ l Deut. 4, 10.40. 6, 3. 32, 46.

Jos. 3, 7. Neh. 8, 14 sq. ; negatively, *O *^N Gen. n, 7. 24, 3.

i Ki. 22, 16; or & Eccles. 3, 14; also negatively, N?^ ni^vy

for the matter {purpose) that . . . not, Eccles. 7, 14 ; ^P?^ with imperfect,

Ex. 20, 20. 2 Sam. 14, 14 that . . . not. Quite exceptional is the use

of "IP (if the text be right) in Deut. 33, n pWp^fp, with the imperfect,

equivalent to that - not [in prose,

Rem. All the conjunctions here mentioned are naturally always used with the C

imperfect, see 107. q (on Jos. 4, 24, see 74. g). On the negative conjunctions

PS and |S that not, lest, see i52./and w. On the infinitive with
j)

2
(also fyipb

Gen. 18, 19. 37, 22 and elsewhere) as the equivalent of a final clause (Gen. u, 5.

28, 4, &c.), see 114.f, h, p. On the continuation of such infinitival constructions

by means of the finite verb, see 114. r. On the negation of the final infinitive

by "'Fillip, 114. s. On the preposition fjp
with a substantive or infinitive as the

equivalent of a negative final clause (Gen. 31, 29. i Sam. 15, 23, &c.), see 119. x

1 In Ezek. 36, 27 a final clause is introduced by HtJ'X DN, thus at the same time

taking the form of an object-clause.

2 On p as a supposed conjunction (equivalent to the Arabic It) I Ki. 6, 19, see

66. *.

:

M m 2
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166. Consecutive Clauses.

a 1. Consecutive clauses are added by means of simple wow copulative

with the jussive
x
, especially after negative and interrogative sentences,

e.g. Num. 23, 19 Dnjrn D"lirjM M'J btf tf*N *6 GW o/ a man,

that he should lie, and (i.e. neither) the son of man, that he should

repent; Is. 53, 2 'nTOrui
; Hos. 14, 10 DJTm jtaJ nW |3M D3H >p

z#^0 is wise, that he may understand these things ? prudent, that he may
know them? In Gen. 16, 10 a negative consecutive clause comes

after a cohortative, and in Ex. 10, 5 after a perfect consecutive. On
the other hand, in Job 9, 32. 33 the jussive in the sense of a con-

secutive clause is attached without Wdw to the preceding negative

sentence (in verse 32 a second jussive follows, likewise without Wdw,

for he is not a man, as I am, that I should answer him, that we should

come together injudgement]. On the imperfect consecutive as expressing

a logical, consequence, see in. I; on the perfect consecutive as a

consecutive clause after a participle, see 112. n.

b 2. Conjunctions introducing consecutive clauses are again (see

157. c, note 2) '? and 1^=^ that; especially again after interro-

gative sentences, according to 107. u; comp. Num. 16, n, '3 with

the imperfect, that ye murmur; on the other hand, in Gen. 20, 10

with the perfect in reference to an action already completed. On
"i&W with the imperfect (or jussive) equivalent to so that, comp. further

Gen. 13, 1 6. 22, 14; with perfect and imperfect, i Ki. 3, 12 sq.,

with the demonstrative force clearly discernible, depending on J? ;

on IO "it?K = ut non, comp. Deut. 28, 35. i Ki. 3, 8. .2 Ki. 9, 37.

On JO with a substantive or infinitive as the equivalent of a consecutive clause,

see U9-.y.

167. Aposiopesis, Anacoluthon, Involved Series of Sentences.

n 1. Aposiopesis is the concealment or suppression of entire sentences

or clauses, which are of themselves' necessary to complete the sense 2
,

and therefore must be supplied from the context. This is especially

1 That such examples as 3jD^ are to be regarded as jussive, is probable from the

analogy of Hos. 14, 10 and Job 9, 33.
1 On the other hand, those cases are not to be regarded as examples of aposio-

pesis, in which the answer, being closely connected with the question, is given

simply in the infinitive with p; comp. 147. a, note i.
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frequent after conditional clauses ; besides the examples already given

in 159. dd, cf. also Ex. 32, 32 (the LXX and Samaritan supply *fy);

Num. 5, 20. Jud. 9, 1 6 (in verse 19, after a long parenthesis, an

imperative follows as the apodosis to this conditional clause); i Sam.

12, 14 sq. 2 Sam. 5, 8 (where indeed the text is probably very corrupt;

comp. the addition 'in i Chron. n, 6); 2 Sam. 23, 17. Ps. 27, 13.

i Chron. 4, 10. For other examples of various kinds, see n?./,

and especially 147. On Gen. 3, 22, comp. 152. w at the end.

2. Anacoluthon is the change from a construction which has b

been already begun to one of a different kind. It is found

especially after long parentheses, because the speaker has either

lost sight of the beginning of his sentence, or for the sake of clearness

purposely makes a new beginning; thus Gen. 20, 13. 31, 52 and

Ezek. 34, io (comp. 149 at the end); Num. 14, 21 sqq. 32, 20 sqq.

Deut. 17, 2 sqq. 24, i sqq. 29, 21 sqq. Jud. 10, n (where, after

a series of intermediate sentences, the predicate / saved you is sup-

pressed); perhaps also Is. 66, 18 (comp., however, Delitzsch on the

passage, which is certainly corrupt)
1
. On Gen. 23, 13 (fi with the

imperative), see no. e.

3. We may mention as instructive examples of involved series of C

sentences Gen. 24, 14 and 42 sqq., and Gen. 28, 6 sqq.

1 On the other hand, from the Semitic point of view the various kinds of

compound sentences are not to be regarded as instances of anacoluthon, e. g. Gen.

17, 14. 17, nor even Gen. 31, 40 (comp. 143).



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

P. 19, note 2, line 9, after
' ZDMG. 1895, I sqq.' add 'and 335 sqq.'

5. k
} compare Dalman, Aramdische Grammatik, p. 99, note I, and especially

Kb'nig, Lehrgebaude, ii. 230 sqq.

9. e, line 5, omit 2.

10. gy last line, y^r n3"12n read ri3"12n ('llin on p. 64, line 2, is a various
T T ; | T T ; p '

; -|

reading).

15. ,
add '

J. M. Japhet, Die Accente der heiligen Schrift, Frankfurt, 1896.'

28. a, line 11, for
l

ufyehudd'
1

read 'vfy'hAddS

45. b, line 4, read '

according to 840. e, goes back to the ground-form qutiil.'

45- >
I"16 7> fl/kf

'

(Baer $33p)
'

</</
'

in 2 Chron. 34, 10 Baer and Ginsburg

read pilllb.'

49. e, line 8, omit 28, 15.

49. /, line 5, o/?*r
'
2 Sam. 15, 33

' add '
but Baer and Ginsburg read rvni.'

51. m, }&O3ri Amos 2, 10 (for ^K33Jjl) should also have been mentioned.

55. c, line 2 ; 55. d, line 9 ; 55. /, line 2
; 66. e, line 6 ; 67. e, line 3,

for !"y r<rc</ V'V.

58. ^, line 5, after
'

Deut.' <wtf
'

6, 17
:]J5f.'

62, line 8, read '

64. e.'

63. *, line 2 end, ra?</ '
letter q

'

; in line 6, raz*/
'

67. .'

P. 234, line i, after
' Ps. 1 1 8, 14' read ' but this is probably for,' &c.

90. d, line 2, razrf HD'OnC
T -.fr.r'

P. 285, line i, *ra</ 'plur. rnnatO.'

P. 289, under D^flDpT ra<f ' a double piece of richly woven stuff.'

P. 296, under D^D 3rd plur. masc. read

P. 308, line 5, for M3H



THE PARADIGMS.

IN the paradigms of the verbs, those forms which are to be

especially noticed by the beginner are marked throughout by an

asterisk as model forms. Thus e. g. in the strong verb the 3rd sing,

fem. ^vPij*
is the model for ^9ij>, which likewise has only a vocalic

afformative, and JJi|>Bj3 is the model for $\>, ^(?i? and ^Bj?, which

in the same way have a toneless afformative beginning with

a consonant. On the other hand, the forms OwE? and i^P^i?, where

the affix beginning with a consonant has the tone, stand by them-

selves. In the table of the pronouns the asterisk has a different

meaning; see the foot-note there. The bracketed forms (from

Paradigm G onwards) are merely analogous formations not occurring

in the Old Testament.
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Nominative of the Pronoun,

or Pronomen separatum.

Sing, i . comm. ^iX ,
in pause

<3X, in pause *& I.

m. nri ^N), in pause

nnx
T T

/ fl
("flX)

ni, X^n ^^.

. i. cotnm. ^H^X (yn3)

^ jrix, njnx

<

i. DH }
iron'

I/ nan

A. The Personal

Accusative of the Pronoun,

A.

Simple form.

; I-,-, in pause ^-^1,

\3 _1 V-l

(Dn),D; D_,

(D.1), \0^.

09), r;?-T-,/^

(eos).



The Personal Pronoun. 537

Pronoun !
.

or Suffixum Verbi,

B.

Withntfn energicum.

not found.

^? (see 58.*)

these forms are

not found.

Genitive of the Pronoun, or Suffixum Nominis

(Pron. possessivutn).

A.

Attached to a sing,

noun.

"'__ my (prop. gen.

met).

TJ ^ >
*n

) *hy

pause S-T- f (pr P-

iWcwJ /**).

VI, 1; V^,t (ri)
hi*

(eius and suus).

;^; i

DD; D3_
v v :

P ; P'v ' 'v^^
your.

\- their.

ra, f-r-J

B.

Attached to a noun

plur. or dual.

*_ my.

'thy.

your.

1 Forms with an asterisk are exclusively poetic, those in parentheses are rare.
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Qal.

B. Strong

Niph'al. Pfel.

Per/. Sing. 3.

2. m.

i. c.

Plur. q. c.

2. m.

nna*

rnaa*

"?3
Drms*

In/.

Inf. absol.

Imp. Sing. 2. m. Pbp *

Plur. 2. m.

2.f.

naa

Impf. Sing. 3. m.

2. m.

1. c.

Plur. 3. m.

2. m.

i. f. njbbpn

I. C. 1333

Shortened Impf. (Jussive).

Part. act.

pass.



Strong Verb. 539

Verb.

Pu'al. HipKil HopKal Hithpa'el.

nbepn* nbtsprin*

inbtspnn

wanting. wanting.

wanting. wanting.

^BP

^ in*
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C. Strong Verb

Suffixes i Sing. 2 Sing. m. 2 Sing.f. 3 Sing. m.

Per/. Qal 3. m.

2. m.

1. r.

Plur. 3. c.

2. m.

i. c.

(^ ^ana)
Inf. Qal

Imp. Qal 2. ^Di?

(from an Interf. in a ''inbB')\ j ^ **"T;/

Impf. Qal 3. m.

3- m - i< i<

3p nep
.

3. m.



Strong Verb with Suffixes,

with S^lffixes,

3 Sing.f. i Plur. 2 Plur. m. z Plur.f. 3 Plur. m. 3 Plur.f.

wanting, wanting.

B^tei? wanting.

wanting,

wanting,

wanting. OWBp

wanting, wanting,

wanting. ^VipBp wanting. wanting.

wanting. E^pt3p wanting.

wanting.

3p^P^ wanting. ^.?^i?? wanting

JWBp? wanting. Dvop" wanting

wanting.- wanting.
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D. Verbs primae gutturalis.

Qal. NipKaL HipHil. Hoph'al.

Perf. Sing. 3. m.

3-/
2. m.

2. f.

1. C.

Plur. 3. c.

2. m.

mcy: *
T : \ iv

rnibyiT :
- f-rr

JrHPJW

nn?yn*

rn'pyn

J?"]9S!

npyn*

moyn*
T : T IT

moyn
T :

~
T: 'T

vnpyn.

!|

""?^

crinpy/

"Wi
D^IP^. D^IPy.i!!

jrnoyn1 v :
-

'-.{:

orn.pyn

}rn
:
py

;

n

Inf.

Inf. absol.

nbjj*

nio^

npyn ~r

npjjn* noyn*

Imp. Sing. m.

Plur. m.

-iby
:

*
Piq*

npy "pin

nod
npyn

nioyn
: IT"

wanting.

nnpyn nanejfn

Impf.Sing. 3. w.

3-/
2. W.

a./ 'TDyn*
<I

P.}C
I

^
:|

1. r.

P/r. 3. m.

$./. njnby.ri n:p|nr)

2. ZH. vioyri ^pinn
! l~ : v iv

2. f. njn^yn njipTnA

i. r.

ncyn

Tpy.n
^<_^

T^TDy^*!

nnsyx

^npyn

n?l^V" T : --:r

^0i>-

Shortened Impf. (Jussive}.

Par/. act.

pass. nicy



Verbs mediae gutturalis.

E. Verbs mediae gutturalis.

543

Qal. Niph'al. Pfel. Pu'al. Hithpa'el.

Perf. Sing. 3. m.

2. m.

a./
1. C.

Plur. 3. c.

2. m.

i. c.

7J13*

naia
T :(

roi3

1)13

nans naisnn
T :

- T -T :

BOnB'3 0313

^nan'3 TisTsnn

QMBnB'3
v :

-
:

crtsisnn

133-13 anann

Inf.

Inf. absoL Bine* ., wanting.
ipa

/w/>. 6"/^. w.

/*/r. OT.

1 -:r ~:IT ' "
: 'T

wanting.

H3313*

"anann]

Impf. Sing. 3. m.

2. m.

2.f.

1. C.

Plur. 3. m.

2. m.

2.f.

I. C.

TJ13

-:IT -: |i :

nssnan

1313T1

BHB'J 71133

Impf. with Suff.

Part. act.

pass.

BPIB'

I-13D*
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F. Verbs

Qal. Niph'al. Pi"el.

Perf. Sing. 3. m.

2. m.

2.f.

1. C.

Plur. 3. c.

2. m.

2.f.

I. C.

Inf.

Inf. absol. DvB> HW3 nW?

Imp. Sing. m.

Plur. m.

/

Impf. Sing. 3. m.

2. m.

1. c.

Plur. 3. 02.

2. W.

2./ njr

i. r. i

Shortened Impf. (fusswe).

Impf. with Suff.

pass.



Verbs tertiae gutturalis. 545

tertiae gutturalis.

Pu'al. HipVtl. HopKal. Hithpa'el.

nnh?

nnn

n&n

nr6Vn
T :- : T

r*

wanting. wanting.

rur^Vn

inWn

n^n^Vn

N n



546 Paradigms.

G. Verbs mediae geminatae



Verbs mediae geminatae or double y. 547

or double y.

HipKiL



548 Paradigms.

H. Verbs fa.

Qal. Niph'al. Hiph'il. Hoph'al.

Per/. Sing. 3. m.

2. m.

2./.

1. C.

Plur. 3. c.

2. m.

2./.

I. C.

regular.
1P33

ri^jn

n^sn

Bfen*

/V#r. m.

f.

wanting.

Imp/. Sing. 3-m,

2. 77Z.

1. c.

Plur. 3. m. *&y vS?

3. f. n3e3n nabsn

2. m. iK'an ibsn

2 . / [n3^3n naban]

tran

regular.

^33

Shortened Imp/. (Jussive].

Part. act.

pass.

^33*



Weak Verbs, K"B. 549

7. Weak Verbs, x"a.

Qal. Niph'al. Hiph'tl. HopKal.

Per/. fe few*

Like Verbs primae gutturalis.

Inf. fe*$, feg* fen ^3Np fesn

//! afoo/. 'toN fe^H wanting, wanting.

Imp. Sing. m. fe* fen

y: 'pax &c. &c. wanting.

Plur. m.

/

Impf. Sing. 3. w. fe s*
(in pause fe^.* ^3;* fex;

3 . y: fexn fe^^) &c . &c. &c.

z. m. fen

2 /. 'fexn^. j .
,

i. r. fex*

.P/r. 3. i.

2.

few

Impf. with Waw

consec.

Par/. 0f/. fe fe??i

/>aw.
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K.



(for I"D).

Verbs properly >"a.

L.

55 1

properly ''"a.

HipKtL Hoph'al Qal. HipKil.

rnenn

rnBnn

croann BR30V1
v :

-
i

regular.

3***

rog'n

atinn*

[naaenn]

wanting.

ruaovi

3*

[3*9*2

3SI3
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Qal.

Per/. Sing. 3. m.

2. m.

1. c.

Plur. 3. c .

2. m.

npi?*

np*

nnp*

nnp*

[np]

VID

DP1P]

NipKal.

Dip3*

npipV

M. Weak

HipKil.

niwpn

Drrfopa Dnio^pnv \ : v r
r- :

Dip*

Dipn*

D'ipn*

Imp. Sing. m.

. m.

1. r.

/>/r. 3. m.

2. m.

i. f.

Dip*
<

ap

nrwpn

nipn

Vi??

/iw^/I Sing. 3. m.



Verbs,

Weak Verbs, >"y.

N. Weak

553

HopKal. PClei. Pu'lal. Qal NipKaL

[vnpjan

IBWI

ftapn

ncrip DDip

riopip nopip

[nopip] p?D$P]

nppip

[uppip

IT

rai*

[^3|]

See

Verbs W.

DDip rr

wanting.

DgV

DEW]

pV

njpjhn]

npipn

Dpipn opipn

moplpn ruopipn

njopipn

[Dpip3

W

D^ID* ooipo
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Qal.

Per/. Sing. 3. m. KifD*

2. m.

1. c.

Plur. 3. c.

2. m.

i. f.

nxo nsbo

O. Weak

M>*'a/. /YV/.

KVD3 KiTD

DTIKSO

/^
7;//^ absol.

N'SO NSGTI

Imp. Sing. m.

Plur. m.

Imp/. Sing. 3. m.

2. ^.

i. f.

P/^r. 3. w.

2. m.

I. C. NYD3

ruwren*
T V T

Shortened Imp/. (Jussive).

Imp/, with Suff.

/'ar/. or/.

pass.

tab Nyt23 SITED



Verbs,

Weak Verbs, *"h. 555

Pu'al. HipKtl. Hoph'al. Hithpa'el.

KXQ]

nNJTO

K^SDPI

nsvon*
T 5

nmtonn

[nssrann

DHNlfD
v .

wanting. wanting.
wanting.

wanting.

wren

wanting.

xxpnn]

KID?] SSQR

: x :

N*BK

W3
: x s

naoDn*
T v x :

nasircn
T v x ;

FNSD3
L T x:

PUJOtSFI*
T v :

-

ttoxon

KSD3
T IX

K3H3O
T 1 X



556 Paradigms.

P.



Verbs, n"i>.

Weak Verbs, n"i>. 557

Pu'al. Hiph'il. HopKal. Hithpa'el.

rta*
T X

n^K*
n^a*

nban

wbln

r6an*
T : T

nnban*
[nri;>ann]

onann

rf^n<

nban

wanting.

r v .

pte

nban

na^'an^

^an

nSaa

bann
[n^ann]

wanting.

nte*





INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

The numbers refer to the pages, except where otherwise indicated. N. = note.

A-sounds, 38 sq., 42 sq.

Abbreviations, 28.

Absolute cases, 482 N. 3.

Abstract for concrete, 236 : expressed by
the feminine, 412 sq. : by the plural,

417: with the article, 427.
Accents, 18 : names and laws of, 56 sqq. :

of the poetical books, 59 sq.
Accusative indicated by the termination

n__, 260 sqq.: by JIN, 379 sqq.:

use of, 379 sqq.: accusative of the

object, 379 sqq.: double accus., 388

sqq. : accus. of the product or result,

389 sqq. : looser subordination to the

verb, 391 sqq. : accus. of place, 391 sq. ;

of time, 392 sq. ; of cause, 393: ad-

verbial, 393 sqq. : accus. after a passive

verb, 408.

Adjectives expressing condition, 393 :

periphrases for, 437 sq., 462,475 sq. :

with the article, 429 : in connexion
with the substantive, 448 sqq. : as

predicate in a noun-clause, 490 sq.

Adverbs, 305 : expressed by the verb,

366 N. 3, 406 sq. : with suffixes,

307 sq.

Adversative clauses, 527.
Afformatives of the imperfect, 127 sqq. :

of the noun, 245 sqq.

Agreement of members of a sentence in

gender and number, 486 sqq.

Alphabet, old Hebrew, 12, 23 sqq.:

origin of, 26 sq.

Alphabetic poems, 27.

Anacoluthon, 533.

Answers, affirmative, 501 : negative,

5i, 504.

Aphaeresis, 67 sq., 178 sqq., 194 sq.

Apocope, 68 : in verbs H"?, 222.

Aposiopesis, 532 sq.

Apposition, 433, 443 sqq. : in the wider

sense, 447.
Arabic language and Arabisms, 2, 7sq.,-

78, 80, 112, J2i sq., 128.

Aramaic language and Aramaisms, 2, 7,

14-16, 80 sq., 102 sq., 122, 128 N.

2 and 3 : Pi'el, 143 : Nun epenthe-
ticum, 162; Aramaic forms of verbs

V'y, 183 sq.; of verbs V'J?, 205; of

verbs iY'b, 224: Aramaic termination

of the fern., 233 sq. ;
of the plural, 252.

Archaisms, supposed, in the Pentateuch,

13-

Article, no sqq.: syntax of, 424 sqq.:
with demonstrative force, 424 : de-

termining the class, 426 sq. : in com-

parisons, 427 : with the attribute, 429 :

used as a relative, 469 sq.

Ashdod, language of, 17.

Aspirates, 31 sq., 54, 73 sq.

Asseverations, 497.
Assimilation, 67, 153,i8osq. : of 1 and \

200 sq. :
<

Riickwarts-Assimilation,'63.

Assyrian language, 2 N. i, 3.

Asyndeton, see Construction.

Attribute, its determination, 429 sqq. :

its connexion with the substantive,

448 sqq.

Attributive ideas expressed by *K
? ~J3 ;

bV2, 437 sq. ; by the genitive, 462 ;

by a substantive, 475 sq. : negative,

expressed by a noun-clause, 507.

Babylonian punctuation, 40 N. i.

Be
gadk

e
phath, 19, 31, 53, 73 sqq.

Canaanitish glosses in the cuneiform
tablets of Tell el-Amarna, n N. 2.

Cardinal numbers, 298 sqq.
Case-terminations, remains of, 259 sqq.
Cases absolute, 482 N. 2 : instrumental,

486 N. i.

Casus pendens, 378, 482, 521.
Causal clauses, 322, 352 sq., 518 sq.

Chaldee, incorrect use of the term, 2.

Changes of consonants, 66 sqq.
Chiasmus in the arrangement of words



56o Index of Subjects.

in parallel members ofa verse, 368 N.,

480 N. i.

Circumstantial clauses, 474 sq., 515 sqq.:

noun-clauses, 515 sq.: verbal, 479,

516 sq.

Citation, formulae of, 499.

Cohortative, 131 sqq., 331 sqq.

Coins, Hebrew, 10.

Collectives, 414, 415 sqq.; their syntax,

487 : with the plural of the attribute,

449 sq. : with the plural of the pre-

dicate, 487.
Common gender, 410.

Comparatio decurtata, 394 N. i, 452 N. I.

Comparative, expression of, 450 sqq.

Comparative clauses, 526 sq.

Compensatory lengthening, 83, 89.

Composition of words, 104, 235, 503
N. i; of particles, 305.

Compound ideas in the plural, 420 sq. :

with the article, 432 sq. : with suffixes,

462. ,

Compounds formed by &O with a sub-

stantive or adjective, 503 N. i.

Concessive clauses, 525 sq.

Condition, adjectives expressing, 393.
Conditional sentences, 331, 336, 351 sq.,

519 sqq.

Conjugations, or verba denvativa, 115

sqq. : number and arrangement of,

117 sq., 139 sqq. : the less common
conjugations, 155 sqq.

Conjunctions, 316 sqq.
Consecutio temporum, 135, 344 sq.

Consecutive clauses, 331, 531.

Consonants, 23 sqq. : changes of, 66 sqq. :

pronunciation and division of, 28 sqq. :

transcription of their names, 26 N. 2 :

' weak '

consonants, 33 : softening of,

69.
Constructio ad sensnm, 487 : asynde-

tos, 406, 501 N. i (a): praegnans,

401 sqq.
Contraction of vowels, 33 sq. ;

of con-

sonants, 69 sq.
Co-ordination of verbal ideas instead of

subordination, 405 sq.

Copula, see \Vaw copulativum : verbal,
how expressed, 476 sq.

Cuneiform inscriptions, Assyro-Baby-
lonian, 2 sq., 6 N. i, 7 N. I.

Dages forte, 53 sq., 67 : orthophonicum,
54 : necessarium, compensativum,
characteristicum, euphonicum, 69 :

conjunctivum, 70: dirimens, 71 sq.:

afTectuosum, firmativum. 72 : implici-
ttiin, 75 sq. : omission of, 73 sq. ; in

the gutturals, 75; inl, 78; in verbs

y"y, 189 sq.

Dages lene, 53, 54, 73 sq.

Dative, 400.
Dativus commodi (and ethicus), 400 :

expressed by a suffix, 387.
Desiderative sentences, 501 sqq.
Determination of nouns, 421 sqq.: omis-

sion of, 384 eq., 429 sq. : determination
of proper names, 422 sq. : determina-
tion by the article, 424 sqq. : by a fol-

lowing determinate genitive, 431 sqq. :

determination of numerals, 456 sq.

Diminutives, 250 N. i.

Diphthongs, 33, 44 sq., 81 sqq.
Distributive numerals, 458.

Doubling (or sharpening) of consonants,

53 sq., 67 sqq.: in gutturals, 75 sqq.:
virtual doubling, 76 : serves to intensify
the idea of the stem, 144: virtual

doubling of N, 175 sq. : omission of

the doubling in verbs ]}"]}, 183 sq.,

189 sq.

Dual, 255 sqq. : with the plural of the

attribute, 449 ; of the predicate, 489 :

in the numerals, 302, 458.

E-sounds, 33 sq., 38, 44 sq.

Elative, 246, 450 N. 3.

Ellipse of the pronominal object, 382 :

other cases of ellipse (real or appa-
rent), 377, 394, 395 N.I, 456 sq., 486,
511 N. i.

Emblematic Mashal, 526 N. i.

Emphasis on indeterminate nouns, 384
sq., 422.

Enallage of the gender, 463, 483.

Epicene nouns, 410.

Epithets, poetical, used as substantives,

448 N. 3.

Era, Jewish, 28.

Ethiopic, 2.

Exceptive clauses, 527 sq.

Exclamations, 492, 495 sq., 502 sq.

Extension, plurals of, 417.

Feminine, terminations of the, 232 sqq.:
formation of, 286 sqq. : in the constr.

state, 259 : in the plural, 253 sqq. :

paradigms, 288 sqq.: use of the fern,

form for abstracts and collectives, 41 2

sqq.: dislike of using the fern, form,

449, 490 sq. : fern, forms of the infini-

tive, 125, 179, 181, I94sq.
Feminine pronoun = English it, 463,

483 sq.

Figura etymologica, see Schema etymo-
logicnm.

Final clauses, 330, 335 sq., 530 sq.

Formae mixtae, 230.
Formative letters, or litterae serviles,

100, 235, 245 sqq.
Future tense, 127 N. i : futurum exactum,

324. 328.
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Ga'ya, 62 sqq.

Ge'ez, a.

Gender of nouns, 409 sqq. : in the con-

nexion of subject and predicate,

486 sqq.

Genitive, expression of, 258 sq., 434
sqq. : epexegetical, 436, 439 : sub-

jective, 436, 462 : objective, 436, 462 :

partitive, 436 : explanatory, 436 sq. :

periphrasis for, 439 sqq.
Gentilic names, 251, 422,432.
Geographical names connected with a

genitive, 423.

Gerund, 125.
Government of the verb, 379 sqq.

Gutturals, 29 sq., 32, 75 sqq., 169 sqq.

Hateph-Pathah, 50 sq. : shorter than

Hateph-S
e
ghol, 92, 171.

Hateph-Qames, 51 sq.

Hateph-S
e
ghol, 50.

He interrogative, 307, 498 sqq.
Hebrew language, I, 8 sqq.: remains of

the literature, 9 sq., 13 sqq.: dialects

of, 17 : resources of, 17 : grammatical
treatment of, 17 sqq.: system of

writing. 12, 23 sqq.
Hebrews, 8 sq.

Helping vowels, 45, 93, 238 sq., 276.

Himyaritic, 2.

Hiph'il, 147 sqq.

Hireq, different kinds of, 38, 44 sq. :

compaginis, 263.

Hithpa'el, 153 sqq.: sometimes governs
an accusative, 386 sq.

Hithpa'lel, 156.

Hithpalpel, 157.

Holem, 39 sq., 45 sqq.

Homogeneous consonants, 32 : vowels,
8 1 sqq.

Homorganic consonants, 32.

Hoph'al, 147 sqq.

I-sounds, 38, 44 sq. : for a, 128, 139,

143, 147, 246, 277.

Imperative, 125 sq. : shortened and

lengthened forms of, 134, 218 : with

suffixes, 167 sqq. : syntax of, 337 sqq. :

other tenses and moods used instead

of it, see under Jussive and Infinitive

absolute (362).

Imperfect, the name, 1 2*7 N. i : formation

and inflexion of, 127 sqq.: shortened

and lengthened forms of, 131 sqq.:
with waw consecutive, 135 sqq., 339

sqq.: with suffixes, 165 sqq.: its

syntax, 325 sqq., 339 sqq.

Impersonal construction of PlVl, &c.,

483-

Imprecation, formulae of, 497^
Indefinite subject, how expressed, 484 sq.

Indogermanic languages compared, 3,

4 sq., 50 N. i, 72 N. I, 75 N., 91 N. 2,

103, 108, 140, 144 N. 2, 149 N., 157
N. I, 304, 448 N. 3, 451 N. 2, 46l N. I,

464 N. I, 488 N. I, 490 N. 2, 500 N. 2,

511 N.

Infinitive, 124 sqq.: with suffixes, i67sq. :

use of the infin. abs., 355 sqq.; as a
casus adverbialis, 356 sq.; to strengthen
the idea of the verb, 357 sqq. : in place
of the finite verb, 361 sqq.: syntax of

the infin. constr., 363 sqq.: infinitive

construction continued by a finite verb,

368 : connexion with subject and

object, 369 sqq.

Instrument, introduced by 3, 399 : ac-

cusative as a supposed casus instru-

mentalis, 485, 486 N. i.

Intensification of attributive ideas, 450
sqq.

Interjections, 103, 318 sq.: syntax of,

496.

Interpunctuation, the accents as marks

of, 57, 61.

Interrogative sentences, 330 sq., 498 sqq. :

disjunctive, 500 : indirect, 500 sq. :

expressing a wish, 502.

Interrogativewords and particles,498 sqq.
Involved series of sentences, 533.

Jussive, 131 sq., 133 sq., 334 sqq.: in

conditional sentences, 336, 520 : purely

rhythmical jussive forms, 336.

Kaph veritatis, 395.

Knhibh, 64.

Lamentation metre, 15.

Letters, forms and names of, 23 sqq. :

final, 25 sq.

Litterae dilatabiles, 26 : majusculae,
minusculae and suspensae, 28 : spi-

rantes, 31 sq. : liquidae, 32: quiesci-

biles, 41, 78 sqq. : incompatibiles,
102 N. : serviles, 100, 235 : compaginis,
263.

Loan-words in Hebrew and Greek, 5.

Locative, 261 sqq.

Mandaeans, 2.

Mappiq, 42 N. I, 53, 55.

Maqqeph, 48, 62.

Masculine as prior gender, 410 sq., 493.
Masora and Masoretic text, 18 sq.

Material, expressed by the genitive, 437,

462.
Matres lectionis, 41 N. I.

Mesa' inscription, 2, 9 sq. : final vowels

in, 34: -pS^allK, 106 N. i : NH =

N^H, 107 N. i : waw consecutive, 135

N.I: the forms DnrvH, &c., 155;

O O
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?, 195 N-; ^yS, 215 N.: fern,

sing. abs. in J1 , 233 N. 2; plur.

masc. in
}

, 252 N. 3 : suffixes, 268 N. :

the imperfect, 325 N. 3; impf. consec.,

341 N.: article omitted with J"IKT , 430 :

use of the separate pronoun, 460 N. I :

casus pendens, 482 N.I.

Metathesis, see Transposition.

Metheg, 48, 57, 62 sqq., 71, 86 sq., 94,

138.
Mil'el and Milra', 57, 70 sq.

Mixed forms, 230.

Moods, expression of, 118, 320 sqq.:

modus rei repetitae, 327.

Multiplicatives, 458.

Nabataean inscriptions, 2.

Names, proper, 411: with the article,

422 : with a following genitive, 423.

Negative sentences, 503 sqq.

Negatives, 503 sqq.: several in a sen-

tence, 508 : affecting a following

clause, 508 sq.

Neuter,wanting in Hebrew, 232.4I3N. i.

Niph'al, 139 sqq.
Nomen regens and rectum, 258 sq.

Nota accusativi, 158 sq., 379 sqq.

Noun-clauses, 376 sqq., 473 sq., 474 sqq.:
shortened unusually, 496 : negatived

by pX and &, 503 sqq. : relative, 5 1 2.

Nouns, derivation and various kinds of,

235 sqq.: primitive, 100, 231, 235 sq. :

denominative, 250 sq. : with pro-
nominal suffixes, 265 sqq. : paradigms
of, 273 sqq. : peculiar forms, 293 sqq. :

syntax of, 409 sqq. : appellatives, 41 1

sq., 422 sq. : nomina unitatis, 414 :

abstracts, 412 sq.
Number in the connexion of subject and

predicate, 486 sqq.
Number of words in the Old Testament,

17 N.

Numeral adverbs, 458 sq.

Numerals, 298 sqq.: syntax of, 454 sqq.
Numerical sayings, 459.
Numerical signs, 27 sq.
Nftn paragogicum, 130 sq.: assimilation

of Nun, 67, 1 80 sq.: energicum (de-

monstrativum,epentheticum), 161 sq.:

inversum, 28.

O-sounds, 39, 45 sqq.
Oaths, formulae of, 497.

Object, in the accusative, 379 sqq.: in-

troduced by p, 483 sq. : absolute, or

internal, 384' sq. : remoter obj. ex-

pressed by accusative suffixes, 387.
Object-clauses, 517 sq.
Old Hebrew, 6, 8 sqq.

Onomatopoetica, 4, 101 sq.

Optative, 334.
Oratio obliqua, 517.
Order of words, 368 N. (chiasmus): in

noun-clauses, 477 sq.: in verbal-clauses,

478 sqq. : with the infinitive, 370 sq.

Ordinal numbers, 302 sq., 457 sq.

Pa'lel, 156.

Parallelism, poetic, 14, 500.

Participles, 138 sq., 326 : with suffixes,

169, 374 sq. : syntax of, 372 sqq.:

passive, 375 sq., 378 : participial con-

struction continued by a finite verb,

379-

Particles, 304 sqq.

Passive, H7sq., I4osq. : probable pas-
sive of Qal, 144, 147, 152: construction

of passives, 407 sqq. : expressed by
means of the active participle, 485 N. i.

Pathah, 38, 43 sq. : preferred with gut-

turals, 76 : furtive, 40, 76, 177 sq. : as

a helping-vowel, 91, 93 N. 4, 238 sq. :

in the imperfect of verbs H",', 220,

223 : in pause for sere or seghol, 97 sq.,

142 : in Pi'el for sere, 143.

Patronymics, 251.

Pause, 96.

P'al'al, 156.

Pentateuch, linguistic character of, 13.

Perfect, 1 1 8, 120 sqq., I27N.: withwaw
consecutive, 135 sqq., 137 sq., 344
sqq. : with "I as a narrative tense, 353

sq. : as a frequentative tense, 345 sq.,

350 sq.: with suffixes, 162 sqq. : syn-
tax of it, 320 sqq. : not precative, 324
N. 2 : perfectum

'

confidentiae,' 324;
propheticum, 324.

Permutative, 446 sq.
Phoenician and Punic language, 2, u,

50 N. i, 106 N. i, 113 N. 2, 135 N. J,

233, 252 : writing, 6, 34 N. 2.

Phonetic system, Hebrew, 32.

Phonetics, 28 sqq.

Pi'el, 142 sqq.

Pi'lel, 156.

Pilpel, 157.
Pleonastic use of the pronoun, 460 : of

the negative, 508.

Pluperfect, 321 sq. : pluperf. conjunctive,

324 sq.

Plural, terminations of, 252 sqq.; double

plurals, 255: use of, 416 sqq.: con-

struction of, 488 sq. : plural forms of

prepositions, 314 sq. : plural suffix

referring to collective singular, 463.
Pluralis excellentiae or majestatis, 418

sq.: its construction, 450: plural of ex-

tension, 41 7: intensive, 417 sq.: of the

result or product, 420.
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Plurals of compound ideas, 420 sq.
Plurals of names of animals or things,

construed with the fern, sing., 488.
Po el, 155 sq.
Poetic style, 14.

Polpal, 157.

Polysyndeton, 509 N. i (a).
Potential sense of the imperfect, 330 sq.

Precative, 334.
Predicate, without the article, 426 : its

connexion with the subject, 486 sqq. :

attracted to the principal idea of a

compound subject, 492 sq.

Prefixes, see Prepositions.
Preformatives of the imperfect,. 127 sqq. :

of the noun, 245 sqq.
Prepositions, 308 sqq. : prefixed preposi-

tions, 309 sqq. : under the government
of the verb, 395 sqq.: compound,
396 sqq.

Present, expressed by the perfect, 322 sq.
Preterite, see Perfect.

Pretonic vowels, 85, 310, 312..
Prohibitions, expressed by PS or fcO

with thejussive or imperf., 329, 334 sq.,

505-
_

Pronominal ideas expressed by substan-

tives, 470 sqq.

Pronouns, 105 sqq. : syntax of, 459 sqq. :

personal, 105 sqq., 459 sq. : oblique
cases of, 461 : suffixes, 108 sq.; with
the verb, 159 sqq.; with the noun,
265 sqq. ; with adverbs, 307 sq. ; with

prepositions, 311 sqq.; referring to

entire sentences, 463 ; demonstrative,

109 sq., 464 sq.; used relatively, 469
sq.: relative, 113, 466 sq.: indefinite,

113 sq. : interrogative, 1 1 3 sq., 466 :

reflexive, 461 : possessive, 109, 462 :

as genitive, subjective or objective,

462 : separate pronouns emphasizing
a suffix, 460 sq.

Pronunciation of Hebrew, 28 sqq., 133.
Prosthesis, 68.

Pu'al, 143 sq., 145 sqq.
Pu'lal, 156.
Puncta extraordinaria, 28.

Punctuation, Babylonian, 40 N. I.

Punic, see Phoenician.

Qal, form and meaning of, 120 sqq.:

probable passives of, 144, 152 sq.

Qames, 38, 42 sq. : its pronunciation, 39 :

Qames impurum, 84.

Qames-hatuph, 39, 47: how distinguish-
ed from Qames, 47 sqq.

Q"re, 64 sq. : perpetuum, 65.

Qibbns, 39, 45 sq.

Quadriliterals, 102 sq. : nouns, 249 :

verbs, 158.

Quantity of vowels, 38 N. 4.

Questions, double, 500 sq.

Quiescent letters, see Letters.

Quinqueliterals, iO2sq., 249.

Radical letters, 99 sq.

Raphe, 31, 55.
Relation of different kinds of weak verbs

to one another, 225 sq.
Relative clauses, 511 sqq., 515 : after the

constr. state, 442 sq.
Relative pronoun, 113,466 sq.

Repetition of words to express entirety,
or in a distributive sense, 415 sq.: to

express the superlative, 453.
Rhythm of Hebrew poetry, 14 sq.

Roots, loo sqq.

Sabean, 2, 6 N. i.

Samaritan, 2.

Schema etymologicum, 384 sq.

Scriptio plena and defectiva, 41 sq.,

83 sq.

Seal-stones, engraved, 10.

Se
ghol, 38 sq., 44 sq., 90 sqq.: as a

helping-vowel, 91, 93, 238 : in the

imperfect of verbs n"v, 216 sq.,
220: with gutturals, 77: before gut-
turals with Qames, 91 : in pause for

sere in Pi'el, 146.

Segholate forms of nouns, 238 sqq.,

276 sqq.
Semitic languages, I sqq.: their gram-

matical structure, 3 sq. : their relation

to one another, 3, 7 sq.; and to other

languages, 4 sq. : their age, 6 sqq.
Semitic writing, 5 sq.

Sentences, 473 sqq.: compound, 473,

481 sqq,: incomplete, 494 sqq.: re-

strictive and intensive, 509 : connected

by Waw, 509 sqq.

Separating vowels, 183 N., 204 sq.

Sere, 38, 44 sq. : in pause for seghol in

verbs n"b, 224.
Servile letters, see Formative letters.

Sewa, simple and compound, 49 sqq.,

74sq., 77 sq., 81 sq., 170 sq.: medium,
49 sq., 89 sq. : mobile, 49 sqq., 72, 74,

77, 89 sq. : simple, under gutturals, 77,

170, 178: quiescent (silent, syllable-

divider), 52, 77, 81 sq., 89.

Sibilants, 30 sq.: transposition (meta-

thesis) of, 68 sq., 153.

Silluq, with Soph pasnq, 57.
Siloam inscription, 10, 34 sq.

Simultaneity of actions expressed by
noun-clauses, 528.

Singular, distributive, 489.

Softening of consonants, 69.

Spirants, 31 sq.

Square character, 23 sq.

O O 2
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Stem-consonants, or radicals, 100 sq.

Stems, to be distinguished from roots,

99sqq.
Status absolutus of the noun, 258.
Status constructus, its form, 258 sq. : its

use, 434 sqq. : wider use of it, 44 1 sqq. :

before prepositions, 441 sq. : before

relative clauses, 442 : with the article,

432 sq.

Subject, omitted in participial clauses,

377 : peculiarities in the representation
of the subject, 483 sqq. : two subjects
in a verbal-clause, 485 sq. : construc-

tion of compound subjects, 492 sq.

Substantive, its connexion with the

adjective. 448 sqq.: as predicate of

a noun-clause, 474 sq.

Suffixes, see Pronoun : their syntax, 462

sqq. : heavy (or grave) and light, 164,

270, 273 : masculine suffixes referring
to feminines, 463.

Superlative, expression of, 452 sq.

Sureq, 39, 45 sq.
' Surface '-plurals, 417.

Syllables, theory of, 84 sqq.

Syncope, 68, 112 sq., 142, 152: of the

article, 1 1 2 sq. ; of the fl in Hiph'il
and Hoph'al, 147.

Syriac language, 2.

Syriasms in pronunciation, 82 : cf.

Aramaisms.

Tell el-Amama tablets, n.
Temporal clauses, 322, 340, 353, 528

sqq. : expressed by infin. constr. with
a preposition, 530.

Tenses, 1 18 sqq. : use of, 320 sqq. : tern-

pus historicnm, 321.
Text of the Old Testament probably

derived from a single archetype, 18.

Titles indicated by the feminine form,

4'3-
Tone of Hebrew words, 94 sqq. : marks

of, 56 sq., 60 sq.

Transition from one person to another,

483-

Transposition (metathesis) of conso-

nants, 68 sq., 153.

U-sounds, 39, 45 sq.

Verb, 115 sqq.: its syntax, 320 sqq. : its

government, 379 sqq.: weak verbs,

119, 178 sqq.: verbs middle E and
middle O, 1 20 : derivative, see Conju-
gations : denominative, 115, 120, 141,

145, 149, 154: transitive and intransi-

tive, 1 20, 386 : with suffixes, 1 58 sqq. :

doubly weak, 226 sqq.: defective, 229
sq. : verba induendi et exuendi, 387 :

copiae et inopiae, 387 sq.: with pre-

positions, 395 sqq.

Verbal-clauses, 473 sq., 478 sqq.: rela-

tive, 512 sqq.
Verbal ideas under the government of

the verb, 404 sq. : co-ordinated with

a verb, 405 sq.
Verse arrangement ofpoetic passages, 15.
Vocalization of the text, 36 sq. : Baby-

lonian, 40 N., 314 N.

Vocative with the article, 425.
Vowel letters, 33 sqq., 41 sq.

Vowel signs or points, 36 sqq.

Vowels, 33 sqq., 83 sq., 84 sqq. : firm or

immovable, 83 sq. : changes in them
as regards quantity, 87 sqq. : impure,

84 N. I.

Waw adaequationis, 526 N.: apodosis,

482 : concomitantiae, 510 N. () : con-

secutive, 135 sqq.; with the perfect,

137 sq.; with the imperfect, 136 sq.:

copulative, 317 sq., 509 sqq. : explica-

tivum, 510 N. (b}.

Weak consonants, 33: N and H , 78 sqq. :

1 and ", 81 sqq.: weak verbs, 119,

178 sqq.

Weakening (or softening) of consonants,

69.

N, as a consonant and guttural, 29 sq.,

75 sqq., 78 sqq.: prefers Hateph-
S'ghol, 78, 128: as a weak sound,
78 sqq., 190 sqq.: as a vowel letter,
80 : interchanges with n

, 1 , \ 79 :

dropped, 80 : prosthetic, 68 : virtually
doubled, 175 sq.

TH*, 3". 463 464 N. i.

te, 3'7, 498 q., 527-

TK, 307, 326.

D(*i preposition with suffixes, 316.

"{< woe! 318 : a negative, 506.

!p, 496-

p> P*?, 47 7.503, 55 sq.

"S*i 329. 503,505.

~^N, 315, 396 sq.

DV6, 423, 450,488.

DN (liTDK), to be distinguished from ^
in desiderative clauses, 502 sq. : in

conditional clauses, 521 sqq.: DX in
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double questions, 500 : as a particle
of asseveration, 497 sq.

\$, 59-

tJ'K, as a relative pronoun, 113, 466

sqq., 51 1 sqq.: as a conjunction, 157. c,

158, 164. d, 165. b, 166. l>:

flK, the nota accusativi, 311 sq., 379-

383 : the preposition, 311.

prno TIK, 70 sq.

3, the preposition, 309, 312 sq., 398 sqq.:

2 essentiae, 398 : partitive, 399 : pretii,

399: instrumental, 399 sq.

p2, preposition with suffixes, 315 sq.

'rip3, to negative an infinitive, 368.

iD2,3i4.

D3, 59-

pVT|,7o.
DW, 420.

n, withMappiq, 53, 55, 8osq.: as a weak

letter, 80 sq. : interchanges with 1 and *,

81 : as a mere vowel letter, 30, 33 sq.,

80 sq., 82, 216 sq.

H, the article, no sqq., 424 sqq.

H interrogative, 307, 498 sqq.

H_ , the termination of the cohortative

and imperative, 132, 134 : in the

noun, 232 sq., 260 sqq., 277.

MPI (tOn), 65, 107 sq.: how different

from PIT, 464: WPI and PIT to empha-
size a question, 465, 501.

PPP) (and fVn), 63, 173 sq., 220: with

the participle, 377: with p before an

infinitive, 365 sq.: as the copula, 477.

Di*n one day, 428.

fcOPI in assertions, 499.

:]!??,
1 99, 359 sq.

ID
z/> 524-

}pj, pm, 308, 494 sq.

nrin, 357-

1, as a vowel letter, 25 N. I, 33 sqq.,

41 sq., 45 sq., 81 sqq., 84 sq.: as a
firm consonant in the verb, 210, 215.

\ ('1), see \Vaw copulative, consecutive,

&c.

PPPn as a prophetic formula, 349 sq.

\"Vl as a narrative formula, 340 sq.

P with the perfect, 123: with the im-

perfect, 130 sq.

PIT, J"INT, 109 sq., 464 sq. : as a relative

pronoun, 469 sq.

^T, demonstrative, no : relative, 469 sq.

PI , virtually doubled, 76.

POP! (see PPPI), 228.
TT V TT

"tt3 with the imperfect, 326.

*,
as a vowel letter, 25 N. i, 33 sqq., 39
sqq., 8 1 sqq. : pronunciation, 81 sq.,

1 28 N. i .

iPP, 65 : how pronounced with prefixes,

HIV, 464.

, 477 : with suffixes, 307 sq.

3, with suffixes, 313: its meaning, 309,

394 sq-, 476 N., 513.

"fte?. s 26 sq-

^3, corroborative, 525 : as a conjunction,

157, T 58, 159- aa and ee
>

l63,

164. d, 166. b.

DK ^3, 527-

^3, with a negative, 504 : in connexion

with substantives, 381, 431 sq., 492 :

with participles, 378 sq.

tos, 313-

fj, preposition, 125, 309 sqq.: with suf-

fixes, 312: its meanings, 309, 400:
as the sign of the dative, 400 : intro-

ducing the object, 383 sq. : as the sign

of the genitive, 439 sqq.: with the

passive, and passive ideas, 409 : Lamed

auctoris, 440 ; inscriptions, 400 sq. :

distributive, 415 sq. : with the infini-

tive, 364 sqq.

&6, 35, 53 sq., 506 sqq.: in prohibi-

tions, 329 : with the jussive, 324 sq. :

t6]
= that . . . not, 531.

^, 502 sq., 521 sq., 524.

^.SS'sq., 524-

, 3", 500-

314-
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ID? (in poetry, for 17 and DH?), 312 N. 3.

H, iSosq.

D, as preformative in participles, 143,

M7 : preformative in nouns, 245 sqq.;

afibrmative, 248.

D for riD, 70, 113 ].

ft, see |?p.

HD, 70, 113 sq., 466, 496.

, 113 sq., 466: JJFI? , 502.

JO, preposition, 308 : with suffixes, 314:

its meanings, 401 sq. : with the com-

parative, 450 sqq.

f ,
see Nun.

*?, 3I9. 334. 337-

fro, 181.

3^D, niT3D, with suffixes, 315 sq.

y, its pronunciation, 30 : virtually dou-

bled, 76.

iy, preposition with suffixes, 316.

"7JJ, preposition, 308, 402 sq., 518 sq.:

with suffixes, 316.

~DV, preposition, 308 : with suffixes, 316.

"riKty, 300 N. 2.

~|5, conjunction, 508.

?yS ,
used as a model of conjugation,

19, 117 N., 119.

?ip hark, 492.

">> 3> 3 2
'

doubled, 78.

K>, its pronunciation, 30 sq.

&?, E',
the relative pronoun, 113.

^-, ri-^-,
the feminine termination,

232 sqq., 259.

with suffixes, 316.
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Genesis
7, i . ii7*,ii7A,n7
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Genesis 7, i 28, 6. 569

Genesis
19, i . 1160, 141 e, 141f,
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Genesis
28 8 uid



Genesis 28, 8 Exodus 4, 21.

Genesis
40. ^ 1520



572 Index of Passages.

Exod
5c



Exodus 5, 5 Numbers n, 25. 573

Exodus
24 4 .



574 Index of Passages.

Numbers
11 27 . . 1 26 r



Numbers n, 27 Joshua 21, n. 575

Deut(
17, 6

8

'4

18, i

IJ
16

20, 2

8

21, 3

7
8

9
10
ii

13

22, i

9

23

23, 5
ii

15

25

24, i

4
8

10

13

23
25, 2

12

13

26, 5
12

27, 6

9
28,24

36

43
48
49

57

59
62

66

67
29,i5

18

21

28

30, 4
81, 12

16

29
32, i
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Joshua
22, 9 .

17
20 .

25
23, ^ .



Joshua 22, 9 i Samuel 15, 2. 577

1 Samuel
1, 3 112 dd
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1 Samuel
15 4 .03.*



i Samuel 15, 4 2 Samuel 21, 4. 579

1 San
31, 2

7

9

2 Sac
1 4

6

9
10

18

21

23

2,

3

5

9
20

21

22

23
26

27

32
3, i

2

8

ii

18

25

27

3

33
34
39

4, i

2

4
7

10

ii

5, 2

6

8

10
21

24
6, i

2

3
6
16

20

7, 5

29
8, 2

3

4
8
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2 Samuel
Q1 r\ rr8



2 Samuel 21, 9 2 Kings 20, 19. 581

1 Kings
17, i .
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2 Kings
21 n 74 /



2 Kt11
(

Isaiah
10,13 23^. 752. i7^7

N. I

14 . . 118 w, 132 e
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Isaiah
29, 16 . . .I47<r, 1507

19 . n8/, 132 c, 133-4



Isaiah 29, 16 Jeremiah 16, 16. 585

Isaiah
50, 2 .

8 .

.
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Jeren
17, 2

7
8

ii

17
18

18, 7

23
19, 5

8

15

20, 9

15

I?

21, I

13

22,14
15

19
20
22

23

24
26

28

29
23, 6

M
32

33

37

39
24, 7

25, 3

5
26

27

H
26, 5



Jeremiah 17, 2 Hosea 4, 18. 58?

Ezeki
13,20
14, 3

14
22

16, 4

1
10

27

3i

S 2

33

45
47
50
5 1

52
53
54
55
57

59
17, 5

7

9
15

21

18, 6

7
10

14
29
32

19, 2

12

20, 9
16

22

37

38
21, 15

18

21

22

29

31

32

33
35

22, 4
18

20

23,20
28

3 2

42

44
AK
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Hosea
62



Hosea 5, 2 Malachi i, 6. 589

Micah
2, 4 . 67 u, 144 d, 148

6 . . . 1-idd, 1450
7 . . .loon, 118

8 ii6^
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Malachi
1 10 . 151 a, 153



Malachi i, 10 Psalm 77, n.

Psalm
30 4
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Psalm
77,i6

18



Psalm 77, 16 Job 5, 5. 593

Proverbs
2,n . . .
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Job
5, 7

8
10

'3

14
16
18

22

34

37

e, 2

5

7
8

9
12-

3

4
16

i?

'9
20

22

2̂6

38

7, 3

3

t

3

H
18

20

21

8, 5

7

9
10

12

M
18

X 9

9,"

I
ii

!I

18

'9

22

M
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Job
20,17

19
22

23

24
26

29
21, 4

5

7

9

13
16

i?
21

22

23

25

27
29
3 2
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Job
40, 5

8

19
22

34

3

33

41, i

2

4
7

12

*5

I?
2O
22-

2
42, 2

3

5

7
8

10

13

5

Song
i, i

6

8
10

2/5

7

9
12

M
17

'i
ii

J5
4, i

6, 5

,2

e, s

n
7, 2

10

8, 2

5
6
10
J 4



Job 40, 5 2 Chronicles 25, 17. 597

Ecclesiastes

11, 2 T 1A X
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